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The present work seek* *-
'

jstigate

the political condition and the cultural

life of Central India during the fifteenth

and the first half of the sixteenth cen

turies. It examines the inter-state

relations during these centuries and

focusses on the role of the Kingdom of

Malwa. Occupying a central position,

Malwa had as her neighbours the

kingdoms of Gujarat, Mewar, Delhi,

Jaunpur, the Deccan and Khandesh

and had to deal with ail of them. The

Kingdom of Malwa, founded by

Dilawar Khan Ghuri m A.D. 1401

passed through varying fortunes till

1562, when Akbar incorporated it as a

subah in the Mughal Empire. The

chapter on Hoshang Shah, Mahmud

Khalji, Ghiyath Shah and Nasir Shah

make a detailed study of the politics

of the fifteenth century. The chapters

on cultural aspects examine the role of

the Kingdom of Malwa in stimulating

and re-orienting the local traditions

which were lying moribund. In the

field of painting, the kingdom of Malwa

became a crucible wherein Indian

traditions and Persian traditions of

Shiraz were fused to give rise to new

idioms, which to a grtaici measure

contributed to the growth of the Rajput

painting, as well as the paintings of

the Southern, Kingdoms. The Sections

on Music, Literature and Architecture

make the picture complete and are

very refreshing. The economic aspects
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PREFACE

THE study of Medieval Indian History remains partial without

a thorough and exhaustive study of the Provincial Kingdoms

some of which played a more important role during the fifteenth

century than the Impend Sultanate of Dehh. Truly speaking

Dehli, except for her name and prestige, was in no way better

than any of the Provincial Kingdoms

While the kingdoms of Gujarat and the Deccan have attracted

quite a number of scholars to make detailed study of their history

Malwa has so far remained neglected No doubt Dr. Ganguli

has made an excellent study of Malwa under the Paramars and

Dr Raghubir Smh of Sitamau has examined the history

of Malwa following the decline of the Mughal Power and the

ascendency of the Maralhas But no one has so fai examined

the history of the period covered by the Independent Muslim

Kingdom of Malwa. Of course there are quite a few brief notices

on this period which may be mentioned here Malcom in the

Memoirs of Central India and Malwa has given a brief summary

from Brigg's translation of Finshta, Campbell and Barnes have

also given brief historical surveys to serve as background for

the description of the buildings of Mandu and Dhar Dr G.

Yazdam in that excellent monograph on Mandu has also given

a rapid survey of the history, but he too has mostly summarised

from the account of Briggs Sir Wolseley Haig has given a brief

account of the History of Malwa in "Cambridge History of

India
1 '

Vol. Ill; and lastly A. 1C Majumdar has also devoted

about 14 pages in the volume entitled "The Delhi Sultanate"

as the sixth volume of "The History and culture of the Indian

of People". Thus the sum total of work done so far is meagre

and leaves ample scope for detailed study The present disserta

tion is aimed at filling up this gap, and therefore covers the period

of the Independent Sultanate of Malwa, which, founded by

DiUnvar Khan Glum in 1401 A.D., continued through varying

fortunes till 1562 *
, when it was finally incorporated in the

Mughal Empire by Akbar.

The treatment of the present study, for convenience, has been

done reign-wise While the problems and policies have been

treated separately under each ruler, the cultural trends have

been examined as a whole. Throughout the course of the present
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study I have tried to remain objective and have not allowed

preconceived notions to influence my analysis I have also

weighed thoroughly the valued opinions of the scholars and

wherever I have differed fiom them it is only because my findings

led me to such conclusions. McCathir-i-Mahnmdshaht and

Taiikh-i-Nasiishahi, the two contempoiaiy histones, wiitten

in Malwa have been utilised to 1he fullest extent for the fust

time in the present study

The piesent study was undei taken at the suggestion of

Professor Haioon Khan Sherwam and, theielore, my gratitude

to him must be expressed fiist He supplied much invaluable

mfoimation and also took a keen interest in the pi ogress of

the woik My thanks aie also due to Saiyid Khahl Ahmed
Sahib of Kichhouchha who not only lent me the manuscupt
of MaKtitbat-i-Aihrafici, but also helped me in my study of the

Persian manuscnpts Di Bisheshwar Prasad, Piofessoi and

Head of the Depaitment of Histoiy, University of Delhi, un-

giudgmgly extended all help, advice and encouragement in

the completion of the woik, The affection and caie tru't he

extended to me will always icmain a cherished Ucastiie I am
also giateful to Di Raghubn Sinh ol Sitamau for his valuable

suggestions and for diawing my attention to some contemporai >

Jam sources I am thankful to Shu Agai Chaiul Nahta ioi

sending published and unpublished Jam works which \\cre of

gieat help to me while I was levismg the thesis tbi the piess

I am also thankful to the authoitties, Bodleian Libiaiy, Chfoid

and British Museum, London, who very kindly supplied me
with microfilm copies of manuscripts in their libraiies.

Last of all, I must apologise to my readers for some punting
mistakes which, in spite of best efforts, have cropped in, and I

shall always welcome their cinticism and suggestions If I have

succeeded in this humble attempt to contribute a little towauK
enhancement of knowledge I shall feel amply rewarded Ioi ins

labour,

12th July 1965

53 Vaiuna Bridge, U.N. Da>
Vaianasi Cantt.



INTRODUCTION
FOUNDED m A D. 1206 the Sultanate of Delhi had to face many
vicissitudes during the process of its expansion and develop
ment The fourteenth century witnessed both its maximum
expansion and the beginning of its disintegration and decay.
The Bahmani Kingdom founded towards the middle of the 14th

centuiy initiated its dismtegiation, and by the first decade of the
15th century, Gujarat, Malwa and Jaunpur, too, freed them
selves from the clutches of Delhi, each formulating an indepen
dent entity While Delhi kept nursing the wound inflicted by
the invasion of Timur, these newly formed kingdoms slowly but

steadily piospered Thus the arena of Indian politics during the
entne fifteenth century and the first half of the sixteenth century
witnessed the activities of numerous states, each representing
its local ambition and not by those of one single empire.
Besides various Muslim States, the period also witnessed the

revival of Rajput power of Mewar. As the territories of these

kingdoms often ran contiguous to each other, it was almost im
possible for them to exist in absolute seclusion and indifference

to each other; and this situation m its turn generated problems
m inter-state relations

For the people, however, the genesis of these kingdoms
was of great import The Turks had concentrated their atten

tion in the north and had attached a great significance to thp
rich Indo-Gangetic Doab, making it the heart of their king
dom Consequently though the distant conquered territories

served to augment their material resources, the people were

completely deprived of the benefit of personal care and interest

of the monarch With the cieation of the Provincial Kingdoms
their capitals became centies round which Islamic traditions

and local .traditions began to mingle more freely and thus much
of the local traditions which weie lying moribund were re

orientated under a fresh impulse.

Of these kingdoms, Malwa occupied the most centrally

situated position and the policies, both foreign and internal, of

her rulers were determined to a great extent by the geographical
factors. Hence it would be proper to assess the importance of

these factors before we actually proceed with the examination of

the policies.

The region of Malwa forms a definite geographical division
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of India and like Rajasthan, Gujarat or Deccan bears an inde

pendent identity with characteristic features of its own. Under

Akbar, according to Abul Fazl the subah of Malwa lay between

Bandhun (Rewa) in. the east, Narwar on the north, Baglanah

on the south and Gujarat and Ajraer on the west In length

it extended from Garha (Mandla) to Banswaia a distance

of two hundred and forty five kos and in breadth from

Ghanden to Nandarbar, a distance of two hundred and thirty

kos Thus the Subah of Malwa included, besides the tableland,

such geographical regions as Harauti, Nimar, hilly tracts of

Rath, Bagad and Kanthal 1 It was on the tableland that the

independent kingdom of Malwa was founded by Dilawar Khan

Ghuri which, undei varying fortunes, continued to exist upto

1562 when it was incorporated in the Mughal Empire as a

Subah.

The Malwa piopei or the heart of the kingdom of Malwa

is almost a tuangular tableland with the Vindhyu mountains

as its base. The tableland is almost umfoim in height and is

about two thousand feet above sea level, pioviding a climate

which is salubnous, pleasant and invigorating Even during

summer mspite of the heat of day time, the nights are invariably

cool and refreshing which has led to the common praise:
*

Nights of Malwa' The soil is rich in fertility and mostly

consists of a loose rich black loam. The river systems of

Malwa have their origin in the tableland and flow northwards,

except the Narbada which originates in the Maikal Range and

runs from east to west on the south of this tableland. The

tableland also abounds m wild animal life which live in the

green wilderness of the widely spread conical flat topped hills.

Thus we find Nature has provided Malwa proper with ideal

atmosphere for peaceful pursuits of life with plenty of scope for

material properity and ample natural beauty to inspire cul

tural development. But this land-locked tabeland is not pro

vided with any natural protection, and though it has a fairly good

height, the gradual rise of the tableland made it easily accessible

to greedy neighbours. The rulers of Malwa, therefore, looked

beyond the tableland to such adjacent territories from where

any invading army could be checked and at the same time to

1 Kanthal area wag mainly a jungle area inhabited by mtrs and other jungle

tribes Its particular importance grew only after the establishment of the

former Pratabgarh Deolla state during the second half of the 1 6th century.
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establish such relationships as would promote trade and com
merce Thus from the very beginning, the rulers of Malwa
followed a policy of extending their jurisdiction beyond the

tableland to adjacent regions and thereby push their frontiers in

such manner that the kingdom could be more easily defended.

To the south of the tableland lies the small plain region

known as Nmiar which truly speaking is that part of Narbada

valley which lies between Handia in the east and Kotra in the

west with the Vmdhya Range and the Satpura Range in the

north and the south respectively It is an undulating plane

and affords ample opportunities for cultivation. But this Nimar

plain is easily accessible from the south where the Bahmam

kingdom had her sway Thus rulers of MSwa in their efforts

to have an outer frontier considered it essential to have their

jurisdiction ovei Nimar 1 so that the frontier could be pushed

upto the Satpura. On the south-east of Nimar the kingdom
of Khandesh had been founded and the Sultans of Malwa

considered it wiser to turn Khandesh into an ally so as to serve

as a buffer against the Bahmanis of the Deccan

On the western side of Malwa, we find a stretch of hilly

tract running northwards from' the western extremity of the

Vmdhya range This hilly tract containing the regions of Rath

and Bagad mostly populated by 'Bhils serves as a natural

boundary of Malwa proper The nature of the legion of Rath

forms an intermediate stage between the heights of Malwa and

plains of Gujarat. While the region provides great hindrance

for general movement, it had a few possible routes thiough

it. For the rulers of Malwa, therefore, it was natural

to make efforts to keep a control over the region of Rath to serve

as a barrier against Gujarat North of Rath and practically

in the same range is the region of Bagad2 m which the Rajput

state of Dungarpur lay North of Bagad is the land of Mewar
Thus Bagad formed a sort of barrier between Malwa, on the

one side and Mcwar and Gujarat on the other. As a result of

such a location the rulers of Malwa, Gujarat and Mewar were

1 The valley of the Narmada has more or less always been under the Rulers

of Malwa, save eastern Nimar, which being the foreground of the Asirgarh

fort has always been under the domination of the Khandesh rulers This

division, of the Nimar between the two different powers has been the main

cause of the intimate relations between Malwa and KLhandesh.

2 The division of Bagad took place only about A D. 1620
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all equally interested in holding sway over Bagad, and to a greater

extent the policies of the rulers of these three kingdoms in this

direction were determined by this factor. The rulers of Dungar-

pur, during the period under discussion, therefore, were always

exposed to aggression from these three quarteis and generally

paid tribute to the one who claimed it on the point of sword

On the north of Malwa beyond the Mukundwara Range is

situated the region of Harauti, inhabited mostly by the Hada

Chauhans who had then strongholds in such places like

Ranthambhor, Bundi and Kotah Because Malwa had been

once a province of the Dehli Sultanat, the independent rulers

of Malwa always felt that any power that succeeds in consoli

dating the Dehli 'flultanat would not hestitate to re-establish

its authority once more over Malwa which was easily accessible

through Harauti and Khichiwara with the result that the rulers

of Malwa, as a matter of political expediency, tried to establish

their authority over these regions, But the freedom-loving

Hadas and the Khichisi who inhabited this regions did not

constitute such pliable human material over which any one could

establish a complete authority. The lulers of Malwa, theie-

fore, always sought to secure their loyalty by means of milder

policy, and to assure themselves of their loyalty, they not only

gave them help, but also 'created a number of outposts from

which a closer watch could be maintained over these petty

Rajput chiefs. These outposts thus became very important and

for their preservation, the Sultans of Malwa always remained

alert

On the eastern side of Malwa lies the region of Gondwana

which stretched southwardly upto Berar, The region of Gond

wana by itself did not present any political problem to the rulcis

of Malwa. But Gondwana had a lai gc number of jungles which

were full of elephants which in medieval warfare were con

sidered as the most important source of strength. During the

period under examination, Gondwana had a number of states

adjacent to it of which the important ones were Kherla, Raipur,

Ratanpur and Sarguja. While Kherla, situated on the northern

border of Berar, occupied a strategic position, Raipur, Ratanpur
on the eastern end Gondwana and Sarguja in Chattisgarh wer

centres from where elephants could be procured. Thus to assure

1 The Hadas and the Khichis were offshoots of the Chauhana.,
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of the safety from the side of Berar which was a strong frontier

province of the Bahmam kingdom it was important that the Rai

of Kherla should be a vassal chief of Malwa The relationship

with rulers of Raipur, Ratanpur and Sarguja was calculated

on the basis that they assured Malwa of a constant supply of

elephants, for which the establishment of the suzerainty of

Malwa over them was necessary.

Thus we find that the geographical situation and physical

features of Malwa proper, and Nimar, Rath, Bagad, Harauti

and Gondwana presented problems which could be solved only

by following such policy as would meet the requirements. In

shaping the policies of the Malwa Sultan, these problems

played a very important role The relations of Malwa with

the kmdoms of Khandesh and Deccan, Gujarat and Mewar,

Kalpi and Jaunpur is a series of attempts to solve the problems

presented by nature to Malwa So long as the sultans of Malwa

kept these problems before them and constantly made efforts to

keep in line with the problems, the kingdom continued to pros

per, but from the time they became oblivious to these problems,

the process of decay set m which finally wiped off the kingdom

Malwa, a traditional seat of Indian culture, rose to con

siderable prominence m the beginning of the llth century when

the Paramaras under Bhoja (1010-1055 circa) claimed imperial

rank. Bhoja Paramar indeed raised to the zenith the Paiamara

power in Malwa He not only glorified the arms of Malwa by

constantly waging wars against his neighbours, but fully vindi

cated the cultural traditions by his achievements as a scholar,

Himself a versatile scholar he wholeheartedly extended his

patronage of learning. Malwa under such a ruler who wrote

treatises on poetics, rhetoric, polity, philosophy, astronomy and

architecture was bound to be once more stirred up to the same

cultural height as it once enjoyed in the days of Kalidasa and

Vikramaditya Towards the close of his reign, Bhoja suffered

defeat from Someshwara I the Chalukya ruler of Kalyana.

Someshwara even plundered Dhar, Ujjain and Mandu forcing

Bhoja to flee away from his capital.

After his death the political power of Malwa so much

declined that even the title of the rulers was reduced to mere

Mahakumaras the region having fallen into the hands of the

Kalachuns and Chalukyas in A.D. 1055 and continued m that

condition till about A,t>. 1175,
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In the first quarter of the 13th century we find Devapala,

son of Mahakumara Harishchandra ruling over Malwa

Devapala's predecessor Arjunvarman had retrieved much of the

lost power and thus we find Devapala exercising authority over

a territory extending from Blulsa to Bioach including Nimar

and Hoshangabad districts Devapala's leign however witnes

sed the beginning of Muslim invasion from Dehh In A D 1233

Iltutmish invaded Bhilsa and Ujjain and plundeied them How

ever the Muslim invasion at this stage did not prove bettei than

a mere phmdenng laid

On Devapala's death he was succeeded by his son Jaitugi-

deva sometimes about AD 1243. Jaitugideva had to face inva

sions fiom all sides Krishna Rai the Yadava juler was the

first to invade It was followed by the invasion of Baghela

Vishaldeva of Gujarat, who not only invaded but sacked Dhar,

As a result of these invasions Malwa was considerably i educed

and could never consolidate hei power.

Bhoja II who succeeded about A D. 1283 had to lace the

invasion of Hammir of Ranthambhoi and Malwa was again

plundeied As a result of these repeated attacks and plunders

the political power of Malwa was completely shattered and it

was only left to 'Ala-ud-din Khalji to complete the process in

A.D. 1305, Mahalak Deo the last ruler was in fact a ruler of

Malwa only m name, It had already been parcelled out into

small principalities under petty chiefs Thus when 'Ain-ul-

Mulk, the Khalji commander invaded Malwa he did not face

any opposition worth its name, and easily annexed Malwa to

to the Dehli Sultanate.

But Malwa m the reign ol 'Ala-ud-din Khalji was not

immediately changed into Muslim country. The rule was ptac-

tically confined to the important centres with a super imposition

of Muslim officers However under Mubarak Shah Khalji and

then under Muhammad Tughlaq a greater number of Muslims

were settled which included both indigenous and foreign ele

ments. This settlement from a purely religious point of view

was a gam because the number of the followers of Islam

increased, but politically it had a greatei disadvantage. It

created a class of Muslim officers who began to look upon these

territories as their prized possessions and wanted to retain them

at any cost. Thus when Muhammad Tughlaq meted out harsh

punishment to the 'Centurions' in Malwa it was only followed
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by revolts * These icvolts under Muhammad Tughlaq in reality

were an expression of the feeling of independence that these

officers had imbibed That Malwa did not immediately declare

independence like Daulatabad was because of its close proximity
to and easy access from Dehli on the one hand and comparatively

smaller number of Muslims on the other who still could not be

sure of local support The mild policy of Firuz Tughlaq did

not create a crisis and more so because he did not distrub the

provincial governors This is more true in the case of Malwa
We do not find Malwa mentioned as playing any important
role during his reign It is only Bihamad Khani who inciden

tally mentions Malik Nizam-ud-dm as muqta* of Dhar
This comparative peace created a settled condition and

it only remained for a more ambitious man to take up the lead

and declare independence. Such a man finally came in the

pei son of Dilawai Khan who cautiously but surely succeeded

in proclaiming the independence of Malwa.

'

Barani, pp. 482, 503.



Chapter I

FOUNDATION OF INDEPENDENT KINGDOM
OF MALWA

Disintegration of Sultanate Ancestry of Dilawar Khan

Ghun Early career of Dilawar Khan Dilawar Khan

m Malwa Dilawar Khan receives Sultan Mahmud the

fugitive ruler of Dehh Dilawar Khan assumes Royalty

with Title "'Amid Shah Daud" Territories under his

rule Dilawar Khan's policy and his achievements His

death

THE closing years of the reign, of Muhammad bin Tughlaq

Witnessed the process of beginning of disintegration of the

Sultanate of Dehh, which, despite all his efforts, he failed to

check The South had thrown off the yoke of subordination

earlier and out of Warangal, Kampila and Dwarsamudra, the

kingdom of Vijaynagar had been founded m Tehngana in about

A.D 1336. 1 During the Gujarat campaign of the Sultan, the

Bahmam kingdom was carved out by Hasan Kanku8 (Aug.
1347 A D ) in Daulatabad. The Gujarat campaign of the Sultan

led him to his doom in Sindh, where he died of sudden illness

on Muharram 21, 752 AH./March 20, 1351 A.D. 3 Thus at his

death, he had left the Sultanate seething and his successor Firu/

Shah Tughlaq was a man of milder disposition, and by allow

ing a good deal of liberty to the provincial governors, he just

managed to retain their affiliation to Dehli. During the declin

ing years of Firuz Shah's life and after the death of his eldest

son, Path Khan, various parties m the court began to contest

for power, out of which, for a short time, Prince Muhammad,
the youngest son of the Sultan, emerged successful and was

appointed Regent by Firuz Shah. The Regency could not last

even a year, and he was ousted by Tughlaq Shah bin Path Khan.
Prince Muhammad had, however, the support of a number of

nobles amongst whom was one Dilawar Khan Ghun, with
whose help he finally succeeded in ascending the throne with the
title of Sultan Nasir-ud-din Muhammad Shah. After his

1
Sewell, Forgotten Empire, p. 25.

*
Sherwam, The Bahmnis of the Deccan, p. 37.

8
Baranij Tankh-i-Firuzshahi, p 520.
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.accession, Sultan Muhammad Shah made new appointments
to various offices and Dilawar Khan Ghun was appointed Muqta

1

-of Dhar It was this Dilawar Khan Ghun who later became

independent and founded the kingdom of Malwa.

ANCESTRY OF DILAWAR KHAN GHURI

The ancestry of Dilawar Khan Ghun is hidden in obscurity.

Only Finshta throws some light and says that his ancestor, i e.

.grandfather, who was an inhabitant of Ghur, migrated to the

court of Dehh and became a high dignitary (Sahab-i-jah)
*

At another place, Finshta says that he was a descendant of

Shihab-ud-dm bin Sam,2 but Finshta corrects himself when
further on, he simply says that Dilawar Khan's grandfather was

an inhabitant of Ghur 3 In the court of Dehh, his ancestors

seem to have prospered and his father became one of the amirs 4

The title, Ghun, was retained by them obviously to emphasise
their pure Turkish blood as distinct from the Indian Musal-

mans or others of mixed blood

EARLY CAREER OF DILAWAR KHAN

Djlawar Khan's real name was Husain5 and before coming
to the notice of Fnuz Shah, he seems to have been working as a

customs officer in Malwa at Mandu which controlled the high

roads to Dehh, as has been pointed out by Mushtaqi The story

of Mushtaqi is very defective but it does throw some light on the

life of Dilawar Khan Mushtaqi informs us that Dilawar Khan
came to the notice of Firuz Shah through a merchant from

which time he began to rise. Firuz Shah conferred on him the

title of Dilawar Khan 7
('Valiant' Khan) and he became one

of the prominent amirs of the State. 8

Next we find Dilawar Khan playing an important role in

1
Fmshla, II, p 4G1

2
Ibid, II, 460

3
Ibid,, II, p 4GI

Ei nest Barnes says that "Dilawar Khan Ghun was a clcscendent on his

mother's side of Sultan Shihabuddm Ghon of Damascus Vide Jr B B
R. A. S. Vol XX, p 241, Bngg's, IV, p 10S. Ernest Barnes has followed

JSnqgs
4 Finshta. II, p 401.
5 Ibid , II, p. 460.
6
Mushtaqi, (RVTKB II, p. 144).

7 Yazdam, Mandu 'the City of Joy' , p $.

*
Finshta, II, p. 401,
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the party of Prince Muhammad ibn Firuz during his Regency.

Prince Muhammad acquired the Regency and the control of the

administration on 10th Shawwal 789 A.H J (Oct. 24, 1387 A D)

when the old Sultan staited leading a retired life The nobility

of Firuz Shah, however, do not seem to have reconciled them

selves to the rule of the Pnnce and the grandson of Firuz Shah,

Tughlaq Shah ibn Path Khan started working for a revolt. The

absence of Pnnce Muhammad from the capital on a hunting

excursion gave2 the malcontents the necessaiy opportunity of

organising themselves During this penod one ol his suppoiteis,

Sikandar Khan, whom the Prince had sent to take the charge of

Gujarat was assassinated by Malik Mufarrah On icceiving the

reports of these happening, the Prince immediately returned

to Firozabad (Dehli), and aftei the .failure of the negotiations,

attacked the rebels In the fight that ensued, Tughlaq Shah,

finding his position weak, brought the old Sultan on hoise-back

out of the (Kushki) palace The old Sultan's presence in the

camp of the rebels turned the tide against Prince Muhammad

who withdrew fiom the battle and, finding his entry into Dchh

barred, retired towards the Sirmur Hills. !! But in the con

fusion that followed his retreat, a number ol his supporters were

killed and some of them were taken prisoners. Among the

persons who were taken prisoners was Dilawai Khan J Thus

we find that about 789 or 790 AH, Dilawar Khan Ghun was

in Dehli and was an important partison of Prince Muhammad
He remained in prison till he was released by the wa/ir in the

reign of Tughlaq Shah. After driving away Priircc Muhammad,

Tughlaq Shah got himself proclaimed as the successor and Regent

by the old Sultan Firuz Shah. Firuz Shah was not destined to

live long after this incident and died on 18th Jkamazan 790 A.n. n

1 Bihamad Kham, Tankh-i-Muhammadi, MS fol. 415 b; Yahya, 'lankfi-

Mttbarakshahi, p 145, places it in the month Sha'ban 7S9 A. II. (Ang.-Sppt

13S7) Text, p. 137
2
Yahya, Tankh-i-Mubarak'shahi p. 140-46, The dalt* of this hunting

1

ex

cursion is given by Yahya as fyl-hijja 789 A It TPK!
, p. 1 39.

3 Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi
, p 139.

4 Bihamad Kham, Tarikh~i-Muhamma<h, MS fol 4K5a;

Yahya says that the camp of the Prince and those of Im follower, win
plundered, hut does not mention thf names of lht Amirs who wm* takt'n as

prisoners Text, p 139
5
Yahya, Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi

t p 148. Text, p, 140; Bihamad Kham
(Continued on tint page}
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(Sunday, 20th September, 1388 A r>.) Aftei the death of Sultan

Firuz, Tughlaq Shah ascended the throne and assumed the

title of Ghiyathuddm Tughlaq Shah on 18th Ramazan 790 A H./

20-9-1388 A D ) The new Sultan sent some foices m the pursuit

of Prince Muhammad who was wandering as a fugitive in the

Sirmur Hills. But the new Sultan was an incapable person and

he gave himself up to wine and pleasure Disorder and dis

contentment prevailed in the capital The wazir Azam

Humayun Firuz Khan ibn Malik Taj-ud-dm Turk tried to

placate the people by following a policy of appeasement and

reconciliation He released from prison some of the nobles and

with them Dilawar Khan who had been imprisoned during the

debacle of Prince Muhammad was also released * Dilawar

Khan seems to have joined Pnncc Muhammad again after his

release as we find him taking active part in the camp of the

Prince Tughlaq Shah's reign was a short-lived one A conspi

racy was hatched up by Naib Wazir Nizam ul-Mulk Junaidi who

got the wazir and the Sultan assassinated2 in Safar 791 A H./

Feb 1389 A.D However, he was also rauidered by the Firuz-

shahi slaves who raised to the throne another grandson of Firuz

Shah, Sultan Abu Bakr Shah ibn Zafar Khan. The new Sultan

was unable lo control the situation and very soon disturbances

broke out. Taking advantage of the distrurbed situation,

Prince Muhammad occupied Samana and proclaimed himself

Sultan on 6th Rabt' H 79P AH /Sunday, 4th April, 1389 A.D,

This was followed by a series of struggles which started from

25th Rabi' H 791 AH, and lasted upto Muharram of 793 A H./

7.1.1391 AD* when Sultan Muhammad finally secured ,the

person of Abu Bakr Shah During this period of uncertainty,

(Gonlinwdfiom

doc'snol immion the datr, Badajum, Ranking,!, p J3R has given 16th

Ramazan, Fitnhta gnas 13th Ramazan
1 Bihamad Khani, TanMi-i-Muhmmadi MS fol 418 b

2 Bihamad Khani, TanUi-i-Mvhammadi, MS fol 120a

Yahya, TanMi-i-Mubwak\hahi, p If>, Tcxl 145

1 DattH a,s given by Yahya, Tankh-i-Mubmahhahi p l5K-lf>9 Text

p. 14f>-lJSl Bayley, p 73 "Foi a long time a struggle for the thione

ensued between him (Abu Baki) and Sultan Muhammad The latter suffered

d(fcat al first, but in the end Abu Bakr's anny icvoltcd and went over to

Sultan Muhammad and gave Abu Bakr m Ins handfa, Abu Bakr was

tin own ir pnson where he died and ihe ihione of Delhi fell into the hands

of Sultan Muhammad."
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Dilawar Khan remained loyal to Sultan Muhammad Shah and

rendered very valuable service. In this second attempt to over

throw Sultan Abu Bakr, Sultan Muhammad Shah succeeded in

entering Kusk-i-Hazar Satun by destroying the Baran gate

He left Saif Khan and Dilawar Khan to repair the gate
1

While the repair work was still in progress, Abu Bakr Shah at

tacked and overpowered them and forced his entry through the

gate Saif Khan retired to Awadh but Dilawar Khan kept the

forces of Abu Bakr Shah engaged in fighting and reaching the

gates of the Sultan Muhammad's lesidence, informed him of the

situation thiough his trusted men 2 It was because of this

valuable help rendered by Dilawar Khan that Sultan Muham
mad was able to escape to Jatesar (Jalesar) Soon after m the

month of Ramazan 792 AH/ Aug-Sept. 1390 A.D., distur

bances broke out in the capital led by Mubashir Jab Sultani

entitled Islam Khan On receipt of this news, Muhammad
Shah entered into correspondence with the nobles of the capital

and sent Zafar Khan ibn Wajih-ul-Mulk for negotiations The

defection of Islam Khan completely unnerved Abu Bakr Shah

who lost his courage and left for Mewat wheie he was given

shelter by Bahadur Khan, the Wali of Mewat.4 Muhammad
Shah entered Fuuzabad (Delhi), the capital and ascended the

throne of his father on an auspicious occasion on 19th Ramazan^

792 AH /31st Aug 1390 A.D. and assumed the high sounding

title, Sultan-ul-A'zam Nasir-ud-Dunia-wa-Din Muhammad
Shah, Sultan Muhammad's first concern was to secure the

persons of Bahadur Khan and Abu Bakr Shah who were col

lecting their forces in Mewat. After some display of force,

Bahadur Khan lost his courage and submitted to the Sultan

and handed over Abu Bakr Shah sometime in the month of

Muharram 793 AH /1 390-91 A.D. Thus the Sultan returned

victorious to the capital and felt himself secure.

DILAWAR KHAN GHURI IN MALWA
Sultan Muhammad Shah after returning to the capital took

1
Tankh'i-Muhammadi, MS. fol 422a.

2
Ibid., MS fols 422a-b

3
Yahya, Tankh-i-Mubardkshahi, p, 157, Text p 140

4
Tarikh-i-Muhammadt, MS. fol. 423a and 423b; Yahya, p. 157,

5
Yahya, p. 158, Text p. 150 Bihamd Khani erroneously puts in 704

AH., fol 424a
6

Yaliya, p. 159, Text 151.
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measures to replace some of the prominent officers of the king

dom, and for this purpose appointed first of all Zafar Khan ibn

Wajihul Mulk as Governor of Gujarat on 2nd Rabi' I of 793

A H /6th Feb. 1391 A D. Sultan Muhammad gave Zafar Khan a

scarlet tent equipage and appointed him governor of Gujarat1

and ordered him to take over the charge of the province from

Nizam Mufarrah Rasti Khan The appointment of Zafar Khan
was followed by distribution of some more important places

to his supporters Thus Khwaja-i-Jahan Malik Sarwar was

given Jaunpur and Zafarabad, Malik Khizir Khan ibn Sulaiman

was given Multan and Dipalpur and Dilawar Khan Ghun was

appointed Muqta' of Dhar i e. Malwa 2 All the earlier writers

have mentioned the appointment of these four persons to the

four places as the same time 3 But from Mifat-i-Sikandan,
we find that the appointment of Zafar Khan took place earliest

on the plea of redressing the grievances of the people of Gujarat

who had appealed to the Sultan against the oppiessive lule of

Rasti Khan Dilawar Khan, too, must have been appointed

about this time as governoi of Malwa i.e. sometime in the year

793 AH /AD. 1390-91 All dates prior to this date (793 A.H.)

given by various writers about the appointment of Dilawar

Khan in Malwa are incorrect. Sir Wolseley Haig writes that

"the date of appointment of Dilawar Khan Ghun the Afghan

governor is not precisely known, but he was certainly in Malwa
in AD. 1392 and was probably appointed by Firoz Shah of

Delhi who died in AD. 1388". 4 Regarding the second part of the

statement, we can definitely say that he was not appointed as

governor of Malwa by Firuz Tuglaq. We have seen earlier

that Dilawar Khan was in Dehli when Tughlaq Shah organised
5

the revolt against the regency of Prince Muhammad and was

also taken prisoner and, therefore, at that time he could not

have been in Malwa. Bihamad Khani, besides giving many
details, has also given a list of nobles who held important

posts under various Sultans. In the list of officers under Firuz

at-i-Sikandan, p 14; Bayley, p 7P, Mir
'

at-i-Ahmadt, p 40, Bird, p

170, Bnggs, IV, p 3.

2
Firishta, II, p 461

; Commissariat, p 47

3 Tarikk-i-Muhmmadi, MS. fol. 42Gb, Firishta, II, p 461, fyfar-ul-walih,

p {)<)<'.

* C.HI , Vol III, p. 349.

6 Vide supra fn. 5, p 11.
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Shah, he has mentioned Malik Nizam-ud-Dm as Muqttf of

Dhar 1

In Tabaqat-i-Akbari Nizam-ud-Dm has completely confused

the dates 2 A modern writer writing on Mewar would have

us believe that Dilawar Khan was m Malwa before AD. 1382-1

which is also wrong As pointed out earlier, even if Dilawar

Khan was m Malwa before AD 1382 that was in his period of

obscurity when he was neither occupying any important post

nor he was known

Thus after examining all available data we find that Dilawar

Khan Ghun was appointed governor of Malwa by Sultan

Muhammad-z&z Fiiuz m 793 AH-*/AD 1390-91 after the final

overthrow of Sultan Abu Bakr Shah which took place in

Muharram 793 AH /Dec 1390-Jan 1391 AD The Regency of

Prince Muhammad took place in 789 AH/A D 1387 and lasted

only a few months but the distribution of offices to these four

persons did not take place then All authorities clearly mention

that Sultan Muhammad rewarded these persons for their sup

port and loyalty towards him in his days of adversity Hence

all dates prior to 793 A H, should be rejected,

1 Tankh-i'Miikammadi, MS. fol

2 TA III p 289 Nizam-ucl-Dm says that Dilawar Khan vunc to

Malwa in 809 A.H and that he died m 829 A II.

Both these dates are incorrect, Dilawar Khan died m 80!) A H Thus the

dates of Dilawar Khan's arrival and his death as given by Ni/am-ud-Dm are

to be passed over as self-evident eirois and need uo discussion.

8 G N Shaima, 'Mewar and the Mughal Emperors, p. 0. Dr. Sluirma <<ays

that Kshetra Singh who succeeded about \ 1304 woithily upheld his

station by capturing and annexing Ajmt-r, Jaha/pur, Mandalgarb .ind

Ghhappan and by obtaining a victoiy over Ann Shah alias Dilaw.tr Khan.

Ghun of Malwa." Thus accoidmg to Di. Shauru Dilawar Khan Ghuri

should have been in Malwa earlier than A.D 1382 the year when Kshetra

Singh died and was succeeded by Lakha. It can only refer to the victory

of Kshetra Singh over Ami Shah who was not, at that tirac> occupying any

post of consequence, but as subsequently he became prominent and ultimate*

Iy became independent ruler of Malwa, this victory was boasted of by the

Rajputs,
*
Wright while studying the coinage of Malwa had correctly found out

the date of Dilawar's appointment as he writes, "In 804 A.H /1 401 A D
Dilawar Khan Ghon, who had been appointed governor of Malwa by Mu
hammad IV of Dehli some ten years previously, assumed royal state."

Vide. Wnght H N., Catalogue qf coins in the Indian Mustutn, Calcutta, Vol. II.

P- 241.
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FROM GOVERNORSHIP TO INDEPENDENCE

Dilawar Khan took his residence at Dhar which was m those

days the headquarters of the province From Dhar he gradually

extended his authority to the country-side and restored order

m the province through his prowess and through the support of

the nobles. 1 Dilawar Khan seems to have prospered m
Malwa and the country witnessed comparative peace under him

He repaired and renovated the old mosque in Dhar in a beauti

ful fashion m 795 AH /AD 1392-93, when he was still acting as

governor of Malwa 2 While Dilawar was busy in Malwa,
Sultan Muhammad ibn Firuz died on 17th Rabi 1 I 796 AH 3

Tuesday, Jan. 20, 1394 A D and was succeeded by his eldest son

who assumed the title of Sultan 'Aland-Din Sikandar Shah.

Though the new Sultan was just and strong but he was broken

in health and after a rule of one month and sixteen days died

on 5th Jumada I 796 AH /March 8, 1394 AD* He was suc

ceeded by his younger brother with regnal title of Nasir-ud-

Dunya-wa Din Mahumd Shah whose coronation took place on

20th Jumada 1196 A.H 5
/Monday 23rd March, 1394 AD

The accession of Sultan Nasir-ud"Dm Mahmud Shah was

accompanied by great disturbances and even his formal corona-

J- FimAte II, p 481, Haft Gulshan, fol 117b
"
Ji BBRAS Vol. XIX, 1903-02 p 349 fn 1 Ernest Barnes wiites

"Since this was wiitten an inscription has been exhumed from the small

graveyard in this (Kamal Maula Mosque) enclosure. It is dated 795 A.H. /

1395 A D i.e prior to the assumption of sovereignty by Dilawar Khan, first

king of Malwa, and states that m that year in the reign of Mahmud Shah,

son of Sultan Firoz Tughlaq, the small and ancient mosque of Dhar which

had fallen into rums through the ravages of time weie prepared in a beauti

ful fashion by Khan Fahk Dilawar Khan (then Subah of Malwa)
"

This note of Ernest Barnes needs two corrections

(1) 795 AH is equal to AD 1392-93 and not A D 139) as converted

by him.

(2) Mahmud Shah should be lead as Muhammad Shah, who was

ruling m Dehh m 795 A H Mahmud Shah was the thud son of

Sultan Muhammad and grandson of Firuz and ascended the throne

m 796 A.H

For inscription see Epigraphia Indo-Moslemeca, 1909-10, p lf>

3 Tankh-i-Mubarakshafut p 162 Text p 154, Bayley, p 75 Bayley gives

the year but docs not mention the day, Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p. 16

4 Tarikh'i-MubaraLshahi, p. 163 Text, p. 155, Bayley, p 75.

6 Tartkh-i'Mubarakshahi, p. 164. Text p, 156; Bayley, p. 76; Mir'a/-t-

Sikandari, p. 16.
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tion was delayed by a few days The important nobles began to

quarrel with each other and soon set up a rival Sultan. In these

disturbances, the two important rivals were Tatar Khan, son

of Zafar Khan of Gujarat and Mallu Khan. Sultan Mahmud
found it difficult to control these nobles Tatar Khan soon took

up the cause of Nasrat Khan, a cousin of Mahmud Shah, and the

rival claimant to the throne

Dunng this period of disturbances, Dilawar Khan was busy

in consolidating his position. It is obvious that Dilawar Khan
had a first-hand knowledge of the geography of the country of

Malwa, and fully realised the importance efforts, particularly

of Mandu Finshta clearly says that Dilawar Khan used to

visit Mandu from time to time to supervise the construction1

of further fortifications and on occasions stayed there over

night.

Dilawai Khan was fully conscious of his position m Malwa
and also his comparative weakness because of the absence of

many fortified places and the relative strength of Zafai Khan in

Gujarat. Except Dhar and Mandu, no othei place had a com
plete defence. Thus he continued to show his alliegiance to

Delhi. But during the period of disturbances following the

accession of Sultan Mahmud, he seems to have discontinued

the payment of tribute to Delhi 2 and this was considered by
his more ambitious son Alp Khan as equivalent to independence.
Dilawar Khan had fully realised the danger to which his teni-

tones were exposed on the western side because of ambitious

Zafar Khan in Gujarat. As a fellow officer, Dilawar Khan
had a correct understanding of the ambitions of Zafar Khan
and his greedy eyes on Malwa, a suspicion which proved to be

quite real after his death and with the accession of Alp Khan.

1
Finshta, II, p 461; Briggs, IV, p 1G98. "Dilawar Khan on assuming

independence took up his residence at Dhar , . but although lip comich'n d
Dhar as the seat of his government he frequently visited, the city of Mandu
remaining there sometimes for months together," Briggs' sta c-xncnt ni-cd^

following two comments ;

(a) Briggs' translation is defective; it is a fiee adaptation.

(b) That before assumption of independence Dilawar used to go to

Mandu and supervise construction work is clearly vouchsaft d by
Finshta That after assumption of royalty too he visited Mandu
is borne out by epigraphid evidence.

'
2 It was" more so because of two rival Sultans at Delhi, which must have

offered the various Provl. Governors an opportunity to withhold the revenue;
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Thus, by tact and show of friendship, he managed to keep Zafai

Khan off from Malwa
In Dehh, while the dispute between Mahmud and Nasrat

was still proceeding, the news of Timur's arrival and crossing

the Indus was received. The news completely unnerved the

rivals and their partisans Tatar Khan after his failure m his

attempt to raise Nasrat Shah to the throne, had escaped to

Gujarat
1 to his father along with his entourage. The arrival

of Tatar Khan had further strengthened the already strong

position of Zafar Khan

Sultan Nasii-ud-Dm Mahmud was badly defeated by Timurs

Sahib-i-Quan on Wednesday 8th Rabi' us Sam 801 AH /Dec.

18, 1398 AD and on the same night he escaped through the

Hudiani gate while Mallu Iqbal escaped thiough Barka gate.

Mahmud now began to move from place to place as a fugitive

and in that state he turned towards Gujarat

The fugitive Sultan Mahmud reached Gujarat sometime in

8013 A.H/1398-99 A.D. On leaching Pattan, the Capital of

Gujarat, Sultan Mahmud was well received by Zafai Khan who

1

Regarding the dale of Tatar Khan's amval in Gujarat, the following

observations aie worth noting

(i) Bird, in fn p 178 says "Tatar Khan seems to have fled to his

father in Gujarat sometime about the middle ofA H 800, which

beginning on 24th Sept 1397 AD, would place it somewhere

about April or May 1398 A D"

(u) Fiwhta, I, p 280 says Tatar Khan filed to Gujarat when Mallu

Iqbal Khan laid siege to Pampal of which Tatar Khan was

governor on behalf of Nasiruddm Nasarat Shah. Tatar Khan

inarched to Delhi but was, defeated there These events hap

pened after Pir Muhammad Jahangir, the grandson of Timur,

passed the Indus and which hr effected soon after the 1st, Muhar-

ram 800 A H

(iii) Zafar Nama, Vol. Ii, p 17 Tnnui lUrtccl in Rajab 800 A.H,

foi Hindustan

(iv) Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, p 171, Text, p. 104. Yahya places Tatar

Khan's final defeat from the hands of Mallu Khan towards the

end of 800 A H.

Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p. 19, Commissanat, p. 55

Thus taking all the evidence into consideration Tatar Khan should have

arrived in Gujarat sometime in %ilhijjah 800 A H or Muharram 801 A H,

2
Zafar JVama, II. pp. 116-17; Mir'at-t-Sdandari p 20, Fmshta II. p 461:

8 TA. Ill, p. 89, Mtfat-i-Sikandan, p. 20; Bayly, p 79. Bayley places

his arrival m 800 A.H, which obviously is wrong
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personally wenti Out to meet him and brought him into Fatten

with all honour. Fmshta mentions that Mahmud was not

pleased with the behaviour accorded to him by Zafar Khan*

but he does not mention anything beyond this simple statement

The author of Mir'at-i-Sikandan, howevei, throws greater light

and says that the object of Sultan Mahmud in coming to

Gujarat was to obtain military help from Zafar Khan and m
alliance with him to maich upon Dehli 3 Zafar Khan, how

ever, did not consider it a wise policy and abstained from under

taking an expedition to Dehli * Mahmud, thus finding no

possibility of getting any help from Zafai Khan, turned towaids

Malwa wheie Dilawar Khan was ruling as governor
6

When Dilawar Khan heard about the anival of Sultan

Mahmud on the frontiers of Malwa, he accorded him a

very warm reception m a most befitting manner. He sent

some of his relations and high officers of the state to meet

him on the frontiers and to bring him to the capital

city of Dhar with all the show of respect and

honour due to a Sultan When Sultan Mahmud was within

three marches of Dhar he personally went out with all his

entourage to bring the Sultan into Dhar The description of

Fmshta and the subsequent behaviour of Alp Khan creates a

feeling that Dilawar Khan showed some extraoidinary humility

in receiving Sultan Mahmud But so far as the welcome itself

is concerned, we find that Zafar Khan too had extended a

similar welcome by personally going out of the capital to meet

the Sultan and to bring him into Pattan with all honour. In

Dhar, Dilawar Khan proffered all his wealth both in specie and

1
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p. 20, Bayley, p, 79

2 Fmshta, II, p 461, Briggs, IV, pp. 388-60
8

Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 20
4 Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p. 20, Sikandar by mistake wiiles Alp Khan

instead of Dilawar Khan as the ruler of Malwa.

Bayley p 79, Zafar Khan had also lefused to listen, to the request of hifl =

son, Tatai Khan, for an invasion of Delhi, which m all probability caused

a breach between, the father and the son,

5 All sources say that Mahmud came to Malwa fiom Gujarat. It is

also not unlikely that presence of Tatar Khan with Zafar Khan might hav
convinced Mahmud of the futility of his attempt to get succour in Gujaral
because, erstwhile Tatar Khan had been a partisan of Nasrat Khan, his rival

In Delhi

6
Funshta, II, p. 461; Briggs, IV, p, 169.
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in jewels to Sultan Mahraud, declaring that they were at his ser

vice He also assured him that he and all his family considered

Mahmud as their sovereign
1 Such a behaviour on the part

of Dilawar Khan which amounted to subjection was not liked

by 'his son Alp Khan who retired to Mandu and devoted his

lime in strengthening the fortifications of the place
2 It seems

that Mahmud was pleased with the behaviour of Dilawar Khan
Khan and he stayed at Dhar in Malwa up to 804 AH/1401-02
A D

,
when he left for Dehh after receiving invitations fiom the

nobles of the place
3

The stay of Sultan Mahmud in Malwa, and the behaviour of

Dilawar Khan towards him is full of political significance in

understanding the relations between Malwa and Gujarat The
answer to the question as to why did Dilawar Khan accoid the

reception and proffer humility to Sultan Mahmud who had

lost his kingdom and was a fugitive, living practically on the

mercy of others, is full of meaning Certainly such a behaviour

was not an outcome of a sense of loyalty towards the son of his

old master and benefactor, the late Sultan Muhammad, had it

been so, Dilawar Khan would not have assumed sovereignty

immediately after the departure of Mahmud from Malwa.

The plausible reason seems to be that Dilawar Khan was

conscious of his own weak position and had been concentrating
on the construction of the fortifications of Mandu,* which had

not been till then completed, Zafar Khan m Gujarat was already

very poweiful and Dilawar and Zafar both knew very well the

ambitious nature of each other Dilawar Khan was suspicious

of Zafar Khan who had already extended his sway and consoli-
,

dated his position by subduing Idar, Hindwanah, Ajmer, Did-

wanah, Savir (Samr) and Duhwarah and Julwarah, 5 before the

1
Fitthta, II, p 461, Bngei, IV, p 169

2 Fmshta, II, p 401
3 finihta. II, p 401

, Bright, IV, p H>9 "In the year 804 A H Muham
mad Tughlaq at the instance of Delhi nobles quitted Malwa m older to re

sume the reins of his own government, taking from Dilawar Khan such

quantity of money and jewels as he deemed requisite
"

Mtr'at-i-Stkandan, p 20, Bayley, p. 79 According to Sikandar, Mahmud
Shah's proposal did not find acceptance with that chief (ruler of Malwa) so

the Sullan made no stay hut went off to Kanauj wandering about the ,

neighbourhood
4

Frishta, II, p 4G1.
5

Mir'at-i-Sikandari,pp 16-18; Tarikh~t~Alfi as quoted by Birdonpp 180-82.
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arrival of Tatar Khan The presence of Tatai Khan had fur

ther strengthened his position. The presence of Sultan

Mahmud in Malwa must have been considered by Dilawar Khan

as an act of prudence, and the position and dignity of Sultan

to serve as a strong buttress against any possible aggiession by

Zafar Khan The suspicion of Dilawar Khan proved to be cor

rect when immediately after his death, Zafar Khan (Muzafiar

Shah) invaded Malwa and for a buef penod icduced the king

dom into a dependency of Gujaiat

Apparently, however, this policy of Dilawar Khan did not

receive support
1 from his son, Alp Khan, who did not revolt

against his father but simply retired to Mandu and lemamed

theie during the entire period of the stay of Sultan Mahmud
in Malwa This penod of absence from the capital Dhar,,

however, was fruitfully used by Alp Khan in strengthening the

fortifications of Mandu.2 It is also not very unlikely that the

father and the son were working in perfect coordination and

understanding, outwardly the son expressed his displeasuie only

to serve as a pretext for retiring into Mandu, and to utilize the

time in completing forticfiations which had been already started

by Dilawar Khan and also to remain unnoticed

The existence of understanding between father and son is

borne out by the fact that immediately after getting the news

of the departure of Sultan Mahmud from Dhar, Alp Khan re

turned from Mandu and offered the fort etc. to his father and

induced him to assume royalty,
3 an offer which Dilawar Khan

did not reject. Sultan Mahmud left Dhar in 804 A.n, Mallu

Iqbal had also returned to Dehli, Tatar Khan too was pressing
his father to accompany him to Dehli to expel Mallu Iqbal -an

enterprise which Zafar was not willing to undertake and which
had produced a rupture between the father and the son. At
this time, Zafar Khan had gone towards Sorrmath4 and the

port of Dm. It was, therefore, the most opportune moment
for Dilawar Khan to fulfil his long cherished desire of assum-

1
Fmshta, II, p 401 All hibtouans say that Alp Khan did not like ihis policy

of his father which looked like acceptance of the suzerain! y of Malmiud.
2

Finshta, II, p 461
3

Finshta, II, p 461; Bnggs, IV, 'pp. 109-70 Assumption of Royal State
after Alp Khan's icport to his father about the completion of the erection
and fortification is not without significance,

4
JJtrrffo, p 182, rriM--^z, quoted in fn. by Bird; T, A.lll, p, 1)0,
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ing royal insignia Dilawar Khan took the title of 'Amid Shah

Da'ud1 and assumed such royal prerogatives as white canopy,

scarlet pavilion and caused the Khutba to be recited m his name
in the year 8042 AH/1401-02 AD.

SULTAN 'AMID SHAH DA'UD (804 AH/1401-02 A.D 809

AH/1406-7 AD)
After assumption of royalty, Dilawar Khan divided his

kingdom into estates among his officers, whom he ennobled. 3

None of the historians have recorded the events that took place

during his rule However, from the loose statements or casual

references we find that Dilawar Khan acquired the territory of

whole of Malwa 4 He then extended his authority over Nimai 5

which had then fallen into disorder and was mostly inhabited

by wild tribes Dilawar Khan encouraged the Rajputs to

migrate to Nimar and settle there Dilawar Khan invaded

Chanden and established his authonty over the Southern and

Western parts of Bundelkhand The districts of Saugar and

Damoh which had formed a pait of Dehh Sultanate, passed

over to Dilawar Khan on his declaration of independence.
7

However, he could not subdue the Chandels who were occupy

ing Kalmjar and Ajaygarha along with the adjacent territories.

1
Epigmphia Indo Afoslemica, 1909-10, pp 11-12 (Lzit Masjid at Dhar

bearing an inscription has picscrved his title)

Rodger & Beiendge I p 408 "Jami" mosque

C H I Vol III p 349 says, "Dilawai Khan never assumed the style of

icyalty, though he could maintain no ptetencc of dependence on Delhi,

whoso nominal loid was a pmcmei in the hands of an ambitious minister
"

Thus C H I is mistaken as we have positive evidence of his assumption of

royalty as borne out by the inscription

%afai-til-walih p
()09 Haj'-ud-dabu hah moneously mentioned the

leading of Khulba of Dilawar Khan m the course of his narration of

incidents oi tht year H02 A II,

2 Firnhta, IT, p. 4(U, sa^s that Dilaxvar Khan assumed the royal titles at

fhe instance of his son

Bnggs, IV, p 170 sptaks of coming money, Wright, Vol II p 1241

Wnght too agiers that in A H 804 Dilawar assumed royal state

All authorities agree to 804 A H, as the year of Dilawai 's regal assumption.

3
Bnggs, IV. p. 70

* Tankh-i-Muhammadi MS fol 428 b.

fi Hira Lai, Madhya Pradesh ka ttihas, p 73

* Tiwari p 80
7

Ibid., p 81
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An inscription discovered at Tapa Baoh1 in Chanden duung

the reign of Hoshang Shall gives further support to the view that

Chanden had been brought under the juiisdiction of Malwa

during the reign of Dilawai Khan, though it is not unlikely that

the Governor of Chanden had only accepted the overlotdship

of Dilawar Khan, while during the reign of Hoshang Shah the

place was finally brought under the direct control ol the Sultan.

It is from the tune of Dilawai Khan's occupation that the matenal

prosperity of Chanderi also began 2

Dilawai Khan not only established his authority over the

territories of Malwa, but by his policy of toleration towaids the

Rajputs and other Hindus living in Malwa, he succeeded in

laying the foundation of the new independent kingdom which

during the period of about a century and a half of its life re

orientated the rich cultural heritage of Malwa, and gave it a new

life, new vigour and fresh hopes. The pulsating life of this new

Malwa can be discovered during the period of successive lulers

when the military forces of the kingdom were often defeated,

but the victor could never successfully annex the temtorics to

his kingdom
Dilawar Khan was a shrewd statesman and was never blind to

the vicissitudes to which he was exposed. He strengthened 1m

position by matrimonial alliances. He married his sister-
1

* to

Ah Sher Khurd who belonging to the Khalji tribes in Mulwa and
thus succeeded in securing the support of the strongest section,

He fully realised the importance of Khandesh and when Malik

Raja Faruqi became strong in Khandesh lie strengthened his

friendship with him by matrimonial ties.
' He gave his

daughter m marriage to Nasir Khan, the eldest son and successor

of Malik Raja, and took the daughter of Malik Raja as a bride
for his son Alp Khan* Such a relationship was not fruitless,

it secured the south-eastern frontier of Malwa and created Khan
desh as a strong buffer between Malwa and Bahmani kingdom,
Dilawar Khan also maintained good relations with the Governor
of Kalpi and rendered valuable assistance^ to him against the

1
Epigraphia Indo-Moslemica, 19C0-40, pp, 43-47,

2
Ibid., 1939-40, pp. 43-47

3 T A III, p 291, Fmshta, II, p 463
4

Finshta, II, p 543.
'

l

6
Tankh-i-Muhammadi,, fol 440a.
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Rajputs (Chauhans) of Etawah Thus he maintained Kalpi
as a buffer between Malwa and Jaunpur and Dehh

By his tact and friendship with Muzaffar Shah of Gujarat,

he successfully avoided the latter's advance in Malwa Just

befoie his independence, by his wise policy of extending the

welcome to Nasir ud-Din Mahmud Shah, the fugitive Sultan of

Dehh, he not only got enough time for the construction

of the fortifications of Mandu but also succeeded m
maintaining the integrity of Malwa, where the presence of

the Sultan must have lent sufficient strength to his position to

cow down those who had the slightest idea of opposition

His death in 809 A H l
/1406-7 A D

,
no doubt, came too soon

Nevertheless, he did succeed m laying the foundations of an

independent kingdom Starting from a very humble position

he succeeded to the highest station of a sultan, which in itself

was no mean achievement. As a soldiei, he made his mark

as a suppoiter of Nasir-ud-Dm Muhammad Shah ibn Firuz Shah,

while the smceuty of his character is clearly visible from his

unflinching loyalty to Nasir-ud-Dm Muhammad Shah even in

times of adversity, a loyalty which he did not hesitate to extend

even to his son

Dilawai Khan not only laid the foundation of an independent

kingdom but he also gave new shape to the culture of Malwa,

particularly to architecture He started a process of synthesis

of Hindu and Muslim styles of architecture in his mosques at

Dhar and Mandu, a process which was never checked m Malwa

and succeeded in producing a distinctive style of its own, marked

by a close synthesis and assimilation of the two styles, which are

mostly found elsewhere at their best in juxtaposition
2 He also

laid the foundation of Mandu as a cultural centre and started

well by giving it the name of Shadiabad 3

1
Maathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 29b

Jls t^Lo cJj^ AjU'lc j A**J

Fmshta, II p 462 Finshta puts his death m 808 A H
52 Mosques at Dhar and Mandu Details m chapter on culture of Malwa
3

Eptgraphia Inda Moslamica, 1909-10 p, 19

Ya'/dam writes "Finshta writes that it was Sultan Muhammad Ghon,

the third king of Malwa, who gave Mandu the new title of Shadiabad, but

the coins of his father, Hoshang Shah, bear Shadiabad as the mint name,

while the Tarapur Gate inscription leaves no doubt that the name was given

to the City during Dilawar Khan's reign". Mandu, the City of Joy , p 9 fn. 1
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Thus by his policy of peace, friendship, matrimony and tole

ration, Dilawar Khan succeeded in not only founding the in

dependent kingdom of Malwa, but even in the brief period of

his reign, levived the spirit of Malwa and gave it a new life to

live and thrive under his successois



Chapter II

CONSOLIDATION OF THE KINGDOM OF MALWA

Hoshang Shah Successor of Dilawar Khan Invasion of Muzaf

far Shah Gujarati Hoshang Shah taken as Captive Revolt in

Malwa against the rule of Nasrat Khan Gujarati Release of

Hoshang Shah Hoshang Shah reoccupies Mandu Hoshang
Shah's relations with Gujarat Territorial expansion under Hos

hang (a) Kherla (b) Venture to Jajnagar(c} Conquest ofGagraun

(d) Expendition towards Gwahor Relations with Jaunpur and

the question of Kalpi Relations with Bahmam Kingdom and

the question of Kherla Death of Hoshang Shah An Estimate-

Policy of toleration Rajputs and the Hindus His patronage of

learning, attitude towards the Sufis

On the death of Dilawar Khan i e Sultan
kAmid Shah Da'ud,

Ins son Alp Khan ascended the throne of Malwa in A H. 809VA D,

1406 and assumed the title of As-Sultan-ul-Azam Husam-ud-Dunya

wa-dm Abul-Mujahtd Hoshang Shah as-Sultan 2 Hoshang Shah does

not seem to have had any brothei, because we donot find any rival

claimant at the time of his accession nor do we find anyone men

tioned during his imprisonment in Gujiat During his absence,

people had assembled round Musa Khan who was his cousin.

INVASION OF MUZAFFAR SHAH

Shihab Hakim, the court historian of Mahmud Khalji 1,

clearly says that Hoshang Shah was accepted as the rightful

successor by all the officers of the state and by the peopled All

the nobles of the state and the zamindars offered their allegiance

to him and acknowledged him as their Sultan. But Hoshang

was not destined to enjoy a peaceful time Before he could

fully establish himself and increase his military strength,
4 he had

to meet the aggression of Muzaffar Shah, the sultan of Gujaiat,

Finshta & and Niazm-ud-Din both make us believe that Muzaffar

1 Maathir-i-Ma^tmudshahtJol 29b, cleaily mentions that Dila\vai Khan

<Utcl m A II 800 whereupon his son ascended the throne

2 Wright, II pp 246-7; Ma'athir-i-Mahnwdshahi, fol 37a

^ Ma'athir-i-Mohmudshaht, fol 29b
* Ibtd

$
Firishta, II, p. 462.

* T. A III, p. 290 Abul Fazl, Am, II, (Tr) p 321).
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considered Dilawar as his brother-m-aims and the rumours that

Alp Khan had poisoned Dilawar Khan enraged him and he

invaded Malwa to avenge this vile murder. But Shihab Hakim

has very clearly mentioned that Muzaffar Gujaiati was an old

enemy of Malwa and hearing the news of this catastiophe i.e

the death of Dilawai, considered the occasion as the right oppor

tunity for invasion, when the new king was not yet fully in

control of the affairs of Malwa 1 The author of Mtfat-i-Sika-

ndan indirectly corroborates the view of Shihab Hakim

Thus we find that the real cause of Muzaffar's attack was

not to punish Hoshang for his supposed admimstiation of poison

to his father, but it was an outcome of his policy of aggrandise

ment and intended occupation of Malwa This policy of Muzaffar

Shah towards Malwa passed on as a legacy to his successors and

to the people of Malwa it was an insult inflicted by the Gujaratis

which they could never forget. Thus a policy of mutual mis

trust was created by Muzaffar Shah. Muzaffar Shah invaded

Malwa towards the end of 809 AH /AD. 1407 and appeared

before Dhar in 810 A.H VA D 1407. Hoshang Shah received the

information of Muzaffai Shah's invasion when the latter had

reached Ujjam,
4 and hastily collected whatever foices he

could, and took up his position in the fort of Dhar. Sultan

Hoshang came out of the fort and fought a severe battle in which

Sultan Muzaffar was wounded and he himself was dismounted,,

but in the end Hoshang was defeated and was compelled to take

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 2!)b

2 Mii\t-i-Sikandari p 25, Bayley p 84; ''From Birpur Sultan Muzaffar

went to Dhar with the object of securing the submission of Alp Khan son ol

Dilawar Khan, who was then ruler of the country of Malwa, Mussaflar ani

mated that if Alp Khan yielded it would be good for him 01 else he would

be driven out of country",

Tarikh-i-Alfi, Bayley, p 84 The occasion of MuzafFar's attack was that

Hoshang had attempted to assume the position of an independent princfi oT

Malwa '

Gommissanate holds that "In 1407 Muzafiar;Shah conducted a gieat wat

against Sultan Hoshang of Malwa,who was suspected of ascending the throne-

by poisoning his father Dilawar Khan he made the revenge of his murder
the reason for invading Malwa" Jt B B. R A.S. (tt) 17-19); p, KH

3
Fmshta, II, p 462; T A 111, p 290,

Bird, p 183, fn, has "Muzaffar Shah appears to, have marched info Malwa
in the later part of A D, 1406 or beginning of 1407","

Haft Gulshan, fol 118a
4 T A III, p 289 fh. 3, and (Tr) HI. p. 468.
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shelter inside the fort. 1 Muzaffar Shah besieged the fort,

jwhich was well defended by Hoshang Shah After the seige

had prolonged for sometime, Muzaffar Shah, realising that

capture cf the fort was rather a difficult task, took to stratagem
and started negotiations for peace He also took oath that

Dilawar Khan was not only his friend but was to him like a.

brother and that they had strong ties, that his motive in coming
to Malwa was not conquest but to strengthen each other, that

if an interview could be arranged it would be advantageous
to both of them, that his (Muzaffar's) position would be elevated

by the presence of Hoshang and that he (Hoshang) would be

benefitted by meeting him (Muzaffar), and thus the ties of friend

ship would be strengthened 2

On receiving this message of Muzaffar Shah, Hoshang Shah

summoned the Majlis of his advisers and placed the purport of

the message before them foi discussion and for their opinion
a

The courtiers were unanimous in their opinion that Muzaffar

Shah was not reliable, that he was known for his duplicity and

breach of promises They further expressed their view that the

lainy season was soon to start and that MuzafTar was far away
from his countiy, that if they could only patiently wait a little

longer Muzaffar would be compelled to return and m the mean

time, they should continue to talk m the language of the sword>

But, it seems, Hoshang felt that he was not strong enough to

withstand a long siege and that it was better to accept the offer

of Muzaffar, because we .learn from Shihab Hakim that Hoshang
not caring for the views of the courtiers, was carried away by

1 T A III, p S!)0, Finshta, II, p 462 This battle and defeat i* not

mentioned by Shihab Hakim

Mir'at-i dikandan, p 36, thai Hoshang shelter m Dhai is also mentioned in

Ma'athir-t-Rahinn Vol II p 134, Tuzuk-i-Jahangm, (Rogers and Beveri-

dgc) p 407, has
'

the lort was built by Muhammad Tughlaq" "At the time

when Sultan Muhammad Tughlaq was proceeding to the conquest of Deccan

he built a fort of cut stone on the top of the ridge Outside it is veiy showy

and handsome, but inside the fort is devoid of buildings I ordered them

to measure its length, breadth arid height The length inside the fort was

12 tanabs
?
7 gaz, the breadth, 17 tanabs, 13 ga/ and the breadth of the fort

wall l!)i gaz
<

Its height upto the battlements appeared to be 17$ gay, T/fie-

length of the outer circuit of* the fort was 53 tanabs".

2 Ma'athir-irMahmudshahi, fol 30b
,

8
Ibid, id, 3Ja

4 Ibid, fol 3 la.
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the words of Muzaffar and came out of the fort and met him,

relying, of course, on the words of Muzaffar which he had taken

on oath of Quran. Hoshang visited the camp of Muzaffar several

times and returned safely and thus fell off his guard. When
he was off his guard one day he was arrested and handed over

to the guards.
1

Muzaffar Shah, after imprisoning Hoshang Shah, annexed

the kingdom of Malwa and appointed his own brother, Nusrat

Khan,2 as the governor with a necessary force of elephants

etc. After making necessary arrangements, Muzaffar Shah

returned to Gujarat taking Hoshang as a capitive.s Hoshang
Shah seems to have succeeded in gaining certain amount of

popularity and by his policy of toleration had created a sort of

feeling which was injured by the administrative policy of Nusrat

Khan. Nusrat Khan behaved very harshly towards the people

He not only levied heavy extortions but inflicted severe and

cruel punishments for small offences.* Very soon a reaction

took place amongst the people of Malwa and the soldiers that

had been scattered, collected near Dhar and attacked Nusrat

Khan. r
> This attack was so severe that Nusrat Khan lost

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 31 b. Against this version of Shihab Hakim

we find Firiskta (II, p.235) and Nizam-ud-din (T.A.HI, p. 290) stating that

Hoshang Shah came out of the fort and surrendered himself to Muzaffar

Shah and sought his protection, where he along with his nobles was imme-

-diately imprisoned and handed over to the custodians.

Mir* at-i-Sikandan, p. 26 also corroborates this view.

But Shihab Hakim's version is mote full and nearer the truth.

2 Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudj.hahi, fols. 31b. 32a, Shihab Hakim calls him brothei

of Muzaffar Shah; AftVat-i-Sikandari, p. 26 also has Nusrat Khan; Finshta,

II, p. 462; T. A. Ill, p. 290 has Nasir Khan.
3

Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 31b; Bayley, p. 85; Mi)'
'

at-i-Sikandan, p. 2ft

*
Ma'alhir-i-Mohmudshahi, fols. 31 b. 32a.

Fvishta II, pu 462; T. A. Ill, (Tr) p.4&9; Both Firishta and Nizam-ud-din-

mention: Nusrat Khan was inexperienced in administration and in the very

first year he demanded from raiyats enhanced rates of taxes and otherwise

ill-treated them. Firishta adds from Tarikh-i-Alfi, that Nusrat Khan dis

gusted not only the people of Malwa but the Gujarati troops also who were

with him. A large number of them deserted. The nobles of Malwa put

Mtisa Khan, who was a cousin of Hoshang, on the throne

* Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 32b.
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his courage and leaving behind everything escaped,
1 and much

booty fell into the hands of Malwi soldiers and nobles. But

Very soon they realised that Muzaffar's vengeance would fall

upon them and, therefore, to protect themselves, they entered

the fort of Mandu Shahiabad and erected their quarters within

the fort. The fortifications of Mandu had been almost com

pleted by Hoshang Shah and thus the nobles felt more secure

within this fort.

After taking up their quarters inside the fort of Mandu, the

nobles, elected Musa Khan who was a cousin of Hoshang Shah

as their leader,
2 and by the month of Rajab 811 A.H./ Nov.-

Dec. 1408 A.D. they were fully in possession of the fort with full

control over its fortifications3 and ready to defend themselves.

Thus the Gujarat occupation of Malwa ended as a result of

local resistance.

RELEASE OF SULTAN HOSHANG SHAH

When the news of Nusrat Khan's failure to hold Malwa and

the ascendancy of the nobles of Malwa under the leadership of

Musa Khan reached Onjarat^ Mtizafljar ShaFs,,&&' reaction

was to raid Malwa and inflict severe punishment on the people

by. bringing about destruction in the country, but on second

thoughts, he realised the difficulty of holding Malwa. He also

realised that the Malwi army was strong and was determined

to resist the Gujaratis; besides, the fort of Shadiabad Mandu
was strong enough to resist Gujarat arms for a considerable

period of time.4 Muzaffar Shah found he had followed a.

wrong policy and summoned his courtiers for their counsel8

According to Shihab Hakim, the courtiers of Muzaflar S&afa

advised him to set Hoshang Shah free who alone, according to

1 Ibid. fol. 32 b; T. A. Ill, (Tr) p. 469; Firishta, II, p. 462. According to

Firishta, when Nusrat Khan was driven out of Dhar and was further pursued

by the soldiers, instead of going to Gujarat, he took shelter in the fort of

Shadiabad Mandu as he was afraid of Muzaffar' Shah.

If this statement of Firishta be true, it only means that he was subsequen

tly driven out of the fort of Mandu by the Malwis under the leadership of

Musa Khan.

2 MJathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol, 32 b; Firishta, II, p. 463.

3 Ma'aMr-i-Mahmudsfiaki, fol. 32 b.

*
Ibid., fol. 33a.

',

*
IbitL, fol.

t

'

33a,
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them, could control the situation 1 Nizam-ud-din and Fm-

shta tell us that Hoshang Shah, on receiving the information

of the rise of Musa Khan in Mandu and disgrace of Nusiat

Khan, appeal to Sultan Muzaffar, While Nizam-ud-dm

and Finshta almost agree with the content of the appeal, Finshta

says it was written by Hoshang Shah with his own hand, a view

which has also been expressed by Sikandar. The puipoit of

the petition as given by these two historians was that he (Hos

hang) was like a faqir whose God and preseiver the Sultan

was, who was like his uncle and was in place of his father, that

such people as were interested in their personal aggrandisement

had circulated false allegations against him for their own benefit;

that he had heaid that people of Malwa had misbehaved with

Khanri-A"zam Nusrat Khan and had raised Musa Khan as their

leader who was controlling Malwa, that if this faqir (Hoshang)

was released, he would recover the country for the Sultan and

would ever remain obliged
3 Shihab Hakim does not men

tion this petition, on the contrary, from his version, it appears

that on the advice of the courtiers, the initiative was taken by

Muzaffar Shah, who iclcased Hoshang Shah from the prison

and again took oath of his sincerity and also declared that the

late Khan i.e. Dilawar Khan, was like his brother and that his

intention was never to conquer Malwa but only to strengthen

each other Muzaffar Shah also gave necessary military help-

to Hoshang to recover his country
4 Shihab Hakim also mentions

exchange of mutual oaths and promises before Hoshang Shah
(

started for Malwa. 5 [t is therefore quite likely that the pcti-

1 Hid fol. 33a

_ -UuLi
Jj>i.yOJU J

^***J ,
>*J Jj j>

_
,}^j

Commis,sd.riale says "MuzafFar Shall thought it prudent to restore his

royal prisoner, who had long begged of the Sultan to release him from the

chains of imprisonment and to bind him with the chains of obligation" jfr,

B,B R A i
1

, 1917-19, p 89.

2
Finshta,!!, p 463. T. A III, p. 200.

3
Fms\ta, 11, p 463, T. A III, pp. 200-91; Mir'at-i-Sikandari, p. 2tt;

Bayky, p 85
* Ma' athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, Ms. fol, 33a.
6

Ibtd,, fol 38a,
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tion as mentioned by Fmshta "and Nizamuddm was sent by

Hoshang at a time when Muzaffar was deliberating on the pro

blem, and he accepted it, or it is also possible that the text of

the petition was actually the text of the oath taken by Hoshang
Shah and Shihab Hakim, being a court historian of Malwa,
where Hoshang was so much respected, didnotlike to belittle him

by mentioning the petition, but being a historian could not com

pletely ignore the oath and the promises
l According to Fmshta,

Hoshang Shah, during his imprisonment m Gujaiat, was placed

under the custody of prince Ahmad Shah, whom he won over

and whc begged and obtained the release and re-mstatement

of his prisoner
2 Sultan Muzaffar Shah deputed prince Ahmed

Shah to accompany Hoshang Shah to Malwa to recover posses

sion of Dhar and neighbouring country from rebellious nobles

and then to make it over to Hoshang Shah 3 Thus we find

that Muzaffar Shah even at this stage took measure to make it

appear as if Hoshang Shah was being appointed over Malwa
on behalf of Gujarat Ahmad Shah, in recommending the

case of Hoshang Shah to the Sultan, was in all probability,

expecting a contest foi Gujarat throne very soon, and wanted

Hoshang to be on fnendly terms with him under the burden

of obligation But fate decreed otherwise Ahmad and Hos

hang were in fnendly camps for the first and last time when they

marched against Musa Khan's occupation of Malwa Once

Hoshang Shah had succeeded in getting a hold over Malwa,
he made constant efforts to avenge the insult and disgrace that

he had suffered from the hands of the Gujarati Sultan; besides,

Jie felt that the obligation of Muzaffar was nothing because

he was released, as a matter of policy, and the sanctity of oath

could not weigh on his conscience, because earlier Muzaffer

had bi oken his oath and had imprisoned him by treachery.

Thus he adopted a hostile policy towards Gujarat which was

left by him as a legacy to the future Sultans of Malwa, The

Gujaratis on their part never failed to boast of this impnson-

3 I am led to conclude so because of the language and the manner in

which Hoshang Shah is addressed throughout m the Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshakt.

2
Firtshta, II, p, 357.

8 T A III, p. TOl, In Tr. p, 470 by mistake the date is given as S21

A H. instead of 811 A. H,; Bayley, p 85, Mirat-i-Sikandan p 26;

Ftnshta, II, p. 463,
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ment 1 and thus coidial relations between these two states could

never be established

Prince Ahmad accompanied Hoshang Shah upto Dhar and 1

easily occupying the place and some neighbouring distucts,

handed them over to Hoshang Shah and himself relumed to

Gujarat 2

SULTAN HOSHANG REOCGUTMES MANDU

After the return of Pnnce Ahmad, Hoshang Shah lemametl

for sometime in Dhar From Dhar he sent a messenger to

find out the situation m Mandu and also to contact his fnends

and to convey to them the news of his return. 3 It is also

cmite likely that he sent the information and message of friend

ship to Musa Khan as well, because Shihab Hakim cleaily men
tions that Musa Khan who was full of pride and airs of leader

ship did not submit to the friendly overtures of Hoshang 4 The
nobles and leaders in the fort of Mandu were glad to receive this

news of Hoshang's arrival and more so because of his fnendly
attitude towards them But as their family and children were
inside the fort, they could not openly come out of the fort and

1 The boasting of the Gujaiatis is borne out by the Following it-ply ot

Qutb-ud-Din to Mahmud Khalji I

"In this couplet there is a hint to the fact, that Sullan Iloahang, \vho"wu*
die mastei and patron of Sultan Mahmud, had boen captuml and had been
kept as a prisoner by Sultan Muzaffar Shah, who had, however, aflenvard*
treated him with favour and had given back to him the kingdom of Malwa"
Vide T.A

,
III

, p 128 and (Tr.) p. 229

The same couplet has been reproduced in %afar-ul'<Wahh > p. '.

*
Finshtall, p 463; TA III. p 291., Ma'athir-i-Makmudthehi* fol.

33a, Tankh-t'Alfi, op Git. Sty ley, fn. p 85.; Mir'tt-i-Sikandati, p.
26. Sikandar says wrongly that Musa Khan had not the strength to resist
Ahmad Shah and took to flight The prince placed Alp Khan in Mandu
and returned

8
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fo). 33a. Shihab Hakim mentions that it wa-j

here (in Dhar) that Hoshang learnt about Musa Khan's control over Mandu,
which is quite m conformity with the view taken by him earlier. But from
Firishta and Nizam-ud-Din, we learn that "Hoshang was already in the
knowledge of Musa Khan's control over Mandu.

4
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 33b,
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join Hoshang Shah and thereby leave them at the mercy of Musa
Khan.i

Sultan Hoshang, finding that friendly overtures were of no

avail, adopted a stiategic move He moved south and occu

pied Maheshvvar on the Narbada and started ravaging the country
side and making attacks on the fort Musa Khan also took up
the defence and sent parties to fight, which took place almost

every day 2 Thus the struggle was prolonged Though Hoshang
Shah did not succeed in reducing the fort of Mandu, but his

move of attacking from the south led Musa Khan to make a

counter attack and did not allow him sufficient opportunity to

keep a close watch over the activities of the nobles inside the fort,

which gave them the necessary opportunity to exploit the possi
bilities of escape, and rendering help to Hoshang. In the mean-

trine, Hoshang, finding the foit invincible, was advised by his

counsellor to move further into the interior3 of the country.
Sultan Hoshang then, by sending his forces, brought the qasbas
and the parganas under his contiol, 4 and thus succeeded

in preventing the revenue from reaching Mandu. On receiving
this news, Malik Mughith took up the cause of Hoshang Shah. 5

That Malik Mughith now took up the cause of Hoshang
indicates that Hoshang's position had improved, and as a shrewd

politician Mughith saw the opportunity for such a move when
he was sure to convince the nobles who must also have felt

that Mandu was cut off from the lest of the country.

Malik Mughith was related both to Musa Khan and Hoshang.
Malik Mughith's mother was Hoshang's paternal aunt and she had

brought up Hoshang when he was young, besides, Hoshang and

Mughith had been fnends and companions m their younger days. 6

Malik Mughith discussed with Malik Khizir, popularly called

Main Akha, the qualities of Hoshang Shah and his superiority

over Musa Khan He successfully convinced Malik Khizir

that the throne legally belonged to Hoshang, whose father was

the founder of the independent kingdom of Malwa, and com

paring Musa Khan and Hoshang Shah, while all the time mam-

1 Ibid
,
fol 33b, Pirishta, U, p. 463, T.A III, p 291

'

Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 33b, Finshta, II p 463, T.A II, p 291
8

Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 33b, Fvrwhta, II, p 463, TA II, p 292
4

Firuhta, II, p 463
5

Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol, 33b
fl Ibid

, fol., 33b Finsbta and Nazim-ud-Din have followed Shihab Hakim
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taming that both of them were related to him, he represented

Hoshang Shah to be a more desirable person for the bettei-

ment of the country.
1 Malik Mughith and Malik Khizir then

quietly left the fort in the darkness of the night and reached the

camp of Hoshang Shah, who welcomed them and made Malik

Mughith his Naib and chief adviser The desertion of two

prominent nobles completely unnerved Musa Khan who, losing

all hopes, agieed to vacate the fort and after some ai rangement,

vacated the fort. Sultan Hoshang entered the fort of Mandu by

one gate and Musa Khan left it by another 2

After occupying Shadiabad Mandu, Hoshang Shah staited the

organisation of the administrative machinery. Malik Mughith,

who had helped him in gaming the fort of Mandu and who was

already his Naib, was given the title of Malik-ush-Sharq* and

was appointed as Wazir i e, he was made the Wazir as well as

his deputy and representative

For Hoshang Shah, matters did not immediately change with

his reoccupation of Mandu The country had to be assured

of a stable government with an administrative policy that would

not discriminate between the subjects His impiisonment and

disgrace within a yeai of his accession convinced him that in

Gujarat lay the real enemy of Malwa. While thinking of Gujarat,

he could not remain oblivious of the power of Bahmam Kingdom
in the south-east and of Jaunpur Kingdom m the north-east.

But Gujarat being his principal enemy, most of his energies were

directed towards that kingdom By giving aid to petty Rajput

1
Ma'alhir-i-Mahmndshahi, fol 33b

l.s J I L* ,

*j.

CijjU C^J Jj W^^.1^*

2 Ibid
,

fol 35a,

Fmshta, II, p 463, Tartkh-t-Alfi says 'Malik Mughith took tin* pat t

of Hoshang and fled out of Mandu This began to break up Musa Khan's

party and eventually he found himself unable to hold Mandu and marched
out of one gate as Hoshang walked in by another". Loc Git. Finihla,

Nizam-ud-dm says that Musa Khan losing all hopes negotiated with Malik
Mughith, that he was willing to vacate Mandu if some quarter was provi
ded to him After much discussion a place was fixed for Mm and he evacu-
ted the fort and went away and Hoshang entered the fort, T.A. HI, p. 202.

8
Ftruhto, II, p 464 has Malik Askrqf; Ma'athir-i-Mohmudshahi, fol. 35;

TA III, p 292.
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Chiefs of Gujarat m their revolts, he tried to keep the Gujarati
Sultan busy at home He also revived the friendship with Khan-
desh where he already had family ties with the ruling house

HOSHANG SHAH'S RELATIONS WITH GUJARAT

Ever since his return from Gujarat and reoccupation of Malwa,
Hoshang Shah was secretly sheltering m his heart his grudge
against the Gujarat Sultan and was quietly looking for an oppor
tunity to avenge his disgrace But so long as Muzaffar Shah
was living, he could never feel himself strong enough to take

up cudgels with Gujarat and patiently devoted his time m conso

lidating his position, organising the government and strengthen

ing the army As a shrewd diplomat, he had gained the confidence
of Prince Ahmad through whose mediation he had succeed

ed m securing his release, but during his stay m Gujarat he
seems also to have realised the possibility of a disputed succes

sion in Gujarat, and therein lay his chance of retrieving his lost

prestige. Hoshang's anticipation proved to be correct. Muza
ffar Shah died on 8th Rabi'tt 814 A H i/28th July 1411 AD.,
and was succeeded by Prince Ahmad, his grandson^ who had

aheady acquired reins of administration during the closing

days of Sultan's life But the succession of Ahmed Shah did not

remain unchallenged His two uncles^ Firuz Khan and
Haibat Khan, raised the standard of revolt and Firuz Khan was

proclaimed as ruler m Broach (Bahroj}
4 Firuz Khan also

received the support of quite a number of nobles, though the

army remained loyal to Prince Ahmad

HIS FIRST ATTEMPT

The rebels under Firuz sought the help of Sultan Hoshang,
who, anxiously. watching the current of events as well as an

opportunity, readily accepted the invitation and agreed to help
Firuz Khan provided he was paid one lakh of tanks

1
Finshta, II, p 358; Mtfathir-t-Rahimt, II p 134, T A III, p 95,

Nuam-ud-dm says, Muzaffar died m the month of Safar 814 A H /May,
June, 1411 A.D Mir' at-i-Sikandan, p 28, has end of Safar See also

Proceedings Indian History Congress, 1956, pp 231-37

2 Ma?athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 37a, Ma'athir-t-Rahimt, II, p. 134

3
Fmshta, II, p. 358; Mir' at-i-Sikandan, p. 30, Mir'

'

at-t-Ahmadt, p ,46

4
Fmshta, II, 464, Mtr'at-i-Ahmadi, p 46, mentions rebellion, but is

silent about Hoshangs help, Bnggs, IV, p 13; Commissariat, p 79
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a day as the expenses of his aimy's maich. 1 The move on

the part of Hoshang was veiy tactical as he expected that Ahmad

Shah's preoccupation with Firuz Khan and othei rebels would

offer him the desired opportunity of annexing some temtones

of Gujarat But Hoshang Shah found m Ahmad Shah a rival

of great abilities Ahmad Shah, immediately on receipt of

the news of rebellion staited negotiations, and a minor scuffle

between the rebels and the advance guard of the Sultan convin

ced the lebels of the futility of then attempt Besides, Sultan

Ahmad Shah besieged Broach andfoiced Fnuz Khan and Haibat

Khan to sunender, but being conscious of the trouble in other

quarters, he lestoied theit jagirs to them2 so that they would

become friendly towards him. Thus, while Sultan Hoshang

was still busy on the eastern borders of Gujarat, Ahmad Shah

was relieved of the pressure of the rebels and despatched a strong

force against the Sultan of Malwa. To make the move more

effective, he backed his advance force by peisonally marching

towaids Hoshang's camp Thus surprised, Hoshang hastily

retreated towards Dhar, full of indignation, and shame." It

was aftci this victory that Sultan Ahmed founded the city of

Ahmadabad on the bank of the river Sabarmati

HIS SECOND ATTEMPT

Sultan Hoshang got his next opportunity in 816 A.H 4/1413-14

AD against Ahmad Shah, when Sultan Ahmed attacked the

ruler of Jhalawar, 5 who sought the help of Hoshang. Hoshang
Shah considered it as the most opportune moment to invade

Gujarat Hoshang had marched into Gujarat with the clear

understanding that he would icceivc help from the ruler of

Jhalawar While he was busy in devastating the eastern por
tion of Gujarat, Ahmad Shah again rose to the occasion and,

though he was beset with another difficulty of a simultaneous

uprising in the country of Kutch, he divided his army into two

sections One section was despatched to quell the rebellion

1 T A in, p 96

2 T A III, p. 97, Mir'at-i-Sikundan, p 31; Mtt'athn-i'Kahimi.ll, \>. !!!/>;

Finshta, II p. 46 i,

3 T A III, p 97

* T.A III, p 293, Finshta, II, p. 464,

5
Finshta, II, p 464, T A. Ill, p, 100 records a tevolt of a Jargc number

of Gujarati nobles.
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in Kutch while the other was despatched against Hoshang. 1

When Hoshang found that no help was corning from the ruler

of Jhalawar he had no alternative but to hastily retrace his steps

into Malwa2 towards Dhar Thus he again failed against

Ahmad Shah.

HIS THIRD ATTEMPT

Though Sultan Hoshang twice failed to achieve his main ob

ject i e humiliation of the Gujarat ruler, he was steadily building

up his power m Malwa. In fact he became a great menace to

Gujarat Hoshang, right from the beginning, was following

a policy of interference in the affairs of Gujaiat and was trying

to take advantage of every disaffection existing m Gujarat Sultan

Hoshang seems to have lecogmsed the prowess of his rival Sultan

Ahmad, and started foi the third time with greater caution

He planned out a many-sided campaign against Gujarat, but

he wanted to entei the countiy as a helper of the aggieived

people and not as an mvadei Thus, in 821 A H /A D ,
1418

when Sultan Ahmad was reducing the Gir forest and Junagadh,

the Ra/as of Jhalawar, Champaner, Nadot and Idar^ entered

into correspondence with Hoshang Shah to the effect "'that on

the hist occasion theie had been neglect and dilatormess in then-

service to him, but this time theie will be no minutiae left m their

loyal devotion to his service If the Sultan would turn towards

Gujaiat, they would send some guides to attend on him and they

would guide his aimy along a road in such a way, that Sultan

Ahmad would not know anything about the advance upto the

lime of his arrival in the country of Gujarat".
4

After securing alliance and assurance from the Rajas on the

west and north-west of Malwa, Sultan Hoshang marched to

wards Mahrasa in 821 AH /AD 1418. In the meantime, he

had alicady deputed his eldest son, Prince GhazmKhan, to

assist Nasir Khan Faruqi of Khandesh with fifteen thousand

horsemen in recovering the fort of Thalner from his younger

1 Fut\hla, II, p 404, T i III, p J01 Nwam-ud-din says Raja\ of Manclal,

Nadot and Budhwal had appealed foi help to Hoshang.
2 Pimhta, II p 461, T A. Ill, p 293

*
Ftrishta, LI, pp 361-465, T A. Ill, p 293; Bnggs, IV, p Jy,

Ma'athir-i'Rahuni, II p 130,

4 T A III, p 293, Finshta, II, p 465

ft TA III, pp 103 and 293
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brother, Malik Iftikhar Malik Iftikhar sought the help of

Sultan Ahmed Gujarati Thus when Sultan Ahmed Shah en

tered Khandesh,i Sultan Hoshang got the opportunity to

enter Gujarat But hardly had Sultan Hoshang entered the

territory of Gujarat, when the appearance of Ahmad Shah in

Khandesh created terror in the mind of Ghazni Khan who hes-

tily retreated^ towards Malwa, while Nasir Khan retned

towards Asir Sultan Ahmad pushed upto Sullanpui where

he received the news of Sultan Hoshang's entry into Gujarat.

Sultan Ahmad immediately broke up his camp and, in spite

of the rainy season, he arrived neai his capital and then moved

towards Mahrasa Sultan Hoshang was informed of the sudden

approach of Sultan Ahmad and sought the help of the Rajas

and also accused them of treachery. He never felt himself

strong enough to face Ahmad Shah and retired towards his own

country by the very route by which he had come When Sultan

Ahmad reached Mahrasa, Hoshang had already vacated it
;
thus

he could get some time to reorganise his army, to take the muster

and to refresh his troops.
8 From Mahrasa, Sultan Ahmad

attacked Malwa and reached Kahadah near Ujjam, where

Hoshang had entrenched himself by means of artificial barn-

cades erected by him and where Prince Ghazni Khan had also

joined him But Sultan Hoshang was defeated, and fled to

Mandu. Sultan Ahmad Shah came upto Nalcha.* The fort

of Mandu was very strong and Ahmad failed to subdue it He
then moved north and started devastating the country round

Dhar, but when rainy season started he retired towards Gujaiat

to look after his own kingdom and strengthened its boundaries

by construction of foits 5 The cause of withdrawal certainly

was not so much the approach of rainy season as internal dis

orders in Gujarat, where miscreants had taken advantage of the

1
Ftnshia, II, p 464, TA III, pp, 103 and 294.

2 Fmshta, II, p 465, M(?athir-i-Rahmi< II. p 137, Httft Guhhnn, lol. I Ida.
8

Firishta, II, p. 465

* 9 miles noith of Mandu (Zafarabad Nalcha)
5 "In the course of the wars against Malwa, Ahmad Shah build tlio fort

of Dohad, now in Panch Mahal district and of Jitpuv in Lunavad twelve

miles north east of Balasinor" Vide Commisamat, jr B, B, R, A. .9,, I OH
IO, p 107

The building of forts at Dohad and Jitpur indicates Ahmad 's allrrnpt at

setting up strong forts on the frontiers of Malwa.
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absence of the Sultan for a long period. Sultan Ahmad had

decided to return to Malwa next year and according to his plans,

he set out for the conquest of Malwa m 822 A.H /1419-20 A.D

But Sultan Hoshang, finding himself unprepared, readily sent

his envoys with presents and also promises of future presents

Sultan Ahmad who was still busy in consolidation preferred peace

and readily accepted the friendly overtures of Hoshang

Hoshang Shah had by now realised the importance of ele

phants as he felt that scarcity of elephants was the mam cause

of his failure Thus to make up this deficiency, he decided to

attack Kherla and Jajnagar In the meantime, he seems to

have recognised the mettle of Malik Mahmud, son of Malik

Mughith, and also the weakness of Ghazm Khan, his own son

He
3 therefore, summoned Malik Mahmud and conferred on him

the title of Khan and appointed him as the assistant to his father

His clear instructions were that Mahmud Khan was to accom

pany him whenever he marched out while the father would look

after the government Sultan Hoshang, invaded Gondwana
and reduced Kherla, 1 and also marched into Jajnagar in

the disguise of a merchant, 2
only to return in time to find the

fort of Mandu besieged by Sultan Ahmed Gujarati. Finshta

mentions that the treaty that was concluded between Sultan

Hoshang and Sultan Ahmad Gujarati
3 could last only for

two years when Sultan Ahmad was forced to take the field be

cause of the disturbing activities of Hoshang But Finshta,
4

too, seems not to have been satisfied with this information, as

he subsequently refers to Tankh-i-Alfi *> Sultan Hoshang's success

against Rai Nar Singh of Kherla had strengthened his position

and he had also secured some elephants This was a disturbing

news for Ahmad Shah Gujarati as he was always apprehensive

of the growing strength of the Malwa ruler But internal con

dition of Gujarat did not permit him to undertake an engage

ment immediately against Sultan Hoshang. But when the

news reached Sultan Ahmad that Hoshang Shah had left Malwa

for distant country of Jajnagar he found his opportunity and

1 Details under Hoshang's expansion towards east

2 Discussed under sub-heading "Hoshang's ventuie to Jajnagar
1

3
Firishta, II, p. 36r>

4
Ibid., II, p. 366

5
Ibid,, II, p 366.
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invaded Malwai in 825 A H ./1421-22 A D. His first attack was

at Maheshwar and after reducing the place, he marched to

Mandu, and, at the same time, despatched detachments to

plunder the country He had, at this stage, completely subdued

Malwa and no opposition worth the name could be offered to

him During the rainy season of the year, he moved to Ujjam,

and his detachments helped his men to collect the khateef

revenue from seveial districts 2 Sultan Ahmad Gujarati

was determined to reduce Mandu, and to cripple the govern

ment there, he had secured the revenue for himself. But

as the foit was very stiong he ordered battering rams and

engines which were rather heavy and normally did not accom

pany the Sultan when he marched out, to be brought from

Gujarat for use against Mandu. After these siege engines had

arrived under Malik Muqarnb from Ahmadabad, he renewed

his siege of Mandu In the meantime, Sultan Hoshang, on Ins

arrival in Kherla, had received information of the siege of Mandu.

From the information of the conditions and measures taken by

Ahmad Shah, he also realised the determined nature of the in

vasion Therefoie, as a piecautionaiy mcasuic to safegtmid

his lear, he lured out the Rai of Kherla, took him under his

custody, and appointed his own men in Kherla so that he

might have a second fort to retire to in case of emergency

After seeming his rear, he quietly maiched and entered into

Mandu thiough the Taiapur Gate situated on the southern

side of the fort Mulla Ahmad says that Sultan Ahmad Shah

detached Malik Muqanib to secure the approach to the fort

by the Tarapur gate* But before Malik Muqarnb could

close the approaches to the gate, Hoshang Shah had already

entered the fort by the Tarapur gate. The arrival of Sultan

Hoshang was followed by great rejoicing and the return of the

1 TA III, p 109, has RabSlI. 82/27lh March 1422 AD,; Mt/'af-i'-

Swfcam&n, p 02, has 2nd Rabi'I, 825 /24th Feb. 1422 A.I). ; Finshia, II,

p 366, Conanusanat, p 88

2
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, 53 Ahmed Shah moved to Ujjain on 1st Jornada II

825/23id May 1422 A 13 and distributed Dipalpur to Malik Mukhlis,

Kaytha to Malik Fand, Mahendrapur to Iftikhar-ul-Mulk. These ,\mirs

sent their agents and collected the revenue of Khanef erop.

3
Fmshta, II, p 407.

4
Tankk-i-Atfi, as quoted by Finshta; Mrithla, IT, pp ,'W7, 86H;

TJl. Ill p 297
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Sultan was announced by hoisting flags and by beating of di urns

and by trumpets,
1 to the great chagrin of Ahmad Shah Ahmed

Shah, thus baffled at Mandu, raised the siege and sent orders

to all his scattered forces and officers, who had been engaged in

plundering the country-side and collecting forced levenues

during this period of the seige, to assemble round him, and

marched away with the whole army towards Sarangpur
2

Sarangpur even then was a very important sub-division of

Malwa and Hoshang was as much anxious to protect it as

Ahmad was keen on occupying it Thus when Hoshang got

intimation of Ahmad's proposed destination, he got out of the

fort and by forced marches and by a different route, foiestalled

Ahmad Shah in Sarangpur * From Saiangpui, Sultan

Hoshang sent messages of peace
* to Sultan Ahmad, lust

with the intention of detaining him, so that he (Hoshang) might

get enough time to iepair the ditch and boundary hedges of

Sarangpur This overture of Hoshang did not piove successful

as Ahmad Shah did not stop his maich, though he delayed the

delivery of the reply and kppt the messenger waiting

When Sultan Ahmad reached the borders of Sarangpur and

pitched his tents, Sultan Hoshang made a surprise night attack

on his camp on the night of 12th Muhanam 826/Dec 26, 1422"

AD The attack was so successful that the Guiarati foices,

being unprepared, could not stand the attack and were badly

defeated and many of them were killed Nizam-iid-Din

1
Funftta, II, pp. 3Gtf, 4(>8

2 Saiangpur was founded by Shaikh Saiang, who uas once among the

famous amhs of Firuz Shah Tughlaq Vide Akhbar-ul-Akhivar, p 150

3 T.A III, p 279, Fuuhta, II p 30IJ

* The puipoit of the message as given by Ni/nm-ud-dni is "As the nghl of

the Mussalmans are mixed up in this, and you know yomself that shedding

of the blood of Mussalmans \vithout any icason is naught with gieat cala

mity and in this, case immense herds of them would perish, it is fitting that

you should turn the bit-idle of your determination towauls your own capital.

The neressaiy tubule shall be sent soon after"

Vide:- TA III, (1i) p 1-78, Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p ">*, Funhta, II

p 40B
5

Firtshttt, II 'JftGj Mir' at-i-Sikandan, p ot

Nizam-ucl-din Ahmad, says that Sultan Ahmad Shah being composed

owing to the promise of peace, did not take proper precaution foi the pro

tection of the troops. But, this suggestion of Nizam-ud-dm does not seem

to be correct, because SulUn Ahmed had continued his march in spite of the

(Continued on nt*t page}
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says that m this night attack many people perished; among

them Rai Samat, the Rai of the country of Dundah (Kan)

was slam with five hundred Rajputs m the vicinity of the

Sultan's pavilion. But Sultan Ahmad managed to escape from

the Camp and retired to some distance with only one attendant

When he felt himself secure, he sent the attendant to find

out the activities of the Malwi soldiers. The messenger re

turned and reported that Malwi troops were engaged in plun

dering the camp of the Gujaratis. Sultan Ahmad then col

lected his scattered forces and succeeded m mustering 1000

horses With this small force, he patiently waited for the

morning on the skirts of the camp By the morning, the Malwi

soldiers were exhausted because of night's work and had for the

most part retired and some were still engaged in plundenng.

It was now foi them to receive the surprise attack, when they

least expected it. They seem to have become complacent after

their victory and had thrown off all guard which made Ahmad 's

task all the more easy Of course, Sultan Hoshang offered a

tough resistance and in the engagement both the Sultans receiv

ed wounds. 1 Sultan Hoshang, however, could not collect

his scattered forces and took shelter in the fort of Sarangpur.

Sultan Ahmad recovered all the elephants that he had lost during

the night and also captured seven others which Hoshang Shah

had brought from Jajnagar
2 and then besieged Sarangpur.

The siege of Sarangpur lasted for a few months, but Sultan1

Ahmad could not bring about an effective operation to force

them to surrender. On 24th Rabi 'II of 826 A.H./6th April
1423 A D

, Sultan Ahmad ultimately decided to raise the siege

and turn towards Gujarat Tarlkh-i-Alfi says that an epidemic

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

message of peace sent by Sultan Hoshang . Hence the statement of MulJa
Ahmed is more correct that it was a surprise night attack. TariUi-i-Alft,

Op. dt Ftnshta.

1
Mir'at-i-Sdandari, p 55, TA.

} III, p 208.
2 T A III, p 208, mentions only seven elephants of Jajnagavj Wtuhta

says 20 besides 7 of Jajnagai; Mir'at'i-Sikandari, p, flfl, Sikandar i,s nilcm

about he elephants.
3 Nizam-ud-Dm does not mention the siege, but simply says that on 4lh

Rabt
1

II of 826, Ahmad Shah turned towards Gujarat with victory and
triumph TA III, p 112;

Fmshta, II, p. 469 has 4th Rah' 11,

Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 55 also gives 24th Rabi 'II
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raged in his camp which forced him to commence his retreat

to Gujarat. When Sultan Hoshang came to know of the

retreat of Sultan Ahmad, he came out of the fort and closely

pursued the Gujarat Sultan and, by attacking the flanks, started

harassing him When Sultan Ahmad found it almost impossible

to continue his march, he halted and gave battle to Sultan

Hoshang In this severe battle, Sultan Hoshang was again

defeated and losing a large number of his men, 1 he hastily

retired to Sarangpur and Sultan Ahmad returned to Gujarat

This was the last battle between Sultan Ahmad and Sultan

Hoshang and as Mulla Ahmad says, m consideration of what

Ahmad Shah's troops had suffered during this campaign, he

abstained from launching any attack for some years
2

Sultan Hoshang Shah remained in Sarangpur till he received

authentic information that Sultan Ahmad had crossed over

the boundary of Malwa and had entered Gujarat.
3 He then

leturned to Mandu and devoted some time in repairing the

damages caused to his army
Thus the relations of Malwa and Gujarat during the reign

of Hoshang Shah could not be finally settled Both had

tried their level best to crush their opponent but had failed.

The two kingdoms buried their hatchets for the time being only

to be picked up later, after the death of Hoshang Shah

HOSHANG'S ACTIVITIES IN THE EAST AND THE NORTH

(a) Kherla Sultan Hoshang's repeated defeats at the hands of

Sultan Ahmad Shah had convinced him of his relative weakness.

To improve his position after Sultan Ahmad Shah had retired to

Gujarat in 822 A H /A.D 1419, his first measure was to raise

Malik Mahmud, son of Malik Mughith, to the status of a

Khan and also to secure his services, he made it incumbent

upon Mahmud Khan to accompany him whenever the Sultan

went on any expedition
4 His second measure was to secure

more elephants as he was convinced that the scarcity of ele

phants in Malwa army was the chief cause of his repeated de

feats For this purpose he looked to Kherla.

But Hoshang's relations with the ruler of Kherla were not

governed merely by his need of elephants, they had political,
.

bearings too, Kherla once had been a powerful kingdom

1
Firishta, II, p. 460, 2 j^d

, II, p. 368 ;! TA III, p 298

4 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 35b; T.A III, P 296; Firishta, II, p 466.
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and had extended her sway over Nimar driving dway the

Chauhans of the place to Piplauda or Sajni
1 But as the

power of KherJa declined, these territories m Nimar and other

places were lost In the first quaiter of the fifteen century,

Nar Singh Rai of Kherla proved himself an ambitious aud

shrewd ruler Early in 802 AH /1 399-1400 A.D. Nar Singh

Rai, taking advantage of the troubles in the Bahmani kingdom,

had advanced and occupied the territories up to Mahur -

But very soon he had to face the Bahmani Sultan Firuz Shah,

who after settling the affairs in the south, turned towards the

north and reoccupied Mahur From Mahur, Firuz Shah

pressed on the territory of Kherla and soon besieged the fort

of Kherla where Nar Singh Rai had taken shelter. After a

siege of two months Nar Singh Rai capitulated and paid five

maunds of gold, fifty maunds of silver and forty elephants and

also agieed to pay regular tribute, Fnuz Shah restored him

to Kherla and recognised him as one of the amirs of the Bahmani

Kingdom 4 Thus the territory of Kheila evei since had le-

mamed theoretically a pait of Bahmani kingdom To Sultan

Hoshang who was extending his terntoiies, the existence of a

chief owing allegiance to a kingdom, which claimed to have

once exercised suzerainty over Malwa, was extremely distaste

ful. The subjugation of Kheila was therefore to him n matter

of political .necessity

In 823 A H.B/1420 A.D , when Sultan Hoshang got a little

respite from the attack of Ahmad Gujarati, he marched to

wards Kherla with the intention of subduing the country and

also to enrich himself with elephants and treasures from the

Kherla country. Rai Nar Singh of Kherla came out of the

fort and gave battle with a force of fifty thousands. Sultan

Hoshang came out victorious and Nar Singh Rai accepted

1 Hira Lai, Madhya Pradesh ka Itihasa, p. 7i!,

a
Firtshta, I, p 309, Sherwam, The Brahtnanu of the D#<ii> p. Ifi.'J

8
Burhan-i-Ma'athir, p 44, 4

Ftrishta, I, p. 629,

5
Fmshta, II, p 4&6, Bngft, IV, p. 178

6
Firtshta, II, p 46&, Finshta has slightly foufused this invasion ol

Hoshang with his later invasion and says that Rai Nar Singh was killed in

the attack of 823 A,H / H20 A D, Bnggs, IV, p 178 also says thr same'

thing But in hxs history of the Deccan, Fmihta mentions the appeal of Rai
Nar Singh of Kherla lo Sultan Ahmad Shah Bahmani for succour against

(dontintttd on ntxt page}
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the suzerainty of Hoshang Shah and gave him eighty-four

elephants and much gold as indemnity This was the first

victory of Hoshang Shah and it not only strengthened his arm}

by the acquisition of elephants, but also enriched his treasury

which had become depleted because of constant wars with

Gujarat. But at this stage, Hoshang Shah did not make any

airangements to take the fort of Kherla under his control,

instead, he allowed Rai Nar Singh to continue in possession

of the fort.

Kherla enjoyed comparative peace foi about two years.

While letuinmg from Jajnagar, when Hoshang Shah was in

the neighbourhood of Kherla, he received the news of Sultan

Ahmad's siege of Mandu He at once decided to have a second

shelter, to fall back in case ot emergency and, with this inten

tion, induced the Rai of Kheila to join him with his troops.

He then put the Rai in close confinement and garrisoned the

fort of Kherla with his own men * However, Sultan Hoshang.,

after the departure of Ahmad Shah Gujarati, icstored Kherla

to the Rai who became his ally and rendered assistance in the

conquest of Gagraun
Kherla later became a bone of contention between Malwa

and the Bahmam kingdom. The conduct of Rai Nar Singh

of Kherla during this contest between Hoshang Shah and

Ahmad Shah Bahmam was full of duplicity Wedged in

between two powerful kingdoms, with equally ambitious rulers,

Nar Singh Rai thought it best to keep friendly relations with

both of them, and to call m the aid of one against the other

when necessary. Such a policy, however, could not prove

successful for long When Hoshang Shah was defeated

m 832 AH/1428-29 AD., Nar Singh Rai transferred his

allegiance to Ahmad Shah Bahmanj,2 a position which could

(Continued from pie-page)

Hoshang which led to wai between Malwa and the Bahmam kingdom.

Vide Finshta, 1, p 622

Another contemporary source Achaldas Khichi Ri VachaniKa says that Nai

Singh along with his two ions helped Hoshang in the conquest of Gagraun.

T A III, p 299, Nizam-ud-Dm mentions that Rai Nar Singh appealed to

Hoshang Shah m 832 A II /1428-29 A.D. for help against the invasion of

Ahmad Shah Bahmam
1 Ftnshta, II, p. 46?

2 Finshta, I, p 624.

(Continued on next
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not be tolerated by Hoshang Shah for long. Hoshang Shah

got his opportunity in 837 A H./1433-34 A D. when the Bahmani

ruler was busy against Gu]aiat He invaded Kherla and killed

Nai Singh Rai m the battle T The Rai's son accepted the

suzerainty of Hoshang Shah and he was made the feudatory

chief of Kherla

(fr) Hoshang's venture to Jajnagar Sultan Hoshang had found

to his chagrin that even with the elephants and wealth secured

from Kherla m 823 AH /AD, 1420 he was not stiong enough
to defeat Ahmad Shah Gujarati To furthei strengthen his

position and to increase his resources, he planned a venture

to Jajnagar which he undertook towards the end of 824 A.II

/A D 1421 or beginning of 8252 A .H /A.D 1421 Hoshang Shah
had received information that the luler of Jajnagar was
rich and was fond of horses of good bleed and that he

also possessed a large number of huge elephants. Being
desirous of possessing these elephants, he assumed the garb
of a merchant and took with him a body of soldieis all

dressed as mei chants and after collecting merchandise and

hoises set out for Jajnagar keeping Ins motives secret all the

time After he had crossed the borders of Malwa, no informa

tion of his wheieabouts i cached the capital
:j Jn this manner,

he arrived at Jajanager and informed the king Bhanudcva IV 4

that he was a merchant of the west and had brought meichan-
dise for the king, but the quantity was so huge that he needed
a bigger area than the regular market place for propei display

(Continuedfrom pie-page]

According to Finshta the tribute that was paid by Nar LSingh Rai to Ahmad
Shah Bahmani included besides other things, one mauml of diamonds, ruble
and pearls of Aden.

1
Finshta, I, p 632; Sheiwam, The Bahmani*, of the Dnc<m

t p. 200,
2

Finshta, 11, p 4G6hasAH 825, Briggs, IV, p 178; T.A. Ill,

p 109 Nizam-ud-Dm says that Ahmad Shah after subduing Champancr
at the end of the year 824 marched towards Sonkhera on 19th Xafar
825, on 22nd Safar 825 he laid the foundation of another Jama Masjid
when he received the news that Sultan was away from Mandu for some limp.

3 TA III, p 295, Firishta, II, p. 406.
4 Bhanudeva IV was the last ruler of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty and

ruled from 1414-1434 A D After him the Gajapati Dynasty was founded
by Kapilendra m 1434/35 AD. vide, Subramamam, Gajapatis of Orissa

(unpublished Ph D Thesis of Andhra University, 1947); J.A.SJi,, 1903,.
p. 139
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of his commodities The king, not suspecting the identity of

the merchant, gave his permission to display the commodities

m the open outside the town and also informed Hoshang Shah

that he would come in time to inspect the commodities per

sonally Thus on the fixed day the king along with his courtiers

came to inspect the commodities While the king was moving

about, suddenly storm and ram came which caused confusion

and in the movements many of the commodities were damaged
Sultan Hoshang, finding that the commodities had been dama

ged, ordered his followers to attack In this attack, Bhanudeva

IV was taken prisoner Sultan Hoshang then disclosed his

identity and demanded a ransom for his release The ransom of

75 elephants was paid but as a precautionary measure Hoshang
did not release the king till he had crossed the boundary of

Jajnagar and then taking some more elephants released him and

leturned towards Mandu l It was on his way to Mandu when

he was near about Kherla that he heard about the siege of

Mandu. This in nutshell is the story as given by Fnishta and

Nizamuddin Finshta in his history of Gujarat
2

gives a

description from which it follows that Hoshang Shah had

left Mandu when Sultan Ahmad was already besieging the

fort, and that Sultan Ahmad could not know about his exit

and entry He could know of it only after his entry when by

rejoicings and flag hoisting the arrival was announced. Finshta

further says that Ahmad Shah, ashamed and vexed, raised the

siege. But it looks extremely incredulous that Hoshang would

leave the capital when it was being besieged by an enemy.

Again, the period of the siege of Mandu by Ahmad Shah is too

short to enable Hoshang to undertake this long journey to

Jajnagar and be back here before its end The account

of Tankh-i-Alfi is more logical According to Mulla

Ahmad, Hoshang had left when Ahamd Shah was busy in

Gujarat and not when he was besieging Mandu Ahmad Shah

invaded Malwa and besieged Mandu on receiving information

about Hoshang's absence s Hoshang Shah had deliberately kept

secret the place of his destination, because this hazardous

expedition was not without dangers, and he was also not sure

1 Finshta, II, p 467, TA III p 296, Haft Gulshan, fol 120a.

2 Finshta, II, p. 365.

3
Tarikh-i-Alfi as quoted by Finshta, II, p 366
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who is said to be an eye-witness to the events 1 According

to Shivadas, Sultan Hoshang collected a large force consisting

of eighty four elephants, thirty thousand horses and innumer

able foot soldiers 2 This force included the forces of Nar Singh

Rai of Kherla and Nar Singh's two sons, Chandji and Khemji,

and also Lakhan Rao of Matangpun and the amirs of Nimar

Mandhata, Asir, Durgapur and Silarpur, Mandu, Dhar and

Ujjam Besides these, the chiefs of Bundi, Dewaia Hindu

Rai, Maldeo Chauhan and Samar Singh also joined Hoshang

Shah 3 With such a mighty force, Hoshang Shah proceeded

and besieged the foit of Gagraun The siege started on 8th

Shukla Ashwm and lasted upto 8th Krishna Karttk of v.s

148<H (Mon Sept 13th to Mon Sept 27th 1423 A.D )
Achal-

das at the last moment thought of securing help and sent his

son Palhan Singh to Rana Mokul,& but timely help could not

come. Hoshang Shah, on the other hand, pressed hard the

siege and cut off watei resources of the fort. Though the fort

had been well-provisioned Achaldas had neglected its foitt-

fications as well as its water iesouices and foi this neglect

he had to pay with his life When the Rajputs found that it

was not possible to hold the fort any longer, they decided to

perform Jauhar The terrible Jauhar was performed Achal-

das's principal queens, along with thousands of othei Rajput

women burnt themselves and the Rajputs fell fighting lo the

last man Achaldas was also killed in the last light
? The

fort then passed into the hands of Hoshang Shah, It was cer

tainly a great victory and it established Hoshang's bu^etainty

over the locality and enhanced his reputation

The success at Gagraun emboldened Hoshang Shah and he

advanced further north in the same year i.e. 826 A.H./A.D. 1423,

1 Achaldas Khichi n Vachamka, Introduction, p. 3.

2 Ibid , p 20 and Introduction, p 6.

3 Achaldas Khichi ri Vachanika, p 7

4 Ibid , p 24 and Introduction, p
5

Ibid, p 34; Sarda, Mahamna Kumbha, p. 20,

6
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol, 134b.

7 Achaldas Khichi n Vachanika, p 44 The Vachanika is written mainly
to describe this siege of Gagraun and Achaldas's last battle. Sarcla places
the incident in 1438 A D, and mentions Dhiraj Singh as the name of

Achaldas's son The error of date has been pointed out by Dr. Shavma
in the Introduction to Achaldas Khichi n Vanchanika,
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wth the intention of conquering Gwalior By successive marches,
he took possession of the neighbouring country

* When

Hoshang had devastated the country round Gwalior for a

month and some days,
2 Suhan Mubarak Shah who had been

.at that time investing Bayana, received the news of Hoshang's
advance into Gwalior and as Mubarak Shah claimed rights

over Gwahor, he marched out to relieve the Rai of Gwalior

Regarding this affair of Gwalior, Finshta seems to have

borrowed this information from Tankh-i-Mubai akshahi 3 Yahya
was particularly partial towards Mubarak Shah, and thus

mentions that Ins officers, at the first onslaught, defeated

Hoshang and took many captives, and as they were Muslims

he set them free, and that Hoshang sued for peace which

was readily accepted by Sultan Mubarak Saiyid But Nizam-

ud-Din gives a more balanced account According to him,

Mubarak Shah on receiving the news of Hoshang's advance

into Gwalior, marched with an army by way of Bayana to aid

the Rai of Gwalior When this news reached Sultan Hoshang,
he raised the siege and advanced to meet the army along the

banks of the Chambal nver After some days, peace was con

cluded and it was agieed that Sultan Hoshang should give up
his plans for the conquest of Gwalior. Both the parties then

sent presents to each other and returned to their respective

capitals
* Hoshang Shah returned to his capital by the end

of the year 826 A.H /A D 1423 or beginning of 827 A H /A D. 1423.

HOSHANG SHAH'S RELATIONS WITH KALPI AND JAUNPUR

The small kingdom, of Kalpi had grown out of Shiq Firuzpur

1 T A , III, p 298, Finshta, II, p 469, Badqyum, I, pp 384-5 Bada-

yuni says "Alp Khan the governor of Dhar came with the object of

chastising the Rai of Gwalior and with the intention of subduing that

legion
"

2 TA , III, p 298.

8 Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, p 202 Basu m his translation of Tankh-i-

Mubarakshahi, p. 209 fn 4 writes "Tabaqat-i-Akban has Alf Khan and Alaf

Khan Both are errors for Ulugh Khan" Basu is also wrong, because

Alaf Khan is for Alp Khan which was the title of Hoshang Shah before his

accession who continued to be addressed by his earlier title by many
historians,

*
T.A,lll, p 2W,Badayum, I, p 3815, Zafar-ul-Wahh, p 915 Haji-ud-

Dabir also says that they exchanged gifts and then returned to their

respective capitals
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which, had been placed under Mahkzada Firuz by Fnuz Shall

Tughlaq It was from Shig Firuzupur that Mahkzada Firuz

had led an expedition against the Rai of Gagraun but had

failed to reduce the fort 1 The Mahkzada family was thrown

out of Shiq Firuzpur by Rai Sumer of Etawa, and Malimud

ibn Mahkzada Firuz had to move to Kalpi Mahkzada Malimud

was confirmed in Kalpi including Firuzpur and Mahoba regions

in return for his help to Sultan Nasiruddm Muhammad Shah

Tughlaq against Rai Sumer and Adharan. This was the begin

ning of the importance of Kalpi Malikzada Mahmud had to

face the Rajput opposition from all sides, and in the course of

this struggle, timely aid from Dilawai Khan Ghun of Malwa, 2

had saved him from the fierce attack of Rai Sumei who had

come to the aid of the governor of Erachh It is from this

time that friendly relations between the Mahkzada rulers of

Kalpi and Ghun rulers of Malwa were established Malikzada

Mahmud assumed the insignia of royalty after the return of

Timur, and the last Tughlaq rulei Mahmud Shah accepted him

as Sultan 3 But by the time Kalpi could consolidate itself,

the more powerful kingdoms of Jaunpur and Malwa had already

established themselves; besides, the kingdom was surrounded

by petty Rajput chiefs of Etawa and Baghelkhand, and most of

its resources were exhausted in constant warfare against these

petty chiefs. The small kingdom of Kalpt situated between

Dehli, Jaunpur and Malwa, at once became a buffer to all the

three, and it could enjoy for long absolute independence, parti

cularly because Ibrahim Shah Sharqi of Jaunpur wanted to

use it as a buffer against Malwa and the Malwa rulers also wanted

to keep it as a buffer against Jaunpur.
Mahkzada Mahmud was succeeded by Ikhtiyar-ud-Din

Qadir Shah,4 who had to face the opposition of Biramdeo

Baghela of Gahora, who had been once reduced by his father.

Towards the end of A.H 815/ A.D. 1413, Ibrahim Shah Sharqi
invaded Kalpi and while he besieged Kalpi, his ally Biramdeo

Baghela besieged Erachh which was under the command of

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol, I34b, TarM-i-Muhammadi, fol. 4l2b, 4l3a.

* Tankh-i-Muhammadi> fol 440a.

5 Ibid , fol, 437a, His title 15 given as Nasw-ud-Din Mahmud Shah.

4 Ibid,, fol. 446b.
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Bihamad Khan l After the capitulation of Erachh, Ibrahim

Shah pressed haid the seige of the fort of Kalpi and Qadir

Shah, finding no possibility of help, from Delhi, 2
accepted the

suzerainty of Ibrahim Shah 3 But after the return of Ibrahim

Shah, Qadir Shah started reasserting himself over the districts

of Kalpi Hoshang Shah who in 816 AH /AD 1413-14 was

busy m Malwa, could not take any effective measures against

Ibrahim Shah But at the same time he did not want Kapli
to fall into the hands of the Sharqi ruler Thus while Qadir
Shah was seeking allies, Hoshang was interested m winning him

to his side The result of this mutual interest was that Hoshang
Shah gave his sister in marriage to Qadir Shah and thereby

formed an alliance with him 4 Qadir Shah retained the

alliance and allegiance to Hoshang Shah who was more

interested to keep Kalpi as a friendly buffer than to annex

it to his kingdom
Nizam-ud-Din in the Malwa section says that Hoshang Shah

marched out for the conquest of Kalpi in 835 A H /A.D. 1431-32,

but m the Jaunpm 5 section he says that in 837A H/1433-34
A D , Ibrahim Sharqi invaded Kalpi when Hoshang Shah also

invaded According to Yahya, 6 in Rabi'l, 837 AH/Oct-
Nov 1433 A D ,

after Sultan Mubarak Shah Saiyid had laid

the foundation of the city Mubarakabad (Khai ababad-i-durnya)

and some time had elapsed, that the news of the invasion of

Ibrahim Shah Sharqi and Hoshang Ghun on Kalpi was received.

Muhammad Bihamad Kham 7 who was directly connected

with Kalpi affairs, also gives the year of invasion as after

835 AH /AD 1431-32 Considering all the available evidence,

we can positively say that the invasion of Ibrahim Shah and

1
lbid,tcA 450a, 450b, Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, p 180 Yahiya says that

the information of Ibrahim Shah having defeated Qadir Khan ax rived in

Muharram 816 AH
2 Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, p 180
3 Tartkh-i-Muhammadi, fol 451b
4 Islamic Culture 1953, p 153, AH Nizarm suggests that the marriage

of Qadir Shah with the sister of Hoshang Shah probably was contracted

duung this period
5 TA , III, pp 299 and 278

Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, p 232-33, Finshta, 1, p 308, Ma'athir-i-Rahimi,

I, p 100 says Ibrahim Sharqi invaded Kalpi in 837 A H /A D 1433-34

7 Tankh-i-Muhammadi, fol 454b, 45 6a According to Bihamad Kham,

Qadir Shah died m 835 AH, /A.D 1431-32, vide fol 464b.
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Hoshang Shah took place in 837 AH /AD 1433-34 when Qadir

Shah of Kalpi was already dead for about a year In Kalpi,

after the death of Qadn Shah, the nobles had raised his second

son Jalal Khan,i wno was the son of Hosliang's sistei, to the

throne But Jalal Khan's elder brother Nasir Khan* could

not tolerate it and had gone to Jaunpur This gave an oppor

tunity to Ibrahim Shah, who welcomed him in his court and

conferred on him the title of Khan-i-Jahcm In the meantime,

Jalal Khan, having failed to satisfy the nobles, had been dnven

out to Chanden Hoshang invaded Kalpi to restore Jalal

Khan, while Ibrahim Shah also invaded in suppoit of Masir

bin Qadir Shah Thus we find that the invasion of Kalpi by

Ibrahim Shah and Hoshang Shah was not to subjugate Qadir

Shah but to restore to the masnad of Kalpi their own respec

tive candidates

Sultan Hoshang marched straight to Muhammadabad Kalpr

where the amirs assembled and accepted Jalal Khan once again

as their 'Amir' Ibrahim Shah Sharqi in the meantime matched

upto Shahupui where he placed Nasir Khan. Hoshang Shah

on receiving the information of Ibiahim Shah's movements:*

thought it prudent to oppose him before the latter reached near

Kalpi and, therefore, moved in the direction of Ibrahim Shah

and pitched his tents at Khajuwa Ibrahim Shah also moved

to Bhaisrur where he pitched his tents After the rainy season,

both the armies moved and encamped at Mardanpur wheie some

skirmishes between the two opposing forces took place. Bui

before the issue could be decided, news arnved in the camp ot

Ibrahim Shah that Mubarak Shah Saiyid* had already
^

started

on an expedition against Jaunpur. Ibiahim Shah finding his

own kingdom thieatened, broke up his camp and miuchcd

towards his own capital The withdrawal of Ibiahim Shah left

Hoshang Shah alone in the field Hoshang Shah returned

towards Kalpi where, during his absence, the amirs had once

again driven out Jalal Khan and had occupied the fort. After

a short sieze, he succeeded in reducing the fort and reinstated

Jalal Khan m Kalpi as a protege of Malwa. Nasir Khan, how-

1 Ibid, fol 456a

2 Ibid, fol. 456a, Haft Gulshan, fol. 121a.

3 Twkh-i-Muhammadi, fol 457a T,A > III, p. 209.

4 T A , III, p 299, Firishta, I 308 and II, p. 594,
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ever was left undisturbed m the qasba of Shahupur 1 After

having settled the affairs of Kalpi, Hoshang Shah returned to

Shadiabad Mandu After a brief rest Sultan Hoshang again

marched out to chastise the turbulent chiefs of the east who had

taken shelter m the island of the Bhoj Tal He cut the dam of

the lake and crushed them 2

HOSHANG SHAH'S RELATIONS WITH BAHMANI EMPIRE

If Sultan Hoshang Shah had to face Sultan Ahmed Gujarati

on the western side of his kingdom, he had to face the danger

of Bahmani encroachment on the south-east Sultan Ahmad

Shah Bahmanis was extremely ambitious and wanted to

take possession of Khandesh, Malwa, and Gujarat which he

claimed Timur had granted to his brother Firoz,* and for

this purpose he wanted to strengthern himself in Berar and

Gondwana. With this aim in view, he had in 829A H /A D. 1426

invaded Mahur, and after three successive attempts, had finally

subdued Mahur m 830 A H /A D 1426-27. Though Nizam-ud-

Dm Ahmad says that the Rai of Mahur came forward with

humility and repentance and joined the band of the Sultan's

loyal adherent^ Finshta and Tabataba give us a different

picture and explain the ambitious policy of Ahmad Shah Accor

ding to them, after the zammdai of Mahur had submitted, the

Sultan, breaking his engagement with him, had him along with

five or six thousand Hindus put lo death and imprisoned their

sons and daughters and forced them to become Musalmans.e

Finshta also says that at this time the Sultan took posses

sion of fort of Kalan or Kullum and also a diamond mine, which

had upto that time been in possession of the ruler of Gond

wana That the Rai of Mahur was removed is certain even from

thfc statement of Nizam-ud-Dm, when he says that the country

of Mahur with its dependency was conferred on Shahzada

Mahmud Khan 7 Sultan Ahmed had not only annexed

Mahur, but during his three successive campaigns, he had re

paired the old fort of Gawil and had stayed a whole year at

Elichpur supervising the work Thus the policy of aggrandise-

1 Tankh-i-Muhammadi, fol 457a-b 2 See Appendix C
3 Sherwam, The Bakmams of the Deccan, p 221, fn 61

'Fmshta. I, P &22
5 TA,UI,Tr p 47

Fmshta, I, p 621, Burhan-i-Ma'alhir, pp 58-60, Bahmam Dynasty, p 52-53

7 T,A , III, p. 22.
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ment followed by Sultan Ahmad Bahmam was very clear and

gave sufficient cause to Hoshaug Shah to take alarm Hoshang

Shah immediatley took steps to judge the situation by testing

the loyalty of Rai Nar Singh of Kheila 1 From the disjointed

account of Finshta,
2 we find that the movement of Ahmad

Shah Bahmam at Mahur had alaimed Hoshang Shah and he

had sent an expedition into Kherla, which had accepted the

overlordship of Ahmad Shah Bahmam to save the country

from his ravages in 829A H /A D 1425-26 The first expedition

of Hoshang failed to achieve any result, hence m 832 A.H/AD

1428-29 Sultan Hoshang Shah personally marched out for sub

duing Kherla The news of Sultan Hoshang's peisonal march

must have alarmed Rai Nar Singh and he asked Ahmad Bah

mam for help Ahmad Shah Bahmam had also recognised

that Kherla was a point of a vantage between the Deccan and

Malwa He, therefore, sent orders to Abdul Qadir, governor

of Berar, to collect the levies of the province and march to

Nar Singh's help Sultan Ahmad Bahmam himself staited in

832 AH /AD 1429 with 6,000 cavalary to Ehchpur from where

he moved' further noith towaids Kherla Rai Nar Singh of

Kherla found himself hard pressed from two sides and pre

ferring Hoshang Shah whose territory was nearer to Kherla,

he tried to gam his favour by coming over to his side Rai Nar

Singh also promised to give Sultan Hoshang one lakh of tankas 8

for every day's march towards Kherla While Sultan

Ahmad spent some time in hunting, Sultan Hoshang came to

Kherla by foiced marches with a 30,000 strong army. Sultan

Ahmnd also marched to Kherla, but perceiving the difficulty

because of his smallei foice, withdrew into Bahmam terri

tory.
4 Sultan Ahmad's move was calculated to bring him

1 This has been mentioned by Fiiishla as Hoshang's attempt to seduce

Rai Nar Singh away from his allegiance to Sultan Ahmad which the latter

declined

2
Finshta, I, p- 622

3
Burhan-i-Ma'athir, p. 62; TA., II, p, 24 and Ma'athtr-i-Rahwu, II,

p 390

4 fmshia, I, pp 622-623 Finshta says that this retirement was

due to representation of holy men, The Sadr, Mulla Abdul Ghani and

Najm-ud-Dm Mufti and other
' Ulema told him that no Bahmam Sultan

had upto that time, v\aged war with a Musalman ruler and it

(Continued on ntxtpage}
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some advantages as he would be m his own territories while

Hoshang would be m foreign land with his rear open to the

soldiers of Kherla whose loyalty was quite doubtful Ahmad
Shah sent a message to Hoshang that he would be willing to

retreat if the other side also went back home as it was useless

to shed each others blood Without waiting for a reply, Ahmad
Shah broke his Camp and retreated This was a great ruse of

Ahmad Bahmani, and Hoshang fell for it Considering this

as an outcome of weakness because Hoshang had a force of

30,000 while the Bahmani force did not exceed 15,000, Hoshang

pursued Ahmad Shah and pitched his tent exactly on the spot

which had been vacated by the Bahmani forces Hoshang
Shah's boldness proved to be his folly, because on coming upon
the Deccan force, he suddenly found it quite ready in battle

array, instead of what he had expected a general retreat Thus

fighting began, Hoshang was not prepared and he attacked with

only 17,000 soldiers * Sultan Ahmad had kept his reserve

(Continuedfrom fre-page)

would bring discredit to him if he in order to aid a Kafir went to war
with Sultan Hoshang Sultan Ahmad heard this with sorrow and although
he had arrived within twenty ka>oh of Sultan Hoshang*s army, he turned

towards his own kingdom

The explanation of Firishta is only an mduect method of saying that

Sultan Ahmad Bahmani did not consider it safe to stay there and face

Hoshang Shah's forces. It has already been pointed out that Rai Nar Singh
iad gone over to the side of Hoshang and therefore the question of aiding a

Kafir against a Muslim did not arise

Burhan-i-Mcfathir, p 62 Tabataba says,

J^j 4,)j5~~^^j jl^J (jljJ
!*- b jbJl O^A. JiL.?JU

4i Jj.} 0^*- < '?el

'l -A,*:jU>. J* \ S$J?

j& J.J Lc" C-O_)U^ A^*tO A*~*^ (jlj^-**"*

J J ^*\ J-i^ AMJMIJ.* jJ I J ^Jl-* (jUl J^ (J^*I^-

i i <u**r j -\j i ^ j ^ ^-i^ u^*o

1
Finshta, I, p 623
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HI the rear,* and after a whole day's fierce fighting

he attacked the Malwa forces with his reserve elephants and

soldiers 2 Sultan Hoshang was completely routed, and he

precipitately fled towards Malwa In the confusion that fol

lowed 2 000 of his soldiers were slain and his elephants and

harem (including two of his daughters) fell into the hands of

Sultan Ahmad Bahmam 3 While Hoshang was repeating,

the Rai if Kherk taking advantage of this defeat attacked the

retreating army and caused great damage to it

Ahmad Shah Bahmam now behaved magnanimously and

sent back the harem of Sultan Hoshang and the princesses, with

costly presents and without any lansom, over the borders with

a strong force to guard them 4

Thus in his first attempt Sultan Hoshang completely failed,

but he could not forget this defeat nor the fact that Rai of

Kherla had betrayed him Besides, he could not allow Kheila

to remain permanently on the side of the Bahmam kingdom.

He, therefore, waited for his opportunity which he got in

837 AH /AD 1433-34 towards the close of his icign. From

833 AH /AD 1429-30 onwards, Ahmad Bahmam was engaged

with Ahmad Gujarat over the borders of Sultanpur and

Nandarbar Prior to this Sultan Ahmad Bahmani had entered

into a matrimonial alliance with Nasir Khan Faruqi the ruler

of Khandesh Nasu Khan had given Ins daughter Agha Zainab

m marriage to crown prince 'Ala-ud-Dm, and the marriage had

been performed m Bidar c But during this struggle Ahmad

1 Thus Hoshang's infoimation of the strength of Ahmad's forces pwvnl

wrong, because Ahmad had a icsave of 10,000 while- the othoi forces had

been engaged whole day
2

Finshta, I, p. 624, Bahmam Dynasty, p. 60, "Al last the Sullan willi thost

2500 lancers which he had with him fell upon the enemy like a ihundt'i

cloud Alp Khan, m spite of all his endeavours, was unable Lo shake them,

and finally turning his back on the battle took to fljghl and leaving behind

all his baggage, court tent walls, his harem, retinue and whatever is neces

sary, more or less, for kings, fled foi his life," Mtfathu-i-Rahimi, II, p. !U)0

3 Finshta says s two hundred elephants which seemi lc> be a i adieu

fantastic exaggeiation All authonUes agree about the haicin of Hoshang

falling into hands of Ahmad Bahmim T.A , III, p. 24, 200, Finikin, IT, p,

470, I, p, 624, urhan-i-Ma'athir, p 64
4
TA.,IIT, p 24, 299, Finshta, II, p 470 and I, p. 624, Bahmani

Dynasty, p 56
5

Finshta, I, p 630, JBitrhati'i-Ma'athir, p. 60 According to Tabataba the

(Continued on nexl page)
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Bahmani was not faring well and his forces had been defeated

twice Taking advantage of this occupation of Ahmad against

Ahmad, Hoshang Shah suddenly attacked Kherla in 837 AH/
A D 1433-34 and slew the Rai in the battle and occupied the

country by reducing the fort and its dependent territories l

Ahmad Bahmani proceeded against Hoshang2 and a clash

of the two armies was almost in sight when Nasir Khan of

Khandesh intervened He" induced both the Sultans to stop

hostilities and after some negotiations Kherla and its depen

dencies were allowed to remain with Hoshang Shah and Beiar

was fixed as Bahmani territory,
3 thus a boundary was drawn

up between the two Hoshang thus finally succeeded in securing

his frontier on the Bahmani side. The Bahmani Sultan accepted

such a boundary because his troubles on the Gujarat front did

not allow him a free hand to deal with Malwa Nasir Khan

was anxious to maintain peace between these two kingdoms

as his territory lay between them

DEATH OF SULTAN HOSHANG SHAH

Shihab Hakim has narrated an event in connection with

the illness of Sultan Hoshang Shah According to him, one

day while Sultan Hoshang was out on hunting, a ruby fell

from his crown which was returned to him by a person who

found it Though the Sultan rewarded the man for his honesty,

he also informed his nobles of his approaching end He con

sidered it as a bad omen, because a similar incident had hap

pened in the life of Firuz Tughlaq who passed away after a few

(Continuedfwm pre-page)

marnage took place sometime in 830 A H 01 S3! A H But to me it appears

that maiuage must have taken place aftei Hoshang's defeat, who was already

a relative of Nasu Khan Nasu Khan had realised that Hoshang's alliance

alone was not enough, hence his alliance with Bahmani Sultan Fmshta

naii ales this mainage in the events of 832 and clesciibes it after defeat of

Hoshang Shah.

1 JDutt Gazetteer ofAmiaoti, p, 48 has the following observations

"In 1433 Hoshang Shah of Malwa, taking advantage of the enfeebled con

dition of the Deccan attached and annexed Kheila, slaying Nar Singh Deo

Ahmad Shah marched into Beiai and was on the point of attacking Hoshang

when Nasir Khan of Khandesh mteivened and proposed teims of peace which

weie accepted by the sides
'*

2 Burhan-i-Ma'athir, p W, Bahmani Dynasty, p 00, Fmshta, I, p 632

3
Firishta, I, p 632, Biirhan-i-Ma'athir, p 68
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days of the incident
* Though the nobles tried to hearten

the Sultan and remove from his mind the impression of such

an incident, Hoshang Shah actually fell ill and the illness giew

worse day by day So far as the contemporary historians are

concerned, they have not given any date of the incident, but

fiorn their narrative it is clear that it was his last illness, and

during this illness he did not undertake any military operation

We have already noted that m 837 A H /A D 1433-34 Hoshang

Shah had undertaken an expedition towards Kherla and had

finally succeeded in resolving the boundary differences with

Ahmad Shah Balimam, we may, theiefore, safely conclude that

the incident of hunting as mentioned by Shihab Hakim refers

to a period after 837 A H and may be either towards the end

of 837 A H or beginning of 838 A H /1434 A D.

Regarding the nature of the disease which attacked Hoshang

Shah, it is very difficult to say anything with absolute certainty

According to Nizamuddin it was something like diabetes 2

The description given by Shihab Hakim about the disease

indicates it to be something moie than diabetes At one place

he says that when Sultan Hoshang was cm aged during his ill

ness because of the excitement something that obstructed the

urinary passage, burst it and blood came out along with severe

pain
3 According to this information, it may have been

stone in the gall bladder The effect of this severe attack was so

great that the conditions of Hoshang Shah began to deteriorate

faster and he started towards Shadiabad Mandu,* While

the Sultan was still on his way towards Shadiabad, he was given

fresh cause for anger, mentioned above, which caused so

much excitement that he almost became unconscious and fell

into a state of coma 5 Though the party continued its march

towards Shadiabad, it was on the night of 8th Zilhyja 838 A.H /

5th July, 1435 AD<* while they weie still at a distance of a

ol 44a, TA , III, p 301; FtwAte, H, p. 472.

Nizam-ud-Din and Finshta both seem to have copied the incident as narra

ted by Shihab Hakun
2 T.A , III, V 302 and Tr p. 483; Fmshla, U, p 472

3 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 50b,

4 Ibid ,
fol 45b, TA

, III, p. 302, Finshta., II, p, 472,

5 Ma :

'athlr-l-Mahmudshah^ i fol 62a

6
Ibid., fol 52 b

(Continued on nexl page]
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night's march from the capital that Hoshang Shah breathed

(Continuedfrom pre-page]

jj-J^Aj j (jljT <*.i. k?s?tJlji rt.X*wik t_^*L j^
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3

The date given by Shihab Hakim is fully corroborated by Nizam-ud-Dm
and Finshta

Firtshta, II, p 476, Finshta has given the year in a chronogram

^.tJUj -KJj 17
:>j.j (JL ., <_SC>j.A (jlJaJu, C^iaLu OJ.^

_ JO^X^i MA***** j fj'f^
<f
-^U" <-X~*_*> a^-" ol^ *)

Jl

7" .4
, III, p 307 Nizam-ud-dm has also given the year in a chronogram

which is the same as given by Fmshta.

In the chronogram the words
' ^ ui*iy> L. l

"
yields 838 ^

Briggs, IV p 189, gives 9th gilhijja as the date of his death which is wrong,

similarly the year of death given by Bnggs on p 190 in the distich quoted is

also wrong, which he has not taken from Finshta.

G Yazdani, Mandu, The City of Joy, p 13, Yazdam following the

distich'given by Briggs calculates 835 A H as the year which to me appears.

to be a printing mistake because the words yields 837 and not 835

Jr B B, R A. S , XI&, p 164, J M, Campbell has correctly followed

Firishta and writes, "His nobles carried the body to the madrasah m Sha-

diabad and buried him in the college on the ninth day of Qlhijja of 838 A H.

Jr, B B R A S , XXI, p 359 Ernest Barnes wrote after Campbell,

but again gave a wrong date "September 1432"

Wright, II, p 242 Wright mentions that "In A H 835
/
A D 1431

Hoshang Shah made what proved to be his last expedition against Kalpi

in Bundelkhand, dying on his way back to Mandu in AH 836 /

A.D 1432." Wright wrongly assigns a period twenty seven years rule

to Hoshang
CHI, ,111, p. 352, July 6, 1435

Delhi Sultanate (Vidya Bhawan) p 176, July 6, 1435

We have noted already that Hoshang was alive in 837 A H hence all dates

prior to this can be safrty rejected, Besides the statement that Hoshang

Shah ruled for thirty years also yields 838 A H as the year of his death, his

accession having taken place in 809 A H. Hence the date given, by Shihab

Hakim i e 8th &lhijja 838 A H is correct which is also corraborated by,

Nizam-ud-Din and Finshta
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his last Immediately after his death Mahmud Khalji took

control of the situation and ordering a halt put the body into

a shroud after the last bath etc* The body was then earned

to Shadiabad and there deposited in a grave in the Madtasa

on 9th Zilhiija 838 A H 2

AN ESTIMATE OF HOSHANG SHAH

The credit of consolidating the kingdom of Malwa must be

given to Hoshang Shah, who had mhented from his father

Dilawar Khan, a kingdom in a nascent state Malwa had just

secured independence and had yet to strengthen herself when

Dilawar Khan died Hoshang Shah on his accession had to

bear the brunt of Gujarati might After initial failure against

Gujarat, when he finally succeeded m regaining Malwa, he

ever remained vigilant against Gujarat and by following a policy

of rendering assistance to the Rajput chiefs and other mal

contents of Gujarat, he tried to keep the Gujarati Sultan in

volved in his home affairs so as not to have a fjee hand against

Malwa No doubt, he could never win a decisive victoiy over

the armies of Gujarat but at the same time he did not allow

the Gujarati Sultan to gam any advantage by his campaigns

in Malwa except that he only wasted much of his resources,

which he could have utilised elsewhere more fruitfully How

ever, for Malwa the net result of these invasions and their

repulsion was that on the Gujarat front an approximate boun

dary was fixed and the kingdom of Malwa extended to Dohnd

which formed the last Gujarat territory

In the south of Malwa, Hoshang Shah maintained friendly

relations with Nasir Khan Faruqi of Khandesh and main

tained that kingdom as a powerful buffer by rendering valu-

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 63a

2 Ibid , fol 53b T A , III, p 306, Finshto, II, p. 476; Briggi, IV, p. 11)0.

Bnggs opines that "it appears certain he (Hoshang) was, first entombed at

Hoshangabad, a town called after him, lying on the Nurbudda river. The

place of internment is still shown by some pious Mahometans who reside on

the spot and the lines commcmoi ativc of his death; were legible when the

translator visited the tomb in October 1817
"

Camp-bell, howevei, had

correcdy pointed out that "the monument to Hoshang m Hoshangabad from

the first was an empty tomb" Vide Jr B B R.A.S, XIX, p. 16+ fn. 2fl,

3
Speaking about the qualities of Hoshang Shah, Nizam-ud-Din says,

Though Hoshang Shah was unrivalled in bravery and valour, but he was

not victorious in war In most of his battles mspite of his great efforts and

exertions he had to retreat Vide T.A., III, p. 208
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able assistance whenever it was needed The kingdom of

Khandesh remained on friendly terms up to August A.D
, 1508

when the accession of Adil Khan III made it a dependency of

Gujarat
In the south-eastern side of Malwa, Hoshang Shah succeeded

in acquiring Kherla As a wise diplomat, he took full advantage
of the difficulties of the Bahmam kingdom when he occupied

Kherla, and as a statesman, he accepted the boundary settle

ment with the Bahmam kingdom because he realised fully the

futility of a prolonged war with that kingdom

By establishing his authority over Chanden and his over-

lordship over Kalpi, he successfully checked any possible aggres

sion on the part of the growing power of Jaunpur His occu

pation of the fort of Gagraun was a very wise step as it gave him

a base in the Klnchiwara territory from where he could not

only successfully check the local Rajput chiefs but also prevent

any aggression from the kingdom of Dehh Thus we find that

Hoshang Shah successfully established a natural frontier for

his kmdom and encircled it with allies, particularly at points

where the kingdom was most vulnerable

During his short reign, Dilawar Khan had fully realised the

importance of gaining local support for maintaining the inde

pendence of Malwa, and for this purpose he observed a policy

of toleration towards Hindus in general and Rajputs in parti

cular. Hoshang Shah also was conscious of the need of tolera

tion In Malwa a large section of the population was Hindu

and unless this section felt safe and secure the house that

Hoshang was building could never acquire an enduring charac

ter Besides, a dissatisfied Hindu population would be a con

stant source of weakness, if not actual trouble, particularly

when the neighbouring kingdom of Mewar was fast growing

in power We do not find any of the contemporary historians

mentioning the demolition of temple or forceful conversion,

-on the contrary, the epigraphical evidence found at Lahtpur
1

I
Archaeological Swvey of India, Reports (New Seues) Vol II, p 120, JR

B,B R.A S. XIX, p 163 fn 19 Campbell wntes "At Deogarh xn Lahtpur
in Jhansx an inscription of Samvat 1481 i e of A D 1424 records the dedi

cation of two Jam images by a Jam priest named Holx during the reign of

Shah Alambhak of Mandapapura that is of Shah Alap Khan of Mandu,
i.e Hoshang Shah Ghuri" Jains seem to have enjoyed special favours from

rthe Malwa Sultans For details see Appendix D "The Jams in Malwa"
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dated vs 1481, SAKA 1346/ AD 1424 clearly indicates that

Hoshang Shah had placed no restriction on the construction

of temples by the Jams

Hoshang Shah, from the beginning of his reign, had recog

nised the importance of Rajputs and to gain their loyalty he

had extended his patronage to them. He had encouraged a

number of them to settle in the wild tracts of Nimar 1
s

These

Rajputs, he expected, would serve as a strong buttress against

any possible aggression from the south The infant state of

Malwa was surrounded by strong powers practically on all

sides. On the north-western side, the kingdom of Mewar
which was fast becoming a noteworthy power, was also a

danger which could not be altogether overlooked by Hoshang
Shah. But being conscious of his own limitations m military

resources,, he never contemplated a military aggression on that

side Besides, -with Mandsor in his control he thought more of
a defensive policy against Chittor than an offensive one It

was about AD 14212 that Chunda, the eldest son of Rana
Lakhsha Singh (Lakha), along with his youngei brother Ajja
left Chittor and came to the court of Sultan Hoshang Shah.

Chunda had renounced his claim to the throne in favour of his

youngest brother Mokul born of the Rathor princess, Hansa
Bai Rana Lakha died sometime after A.D. 1419 and Mokul
being young, Chunda looked after the affairs of the state. But

soon, court intrigues created suspicion in the mind of his step
mother Hansa Bai upon which Chunda prefetred to leave

Chittor 8

To Sultan Hoshang theie could have been no better oppor
tunity than this and he received Chunda and Ajja with highest
distinctions and gave a number of parganas

4 in jagir to them

1 Hira Lai, Madhya Pradesh Ka Itihas, p 73
2 Rana Lakhsha Singh died sometime after A D. 1410 and before 1421

AD vide, Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p. 22
j Mum Jinviyaya's Prachm Jain

Lekh Sangrah, pt II. p 221 Op Cit, Sarda, Bisheswar Nath-Reu, Manoar
Ka Ithihas, Vol I, p 71, VirVinod,!, pp. 310-11. The date of Vir Vmnd foi

the accession of Mokul as A D. 1397 is wrong.
8 Vir Vinod, I, p. 311 Shayarnal Das says he left for the court of Dilawar

Khan It is wrong, Hoshang was then on the throne, Tod, p, 224,
4 Vir Vmod, I, p 31 1; Tod, I, p. 224 "Chunda, knowing the purity of

his own motives, made liberal allowance for maternal solicitude; but up
braiding the queen with the injustice of her suspicions, and advising a vigi-

(Continwd on nxt page}
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for their maintenance Chunda in Mewar was held in highest

esteem because of his sacrifice and when such a prince lived in

Malwa on the bounty of the Malwa Sultan it was like the

creation of a Rajput buffer against Chittor Hoshang Shah

deserves all the praise for such a far-sighted policy by which he

succeeded in the creation of a Rajput barrier against Chittor

While Hoshang Shah devoted most of his energies to

strengthen the frontiers of his kingdom, he did not neglect

the internal prosperity of the country He distributed jagirs

to his trusted men and divided the country into divisions with

headquarters at Sarangpur, Ujjam, Chanden and Bhilsa He
founded the city of Hoshangabad on the banks of the Nar-

bada as an out-post to guard the south-eastern frontiers of his

kingdom To increase the glory of his kingdom, he extended

his patronage to scholars and the existence of the Madiasa in

Mandu indicates that he had taken positive steps for the pro
motion of learning The royal patronage attracted scholars and

Mashaikh from different parts to come and settle m Malwa.

Hoshang Shah had in the beginning of his reign, sought advice

from Haji Saiyid Ashraf Jahangir Samnani who had finally

settled in Jaunpur kingdom 1 The saint, who had been a

ruler himself before he renounced the world, did comply with

the request of Hoshang Shah and sent him in reply a letter

containing valuable advice on matters of administration

Shaikh Makhdum Qazi Burhan-ud-dm came to Mandu
within the first decade of the accession of Hoshang Shah The

Sultan not only received him with honour but also became his

disciple
2 (Murid) Qazi Burhan-ud-dm was a great scholar

and according to the compiler of Guhar-i-Abrar he was of the

noblest birth, a great Wall and commanded great respect It

is not unlikely that Hoshang Shah wished his kingdom to be

blessed with the presence of a Sufi Saint of eminence,

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

lant care to the rights of Sesodias, he retired to the court of Mandoo, then

using into notice, where he was received with the highest distinctions, and

the district of Hallar was assigned to him by the king" , Crooke, Tod,

Vol I, IM 325 fn 1 has (Hallai in W Kathiawar) The district of

Hallar as mentioned by Tod is yet to be identified It certainly could not

have been in W Kathiawar, which was outside Malwa The luler of Malwa
could not have given a jagir in a land which did not belong to him

1
Maktubat-i-Asharfi (Ms of Ashrafi Libiary) pp 75a to 82 a

2 Shahan-i-Malwa, p 23
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particularly when in the kingdoms of Gujarat, Jaunpur, Deccan

and Khandesh, a feeling prevailed in the minds of the people

that they were living m a state protected by the blessings of Sufi

Saints The presence of Hazrat Burhan-ud-dm enhanced the

prestige of Malwa, and Sufi Saints began to come to Malwa,
where the Sultan spared no pains to receive them well Saiyid

Najm-ud-dm Ghauth-ud-Dahr who belonged to Silsila Qalandana
came to Malwa and took up his residence by the side of a tank

m Nalcha l Shaikh Yusuf Budha 2 Erachchi known as Maqtul-

ul-Ishq also came to Malwa Hazrat Shaikh-ul-Islam, Khalifa

of Shah Raju Qattal also visited Malwa while going on Haj

1
Shahan-i-Malwcti p. 24.

"
Ibid^. U, Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, Pol 2Sa, \khbnr-iil-AUiiy,u, p 1,>0,



Chapter III

END OF THE GHURI DYNASTY OF MALWA

Children of Sultan Hoshang, their character and

mutual nvalry Ghazm KJian nominated as his

successor Mahmud Khan suppons Ghazm Khan

Motives of Mahmud Khan m supposing Ghazm

Khan Accession of Ghazm Khan as Muhammad
Ghwi His leign Amirs displeased Absence

of Malik Mughithfrom Capital Sultan Muhammad

conspires foi the murdei of Mahmud Khan Death

of Sultan Muhammad Amus attempt to raise Mas'ud

Khan to thi one Then failure Success of Mahmud
Khan Khalji

SULTAN HOSHANG had a large progeny which proved to be the

cause of the rum of the Ghun dynasty in Malwa He had two

wives, one of whom was the daughter of Malik Raja Faruqi

of Asir 1 and his marriage to her had been arranged by Dilwar

Khan By his two wives he had eight sons2 and three daughters
3

Of these sons, 'Uthman Khan, Path Khan and Haibat Khan

who were born of the Faruqi mother had close association and

formed one group, their eldest brother Da'ud Khan having

died earlier, whereas Ghazm Khan who was the eldest of all

the sons, along with Ahmad Khan, 'Umar Khan and Abu

Ishhaq
4 formed another group The existence of two rival

parties amongst the princes had become the most disturbing

element in the closing years of the reign of Sultan Hoshang

The nobles of the court taking advantage of the factionalism

took sides with the princes and joined the rival camps Shahzada

'Uthman Khan and Shahzada Ghazm Khan were leaders of the

1 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 37a, Add Khan, Afuqta of Thalner

Fmshta, II, p- 543

2
Afa'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 37a, Finshta, II, p 471 says seven sons only

and does not mention Da'ud Khan

T.A III, p 300 Nizam-ucl-dm's description ofthe children of Hoahang

Shah is not complete
3

Ftnshta, II, p 471

Shihab Hakim does not mention the daughters
4

Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 37a, lias Ayub Khan.

Ftnshta II, p. 471.
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two rival groups, and more than often fought with wch other

secretly These quarrels gradually mci eased as the age oi the

Sultan advanced It became quite apparent that a struggle foi

the thione was inevitable Sultan Hoshang was favourably dis

posed towards GhazmKhan, he being the eldest, and always gave

him prefeience. This partiality of the Sultan towards Ghazm

Khan led the people to think of Ghazm Khan as their future

Sultan and successor of Hoshang Shah

Sultan Hoshang's preference for Ghazm Khan was no doubt

an outcome of his anxiety to establish the law of primogeniture

m the mattei of succession. As a Sultan he was conscious of

the immense task of the ciown, its responsibilities for maintain

ing law and order and also the protection of territories from

foreign aggression He was also very much alive to the Gujarat

menace and danger upto the last. Under these conditions he

must have realised that a settled law of succession in the dynasty

would avoid much of confusion and unnecessaiy bloodshed

Sultan Hoshang had not formed such an idea without reasons

He had obseived* the feud that existed between the two shah-

zadas and had in all likelihood calculated the pios and cons

of such a dispute both foi the country and foi his own house

As for the peisonality of the two rival shahzadas, we hear of

Ghazm Khan for the first time, in connection with the activities

of Nasir Khan of Asir against his younger brothei Iftikhai of

Thalner 2 Ghazm Khan had gone m aid of Nasn Khun, but

on the aiuval of Sultan Ahmad Gujarati he had hastily with

drawn to Malwa The second time we find him fighting against

Ahmad Gujarati in the advanced guaid of Hoshang at Ujjain.
a

This time again he was defeated and wounded because of which

Sultan Hoshang Shah had to retreat hastily to Mandu and sue

for peace We find at this stage that Ghazm Khan neither

displayed tact nor courage nor even military generalship, quali

ties which the Sultan clearly discovered in Malik Mahmud, son

of Malik Mughith the Wazir.

As for 'Uthman Khan, curiously enough, the historians are

silent till the occurrence of dispute m the camp of Hoshang

when he was returning from his expedition to Kalpi, The

quarrel started between the wives of Ghazni Khan and 'Uthman

1 T A III, p. 300, Firuhta, U, p 471.

2
Finshta, II, p 464 3 Ibid,
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which led to a general quairel between the two camps 1 Nizam-
ud-dm and Finshta following Shihab Hakim mention 'Uthman
Khan sent some of his mounted followers to the camp of Ghazni
Khan where they showered abuses on him, an act which was

unbecoming for a prince and was full of cowaidice Even when
the Hajibs and Khawajas of Ghazm Khan asked them to stop
such low acts, they refused and were therefore drrven away
However 'Uthman Khan came to their rescue and beat the

Khwaja of Ghazni Khan The entne occuirence as pointed
out by the two historians indicates meanness on the part of the

Shahzada, who realising the impropriety of his action, left the

camp of Sultan and staited collecting amus on his side with the

intention of laising the standard of revolt -

Such a conduct on the part of 'Uthman Khan infuriated the

Sultan, who took the counsel of Malik Mughith He pleaded
for pardon on the ground that such disputes and quarrels had

been ovei looked by the Sultan earlier But Hoshang Shah

seems to have taken exception to the conduct this time parti

cularly because 'Uthman Khan attempted to organise a levolt

However the Sultan behaved in such a way as if he had paidoned
him 01 had overlooked his conduct When 'Uthman Khan found

that the Sultan was not taking any action he returned to the

royal camp It is not unlikely that Sultan Hoshang was fully

awaie of the popularity of Shahzada 'Uthman Khan with a

laiger section of the nobles and therefore was not willing to

create any division m the camp by a show of anger The plead

ing of Malik Mughith 01 his advice 3 might have also gone home
to the Sultan, who realised the necessity of not taking drastic

action at that time The consideration that the army was on

1
Mu'atlm-i-Afahmudsha}n,Fo\ 42a, TA III, p 300, Finshta, II, p 471

2 Ibid
, Finshta sayi

J i_++&. , w *a.4
-J-

5- cJxi. ji

_ JkJ ^
j j J,ji- > W-j J

Firnkla, II, p 17', T i III, p 300
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the march and any disaffection might be injunous to its order

and discipline can also be a possible reason Thus we find Sultan

Hoshang quietly returning to Ujjain

After reaching Ujjam Sultan Hoshang held a general
(

majlis
>

and summoned 'Uthman Khan, Path Khan and Haibat Khan

and reprimanded them and ordered the custodians to take them

under custody
l But as Sultan Hoshang had to proceed to

Bhopal for punishing the people and the Rai of Jatba and also

being aware of a strong faction in support of the shahzadas,

he ordered Malik Mughith to take them to Mandu where they

were to be detained and closely guarded
" Such a measure,

the Sultan obviously felt, was necessary for if the Shahzadas

escaped it would only mean so much trouble for the Sultan and

the State

The detention of 'Uthman Khan along with his two brothers,

on the one hand, cleared the way for Ghazni Khan and his

brother-in-law Mahmud Khan son of Malik Mughith, on the

other, it led to the activity of the nobles who supported the cause

of the imprisoned shahzadas and disliked Ghazni Khan for

his incompetence and dependence on Mahmud Khan Thus

from the time of the imprisonment of the fhahzadas till the

death of Hoshang Shah we find moves and counter-moves of

the two parties m the court of Hoshang, which were further

aggravated by the breakdown of the Sultan's health and his

inability to look after the State affairs

To settle the affairs of the State and to avoid the struggles

of a disputed succession, Sultan Hoshang nornmated Shahzada

Ghazni Khan as his successor when he found that his health

had started declining and that his end was not far It is also

not unlikely that finding his end near, he recollected the old

forgotten dream which is narrated in the Gulzar-i-Abrar? To
reach the capital as soon as possible he started from Hoshanga-
bad for Mandu4 and on his way summoned a general audience

1
Firwhta, II, p 471, T.A III, p, 301.

2 Ibid

3 May be this sloiy of Gulzar-i-Abrar is only to impress the importance
of the blessings and curses of the Saints,

According to the story, Hoshang Shah dreamt his Pir Shaikh Burhan-

ud-dm saying "As you have divulged my secret, by opening my graxr,

Almighty has uprooted the foundation of your rule,"
* T 4 III, p. 302
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and in the piesence of the amirs, personal attendants and com
mander of the army gave the seal-ring of the kingdom to Ghazni
Khan1 and proclaimed him to be his heir and successor Sultan

Hoshang seems to have been conscious of the abilities as

well as the ambitions of Mahmud Khan and in all probability

he had guessed the latter's secret aspiration for the throne He,

therefore, after the nomination of Ghazni Khan as heir, placed
his hand into the hands of Malik Mahmud just by way of trust,

2

hoping thereby that Mahmud Khan would be bound by
honour to keep his trust and also protect Ghazni Khan Mahmud
Khan immediately offered his homage to the heir-apparent

and promised before the Sultan that "As long as there would be

remnant of life left in me I shall not hold myself excused from

loyal and devoted service 3

Sultan Hoshang then appealed to the amns that they should

not soil the field of the kingdom by their malice and hostility

towards shahzadas 4 Sultan Hoshang was not satisfied mere

ly with these arrangements, he gave further advice to Mahmud
Khan5 by reminding him of rights of support and nurture

that the Sultan had extended to him and also tried to impress

upon his mind the grave danger from Gujarat as well as his

responsibilities towards Malwa.

The Sultan said, "Sultan Ahmad Gujarati is a monarch of

great grandeur and is the lord of sword He has always had

the determination to conquer Malwa and is waiting for an

opportune moment If there is any neglect or dilatonness

m the organisation of the affairs of the state or in the super

vision of the troops and subjects, or if there is any negligence

in the carrying out of your duties towards Shahzada Ghazni

Khan, his determination to conquer this kingdom will be

strengthened and your union will be changed to dissention"

Sultan Hoshang seems to have been satisfied with these

1
T./lIlI.p 302, the expression

^"^ *-***
has been tianslatcd by

De "as his tiuc born son", which is a literal translation of the expression

Vide TA. Ill, (Tr) p. 483. This expiession has been used to indicate that

Ghazni Khan was obedient to his father hence his favourite
2

Ftrishto, II, p. 472
s TA (Ti) III, p 484; T A. Ill, p 302, Firuhto, II, p. 472
* T.A. Ill, p 302, Ftruhta, II, p 472
5

Finshta, II, p 472, T 4 III (Tr), p 484
6

Finshta, II, y 472
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arrangements, but Ghazni Khan still had appiehensions about the

loyalty of Mahniud Khan It is in these tiansactions that we

get a glimpse of the weak character of Ghazni Khan. In spite

of the fact that Mahmud Khan had given his word in the pre

sence of the Sultan to lemam loyal to Ghazni Khan, lie felt the

need of sending Malik Mahmud Natm 'Umdat-ul-Mulk to wait

on Mahmud Khan with the following message "If you the

asylum of Wazarat should strengthen the knot of allegiance by

oath, it would be the cause of my mind being greatly assured
"

Mahmud Khan accepted the request and confirmed Ins promise

of allegiance by means of oaths * This incident makes it

quite clear that while Ghazni Khan secretly suspected Mahmud

Khan, he had no other support The ami? s, on the othei hand,

realised that accession of Ghazni Khan would transfei the reins

of administration to the hands of Mahmud Khan Therefore,

those amirs who were against Mahmud Khan started making

efforts for the release of 'Uthman Khan who was then interned

in Mandu
Such amirs approached the Sultan through Kh\\ aja Nasrul-

lah Dabir and suggested that Shahzada 'Uthman should be

released from prison and that a part of the count! y of Malwa

be given to him as jagu But Sultan Hoshang could very

well see that the jagir of Shahzada 'Uthman would become

a rallying ground for the amirs who would raise him as

a rival Sultan at an opportune moment and thus distuib the

peace of the kingdom. Sultan Hoshang was well awaie of

the good qualities of 'Uthman Khan, but did not consider him

fit for the throne because of his lashness and haughty temper

whereas he considered Ghazni Khan, though less competent

but more docile and ever willing to co-opeiate with the amirs,

as better suited for the throne Sultan Hoshang was painfully

conscious of the shortcomings of his own progeny
3 and it must

have been in great anguish that he had uttered, that Mahmud
Khan possessed such qualities for which he wished he had been

his successor *

1 TA, III, p 302, Firuhta, II, p, 473 2 Fvishta, II, p. 473
3 Ma' atjnr-i- Mahmudshahi, fol. 3 9a Shihab Hakim mentions that Hoshang

Shah was so much disgusted with Ins sons thai he once said lir had no sons

(Continued on ne^tpage)
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Sultan Hoshang kept his filial affections subordinated to the

general good of the kingdom and told Nasrullah Dabir that the

idea of leleasmg and granting jagu to 'Uthman Khan had
occiured to him, but he had realised that such a course would

endangei the affairs of the kingdom and would only result in

disordei and disturbance in the kingdom. 1

The amirs thus disappointed by the Sultan, approached
Mahmud Khan in whose hands, they now cleaily perceived,

lay the guidance of their future course and they tried to win

him over in favour of 'Uthman Khan Malik
*Uthman Jalal,

one of the great amus, had taken up the cause of Shah-ada

'Uthman Khan and had a large number of amus of the State on

his side He sent Malik Mubaiak Ghazi and two others to wait

on Mahmud Khan Malik Mubarak Ghazi, as spokesman
of the paity of Shahzada 'Uthman conve>ed to Mahmud Khan
the best wishes of the prince and all the amus, and also convened
that Shahzada 'Uthman was endowed with qualities of hbeiahty,

coinage and qualities of admmisteimg impartial justice, and of

piotectmg and helping the taiyats in a greatei measure than

Shahzada Ghazni Khan 2 He also lemmded that 'Uthman
Khan was the son-in-law of Mahk-us-Shatq Malik Mughith
and theiefore his childien were like the children of Malik

(Continued ft oin pie-Jiat'e')

^
Afa'atlni-i-Afahni'irhhata, fol lOb .Sultan IFoshang saidj

LJUa- ^"o .-
_

s . .M.,4 j rtr^

ijj rtr&lj,?!:^ j .i.y.JL^ jjj*~> jl (Jj I*-.- <Jo U&9 jl Ji j

-\&
l_^k AJ j 1^3 j ! L- I ^ jj^s u-5Ci^ j i^ <^S~ \j. rt.i I $jT ^j^

~
(J^,9^J_)J Jfcl^StJ 1*^' J"* cSj'-^^f' jj-^l J C-Sy

Fui\hta, IIj p 4-71 Tinbhta expi esses the same view

Jj

1 knnhla, IT, p, 47.!

Bnggi, Vol IV, p 18(5 Bnggs says that it was at Mahmud Khan's ins

tance, that Sultan Hoshang consented to iclcasc Shahzada 'Uthman from

confinement and to give him an cslaie on which he might icsidcand have no

plea, for distuibmg the reign of Cha^ni Khan Btiggs obviously has con

fused thcimamng ofFmshla
2 Fmtfita, II, p 4-73.
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Mahmud. 1 He further stressed that paying favourable attention

to the circumstances of 'Uthman Khan, Mahmud Khan would

not withdraw his hand of support from his head, for if the work

of sovereignty be transferred to 'Uthman Khan the kingdom

would again acquire greatness and splendour.
2 Mahmud

Khan's reply to these negotiations was a simple one, that he

was only a servant and as such his only concern was

service,
3 that he did not exercise any authority over the Sultan

who had nominated Shahzada Ghazni Khan as his successor,

and that during the whole period of his service he had never

strayed beyond the scope of his service and thus m this matter

too he was helpless

These negotiations clearly indicate that Mahmud Khan had

already become very powerful and the amns as well as Shah

zada 'Uthman Khan fully realised that they could not achieve

success unless they succeeded in gaming his support to their

cause. Their attempt seems to have been to assure him a con

tinuation of the dominating position that he enjoyed, and which

he expected to enjoy on the accession of Ghazni Khan That

a large section of the amirs were in favour of 'Uthman indicates

that of the two shahzadas, he was moie capable But, to

Mahmud, a competent shahzadu was not desirable. In the weak*

ness of the shahzadas he had found his own chances of ascend

ing the throne. By his tact and singleness of purpose he was

slowly moving up the ladder The amirs in their approach to

Mahmud Khan had completely overlooked his personal

ambitions. It was a secret desire of Mahmud Khan to ascend the

throne of Malwa winch had been promised to him by Shaikh-ill-

Islam Khalifa of Shah Raju Qata!, a prominent saint, when
Mahmud was still young but which he had not forgotten. Thus-

to Mahmud Khan the accession of Shahzada Ghazni Khan
suited better, because with a weak and incapable ruler the

usurpation would be easier, whereas 'Uthman Khan was more-

1
It is surpusmg that such a relationship should have been mentioned

in \ie\v of the fact that one of the sisters of Mahmud Khan was also mat ried

to Ghazni Khan i e> Ghazni Khan and 'Uthman Khan had the samr

relationship \vith Mahmud Khan Firishta, II, p 473, T,A, III, p. !!04,
3 TA III, p 304, (Tr) p. 486; Firishta, II, p. 473.
8
Ftnshta, II, p 474

j\
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capable, vigilant and did not trust Mahmud Khan, and therefore

'Uthman's accession was sure to bring about his destruction

Thus as a shrewd politician, Mahmud while maintained the

show of loyalty he was actually digging the grave of the Ghun

dynasty.

To ensuie the confidence of Ghazni Khan m him, Mahmud
had kept Malik Mahmud 'Umdat-ul-Mulk within hearing of

whatever talks he had with Malik Mubarak Ghazi the spokes

man of Shahzada 'Uthman Khan, so that he might report every

thing to Ghazm Khan *

The partisans of "Uthman having failed in their negotiations

with Mahmud Khan and also being conscious that Sultan

Hoshang's days were numbered, tried to arrange for the release of

Shahzada 'Uthman ZafarKhan Minjumla, the wakil of 'Uthman

Jalal quietly escaped from Sultan Hoshang's camp with a view

to reach Mandu and effect the release of Shahzada 'Uthman

Khan by winning over the custodians 2 But the departure

of Minjumla did not escape the notice of Mahmud Khan

who immediately informed Ghazni Khan of it Heie too

we find tact on the part of Mahmud Khan, because instead

of taking any step personally he got the necessary measures

taken by Shahzada Ghazni Khan, and thus maintained his

outward indifference to the affairs of the shahzadas Ghazni

Khan however made a mess of everything. He asked Malik

Barkhurdar, Malik Hasan and Shaikh Malik to seize Zafar

Minjumla and gave orders to Amir Akhur to supply fifty horses

from the royal stables Amir Akhur who was a supporter of

'Uthman Khan refused to supply the horses from the royal

stables unless he received orders from the Sultan who was still

alive 3 Amir Akhur further contrived to repeat the orders

of Ghazni Khan within the hearing of the Sultan who at times

gamed consciousness The matter was presented m such a

manner as to impress on the mind of the Sultan that Ghazm

Khan had already started assuming regal powers while the

Sultan was still alive This had the desired effect The

Sultan immediately ordered that his bow and quiver should

be brought and he also summoned the amirs,* This sudden

outburst of the Sultan alarmed all except Mahmud Khan who-

*
Finshta, II, p 473. Ibid

, II, p 74.

Ibid
' Ibid
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never lost lus balance and maintained a perfectly cool lempei.

Ghazm Khan was so much alarmed that he immediately left the

camp and retired towards Gagraun
T The owns thought on

the other hand that this summons of the Sultan was false and

had been circulated by Ghazm Khan only to imprison them

and that the Sultan might have already expned Thus the

amns completely failed to take advantage of the situation, and

instead of pressing home their advantage, created by the

absence of Shahzada Ghazni Khan, they lemamed away fiom the

Sultan 2 Mahmud Khan, on the contrary, went alone to the

Sultan in response to his summons, and probably convinced him

to uphold his previous arrangement Mahmud Khan also

took measures 5 for the return of Ghazni Khan to the camp
While Ghazni Khan was still away the condition of the Sultan

worsened and Mahmud Khan from his camp took further

measuies of security Hewioteto his fathei Malik Mughith 4

Khan-i-Jahan who was at Mandu lemmding him of his responsi

bility and his loyalty to Sultan Hoshang The purpoit of the

letter was that the Sultan had declared Ghazni Khan to be Ins

heir and successoi , that the illness of the Sultan had made
him so weak that the amus neai him had given up all hope of

his life, that it would theiefoie be proper on his pait to make

every endeavour to guard Shahzada "U thinan Khan It seems

that Mahmud Khan took this special precaution because he

was afraid of the movement of the amirs who had ulicady sent

people for the release of Shahzada 'Uthnmn Khan and he might
have also thought that his father might, out of weakness for

Shahzada 'Uthman, lelax the guards posted foi his confinement

Mahmud Khan simultaneously wiote anothei note to Ghazm

1
Finshla, II, p 474,

2
Md'athu-i-Ma.hmudskahi, fol ala

3 Mahmud Khan had to use a good deal of c.yohug to comma* Gluum
Khan, befoie he could icstore his self-confide na . Acccmluitf 1<> Mi/run -

ucl-clin, Ghazni Khan mfoimcd fiom (jagraun (hat \vlicn thr Kullan asked

for his bow and quiver he thought that because all theawfrvof (hr Mitc were

against him, the Sultan might oidci his impiisonment altei he icaclird

Mandu Mahmud Khan in leply liied to convince him that he would explain

everything to the Sultan at the ujjht momenl, But Glia/ni Khan, instead
of returning again wiolc to Majimud Khan about his feat of the Sultan's

wrath. Thus we find quite a fe\v days were taken up with this correspon
dence TA IIIjp 305; Fmshta, JIjpp 471- anrHT,',

*
FinJita, II, p 1-75
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Khan asking him to letuin immediately to the camp because

there was little time left and that the sun was about to set He
also assured him of his and his father's full support

l All

these transactions and letters he wrote m the presence of

Malik Mahmud *Umdat-ul-Mulk 2 who was working as

messenger between him and Ghazni Khan It was on 'Umdat-

ul-Mulk's leport of the transactions and assurance that Ghazni

Khan finally returned to the camp of the Sultan

Thus wre find that the first round of the struggle for the ciown

was over and in this Mahmud Khan came out successful He
had successfully out-manoeuvied the rival amus But the

first round also clearly portrays the weakness of Ghazni Khan's,

charactei He lacked not only in initiative and courage but was

also a hopeless coward and his dependence even in small matters

on Mahmud Khan clearly indicates that he certainly did not

deserve the crown That he succeeded in getting the crown

was because of the severe illness of the Sultan and the hard

work of Mahmud Khan who, like a clever chess player, was

making calculated moves for the final checkmate Mahmud
Khan during this period displayed all the requisite qualities of

a Sultan, the absence of which was equally displayed by the

sons of Sultan Hoshang, and when Sultan Hoshang said, "I

have no son" he had only given expression to the feelings of a

frustrated father

CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING TO THE ACCESSION OF GHAZNI KHAN

The return of Ghazni Khan to the camp of the Sultan made

the amus leahse that they were fighting a losing game But as

there was still breath left in the Sultan, they decided to make

the final attempt Thus Malik Ancha, the Auz-i-Mamalik,

and household Khwajas of the Sultan decided to place the

Sultan in a palanquin and to catry him m haste to Mandu while

he was still alive and to bring Shahzada 'Uthman Khan out of

prison and place him on the throne 3 They decided to keep

all the proceedings seciet from Mahmud Khan as well as such

1 T A III, p 305, Ma'athu-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 51b

2 Mahk Mahmud '

Umdat-ul-Mulk was a courtiei of Ghazni Khan, and

sewed as a messenger m all the talks between Mahmud Khan and Ghazni

Khan He seems to have been enjoying complete confidence of Ghazni

Khan and that he enjoyed the same confidence with Mahmud Khan is not

unlikely
3 Finshta, II, p 475
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amirs as weie on his side But Mahmud had been all the time

watchful of the life of the 'Sultan, and when Malik Ancha and

the Khwajas started with the palanquin he also followed them

On his demand of explanation for such a course of action, the

Khwajas replied that they were only complying with the orders

of the Sultan 1 After the palanquin had gone some distance

the Sultan died With the death of the Sultan, the initiative

passed into the hands of Mahmud Khan, who immediately gave

orders for setting up the Royal pavilion and commenced arrange

ments for placing the Sultan's corpse into the shroud and

coffin 2 The amus who were partisans of 'Uthman Khan,

finding matters out of their hand, left the camp. Mahmud

Khan then proclaimed that "as Sultan Hoshang has died a

natural death, Ghazni Khan has succeeded him which had been

decided by the late Sultan and that all those who agree to this

should offer the homage and those who do not, may retire and

look after themselves
" He then rendered respect to Ghazni

Khan by kissing his hand. This done, he wept bitterly over

the coffin of the Sultan All the amirs and important peisons

offered their submission to Ghazni Khan by kissing his feet

and thus confirmed the accession of Ghazni Khan /j

REIGN OF GHAZNI KHAN

The formal coronation of Ghazni Khan took place on llth

Zilhijja 838 A n.*/8th July 1435 A D and because of the exer

tion of Malik Mughith and arrangements made by Mahmud

Khan, all the amns of the State, rendered respect to Ghazni

Khan again, though against their wishes, and thus accepted

the fait accompli Ghazni Khan assumed the title of Sultan

Muhammad Shah Ghun in which name the Khutba was read

and coins were struck. Sultan Muhammad distinguished

each one of the amirs by conferring on them robes of honour

and confirming them in their iqtas and granting a general amnes

ty to those who had been partisans of 'Uthman Khan. In short,

he allowed the arrangements of Sultan Hoshang to continue.

Thus because of excellence with which Malik Mughith and

Mahmud Khan managed everything, people soon became

1 Fwuhta, 11, p 47,'>, T.A. HI, p. 306.

2 Ibid , II, p. 475; Ma'athu-i-Makmudshaht, fol. 53a
3 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudi/vJu, fol 53b; T.A. III, p 30t>, Fwuhta, II, p, 17,5.

4 Ibid
,
fd 54b, Fmshta, II, p. 470; Haft Gulskan, fol. 12lb.
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adherents of Sultan Muhammad To the title ol hhan-i-Julius

of Malik Mughith, further title of Masnad-i-Ah was added and

the Wizarat was allowed to remain in his hands i

Thus Sultan Muhammad started well But \er\ soon his

inherent weak character and cowardice dominated him He
had been afraid of his brothers all along and now as a Sultan

he decided to get rid of them Sultan Muhammad got his

brothers executed This unjust and unnecessar\ bloodshed was

considered a bad omen for his re:gn b\ the people and when

these executions were followed b\ the blinding of his nephew
and son-in-law Nizam Khan and his three sons, people got

disgusted with him These acts of the Sultan created hatred

in the hearts of the people
2 and ga\e rise to discontent and

disorder. It is surprising that Mahmud Khan who had

a complete mastery over the Sultan, did not pre\ent him from

taking such actions. The possible reason for such an attitude

of Mahmud Khan seems to be that m such actions of the Sultan

he found his own betterment The execution of the shah~adas

meant so many future rivals less, with his own hands

absolutely clean The hatred of the people was bound to make

Sultan Muhammad Ghun unpopular and thus his removal

would not so much displease the people.

\BSENCE OF M \LIK1 MUGHITH FROM CAPITAL

These general disturbances and uprisings in the capital en

couraged the Rajputs of Harauti to assert their independence.

They also invaded some territories Inside Malwa proper. On

receiving the news of this, Sultan Muhammad Shah deputed

Khan-i-Jahan Malik Mughith on 1 1th Rabi' I 839 AH'V4th

* Fmshta, II, p 476

2 McfathiT-i-Mahmudshahi, fok 34b, 35a,

Fmshta, II, p 476, TA III, p. 308, Haft Gulshan, fol 12tb

The names of the brothers executed b> Sultan Muhammad Ghun have not

been mentioned Later in the reign of Mahmud Khalji \xe come across

the names of Ahmad Khan and 'Umar Khan, sons of Sultan Hoshang as

living and organising revolts, therefore at this occasion it must ha\e been

'Uthman Khan, Fateh Khan, and Haibat Khan, the shahzadas who had

opposed the accession of Ghazni Khan and were never on friendly terms

with him, who were executed, and about whom the historians suddenly

become silent

3 Ma'athtr-t'Mahmudshahi, fol 33a,

Firishta, II, p 476 has 15th Rabi' I. 839 A H./8th Oct. 1435 A D.
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Oc: 1435 A o to quell this rebellion and gaw him a special

robe of honour and added tv,o more elephants to his personal

equipage, before his departure

The "departure of Malik Muglnth khan-i-Jahan from the

capital was detrimental to the interests of the Sultan The

Sultan ob\iousl> had failed to realise that Malik Mughith \vas

the most balancing factor in the kingdom and that the late

Sultan Hoshang Shah always preferred to entrust the capital to

Malik Mughith m his absence. But Sultan Muhammad was

neither gifted with courage nor with diplomacy or state-craft

and certainly he was one of the most undeserving persons to

sit upon a throne.

After the departure of Malik Mughith, he became complacent

about the \vork of administration and drowned himself in

drunken dissipation
] Mahmud Khan in the meantime was

building up his party and was organising a general coup The

Sultan's complete negligence gave him further opportunity to

speed up his work, which created suspicion in the minds of

the supporters and well-wishers of Sultan Muhammad, who

contrived to inform the Sultan to be careful about himself,

through an inmate of the harem. -

It seems that personal danger aroused Sultan Muhammad

from Iiis sloth and drinking orgies
3 but being hopelessly

incompetent, he could think of no means better than simply

conspiring with the informants for the murder of Mahmud

Khan* But Mahmud Khan had already posted his men

e\erywhere and immediately got reports about this conspiracy

against his life It is quite likely that he had deliberately allow

ed the leakage of his activity to reach the Sultan, being well

acquainted with his nature, and was sure of Sultan Muhmmad's

reactions and the possible course that the Sultan might take

and thus absolve iiim from the oath of fidelity that he had taken,

because on receiving this information, he was delighted and

expressed "Praise be to God ! that such a breach of agreement

1 Finshta, II s p. 477; Ma?athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 55b

2 TA III, p 308, Fmshta, II, p. 477,

That the amirs had to take help of an mmate of harem indicates that

Mahmud Khan had so much domination that the amirs did not dare to talk

to the Sultan personally

3 TA.III, p 308.

4 TA. Ill, p. 308, Fmshta, 11, p 477
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has not occurred from my side" * Mahmud Khan took
all necessary precautions for his personal safety, and started

collecting troops and retainers, and whenever he went to wait

upon the Sultan, he became particular about caution and care,
with the result that neither Sultan Muhammad nor his accom
plices could get an opportunity to commit the crime The
caution and care taken by Mahmud Khan indicated to the
Sultan that Mahmud Khan had come to know of his design,
and it became for him "the cause of increased anxiety and fear". 2

Thus failing m his initial attempt to remove Mahmud Khan,
the Sultan thought of another device to throw him off his guard.
One day Sultan Muhammad seized Mahmud Khan's hand and
took him into his harem and there in the presence of his wife,
who \vas a real sister of Mahmud Khan, told him that it was
his hope that no harm would be done to his life by Mahmud
Khan and also gave him the assurance that the affairs of the

kingdom would remain in his hands without any contention or

hostility. Mahmud Khan was equally clever and he reminded
the Sultan of their past engagement and oaths,** and also told
him that some malicious persons had tried to poison the ears
of the Sultan. Further, to convince the Sultan, he told him
that he was there alone and if the Sultan wanted his life he could

easily take it there and then *

Thus the second round in this game of out-wittmg each other
ended with apparent understanding between the two. But
neither the Sultan could shake off his suspicion and distrust

nor Mahmud Khan his caution and ambition Mahmud Khan
increased his efforts and finally succeeded m winning over the

cup bearer and through him administered poison to the Sultan *

3 TA III, p 308, TA III, iTr p 49}, Fmshta, II, p 477,
Alahmudshahi, fol- o6a

2 Fmshta, II, p. 477

3 T A. Ill, p 309, Ma'alhir-i-Afahmudshahi fol. ,77 a, Fmshta, II, p 477

Haft Gulshan, fol 122a.

4 Both Nizam-ud-din and Finshta corroborate each other in the narra
tion of this event. Shihab Hakim says, that Mahmud Khan reminded the
Sultan of the oath and told him to investigate the matter thoroughly and
to punish the guilty (who-so-ever he may be)

5 TA III, p 309; Finshta, II, p. 477
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Sultan Muhammad died in Shawal 839 AH*fl436 AD (1st

Shew Hal was 18th April 1436 AD)

AMIRS' ATTEMPT TO RMSE SHAHZ^D\ MAS'UD KHAN TO THE

THRONE

When such amirs who were opposed to Mahmud Khan came

to know of the death of the Sultan, they decided to keep the news

secret The leaders of this group such as Nasr-ul-lah Dabir.

Qutb Shaibam, Lutf-uHah Zakanya and Isma'il and others,
2

held a hasty council and decided to remove Mahmud Khan

Their first step was to bring out Shahzada Mas'ud, the eldest

son of Muhammad Shah who was a minor, being m the thirteen

th year of his age and to place him on the throne. In this selec

tion, they were not so much actuated by their loyalty to the house

of Hoshang, as by their desire to take the reins of administra

tion in their own hands There were other sons of Hoshang
Shah still living, and we come across the names of at least two

of them, Ahmad Khan and *Umar Khan, but they preferred

a minor, because in that case the entire government would be

under their control and they would be at liberty to rule accord

ing to their wishes. 3 They also secured permission from this

1 Ma!'alhir-i-MaluTuukhahi, fol 57a According to Shihab Hakim the

period of his rule was nine months

Both Nizam-ud-Din. and Finshta say that the period of his rule was one

year and some months. Vide: T A. Ill, p. 312 and Finshta, II p 479.

Shihab Hakim is correct, because the Sultan ascended the throne on llth

Zilhtjja 838 A H /8th July 1435 A D and Mahmud Khalji ascended on

29th Shawwal 839 A H-/14th May 1436 A D
2 Ma'atMr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 57b; T,A III, p 310, has Khwajah

Nasr-ul-lah Diroibam (Tr. Pamiyani) Malik Mashir-ul-Mulk and Latif

Zakanya and some others ; Firtsktat II, p. 478, has Khwajah Nasr-ul-lah

Wazir, Mashir-ul-Mulk and Latif Zakanya and others

3 Ma'atAtr-i-Mohnwdshahi, fol.57b

^ t^**Jl

Jjl -L
JLubl^iw jll L U
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minor king, \vho hardly had any choice of his own, to arrest

any person who was against the go\ernment.
1 After making

all this arrangement they sent Malik Bayazid Shaikha to

Mahumd Khan, with a message that Sultan Muhammad wanted

him to come to the palace at once as he wished to send him as

envoy to Gujarat.
2

But Mahmud Khan had taken all precautions. He had posted

his informers everywhere, and already knew of the Sultan's demise

before Bayazid Shaikha could reach him. Mahmud Khan

made a counter-move to entrap these amirs and for this purpose

not only pretended ignorance of the Sultan's death, but also

invited them to come to his place
3

According to Nizam-ud-Dm, Mahmud Khan replied to Bayazid

Shaikha, that he had relinquished the duties of the Wazarat

and had decided to spend the remaining years as recluse at the

tomb of Sultan Hoshang But, because he had been brought up
in the service of Sultan Hoshang, he would consider the matter

if the amirs would come to his place to discuss the matter and

after arriving at a conclusion, the matter could be reported to

the Sultan.4 According to Shihab Hakim, Mahmud Khan

replied to Bayazid Shaikha, that the tune was very bad and there

was trouble everywhere, which was causing more and more

sufferings Though his visit had consoled hum, but if others

also would come, he would feel greatly consoled and would

join them.5 Mahmud thus succeeded in entrapping the amirs,

who were no match for him in stratagem.
6 He had kept his

men ready in concealment and the amirs were seized and

were made over to the guards.
7 Thus the opposition broke

down. Still some of the remaining amirs who had been left

out, made a desperate effort and by bringing the royal umbrella

from the tomb of Sultan Hoshang raised it over Prince

Mas'ud.

1 Mc?aihtr-i-A4ahmiidshaht, fol 58a.

2 Ibid ,
fol 5Sa, T A III, p. 310, Ftrtshta, II, p 478

3 Ma'athir-1-MohmudshaJu, fol 5Sa.

4 T.A, III, p. 310; Finshta, II, P 478

5 Mefaihtr-t-Mahmudshahi, fol. 58b.

6 Ibid., fol. 58b, Fmshta, II, 478.

1 Ma'atfnr-i-AfahmudskaJn, fol. 59a,

According to Shihab Hakim, during this confusion a piece of paper fell

down from one of the persons, which contained the names of all those per

sons who were associated with this attempt of removing Mahmud Khan.
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When Mahmud Khan learnt that the amirs were going to raise-

Mas'ud Khan to the throne, he attacked the royal palace and

during the remaining day the battle continued. 1 But in

the night Shahzada *Umar Khan escaped from the fort and

Shahzada Mas'ud Khan entered into the sanctuary of Shaikh

Chain Ladah.2 Mahmud Khan remained on the spot till

morning when he received the news of his complete success 3

Thus came the end of the rule of Ghun dynasty of Malwa

The end of Ghun dynasty in Malwa was an outcome of its

own folly. Sultan Hoshang by allowing the accession of Ghazni

Khan against the wishes of the amirs actually sealed the fate of

the dynasty. Shahzada 'Uthman had better qualities and might

have looked after the affairs of the state in a better manner But

he too did not show qualities, which could compare with those of

Mahmud Khan We find 'Uthman Khan committing acts of

foolishness, but never showing that calculation and coolness

of temper so necessary to run the administration and govern

ment. Ghazm Khan, right from the beginning, was depen

dent on Mahmud Khan and proved himself to be hopelessly

lacking in qualities of judgment and courage. Throughout
his career he behaved like a coward. Even in his dealings with

Mahmud Khan, his repeated requests for assurances and oath

completely exposed him as a man lacking in self-confidence.

But when he conspired against the man who of all persons had

been all along his supporter he only invited his own doom The

large section of the amirs had never completely reconciled them

selves to the rule of Ghazni Khan and even those who were on
his side committed the blunder of trying to set up a minor,.

3 Me?atfnr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 59a

According to Shihab Hakim, these amirs brought their forces, but

Mahmud Khan was ready and a contested battle was fought
Ftrofca, II, p. 478.

I Mcfathtr-i-MahmudshcJa, fol. 59b; Finshta, lls p 478.

S M(?athir-i-Mahmudshahis
fol 60a

According to Shihab Hakim, the Shaikh mediated for the pardon of the-

Shahzada, and on his recommendation Mahmud Khan allowed Mas'udKhan
to leave Malwa with, his followers and belongings.

According to this statement we find that Shaikh Cham Ladah was already
in Malwa before the accession of Mahmud Khan.

It may incidentally be pointed out here that Satish Chandra Misra erro

neously states "Two ofHoshang Shah's sons, Mas'ud Khan and 'Umar Khan,,
fled to Gujarat," Vide "Rise of Muslm Power in Gtgarat", p. 187.
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who himself required protection, instead of being capable of

taking their leadership. The remaining shahzadas of the house

of Ghun who had escaped death at the hands of Ghazni Khan

(Sultan Muhammad) did not possess the qualities either to take

up the field in person or to organise any resistance. The> were

at best used by the amirs as rival claimants more for their per

sonal aggrandisement than for any real attachment to the house

of the Ghuris Thus when Mahmud Khan arranged to get

Sultan Muhammad poisoned, none mailed his death and the

people soon accepted Mahmud as their belo\ed Sultan who

led Mahva to the peak of glory.



Chapter II

ESTABLISHMENT OF KHALJI RULE
IN MALWA

Origin of the Kfialjis of Malwa Relations of theKlialjis

and Ghttns of Maha Early life of Mahmud Klialji

Mahmud Klialji bidsfor the throne Accession ofMah

mud Khalji I Attempt on the life of Mahmud Malik

Mughith advises a policy of appeasement Failure of

the policy of appeasementInvasion of Ahmad Shah

Gujarati and final subjugation of the opposition Final

subjugation of Chanden Mahmud's relief to Shalv-i-

Nau Subjugation of petty border chiefs Mahmud's

attempt on the throne ofDehh Recognition ofMahmud

as lawful Ruler ofMaha by the contemporary Rulers

THE ORIGIN OF THE KHALJIS OF MALWA

THE origin of the Khaljis of Dehli has been traced quite at

length by a modern scholar 1 and taking all the evidences into

consideration, he has successfully established that Khaljis were

Turks It remains now to examine the origin of the Khaljis

of Malwa and their probable relationship with the Khaljis of

Dehli. Haji-ud-dabir, Nizam-ud-Dm Ahmad and Firishta,

all the three have traced the ancestory of the Khaljis of Dehli

from Tulak Khan, the third son of Qahj Khan Nizam-ud-Dm

says
2 that when the rulers of Ghur conquered India the Khal

jis followed in their train in large numbers and took service under

the Sultans of Hindustan The father of Sultan Jalal-ud-dm

and the father of Sultan Mahmud Khalji Mandwi, who were

among the great and successful mahks and renowned sultans,

were grandsons of Qahj Khan. Firishta3 says that it is quite

likely that Qahj Khan may have been of the tribe of Khaljis

and Jalal-ud-din of Dehli and Mahmud of Malwa may have

descended directly from him. Haji-ud-dabir
4 has given a slightly

detailed genealogy, but has evidently left a lacuna in it Accord

ing to him, Qalij had mamed a daughter of Chingiz Khan,
but not being able to live with her, separated himself with 30,000

horsemen and took his residence in Kabul But subsequently

3 K. S Lai, Histoy of the Khaljis, pp 11-15 2 TA I, p 117

3 Fm^ta, I, p 154 *
Zafar-ul-ttalih, p 197
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he returned to Samarqand after the death of Chingiz Khan.

There three sons were bora to him The joungest of the three

Tulak Khan embraced Islam and took up his residence in

Qunduz Tulak had two sons, Nasir-ud-din and Firuz After

the death of Tulak these two migrated to India during

the reign of Sultan Balban. During the reign of Kaiqubad,
Malik Firuz was appointed as governor of Lahore. When
Firuz occupied the throne of Dehh he appointed his brother

Nasir-ud-din as muqti of Amroha Nasir-ud-dm was blessed

with a son named "Ah Sher \vho was the father of Malik Mughith
who was the father of Sultan Mahmud Khalji of Malwa
Shihab Hakim, 1 who is the earliest of these writers and con

temporary of the Khaljis of Malwa has given a more exhaustive

genealogy and there is no reason to believe that it is a false

one.2 It fully covers the lacuna. He also mentions Qahj
Khan as the son-in-law of Chingiz Khan and has given the same

story of his coming to Kabul with 30 thousand horsemen and

his subsequent return to Samarqand 3 Shihab Hakim then

says Qahj Khan had three sons and mentions their names as

Anisan Khan, Kudar Khan and Tulak Khan respectively.

Tulak Khan was the youngest and the ablest of all the brothers

He came to Qunduz-Baghlan and embraced Islam. He had two

sons, Amir Khurram Beg and Amir Muhammad Beg.
4 Amir

Khurram Beg's son was Nasir-ud-din and Amir Muhammad
Beg's son was Firuz. During the disturbances caused by the

Tatars, the two cousins, Nasir-ud-din and Firuz, left Qunduz-

Baghlan for Dehli and entered the service of Iltimish.-" After

the death of Kaiqubad, Firuz ascended the throne of Dehli

under the title of Sultan Jalal-ud-din Firuz Shah. Malik Nasir-

ud-din who had been given the iqta of Amroha, had a son

named *Ali Sher Buzurg (Senior). 'Ah* Sher Buzurg's son was

Malik Nasir-ud-din Khurd (Junior) Nasir-ud-din Khurd's son

1 Ma'athir-Mahmudshah, fols 12a, 12b.

2 Badayuni (Ranking, I, p 230) considers it false though without assigning

any particular reason for his belief

3 The narration is so similar that I am inclined to behe\e that either

Haji-ud-dabir copied it from Shihab Hakim, or such was the current belief

and accepted by all.

4 Haji-ud-dabir has not mentioned them and on the contrary savs. Nasir-

ud-din and Firtiz were the two sons
*

Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 12b
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\vas Malik Ardshir who was the father of 'Ah Sher Kliurd.

'All Sher KhureTs son was Malik Mughith A 1'zam Humayun
Khan-i-Jahan who was the father of Sultan Mahmud Khalji

Sahib-i-Qiran

Thus from the genealogy v,e find that the Imperial Khaljis

and the Khaljis of Malwa were branches of the same Turkish

stock but had separated so many generations earlier that the

relationship had become almost meaningless The two Nasir-

ud-dms and two 'Ali Shers are likely to create some confusion

at a casual reading; nevertheless, they are very distinct, bearing
the adjectives Buzurg (Senior) and Khurd (Junior)

The genealogical tree

(Qalij Khan)

Anisan Khan Kudar Khan Tulak Khan

Amir Khurram Beg Amir Muhammad Beg

I I

Malik Nasir-ud-dm (Buzurg) Mahk Firuz

| (Sultan Jalal-ud-dm

{

Firuz Khalji)

*Ali Sher (Buzurg)

I

Nasir-ud-dm (Khurd)

I

Ardshir

I

'Ali Sher (Khurd) married the sister of

|

Dilawar Khan Ghuri

Malik Mughith

\

Mahmud Khan (Sultan)

THE RELATIONS OF THE KHALJIS AND GHURIS OF MALWA
The Khaljis of Malwa had a close relationship with the Ghuris

of Malwa, and from the relationship that existed between the

two it is evident that the Khaljis in Malwa had prospered along
with the Ghuris. Shihab Hakim, the contemporary historian

of Malwa, says that Malik Mughith was the son of the paternal
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aunt 1 of Sultan Hoshang Ghuri, i.e , Dilawar Khan Chun's
sister was the mother of Malik Mughith and therefore married

to 'Ah Sher Khurd. Though we do not get much information

about Mughith before the rise of Musa Khan, i e . during the

imprisonment ofSultan Hoshang Shah, but the statement of Malik

Mughith that Sultan Hoshang was brought up in the loving
arms of his mother2

clearly indicates that he \vas closely asso

ciated with the family and that the favour of Dilawar had been

retained. That the nobles had elected Musa Khan as their

leader who was a Khalji, being the son of the paternal uncle8

of Malik Mughith, indicates that the Khaljis \vere occupying

high positions and the leadership of the nobility was with them

The position and prestige of Malik Mughith was further

enhanced when, because of his support, the nobles came o\er to

the side of Hoshang Shah leading to his re-occupation of Mandu
and his restoration to the throne of Malwa That Malik

Mughith was the most important person is also indicated by the

fact that his departure disheartened Musa Khan, and that Musa
Khan negotiated with Malik Mughith for evacuating the fort

and also requested him for granting some place for his residence.

In return for this support, Sultan Hoshang made him nazir and

naib and gave him the title of Mahk-us-Sharq*
Sultan Hoshang must have realised the importance of Mabk

Mughith and to retain his support he cemented the relationship

with his family with more matrimonial relations. He married

1 Mdathir-i-Mahmudshaln, fol 33b.

Nrzam-ud-Din and Firishta have followed Shihab Hakim.

2 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 33b.

3 T.A III, p. 292. Nizam-ud-Din says, Malik Mughith said

" 1

Shihab Hakim also sa>s, Malik Mughith said

Firishta, II, p 463. Firishta howe\er sa>s

JL.I

Briggs, IV, p 167. In the genealogical tree Bnggs has shown Musa Khan

as the son of Dilawar Khan's sister, which is contrary to what Firishta says.

4 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshaht, fol. 35a
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two of his elder sons, 'Uthman Khan and Ghazni Khan to the

daughters of Malik Mughith. 1

EARL\ LIFE OF MAHMLD KHALJ1

In the house of such an important personality Mahmud was

born on the night of Thursday the 28th S/umnal 806 2 A H /8th

May 1404 A D. in an auspicious moment, when the combination

of stars governing his destiny did indicate that greatness lay

in store for him in his life } Thus he was born m the inde

pendent kingdom of Malwa during the reign of Dilawar Khan

Ghuri Though \\e do not know much about the early life and

training of Mahmud Khan, but from the subsequent history

we can deduce that his father had taken all care for his edu

cation and training as a soldier Mahmud seems to have posses

sed an attractive personality from his childhood and b> nature

he was of cool temper and polite in his attitude towards his

elders.4

At the time of Hoshang Shah's restoration, Mahmud was

hardly frve years old."' But as time passed, and while Hoshang
Shah was busy in consolidation and expansion, Mahmud seems

to have developed into a fine soldier and displayed marks of

extreme intelligence, because in 822 A H /A D. 1419 when

Mahmud was only sixteen years, Sultan Hoshang conferred on

him the title of Khan.*

Whatever abilities Mahmud might have displayed, he certainty

brought good luck to the Sultan, which we may also assign to

the sound advice, daring courage and unflinching loyalty of

Mahmud, qualities which did not go unnoticed by Sultan

Hoshang, who could not help but wishing that the possessor of

such qualities should have been his son

1 TA III, p 304, Ftrishia. II, p 473

2 Ma'athiT-i-Mahmudshafu, fol. lob
3 Ibid , fol. 15b Shihab Hakim has given the horoscope of Mahmud.
4 Gidzar-t-Abrar, Chaman III. Tazkira Shaikhul Islam- 12

According to the narrative, Hazarat Shwlhul Islam Khaltfa Shah Raju Q.atal,

whose birth-place is Uchh and whose tomb (Khwabgah) is in Mandu, \ isited

Shadiabad Mandu when Hoshang Shah was ruling and Malik Mughith was

holding the office of Wazir Mahmud, son of Malik Mughith, -who was then
of tender age but devoted towards the Darwesh and friendly towards the faqirs

personally attended upon Hazarat Shaikhul Islam and ser\ ed him with food
5

Md'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 32b.
6

Ibid., fol 35b, TA III, p 295, Ftnskta, II, p 466
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Mahmud Khan had remained loyal to Sultan Hoshang through

out his rule but towards the end of his reign, he started conceiv

ing secret ambitions of acquiring the throne of Mataa.
1

Ha\ing

fully realised the incompetence of the sons of Hoshang Shah,

he took the side of Ghazni Khan, who, though inferior in qua

lities to 'Uthman Khan, had been nominated as successor by

Sultan Hoshang. Thus while he upheld the wishes of the Sultan

and supported the cause of the legal position, he succeeded in

placing on the throne a weakling \vho \vould depend on him

and \vould be a puppet while the administration would remain

m his hands.

During the brief reign of Sultan Muhammad Ghun he had

maintained la\v and order and had kept the kingdom intact

through hard work and constant vigilance, and patientl> wait

ing for the proper opportunity He had bound himself b>

oath to the Sultan and as an honest person was hesitant to break

the oath. It is said that when he v^as informed that the Sultan

was conspiring for his life, he thanked God that such a breach

of trust and oath did not start from his side. His approach

m this case was that the Sultan in attempting to take his

life had broken the oath and, therefore, had liberated him from

his o^n oath, thereby leaving him free to take his own precau

tionary measures. The death of Sultan Muhammad Ghun left

the field open for Mahmud, and he displayed great tact and

ability not only m controlling the situation but also in prevent

ing any other claimant from succeeding to the throne of Malwa.

After Mahmud had succeeded in completely breaking the

party that had organised the accession of Shazada Mas'ud

Khan, he contacted his father Malik Mughith Khan-i*Jafumf

and sent him a message informing him about the situation

and also requesting him to ascend the vacant throne.^

1 Mushtaqi has narrated a story about the secret ambition of Mahmud

Khan \vhich he nurtured in his heart The details m the story art-

extremely defective Vide RUTKB, II, pp. 144-I4">

2 The message sent b\ Mahmud Khan to hb father is mentioned b\

Finshta and Kizam-ud-Din and both of them practicalh gi\ e the same ver

sion They mention that Mahmud Khan sent the follcm ing message : "That

world cannot exist without a ruler. If the throne of the empire remains

unoccupied b> the person of a sovereign, many disturbances are produced

in the \sorld from the womb of time, the suppression of which becomes dim-

cult. The kingdom of Mahsa has become extcnsnc and refractory, and

(Contnttud on rifxt page]
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Malik Mughith refused to accept the throne for himself but
instead recommended his son to ascend the throne of
Malwa. Mahmud's invitation to his father and the latter's

refusal certainly provide a unique example in the entire

range of Muslim rule in India. Malik Mughith seems to have
realised the need of a vigorous Sultan, and being conscious of
the abilities of his son which had drawn admiration from

Hoshang Shah, he considered him to be the fittest candidate
for the throne. He might have also realised that he could be
of greater service to the state by remaining out of the throne;

besides, constitutionally it would establish an example of the

principle that ability and ability alone was the criterion for

occupying the throne. By allowing his son to ascend the

throne, he certainly established the principle of loyalty of the
nobles to the crown. It is also not unlikely that the other consi

deration in his mind was that Malwa which was not free from
the danger of ambitious neighbouring rulers needed a monarch
of abilities and qualities which were sadly wanting in the remain
ing sons of Sultan Hoshang The recommendation of Malik
Mughith was highly acclaimed by a large number of nobles

(Continued from pre-ftage]

turbulent men have not yet wakened from sleep Also the news has not yet
reached the Sultans of the surrounding countries otherwise they would have
advanced towards us from all directions," According to Finshta, besides
the above message, Mahmud had also sent the message that the Sultanate
belonged to him (Malik Mughith Khan-i-Jahan) by right and that he should
quickly come and seat himself on the throne Finshta mentions the direct

appeal by Mahmud to his father, which is not mentioned by Nizam-
ud-Din. His version gives the impression of Mahmud seeking the advice
or indirect consent from his father for his accession The message of Malik
Mughith Khm-i-Jahan in reply to the message of hissonis also very significant.
"No one should attempt to assume this exalted position which is a twin
brother of the rank ofthe Prophet, tmless he is possessed of the qualities of
exalted lineage and perfect generosity and bravery and justice and wis
dom (and unless this is the case) the affairs of the Empire do not acquire
grandeur and glory. Praise be to God that my son has all those qualities
which a Sultan should possess. It behoves him (therefore) that at an aus
picious moment, he should place his foot on the munad of the Sultanate
and seat himself on the throne of Empire

" T A. Ill (Tr), p 496
Shihab Hakim does not mention this invitation of Mahmud, but simply

*ays that Malik Mughith recommended him to ascend the throne
Finshta, II, pp 478.479; T.A III, pp 311-312; Ma'athir-i-Makmudshahi

fols 60a-b
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\\ho elected Mahmud as their Sultan and offered him their

allegiance

\CCESSION OF SLLTAN MAHMLD KHALJI I.

Mahmud Khan ascended the throne of Malua with the

blessings of his father, and the coronation took place in Shad la-

bad Mandu on Monday the 29th Shaw at 839 A H.^ 14th

May 1436 A.D. The regnal title of Sultan Mahmud as found
from his coins are As-Suhan-ul A'zam *Ala-ud-Dun^a \\a-Dm Abut

Mu=affar Mahmud Shah Khalji as Sultan and to these further

honorifies of Sikandar-us-Sani and Yamm-ul-Khilafat Xastr-i-

Amir-ul Mummln were added.2 The Khutba was read m his

1 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fo! 6Ja mentions SSM \ H Tins is obiwmlv
an error of the scribe However on fol 276b it h correeth ^iv^n as

J ^1* j j*uJ AJU*
<jt_c^ ol* ^fi J ,__.**,'

TA III, p 312, Haft Gulshan, fol I22b,

Finshta, II, p 479, also gives Monda-v 20 th Shat^al HSM A H , and quotes

Tankh-i-Alfi as his source.

Bnggs, Vol IV, p 198, gives the corresponding v D date as Ma\ 16th.

1435.

The Cambridge History of India* III, p. 3.53, gives 13th May 1416 \ D, a*

the date of Mahmud Khalji's accession.

Shihab Hakim clearly savs the day %as Monday
According to Taqucim, 29th Sheueu.al comes to 16tii Ma\ Wednesday

Hence the correct date should be I4th May G. Yazdani ^.Mandu the City

ofJoy", P !5, folio-wing Wnght says Mahmud crowned himself in 840 A.H.
'

A.D. 1436.

Wright, II, p. 242. "The date of Muhammad's death has hitherto, on
the authority ofFirishta, been supposed to bt A.H. 839, but a gold coin from
the cabinet of the Asiatic Society (No 15 in the catalogue) clearly bears the

date A H. 840 and there is no reason for supposing the issue to have been

posthumous. That being so the date of Mahmud's accession must be taken

as A.H. 840 /A.D, 1456."

Hamiduddm (Dr ) in fc. 6, p. 238, "Delhi Sultanate" (Yidya Bhawan) how
ever, has rightly pointed out that "Muhammad Shah's gold coin, bearing
the 840 AH to which Wright has referred appears to be a posthumous one

which v,as presumably issued by the supporters of the Ghurid Unc ___ .

\Vnght has similarly catalogued three coins of Mahmud Khalji I which
dates 877, 878 and 883 A.H. although Mahmud died in 873 /A H The prac
tice of issuing posthumous corns was repeated in the case of Hussion Sfaarqi

who died in 905 A.H but coins issued in his name in 906, 907, 909 and 910
are available."

2 Wright, II, p. 247.

Since these titles appear on a com bearing A-H. 870 as the date, it is

quite likely that the latter part of the title was added after receiving the

envoy of the Khalifa.
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name and coins were struck Thus at the age of thirty-three,
1

Mahmud embarked on the career of his life as Sultan, which

was to prove to the people of Malwa an age of greatness and

glory. In fact, right from the time of his accession, Mahmud
followed the policy of his illustrious patron Hoshang Shah, and

fully vindicated the cherished desire of the Sultan2 "Mahmud has

all the qualities for which T wish he had been my successor
"

According to the general custom, Sultan Mahmud also made

promotion of the amirs and bestowed on them honours and

titles. He also made necessary arrangements m the adminis

trative offices. The post of Wazir was given to Mushir-ul-Mulk

with Nizam-ul-Mulk as his new title, Malik Barkhurdar was

appointed as
''

Anz-i-Mamalik and he was given the title of

Taj Khan 3 While distributing offices and making promotions,

Mahmud did not overlook his own father. He had great

regard and affection for him and he also realised that he owed
the crown of Malwar in a great measure to his father But

no office in the state would be suitable for him, because the

officers were subordinates and servants of the Sultan, and

Mahmud certainly did not like to see his father reduced to that

status. Mahmud, therefore, bestowed on his father a high

position without any office. To the various other titles already

enjoyed by Malik Mughith, Sultan Mahmud now added the

highest honorific "A'zam Humayurf^ and added all the

paraphernalia that were associated with the crown A'zam

1 The age of Mahmud Khalji at the time of his accession as given by
Firishta. and Nizam-ud-Din differs from that of Shihab Hakim

Firtshta, II, p. 479 says, Mahmud was thirty-four years of age at his acces

sion.

Nizam-ud-Din (TA III, p. 312) also says that Mahmud was m thirty-
fourth year of his age at his accession Against these two, Shihab Hakim
says (fol. 62a)

<JU ^UxJUjj JI Cjjja^*. <J\

Shihab Hakim being contemporary, should be better acquainted with
the age of the Sultan than the two later historians j besides, he is consistent

in maintaining the age of Mahmud and therefore more reliable.

t McfatJar-i-Mahmudshahijfol 41 a.

3
Oid., fol. 63b; Firisfita, II, p. 479, T A. Ill, p 312

*
Ma'atfar-i-Mahmudshaht, fol. 63b, Firishta, II, pp 479-480; T.A

III, p. 312.
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Humayun was to ha\e white umbrella and vhue quiver, and

his household equipage was furnished with staff of gold and

silver Besides, the Sultan ordered that at the mourning or

dismounting of A'zam Humayun all the attendants should i>a)

in loud voice "Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Rahim" which "was ex

clusively used for the sultans. Thus, trul> speaking, Mahmud
started his rule under the \igilance and guidance of his father.

A'zam Humayun proved a shelter to Mahmud. because b> his

judgment, timely action and tact he sa\ed man\ a situation

which otherwise might ha\e taken a difficult turn

ATTEHPT ON THE LIFE OF SLLTV\ MAHMLD

The nobles of Sultan Muhammad Ghun vtho had earlier

made an attempt to set up Mas'ud Khan on the throne and had

been completely out-manoem red b> Mahmud, could not pas-

srvel) accept his accession. Failing in their attempt at the initial

stage, they now hatched up a conspiracy against the life of

Sultan Mahmud. Qutb-Shaibam
1 and Nasr-ul-lah Dabir- and

a few others held counsel with Malik Abu Yusuf Qawam,"

who was the chief instigator of all this trouble, and prepared a

plan. All these amirs were against the strong rule of a monarch.

They had made an attempt to place a minor on the throne,

because it would permit them, to exercise full control o\er the

government and allow them to rule according to their \vishes,*

whereas Mahmud was a strong person and they knew that they

would not be able to dominate him.5 Thus, according to the

plan* they placed a ladder on the wall of the Jama Mas/id \vhich

was adjacent to the palace of Sultan Mahmud and climbed on

the roof whence they got down into the courtyard of the

palace. But before they could proceed further, Sultan Mahmud,

who always remained vigilant, appeared on the scene in person

and wounded some of them. The confusion that was created

led to noise and commotion and Malik-us-Sharq Mizam-ul-Mulk

and Mahk-ul-Umara Malik Mahmud Khizr6 arrived on the spot

1 AftteOur-i-AfahmuiIshaki, fol G4a; TA III, 313, Ftrtshla, II, 480

2 Maatka-i-Maknivdskahi, Fol 65a.

3 Ibid ,
fol. 65a; Tr A. Ill, p. 313; Ftnskta, II, p 480 Nizam-ud-Din and

Pirishta 'closely follow Sbihab Hakim, but mention the name only as

MaLk Yusuf Qawam
* Maathvr-i-Mahrmtdshahl^ fol. 57b.

5
Ibid., fol. 58a

Had ,
fol. &5b; T.A. Ill, p 313-
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full} armed, along with a body of special guards and attacked

the intruders. The conspirators got scared and along with the

wounded they retraced their steps by the same route through

which they had entered. But one of the wounded could not

climb down the ladder and jumped into the courtyard of the

mosque and broke his leg. While all others escaped, the person

who had broken his leg remained in the mosque in that condi

tion throughout the night
1 and m the morning when people

came they found him and took him to the Sultan. 2 This man

sought the pardon of the Sultan and gave him in writing the

names of all the persons who were connected with the conspiracy.

The Sultan gave orders that all the persons so named be brought

before him and after due enquiries., some of them were executed."*

MALIK MUGHITH'S ADVICE FOR A POLICY OF APPEASEMENT

Sultan Mahmud wanted to mete out drastic punishment to

all the conspirators, but his father Malik Mughith A lzam

Humayun interceded on their behalf and begged for their

pardon From the list of the persons who were pardoned, it

is quite evident that they were partisans of the previous regime,

and A'zam Humayun believed m reconciling them Instead of

punishment he advised that proper jagirs should be conferred

upon them, because by this act of kindness they might change
their mind or otherwise if they created trouble in the future,,

they would be exposed before the people as malefactors Sultan

Mahmud accepted the advice of his father and pardoned them

and also granted them jagirs in different parts of the Sultanate.

By this act he not only displayed generosity but also succeeded

m removing them from the capital. In the distribution of iqtas

and jagirs, Shahzada Ahmad Khan, was given the fort of Islama

bad;* Malik Yusuf Qawam was given the title of Qawam
Khan and iqta of Bhilsa.; Malik Ichha was given the iqta of

1 Ma'athtr-t-Mahmudshahz, fol 66a

2 find
,
fol 66a. It seems that the sanctity of the mosque was respected

and no searches were made in it, and therefore he remained there throughout
the night and fell into the hands of the early visitors of the mosque

8 Ibid ,
fol. 66a. According to Shihab Hakim this incident took place

m A.H 840 /July, August, 1436 A.D

4 Ibid ,
fol 66b, TA III, p 314, Firzskta, II, p. 480.

It is difficult to identify Islamabad It was situated some way between

Hoshangabad and Bhilsa.
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Hoshangabad 1 and Nasir-ud-dm was given the iilie oi Nasrat

Khan and the iqta of Chanden -

F\ILLRE OF THE POL1C\ Of APPE\StMfcNJ

Malik Mughith A'zam Humavun had expected that ->ueh

distribution offqtas and honours would appease the discontented

elements of the state. But he had overlooked the secret ambi
tions of Shahzada Ahmad Khan, who naturall> looked on the

kingdom as his inheritance, and contrary to the expectations of

Malik Mughith, these persons as soon as the> reached their

respective places, raised disturbances and planted the standard

of revolt. Ahmad Khan was the first to raise the standard of

revolt after reaching Islamabad.'' The revolt of Ahmad
Khan very soon took a serious turn because he succeeded in

winning over quite a number of followers, and his forces

began to increase day by day. Taj Khan was immediately sent

to quell the rebellion, but he could not prove effective. Ahmad
Khan even, at times, came out of the fort and attacked the

besiegers. Finding his position difficult Taj Khan appealed
to the Sultan for reinforcement 4 Sultan Mahmud also

received the news of the simultaneous uprisings of Malik Ichha

at Hoshangabad and Nasrat Khan at Chanderi.5 He at once

realised the seriousness of the situation and asked his father

A'zam Humaywi to punish the rebels. On the approach of

A'zani Humaywi, Ahmad Khan closed himself in the fort which

compelled A-zam Humaywi to make arrangements for a siege

But A'zam Humaywi at the same time tried to make a peaceful

settlement with Ahmad Khan and sent to him a message of

reconciliation through some wise men impressing upon the

mind of the Shakzada the weakness of his position and the

hopelessness of his cause,*5 and also pointing out the dangers

of opposing the royal forces. Ahmad Khan had in the mean

time appealed to Qawam Khan for help and support and had

also received secretly some help in war materials and arms,7

1 Maathm-Mahniudshaht fol t>6b, TA III, p 314; Ftruhta, II p 480
2 Ibid.

*Maalktn-MahtaulshafaM 6?a T.A. Ill, p ,.14, FimA/a, II, p 460
4

Firishta, II, p. 480
3
Ibid, 11, p 481.

6 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudihohi, fol tfca, T.A. Ill, p 314

7 Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshahi,fol 69b; TA III, pp. 314, .*15, Finskta, II,

p. 481
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which had increased his strength He, therefore, did not pay

any heed to the wise counsels of A'zam Hwnayun The siege

was thus prolonged A'zam Humayun who had other rebellions

also to quell, could not afford to delay and therefore instigated

one of the musicians to administer poison in the wme that was

served to Ahmad Khan. 1 The death of Ahmad Khan led to

the immediate surrender of the fort, which was accomplished

on the tenth day. A'zam Humyaun then made necessary arrange

ments for the management of the fort and leaving matters in

the hands of one of his trusted men, he proceeded towards

Hoshangabad, where Malik Ichha had already raised the

standard of revolt.2 Malik Ichha, receiving the news of

A'zam Humayurfs arrival, lost his courage and leaving all his

equipage at Hoshangabad, he started towards the hills of

Gondwana. But when the Gonds learnt that he was only a

rebel, they collected in a body and attacked him and his men
with arrows and stones and killed all of them and took possession

of their belongings. Thus without any effort, A'zam Humayun
got rid of Malik Ichha. He then entered the fort of Hoshanga
bad and made fresh arrangements and appointed one of his

trusted men to look after the place From Hoshangabad he

proceeded towards Chanden where Nasrat Khan was lately

behaving treacherously Nasrat Khan, however, on receiving

the news of A'zam Humayurfs approach, thought of a stratagem

and wanted to cover up his deeds by sweet words3 and received

him a few stages ahead of Chanden. But A'zam Humayun
could not be deceived because some nobles had already informed

1
MJathtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fols 69b & 70a According to Shihab Hakim

Ahmad Khan indulged in sodomy, and subjected a handsome dancing boy
to his object of lust This boy felt greatly disgraced and administered a good
quantity ofpoison m the wine which caused his death The boy then threw

himself outside the fort

TA III, p 315, Nizam-ud-Din has closely followed Shihab Hakim but

only says that when the siege was prolonged one of the musicians gave poison
to Ahmad Khan in his wine and throwing himself out of the fort joined the

camp of A'zam Humayun

Firtshta, II, p. 481, is somewhat more clear when he adds either at the

instigation of A'zam Humayun or for some reason

That the person who administered poison came out of the fort and joined
A'zam Humqyim's camp suggests that he was either a partisan ofA'zam Humayun
or he expected to be protected by him though he had committed this crime
2 Ma*atfor-i-Makmudshahit fol. 70a; T.A III, p 315
*

Ma'atkir-i-Mafmadshahi,fol 71a; TA III, p 315, Fzrtshta, II, p 481
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him about the intention of Nasrat Khan On reaching Chanden,

he immediately summoned nobles, leaders and Qazis of the

place and men of the city and enquired from each one of them

about the conduct of Nasrat Khan. Each one of them gave

evidence which proved that Nasrat Khan was trying to rebel.

After the guilt of Nasrat Khan was established, A"-am Humayw
removed him from office and appointed his own trusted man

Malik-ul-Umara Haji Kamal 1 to look after the government of

Chanderi.

After making a satisfactory arrangement of these important

places, A'zam Humayun turned towards Bhilsa, reaching the

suburb of the city on 17th Ramazan 840 A.H /25-3-1437 AD.,

where Qawam Khan had come after the fall of Islamabad. In

the case of Qawam Khan too, A'zam Humayun sent some men

of high position to bring him back to the right path and to give

up hostility The treachery of Qawam Khan had been known2

to all, yet when A*zam Humayun sent persons to him with advices

of loyalty, it was only to prove to the people that he was not

bent upon destroying them rather he wanted to reform them.

But Qawam Khaa had fully realised that his fate was sealed and

therefore, instead of submitting, he fled away from Bhilsa but

was overtaken and killed.* After the departure of Qawam Khan,

A'zam Humayun made fresh arrangements for the administration

of Bhilsa.

In suppressing these rebellious opponents and malefactors in

the kingdom, A'zam Humayun showed rare ability. By combin

ing stern attitude with willingness for conciliation, he suc

ceeded in placing his opponents in the wrong, and thoroughly

exposed them before the people as really disturbing elements

which perfectly justified their punishment. Instead of awarding

punishment outright he took full evidence in the case of Nasrat

Khan, and in the cases of Ahmad Khan and Qawam Khan he

sent wise and responsible persons to persuade them to give up

hostility though he was strong enough to crush them at once.

INVASION OF AHMAD SHAH AND 'UMAR KHAN

During the reign of Sultan Hoshang Shah, Sultan Ahmad

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 71, TA III, p 315, Firuhta, II, P 482

2 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshaht, fol. 68a.

Sultan Mahmud was informed of Qawam Khan's treachery by his son

- Ibid
,
fol 72a.
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Shah of Gujarat had made several attempts to subjugate

Mafoa but without any success In spite of repeated failures

he had not given up the idea and when prince Mas'ud Khan

went to his shelter he considered it as a good opportunity to

mvade Mataa While outwardly he would be invading Malwa

only to restore Mas'ud Khan, but in reality Mas'ud Khan on

the throne as his dependent would make Malwa his depen

dency Besides, by taking up the cause of Mas'ud Khan, he

certainly could expect help from the enemies of Sultan Mahmud

or from the officers of the previous regime
1 With these con

siderations he invaded Malwa of course keeping Mas'ud Khan

in the front just when Sultan Mahmud was busy in subjugating

the rebellions caused by the supporters of Shahzada Ahmad

Khan But Ahmad Shah was late in starting, because we learn

from Shihab Hakim that A'zam Humayun received the news of

the advancing armies of Sultan Ahmad Shah* when he had

started from Bhilsa towards the capital after subjugating the

rebels and making necessary arrangements at Islamabad,

Hoshangabad, Chanderi and Bhilsa.s It was in the middle of

Rajab 841 A H /Jan. 1438 A D. when Sultan Ahmad was encamp

ed at Janakpur^ that he sent a detachment of a larger number

of soldiers and twenty-four elephants^ with Mas'ud Khan.

When A l
zatn Humayun received the news of the movement of

this army, he immediately sent a letter to Sultan Mahmud

intimating'to him not to worry about him, but if Mas'ud Khan

moved to attack, he should come out of the fort and make a

counter-attack from the rear He then took a circuitous route,

and avoiding the army of Mas'ud Khan at a distance of six

karoh, entered Shadiabad Mandu by the Tarapur gate situated

in the south of the forte Sultan Mahmud was extremely

delighted to receive his father inside the fort and performed the

i
t
fols 73a, 73b.

Ibid , fol 72a, T.A. Ill, p 316, Finshla, II, p 482.

S M/athir-i-Mahmudshah^ fol 73b; Zafar-ul-walth, p 197, says this

incident took place in 841 A H /1437-38 A.D.

Mir'at-z-S&andari, pp 43-44 : Sikandar simply mentions that between the

years 836 v H. and 845 \ H he (Ahmad Shah) led many expeditions; he

was never defeated and the army of Gujarat was victorious over Mandu,

Deccan, Asir and Mevvar
* Md'atfar-i-MahmudsAahi, fol 72a.

5
find., Fol. 72a.

Ibid., fob 72a, 72b, TA. Ill, p. 316; FnidOa, II, p *82
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rites of offering thanks to God. A'zam Hwnaywjs presence at

this critical hour was considered by Sultan Mahmud a blessing

of God. He was well aware of the presence of a large number
of Hoshangshahi amirs inside the fort who were still hostile

to him but who were afraid of A'zam Humayw not onlv because

of his seniority but also because of his cunning
Soon after the arrival of A^zam Humayitn* the fort of Mandu

was besieged by Sultan Ahmad Shah Sultan Mahmud arranged
the defences of the fort and at the same time sent out e\ery day
some army detachments to attack the Gujarati forces with the

result that almost every day some skirmishes took place.
1

Though Sultan Mahmud wanted to come out of the fort and

fight a decisive battle in the open, the pressure of hostile ele

ments inside the fort where treachery could be expected any

moment, prevented him from adopting such a course in hast

He, therefore, thought first of all to liquidate the hostile ele

ments. At this critical moment, however, instead of adopting

drastic measures, he adopted the policy of conciliation and

benefaction. 2 To keep the people well-contented during the

siege, Sultan Mahmud opened the state granaries of the fort

and grain was distributed to the poor free of cost.'* Langar

Khanas OF kitchens were established from which cooked food

was served to the faqirs, uncooked food was also served. 4

This distribution of gram and food did not allow scarcity to

appear inside the fort, the result of which was that prices of

commodities did not rise. 5 It seems that there was famine in

Malwa during this period, because we find that though Ahmad
Shah used to send parties which plundered the country-side yet

they could not procure enough gram witli the result that the

price of grain remained cheaper inside the fort than it was in

the camp of Ahmad Shah who was occupying the open

country. With such condition prevailing inside the fort,

the instigators could find no ostensible cause to incite the people

in the fort.

Treachery during this age seems to have been common

because, if Sultan Mahmud was apprehensive of treachery inside

1
MefathiT-i-Makumudshahi, fol 74b

2 Ibid.. foL 74b.
3 Ibid

,
fol. 74b; Firishta, II, p 482; TA III, p. 316

4
Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 74b, Firishta> II p 4S2

5 T.A III, p 316
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the fort, it was also not wanting in the camp of Ahmad Shah.

Shihab Hakim, the contemporary historian, informs us in

guarded language, blaming Ahmad Shah, that by his policy

he dissatisfied a number of his own officers These officers did

not like to remain in the camp of Ahmad Shah and came into

the fort of Shadiabad where they were received warmly by the

Sultan, 1 But from Nizam-ud-Din we find that Sultan Mahmud

summoned to his service the amirs who had an attitude of

rebellion and hostility towards Ahmad Shah by promising them

gold and jagirs
- Though Shihab Hakim makes us believe

that the amirs came of then own accord, Nizam-ud-Din

definitely indicates that these amirs were won over by Sultan

Mahmud, which seems more likely, because at a time when lie

was expecting treachery m his own camp, he certainly would not

hesitate to take all possible measures to weaken the camp of

his enemy. Nizam-ud-Dm makes it clear by saying that the

departure of these amirs brought about a certain amount of

weakness and disorder m the camp of Ahmad Shah 3 Shihab

Hakim says that some nobles such as Mahk-us-Shaiq Ahmad

Mahmud Silah, Malik Saiyid Ahmad, Malik Qasim Sam, Sufi

Khan Bhanden and Rai Raghu^ were angry with Ahmad Shah

and came to the camp of Sultan Mahmud where they were

welcomed.

The arrival of these nobles seems to have considerably streng

thened the position
5 of Sultan Mahmud because through them

he procured information about the condition of Sultan Ahmad

Shah's camp At the suggestion of these Gujarati nobles,

Sultan Mahmud decided to make a night attack6 on the camp
of Sultan Ahmad. But the information of this night attack

was secretly conveyed to Sultan Ahmad by Qaisar Khan, 7 the

1
Ma'alfte-i-Mamudshahi, fol 74d

2 T A. Ill, pp, 316-317.
8

Jhd., Ill, p 317, Finshta, II, p 482
*

Ma'atktr-t-Mahmidsfuthi, fol 75a
5 T A* III, p 317, Finshta, II, p. 482
6
Ma'atAff-i-Mahmudskaht, fol 75a.

7 So in Ma'athir^-Mahimidshahi, fol 75b and TA III, p 317, but Fmshla,

II, p. 482, gives Nasir Khan, and Bnggs, IV, p. SCO, erroneously says,

"Noosrut Khan the officer he had lately been removed from Chanderi"

But Malik Nasir-ud-Din, \yho was given the tme of Nasrat Khan posted at

Chanderi was Dabir and not Dawatdar Qaisar Khan and Nasir Khan

certainly are two different persons
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da\\atdar of Hoshang Shah, \vhich pervented the nigh* attack

from being effective. 1

While the siege continued. Sultan Mahmud received infor

mation through a ne\\ s-reporter that the people and the arm\ of

Chanden, having revolted against Malik-ul-Umara Haji-, had

killed him3 and had accepted Shahzada
vUmar Khan as their

leader. 'Umar Khan had escaped from Mandu, after the death

of Sultan Muhammad Ghuri, to Gujarat whence he had gone
into the country of the Rana 4 Finding that Sultan Mahmud
was m trouble because of the Gujarati invasion, he considered

the time opportune for his venture and having collected a small

force, he came to Chanderi where he rightly expected to get

local support This revolt of Chanderi and the presence of

'Umar Khan there created a serious situation - 'Umar Khan being

a son of Sultan Hoshang could easily prove a strong rival for the

throne. Unlike Shahzada Mas'ud, he was fighting m his own

cause and thus could enlist the support of the local population

who would not like a puppet Sultan or a protege of a Gujarat

ruler on the throne of Malwa. Besides, the courage and deter

mination displayed by
{Umar Khan at the time of his death

clearlv. indicates that he was a prince of strong character, and

firm determination with a sense of prestige. Thus for Sultan

Mahmud, 'Umar Khan became a matter of immediate concern

When he received information that Sultan Ahmad Shah had

taken 'Umar Khan's appearance on the scene as advantageous

to his strategy and had deputed Shahzada Muhammad Khan

Gujarati with a force of five thousand horses and thirty elephants

to march to Sarangpur6 to the aid of *Umar Khan, he decided

to take immediate measures and not to wait any more inside

the fort of Mandu.

According to the decision, Sultan Mahmud got out of the

1 Ma'athir-MaJanudskafn, fol 75fa, T A. Ill, p. 317, Firishta, II, p 482

Nizam-ud-Din and Firishta have closely followed the account of Shihab

Hakim and have given a summary of his account

2 Me?athtr-i-Maknuidshahi, fol. 76a, Shihab Hakim persists m omitting

Karnal, Nizam-ud-Din keeps u, vide T.A III, p 317

3 Ma''

aihtr-i-Makmudshahi, fol 76a

4 Hr Vmod, I, p. 327. Shyaml Das has \srongl> placed the incident m s.i^

\ H >\ D 145,1

5 Fmshta, II, p 483; Haft Gnlshan fol 123h

6
J'irishta, II, p 4S3.
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fort of Mandu, and marched towards Sarangpur
1 where

Shahzada Muhammad was posted and who intended to march

and join 'Umar Khan at Chanden Thus Mahmud's first con

cern was to prevent the joining of the two forces He sent an

advance guard under Taj Khan and Mansur Khan who met at

Kanbal the Gujarat! outpost created for guarding the route

to Sarangpur by Ahmad Shah, and which had been placed under

Malik Haji 'Ah. Malik Haji 'All was defeated at the first attack

of Taj Khan and Mansur Khan, and fled direct to the camp
of Sultan Ahmad Shah at Ujjam and conveyed to him the news

that Sultan Mahmud had come out of the fort of Mandu and

was marching in person towards Sarangpur. This news upset

Sultan Ahmad Shah who was now gravely concerned about the

safety of Prince Muhammad He immediately gave orders

through fast moving messengers that Shahzada Muhammad was

to leave Sarangpur at once and join him at Ujjain before the

arrival of Sultan Mahmud. Shahzada Muhammad, accordingly,

evacuated Sarangpur with cautious vigilance and avoiding all

possible clashes, reached Ujjain
2 Thus Sultan Mahmud's first

move isolated 'Umar Khan who was now left alone without

Gujaratt help

During the presence of Shahzada Muhammad at Sarangpur,

Malik Ishaq son of Qutb-ul-Mulk, the muqta of the place, had

been giving him assistance and was otherwise favourably dis

posed towards him and instead of opposing him., had coope
rated with him. But at the news of Sultan Mahmud's advance

and also the departure of Shahzada Muhammad, he realised

his mistake. Shihab Hakim says that Malik Ishaq repented
for his action when he learnt the misdeeds of Sultan Ahmad
and immediately sent a petition to Sultan Mahmud acknow

ledging his guilt and seeking his pardon Along with this

petition, he also sent information regarding Shahzada

Muhammad's departure for Ujjain and 'Umar Khan's advance

to seize Sarangpur.3

This information of Malik Ishaq was certainly of great value

as it gave Sultan Mahmud the exact position of the enemy forces.

Sultan Mahmud wanted to reconcile and win over as many

1
Ma'atkir~t-Mahnu<tshahi, fol. 77b, Fmshta, II, p 483, T A. Ill, p 317.

2
Ma'athvr-i-Mchmiukhahi, fol 77b, Firzskta II, p 483 TA III p 318

3
Ma'atfur~i-Mahmudshahi> fol 78a, T A. Ill, p 318.
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disaffected people as \vas possible and at a time when the state

was full of enemies, he considered it worthwhile to avail him

self of the opportunity of Malik Ishaq's petition and con

sidered that by giving the valuable information he had made

amends for his previous disaffection. While he proceeded

towards Sarangpur, he sent Taj Khan in advance of him 1 with

directions to pacify Malik Ishaq and other nobles and to assure

them of the Sultan's pardon. By posting Taj Khan at Sarangpur

Sultan Mahmud established a better control over the place

while outwardly he declared his object to be that of giving

assurance to the people
2 On reaching Sarangpur Sultan

Mahmud accepted the homage of Malik Ishaq and conferred

on him the title of Daulat Khan3 and also ga\e him a robe of

honour4 and ten thousand gold tankas m cash and doubled

his stipend. He also distributed fifty thousand tankas and gave

rewards, robes of honour and some horses to other nobles and

leaders of different groups.
5 Thus Sultan Mahmud succeeded

in completely liquidating all opposition in Sarangpur.
6 While

Sultan Mahmud was at Sarangpur and making necessary

arrangements, he received information that *Umar Khan had

already crossed Bhilsa and after burning the place was ad%anclng

towards Sarangpur, and that Sultan Ahmad Shah also was

advancing towards Sarangpur with a force of thirty thousand

horses and three hundred elephants. Sultan Mahmud at once

decided to advance against
4Umar Khan and to disperse him.

He might have felt that of the two enemies, 'Umar Khan was

less powerful and could be quickly defeated, so that by the time

Ahmad Shah would arrive near Sarangpur he would be free to

meet him. Sultan Mahmud started against 'Umar Khan

towards the end of the night and when a distance of only six

karohs separated him from 'Umar Khan's army, he sent a

detachment in advance which succeeded in capturing a few

soldiers of 'Umar Khan. The prisoners were immediately sent

to the Sultan and from these prisoners, information about the

condition and the exact location of 'Umar Khan's army was

1 Ma'athir-i-MahiiudshahtJol 78a; T.J III, p. 31 $

2 Ma'aihir-i-Mahmttdshahi, fol 78a
3 Jbtd

,
fol. 78b

4 Ibid
,
fol T8b

5
Ftnshta, II, p 483, T A. Ill, p. 318

6 Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshahi, fol 78a
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procured After getting the information. Sultan Mahmud

immediately sent a small force under Nizam-ul-Mulk and Malik

Ahmad Silah 1 to reconnoitre the jungles and roads He then

divided the army into four parts and attacked 'Umar Khan

from four directions early in the morning
vUmar Khan had

also taken up his position He had ordered his army to meet

Sultan Mahmud's forces and had concealed himself with a body

of soldiers in ambush to make a surprise attack However

this proved to be his blunder, because he was cut off from

the rest of his army, and when at the first onslaught, his forces

were scattered, he could not rally them again On the other

hand, Sultan Mahmud succeeded in getting information of his

whereabouts and his ambush through his scouts and directed

his attack on him 'Umar Khan, realising that all was lost,

made a final effort to encourage his soldiers by impressing on

them that it was better to be slain while fighting than to submit

to the son of a servant 2 He then attacked the army of Sultan

Mahmud But he was captured and was immediately beheaded

by the order of the Sultan

Sultan Mahmud then gave orders that the head of 'Umar

Khan be circulated among the soldiers of Chanden so that they

may come to know the fate of their leader. The Chanden

army, overwhelmed by this news, immediately begged for quarter

and offered its homage to the Sultan.3 But during the night,

they retired towards Chanden where they acknowledged Malik

Sulaiman, son of Malik Sher-ul-Mulk Ghuri, the naib of 'Umar

Khan, as their leader and gave him the title of Sultan Shihab-

ud-din Sultan Mahmud considered this fresh resistance as of

lesser importance and simply sent a detachment to punish

them and himself, now free from 'Umar Khan, turned towards

Sultan Ahmad Shah Gujarati.

But in the meantime, pestilence had broken out with se\erity

in the camp of Ahmad Shah and there was heavy mortality in

bis army. He was, therefore, forced to retire towards Gujarat
4

1
Firuhta, II, p 484; T A III, p 319

2 Ibid

Shihab Hakim has also paid sufficient tribute to his valour
3

Ma'athir-i-MahimtdshaJn, fol 82b, T A. Ill, p 319, Fmshta, II, p 484
4
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshah, fols. 82a, 83b, T A. Ill, p. 320, Fmshta, II,

p 484

(Continued on nevt page)
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While returning towards Gujarat, he caused heavv damage to

the tow n and fort of Ashtanagar
'

After the departure of Sultan Ahmad Shah, Sultan Mahmud

made necessary arrangements for providing relief to the people

who had suffered most during the invasion of Ahmad Shah

He then returned to Shadiabad Mandu to re-equip his army

and also for repairing the damages sustained by it. After

seventeen days- when his armv was read}, he again started for

Chanderi **

FINAL SUBJUGATION OF CHANDERI

Sultan Mahmud seems to have anticipated the difficulties

and the tough resistance that he would have to face in subjugat

ing Chanderi and thus, his returnfrom Sarangpur and allowing

the soldiers to refresh themselves and also the re-equipment

of the army, was not without purpose But the severity of the

rainy season and the resistance that he had to face was beyond

what he had expected On the very day of his arrival near

Chanderi, it started raining heavily.-* In spite of the heavy

downpour, the battle was started, but instead of a regular pitched

battle, the forces of Malik Sulaiman would come out of the fort

and attack and then again retire into the fort 5 During this

period, Ismail Khan of Kalpi arrived in the camp of Sultan

Mahmud and he was entrusted with the task of cutting off the

(Continued from pre-page}

These sources inform us that the pestilence \vas pr ceded b\ a dream to-

some religious men, giving warning for this impending calamity but Ahmad

Shah did not believe in *fastt they said. Shihab Hakim mentions that

Sultan Ahmad then himself dreamt and decided, but by that time the

pestilence had already occurred. Shihab Hakim paints the picture as if U

was a punishment to Ahmad Shah for the destruction and ravages caused by

hun in Malwra

Haft Gvlshan, fol. 123b. According to Muhammad Hadi hoK men in

the Gujarati camp dreamt of the Prophet indicating approach of a pesti

lence, and Sultan Ahmad Shah believing m the authenticity of the dieam

wanted to return, but pestilence broke out befoie he could start

1 Ma"athir-i-Mahmiidskahi, fol. 84a

Shihab Hakim says that Ashtanagar ^as inhabited by Muslims and had

quite a large number of hoi} men and it xsas a beautiful place Ahmad.

Shah totally destroyed this place.
2 Mtfathir-i-Mahmudskattt, fol. 85a, T A. Ill, p 320

3 Mathir-t-Mahmudshahi^ol 4b" T.A. III. P 3J><> FotWa II F *S.i

* Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 5b

5 Ibid fols f)6a & b
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supplies of the fort. 1 The besieged forces, finding that their

supplies had been stopped, came out in a body and arranged

themselves in battle array extending from the monastry (Saum'a)

of Shaikh Wajih-ud-dm to the monastry (Mtibad) of Shaikh

Salar a distance of about a karoh. But they could not stand the

charge of Sultan Mahmud and hastily retired into the fort On

reaching the fort, Malik Sulaiman i.e Shihab-ud-dm died, but

the rebels immediately elected the son of Shihab-ud-dm as their

leader^ and again came out of the fort and fought another

engagement. Sultan Mahmud got exasperated by their repeated

attacks and gave orders for an assault on the fort and pitched

his tents almost beneath the fort Thus dunng the entire period

of the rams, Mahmud was engaged in fighting, and that year

Chanderi witnessed severe rams because of which Mahmud's

army suffered a lot However, in a few days, Mahmud succeeded

in effecting a breach by means of manjaniks in the fortification

which was however soon repaired by the defenders during the

darkness of the night. Hard pressed, the besieged made a

desperate attack on Mahmud, but were soon repulsed by him

and were even pursued beyond the gates, from where he imme

diately retired to his camp. After making fresh arrangements,

Mahmud made the final charge and succeeded in capturing the

fort. But a party of the rebels escaped and took shelter in

another fort situated on the top of the hills of Chanderi.3

Mahmud now occupied for his residence the palace of Rajgarh 4

The rebels who had taken shelter on the hill top fort were now
reduced to an extremely difficult position because they had

hardly any provisions with them They, therefore, appealed

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 97a, Zqfar~ut-uahh, pp ly7-19S According
to Zflfar-ul-walih, Isma'il Khan of Kalpi was going to Gujarat with the inten

tion of proceeding from there on Haj He became the cause of settling peace
2
M^athv-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 88a; TA III, p 320; Pmshta, II, p 485

*
Mofathtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 91b

"The fortress of Chanden is situated on a low flat-topped hill on the edge
of the table-land overlooking the valley of the Betwa The foit is one and
a quarter mile in length from north to south by three-fourths of a mile in

breadth It is very irregular in shape on the north and east faces, but the

circuit of ihe wall measured on my plan is rather more than 4 miles This

includes Bala Kilo, or citadel which occupies the north-west quarter of the

fort, or somewhat less than one-fourth of the whole arrea "

Archaeological Survey of India Report (Cunningham), Vol II, p 404,
* M^atidr-i-Mahmudshaki fol 92a
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for pardon and expressed their willingness to surrender '

Sultan Mahmud pardoned them but on condition that the% should

make their submission in open public - The people of Chanden
also presented themselves and asked for pardon The Sultan

granted a general amnesty and ga\e orders for repairing the

damage that was caused during this siege The siege and the

conquest took about four months *

Sultan Mahmud entrusted Chanden to the charge ot Malik-

us-Sharq Muzaffar Ibrahim,4 who was also entrusted with

the task of looking after all the forts and places in that territory

RELIEF TO SHAHR NAU (OR NARWAR)

After making necessary arrangements for the government of

Chanderi and being satisfied with the affairs of the place, when

Sultan Mahmud was intending to return to Shadiabad Mandu,
he received information that Dungar Sen,^ the Rai of Gwahor
was besieging Shahr Nau.6 He also received a petition from

Bahar Khan," the mugta of Shahr Nau, that he was hard pressed

by the Rajputs and though he had appealed to several rulers no

one had taken any notice of it. From the purport of the petition

and subsequent course of action taken by Sultan Mahmud, it

appears that this place was not within his territory,
7 bu 1 he

must have felt that b> taking a timel> action and relieving the

1 Ma athir-i-.\fakmudshahi, fol. l-a frnnhta, II, p 4b"

- MdalhiT-i-Mahmudshahi, fol M2b: Fm*hia, II, p. 4bT
3 Mdathir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol. 1.*la. Archaeological Sin7 of India Kepmt, \ol

II, p. 403;

Cunningham says "Mahmud then proceeded in person againbt Chandrri,

which held out for eight months before the city v\as taken and aft^r a fe\% davs

the garrison of the hill fort capitulated/'
1

Ftnshta* II, p 485. According to Firishta, after the biege had then pro

longed for eight months Mahmud could \%ait no longer and jxTstmallx cam<

up to the \\alls of the fort.

T A III. p 320 Kizam-t ri-Din alvo s>a\s that the su-gt lasuti fin tight

months

Eight months is the total pmod of disturbance, frt mi the appearant' uf

'Umarkhan to its final subjugation
4 Maathir-i-MaJuntidsfiahi fol 9'2a 3 Ibid fol Ji3b

6
Ibid., fol. 93b.

"
Ibid., fol 94a

8 Shihab Hakim has given a long account dilating on the magnani

mity of Mahmud in protecting the place resided in b\ the Muslims which

when boiled down, conveys the sense that the place \vas till then outside his

kingdom Nizam-ud-Din and Furshta too do not make any statement to

contradict Shihab Hakim
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place, he would easily win the allegiance of the muqta and thus

the place would be brought under his suzerainty Though his

army was in a bad condition because of the se\enty of the \veather

and rains etc. that it had to sustain during the Chanderi campaign,

he gave orders for marching towards Gwahor, the capital of

Dungar Sen Shihab Hakim clearly says that Mahmud realised

that he had not the sufficient strength to face Pungar Sen but if

he attacked Gwahor, Dungar Sen would be forced to vacate

Shahr Nau and return to Gwalior for its protection.
1 To keep

up the morale of his soldiers he told them that his aim was to

relieve Shahr Nau and not the conquest of Gwalior. He also

sent Isma'il Khan in advance* and gave orders to the Anz-i-

Mamahk that the territories of his kingdom through which the

army was to march should in no way be made to sufferby plunder

etc.s

After entering the territory of Gwalior, Sultan Mahmud

started plundering and ravaging the country-side The Rajputs

ie. the Muqaddams and Rais assembled at Chaumuha* a

suburb of Gwalior, but in the engagement they were defeated

Mahmud gave orders for the plunder of the place which replenish

ed his army and his coffers to a great extent. 5 When Dungar

Sen received the news of the attack on Gwahor, he raised the

siege of Shahr Nau and started for Gwahor. Sultan Mahmud,

getting this information and having accomplished his aim,

also started returning by another route, thus avoiding all possi

bility of a clash. While returning, he gave orders to all the

soldiers to carry a donkey-load of grain and bring it to Shahr

Nau. He gave all this grain to the people of the place, and also

gave 50 thousand tonkas to Bahar Khan6 and returned to

Shadiabad,

SUBJUGATION OF THE PETTY BORDER CHIEFS

A year of peace at Mandu gave Sultan Mahmud sufficient

time to replenish his army, and during this period he devoted

his tune to looking after the administrative affairs of the State

After he was assured of conditions at home, he took up the

matter of subduing the petty chiefs on the borders of his king

dom Shihab Hakim, tells us that these petty chiefs were a

source of danger to the kingdom, because, with their war

1
Mrfathur-i-Matwidshah, fol. 95a. 2 fad

,
fol 95b

a Ibid , fol. 96a ^
Ibid,

5 Ibid ,
fol 96b 6 Ibid , fol 97a
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elephants, they defied everyone and could also attack at any
moment l But the real motive of Mahmud was two folds, firstly,

to secure from these chiefs elephants for his own array
2 and,

secondly, to reduce them to subordination so that the> might
serve as strong buffers on the borders against any possible

aggression on the part of the rulers of Khandesh and the Bahmani

Kingdom
According to his plan, he started from his capital in 844 A,H.3/

A.D. 1440-41 with a well-equipped army and fifty elephants

and marched towards Khandwa, where Rai Narhar Das*

was holding his own and had not submitted to Mahmud.
The territory of Khandwa lying in Nirnar region was strategi

cally of great importance as it lay directly between Malwa and

Khandesh. By forced marches, he covered a distance of eighty

karoh during the night and reached the borders of Khandwa
without the enemy being aware of his movements During this

march, though he passed through flourishing villages and fields,

he did not allow his soldiers to destroy them.5 The ruler of

Khandwa, thus surprised, did not offer resistance; he left his

place and fled away. The Sultan then gave orders for the

plunder of the place and got a larg number of cattle etc. and

took possession of all the belongings of the ruler. This victory

at the outset was considered by the Sultan as most auspicious

and he proceeded further on his march.

After reducing Khandwa, Mahmud Khalji marched into the

territory of Khora and arrived at Khirki6 and gave orders for

the plunder of the place. From Khirki he directed his march

i, fol. lOIa

2 Ibid
,

fol IQQb That Mahmud's aim was subjugation and not destruc

tion is borne out b} %cifar-al-walih where it is stated that had Rai Har Das

acted like Barsing Doe t'Narsingh Deo) of Kherla his terntorv would have

been sa\ed from destruction and he too \sould ha\e h\ed in peace Zqfar-

af-a<fl/iA, p 198

3 Met athir-i-^Iahmudshahi^ fol lOIa, qfar-ul-walih, p. 19S- Nizam-ud-

Din and Firishta ha\e not narrated the e\ents of this -year,

4 So in the Mtfathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. lOIa, but ^afar-ul-ieahh^ p 198

gives the name as Har Das

5 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi.foL lOlb

6 Ibid
,
fol, lOlb.

^afar-ul-iDalih} p. 198, has Laharni as the place which %vas destioyed by
Mahmud after the destruction of Khandwa
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towards the ruler of the territory then called Ajhra.
1 This terri

tory on the northern border of the Bahmani kingdom was of

great strategic importance, besides, through this territory lay the

access to the regions in the east where elephants were available.

The ruler of Kherla (Ajhra) had submitted to Sultan Hoshang
and had accepted the suzerainty of Malwa, but after the death

of Sultan Hoshang, he had become independent again
2 Nar

Singh Deo, the ruler of Ajhra, when received the information

of Sultan Mahmud's advance towards his capital, at once

came out of the fort and "personally attended upon Sultan

Mahmud with six elephants and gave five more elephants as

tribute.3 Sultan Mahmud immediately accepted his submis

sion and was also pleased with him as he considered this a good

beginning for procuring elephants for his army.

From Ajhra, Sultan Mahmud turned towards Sarguja, accom

panied by Rai Nar Singh Deo of Ajhra. But the guides

lost their way and Mahmud, along with his entourage, reached

a range of mountains then known as Kemsar 4 This range
was inhabited by wild tribes who were afraid of the Royal

Camp and they could not understand their language Sultan

Mahmud kept on moving for three days, but ultimately succeed

ed in persuading one of these wild tribesmen5 to direct the

route Through signs they directed him towards the region

ofKeswal,6 the route of which as full of difficulties Thus with

good deal of difficulty Sultan Mahmud reached the region which

was known as Bandugarh 7 After the subjugation of Chanden
Sultan Mahmud had learnt that from Bandugarh all the mer
chants used to procure elephants and sell them at different

places
8 but he had not then succeeded in finding its location.

His aim on the present occasion seems to have been to occupy

1 Ajhra seems to be the name of the territory of which Kherla was.

thr capital or the stronghold Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshaht, fol 102a, has Ajhra,
but gafar-ul-watih, p 198, has Kherla.

2
Ma'athir-i-Mahmttdskahi, fol. 102a

3 Ibid

* Ibid
,
fol. 102a; ^afar-ul-walih, p 198. Kemsar seems to be the Kannur

Hills

5
Mc?athvr-i-Makmudshahi, fol. 102b

6
Zafar-ul-walih, p. 118 calls this place as Kohpaya

7 Ma'alktr-i-Makmudshahi, fol 102b, ^afar-ul-zvalth, p 198 has 'Hmdu-
kar'. Bandugarh is the original place of the Rewa Ruling family

8
M<fathir-i-Mahmudsha}n, fol 120b
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this territory and thus secure the source of elephant supplv. But

on reaching Bandugarh he found that it was full of jungles and

inhabited by wild tribes and realised that e\en it he conquered
this wild territory, his primary aim would remain unaccomplish
ed To procure the elephants he would have to send arm\

every time and even then the actual place of the elephant hunt

would not be known To send an army e\ery time would mean
a force constantly engaged on this side which he otherwise could

easily employ elsewhere. He therefore sent Saiyid Ahmad

Gujarati and another person,
1 both of whom were reputed

for their wisdom and cleverness, to find out the possibilities and

also the place of the habitation of the elephants.

Saiyid Ahmad came across a body of these tribesmen who
used to deal in elephants and tried to win them over by means

of his kind behaviour, but they made exorbitant demand for

the elephants and thus no deal could be effected -'

Saiyid

Ahmad however kept his patience and soon learnt that four

elephants were being taken bv Chatur Sen, the son-in-law oi

Bhoj the muqaddam of Sarguja, and Bijal Bhan'' to Khora for

sale Saiyid Ahmad approached them and brought them into

the presence of the Sultan Sultan Mahmud welcomed them

and lavished on them costly presents He again deputed

Saiyid Ahmad with presents consisting of gold and silver, costlv

clothes, Arab horses and utensils for Ral Bhoj, with instructions

to learn the whereabouts of the elephants. Realising the diffi

culties of the place Sultan Mahmud resorted to winning over the

friendship of the local people. He caused small bags of red cloth

to be rilled with gold and silver and to be tied with the branches

of trees and moved slowly following the route taken by Saiyid

Ahmad. The local people, finding the contents of these bags,

were pleased and gradually became friendly with the soldiers of the

army. The Sultan also began to distribute gold and silver and

costly clothes and ornaments to them with the result that they

1 Mcfathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 102b 3

The other name is not clear, it is written as Srnxa Saudaurah
2

Ibid., fol, 103a. Shihab Hakim incidentally mentions a portion of their

language and also gives the Persian rendering of it

U*L bej
(j~* <*A <^-J r*J OJ .X^xT (j Lj ^ {jl-j-J

u ur j
3 Ibid
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became attached to the Sultan 1 and not only disclosed the

place of elephant hunt but also agreed to supply elephants to the

Sultan as and uhen they would procure them Next morning

when Sultan Mahmud ga\e orders for marching towards Sarguja,

the muqaddams of Amartu and Sangur (or Sankar) sent fifteen

elephants as price of their safety to the Sultan.s Sultan Mahmud

accepted them and in return rewarded the muqaddams lavishly

He then resumed his march and after three days, crossing the

river Kenjod and forests, reached Sarguja
*

The muqaddams of Sarguja including Rai Bhoj readily submit

ted to the Sultan and presented to him many elephants. The

Sultan in return gave them costly presents. They also promised

on oath to give to Mahmud all the elephants that they would

acquire by any means. Rm Bhoj pleaded with the Sultan to

desist from sending army into his country in future, as he felt

that he did not possess sufficient means to entertain them, and

also promising that for any demand a message from the Sultan

would be enough
4 He then appealed that the rulers of

Ratanpur and Raipur had been giving him trouble in the past,

and also informed him that their territories abounded in ele

phants and contained a diamond mine 5 The Sultan then

proceeded towards that direction. When the muqaddams of

Ratanpur and Raipur came to know of the movement of Sultan

Mahmud, they immediately brought twelve huge elephants and

a few pieces of very large and valuable diamonds The Sultan

accepted these presents and returned to Sarguja. Sultan Mahmud

procured from these areas fifty elephants
6 for his pilkhana

and returned towards Shadiabad where he reached in 845 A.H,

/A.D. 1441-42 and started the construction of the Madrasa 7

in the capital.

Thus Sultan Mahmud succeeded in establishing his suzerainty

1 Ma'aihtr-i-MaAmudshahi,fol. 103b, Zqfar-ul-ualih, p. 198

2 Ma'atiur-i-Mahirwdshahi, fol 104a

According to Shihab Hakim, Amartu was situated in the maitza of

Bartunka.
3
Ibid, fol. I06a

*
Ibid,, fol. 10&b. Shihab Hakim says that this undertaking was

honestly kept till the writing of the book; Zqfar-ul-wahh, p 199.

6 Ma'aihir-t-Mahmudshaht, fol 106b.

Ibid ,
fol. 107a

f
find., fol 108h.
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o\er these places
l His chief aim was to procure elephant^

from these tracts and therefore, he abstained from using force,

He also realised the difficulties in the wa> of any permanent
occupation of the territory and hence, instead of a display of

pure force, he extended friendship and protection, and certainly
he was amply rewarded for pursuing such a policj. The region
of Sarguja became a permanent source of elephant supply to
his army, which in those days constituted an important wing of
the army.

MAHMUD'S ATTEMPT ON DEHLI

Mahmud's expedition into Khandwa and Sarguja not only

considerably increased his military strength but it enhanced his

prestige also. It was because of his enhanced prestige and

reputation that the dissatisfied elements of Dehh and the Mewati

leaders, who were displeased
2 with Sultan Muhammad Shah Saiyid,

approached him with the offer of the throne of Dehh. While
Sultan Mahmud was m Harauti, petitions from chiefs of Mewat3

such as Jalal Khan, Ahmad Khan, Hasan Khan and Mubarak
Khan4 came to him inviting him to march on Dehli and either

uO punish the ruler who did not look after the administration

or to remove him and occupy the throne.5 The petition was
followed by the arrival of some Saiyids and Ulama, who fully

corroborated the views expressed m the petition
6 Such a

petition, backed by an important section of the Dehh population,

1 That suzerainty \\as established is borne out bv the fact that Ren Bhoj
was given a service of ten elephants which he kept honestly throughout.
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 106b

i A3

J> ^-^ J-J jsf^j

z
FirisMa, II, p. 4S5

3 Maathir-i-Makmudshahi,io\. lllb, T A III, p 322, Bodayum (Ranking I),

p. 398; Ftriskta, II, p 4S5.

* Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudskahi, fol lllb Thesenam.es are given b} Shihab

Hakim only, others have not mentioned the names.
5 Ibid

,
fol lllb While Shihab Hakim mentions the alternatives,

others simply say that invitation was for occupying the throne; Fmshta,
II, p 586; T, A. Ill, p. 322; Badcyuni (Ranking I), p 398,

6 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi) fol lllb
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must ha\e inflamed the ambition of Sultan Mahmud No doubt

he was already Sultan of Malwa but Dehli had a prestige of its

own and he must have felt that with his resources of Malwa

if he could occupy the throne of Dehli also the rest of the

countr> could easily come under his obedience and thus once

more the Khalji rule would be established over the country.

Whatever considerations might have worked on his mind, he

readily accepted the invitation and immediately made prepara

tions for his march on Dehli

Sultan Mahmud marched towards Dehli in the end of the year

845 A H /1442 A o. 1 and during the period of his fifteen days'

march at every stage important persons, Ulama and Mashaikh

came to his camp and joined him. 2 The Sultan lavishly dis

tributed presents to these people which the contemporary his

torian estimates at sixty thousand tankas in cash besides robes

etc Thus we find that Sultan Mahmud was moving with a

definite aim, and by his bounty he was trying to win over as many
supporters as possible to his side before his arrival at Dehli.

Among the important persons who arrived at his camp, one was

Yusuf Khan Hmdauni, 3 when the Sultan was in the vicinity

of Hinduan. The Sultan received him and bestowed lavish

presents on him

From Hmdaun Sultan Mahmud marched to Tilhat which,

according to Shihab Hakim, was situated at a distance of two

karoh from Dehli 4 Sultan Muhammad Shah Saiyid was

extremely scared by the news of the arrival of Malwa forces

and thought of leaving the capital and take shelter in the Panjab5

but on the persuasion of the nobles finally agreed to stay in

Dehli and sent his son Shahzada 'Ala-ud-dm wich a strong force

1 MtfaihiT-i-MahrmtdsJiahz, fol H2a,Ftruhta, II,p 486 has towards the end of

844; Badayura (Ranking I), p. 398 also gives AH 844 Nizam-ud-Din (T.A.

Ill, p. 322) gives 845 A H as the year of receiving the petition and later in the

same year his march on Dehli, but in the section on Muhammad Shah

(Vide, I, p 291) he mentions 844 A.H /1440-4I AD as the year of

Sultan Mahmud's arrival in Dehli; The Delhi Sultanate, (Vidya Bhawan),

p, 177 places the invasion in A D. 1440.

But as noted earlier in A D 1440 Mahmud was busy in Sarguja etc

2 Ma^aihiT'i'Mahmudshahi, fol I12a

3 Ibid , fol. H2a; TA. Ill, p 322; Finshta, II, 486

* Ma'aOar-i-Mahmudshahi, fol I12b; T A III, p 322 has Tabta,
5

Finshta, II, p. 486
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to oppose the Malwa army. Slwhzada 'Ala-ud-dm pitched his

camp keeping Tughlaqabad at his back 1 He was further

reinforced by Saivid Khan and Darya Khan 2 Sultan

Mahmud Khalji also deputed his two sons Ghiyath-ud-dm and

Fidan Khan to lead the attack and himself remained at the

base The two armies met on the plain of Mulhan 1 and

after a severe battle that lasted the whole day the armies re

tired to their camps at the approach of night The battle seems

to have been an indecisive one, though Shihab Hakim 1 informs

us that the Malwa army gamed victory, while the Afghan
historians5 claim \ictory for Dehh. But Nizam-ud-Dm does

not speak of victory gained by any side

Next day, ho\ve\er, overtures for peace were made by Sultan

Muhammad Shah Saiyid, and were readily accepted by
Sultan Mahmud who, after concluding peace, returned to Shadia-

bad As regards the motives of the two respective Sultans

for concluding peace without a decisive result, the historians

give different versions.

'Abdullah and Nimatullah do not speak of the treaty at

all According to Pandey,
7 "because of Muhammad Shah's

pusillanimity, an offer of peace on the basis of status quo ante

belhitn was made
""

However the real cause could not have been

mere "pusillanimity
'

because Dehli forces claimed to have won
the battle Sultan Muhammad must have realised the dis

affection that existed in the army against him and also must

have been conscious of the mutual jealousy that existed between

*
Ma'alhir-i-Makmudskahi, fol 112b; T.A. Ill, p. 322, has Sultan

Muhammad in command of the army; Badqyunt (Ranking I), pp 398-9h

has 'Ala-ud-din in command of the army, Firishta, II, p 486, only says teg

Shahzada in the command -without giving the name.
2

Ma'at/ur-i-Makmiubhaht, fol 113a; T.A III, 322 Nizam-ud-Din

has further added Malik Bahlol Lodi, and Qutub Khan to the two men
tioned by Shihab Hakim But at this time Malik Bahlol and Qutub Khan
were not prominent and though they were present they could not have been

with independent forces

3 The name is mentioned by Shihab Hakim The battle certainly was

fought between Tilhat and Tughlaqabad, the bases of the two respective

armies.
*

Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 1 13b.

5 Tankh-i-Daudi, p 6, Makhzan-i-Afghani (Roy), p. 29, First Afghan Empire,

p 50, Pandey says that the battle remained inconclusive.

8
Firishta, II, p. 486.

7 First Afghan Empire, p 50.
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the different nobles and must have felt that prolongation of the

war might prove prejudicial to his interest. Regarding the

motives of Sultan Mahmud Khalji, the contemporary historian

Shihab Hakim 1 mentions that Malwa army achieted victorv

by the evening and the enemy retired, but in the night the Sultan

saw in a dream that some persons had revolted in his capital

This story of the dream was later picked up by Nizam-ud-Din

and Fmshta Nizam-ud-Dm also adds that "it has come under

my notice that it appears in some history, that news was conveyed

to Sultan Mahmud, that Sultan Ahmad Gujarati was about to

invade Malwa, and for this reason Sultan Mahmud came back

This version appears to be the most correct."- So far as the

contemplated Gujarati invasion is concerned, it is hinted by

Mushtaqi also
"

But even if Sultan Ahmad contemplated an

invasion, actually no such invasion took place On the contrarv

the envoys of Ahmad Shah came with presents from Gujarat

to Shadiabad. It is also difficult to believe that a mere dream

would upset a person of Sultan Mahmud's disposition to give

up the throne of Dehh if it was within his grasp The real

situation, therefore seems to be, that when he had started for

Dehli he had expected a welcome from all, but on the contrary,

the very first day he met a tough resistance and became doubt

ful about the final issue. In this predicament he saw the dream,

and at once decided to be contented with the kingdom he

already possessed and thus readily accepted the offer ot peace.

Later when Mahmud was returning he received the information

about this disturbance which had been quelled by his father,

but the news of disturbance could not have reached him on

the very morning of its occurrence. That the nature of resistance

offered to him was really tough, can also be imagined by the

fact that even after the conclusion of the treaty, when he was

returning, his rear was attacked by Bahlol Lodi.4 Sultan

Mahmud returned straight to Shadiabad by forced marches

reaching his capital on first of Muhartam 846 A H 5
/12th

May, 1442 AD.

1 Ma'atfnr-i-Afahinudska/ii,fo\s HSb, I I4a

2 T.A III,(Tr.), p oil.

3
Mushtaqi, RUTKB II, p 146

* First Afghan Empire, p. 50.

5 Ma'atkvr-i-Makmudshahi^cA U4b Fmshta, II, p, 486, has in the beginn

ing of 845 A H
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EN\O\S FROM THE RLLERS OF JALNPLR \ND GIMRM
After his return from Dehli, messengers and err*o>*> troir

\anous courts came to him with felicitations and presents,

Shihab Hakim narrates that after the e\pir> of the first icv-

days of Muharram, the Sultan received all the emcns in an open
court, where all the presents from \anous rulers were displayed
and accepted. In return Sultan Mahmud also ga\e them presents
and rewarded the en\o>s so la\ishl\ that for them it became a

matter to remember e\er after It established cordial relations

with the rulers Amongst these emovs Shihab Hakim especially

mentions the emoys of Ahmad Shah Gujarati and Mahmud
Shah Sharqi, and says that Ahmad Shah Gujarati's en\o\s had

arn\ed before the arrival of the Sultan in Shadiabad -

Thus we find that b> the beginning of the year 846 \ H./Ma>,
1442 A.D Mahmud Khalji had thoroughly established himself

in Mahva and his position as the lawful Sultan was recognised

b\ contemporary rulers

Mdatfw-i-Afahmudshahi,f6l IlTa

Ibid



Chapter I

MAHMUD'S RELATIONS WITH GUJARAT
AND JAUNPUR

A Relations \\tth Gujarat

The question of Champaner Mahmud invades Gujarat

Battle of Kaparbanj Defeat of Mahmud and its

causes Punitive expedition to Surat and Rander

Mahmud concludes treaty with Gujarat The result of

the treaty

B Relations nith Jaunpw

The question of Kalpi Attitude of Nasir ibn
'Abdul

Qadir towards Malwa Mahmud Sharqi occupies Kalpi

Nasir ibn 'Abdul Qadir appeals to Mahmud Khalji

and takes shelter in Chanderi Mahmud Khalji asks

Mahmud Sharqi to restore Nasir ibn 'Abdul Qadir to

Kalpi The war between Malwa and Jaunpur Mah
mud Sharqi seeks intervention of pious persons The

treaty with Jaunpur and final settlement of Kalpi

affair.

A. RELATIONS WITH GUJARAT

MALWA'S relations with Gujarat had remained strained ever

since the imprisonment of Hoshang Shah. No doubt treaties

were often concluded but only to be followed by fresh hostili

ties. Sultan Ahmad Shah had for the last time in his life found

an opportunity at the accession of Mahmud Khalji, and had

invaded Malwa in the cause of Shahzada Mas'ud Khan, just

when the new Sultan was busy in establishing himself and sup

pressing the rebellions of the sympathisers of the Ghuri dynasty.
But the disaffection in the Gujarat camp and the sudden out

break of pestilence in his camp prevented him from taking

advantage of the situation and he had to return to Gujarat
without achieving anything. Sultan Mahmud Khalji as a cap
able ruler was fully conscious of this menace from Gujarat since

the tune of Sultan Hoshang. Thus while he kept a vigilant eye
on aggression from Gujarat, he devoted himself to strengthen

ing his army by procuring elephants and tributes from such

neighbouring petty chiefs as were either once feudatories of
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Hoshang Shah or were weak and \\ere on the borders of Malva
No doubt Ahmad Shah had shown a fnendl> attitude towards
Sultan Mahmud after his return from Dehh by sending hi> en\o>s
with felicitations, but the death of Ahmad Shah 1 "must ha\s
been a great relief to him, because, Sultan Muhammad, the

successor of Ahmad Shah was an incapable ruler. Thus rche\ed

from any menace from Gujarat, Sultan Mahmud plunged
himself with full vigour in territorial aggrandisement He
successfully took possession of Gagraun and Ranthambhor,
subdued Bundi and Kotah and helped Kisir 'Abdul Qadir of

Kalpi against Mahmud ibn Ibrahim Sharqi and made t\%o

unsuccessful attempts on Mevtar.

While Sultan Mahmud was engaged elsewhere, he was not

indifferent towards Gujarat He was nourishing the acquain
tance of Shaikh Kamal and was constantly sending him futiih*

and patiently waited for an opportune moment to invade the

country The first opportunity he got in 854 A H "/1450-51 \ D .

when Ganga Das, the Raja of Champaner, appealed for help

to Sultan Mahmud against the invasion of his territory by
Sultan Muhammad Shah of Gujarat. Rai Ganga Das had been

defeated in the first encounter and had taken shelter in the fort

of Champaner where he was besieged by the forces of Sultan

Muhammad Shah. As the siege continued Rai Ganga Das

1 TA. Ill p 124,lia5 4th Rabi II, <J46 \.H /I2ih August 1442 \ D as

the date of Ahmad Shah's death, Ftnshta, II, p 374.

Mtfat-i-Sikandari, p 59, has 845 A H- /1441-42 A D as the % ear of his death,

which obviously is wrong He was born on the night of 19th tlhijja 7&3

A.H./17-11-1391 A D- and at his death the age of Ahmad Shah is given as

52 years and a few months, which comes to 846 A.D as the ) ear of his death.

Maathir-i-Mahmudshaki, fol 117a, also shows Ahmad Shah In ing during
the month of Muharram 846 A H

MaathiT-i-Rahimi, II, p 137, also gives S46 \ H as the date of his death
2 MIT''at-i-Stkandan, p 65

3 TA III, p 126, gives 853 A-H- as the year of Muhammad's invasion

on Ghampaner and on p. 330, 854 A H as the year of Ganga Das's appeal

Ma'atfur-i-Mahmudshahit fol 167b3 has 852 A H J Finshta, II, pp 374, 491 &

Zafar-ul-wahh, p %
}
also put this inv asion of Champaner in 853 A H

,

Mir 1

at-i-Sikandan, p. 64, puts the invasion of Ghampaner In 855 A.H

which obviously is an errorj because Muhammad Shah, after the attack and

after lapse of some time died in Muharram 855 A H ,

Commissariat, p 129 says Muhammad invaded Ghampaner in 1449 A.D
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decided m his council 1 to seek the help of Sultan Mahmud Khalji

of Malwa, \vfio was a strong ruler and also because Champaner

had always been on friendly terms with Malwa.

This small Rajput principality of Champaner,- situated

between Gujarat and Malwa, had been trying to retain its inde

pendent existence ever since the rise of Gujarat and Malwa.

Though it paid tribute to Gujarat it ever remained intent upon,

throwing off the allegiance and whenever hard pressed by

Gujarat, it sought help from Malwa The territory of Champaner

extended to Dohad on the Malwa side and Godhra on the Guja

rat side,-* and thus served as a buffer between these two kingdoms.

In consequence thereof, Gujarat and Malwa both were interested

m the attitude of this state Gujarat which claimed suzerainty

over Champauer could not afford to lose it as it would expose

Gujarat to aggression from Malwa, and the Malwa Sultan on

his side was equally interested to see that Champaner retained

her existence and preferably on terms of friendship and of pro

tection. Mahmud Khalji, therefore, could not afford to remain

mactrve when this state was in danger of being wiped out by

Muhammad Shah. Once Champaner was brought under the

direct rule of Gujarat the boundary of Malwa on that side would

be seriously exposed to Gujarat. Thus it was out of political

expediency that Mahmud wanted to take up the cause of Rai

Ganga Das of Champaner, which he expected would also afford

him an opportunity to judge the situation in Gujarat and would

also enable him to find out their military strength. But Sultan

1 Ma'atktr-i-Mahmudskaki fol 16ob- Shihab Hakim sa>s 5
*\\hen die

period of siege prolonged the people m the fort suffered gieat hardship, Rat

Ganga Das consulted his chiefs to find a way out of the difficulty At last

they decided that the difficult task could not be solved except bv a strongci

king. As they had been in the sei vice of Khalji dynasty it would be better

for them to approach the Sultan because the water of his sword only can

extinguish this fire
"

2 The Rulers of Champanei had sway over the almost impregnable hill

fortress of Pavagadh Pa\agadh is situated 25 miles South of Godhra and

about the same distance noith-east of Baroda and about 78 miles from

Ahmedabad The hill of Pavagadh is said to have passed into the hands

of the Chauhan branch of Rajputs sometime about 1300 A H when

they were fugitiv es fiom Ranthambhor before the armies of
c
Ala-ud-din

Khalji The rums of the Rajput city of Champaner are on the lower spurs

to the north-east of the Pavagadh hfll Commissariat, p. 187, Bom Gaz. Ill,

p 252, VI, pp. 112-3.

3
Zqfar-ul-walih, p 3
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Mahmud wanted to cany public opinion with him and ne\er

wanted to look like an autocrat In the political atmosphere of

the time, while the Muslim monarchs fought with each other, a

section of the Muslim community denounced it, particularly if a

Muslim monarch fought against another Muslim ruler for the cause

of a Hindu chief Sultan Mahmud therefore considered it wise

to take a pre-sanction or decree (fat\\a) of jurists on the issue.

The jurist or Ulama class being dependent on the Sultan, cared

more for his wishes and ga\e the/tf/ua in favour of Mahmud's

taking up the cause of Ganga Das 1 Rai Ganga Das while

seeking the help of Sultan Mahmud, had offered to pay one

lakh tankas2 at e\ery halt for the expense of the arm>
Sultan Mahmud with a well-equipped army marched towards

the territory of Gujarat and pitched Ins tents at Dohad He

adopted the same tactics that he had applied for the relief of

Shahr Nau. Instead of marching straight to Champaner agamts
the besieging force, he directed his attack towards the capital

of Gujarat, which, he calculated, would immediately dhert the

attention of Sultan Muhammad from Champaner towards his

own kingdom.3

Sultan Mahmud's anticipations proved correct. The news of

his arrival at Dohad led Sultan Muhammad to raise the siege

of the fort and return towards his capital.
4 On his way he

pitched his tents at Godhra in the pargana of Saonh : While

Sultan Mahmud was at Dohad he received information that

Shahzada Qutb-ud-din had gone towards Idar to demand the

1
Afa'athir-i-MahmtidshaAi, fol 107. Shihab Hakim clearlv mentions about

Mahmud's asking For the fotiva and the jurists gi\ ing it in his favour up
holding his action. The long justification for Mahmud's action as given by
Shihab Hakim clearrj indicates the contemporary political atmosphere.

Mir'at-i-Sihandari, p. 64, Sikandar has condemned the action of Mahmud
as anti-Islamic and a result of his greed

2
Mtr'at-i-Sd.andari, p 64- qfar-ul-ualih, p 3, ^a\s a fi\ed sum was offer

ed but does not mention the amount- Kizam-ud-Dm in Gujarat history
mentions the amount as one lakh tonkas Vide, T A. Ill, p. 1-6, but in

the Mah\a section following Shihab Hakim, docs not mention the amount
of this as a condition Vide, TA III, p. 331, Fmshia II p 37,1.

3
Commissariat, p 130 ' When the ruler of Mandu reached Dohad which

belonged to Gujarat and ^vas the frontier between two kingdoms the Gujarat
Sultan thought it expedient to raise the siege of the fort of Champaner and
to retire

"

4 TA III, p 331

5 Mir'

at-i-Sikandari p ti~>
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tribute from the Raja Thus from the point of view of military

strategy, it was a difficult situation for Mahmud, because the

Gujarat army was divided into two sections and could at any

time attack his forces from two directions But Sultan Mahmud

did not pay much attention towards Qutb-ud-dm and marched

to Balasmor. 1 This move of Mahmud Shah led to immediate

withdrawal of Sultan Muhammad into Ahmedabad 2 Sultan

Mahmud also returned and pitched his tents on the banks of

the river Mahendn (Mahi) Rai Ganga Das came to offer his

tribute in his camp on the Mahendri and paid thirteen lakhs of

tonkas in cash and some horses as tribute.3 Mahmud in return

gave him a gold embroidered robe and gave him permission to

return. He then turned towards Shadiabad and on his way

also gave permission to Rai BIT, Raja of Idar, to return to his

territory and also ga\e him five elephants, twenty-one horses and

three lakh tankas in cash 4

Sultan Mahmud felt convinced that the Gujarat Sultan was

not capable of meeting him on the battle-field as he had avoided

an encounter during Malwa's help to Ganga Das of Champaner

Mahmud had returned from the Mahendri river, only to re

arrange his army and to invade Gujarat from another direction.

In the meantime, Sultan Muhammad Gujarati seems to have

antagonised a section of the nobility by showing his preference

for a Bakkal? whereas Mahmud had succeeded in getting

blessings from Shaikh Kamal From the account of Sikandar

it appars that Mahmud was creating disaffection m Gujarat and

was gaining support for himself According to Sikandar,

Mahmud Khalji used to send futuh to Shaikh Kamal with whom
he had been acquainted since his early days. Mahmud Khalji

requested the Shaikh that if by his blessings, he could get the

kingdom of Gujarat he would serve his Khanqah. He also sent

500 Gujarati gold Dinars as futuh Someone, however, informed

Sultan Muhammad about this gift and he immediately sent a

1 Maathir-t-Mahmudshaht, fol I67b
2

Ibid,, fol I63a, Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p. 65, says Sultan Muhammad fell

ill at Godhra and returned towards Ahmedabad,
3

Firisfoa, II
, p. 491

* Shihab Hakim mentions 5 elephant^ 21 horses fully decorated, but

NIzam-ud-Din adds to these three lakh tankas in cash

Afa*athir-i-Mahmudshakt,M 16Sb, TA III, p 331, Firishta, II, p 491.

5 Mvy
<it-i-Stkandari, p. 66
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party to enquire into the matter The investigating party re

covered these 500 dinars and deposited the money in the treasury

Shaikh Kama! was so much embittered that he began to pray for

the destruction of Muhammad and success of Mahmud The

Shaikh seems to have done some propaganda also, because

Sikandar says, after assuring the kingdom of Gujarat for Mahmud

in the court of God, Shaikh Kamal sent an invitation to Sultan

Mahmud to invade Gujarat

If there is any truth in the narration of Sikandar, the in

vitation should have come during the period following Mahmud's

return from Mahendri, because after so much effort and ex

penditure Mahmud was not the man to delay in executing a

plan, which matured with the imitation of the Shaikh

Sometime towards the end of 854 A H VJanuary, 1451 AD
Mahmud started with a large force? and directed his attack

from the south-eastern side of Gujarat Sultan Mahmud crossed

Ghati Bowali* and besieged Sultanpur which was then under

the charge of Malik 'Ala-ud-dm Suhrab.* After the siege had

prolonged for seven days 'Ala-ud-din Suhrab's condition be

came hopeless as no help was forthcoming though during this

period he had been offering a strong resistance. Mubarak Khan

bin Ahmad Shah, brother of Sultan Muhammad, being dis

pleased with his brother had come to the court of Mahmud

Khalji and was accompanying him on this campaign, per

suaded 'Ala-ud-dm Suhrab to surrender to Mahmud Khalji
5

1 Mtr'at-t-Sikandari, p 65, sa>s Muhammad Shah died on 20th Mvhor-

TOM 855 A.H. 22-2-1451 A.D , Commissariat, p. ISO, says Muhammad II

died on 1-th Feb. 1451 AD ; Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshahi, fol 16Sb, gives

853 A H- as the year of invasion but subsequently mentions that while

Sultan Mahmud was marching, he received the news of Sultan

Muhammad's death.

2 T .4 III, p 331 gives more than one hundred thousand horses, so has

Firishta, II, p. 492, ^afar-vl-^tdih p *, one lakh horses and more than

500 elephants
3 So m T.A. Ill, p. 331 (Tr), p 522 also fh. I; Afa'athir-t-Afahmudshaht,

fol, 169b, has Kadar Jfowab It seems to be the pass near Nevrah in the

Satpura Range about 11 miles \vest ofSendhwa

4 T.A. Ill, p. 331; Mifat-i-Stkandari, p. 69, Ma'athtr-i-Mahmtidshaht,

fol. 169b, has Malik
cAla Suhrab, Zafar-ul-walik p 4, uses the term

Sultant

5 Mir'at-i-Sikandari, p 69, Maathtr-t-Mahmudshaht, fol 169a, Shihab

Hakim does not mention the counsel of Mubarak Khan, T.A III,

p. 332; Firishta, II, p 492, (Gwrtaawf on next page)
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Sultan Mahmud Khalji welcomed him, but while taking the

oath of fidelity to the Sultan, 'Ala-ud-dm Suhrab played on the

words 1 as he had no intention of remaining loyal to Sultan

Mahmud. Though Sultan Mahmud appointed him in the

advance guard of his army, he took the precaution of sending

the family and children of 'Ala-ud-dm Suhrab to Mandu as

hostages. The Sultan then further marched on towards Nan-

darbar and while he was engaged in plundering the place, he

received information about the death of Sultan Muhammad
Shah Gujarati.

After completion of the condolence observances,2 Sultan

Mahmud marched towards Bharoch (Broach) and encamped at

Sarsa Pain. 3 He then tried to acquire Bharoch by means of

negotiations and to that end, sent a message to Malik Marjan
Sultani, the Havaldar of the fort, that he should also, like Malik

*Ala-ud-din Suhrab, accept his subordination for which, he

would also be amply rewarded, and that he should also bring

along with him all the important merchants of the place.*

But Malik Marjan instead of submitting to Mahmud started

strengthening the defences of the fort Being disappointed

(Continuedfrom pre-page]

Nizam-ud-Din. and Finshta following Shihab Hakim, only say that be

coming hopeless of receiving any reinforcement he begged for quarter
1 Mrfat-i-Sikandan, pp 69-70; TA.Ul, p. 332, Afa'athtr-i-Mahmiutshafa,

fol 169b
2 Mctathir-i-Mahnudshahi, fol. 170a, T A III, p 332, Ftrtshta, II,

p 492

According to Fmshta and Nizam-ud-Din Sultan Mahmud not only held

the condolence, but also sent felicitations to Qutb-ud-din. on his becoming
king, though he did not give up the idea of conquest

8 Mir 'at-i-Sikandan} p 70

Sarsa Pain was in the Sarkar of Bharoch
*

Mir*at-i-Sikandari, p. 70, Mctathir-t-Mahmudshahi, fol 170a.

According to Shihab Hakim, Mahmud did not go there for conquest but

only to pay respects to the tombs of two Saints Baba Ghur and Baba Habsh
However this visit to the tomb of Baba Ghur could not have been without

meaning The tomb situated at the summit of the hill ofconsiderable height
in Ratanpur (Rajpipla) commanded an extensive prospect over the cor

nelian mines in the neighbourhood of Broach. It was believed by local

miners that the cornelian mines existed under the protection of Baba Ghur
and to whom the miners recommended themselves for safety before descend

ing into the pits During this period the cornelian industry of Broach was
in a flourishing state and hence there were large number ofmerchants in this

town, see, Catimissanat, pp 268-270,
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on this side, Mahmud enquired about the strength of the fort

from Malik Suhrab who informed him that it would take about

six to seven months to reduce the fort and that too only after

great effort.

Sultan Mahmud left Bharoch unsubdued and treeing the

n\er Narbada at Makhdumpur marched towards Baroda,'

and on reaching the place ga\e order for its plunder and des

truction. In the meantime Sultan Qutb-ud-dm had also march

ed out with his forces and was encamped at Wakaner Khanpur2

on the bank of the Mahendri At Baroda Rai Ganga
Das and others joined the camp of Mahmud Rai Ganga
Das who was well-acquainted with the nature of the n\er

Mahendri, informed him that it would not be possible to cross

the river without the help of boats and it would be risky also as

Sultan Qutb-ud-dm had already stationed himself on the other

side s Sultan Mahmud, therefore, pushed further north and

crossed the river towards Kaparbanj 4 While the Sultan was

advancing, Malik 'Ala-ud-din Suhrab and some forces of Malwa
were left behind. Malik 'Ala-ud-din Suhrab found his oppor

tunity and crossed the river at Thanesar5 and joined the camp
of Qutb-ud-din. The departure of 'Ala-ud-din Suhrab was the

beginning of disaffection in the camp of Sultan Mahmud Khalji

*AIa-ud-din Suhrab who had known everything about the

mo\ements of the Malwa army, immediately informed Sultan

Qutb-ud-dm about Mahmud's attack from the side of Kapar

banj
6 Sultan Qutb-ud-din also raised his camp from

1 Mcfatlur-i-Mahmudskahi, fols, 170a-b.

*
Mir*at-i-Sikcmdari, p 71.

3
Zxfar-ul-walth, p 5; Mir'

'

at-i-Sikendari, p 77.

Sikandar clearly says that Ganga Das Informed Mahmud that the Ferry

(ghai) at Khanpur was under the control of the enemy and if the Sultan

pleases they should cross the river at Entan 'ItadO ghat in the Balasmor

pargana
4

Zifar-ul-iLahh, p. 5, has Kabirbanj | Kapad\ anj, about 33 miles east of

Ahmedabad, Bom. Ga^e, III , pp. 191-2
;

5 Ibid , p 5, Ma'athir-i-Makmudskahi, fol 170b. Shihab Hakim only says

that 'Ala-ud-din Suhrab deserted the camp of Mahmud at Baroda and

joined Qutb-ud-din; Firtshta, II, p 492, According to Firishta, 'Ala-ud-din

Suhrab left from Sarkaj (Sarkhej) which is 5 karoh from Ahmedabad.
6

Zqfar-ul-wdih) p. 5, Aftr'at-i-Sikandari, p 77.

Kaparbanj is the chief town of the sub-division of that name in the

district of Kaira (Khcda)
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Wakaner Khanpur and marched towards Kaparbanj and pitched

his tents at Khanpur at a distance of three karoh from

Kaparbanj as the latter had already been occupied by Sultan

Mahmud -

THE B\TTLE OF KAP\RBANJ

After remaining encamped for a fe^v days, Mahmud Khalji

made a night attack on the last day of Safar But the guides

lost their way and Mahmud remained on horse-back through

out the night moving from place to place
2 but could not succeed

in reaching the camp of Qutb-ud-dm In the morning he return

ed to his camp and arranged his army in battle array On the

right (maimand) the Sarangpur army was placed under the

command of his eldest son Ghiyath-ud-dm, on the left (maisara)

he placed the Chanderi army under the command of Fidan

Khan, his second son The Qalb or the centre he kept under

his personal cornniand The advance (saqah) was also arranged

m good order.3

Sultan Qutb-ud-dm also arranged his army almost in the

same conventional pattern The right with a number of ele

phants was placed under Dilawar Khan, the left was given to

the command of Malik Nizam Mukhhs-ul-Mulk^ and the centre

he kept under his own command but with greater strength as it

included Khan-i-Jahan Malik Munir Wazir, Mitha Khan ibn

MuzafTar Shah, Zia-ul-mulk, Tughan Shah Khatn, Sikandar

Khan ibn Sultan Muhammad, Malik Hahm A'zarn Khan and

1
^fa'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 171a

}
Mahmud Shah reached Kapar

banj first
}
TA III, p 332, Mahmud Shah reached Kaparbanj earlier,

Zqfar-ul-icahh, p *), also says Mahmud Shah reached earlier
3

Mir at-i-Sikandan, p 77 m 5, Sultan Qutb-ud-dm pitched his tents in the

qasba of Kaparbanj (Kabirbanj) before the arrival of Mahmud Khalji who
had to pitch his tents at three karoh from the other side of Kaparbanj.

2 This night attack of Mahmud and his failure to reach the camp of

Qutb-ud-dm has been described differently : Firishta, II, p 492;

T A III, p 333, Mir'at-t-Sikandari, pp 77-78, has the guides or scouts

lost their way, gafar-ul-u'ahh, p 9, mentions the night attack but says after

the war had continued for a few days Mahmud made the night attack, but

the guides lost their way because of strong wind
j

Ma'atfur-i-Makmudshahi, fols 171 a & b, mentions the night attack but

assigns extreme darkness as the cause which scattered the army who lost

the way.
3

Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 171b
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Qadar Khan The direction of the advance he left m the lund*

of Dilawar Khan. 1

The first charge of the battle was nude by Muzaffar Khah of

Chinden who was in the left wing of the Malwa arm\ He
made such a fierce charge that right wing of the Gujarat arm>
was repulsed and MuzafFar Khan pushed the Gujarati arm> up
to its centre He took possession of the bootjr

- While he

was returning with the booty he was attacked b> lkhti\ar-ul-

A/H/A', the commander of the right wing, and in the engagement
he was dismounted and was killed on the battle-field 5 This

death and defeat of the left wing proved a turning point in the

tide of the battle Muzaffar certainly was a bra\e soldier and

a daring commander The statement of Sikandar that Muzaffar

was the root of this rebellion4 is onl> an expression for the

important part that was being placed b) him.

The Gujarati forces then attacked the centre of the Malvva

army which was under the command of Sultan Mahmud himself

i} p "& sa\>, the direction of the advance was lt.lt to

Dilawar Khan; ^afar-ul-u alih, p 10, has shghth different names m the

arrangement. According to Haji-ud-Dabir "Ht, placed in thi ad\ance of

die arim Mahta Khan bin Sultan Muzaffar, .Sikandar Khan \\lio was a

maternal uncle of his fathu Muhamn'ad Shah Iftikhar-bt-ALilL Tughaii

Khatn, Khar-i-Jchur*, Mumr Sultan, A zani Khan ^ultaiii Qadar Khan,
^Ala-ul-Mulh* Ulugh Khan Suhrab Svltam On tin right he appointed

Ikhtijor-vl-Mulh. bullam and Dila\\ar Klian Svitaw and in I!IL left Nu-arn-

ud-dm Atvkhias-ul-MulIi.

2 MaaihiT-i-^iIohmud~-hahi, lol. JTJJa saj->, Muz-affar found the enemy
cajnp full ofjewels and prtcioiis articlt>> without any guard. He al:>o met the

palki of Qutb-ud-dm'
1

;* mother ^ho v*as going to Ahmedabad and \vhilc hf*

allowed the^zZ/ti to advance he securl a good deal of treasure and loaded

it on elephants, %afcff-vl-walihi p 10; TA III, p 333 Xizam-ud-Dm sa\s

that the first instalment of treasure was s.ent and then the elephants
returned and \\hen the next instalment was to go, tht Itfi \\ing under Fiden

Khan \\as attacked and disptraed but MuzafFar kept lumself in a

corner, Mi^at-i-Sif-andari, p 79. Sikandar doe not gi\e tht details of the

incident, Fmshta, II, p 493, agrees \\ith ^l^am-ud-Dln

3 Ma 'athir-i-MaJtmudshahi, fol. I73asa)s,he \\askilletl on the battle-field

but Mir*
'

at-i-Sikatidan, p SO says, he was beheaded and his head was suspen
ded on the gate of Kaparbanj on Friday 1st Safar 855 A H which obviously

is wrong because Mahmud had made the night attack on the last day of

Safar and the battle was fought afterwards; %afar-ul-walih, p. 10 says, he
was executed after the war was over

* MiT^at-i-Sikandari, p 80, gafar-ul-walrh, p 10, has also the same ex

pression
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But 111 apite of the best efforts, the arrangement could not

bs retained and in confusion the soldiers got scattered and fled

While Sultan Mahmud was attempting to reassemble his

scattered forces, treachery appeared m his camp Mushir-ul-

Mulk who had been given the title of Nizam-ul-Mulk and had

been entrusted with the mzarat and had always received favours

from the Sultan, counted with the Gujarati Sultan and imme

diately informed him about the confusion and weakness that

had appeared at the centre, and also informed him that he had

withdrawn his hand. 1 This treachery greatly weakened the

position of the Sultan, because Qutb-ud-dm who was hiding

m ambush immsdiately made a charge and caused great damage
to the centre Sultan Mahmud, with great bravery and skill in

archery, bsgan to fight and when he was left with only twenty-

two soldiers, he began to withdraw towards his camp. Nizam-

ul-Mulk caused further confusion by circulating the false

rumour that the Sultan was dead and diverted the reinforcements

that were coming to the aid of the Sutlan. Sultan Mahmud,

however, with these twenty-two soldiers slowly recovered ground

and when he reached his tent he was left with only thirteen

soldiers 2 The day was lost to Malwa 3 Thus one more at

tempt on the part of the Malwa Sultan to avenge the imprison

ment of Hoshang Shah failed. The treachery of Nizam-ul-MulJt

at this critical hour certainly was a great blow to Sultan Mahmud
Nizam-ul-Mulk was holding the key position as "Muntajib"

and he not only informed the enemy of the weakness, but also

refrained from giving any help to the king by his orders

Besides, in the middle of the battle, he withdrew with the forces

that were under his command
Sultan Mahmud wanted to reassemble his army and make a

fresh attempt next day, but he was -advised by Isma'il Khan to

desist from such a course of action and consoled the Sultan by

saying that he had actually gained a victory because a section

of the Malwa army had already defeated a section of the Gujarat

army and had pursued them for a distance and had secured

immense booty.
4

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fobs. 173b, 174a

2 Ibid
,
Fols 174b & 175a.

3
Firishta, II, p 493, Ma'aihir-i-Rahuni, II, p 138

4 Firishta, II, p. 493. Finshta says that during this battle Mahmud with

(Continued on nextpage)
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The court historian, Shihab Hakim, while he does not assign

any definite cause for the defeat, la>s great stress on the treachery

of Nizam-ul-Mulk. Thus, according to the Mate a version, the

defeat was not because of the bravery of Gujarat forces but be

cause of treachery in the Malwa camp This seems to be true

because the historians from the Gujarat side do not pay any
tribute to the bravery of Sultan Qutb-ud-dm, rather they paint

him as vacillating and cowardly, and the victory they assign

entirely to the blessings of Shaikh Baba Shah 'Alam. 1

RAID INTO SURAT AND RANER

After his return from Gujarat, Sultan Mahmud seems to

have suffered from mental agony at this defeat. To retrieve

his prestige he deputed Shahiada Ghiyath Shah to raid the town

of Surat, which was an important port of Gujarat on the river

Tapti. Ghiyath Shah raided the suburbs of Surat, plundered
and ravaged them and returned to Shadiabad with some booty.

The account of this raid of Ghiyath Shah into Surat is variously

given by the historians. Nizam-iid-Din and Finshta, while

(Continuedfrom pre-JHige)

his thirteen soldiers entered the royal tent and earned awav the crown and

the ro\ al belt of the Gujarati Sultan as his troph\

Tankh-i-MuzaffaTshahi, Add 262*79, fols 41b-42b It also mentions that

the belt with scabbards as found by Khalji which was lost by Qutfa-ud-din

when the latter was overthrown from his horse

Shihab Hakim does not mention it.

1 Afir
1

'at-i-SJtandari, pp 73-77; afar-itl-u,alih, pp 8-JK

The story of the talk between Shah 'Alam and Shaikh Kamal indicates that

during this period the holy men of Gujarat exercised great political power.
It also reveals that during this period there were two rival groups One,
headed by Qtiib-ul-Aqtab Skatkh Burhan-ud-din, was having ascendancy
and therefore tried to sustain the reigning dynasty The other, headed by
Shcnkh Kamal, was rival of this group and wanted to gain ascendancy by

favounng Mahmud Khalji of Malwa The death of Shaikh Kamal though

mentioned as an outcome of supernatural force might have been in all pro

bability an outcome of -violence The death of Shaikh Kamal might have

liquidated the opposition group and may also ha\e subscribed towards

the defeat of Mahmud Khalji

For the influence of the Mashaikh in Gujarat, Sikandar has referred to an

incident, that when Mahmud Khalji looked at the accounts from the dis

affected Hindu writers of the reign of Muhammad Shah II and found that

two parts of the revenue comprised the jagir of the soldiers and Khalasa and

one part in charitable endowments, he observed that conquest of Gujarat was

a difficult task because its army ofthe day is well organised and so is its army
of the night. Vide, Mrfai-i-Stkandari, p. 81
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dealing with the history of Malwa mention' it, but in the sections

on Gujarat omit the incident It is also not mentioned in

Mifat+Sikandan The contemporary historian Shihab Hakim

has mentioned it and it is quite likely that Nizam-ud-Din and

Finshta both of whom used Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshalu as their

source for Malwa section have mentioned it, but for the Gujarat

section they used Gujarat histories where it is not mentioned

and, therefore, they have left it out in that section of their

history.
2

. _

Though Shihab Hakim has devoted quite a number of pages

to this raids the actual information given is very little and can

be summarised as follows. After his return, Sultan Mahmud

received information through his informers that the Rayon of

Surat and Raner* had plundered the caravan of a number of

Muslim traders coming from Surat. To punish those people

he deputed Shafaada Ghiyath Shah to raid the territory. The

1 r A III, p 334, Finshta, II, p 494

2 Bnggs, IV, p- 218, says that "Gheias-odd-deen, with the right wing

of the armv, fled to Surat, where he plundered the country."

Thus Briggs suggests it as only a part of Mahmud's invasion of Gujarat and

the raid following the defeat of Mahmud

C.HJ III, p 302, says that Ghiyas-ud-din who had raided Surat, retired

hurriedly on hearing Q.utb-ud~dm's return.

Delhi Sultanate, (Vidya Bhawan), p 178, onlv savs"Latei. he sent his son

Ghiyas-ud-din to raid Surat."

3 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fob 176a, 178b

* Raner (Rattder) situated on the north bank of the river Tapti was

the principal commercial centre south of Broach till 1530 \ D . when

it was raided and burnt bv Antonio da Sdveira the Portuguese Captain.

Raner never recovered from this blow It was a very ancient town but from

1225 A D Arab immigrants from Kufa, who were Shia Muslims, had occupied

it after over-powering the Jain population of the town, and subsequently

became its ruler. Being active and enterprising navigators, they became,

in course of time, very wealdiy and successful merchants trading m their

own well-equipped ships With Malacca, China , Tenasarirn, Pegu and Sumatra

in spices, musk, silk, porcelain and other commodities.

Surat, on the south bank ofthe Tapti estuary, though inferior to Raner, was

also an important port and of considerable commercial importance It had

a mixed population but the Hindus were in majority. According to Barbosa

it was one of the major sea-ports of Gujarat and the custom-house yielded

a great sum of money to the long of Cambay (Gujarat). Though Surat

lite Raner was also raided and burnt by Antonio da Silveirain 1530 A D >

but unlike Raner it soon recovered from the shock and subsequently became

the chief sea-port of Gujarat.

The Book of Duartf Barbosa, I, pp 145 fn 1,146,148,150
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Shahzada crossed the Tapti in the vicinity of Thalner, and

marched straight towards Surat He then plundered the country
side of Surat, \vhere quite a number of Ray an submitted to

him. After plundering the countryside Ghiyath Shah returned

to Snadubad \vith the boot) From this account it is obviou**

that it was merely a plundering raid undertaken to enrich the

state coffers.

TREATY WITH GUJARAT

The \ictory of Gujarat convinced Sultan Mahmud of the

superiority of the Gujarat arms, but as a shrewd statesman

and diplomat what he failed to achieve by conquest, he wanted

to compensate for bv diplomacy Right from the beginning of

his re.gn he had realised th?t Gujarat \vas a great menace to his

ambitious designs of territorial t-ggrandisement
T

This menace

he iiT^t attempted to remove by military exploit winch having

failed, he now thought of achieving it by means of establishing

friendly relations \\ilh some understanding so as to avoid any

possible clash. But as a diplomat he knew the contemporary
mental make-up and knew fully that the language \vhich was

more intelligible was one of force. Therefore, he first took up
his seat in Ra'ikher2 near Dhar. and keeping his intention secret,3

he sa>^ order to Taj Khan on 6th Zilhijja 855 A.H/30-12-145I
A. D to move to the borders of Gujarat upto Sartaba with a well-

equipped army * Thus outwardly it would appear that he

was intending to invade Gujarat and had for that purpose moved
his forces It seems that he wanted to use pressure tactics and

expected that all such sections of the Gujarat people who did not

want war within their territory would immediately mediate5 and

thus negotiations would become easy. So far as the mediation

is concerned he was fully conscious of it because on the previous

occasion too some talk for peaceful settlement was started at the

initial stage to avoid clash.

When Taj Khan reached Sartaba and the news of his move

ment became known to Sultan Qutb-ud-din it became a matter

of anxiety to him.6 Nizam-ud-Din, FInshta and Sikandar aH

1
Mcfaihtf-i-Mahmudshahi, fol lllb

2 Ibid
, fol. 180b It is actually Bakaner 30 miles South of Dhar

3 TA III, p, 335.

*
Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshaki, fols 180b, 181 a; TA III, p 335

6 TA. Ill, p 131 6
Ma'alkir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. ISla
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the three mention that the initiative for the treaty was taken b>

Sultan Mahmud. But Shihab Hakim clearly sa>s that Qutb-ud-

dm, after consultation with his ministers, sent a messenger to

Taj Khan The real position seems to be that Sultan Mahmud
had deputed Taj Khan to find out the possibilities of a treaty

and the attitude of Sultan Qutb-ud-dm Taj Khan found

from the messenger that the Gujarat Sultan was in no mood
for war and, therefore, the possibilities of the treaty were

bright. Having ascertained this, he sent the messenger to Sultan

Mahmud with a request that if he found it proper he would

depute some nobles to meet at some place and negotiate the

terms of the treaty Sultan Mahmud who really wanted a

treaty with Gujarat deputed (z) Qazi-uI-Qazat Sadr-i-Jahan

Shaikh-ul-Islam Shaikh Mahmud, () Qazi Daniyal (HZ) Malik

Lala the physician, who were the mam pillars of State, 1 to

proceed and negotiate. They proceeded to Champaner where

they found Qazi Husam-ud-dm and Harhar Brahmin

(Zumiardar) from Ahmedabad waiting for them. When
the negotiations started, the Malwa envoys stressed the

religious point that Muslim rulers should not fight with

each other, they also stressed thai though Gujarat had been

victorious in the recent battle, it did not mean that Malwa
had become weak, 2 and also recounted the names of great

warriors in the Malwa army. They also stressed that Sultan

Ahmad Shah and Sultan Muhammad had tried their best

against Mahmud but had gained nothing.
3 They then pointed

out that because of the war between the two Muslim rulers,

the Hindus were benefited and they were carrying Muslim
men and women as prisoners They suggested that if the two

kingdoms do not fight against each other, they might easily

succeed in wiping out all the places of 'Kufr* and 'Shirk* and there

by establish the light of Islam on all the lands4 and for

this purpose both should respect the territorial boundaries

of each other and continue exchanging presents
5 which would

keep them in touch with each other.

Qazi Husam-ud-dm accepted all these terms and after

1 Ma athir-i-Mafamtdshahi, foL 181a; T.A III. p 131 has, Shaikh Nizam-
nd-din and Sadar-i-Jahan from Mahva side and Q_a~i Husam-xid-dm and
some others from Gujarat side

2
Ma'atftir-i-Mahnntdshahi, fol I82a 3

Ibid,,
* Ibid

,
fol. 183a 5 Ibid

,
fol 1 83a
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getting permission from Sultan Qutb-ud-din, the treatv was,

finalK concluded on these terms : that 0} In the territories of

Kumbha, Malwa would take Ajmer, Mewar, Nagaur and other

places adjacent to the country , (//) On the other side Guiarat

would send expeditions
1 when needed

The treat) was concluded with the signatures of Sultan

Qutb-ud-din and other witnesses After completion of the

treaty Qazi Husarn-ud-dm returned to Ahmedabad and Shaikh-

ul-hlam with other leaders returned to the camp of Sultan

Mahmud who being satisfied returned to Shadiabad by the end

of the >ear 855 A H -'January, 1452 A.D

This treat} with Gujarat is a landmark in the history of

Malwa and Gujarat The hostility that had started almost with

the foundation of the two kingdoms ended in fnend!> relations

It proved helpful to both Sultan Mahmud Khalji and Sultan

Qutb-ud-dm and Mahmud Begada of Gujarat. It gave Mahmud
a free hand to deal with the Rajput power of Mewar and also

to subdue the pett> Rajput chiefs of Harauti, Khichiwara etc

It also left the Gujarat Sultan free from the fear that the Malwa
Sultan would take up the cause of disaffected Rajput chiefs of

Gujarat But the treaty, because of a religious colouring, failed

to serve the purpose of Mahmud Khalji, who wanted to be free

from Gujarat intervention in his scheme of territorial aggrandise
ment Twice he attempted, after the conclusion of the treaty,

to conquer some land from the Bahmani kingdom and on both

the occasions it was the Gujarat Sultan who moved to the help

of the Bahmani Sultan and neutralised the effect of Mahmud's
move So far as Mahmud Begada was concerned he respected

the boundary of Malwa and did not enter Malwa territory, but

the other cause that they should combine against a kafir* a

Hindu, and that war between Muslims was not permitted, gave

1
Mcfathir-i-Mahmndshahi, fols lS3a. lS3b

)l Ai cJ lS 4JU-

J

L A^EJ! LjjJ o! j! j Jjj.~xj J^J j liLt U_*I -Lib l^J

JLib U (J-^l^
-*

- ntiihla, II p 4' 1 Ma
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Mahmud Begada freedom to go to the help of a fellow Muslim

ruler against another Muslim ruler who was an aggressor.
1

Thus a treaty concluded with a religious colouring and with a

motive to combine against Hindu Rajput power, proved a

hindrance where matters purely political and diplomatic were

concerned

(Bj REL VTIGNS WITH MLNPLR AND SETTLEMENT OF KALPI AFFAIR

We ha\e already noticed2 that the principality of Kalpi was

a bone of contention between Hoshang Shah and Ibrahim Shah

Sharqi and also that it was because of the hostility that exised

between Ibrahim Shah Sharqi and Mubarak Shah Saiyid that the

former could not be \ery effective m Kalpi and thus allowed

Hoshang Shah to establish his suzerainty over it. The accession

of Mahmud Khalji in Malwa was followed after a few months

by the accession of his name-sake in Jaunpur.
3 In the meant-

time the Malikzada family of Kalpi, hard-pressed as it always
was by the Chauhans of the Doab round about Etawa, was fur

ther weakened by internal family dissensions After the death

of Hoshang Shah, Mubarak Khan ibn Junaid Khan assumed

independence in Erachh,4 and Isma'il Khan ibn Nizam Khan
in Jatahara. Thus a process of disintegration set in to which

Nasir Khan-i-Jahan added his share by occupying Rath and

Mahoba & That the kingdom of Kalpi escaped complete dis

solution was only because the rulers of Jaunpur and Dehh were

involved elsewhere, and the kingdom of Malwa was passing

through equally troubled times following the death of Hoshang
Shah and accession of Muhammad Ghuri and then again the

accession of Mahmud Khalji Jalal Khan had remained contented

within the reduced jurisdiction of Muhammadabad Kalpi.

Mahmud Khalji who was busy in suppressing rebellions and

consolidating his position m the kingdom, could not pay any

1
Mtfaihrr-i-Rahmi, II, p 140 According to Nihawandi, Mahmud

Begada stressed the point ofmaintaining peace between the Muslim kingdom*
and even threatened Mahmud Khalji to invade Malwa if he violated the

principle

2
Vide, Chapter II.

* Ibrahim Sharqi died in 840 A.H /I436-37 A.D Vide Firtsftta II, p 595
T.A III, p 278

*
Tankh-i-Mtthammadi, fol 458b.

5
IfaL,
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attention towards the affairs of Kalps.* Nasir Khan-i-Jahan

who had been patientl} waiting m \Iahoba and Rath, finally

succeeded to the masnad of Kalpi- after the death of Jalal

Khan sometime in 846 A.H. A.D 1442-43 But such persons \\lio

had become independent, and whom Nasir Khan after his

accession was trjing to subjugate, wanted to overthrow him

by bringing him into disgrace before more powerful rulers

and m\iting them for Ins destruction For this purpose the>

gave a religious colour and charged Nasir Khan of anti-Islamic

activities in his terntorv. That it was onl\ the propaganda of

the malefactors is best established by the fact that N^sir Khan

bold!> challenged the truth of the allegations
*

Whatever might have been the truth behind the allega

tion, Mahmud Kba!j ana Mahmud Sharqi both wanted to

make use of it. Manrnud Sharqi, firdmg that Mahmud Khalji
was interested in another direction, thought cf occupying

Kalpi But Mahmud Shirqi was conscious that because Kalpi
had once owed allegiance to Malwa during the reign of Hoshang
Shah his movement m that direction might be resented by
Mahmud Khalji who was by then quite powerful m Malwa
He, therefore, thought of seeking a formal approval of his

proposed action from Mahmud Khalji

Thus we find that among the ambassadors of the \anous

courts that had come to felicitate Mahmud Khalji after his re

turn from Dehli, there was the envoy of Mahmud Sharqi also,

who had come with rich presents from his king 4 At the end of

the first ten days of Afiiharram {of 846 A H
, May, 1442 A.D.) the

envoy of Jaunpur presented himself in the court and delivered

the presents of the Sharqi Sultan which he had brought. Mahmud
Khalji also in return, gave him presents m cash and robes and

horses decorated with ornaments. The envoy then requested

the Sultan for a private audience where he could speak to him

in confidence. Mahmud agreed to the request and summoned

1
Jalal Khan assumed the title of Fath-ud-dnt Jalal bhah and started

sinking coins in. his own name after the death of Ibrahim Sharqi Vide,

Wnght, II, p 262. The date on the coin bears 841

2 T. A. Ill, p. 323. Nizam-ud-Dm sa\s that 'neu;. uas brought to

Sultan Mahmud Khalji of the arrogance of Xaiir bin 'Abdul Qadir the

governor of Kalpi who had assumed the title of Nasir Shah and had declared

his independence
3 Ibid

, III, p 324 * MetathtJ-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 117a
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him to his special private and friendly gathering
1

According
to Shihab Hakim, the envoy of Jaunpur in the private meet

ing gave the message of Mahmud Sharqi that Nasir ibn Abdul

Qadir, the chief of Kalpi, had deviated from the path of Sharfat

and had left the tenets of Islam and had begun to shed blood

and destroy mosques, that he had destroyed Mahoba which

was a place of Ularna and Mashaikh, and had turned schools

and mosques into dwelling places for swine and dogs and had

given the daughters of the Muslims, to Bana Kamal, the

muqaddam of Mandal who had employed them in singing and

dancing, and had thus deviated them from the right path, and

also that he had destroyed Qasba Shahupur which was more

prosperous than Kalpi, and had imprisoned and tortured the

Muslims of that place, having given away their women to strang

ers; that he had closed the routes for travellers and had closed

to them the door of peace, that he had also totally given up roza

and namaz.- Having made the charges against Nasir, the mes

sage conveyed that the several warnings given by the Sharqi
Sultan were not taken notice of by him (Nasir Khan-i-Jahan).
The message further conveyed that because Nasir and his

family were under the protection of the Malwa ruler from the

time of Hoshang Shah, therefore the Sharqi monarch was un
able to punish him, as such an act would be against the bonds
of friendship between the monarchs. The Sharqi Sultan then

requested Mahmud Khalji to ask Nasir to end the bad ways,
and if the latter even then refused to mend, to punish him, so

that it may serve as a lesson to others The last portion of the

message expressed that if Mahmud Khalji was not free from
administrative affairs and if his army was engaged, he should

permit the Sharqi Sultan to put an end to all this evil (fitnd)*

1 Nizam-ud-Dm has given Uvo dates for this message , in the Mahia
section he mentions 84<> A H {Tr p. ,

r
>lZ) but m the Jaunpui section 847

\ H (Tr p 453)

Ftrishta, II, pp 488, 4K9, has 847 A H (Briggs, IV, p 210 has 1444 A.D )

Against these Shihab Habm clearly mentions that the en\oy delivered the

message before Mahmud Khalji left for the Meviar expedition on 26th

Rajab 846 A H Shihab Hakim also says that envoys were received in the

court aftei 10 da^s of Mithanam had passed. Mefathr-i-MahmudshaM, fol

117a.

2
Ma'aihiT-i-Mahmudshahi, fols 117a, 117b s Firtshta, II, p 48).

Finshta has summarised Shihab Hakim
3

Mcfathir-i-Mahmtidthahi, fols 117b, 118a
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Critically viewed, this message of Mahmud Sharqi was

intended in the first place to get the tacit approval of Mahmud
Khalji for interfering in the affairs of Kalpi, and in the second

place to find out Mahmud Khaljfs attitude towards that prin-

cipahtv. Mahmud Sharqi gave it a religious colour onh to cover

up his political ambitions, because so far as the charges are

concerned, had there been any truth in them, there should have

been an internal revolt. There was a faction in Kalpi that was

against Nasir Khan-i-Jahan and they must have spread this

rumour only to disguise their opposition Besides, later on,

Shihab Hakim recounts similar charges against Mahmud Sharqi

when the latter had occupied Kalpi

According to Shihab Hakim, because the request of Mahmud

Sharqi was based on genuine religious feelings, Mahmud Khalji

decided that though Nasir was under Malwa protection yet as

he had committed these crimes, it was wrong to protect him.

The Sultan then conveyed to the messenger in the same meeting

that as he was engaged against the "'Kafirs" of Mewar and his

army had no time, Mahmud Sharqi should warn Nasir, so that

he should come back on the right path. The Jaunpur envoy
was very happy as he got what he wanted and left for

Jaunpur l

Thus we find that Mahmud Khalji indirectly gave his consent

to Mahmud Sharqi to tackle the Kalpi problem, but this per

mission was neither official in character nor was it openly given

It is more likely that Mahmud had been thinking about the inde

pendent attitude of Nasir and wanted to teach him a lesson.

Mahmud wanted to make him realise that his safety lay in accept

ing the suzerainty of Malwa. Besides, it is also possible that at

a time when he was making preparations for the invasion of

Mewar, he did not want to embroil himself with Jaunpur. Thus

by his indirect permission he thought of diplomatically solving

the Kalpi problem. Mahmud gave permission for warning only

which left the matter open to him so that at any stage if he found

Jaunpur too aggressive he could interfere in the Kalpi affair.

When Mahmud Khalji started for Mewar, he kept his

1
Ma'atktr-i-MaAmiukhahi, fol 11 ka

Nizam-ud-Din says that Mahmud Sharqi \MLS ^e^\ happy and s*M 2<

elephants as presents (T A III, p. 2711} (20 elephants m Mahva section

T.A. III, p. 327) But Shihab Hakim sap that 2 f
elephant* \ure receded

from the Damgah of Sultan Mahmud Khalji
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intention secret and openly declared that he was. marching to

Kalpi for punishing Nasir Khan-i-Jahan.^ The news alarmed

Nasir Khan, and he immediately sent his uncle *AIi Khan w ith

presents of \anous kinds and tribute to Shadiabad

During the period of Mahmud Khaljfs absence from Malwa,
when he was engaged in the Mewar expedition, Mahmud
Sharqi, taking advantage of the tacit approval of Mahmud Khalji

to punish Nasir, had occupied Kalpi and many of its important

Qasbas. After the return of Mahmud Khalji, Nasir Khan-i-

JaJian appealed to him and again sent 'All Khan 2 Mahmud
Khalji was then contemplating the reduction of Harauti and

Kheechiwara, and before actually taking up arms against

Mahmud Sharqi, he thought it worthwhile to appeal to the feel

ings of friendship and request him to reinstate Nasir Khan-i-

Jahan In his previous talk, he had only agreed to the punish
ment of Nasir and not to his removal; besides, Nasir had already

given up all pretentions to independence and had submitted to

him with proper respect and fitting tributes Mahmud Khalji

therefore sent a letter3 through 'All Khan the purport of which

has been gi\en by Shihab Hakim which may be summarised as

"Thai Khaii-i-Jahan son of Qadir Shah has repented and has

taken the path of Islam so he should be restored at Kalpi which
had been m his possession through his forefathers It is known
to every one that he and his forefathers were under our protec
tion and it is against the laws of generosity and lo\e that we
should leave a person who has repented Thanks to God that

he is making every effort to establish roza and namaz * He is

also protecting the roads from thieves and robbers and treating

people with kindness and generosity, so it would be better if you
restore him. The Sultan will be thankful, rather take it as a

kindness on your part. But if any inordinate delay in carrying
out the right act takes place, I will have to take action to restore

the rightful man to the right place, with salams to those who
follow the right path."

5

Thus we find that in this letter Mahmud Khalji not only

requested and stressed for the restoration of Kalpi to Nasir

Khcui-i-Jahan, but also sent a son of hidden threat

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 128a 2 /,</ f ]

3
Ibid, fol 132b, Firishta, II, p 489

4 Afa'aihir-i-MaJimudshaht
} fol 133a & Ibid
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After despatching the letter thiough *AU Khan, Mahmud

Khalji took up the work of the reduction of Gagraua and

Mandalgarh and Harauti and remained engaged for a few months

there Mahmud Sharqi who was now occupvmg Kalpi was m
no mood to return the territory to Nasir Khan-i-Jahan, rather, he

tightened his grip oser the place and started punishing all those

who were partisans of Nasir, and drove ihem out of the territory

Shihab Hakim, the contemporary historian, blames Mahmud

Sharqi of high-handedness and says that on the occupation of

Kalpi on 2nd Sha'ban (6-12-1442 A.D ), Mahmud Sharqi brought

destruction to the place and gave away Muslim \vomen to the

Hindus such as tnuqaddams of Khora 1 and Bagesar, who had

helped him in the occupation of Kalpi

Nasir Khan and his followers after being driven out, took

shelter in Chanden and from there Nasir appealed again to

Sultan Mahmud According to Shihab Hakim the purport of

the appeal was that "this humble shrve of yours and his fore

fathers had been under the protection of Malwa from the time

of Hoshang Shah and now, the aggressors have occupied our

territory; we hope from your boundless kindness to be pro

tected and restored to our former possessions At present we are-

destitutes and hope that >our kindness will be enough for us
" 2

It seems that Sultan Mahmud Sharqi had also sent some

reply to Mahmud Khalji, because \ve are told by Shihab Hakim

that when Mahmud Khalji received this petition from Nasir, he

kept the Jaunpur envoys waiting at Ujjam and himself^ marched

towards Chanden on 2nd Shtfban 848 A.H/14-1 1-1444 A.D. It

is obvious that Mahmud Khalji was convinced that Mahmud

Sharqi would not evacuate Kalpi unless he was forced to do so.

Thus the war with Jaunpur ensued.

WAR WITH JAUNPUR

From Chanden Mahmud Khalji marched towards Erachh

and Bhander * Mahmud Sharqi also marched out and arrived

at Erachh ahead of Mahmud Khalji, but on receiving the news

that Mahmud Kialji was marching to Erachh, he evacuated the

place and took up his position in the hilly regions leaving behind

1 Khora-Koda, 25 miles south of Kanpur
2 Ma'athtr-i-Mahttudshahi, fol 14^>a

3 Ibid
,
fol. 145b, Fmshta, II, p. 597.

* Mc?athtr~i-Makmudshahl fol H6a, Firisltta, II, p. 597
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Mubarak Khan ibn Junaid Khan 1 and Jughlati, the adopted

son of Qadir Shah, for the protection of Erachh

Mahmud Sharqi then took up his position m the centre of

hilly region which was a naturally protected place being very

dark and narrow and difficult of access 2 Mahmud Khalji

realised the difficulty of the position where he could effectively

bring into action only a portion of his army and, therefore,

marched straight to Kalpi and pitched his tents m Qasba Chakni

at a distance of four karoh from Kalpi.
3 Mahmud Sharqi,

having failed in his stratagem, marched by another route

towards Kalpi to close the road to Kalpi before the arrival of

Khalji Sultan there, and took up a position at a place which was

closed on three sides and had access only from one side On the

route, the Yazaks (Advance) of the two Qalbs met and fought

an engagement. The Malwa contingent was victorious and a

good deal of provisions and animals etc. fell into their hands.

At this stage Mahmud Sharqi came out of his place with his

elephants and attacked the Yazak of Malwa forces, but after

a whole day's fighting could not dislodge it from its position.
4

Next day Mahmud Khalji appointed 'Imad-ul-Mulk and

Mubarak Ahmad who had the title of Fatah-ul-Mulk, with the

Sarangpur contingent at the entrance of the shelter of Mahmud
Sharqi, but the Sharqi monarch did not leave his shelter.5

'Imad-ul-Mulk after some time returned to the royal camp
and then Mahmud Sharqi came out and attacked the Malwa
forces that were left to guard the opening. Again the battle

continued for the whole day without yielding any result. Next

day Mahmud Khalji sent some persons to entice Mahmud
Sharqi to come out of his shelter by means of showering abuses

etc. on the Sharqis, but the attempt failed to bring him out.6

Finding that Mahmud Sharqi was not coming out in the open
and thus avoiding a pitched battle, Mahmud Khalji plundered
a few villages of Kalpi, and imprisoned quite a number of per
sons As the rainy season was approaching he returned towards

1 Mubarak Khan, ibn Junaid Khan, as pointed out earlier, had declared

his independence at Erachh, and therefore, it seems that now he had accepted

allegiance to Mahmud Sharqi It being his own territory Mahmud Sharqi
might have considered him best fitted to defend it

2
Mc?athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 146a. 3 Ibid , fol 146b

*//, fol 147a 5 Otd
t
f i I47b
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Shadiabad, 1 but halted at Fathabad2 towards Chanden and built

a number of building^ there,

Mahmud Sharqi had left Mubarak Khan at Erachh, but some

persons who were dissatisfied with him complained about his

high-handedness to Mahmud Khalji who was then at Fathabad.

Mahmud Khalji sent \falik-ush-Sharq Muzaffar Ibrahim,2

and MansuT-ul-Mulk with a large army towards Erachh. When
Muzaffar Ibrahim arrived in the neighbourhood of Erachh and

was engaged m plundering Chaumnha and Hawaii, news came

to him that Mahmud Sharqi had appointed Malik Kalu with a

big arm> which had come to the Qasba of Rath 4 Muzaffar

Ibrahim held a council and it was decided that capture of Erachh

would take time and therefore they should first meet Malik

Kalu Muzaffar Ibrahim then marched towards Rath and

reaching there during the night besieged it from all sides Malik

Kalu could not stand before Muzaffar Ibrahim to maintain

his ground and Sed. Muzaffar Ibrahim took possession of the

fort and while some people fled to distant corners, a large num
ber of persons submitted to him Muzaffar Ibrahim seized all

of them. While Nizam-ud-Din does not mention the reason

for Muzaffar Ibrahim's seizing these people and Fmshta keeps

silent about it, Shihab Hakim clearly mentions the reason. He

says that these people had been earlier on the side of Malwa,

but later had gone over to the side of Jaunpur, and, therefore,

to teach them a lesson he seized them and sent all of them to

Chanderi. After occupying Rath, Muzaffar Ibrahim turned

towards Erachh, but on his way he learnt that Mahmud Sharqi

had crossed the Betwa river and was marching towards the

territory of Parhar. The Rai of Parhar had been always faith

ful to Mahmud Khalji; therefore, to save him, was considered

by Muzaffar Ibrahim as his first duty and he advanced towards

the Sharqi army. Mahmud Sharqi, hearing this news, turned

towards Rath, but he did not find it safe to face the Malwa army
and again occupied the same safe place which he had occupied

on the previous occasion. When Mahmud Khalji received

information of these activities he sent Ghiyath Shah with fifty-two

elephants to strengthen the forces of Muzaffar Ibrahim

1 M^athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 148b 2 Ibid
,
fol HOb

3 Ibid
,

fol. 150b, TA III, p 328, (Tr) p 518 Nizam-ud-Din calls

him governor of Chanderi and does not mention Manswr-ul-Mulk

* Ma'alhv-i-MahmudshahiJo\ 150b, TA III, p 328; Fmshta, II, p 490
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Thus hard preyed Mahmud Sharqi asked Sai>id Ajmal'

who was a \\a~u and Sach-i-Istisliarat (President of the Council)

to write a letter to Mian Cham Laddah, 2 who \vas one of the

great and holy men of the age and towards whom Sultan

Mahmud Ktulji had relations of reverence and faith,
> to

intenene The purport ot the letter of Mahmud Sharqi as given

by Shihab Hakim is ^Praise be to God that both the sides

are distinguished and exceptional in religion and trustworthiness,

and it could not be hidden from you that this conflict is causing

harm and dnidmg every person high and low It is better that

on the order 'Peace is better' you should find out a way to bring

peace to the Islamic territories and to end this disorder An

intelligent trustworthy man may be sent to this side to find out

ways and means by which peace may be restored and the past

love and effect may be re-established."4

Sultan Mahmud Khalji asked Shaikh-iil-Islam to depute two

trustworthy men To these persons Sultan Mahmud Sharqi

offered the following terms that Mahoba and Rath5 would be

ceded to MalwaT and Erachh, and Kalpi should remain with

them, and after four months of the withdrawal of both the

parties it would be given up, because it -would be very insulting

for the Sharqi ruler to give it up at that very moments

The terms of the treaty as offered by Mahmud Sharqi clearly

indicate that though he was hard-pressed he knew that Mahmud

Khalji too would not like to remain involved for a long period on

1 Nizam-ud-Dm in the Mah\a section indicates that the initiative \\as

taken bv ShaJJi Jaialdah and he sent the letter to Mahmud Khalji \vith the

concurrence of Mahmud Sharqi but in the Jaunpur section mentions that

Mahmud Sharqi requested the Shaikh through a letter to intervene.

Shihab Hakim mentions the name of the person \vho \vas asked to \vnte the

letter to the Shaikh\ Ftmhta, II, p ^1 also mentions the initiative being

taken by Mahmud Sharqi
2 Ma'athtr-i-MahmudshaJn, fol I,)2a

3 TA III, p 282, (Tr) p 45b

Shihab Hakim clearh mentions that Mian Cham Laddah uas holding

the post ofShaihh-ul-Mam He is also mentioned in Gulzar-i-Abrar as Shaikh-

ul-Islam.

* Ma'athu-t-MaAmtidshaftt, fol 132b

5 Rath is about 30 miles north-west of Mahoba and 84 miles due east of

Jhansi-Orchha
^ Mcfathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol Io2b 3 Fnishta, II, p 490 Firahtasays that

during this period of four months the conduct of Nasir Khan-i-Jahan would

be observed
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this front and might agree to the terras. He therefore

offering terras of peace, kept the advantages on his side.

Because the terms were rather one-sided, Mahmud Khalji

rejected them and insisted that unless Kalpi, which was the real

territory of contention, was restored, no peace was possible.

But Nasir Khan-i-Jahan, who was living as a refugee in Malwa,
felt that rejection of the terms of peace would prolong the war

and would thereby deprive him of immediate occupation of even

this small territory of Mahoba and Rath, appealed along with

Isma"il Khan 1 to Sultan Mahmud Khalji that as Mahmud

Sharqi had agreed to restore Kalpi in the presence of so many
eminent persons after four months, it would be better to accept

the terms as it would provide him some means of livelihood.2

When Sultan Mahmud found that the man most concerned was

agreeable to the terms, he also agreed and asked the men to

make arrangement for the implementation of the terms.

While the men were on their way, news was received that

Mahmud Sharqi was marching towards Parhar. As the territory

of Jatahara was adjacent, there was danger to that territory also.

Mahmud Khalji ordered that a force should immediately be

sent to that direction and he himself followed the contingent.

When Mahmud Sharqi learnt of this movement of Mahmud
Khalji, he immediately re-crossed the Betwa and took up his

position in the same sheltered place and from there asked

Saiyid Ajmal to send a letter to Shaikh-ul-Islam expressing that

the terms agreed would not be violated.3 Mahmud Sharqi not

only re-asserted his willingness to observe the treaty, but also

expressed his willingness to revive and continue the friendly

relations by exchanging communications and compliments. He
also requested that the Jaunpur emissaries who had been kept

waiting at Ujjain should be permitted to return and the presents

should be accepted.
4 While returning towards Jaunpur after

reaching the third stage of his march, Mahmud Sharqi

again wrote a letter to Sultan Mahmud and also to Isma'il

Khan strongly confirming the agreement.
5 Thus the family

1 Ma'aOiir-i-Mahmudsfiaht, fol. 152b; Finskta, II, p. 598

2 Ma'atktr-i-Makrmidshaht, fob. 152b, 163a

s
Ibid., fol. 153a.

* Hnd. t fob. 153a-b.

I Ibid r fol. 153b.
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of Nasir fLhan-i-Jahan v,as fully pacified and Mahmud Khalji

was also satisfied with the arrangement. In fact Nasir Khan-i-

Jahan was made to realise that he could survive only if he kept
his allegiance to Mahmud Khalji Thus after the Kalpi affair

settled, Mahmud Khalji returned to Shadiabad Mandu



Chapter VI

MAHML'D'S RELATIONS WITH THE
BAHMANI KINGDOM

Interned condition of Bahmani kingdom First attempt

ofMahmudyitsfailure Disturbed condition in Bahmani

kingdom Mahmud invades Bahmani kingdom The

battle of Maheskar on the Manjar n\er Mahmud"'s

victory Mahmud besieges Bidar Mahmud Begada

comes to the help of the Bahmani ruler Mahmud
returns to Malua Third attempt of Mahmud
Mahmud concentrates in Berar Loss of Mahmuda-

bad Klierla and its reco\ery Last round of hostility

with the Deccan Negotiations and conclusion oftreaty.

SIGNING of the treaty with Gujaratwas a great event in Mahmud's

life. He was left undisturbed to pursue his policy of aggrandise

ment and territorial expansion. No doubt Qutb-ud-dm did

not live long after the treaty but the brief period of Da'ud

was finally followed by the accession of Path Khan ibn

Muhammad who assumed the title of Mahmud and was known

as Mahmud Begada. But as Mahmud was hardly fourteen

at the time of accession, he very much needed, the time

to understand the problems of administration and current

politics, and thus Gujarat followed a policy of peace towards

Malwa and the treaty continued to be effective. Mahmud had

been fighting the Rajputs of Mewar, but on that side, he must

have realised, territorial expansion was not possible nor was

a resolution of territorial boundaries possible. While Sultan

Mahmud was busy with the rising Rajput power of Mewar,

he did not neglect territories adjacent to the other parts of his.

kingdom. In the south-east between Malwa and the Bahmani

kingdom the territory of Kherla had become a bone of conten

tion and Mahmud wanted to solve the problem by annexing a

part of Berar to his kingdom which would push his frontiers and

would make Kherla a frontier outpost.

INTERNAL CONDITION OF BAHMANI KINGDOM

While Mahmud was engaged elsewhere, the Bahmani kingdom

itself was passing through troubles. The arrival of a large
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number of newcomers in the court and their ele\ ation and also their

matrimonial relations 1 with Sultan
*
Ala-ud-din Ahmad II were

not liked by the Dakhanis. Thus a contest between the Dakhams

(or the oldcomers) and the newcomers ensued which started

eating the kingdom from within its vitals. As Prof. Sherwam

points out . "The conflict between the two groups had reached

such a pitch towards the end of the reign of Ahmad II that had

not a new principle, that of equilibrium between the two groups,

crept into the politics of the Deccan, the Bahmam kingdom
would have disintegrated much earlier than it did. The

protagonists of this new policy were two renowned persons,

*Ala-ud-dm Ahmad IPs daughter-in-law, Nargis Begum, and his

new find Mahmud Gawan."2

MAHMUT/S FIRST ATTEMPT AND ITS FAILURE

Mahmud had been carefully watching this party struggle and
wanted to derive benefit out of it. He got his opportunity when
Jalal Khan, the newcomer and brother-in-law of Sultan Ahmad
II and his son Sikandar Khan revolted in Nalgunda.3 Nalgunda
was immediately attacked by Sultan 'Ala-ud-din and while Jalal

Khan shut himself up in the fort he sent his son Sikandar Khan
along with a few other amirs to Mahur to seek help from
Mahmud Khalji. Sikandar Khan from Mahur appealed tQ
Mahmud Khalji that 'Ala-ud-din Ahmad II was dead and the

country was in grave danger, he should, therefore, come and

protect it. Sikandar Khan also informed Mahmud Khalji that

if he would come quickly, the territory of Berar and Telingana

1 Sultan *Ala-ud-din Ahmad ruled from 1436 to 1458 A D. Three of the

King's sisters were married respectively to Jalal Khan, Shah Nurullah and
Shah Habibullah One of his daughters was marned to Shah Muhibullah
and another daughter to another Afaqi, Shah Quli Sultan Changezi. The
Sultan had also given place on his right to the newcomers and oldcomers .to

the left Vide, Sherwam, Bahmants of the Deccan, p 224
2 Sherwani, Bahmanis of the Deccan, p 225
8 Finshia, I, p 652

It was rumoured drat the king had djed of a malignant wound m his shin
from which he had been suffering Firishta says that Jalal Khan on hearing
this news declared his son Sikandar Khan as king

Ma'athtr-i-Afakimidshahi, fol. 188a Shihab Hakim says, because Jalal
Khan and Sikandar Khan had become very powerful Sultan '

Ala-ud-din

thought of destroying them Taking alarm Sikandar Khan, Amir Mu'azzam,
son of Mahmud Mughal and Rai Siv Das with his brother sought
protection of Mahmu Khalji.

'
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would come into his possession without any difficulty.
1 Mahmud

did not want to lose this opportunity and in Muharram- o57

A.H /Jan.-Feb. 1453 A.D. he started from Hoshangabad for

Mahur via Kherla. When Sultan 'Ala-ud-dm Ahmad received

the information of this invasion from the north, he immediately

moved from Nalgonda towards Mahur with a huge army of

180,000 men. Dividing the army into three sections, he placed

Mahk-ut-Tujjar Qasim Beg with the Daulatabad army opposite

the Malwa army and levies of Berar against Mubarak of Khan-

desh, while he stood by at the head of the forces of Bijapur.
3

Sultan Mahmud had started on the false information about

Sultan Ahmad IFs death and had come with a force of only 50

thousand. He had expected that his task \\ould be easy. But

when he found that the opposing army was very strong and

the Sultan was alive, he did not risk a battle, the result of which

was too obvious. But he did not like that Sikandar Khan

should immediately return to the Bahmam camp or fall into the

hands of Ahmad II which would imperil his position. So while

he ordered a return march he left a contingent of one thousand,*

outwardly to guard the person of Sikandar Khan, but really to

see that he did not join hands with the Bahmani Sultan. After

the return of Mahmud, Sikandar Khan, however, managed to

escape from his virtual imprisonment at the hands of the

Malwa forces and went over to Ahmad II seeking his pardon.

Thus Mahmud could not achieve any thing in his attempt in

857 A H./I453 A.D. After his return he was engaged in other

directions and waited for another opportunity.

Conditions in the Bahmani kingdom, however, deteriorated.

Sultan 'Ala-ud-din Ahmad II died towards the ends Of Jwnada I

862 A.H /March-April 1458 A.D., and was succeeded by his eldest

son 'Ala-ud-din Humayun Shah whose formal coronation took

1
Finshta, I, p 652. While Finshta mentions the offer of Berar and

Tehngana, Saiykl 'All Taba Taba and Shihab Hakim do not mention it.

2 Ma*&tiuf-i-Makmudshahit fol 188b; Bwrkan-i-Mcfa&ir, p 86; Fmshta, I,

p. 652, II, p. 494. Firishta puts the incident in 858 A,H.

3
FtnshtOj I, p, 653; Burhaa-i-Ma'atJur, p 86,

<
Bvrhan-i-Ma'atfitT, p 86; Finshta, I, p 653; Ma'aikur-i-Afahmudsftahi, fol

189b.

5 Burhaa-i-M^atkir, p. 87; Ftnskttt, I, p. 653; TA. Ill, p. 34, have 21st

Jumada I, 862 A H.; Bahmamsof ike Dtfcan, p. 246. According to Sherwani,

he died on 18 Jvnada I, 862 A.H.
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place on 22nd of Jumada H 862 1

A.H./7-5-1458 A D The short

reign of Huraayun Shah which lasted a little over 3 years was

full of troubles and in spite of his best efforts he could not

resolve the differences that existed between the parties of new

comers and Dakhanis Sikandar Khan again raised the standard

of rebellion, and with the help of his father Jalal Khan and the

Lmga ruler of the Velmas of Tilangana, threatened the Royal

camp. Howe\er, in the engagement, Sikandar Khan was killed

Huraayun followed this success by sending armies against Lmga
of the Velmas under Nizam-ul-Mulk Ghun and Ktmaja-i-Jahan
While the Bahmani forces besieged Dewarkonda, Lmga sought

help from Kapileshwar, the Gajapati ruler of Onssa - Ni:am-

ul-Mulk and Khnaja-i-Jahan were defeated, but the latter

misrepresented the facts and put all the blame for defeat on
Nizam-ul-Mulk Ghuri, which enraged the Sultan, whereupon
Nizam-ul-Mulk left the Deccan and came to Malwa- and along
with his family sought the shelter of Sultan Mahmud Khalji.

3

Sultan Humayun Shah soon had to face the rebellion of his

younger brother Hasan Khan whom he had imprisoned at the

time of his accession This rebellion of Hasan Khan was finally

"suppressed by Sha'ban 864 A H./June 1460 A.D. But the cruel

punishment that he meted out to the rebels created a feeling of

disgust and he fell victim to a conspiracy and \vas killed by a

maid-servant while he was asleep on 28th Ziqa
sd S65/1-9-146L*

Thus Humajun left the Bahmani kingdom behind him almost

m a melting pot He was succeeded by his son Nizam-ud-din

Ahmad III5 who was only eight years of age and the adminis

tration was left in the hands of a Council of Regency, nominated

by Humayun Shah before his death, consisting of Khwaja-i-
Jahan Turk, Mahk-ut-Tujjar Mahmud Gawan and the Dowager
Queen Nargis Begum having a casting vote G

Taking advantage of the accession of a boy-king, Gajapati

1
Burhan-i-M(athir, p 88

2
Banerji, History of Onssa, I, p 293, Ftrtshta, I, p C57, Ma' athir-i-

Mahmudshahi, fbl. 2l7b; Shenvani, Bahmanis of the Deccan, pp. 260-262.

3 TA III, pp 37 and 341, Mtr'at-i-Sdandari, p III, Fmshta, I, p 658;

Ma'alMr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 216a
4
Finshta, I, p. 662, Bvrhan-i-Ma'athir, p t)6, has 27 &qa'd 863 A H

5 The title Nizam-ud-din Ahmad Shah is given in Riyaz-ul-Insha, Letter
No. XIX, p 95; Burhan-i-Ma'&lhtr, p. 96 has Nizamshah

6
Fmshta, I, p, 662, Bahmams of the Deccan^ p 276.
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Kapileshwar of Orissa who had been taking interest in the affairs

of Tilangana, invaded the Bahmam kingdom and advanced to

Kauks, destroying and plundering all that came in his way,'

aad pushed forward to a place within ten miles of the capital

itself. 2 But the invader was pushed back after a fierce battle

and according to Prof, Sherwani, he \vas forced to pav an

indemnity of five lacs of silver tonkas.'^ The danger from Onssa

was thus averted but the engagement did weaken to a certain

degree the militarv. strength of the Bahmani kingdom

Mahmud Khalji who m ins previous attempt had to return

without achieving any success now found his opportunity to

invade the Bahmani kingdom Mahmud KhaljYs decorum in

his relations with tr.e neighbouring kingdom has failed to get

the proper appreciation He kept up formalities for the sake

of dignity and courtesv but did not allow sentiment to interfere

in the pursuit of hi* pohcv. It has already been pointed out

that while invading Gujarat when he received the news of

Sultan Muhammad's death, he held the mournings and condo

lences on the demise of a fellow king, but at the same time did

not give up the invasion. Similarly m his relations with the

Bahmani kingdom, he had on the accession of Nizam-ud-din

Ahmad III sent congratulations and presents .tnd had accepted

the presents sent b> the new Bahmani king But it did not mean

that he had established friendly relations or had given up his

idea of acquiring the territory of Ehchpur.

Thus when the Bahmani army had just returned from the

campaigns against Kapileshwar and has not yet properly settled

down. Sultan Mahmud on 20th of Muharram 866 A.H./25th

October, 1461 A D. led his army against the Bahmani ruler.4

1 Finshta, I, p. 664

2 Bafmanis of the Deuan, p. 279; Ftrukta, I, p odi has ten torch \vhile

Burhan-i-Ma'athiT has Sfarsakh; Banerji. History of Orissa, p. 296 savs "almost

reached the gates of capital Bidar"

*
Banerji, History of Orissa, I, p. 296, disbelieves that Onssa army \sas

defeated. But it has been refuted by Sherwani See Baftmams of the ZJr<m,

p, 280 and fh, 12; BtffhaR-i-Ma'athtr, p. 97,

* Mdctinr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 217b, According to Shihab Hakim,

Mahmud proceeded towards Bidar for the protection of the people from

the Rai of Jajnagar.

Firishta, I, p 665 Fmahta says that Rat of Orissa (Kapileshuar) now found

his opportuniu to efface hi* previous defeat and marched towards the

(Continued on next page}
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Mahmud Khaljj first turned towards Khandesh and crossing

the river Narbada marched towards Asir where the new ruler

'Adil Khan was not fa\ourably disposed towards him
4
Adil

Khan, in alarm, sent one of the descendants of Shaikh

Farid-ud-dm Masud Shakarganj to intercede on his behalf.

Sultan Mahmud's real aim m moving towards Khandesh was to

bring 'Adil Khan to subordination so that his rear might not be

exposed to a possible attack. "Adil Khan's humility fulfilled

his aim 1 and being satisfied with the attitude of the Khandesh

ruler he proceeded towards Deccan.

After crossing Khandesh, Sultan Mahmud marched to Balapur
where he received information that the Deccan Sultan had also

collected his forces and had taken up his position.
2 Mahmud

also pushed forward after having arranged his army in regular

formation. Thus he kept himself in the Centre (Qalfy

with 60 elephants and 30 thousand cavalry; the right wing

(Mmmana} he placed under the command of Sher Khan with

30 elephants and 10 thousand cavalry; the left wing (Mcusara) he

placed under Khan-i-A'zam Taj Khan. The advance guard was

also divided into centre (Qalb-i-A'Ia) and right and left wings,

(Janah-i-Maimana-i-Khas and Janah-i-Maisara-i-Khas). In the

Qalb-i-A'la, he placed 20 elephants and a few thousand specially

armed soldiers, while he attached such officers as Khawas Khan,

Yaqan Khan, Mubarak Khan and Qiwam Khan in the Janah-i-

Maimana-i-Khas and Mukhtas Khan, Yusuf Khan, Malik

Firuz, Nusrat Khan and a few Rai Rayans in the Janah-i-

Maisara-i-Khas.z Marching in formation, Mahmud reached a

(ContinuedJhan pre-page)

Bahmani territory along with the rayons of Tilang Nizamshah sent one army
against them and with the other he proceeded against Mahmud Khalji

Haft Iqlm, p. 66. According to Amin Abroad Razi, Mahmud invaded

Deccan on learning that the ruler of Deccan was minor
1
MJattttr-i-Mahmidshahi, fol. 218b; Ftnshta, II, p 498; T.A. III, p 342;

Zafar-ul-tBolth, p 53.

2
Afa'atfiir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 218b.

According to Shihafa Hakim, Sultan Mahmud received information, that

the ruler of Bidar had ordered
l
Ariz-i-Mumaltk to collect army from all out

posts such as Tilang, Mahur, Vijaynagar and Anagundi and had given 2

crore Mai for their expenses Thus a huge force had been collected which
included 150 elephants, and also that the army was encamped in, the grounds

adjoining Bidar.

Firishta, II, p. 498, T.A III, p 342.

3
Ma'atfnr-t-Afahmuctshafii, fols 219a-b
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place in Mai&a Maheskar by the river Manjar1 on I2th Jumada

l/12th February 1462 A.D. at a distance of eight karoh from

Bidar. According to Shihab Hakim, Mahmud decided to start

the battle next day, because while marching, the army had

been disorganised and it must have been exhausted also due

to the march. Thus Mahmud gave orders for pitching the tents

and making arrangement for his camp etc. He had personally

occupied the centre and prepared defence works2 in front of

his camp. While Mahmud was thus making arrangement for his

halt he received information that the Deccan forces had alread\

started moving for the attack Finding that there was hardl>

time enough for new disposition, he gave orders that they should

fight in the same position in \vhich they had marched 3

B \TTLE OF MAHESKAR ON THE RIVER MANJAR

From the account of Shihab Hakim it is obvious that the

Malwa force did not fare well in this first engagement* and it

1 Me?atJiir-i-Mahmudshahi, Fol. 220a Accoiding to Shihab Hakim the battle

vvas fought after reaching this place and at a distane of few karoh between

ihis place and Bidar

J^afar-ul-wahh, p 17 says,"the battle was fought at 40 kos from the capital"

T A III, p 34-2 says, Mahmud pushed his forces up to 3 farsangs from the

camp ofNizamshah

Ftrishta, I, p 661-5 has, territory of Qandhar.
Bahmanis of the Deccan, p. 281. According to Sherwani the confederate

crossed into the Deccan through Khandesh territory advancing to within ten

harsakhs or about thirty-two miles of Bidar. The battle according to Sherwani

was fought near the fortified town of Qandhar.

However/we find Shihab Hakim clearly mentioning the river Manjar, which

certainly is nearer to Bidar, the town being situated a few miles south of the

nver. Qandhar is far off in the north from the river Manjar.

Being contemporary his account is more reliable, besides he has correctly

given the location of the rivers and I find no reason to reject him and accept

later writers

2
Bsrhan-i'Ma'athtr, p 98 3 Ma'athlr-i-Mahmudsftahi, fol 221a

*
Ibid., Ms 221 a-b

Shihab Hakim incidentally mentions that in theDeccanese army some magi

cian asked for 2 owls and a pigeon to find out the opportune moment for

attack and said the direction to which the pigeon would fly would irdicate

the defeat of the side He found the moment and slaughtered the two owls and

let go the pigeon which flew towards Malwa camp. He therefore declared

that attack should be immediately made because victory was on the side

of the Deccan The attack was made without delay.

The story certainly indicates the superstition that dominated the medieval

Indian mind
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was only the personal bravery of Sultan Mahmud wmch turned

what would have been a defeat, into a victory. In the first charge

led by Mahmud Gawan, Malwa lost Mahabat Khan and

Za!nr~ul-Mu!k, both of whom ere killed Ghiyath Shah was

also *oundedi m the charge of Nizam-uWulk Turk and had

to retire Mahmud Khalji, perceiving that his forces v/ere being

defeated, came out personally During the melee, a fierce charge

v.as made on the person of Sultan Mahmud but he was saved

b\ the timely aid of Sikandar Khan,* though the elephant of

Mahmud was Bounded The Deccanese, finding Malwa forces

hard pressed, let go about 50 elephants towards them with the

expectation that the enemy thereby would be dispersed But

a volley of arrows from the Malwa forces turned the elephants

back towards the Deccanese themselves 3 This created a

general confusion and Sikandar Khan (Deccanee) under whose

care the boy-king Nizam Shah had been placed was greatly

alarmed. Fearing danger to the life of Nizam Shah,* he

earned him straight to Bidar. The confusion caused by the

elephants, followed by the absence of the Sultan disheartened

the Deccanese. Just then Mahmud attacked with his peisonal

force and completely routed the Deccanese who precipitately

fled towards Bidar, Malwa forces captured 80 elephants in one

group, and 19 elephants in other, besides, they also captured

8 wounded elephants and a huge amount of booty &

1
Firishta, I, p, 6^6 2 Afa'at/nr-i-Mafimudshaht, fol 233a

5 Burhrn-i-Mc?alkir, p D9. According to Taba Taba, these elephants were

captured by the infantry and cavalry of Mahmud Khalji

Ma'athir-t-Mahmadshahi, fol 22Cb Shihab Hakim clearly says that the

dephante turned towards their own side as a result of a % ollev of anc-us and

created havoc in the ranks of the Deccanese.

Firishta, 1, p 606. Finshta however says that the arrov\ of Mahmud Khalji

struck the elephant of Sikandar Khan which turned towaids its own side.

4
Burfuat-i-Mttathir, p 99 Taba Taba denounces Sikandar Khan's

action as foolish, and says, Sikandar Khan had placed the boy King on nis

own mount and tied his belt round his own waist The army, perceiving

the royal mount empty, got confused and took flight

Finsfda, I, p. GGG Firishta says, Sikandar Khan out of foohsbneste 01 ill-

will against Mztan-td-Mutk, left the place and went straight to Bidar without

halting at any place
6

Barfan-i'Ma'athir, p. 99; Firishta, I, p C67; Rlyaz-ul-Iraha, pp 258-259

Mahmud Gawan in one of his letters also accepted this defeat, Letter No 48

Me?aihir-i-Mahmudshahi., fol. fKfib Shihab Hakim has given these figures of

the booty
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With the sudden turn of fortune Mahmud found the entire

Bahmam army retreating in haste. It took three days before

Mahmud could understand the exact situation and to ascertain

that it was not a big ruse to entrap him l He, therefore, to

consolidate his victory, pushed forward towards the capital

Bidar. The Dowager queen, anxious for the safety of her son,

and in concurrence with Mahmud Gawan, placed Bidar fort

under Mallu Khan Dakhitu and herself along \\ith the bo>-
Sultan retired to Firozabad 2 While the country around

was bemg evacuated, Sultan Mahmud arrived at Bidar and

having taken possession of the city laid siege to the citadel,

\v hile the army took possession of the districts and provinces of

Berar, Bir and Daulatabad 3

While Sultan Mahmud \\as besieging the citadel of Bidar,

the Dowager Queen sent a messenger with a letter, inviting the

Gujarati Sultan to their aid 4 Mahmud Khalji had felt com

placent about Gujarat as he had concluded a treaty earlier and

had been expecting that the accession of boy-king Mahmud
Begada would not materially alter the attitude of Gujarat towards

Malwa. Mahmud Khalji was not much wrong in his calcula

tion, because we find that when Mahmud Begada received the

letter, the nobles dissuaded the Sultan from taking such a course

of action and leaving Gujarat, but finding that the Sultan was

adamant on his venture, they suggested that he should make
a diversionary attack on Malwa and thus while remaining near

Gujarat, he would be rendering help to the Deccan,5 But

Sultan Mahmud had not reckoned with the personality and

character of his namesake, the young ruler, who was as ambitious

as he himself was

Mahmud Begada marched out with a force of 80,000 cavalry

1 Burhan-i-Ma'attar, p 9 ct

2 T A, III, p 43, Finshta, 11, p 4< 9 and I p 667, Burhan-i-Ma'alhtr*

p. 100, Ma'athir-j-Mahmudshahi, fol 227a
3 Bahmanis of the Deccan, p 2b3, Firishta, I, p 668

4
Fmshta, I, p 668; Bvrhan-i-Md'athir,, p ICO

Taba Taba mentions, Makhduma-i-Jahan, was responsible for the idea and its

execution The letter is also mentioned in Afir'at-i-S'kandan, p 111

5
JBurhan-i-Ma'athir, p 101

It may be interesting to note here the following observ ation of Varthtma

about the irmsts.ch.ios of Mahmud Begada, that "His rraistachios under his

nose so long that he ties them over his head as a woman \vould tie her tresses".

Vide., The Travels of Ludovtco di Varthma (Reprint, Hakhrvt Society ), p 1T9.
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and by forced marches arrived at Sultanpur. The news of his

arrival was conveyed to Sultan Nizam-ud-din Ahmad III by

the thanadar of Fathabad. 1 The arrival of the Gujarati forces

restored courage to the Deccanese Mahmud Gawan was sent

with 6,000 horses to the frontier by way of Bir and 20,000 Gujarati

troops also joined him. Khwaja-i-Jahan was also sent to the

capital. Mahmud Gawan, after collecting more men, now

marched towards Bidar with a force of 40,000. Thus when

Mahmud Khalji was very near the achievement of his desired

object, the Gujarat intervention deprived him of the fruit 2 He

was now hemmed m from three sides and realizing the difficult

situation, he began his retreat. He first went towards Kalyani,

but the scouts informed him that the passage through that side

was barred by the army of Mahmud Begada He, therefore,

returned through the uneven land of Berar

THIRD ATTEMPT OF MAHMUD

After returning to Shadiabad, Mahmud Khalji spent some

time in reorganising his army and giving rest to his soldiers but

he had not given up the idea of the conquest of Berar. The

following year i e. in A H 867,^ on 26th Rabi' I/19th December,

1462 A.D., he marched out of Shadiabad with a well-equipped

army consisting of ninety thousand cavalry and marched towards

Daulatabad As Sultan Mahmud reached the banks of the

river Tihana, 'Adil Khan of Khandesh took alarm and sent

Shaikh Da'ud with a petition that hewas already Sultan Mahmud's

1 Bahmams ofthe Ducan, p 289 Sherwam identifies Fathabad with Laling

and writes "This Fathabad was without doubt Laling six miles north of

Dhulia in West Khandesh district
"

Hodiwala, Studies tn Indo-Muslm History, I, p 627

Hodiwala notei, "Laling fort stands on the summit of high hiu* six miles

north of Dhulia and commands the Agra road and the Avir pass leading to

Malegaon which is 27 miles south of Dhulia."

But Fathabad was also the name of Daulatabad, and Muhammad Parviz

Saltam is found in another instance as the thanadar of Daulatabad I am, there

fore, of the opinion that Fathabad here refers to Daulatabad

2 M^aUttf-i-Rahiaat II, p 139.

3
Mtfathtr-t-Mahmudshahi, fol. 237b, Mir'at-t-Sdandari, p 113;

Bnrftim-i~Mtfatkir) p. 105; Nizam-ud-Din and Firishta have a slightly con
fused version in. their respective sections on Malwa, but they are more clear in

the Deccan section of their history. Vide, TA III, pp. 44 and 353, Ftnshta,

II, p 44P.
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dependent
1 and therefore his country should be spared from

destruction. Thus assured of the attitude of the Khandesh

Sultan, Mahmud marched ahead and reached the Purna river

and pitched his tents in Tandar village. From Tandar, he

marched straight to Daulatabad.2 Malik Parvez Sultani,

the governor of the place, resorted to a scorched earth pohc>
and after burning everything m the city took shelter in the hill

fort of Daulatabad.3 Sultan Mahmud besieged the fort,

but finding that conquest of the fort was not an easy task, he

sent a person to Malik Parvez to entice him to come over to the

Malwa side Malik Parvez, in the beginning, refused but when

Mahmud hard pressed the siege he submitted and begged that

his life may be spared Shihab Hakim says, Mahmud accepted

the submission and raised the siege, he then personally went

inside the fort and surveyed the buildings and then returned. 4

At Daulatabad, Mahmud visited the tombs of Shaikh Burhan-

ud-din and Shaikh Zam-ud-dm and gave fifty thousand tonkas

for distribution amongst "Mujawir", "Fuqara" and "Masakm"
From Daulatabad Mahmud turned towards Ehchpur. Shihab

Hakim has not given any cause for this sudden change in the

direction of his march According to Shihab Hakim, Nizam
Shah had sent an envoy with a letter 5 to Mahmud Begada

seeking his help before Mahmud Khalji had actually marched

out i e. just on receiving information about the intention of the

Khalji towards Deccan; and also that Mahmud Khalji had wel

comed such a move as he wanted to meet both the enemies6 and

1 Ma'athm-Mahmudshahi, fol 238a

This was the second petition and also second visit of Sfuukh Da'ud

2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudskahi, fol 'MOa; ifar-ul-walth, p 116
a has Fathabad.

Fathabad was the name of Daulatabad
3 Ma'atktr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 242a Shihab Hakim mentions the name

of the fort as Deogir and says it had been built by Ram Deo
* Ibid This statement of Shihab Hakim seems to be an exaggeration

5 Ibid
,
fol 236a Shihab Hakim has also gi\en the purport of the letter

6 Ibid fol 237a.

'
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settle the issue in one battle with both of them Shihab Hakim

seems to have deliberately twisted the facts to conceal the

cause of Mahmud Khalji's return from Daulatabad Mahmud

Khaiji certainly was not the person to undertake an invasion

of the Deccan if he had known beforehand that Mahmud Begada

was coming to the aid of the Bahmam ruler He had never

displayed fool-hardiness in any of his undertakings. The real

situation therefore, it seems, was that when he started he had

expected to make profit out of the division that existed in the

Bahmam court with a boy-king on the throne. But when he

entered Bahmam territory, Nizam Shah Bahmam again sought

the help of the Gujarati Sultan. In the Rajab 867/Apnl 1463 A D.,

Mahmud Khalji while at Daulatabad, came to know that Mahmud

Begada had arrived at Sultanpur and Nandarbar to help the

Deccan Sultan * He at once retraced his steps towards Malwa

As his route through Khandesh was barred by the Gujarati

forces, he moved towards Berar On his way he moved towards

thefortofBalkonda2 and after raiding some villages he returned

to Shadiabad by way of Gondwana, reaching Shadiabad on 20th

of Sha'ban? 867/1 Oth May, 1463

Thus we find that Mahmud Khalji was again prevented from

taking any advantage from the Bahmani kingdom by the timely

aid of his Gujarati namesake Three attempts convinced him

that it was not possible to gain anything by marching into the

Deccan territory. Henceforth he concentrated on the Berar

front and started strengthening Kherla and sending punitive

raids against Elichpur.

&CAHMUD CONCENTRATES ON BERAR

After staying in the capital for some time Mahmud made an

1
Burhan-i-Ma'athtr, p 106; Mir'at-i-Sikandart, p. 113, TA HI, p 44,

Firtshla, II, p, 49 9

2 T.A. Ill, p 44 has, Malkanda, Fvishta, II, p 440 has, PalkandaK;

Briggs, IV, p. 229
3 fh. remarks, "I am not aware of any town in Berar,

bearing this name; and the Teloogoo termination Conda, renders it likely

to be an error of the transcribers. It may be Mulkapoor, which lies m the

direct route of the King's retreat
"

3 Maatfttr-i-Afahmudshaki, fol. 242b Shihab Hakim says, as rainy season

was coming, he returned to Shadiabad on 20th Ska'ban

Probably in 14&3 A.D when Mahmud Khalji was at Daulatabad for

sometime, his treasurer Sangam Singh Soni may have gone to Paithan for

holy bath in the Godavsri, which was only about 30 miles south from there.

See' Buddhi Saga?.
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attack on Elichpur.
1 While he was marching to Elichpur he

detached Sher Khan from his army and sent him towards Kalam

He caused ravage and destruction to the countryside of Ehchpur

and after defeating the Ehchpur army that opposed him, returned

to his capital. Sher Khan also thoroughly sacked Kalam and

also brought some prisoners. He was ob\iously putting pressure

on the Ehchpur front, but as there were still many refractory

petty chiefs who needed his attention, he could not concentrate

on Elichpur. Besides, Kherla was still in the possession of the

descendants of Rai Nar Singh whose loyalty was very doubtful

Kherla, being the vantage point, he first of all removed Harnaik

Zwnardar and started improving the fortifications and re-chnsten-

ed it as Mahmudabad.2 As there was a shortage of grain in

the locality, he sent Siraj-ul-Mulk along with provisions, to take

up the charge of Mahmudabad fort and ordered him to store

grain in the fort 3 Thus Mahmudabad Kherla was created

as a base for launching offensive on Elichpur. But Sultan

Mahmud was not satisfied with his position merely by strengthen

ing Mahmudabad Kherla; he thought of the acquisition of other

strong forts m the locality too. According to this plan he marched

towards Bairagarh* and sent a message asking the Rai to attend

his court. The Rai was alarmed and sent his
l

naiF asking for

two days* time to collect the tribute and men and then come to

his court But after the expiry of the stipulated time when the

Rai did not turn up, Mahmud attacked his fort The Rai was

defeated and driven out. The fort was also damaged. Mahmud

collected the booty which included diamonds, which he learnt,

were found in the locality

These activities of Sultan Mahmud alarmed the Bahmam

1 Ma'athir-i-Afahmudshahi, fol 244a, Bahmanis of the Deccan, p. 303

Sherwam says that "although there had been no fighting in the northern

sector since Rajab 867 A H /April, 1463 AD, the tension between the two

kingdoms had by no means abated
"

2 M<tathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 243a.

3 Ibid ,
fols 245a-b The grain in Kherla was stored after plundering

the neighbourhood of Elichpur territory and the fields of Bhatkanu After

Bhatkanu was occupied, it was also strengthened. Thus we find Mahmud

strengthening his position on the Elichpur front in Berar

* Ibid ,
fol. 257a

Bairagarh is given in the Aw as a Mahal in the Savkar of Garha where

a fort existed, and was inhabited by Gonds Vide, Am, II, Jarrett, (Sarkar,

1949) p. 211,
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Sultan who despatched
1 a force of twenty thousand for

strengthening the borders of the Bahmam kingdom and its

defences on the side of Malwa. As Ramazan was approaching

and the Sultan was contemplating the launching of an attack,

he ga%e leave to his men to return to their homes to spend the

Ramazan, and himself returned to Shadiabads m S1X days'

march.

However, before Sultan Mahmud could launch his attack he

fell ill. But even during his illness he did not lie quietly in Shadia-

bad; 'instead, on 24th of Rabi* I 870 AH3/14th Nov 1465

AJ>. he left Shadiabad in a palki and reached Nalcha where he

took rest for some time. In the meantime Muhammad Shah

Lashkan, the Bahmini ruler, took measures to check the onward

encroachment of Malwa and ordered Nizam-ul-Mulk* Turk to

attack and destroy Kherla. Sultan Mahmud received this

information while resting at Nalcha and immediately ordered
*

'Ariz-i-Momalik to summon all the soldiers and after muster,

put them on purpose,
5 and he appointed Taj Khan as 'Ariz for

the army which was to be on the move

LOSS OF MAHMUDABAD KHERLA AND ITS RECOVERY

Siraj-ul-Mulk who had been placed in charge of Mahmudabad

Kherla, proved himself indolent and did not pay proper attention

to strengthen his army and to keep it in readiness for unforeseen

eventualities.6 Besides, he used to indulge in wine heavily. It

was in this state of negligence and complacency that he received

1 Mtfathr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 257b These activities have not been

mentioned by other historians

8 Ibid
,

fol. 258a 3 Ibid
,
fol 258b.

* Ibid
,
fol. 259a \Vhile at Nalcha, Mahmud received information of

the Deccanese movement towards Kherla, hence the Deccan attack

on Kherla must have taken place in 870 A H /1465-66 A D According
to Shihab Hakim the cause of this attack on Kherla was f

to wipe out the

disgrace of previous defeat at Bidar, now the Deccan was trying to pick up
quarrel with the territories which were under Mahmud'

Riyaz-ul'Insha, p. &5 S gives the name ofNizcun-ul~Midk as Malik Yusuf Turk

Fvnskttt, II, p. 500 also says, Ntzam-ul-Mulk was ordered to attack Kherla
m 870 A.H.; Bnggs, IV, p. 229 has, Rabi< I 871 / Oct 1 1, 1466 A D

Barkan~*Ma*atktr} -p. 109, also puts the invasionm 870 A H Against all these

evidences Sherwam puts the invasion in 872 A H /1468 AD on the basis

of Firfshta's statement in the Deccan section which obviously is wrong.
Ni&un-itt-Midk was killed by the end of 870 A.H.

5 Ma'aQnr-i-Mahmidshaitii fol. 259a. .
* Ibid

, fol 259b.
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the news of the attack1 of Nizam-ul-Mulk. Nizam-ul-Mulk
had been emboldened to attack Kherla by the news of Sultan
Mahmud's illness, as he had expected that the Sultan would
not be able to move out nor would he have appointed any army
for that side.s When Nizam-ul-Mulk attacked, Siraj-ul-Mulk's
son came out and fought bravely, but he was killed. 3 Accord

ing to the statement of Mahmud Gawan, Siraj-ul-Mulk was
defeated in the first attack and fi\e thousand infantiy and cavalry
soldiers were killed and Nizam-td-Mulk acquired twenty-three

elephants
4 Ni~am-u1-Mvlk occupied Mahmudabad Kherla,

which thus for the time being was lost to Malwa. But Nizam-ul-
Mitlk was not destined to enjoy this position for long According
to Shihab Hakim,5 Nizam-ul-Mulk had never achieved such
success with the result that he became very proud and did not
care for the vengeance of the enemy. He neglected his personal
safety and one of the men from his army killed him, in revenge.

8

'Add Khan and Darya Khan, the adopted sons of Nizam-ul-Mulk
made some hasty arrangements for the preservation of the fort

and carried the corpse of Nizam-wl-Mulk to Bidar

1 T.A III, p. 344., Ma'atfur-i-Mafanudshahi, fol 260a
2 Ibid

,
fol. 259b, JRiyaz-til-Insha, p 87, Letter No. 16. Mahmud Gawai

an this letter also says that Mahmud was seriously ill at this tune and that

Mzam-ul-Muik had been deputed to the conquest of Kherla, with his own
forces and the forces of Mahur,

s
MifathiT-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 260a *

Riyaz-ul-lnsJia, p 85
5
Mc?athiT-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 260a, Riyaz-vl-lnsha, p So

Mahmud Gawan also speaks of him as a vain person.
6
Riyaz-ul-Insha, p So has

The sentence conveys the sense of time lapse, i e , he was not murdered

immediately on occupation of the fort

According to Rtyaz, a Kafir whose family and children were arrested before

his eyes, came wailing towards Nizam-ul-Mulk and as if paying obeisance
he plunged a poisonous dagger into him which caused his instantaneous

death

Ftrishta, I, p 674 According to Finshta when the Deccan forces had

finally succeeded in gaining the fortress, two Rajput defenders of the citadel

came to him and begged him to allow them to kiss his feet This request was

granted, but as they bowed for the supposed obeisance, instead of kissing the

commander's feet they took him unawares and stabbed him in the heart

kflling him instantaneously.
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The loss of Kherla so much upset Sultan Mahmud that in

spite of his illness and inability to ride, he at once moved out in

a palki and ordered Taj Khan to proceed at once to Kherla to

settle its affairs
i The death of Nizam-ul-Mulk had weakened

the position of the Deccanese, and Taj Khan driving out the

Deccanese, easily occupied Mahmudabad Kherla Mahmudabad

Kherla was then placed under Maqbul Khan^ who was given

four lakhs of tankv, 50 horses, 15 elephants and baggage etc.

to further strengthen this outpost

THE LAST ROUND OF HOSTILITIES WITH THE 0ECCAN

Maqbul Khan soon established himselfm Mahmudabad Kherla,

and even sent a punitive expedition under Ghazi Khan^ into

Ehchpur and caused some damage to it In the meantime

Mahmud Khalji received a petition from Malik Mahmud Parwez,

the Daccanese governor of Daulatabad, seeking his help against

Mahmud Gawan * It is quite likely that Mahmud Gawan had

gone to punish Malik Mahmud Parwez, who had submitted to

Mahmud Khalji on the previous occasion i e m 867/1462-63

and now Malik Mahmud Parwez thought it best to seek the

help of one who was not only strong but who was an enemy of

the Deccan This petition of Malik Parwez placed Mahmud in

a predicament, as he could not be sure that this was not a ruse

to ensnare him in Daulatabad However, he finally decided

to help and marched towards Daulatabad

According to Shihab Hakim, Mahrnud Gawan, on receiving

this news of the move of Mahmud Khalji, returned towards

Bidar.o After Mahmud's return to Shadiabad, he received

information from Maqbul Khan that Deccanese officers were

1 Ma'athtr-i-Mahmuctshahi, fol 260b, Riyaz-ul-Insha, p. 87 Mahrnud

Gawan says that Khalji was confined but was so agitated on hearing this

news that he moved in a palkt towards Kherla

Sherwani, Bahmams ofthe Deccan, pp 304-305. Sherwam, following Finshta,

places the incident in 872/1468, and conveys a sense that Nizam-ul-Mulk was

killed almost on the occupation of the fort of Kherla

S Mcfatkir-i-Mahmudsliahi, fol 26Ob

Ibid, fol, 26Sb * Ibid 5 Ibid
,
fol 26<)b

* ISid ; Ryaz-ui-Inshdj p. 87. Mahmud Gawan, however, writes that

*Vben Mahmud heard about it he also moved towards the same direc

tion, but as our forces were moving through the regular route, he moved

tjnxmgh the difficult path full of jungles and mountains, and according to my
jajajheissomuch disturbed that he may die on his way

"
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thinking of attacking Kherla. Mahmud Khalji held a council 1

with Mansur-ul-Mulk and Rai Rayon Rai Siv Das and it was

unanimously agreed that action be taken immediately. According

to the decision, an army was sent to destroy Elichpur and its

environs towards the middle of Rabi* II 871 A.H /Nov. 1466

A D Maqbul Khan along with Mansur-ul-Mulk and Rai Rayan

Rai Siv Das marched towards Elichpur halting at Radpur and

Taluda, destroying and collecting booty, they reached the

borders of Elichpur. Maqbul Khan had collected twelve thousand

cattle and four thousand slaves, besides countless other commodi

ties by way of booty (ghana'im)
2 With this booty the Malwa

army had become very heavy, yet Maqbul Khan divided his

army into three sections and attacked Ehchpur from three sides,

causing heavy damage to its defences.3

From the narrative of both Shihab Hakim and Finshta it

seems that Maqbul Khan after causing heavy damage and having

sacked Elichpur decided to return as he had collected heavy

baggage. Wafa Khan*, the governor of Elichpur, hearing of

the return of Maqbul Khan, collected a force of fifteen hundred

sa\vars and numberless foot soldiers, and in consultation with

his associates^ such as, Qazi Khan, Pir Khan, Farkhunda

Khan and Hasan Khan, decided to make a night attack on the

Malwa army which was returning laden with booty. Maqbul

Khan, however, got information of this plan and taking into

consideration the heavy baggage and also the uneven nature of

ground, which could never provide full opportunity to all his

men, divided his army into groups. One portion of his army, he

despatched as a guard for the heavy booty. He then selected

the best men from the army and kept them separate under his

personal command The rest of the army he sent to face Wafa

Khan's attack When Wafa Khan and his associates attacked this

army, Mansur-ul-Mulk and Rai Rayan Rai Siv Das attacked them

from one side and Maqbul Khan from the other and completely

I Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 272a. * ltd, fol. 272b.

3 So in Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, but Finshta savs he occupied the town

and gave it up to be plundered. Vide, Firuhta, II, p ^00.

4 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaki, fol 273a, Finshta has not given the name but

only says 'governor of Elichpur
'

5 So in Ma'aihir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 273a, Finshta, II, p. =500, names

only Qazi Khan and Par Khan, Bnggs, IV, p 229, has omitted the names

altogether.
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routed the forces of Wafa Khan and drove them upto the gates

of Ehchpur.
1 The rout of the Deccanese forces was so great

that twenty of their officers were killed, thirty important persons

were imprisoned and twenty and odd horses along with the

^word and the Chatra of Wafa Khan fell into the hands of the

Malwa general With this victory and laden with booty Maqbul

Khan returned to Mahmudabad Kherla 2

TREATY NEGOTIATIONS

Thus we find that Sultan Mahraud caused heavy damage*

and ravaged the territory of^ Ehchpur and in spite of their

best efforts, the Deccanese officers could not protect the

territory. In fact these constant battles m the direction of Berar

had assumed such magnitude3 that it became a matter of concern

for all peace-loving persons and efforts were made to bring about

an understanding between the two kingdoms. It so happened
that during the course of these military activities, Sultan Mahmud

paid a visit to Shaikh Zia-ud-dm Biyabam who was considered

as a great Sufi and a holy person The Shaikh, instead of en

couraging him, criticised boldly his policy of causing destruction,

and advised him to withdraw his hand from causing fear and

damage to the Muslims. He asked him to follow* the advice

that "It is better that among the Muslims such reforms should

be adopted, which are connected with and based upon public

welfare."

Sultan Mahmud complained to the saint that instead of advis

ing him, the saint should advise the Deccan ruler who was the

real aggressor and was putting up his posts outside his territories

The Sultan then told the saint that if the Deccanese Sultan with

draws his hand from Kherla, he too would not trouble the people.
He plainly told the saint that Deccan intrusion was the mam
cause of all troubles.5

Shaikh Zia-ud-din Biyabani who was earnest in his intention of

bringing about peace, wrote a letter to the Ulama and Mashaikh
of the Deccan.6 It is quite likely that this letter of Shaikh

Zia-ud-din, Biyabani might have been carried by Qazi Ladan
Tahir and Ishaq Tahir as mentioned by Mahmud Gawan in

1 Afa'at/ar-i-Mahmudshshi fol 273b
2

Ibid., Firishta, II, p 500, Bnggs, IV, p 229.
8
Mtfathtr-i-Afahmudshafri. fol. 273b.

4 Ibid , fol. 274a 5 /fo< 6 ^^ fol 274b:
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Riyaz-ul-ItuhaJ As the talks for peace were started by Shaikh

Biyabani, Mahmud Gawaa's claim that the Malwa Sultan wanted

peace is not altogether unfounded, though the initiative was

taken up by a non-political party. So far as Sultan Mahmud
is concerned, he certainly was not averse to peace, and had also

realised the futility of his military activity m Berar. But at that

period his military campaigns were successful and the unsettled

condition of the Deccan, because of the prevailing party-strife,

might have led him to expect better terms. He, therefore, did not

dissuade Shaikh Btyabam, on the other hand, in all likelihood,

encouraged him in his mission.

Mahmud Gawan, the new Prime Minister of Muhammad
Shdh Bahmani, was also not averse to peace and his attitude is

clearly indicated in the expression that when the other party was

inclined towards peace, the Deccan would also be ready 2

Qazi Shaikhan, the Muhtasib, who was well versed with the

affairs of the Deccan and who had a very soothing tongue, was sent

to Shadiabad by the Government of Muhammad Shah Lashkan

to negotiate the terms of peace.
3 Qazi Shaikhan presented

the entire case m a round-about way and expressed the Bahmani

Sultan's demand that Sultan Mahmud should give up his claim

over Mahmudabad (Kherla) or he could retain Mahmudabad

provided he gave up the repair of the fortification and strengthen

ing of the boundary.4 However, it is obvious that such terms

could not have been acceptable to Sultan Mahmud, who not

only rejected them outright but threatened to march into the

Deccan. According to Shihab Hakim, Mahmud stressed that

so far he had refrained from invading Bidar out of two consi

derations, i.e. first that innocent people should not unnecessarily

be tortured, and secondly, because the father of the Sultan

of Bidar was dead and that there was trouble in his territories.

Further, that he had already forgiven the atrocities of the

Deccanese. and hence was willing for peace But there was a

1
Riyaz-ul-Insha, p. 93

2 Ibid ,pp 93-94. To merit seems that the exchange of letters with the

Mashaikh took place before sending Qazi Shaikhan for settlement

3
Ma'athir-i-Mahmttdskahi, fol 274b, T. A III, p 345, Nizam-ud-Din also

savs that Qazi Shaikhan was sent to Shadiabad for effecting the peace

treaty; Ryaz-ul-Insha, p 94 has, Qazi Shaikhan Muhtasib and Qazi

Ahmad Naib
*
Mctathvr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 274b; Ftrtshla, II, p 500
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limit to everything.^ Mahmud not only used the language

of diplomacy but gave orders for a show of force, that the army

should get ready to move towards Gulbarga and Bidai. Qazf

Shaikhan realised that he had overshot his mark and pleaded

that he should be gnen twenty days so as to enable his messengers

to return from Bidar in which direction they had already been

sent. Mahmud agreed to this proposition and gave orders that

the execution of his orders should be postponed for a month 2

Thus we find, while Mahmud was intent on his aim, he was

equally willing for a peaceful settlement. Mahmud must be

given due credit for his understanding of the situation. He

knew very well that the Deccan at that time was in no mood to

go to war. Mahmud Begada, the ally of the Deccan, was,

engaged in Gimars during this period, and, therefore, there was

no possibility of his giving immediate help to the Deccan ruler.

The period taken by Qazi Shaikhan seems to bave been not

only for the purpose of getting replies but also to give time to the

Deccan government to find out the possibilities in case no agree

ment was arrived at We are informed by Shihab Hakim that

even after the expiry of one month Qazi Shaikhan did not present

himself to give a definite reply. Sultan Mahmud, on his part,

knew the methods of pressure tactics, and, therefore, finding that

no reply was forthcoming though the period had expired, he

gave orders to the army to inarch. The army moved and pitched

its tents at Kaushak Jahan-numa in Nalcha, ready to march.

This move of Mahmud Khalji hastened the matters. Qazi

Shaikhan immediately presented himself in the court and

requested the Sultan not to undertake the attack, as he had been

vested with full powers by the Deccanese Sultan to sign the

treaty.
4

THE TREATY

According to the agreeement arrived at by both the parties, it

was finally decided that Ehchpur should form the boundary bet

ween the two kingdoms. According to Shihab Hakim, 5 Mahmud

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudskahi, foL 275a. 2
Ibid, fol 275b.

8 Mtfat-i-Sikandan, p, 114, Mahmud Begada marched towards Girnar

m 871 A.H /1 466-67 A,D

Mtr'at-i-Afanadit pp 55-56, Mahmud Begada was busy towards Girnar in

871 and 872.

*
Mtfatfar-i-Mahmudshate, fol. 275b 5 Ibid
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consented to give the territories from Ehchpur to the Deccanese.

According to Nizam-ud-Dm, "peace was concluded at these

teims that the ruler of the Deccan should leave the country

of Berar as far as Ehchpur in the possession of Sultan Mahmud,

and the latter should not henceforward cause any damage to

the country of the Deccan". 1 Finshta sa>s, according to the

terms of the treaty, the ruler of the Deccan should lea\e Sultan

Mahmud in possession as far as Ehchpur and the country of

Gondwara and Baqauli as far as Kherla, and Sultan Mahmud

should cause no injury to the country of the Deccan.2

Thus v-e find that though Mahmud Khalji did not succeed in

annexing Berar to his kingdom, he did succeed m cutting away

a slice from that territory With Mahmudabad Kherla as

a strong frontier outpost, commanding the hilly tract of Gawil-

garh and Ehchpur, Mahmud succeeded in creating a natural

frontier in that direction. The treaty created good relationships

between Malwa and the Deccan and remained effective till the

end of the Bahmam State."

1 TA III, (Tr) p 538

2 Fmshta, II, p 500, Bnggs, IV, p 230 says, "others have asserted that

Ehchpoor was ceded to Malwa on condition of the king refraining from

invading Deccan in future", Burhan-i-Ma'athir, p, 111.

3 Sherwani, Bahmams of the Deccan t p 308



Chapter VII

MAHMUD'S RELATIONS WITH JVIEWAR AND THE
PETTY CHIEFS OF THE NORTH

Political condition of Mewar Family dissensions

Khem Karan in Malwa Mahmud anxious about the

growing power of Kumbha First invasion ofChittor

Conquest ofGagraun Unsuccessful attack on Mandal-

garh Mandalgarh again Bayana and its subjuga

tion Conquest of Ajmer Mandalgarh again

Conquest of Mandalgarh More activities of Mahmud
Khalji towards Mewar

THE last quarter of the fourteenth century witnessed the revival

of Chittor as a prominent power in Rajputana, a natural

consequence of which was a desire to extend its political power
Thus the Ranas, from Hamnur onwards, constantly led ex

peditions into adjacent Rajput and non-Rajput territories for

establishing their suzerainty The rise of the independent

kingdoms of Gujarat and Malwa on the borders of Rajputana
which were equally anxious for territorial aggrandisement,
resulted in a triangular struggle for supremacy But so long
as the rulers of these kingdoms were busy in consolidating their

positions within their territories, the clash was avoided. For

Malwa, a powerful Mewar with Chittor as headquarters, on
her immediate north-west border was of great consequence
During the reign of Hoshang Shah, the Mewar problem had
been considerably solved by giving shelter to Chunda and Ajja
and their followers, who were ousted as a result of the Rathor

ascendancy in the court of Rana Mobil But the assassination

of Rana Mokul and accession of Rana Kumbha m 1490 v.s J
/

1433 A.D. considerably changed the situation The Rathor
ascendancy under Rao Ran Mal2 not only witnessed the death
of Chacha and Mera, the murderers of Rana Mokul, but also

1 Vtr Vmod, I, p 319, Tod, I, p 230. Tod puts the accession in s 1475
(A.D, 1419). The error of Tod's date has been pointed out by Kaviraj
Shyamal Das in Fir Vinoit; Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p 35.

^

2 The callousness of Rajput character can be found from the following
Knt of Sarda "Ran Mai took Chacha's daughter to wife, making Chacha'*
body serve as a 'bajot* to sit on at the ceremony." Vide, Maharana Kumbha
pp. 39-40,
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\utnessed the foul murder of Raghava Deva, one of the brothers

of Chunda and Mokul, who was held in highest esteem m
Mewar. While it marked the peak of Rathor ascendancy m
the Mewar court, it also marked the beginning of their fall

in Mewar. Chunda and Ajja along with their followers soon

returned to Chittor to avenge the murder of Raghava Deva,

where Mahapa, one of the associates of Chacha and Mera, had

already returned after a short stay in Malwa and Gujarat,

and had succeeded m gaining pardon of Rana Kumbha Chunda's

return was welcomed by the Sisodias and soon led to the death

of Rao Ran Mai Rathor l Thus while the blood of Raghava

Deva was avenged, the end of the Rathor ascendancy also led

to the close of the Sisodia-Rathor contest that had been going

on m the Mewar court politics since the ascendancy of Ran Mall,

and restored the solidarity of Mewar, But for Malwa the

Rajput buttress set up by Hoshang Shah by giving shelter to

Chunda and Ajja was also gone.

The accession of Rana Kumbha was followed by a change

in the policy of Chittor. Rana Kumbha asserted his suzerainty

over Harauti, Dasur and such other neighbouring Rajput chiefs

on the borders of Malwa and Mewar who had once accepted

the suzerainty of Hoshang Shah. Thus for Mahmud Khalji,

who was as ambitious as Rana Kumbha, Chittor at once became

a menace.

The earlier years of Mahmud's reign were full of trouble

because of rebellions at home and aggression from outside, parti

cularly the invasion of Ahmad Shah Gujarati. It is, therefore,

quite likely that when Mahapa Pawar, one of the accomplices

of Chacha and Mera, took shelter in Malwa and Rana Kumbha
demanded him back Mahmud Khalji asked him 10 leave Malwa.2

This must have taken place sometime between 1437 A D. and

1438 A.D and these were the years of trouble for Mahmud, and

he could not risk a war with Chittor then 3 Mahmud Khalji

1 Ran Mai was killed in 1438 A D.

2 Vir Vinod, I, p. 320

According to Shyamal Das, Mahapa Pawar had left Mandu before it was

besieged by Rana Kumbha and Ran Mai, Sarda, Maharana Kumbhf

p. 51.

3 Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, pp 50-51.

Sarda, writes, "The two armies met in A D 1437 near Sarangpur, between

Chittor and Mandsaur. After a severe engagement, the Sultan's army was

(Continued on next page)
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had also recognised in Rana Kumbha a potential danger because,

he had shown his interest m the affairs of Mahva by giving help

10 Shahzada 'Umar Khan, son of Hoshang Shah, against him 1

Besides, Rana Kumoha had by 1439 A D subjugated portions of

kanthai and Harauti \vmch Mahmud could not allow to lemam

perpetually in the hands of his enemy. Kanthai and Harauti

thus became a bone of contention between Sultan Mahmud

Khalji of Malwa and Rana Kumbha of Clutter. But Mahmud

Khalji seems to ha\e been very cautious. Even after his return

from Sarguja from where he had secured a good deal of wealth

and elephants and was camping m Harauti subjugating petty

Rajputs chiefs, he did not risk war with Maharana Kumbha.

It is after his return from nis abortive attempt of occupying

Dehli, that he launched his campaigns against Rana Kumbha.

What materially altered the situation for Mahmud is a matter

that needs examination.

After his return from the eastern campaigns when Mahmud

was subjugating the petty chiefs of Harauti, Rana Kumbha

was in his mmd but he did not think of attacking Chittor. The

contemporary historian Shihab Hakim says that Mahmud felt

that it was not advisable to leave Malwa because if he marched

into Mewar, Sultan Ahmad Gujarati would take the opportunity

of invading Malwa But the real cause certainly was not this

fear of Gujarati invasion, because Mahmud did undertake the

still more ambitious expedition against Dehli. Thus the real

cause seems to be his consciousness of Rana Kumbha's strength.

After his retrun from Delili, which had been expensive and

tiresome for the soldiers, he re-organised his army at Shadiabad

Mandu and then marched out for the conquest of Chittor

The altered situation has not been pointed out by Muslim

historians, but from sources of Rajput history it can be easily

(Continue

utterly routed The Sultan fled and shut himself up in the fort of Mandu
The Maharana *s army followed up the victory and laid siege to Mandu
Kumbha stormed and took the fort Ran Mai captured Sultan Mahrnud

Khalji, whose army fled m all directions The Maharana returned to

Ctittor bringing the Sultan captive with him "

This view that Rana Kumbha took Mahmud Khalji as captive has found

so much currency among the historians ofRajasthan that it becomes necessary
to examine it thoroughly and lay bare the hollowness of the claim See

Appendix B.

1 Vir Vmod
) I, p. 327
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'

deduced. After the murder of Mokul, Kumbha had ascended

the throne in A.D. 1433 when he was still very young. Kumbha's

younger brother Khem Karan, also remained in Clutter so

long he was also young, but after he had grown up, he started

demanding a jagir for himself. Rana Kumbha did not bear

good feelings for Khem Karan, as he was his step-brother*

and gave him a jagir after hesitation and trouble, which was

not liked by Khem Karan Khem Karan then with his followers

forcibly occupied Bari Sadn 2 But Kumbha could not tolerate

his occupation of Sadri and sending his forces drove him out.

Khem Karan thereupon retired to Malwa, where he was

welcomed by Mahmud Khalji as the latter expected to get

valuable information and help from him * However the

historians do not mention the date of Khem Karan's occupation

of Sadri and his final expulsion from Sadri and arrival in Melwa

But from the skeleton of facts it can be discerned. Ran Mai

Rathor was murdered on Nov. 2, 1438 A D/1495 v.S.s When

Khumbha was still very young,
6 and Khem Karan younger,

Kumbha could not have taken an independent stand particularly

when Ran Mai's strong hand was looking after the affairs

of Mewar After Ran Mai's murder Rawat Chunda became

busy in pursuing Jodha, son of Ran Mai. The occupation-

of Sadri by Khem Karan, therefore, should ha\e taken place

1 VIT Vmad, II, p 1053, Khyct, I, p 93

2 VIT Vmod, II, p 1053

3
Ibid, II, p 1054

* Ojha, Partapgarh Rcjyaka Itihas, p 49, Ojha vmtes

sir 3ft q

5 Reu, Afenearka Itihas, I, p 78 V S 1495 Kartik Bad! 30 /2nd Novem

ber, 1438 A D-

In fn 2 Reu remarks

IX f^e ^o ^'<oo (t

(fo ^v?O f Trfrmin %^ t ^r

5iRT f^ ftcTT I >"

Sarda, AfflAarana JTwW, P 64 Asarh, S 1495 /AD 1438, Ojha,

Rajyaka Itihas, I, V 59^, fh 2

Marwarka Itihas, Vol I, p 78, fn 1.

ir^Tg^m:

'"
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after 1438 A.D , perhaps in 1439 A D. at the earliest J For a

few >ears, Rawat Chunda seems to have taken the place of

Ran Mai. But gradually Rana Kumbha began to assert himself

and took matters of state in to his own hands 2 Thus by 1441

or 1442 AD. Kumbha might have ordered the expulsion of

Khem Karan, \vho then went to the court of Mahmud Khalji

The arrival of Khem Karan in the court of Mahmud Khalji

strengthened his position and also gave him a justifiable cause.

Unlike Rawat Chunda and Ajja, Khem Karan was an enemy

of Kumbha and to wrest his lost territories he was willing to

take up arms against the ruler of Chittor. Khem Karan through

out his life remained an enemy of Kumbha, and with the help

of Malwa Sultan caused a great deal of harm to Mewar.3

Khem Karan thus had a full hand in the invasions of Mahmud
o\ er Chittor * Thus the answer to Mahmud Khalji's sudden

decision to invade Chittor is to be found m the arrival of Khem
Karan in. his court, to whom the Sultan granted jagirs near

Rampura Bhanpur situated on the borders of Mewar. The

death of Sultan Ahmed Shah of Gujarat and the accession of

Muhammad Shah who was a weak person also relieved him of

fear from Gujarat

FIRST INVASION OF CHITTOR

After the Sultan was free from the marriage ceremony of his

son which occupied the first twenty-two days of the month of

Rajah, he directed his attention towards Rana Kumbha, and for

that purpose started with a well-equipped army on 26th Rajab
846 A.H,5/30th NOV. 1442 AD. Though Mahmud's real aim

was to march into the kingdom of Chittor, when he started it

appeared that he was going to Kalpi to punish Nasir bin 'Abdul

Qadir. In his private meeting with the envoys of the Sultan of

1
Gahlot, Rajfndajuka Itihas, p 51ft

According to Gahlot, Khem Karan occupied Ban Sadn in 1494 v S /1437
AD.

2 This inference I have been led to draw from the story of the appeal
of Hansa Bai to Kumbha on behalfofJodha who gave his indirect compliance
and said that openly he could not help Jodha for fear of wounding Chunda'g

fedings, but ifJodha could take Mandor, he would not be molested

See, Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p. 71.
8

Kfryat, I, pp. 93-94.
4 Vtr Vtaodt II, p. 1054
8

Ma'atkir-i-Afahmudshahi, fol. 127b; Ftrishta, 11, 487.
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Jaunpur he told them that he was busy with the Chittor affair

and the Sharqi Sultan could do with the Kalpi affair as he

pleased. From Shadiabad Mandu, Sultan Mahmud marched
straight to Sarangpur where he disposed of Khahl Khan and
4

Ali Khan, the envoys of Nasir bin 'Abdul Qadir, by granting
them audience and also giving them presents and stating to them
that he had pardoned their chief. He then turned towards the

territory of Kihvara* which was one of the strong centres of
Rana Kumbha, and after continued marches., reached the borders
of the territory of Rana Kumbha, and after crossing the Bitam-
nver he gave orders for the complete destruction of the country
side. While he directed his march towards the fort of Machhmdar-
pur, he took ever> precaution against the enemy. During
his march he followed the scorched earth policy, and at every
halt he waited for three or four days to see that everything
had been well destroyed and nothing was left which could be
of use to Rana Kumbha. Marching in this way, he finally
reached Machhindarpur fort, where the fugitives, of all the

places destroyed by him, had taken shelter.

This fort of Machhindarpur as mentioned by Shihab Hakim
is difficult to identify. According to Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta,

Mahmud had marched towards Kombhalmir, which is also

mentioned by Kaviraj Shyamal Das.s Kombhalmir is in

Kilwara and Mahmud had gone towards that side. It is there

fore quite likely that Machhindarpur
4 was then the name of

1
Ma'athir-i-Mafitnudshahi, fol. I27b.

"Kilwara is In the heart of the Aravali Hills, 25 7 N, 73 .36 E^, about 2
miles south of Kumbhalgarh fort and 38 miles North of Udaipur city. It

lies at the head of the Hathidara Nal or pass leading to Ghanerao in

Jodhpur." Vide, Pajputana Gazetteer, Mewar Residency, Yol II-A, (I90S
1

!

p. 117
2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol I2Sb Shihab Hakim clearly mentions

it as being on the borders, T A III, p 324 and Finshta, II, p 487 sa-\

River Bhim, Bnggs, IV p 208 has Bunas river.

This river cannot be the Bunas mer which is far off It seems to be one
of the tributaries of the Chambal

3 Vir Vmod, I, p 324
*

Ma'athir-t-Mahmvdshahi, fol. 129a

Shihab Hakim says that Ahmad Shah Gujarati had also invaded this fort

of Machhindarpur, but could do no harm to it.

Rajputana Gazetteer, Mewar Resident??, p 116 Erskine makes the following
obervation. "The district takes its name from the well-known fort of

(Continued on nixt pagt]
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the fort that existed m that territory and may be the same fort

which was later rebuilt and strengthened by Rana Kumbha and

men the name of Kumbhalgarh. Mahmud realised the m-

Cincibihty of the fort and turned towards the temple situated

near the fort, kno*n as Ban Uata temple* and which was

protected by fortifications. These fortifications were under

Dip Smghs who defended it for seven days. When be fell fighting,

the temple passed into the hands of Mahmud ^

After the destruction of the temple of Ban Mala, Mahmud

turned towards Pankrah which was about four miles from this

place, and ga\e orders for its plunder. Towards night fall he

returned to his camp. At Pankrah he received information that

Rana Kumbha had entered the fort of Chittor. He then decided

to besiege the fort of Chittor and for this purpose divided the

army into two sections. One section was sent towards Chittor

and the other, under his personal command, was employed in

(Continuedfrom pre-page]

Kumbhalzjarh or Kumbhalmer built bv Rana Kumbha between 1443 and

145S on the site of a still more ancient castle which tradition ascribes to

Samprati, a Jain prince of the second century B C It is situated m
2oV N and 73 "3 E about forty miles north of Udarpur city and stands

on a rocky hill 3 56S feet above sea-level commanding a fine view of the

wild rugged scenervof the Aravallis and the sandy deserts of Manvar "

1 Vir Vmod, I p 324; Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p. 86. Ban Mats is the

familv deitv of the Sisodias.

2 Vir Vmod, I, pp. 324-25, T A III, p 324, Firtskta, II, p 487

S T A III, pp 324, 325, Fmshta, II, p 487

Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta mention that Mahmud caused the idols to be

broken and given to the butchers to be used as weights for their scales for

the sale of meat and the Largest idol, that of a ram to be converted into lime,.

which -was to be given with the pan leaf to the Rajputs, so that they should

have to eat the object of their worship.

Surprisingly enough, while Shihab Hakim mentions, the destruction of

the temple he does not mention anything about this conversion of the image

into lime nor does he refer to Mahmud's intention of humiliating the Rajputs.

Shihab Hakim's silence on this point only indicates that it is a later interpola

tion, because had it not been so Shihab Hakim certainly would have men

tioned it as a praise-worthy deed of Sultan Mahmud

Besides, as pointed out, Sultan Mahmud had marched with Khem Karan

and other Rajputs, and he was not the person to take any foolish step that

might injure the feelings of the Rajputs The destruction of the temple-

had mihtary bearing because it contained the store house of arms etc

for the defence of the mam fort and in fact it was a part of the defence diough

outwardly u had all the appearance of a temple,
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ravaging Pankrah. 1 The place was so thoroughly destroyed that

e\en fodder for the cattle was not left, and people of the locality

fled to other places.

While from Machhindarpur Mahmud had decided to turn

towards Chittor, he had summoned A lzam Humayan Khan-i-

Jalian to subjugate the Rajputs in the region of Khanthal.2

A'zam Humayan had arrived at Mandsore and was engaged in

reducing the rebel chief Kalba, when he fell ill and died 3

When the news was received by Mahmud, he immediate!}

came to Mandsore in grief and sorrow * Nizam-ud-Din5

sa>s that Mahmud out of grief tore his hair and dress. For

some days Mahmud staged at Mandsore and then made necessary

arrangements for sending the body to Shadiabad. When the

first shock was over, Mahmud realised that after all it was an

inevitable end and all would ha\e to face it; the work of this

world must be carried out without hindrance. He made fresh -

appointments at Mandsore to conduct the military activities in

the locality and appointed Taj Khan as m-charge of the affairs.6

After making necessary arrangements at Mandsore, Mahmud

again turned towards Chittor and ravaged Chaumuha As rainy

season approached Mahmud retraced his steps and selected an

elevated spot for his camp so that his army may be saved from

flood etc. This was considered by Rana Kumbha as retreat and

a sign of weakness, and on Friday the 25th Zilhijja 846/26th

April 1443 A.D., he made a night attack with ten thousand horse

man and twenty-three thousand infantry, but the attack was

repulsed.
7 However, from the narrative of Shihab Hakim

it is obvious that Mahmud did not gam a decisive victory and

it is quite likely that finding his position not very strong he

returned to his capital Shadiabad declaring that he would invade

Chittor the following year.
8 In the result of the battle remaining

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 129b

Pankrah, 4 miles fiom Machhindarpur.
2 T.A. Ill, (Tr) p. 514; Nizam-ud-Din mentions the country about

Shadiabad.
3 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 130a, Fmshta, II, p 488.

4
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fols 130a-b

5 T.A. III, p 325.
6 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 131 a.

7
Ibid, fol 132a; Finshta, II, p. 488 has, 10 thousand cavalry and 6

thousand infantry.

Firishta, II, p 488.
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indecisive Rajputana historians claim a \ictory for Rana Kumbha 1

just as the Muslim historians claim a \ictory for Mahmud.

Mahmud seems to have realised that the problem of Mewar

was one which could not be solved easily. He, therefore, decided

to subjugate such petty Rajput principal^ 2s over which

Kumbha had established his suzerainty after his accession.

Mahmud's policy was therefore to weaken Kumbha, and at

the same time to extend Malwa suzerainty Of these princi

palities first of all he thought of Gagraun \vhich was a strong

centre of Khichi Chauhans and over which Hoshang Shah

had once established his authority

This fort of Gagraun had been conquerred by Hoshang Shah

from Achaldas Khichi and had been placed under Prince Ghazni

Khan who had further strengthened the fortifications by throw

ing up more ramparts and bastions and by extending the walls.

to the Smdh river. After Ghazni Khan, Sultan Mahmud had

placed the fort under Badar Khan and on his death in battle

against Ahmad Gujarati, the fort was placed under Dilshad.

However, Palhan Singh2 Khichi had succeeded m reconquering

it. Sultan Mahmud was then busy in quelling internal distur

bances and in the consolidation of his kingdom and, therefore,

had postponed its reconquest.

CONQUEST OF GAGRAUN

Sultan Mahmud decided to conquer the fort of Gagraun on

2nd Sha'ban 847 A H /25-l 1-1443 A.D. Before actually proceeding

towards Gagraun, he sent 'Ah Khan as envoy to Mahmud Shah

Sharqi of Jaunpur, requesting him to restore Khan Jahan ibn

Qadir Shah to Kalpi He also gave orders that a proper cal

culation of whatever damage was done to the agricultural crops

during his march be recorded and full compensation be paid to

the cultivators for their loss He then started towards Gagraun

1 Vtr Vmodt I, p 3JJ
^ Balhan of Ma'tkir-i-Mahmudshaki is same as PaUian Palhan Singh

was the son of Achal Das Khichi of Gagraun and had gone out before the

final Jauhar when the fort was captured by Hoshang Shah See, Achaldas

kkuki-T^-Vachamka, pp 34 et seq't Jafar-ul~wahh, p 199
8 Ma*dhtr-i-Mahmudshaki, fol 132b, gives the date as 2nd Sha'ban 846

A H ,
but it should be 847 A H , because he returned, from, his first expedition

against Rana Kumbha in: the month of Qlfajja as pointed out earher

Zqfar-Kl-walth, p. 199 says, Mahmud reached Gagraun on RyaB 26, &47 f

19-11-1443
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and pitched his tents on the banks of the river Ahuti 1 m the

vicinity of Gagraun on I3th Shav\\al 847 AH., 3-2-1444 A.D

From the banks of the n\er Ahuti, Sultan Mahmud pushed on

further and came by the Smd mer and closed all access to the

fort. 2 Palhan Singh, during the period of his occupation had not

neglected the affairs of the fort and as Shihab Hakim says, he had

stored enough provisions to last his army for seven }ears.
3 Palhan

Singh also sought the help of Rana Kumbha as well as of other

local chiefs. The Rajput chiefs of the locality, realisirg the

danger to \vhich they were exposed and becoming conscious that

the fall of Gagraun fort \vould be a signal for the end of their

independence,
4

helped Palhan \\ith men and material. Rana
Kumbha also sent military help under Dahir -which consisted

of, besides other things, two "Kaman Rdd" (a kind of catapult)

which threw a stone boulder a maund in \\eight to a distance

of one arrow shot.

Fighting started immediately on Mahmud's reaching the out

skirts of the fort and the Rajputs caused some damage to his

army but after the battle had lasted for seven days Dahir was

killed. The death of Dahir unnerved Palhan, who now thought of

escaping from the fort but in his attempt to do it, he met a group
of Bhils, who killed him. 5 The death of Palhan practically

ended the battle, and the inmates of the fort performed the

Jauhar. The fort of Gagraun was thus finally conquered by
Mahmud Khalji, and a large booty fell into his hands. The

Sultan performed the thanks-giving ceremony and distributed

money and robes to his soldiers. After the occupation of

Gagraun, Sultan Mahmud deputed his eldest son, Muheicmad

i e Ghiyath Shah, with a large army to conquer and subjugate

Harauti from Qasba Baranda Lona.6 The fall of Gagraun was

1 Ahuti or Ahoo river is a tributary of the Smdh and Gagraun is situated

almost on the junction of these two nvers.

2 Ma'atfdr-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 135b, I2th Sheuxual is the date given for the

arrival of Mahmud on the banks of the Sindh, but on fol 134a, I3th Skarnoal

is the date given for Sultan's march and arrival by the bank ofthe Ahoo river.

3 Ibid, fol 135b The seven years must be an exaggeration but it

certainly indicates that Palhan Singh had taken sufficient precaution against

a possible attack,

*
Ibid, fol 135b

6 Ibid ,
fols 137a-b; ^afar-ul-walth, p. 199, does not speak of the death of

Palhan and mentions that Dahr was killed during the Jauhar.

6 Ma'athir-t-Mahmudskahi, fol. 138b
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a signal for the fall of smaller forts round about the region and,

'as Shihab Hakim sa>s, people from twenty-four forts evacuated

them In great panic and all these forts passed into the hands of

Sultan Mahmud. 1

Thus Mahmud succeeded in subjugating KMchrwara and

as his plans were to subjugate not only Khichiwara but Harauti

situated to its north as well, the conquest and control of Gagraun

which commanded a very strong position, was absolutely neces

sary. Mahmud gave orders for the restoration of the fortifica

tions of Gagraun and also for further strengthening it and

re-named it" Mustafabad.2 The occupation of Gagraun thus

established his authority in the locality.s But Sultan Mahmud

also knew that Rana Kumbha, who was equally interested in

establishing his authority in the locality, would not quietly

accept his occupation of Gagraun He, therefore, from Gagraun,

turned his attention, towards Mandalgarh which was a strong

outpost on the borders of Harauti.

MANDALGARH

Turning his attention towards Mandalgarh, Sultan Mahmud

arrived on the bank of the Banas river at a distance of two karoh

from Mandalgarh, where fighting started immediately with the

soldiers of Rana Kumbha. It seems that after the fighting had

lasted three days, some negotiations for a peace settlement took

place. From the account of Shihab Hakim we find that from

the side of Rana Kumbha, Jeetarmal and Teja Purohit and a

few other courtiers were sent and from the side of Sultan

Mahmud, Mansur-ul-Mulk, 'Ariz Chashm Mansur and Malik

Ilias Sarpardadar ware deputed to discuss the terms of the

peace. It is difficult to ascertain the terms that were actually

discussed. Shihab Hakim of course says that they (Kumbha's

deputies) agreed to pay one lakh of tonkas on condition of Sultan

Mihmud's return from the place.* However the negotiations

do not seem to have materialised and the manner in which the

\ 13<>a

*
Zefer-'ul-Taalih p. 199; Ma' athir-i-Afahmudshaht* fol. 138b.

* Shihab Hakim mentions a very interesting incident; according to him,

when Rana Kumbha heard about the fall of Gagraun, he said that Mahmud
should not consider it a great achievement, because this much of territory

he gives to Brahmans and Bhats.

* Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudsfiakt, fol I39b-
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entire thing Is summed up by Shihab Hakim, indicates that all

was not well for Sultan Mahmud. Rana Kumbha also did not

get any advantage, because had he succeeded in defeating

Mahmud he would certainly have followed his victory by

forcing or attempting to drive out Mahmud from Harauti and

Khichiwara.

Shihab Hakun says that the Sultan ordered that "as the

hot season has set in and the rainy reason is fast approaching
and though this return Kumbha may boast as his victory, God

willing I shall return next year and give him a proper punish
ment." 1 However from the guarded language of Shihab

Hakim, it appears that odds were against Mahmud, and

though he might not have been actually defeated, he must have

realised that victory then was not possible, and acting on the

principle of discretion as the better part of valour, he returned

to his capital, where, after some tune, he got himself engaged
in settling the affaurs of Kalpi and Jaunpur,

SECOND ATTEMPT OF MAHMUD

The Sultan again marched towards Harauti and Rantham-

bhor on 20th Rajah 850 A H 2/1 1-10-1446 A D. When he reached

Rantharnbhor, he made new arrangements because he felt thai

Bahar Khan, who had been given charge of Ranthambhor, was

not competent enough to check the strong forces of Dungar
Sen of Gwahor, and Ranthambhor being an important place, its

loss would be prejudicial to his interests. He, therefore,
'

trans

ferred Bahar Khan and appointed Malik Saif-ud-dm and ordered

him to strengthen the fort and make efforts for its protection

against enemies. He ordered Taj Khan, Tkhtiyar Khan and

Ghahb Khan to march towards Alhanpur,3 which was in the

vicinity of Ranthambhor so that they may collect khidmati from

the muqaddams and subjects of vilayat Boh and Panchwara and

other mauzas, and bring them under control.

The Sultan then marched next morning towards Mandalgarh.

When he reached the vicinity of Mandalgarh, he found that the

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 140a

2 Ibid
,
fol 156a

3 Ibid JoL 157b

Though Mahmud had reduced Gagraun and occupied Ranthambhor

he felt that unless Ranthambhor was properly protected from surrounding

territories it would always remain open to the onslaught of the Rajputs from

the side of Gwahor in the cast and Mewar in the west
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fort was situated on a hill and surrounded by hilly regions and

dense forests, so he pitched his tents on the bank of the river

Banas.1 For the first two days, the battle remained indecisive.

On the third day, the king appointed Ghazi-Khan to attack the

enemy and when Kumbha found that the battle may end in

defeat, he sent a large sum of money for army expenses and

sued for peace
2 Sultan's men also said that it was very hot

so he should accept the money and return and the king did like

wise. A close examination of this statement of Shihab Hakim,

however, clearly indicates that Mahmud was not victorious.

The statement that Kumbha sent a large sum of money because

he was sure of defeat seems to be an exaggeration. We find

that Mahmud's ami was conquest of Mandalgarh and if victory

was sure why did he accept the money, and where was the need

of the Sultan's men to request him to accept the money and return.

However, the claim of the historians 3 of Rajputana that Mahmud
was defeated is equally an exaggeration, because if Kumbha had

been victorious he certainly would have pursued Mahmud

Khalji at least a few stages The real situation therefore seems

to be, that the issue remained undecided, and may be with

advantages on the side of Kumbha, and Mahmud thought it

expedient to return.

After returning from Mandalgarh, he spent some time m
Dhar* as mentioned by Shihab Hakim, that in 851 AH/1447-48
A.D. the Sultan spent some time m collecting forces and

setting things ready for an expedition After the preparations

were complete, he sent an army in advance of him. This army

crossing the Manjar Pass destroyed Badalhana5 and its terri

tories, and rejoined the forces of the Sultan who had by that

1 Ma'aOiir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 158a, Firishta, II, p 491

2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 159a, Finskta, II, p 491

3 Vir Vmod, I, p 325

Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, pp 87-88 Sarda says, "To retueve this fresh

disaster, Mahmud set about preparing another army, and four years later,

on 20th Rajab, 850/Kartik Badi 6th, s 1503/11 October 1446 AD., he-

went towards Mandalgarh with a large army Reaching Rampura he

appointed Malik Saifuddin as governor there in place of Bahadur and moved
further. The Maharana's army attacked him while he was ciossing the

river Banas, and having defeated him, drovp him back to Mandu For

about 10 years after this defeat, Mahmud Khalji did not venture to take

the offensive against the Maharana "

*
Ma'athir-i-Mahmtidshahi,fol 159a 6 /bid

,
fol. 150b
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time also advanced a number of stages. Mahmud then sent

Shahzada Fidan Khan towards Gwahor. Dungar Sen of

Gwalior fought bravely and the Malwa army could not force

a decision. 1 Sultan Mahmud advanced and joined the forces

of Fidan Khan but the fort of Gwalior could not be reduced

The real aim of Mahmud was m different direction; he, there

fore, instead of besieging the fort, turned away, but as the men
of Dungar Sen started harassing the army, he had to wait and

push them back to their shelter. Turning from Gwalior, Sultan

Mahmud marched towards Agra2 and crossing the river Cham-

bal, besieged Agra. Mughla, the commander of the fort, col

lected the people inside the fortification and next day, while he

sent some khidmati to Mahmud Khalji, he also informed him

that as he (Mughla) was servant of another master, he would

not be able to hand over the fort to him (Sultan Mahmud)
Besides, he also informed him that Agra was only a small place

but if he would spare him and proceed towards Bayana, he

strongly believed that Muhammad Khan, the governor of

Bayana, would submit to him. Sultan Mahmud accepted the

version of Mughla and turned towards Bayana.

Bayana once* had been a stronghold of the Rajputs, but the

Sultan? of Dehli had soon recognised its importance and con

verted it into a strong outpost of theirs. Situated in Karauli it

occupied a very strategic position commanding the route to

Dehli, the Doab and Mewar. It was the key to Rajputana
To Mahmud Khalji, who- was pressing hard against Chittor,

Bayana, therefore, had a special attraction 3

1
Ma'athir-i-Mihmud,fiahi, fol IGOa

2 Finshta and Nizam-ud-Dm have not mentioned Sultan Mahmud's
march on, Gwalior and Agra. According to them, the Sultan marched

straight to Bayana, Shihab Hakim however has mentioned Mahmud's
movements before actually reaching the vicinity of Bayana

3 "Bayana lies on the left bank of the Gambir river, about 50 miles (may
be 47 miles) as the bird flies, or about 65 miles by the road, to the West-

South-West frorn Agra It is situated at the foot of a south-eastern salient

angle of a massive and precipitous range of granite hills, which are m reality

not detached hills, but constitute simply one immense elevated granite table

land, the upper surface or summit of which forms with a few exceptions a

sort of undulating plateau
"

"The Fortress of Vijayamandar Garh, the ancient name of which was Santipur,

is situated on a precipitous spur at the western extremity of the same range,

and about 6 miles west of Baianah This ancient and extensive fortress had

(Continued m next page)
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MAHMUD'S AUTHORITY OVER BAYANA

Saiyid Muhammad Khan, the governor of Bayana, had a

special grudge against the Saiyid rulers of Dehli. He had been

deprived of his j gir of Bayana by Mubarak Shah. 1 Yusuf

Khan Auhadi who was in charge of Hmdaun, was also interest

ed m seizing Bayana. The period of disturbances following

the assassination of Mubarak Shah had weakened the kingdom

of Dehli, and Muhammad Khan seems to have succeeded in

re-occupying Bayana during this period. The accession of

of 'Alauddin had further weakened Dehli, where there was

Afghan ascendancy. Thus while Yusuf Khan Hmdaum and

Muhammad Khan wanted to remain independent in their

respective territories, their condition was precarious, being

surrounded by the Rajputs and left without help from Dehli.

To them, therefore, Mahmud Khalji was the only shelter and

source of protection, and to whom they were ever ready to offer

their allegiance As for Mahmud Khalji there could be hardly

any opportunity more suitable for establishing his authority

over this place of strategic importance.

Thus from Agra when Mahmud Khalji turned towards

Bayana and arrived in its vicinity at a distance of two farsaks,*

Muhammad Khan the governor of the place seat his son Auhad

Khan with a tribute of one lakh tanfas and one hundred and

one horses* to wait on Sultan Mahmud. Mahmud Khalji readily

accepted this submission of Muhammad Khan and honoured

Auhad Khan with a special robe of honour and while permit

ting him to return to his father, the Sultan sent through him a

gold embroidered robe, a head-dress decorated with gems, a
*

(Continuedf) om pre-page)

been considerably added to, at \anous periods, in JUtei tune;,, b) bulb

Muharnmadans <tnd the Jats, successively, but the original Hindu fort* ess.

was of very ancient foundation indeed "

Archaeological Survey of India Report, Vol VI, p 50 Notf by A C 1,

Cailleyle-

1
Tankh-i-Mubarakshahi, pp 210, 213, T A. I, pp 278-79.

For the genealogy of Auhadi family sec Archaeological Survey of India Report

(Cunningham), Vol. XX, p 65,

2 TA III, p 330, Fwtshta, II, P 491

3
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 161a, T A, III, p 330, hah one hundred

horses, Fmjfita, II, p. 491 (1 lakh tonkas and hundred horses)

Accoidmgto Cunningham's genealogical table, the name of tht ion should

be Da'ud Khan Auhadi
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gold belt and horses with saddles and bridles adorned with gold.
Muhammad Khan, in return, appeared before his subjects in

the robe sent by the Khalji Sultan and caused the Khnibu to be

read and coins to be struck in the name of Mahmud Khalji.
1

Mahmud Khalji after securing the allegiance of the governor
of Bayana turned and, on his way, captured Alhanpur 2 which

\vas situated near Ranthambhon and placed it under Farid

Khan s

He then reacherd Shah-i-Nau and finding that the people of

the place were m great difficulty he caused a few thousand tonkas

cash and a few thousand maunds of gram to be distributed 4

While Mahmud Khalji was at Shaht-i-Nau, he received an appli

cation from Yusuf Khan Hindaum about the enmity that had

been shown to him by Muhammad Khan and Auhad Khan ot

Bayana
"

Mahmud Khalji gave 20 thousands tonkas to Yusuf

Khan.

Mahmud Khalji then sent another letter to Yusuf Khan
Hindaum wherein he mentioned that he had already asked

Muhammad Khan to behave properly and hoped that he would

do so, but if Muhammad continued with his misbehaviour he

would return after the rainy season and give him such punish
ment as \vould be a lesson to others. But Mahmud Khalji

also reminded Yusuf Khan that he should also remain within

his limits According to Shihab Hakim, he further added,

"As this very year I am intending to invade Chittor you should

keep yourself safe m vour place
" 6

CONQUEST OF AJMER

Sometime in 859 A H /1455 A.D. 7 Sultan Mahmud marched to

Mandsor from where he started sending punitive expeditions into

various directions such as Harauti, Chhappan, Toda Bhitn etc.,

and regularly received information of the success of his generals.

While Mahmud Khalji was thus engaged at Mandsor he received

a petition from the Muslim residents of Ajmer against the

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 161b, TA III, p 330; Fwshta, II, p J91.

2
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol IGlb; TA III p 336, Fmshta, II, p 4<)1

3
Mcfathtr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 1 6] b

*7Jttf,fol 161 a, Fmshta, II, p 491.

5 Mtfathtr-i-Malmudshahi, fol ]02b 6 Ibid ,
fol JG2b

7 TA III, p 337, Finshta, II, p 495

Shihab Halom has not mentioned the datt ot Mahmud's march to

Mandsor,
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Hindu governor of Ajmer. To Mahmud who was always ready

to utilize any opportunity offered to him to enhance his political

prestige, it was an offer by the dissatisfied Muslim population

which would make its conquest easier.

Ajmer occupied a position of great strategical importance,

situated at the highest elevation in the plains, it was considered

as the vantage point from where Rajput powers of Rajasthan

could be checked. Ever since the occupation of Dehh by the

Tarks, Ajmer was considered as the most important place.

From the religious point of view it had a sanctity for both the

Hindus and the Muslims. The close proximity to Pushkar made

it important for the Hindus, and the tomb of Shaikh Mu'm-ud-

din Chishti, endeared it to Muslim sentiments During the

disturbances following the invasion of Timur and because

of the involvement of the Saiyid Sultans m settling their affairs

m the capital and also those of their recalcitrant chiefs, Rao Ran

Mai Rathor of Mandor, the maternal uncle of Rana Mokal,

had seized it and restored it to the ruler of Mewar *

On the basis of Jodhpur Khyat, Harbilas Sarda has narrated

the occupation of Ajmer as follows "Acting on the advice of

Panchoh Khemsi, Ran Mai sent him with a picked force of

Rathors to take Ajmer Under the pretence of conveying a

daughter to the Viceroy of Ajmer, he introduced his men into

that renowned fortress, the ancient stronghold of the Chauhans,

putting the Dehh garrison to the sword. Salim Shah, the governor

of Multan who had gone on pilgrimage to Ajmer, was killed by

the Rajputs. Khemsi was rewarded with the grant of the town

ship of Khatoo, then lately captured from the Kaimkhanees."2

According to Sarda, Mahmud's expedition into Mandsor was

only "a pretence to divert the attention of the Mahaiana, and

that he had received the representation of the Muslims of Ajmer

before he had started for Mandsor But according to Muslim

historians, Mahmud had gone for the subjugation of Mandsor,

when he received the petition.
4 Maharana Kumbha could not

neglect the regions near his own borders to help the governor of

Ajmer and thereby made the task of Mahmud Khalji easier.

1
Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p 90, Ajmer, Historical and Desaipltue, p U9

2
Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, pp 90-91

8
Ibid,p 91

4 T A III, p 338, Firtshta, II, p 495, Ma'athii-i-Mahmudshaht,

fol 19 Sb
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Marching from Mandsor, Mahmud Khalji arrived at Ajmer

and encamped opposite the tomb of Khwaja Mu'm-ud-dm, 1 and

prayed for the blessings of the Saint. The fort was then surveyed

by the bakhshi and batteries were distributed Gajadhar Singh,

the commandant of the fort came out and attacked the Malwa

forces, but was defeated and he retired into the fort Fighting,

however, continued for four days
2 and on the fifth day Gaja

dhar Singh again came out with his men and attacked the

besiegers, but was killed in the battle. 3 Some of the Malwa

soldiers got mixed with the body of the Rajput soldiers who

were fleeing into the interior of the fort and thus entered the

fort They then opened the gates and the fort was captured.
4

Mahmud Khalji performed the rites of offering thanks to God,

attained to the honour of circumambulating the grave of the

great Saint; and made plans for the erection of a grand mosque

Mahmud Khalji then made arrangements for the preservation of

the fort. He conferred the title of Saif Khan on Khwaja Na'im-

ullah and entrusted the management of the fort to his charge

He made the attendants of the holy place happy by bestowing

rewards and stipends on them 5

ATTACK ON MANDAI.GARH

After settling the affairs of Ajmer, Mahmud Khalji turned

towards Mandalgarh sometime m 850 A.H /1456 A.D ,
and pitched

his camp by the southern bank of the Banas river He nomi

nated amirs to different points round the fort. Rana Kumbha

(at this time he seems to have been in the fort) also divided his

army into three detachments and attacked Mahmud Khalji

The divisions of Malwa army under Taj Khan and 'Ah Khan

were hard-pressed and a severe battle was fought m which a

large number of soldiers of both the sides were killed and in

the evening both sides retired to their respective camps.

In the msrmng, the amirs and wazirs of Mahmud collected in

the royal pavilion and submitted that because of constant fight

ing, the army had sustained much damage, and that rainy season

was also approaching; therefore, it would be better to retire to

Shadiabad and after proper rest and re-equipment of the army

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol I99b, Firuhla, II, p 49R

2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 220a

3 Ibid ,
fol 200b

*
Finshta, II, p 496 5 Ibid
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next year the attempt should be made to capture the fort.

Mahmud agreed to the proposal and returned to ShadiabadJ

This return of Mahmud has been explained by Sarda as a

great victory won by Rana Kumbha. According to him, "As

Mahmud approached the river Banas, the Maharana's army

came out of the fort and fell upon the Sultan, who sustained

a severe defeat and fled to Mandu." 2 Sarda's main contention

m maintaining that Mahmud was defeated and fled to Mandu

is based on the suggestion of Bnggs that "the drawn battle

mentioned by Malwa historians must be deemed a defeat more

specially as the rumous state of camp equipment would hardly

justify the abandonment of a campaign though it might require

the army to halt for a season till they were renewed
"
Bnggs

further contends that the victory towei commemorating

Kumbha's victory was built about this time, to commemorate

this victory.
3 But the error of Bnggs has been rightly pointed

out by Baini Prasad and De, 4 that "there is very little simi

larity between this battle and the victory claimed by the Rajputs.

According to Rajput Annals, the victory took place in 1440 A.D

while the date of this battle was 1455 or 1456 A D., 15 or 16 years

later."

From the account of Shihab Hakirn5 we can only find thai

Mahmud was finding it difficult to conquer the fort at that time,

besides, the approach of rainy season was really a danger

because the ravines etc. would get flooded and would ceitamly

have caused serious damage to his army But to say that Maha-
rana Kumbha gained a great victory would also be an exaggera

tion, because if Kumbha had gained a victory, why did he remain

satisfied with the safety of Mandalgarh alone The terntories of

Harauti which had been subdued by Mahmud Khalji earlier

should certainly have attracted his attention Besides, the recent

reduction of Ajmer too should have attracted his notice, and with

Mahmud's defeat Maharana Kumbha certainly could have

regained Ajmer The reason for this inactivity of Rana Kumbha
m these directions indicates that he had saved Mandalgarh,
but he certainly had not inflicted a severe defeat on Mahmud

1 TA. Ill, p 339, (Tr) p 529, Fmshta, II, p 496

2
Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p 92

3
Bnggs, IV, p 223 fn * TA III, (Ti) p 420, fn 2

5
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi., fol 1 59a
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and, therefore, did not dare venture an expedition either in Harauti

or towards Ajmer. The battle thus was not a decisive one, and the

issue remaining undecided, he could not exactly understand the

meaning or extent of Mahmud's withdrawal on this occasion

CONQUEST OF MANDALGARH (861 A H /A.D. 1456-57)

Mahmud had failed twice in his attempt to conquei Mandal-

garh, but in the meantime he had succeeded in establishing his

authority over Bayana, Hindaun, Bundi, Kotah and Rantham-

bhor, the last of which had been placed under his son A'zcm

Humayun Fidan Khan and which served as a strong base in the

region. By the end of 860 AH/ Oct -Nov 1456 A D Mahmud
Khalji had completed his work in the region and was ready to-

launch another attack on Mandalgarh On 26th of Muharram
861 A H /24-12-1456 A D * he set out for the conquest cf Mandal

garh. When he reached the vicinity of Mewar territory, armies-

from other parts of his kingdom also joined him 2 Mahmud
seems to have marched through the territories which belonged to

Mewar as we find that he ordered his army to destroy whatever

came in the way including cultivated fields and temples Such

orders Mahmud gave whenever he marched through the terri

tories of the enemy, with a desire to impress upon the minds of

those who suffered that their luler was incapable ofprotecting then

lives, property and religion From his previous attacks Mahmud
had acquired full knowledge about the inaccessibility of the fort

which was not only situated on a hill but was surrounded by

rugged stony land and dense vegetation. He, therefore, first

1 Ma'athir-i-MahntMhhahi. fol 2lOb, T A III, p .'$39, Finshk 11, p. 490;

gafar-vl-wahh, p 203

2 TA III, p 339 According to Ni-sam-ud-Dm, "armies of Nagore,

Ajmer and Harauti joined him" But Nagore was not a part of Malwa

kingdom, similarly Ajmer, though under Mahmud, too could not possibly

have sent any army for the assistance of Mahmud unless of course, it means-

that Mahmud had left some foices at Ajmer which now returned and joined

him

Shihab Hakimjhowevei, says that when Mahmud matched on Mandalgarh
he had already reduced Nagore, Ajmer (Sambher) Tuda Ghiyathgir, Jatsu

(Chatsu), Ranthambhoi and Haiauti which had been (euitones of the Kafirs,

but he does not mention any armv from these places coming and joining

him It is, however, not unlikely that the Hadas of Bundi might have joined

Mahmud to avenge their pre\ ioub defeat and loss of Mandalgarh v hich had

'been wrested away from them by Rana Kumbha
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pitched his tents at a distance of one karofr on the eastern side

of the fort.

From this base Mahmud conducted a personal survey of the

fort and discovered a high hill on the western side which was

heavily covered with jungle and was extremely rough and diffi

cult to ascend, but commanded a vantage point for attacking

the fort and also for pitching his tents He, therefore, gave

orders for clearing the foliage and cutting through the rocks, to

prepare a passage to the top of the hill
2 During this process of

preparing the road, skirmishes took place but Mahmud kept

enough soldiers to engage the Rajputs who sallied out of the

fort so as to leave those who were preparing the passage undis

turbed He finally succeeded m pitching his tents at the hill top

and when properly placed he started the siege and gave orders

to surround the fort from all sides 1* so as to leave no passage to

the fort free of access Manjaniks were placed and eight maghnbis

were set up on eight sides of the fort, he also brought into use

manjamk-i-rakabi for striking and damaging the foundations of

the fortification walls * The Rajputs too had manjamks inside the

fort with which they kept the attacking party at bay and also

caused heavy damages to the parties which approached near

the wall. The siege thus continued. Dm ing the course of the

fighting, however, it so happened that stones thrown by the

manjamk from outside struck the best manjanik inside the fort

and rendered them useless for service 5 It caused great joy

to the besiegers as it was a source of constant trouble to them.

Still, the besieged put up a determined defence of the fort and

whatever little damage could be effected to the walls was at once

repaired by them, and the strength of the fort stood them well,

till the constant attack with matin and zopm caused a wide breach

in the walls of the outer fortifications. This breach caused great

confusion amongst the inmates of the fort m their attempt to

take shelter m the inner fort, 6

Mahmud discovered that there was a water reservoir (Hauz)

1 Ma'atfur-i-Mahmitdshahi, fol 20?a Shihab Hakim says that the fort

was very strong and though Sultan 'Ala-ud-dm Khalji had avoided attacking

it, Mahmud decided to conquer it

2 Ibid , fol 202b 3 Ibid
,
fol 204 a

* Ibid
,
fol 205a 5 /^

^
foi

oocb
6 Ibid

,
fols 206a-b It was during this period that Shaikh Nur-ul-Haq

returned from Haj and came to see the Sultan in his camp
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in the fort which was a great source of strength to the besieged

who could well aiford to let the siege to continue, and if by any
means it could be damaged the water shortage might lead to

hasty surrender of the fort. Accordingly he gave orders to attack

the dams of the reservoir, which was breached and all the water

escaped out it, and whatever little water was left in it that too

was polluted with refuse etc. so as to render it useless l The

water shortage caused great anxiety to the inmates Mahmud
in the meantime gave orders for filling in a portion of the ditch

round the outer wall so as to make access to the walls easy and

also to allow the army to enter the fort 2 When the ditch was

filled, the besieged sallied out of the inner fort with determination

and a hotly contested battle was fought A number of Rajputs

fought to the last, but some others submitted and paid ten lacs of

tonkas as khidmati and surrendered the keys of the fort Thus the

fort was finally conquered on 1st Zilhijja 861 A H /20-10-1457.
3

Sultan Mahmud allowed them to evacuate the fort withoat

further trouble and also released those who had been taken

captive after they had paid the baha He then entered the fort on

6th of Zilhijja and destroyed the old temple inside the fort and

with its material built a mosque in its place.
4 He then appointed

1 Ma athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 206b, TA III, p 340, Firishta, II, p 497

2 Ma'athir-i-Malimudshaht, fols 207b, 208a

Shihab Hakim incidentally mentions the following weapons which were

used m the siege Tir-i-Taksha, Atish-i-Naft, Naft Hawat., Sang-i-Manjanik,

Ghulula Kaman Rad, Kaman Charkh

8 Ibid
,
fol 209a, Vir Vinod, I, p 331 Kaviraj Shyamal Das is of the

opinion that Mandalgarh was conquered in 860 A H /1456 AD /1 51 3 \ s

4 T,A III, p 340, Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fo! 210a

Shihab Hakim has described the temple and its brauty in detail and with

appreciation,

<jT y.

(Continued on next page)
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a qazt\ a mufti, a muhtasib, a khatib and a wozzw and fixed

their stipends. Thus after making full arrangements and being

satisfied with the accomplishment of his long cherished desire,

he turned to other directions.

The destruction of temple and erection of mosque was more

symbolical of occupation on permanent footing, an expression

of the change that had taken place, than an outcome of religious

zeal.

The conquest and occupation of Mandalgarh by Mahmud

Khalji
1
raises a very important question. What was Rana Kumbha

doing during the siege and conquest of Mandalgarh? The siege

had lasted for a fairly long period of more than ten months, 2

and we find that during this period of the siege Maharana

Kumbha neither appeared on the scene personally nor sent any

force for the relief of the besieged, because had he done so, the

court historian Shihab Hakim would have dilated on it and

would have praised Sultan Mahmud all the more for his victory.

(Continuedfrom pre-page]

Cj\\\*- dijj! Ja?*^ A^pjf- j) t_^o jjli**^
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1
Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p 1 04, Sardahowevei maintains that Mahmud

did not conquer the fort and says, "Though he made several attempts h'e

was neither able to recover the territory previously conquered and jomed to

Mewar by Maharana Kumbha nor to conquer any part of Mahai ana's

country."

It is really surprising that against such a vast evidence found in the Persian

sources, Sarda contends that Mahmud did not conquer Mandalgarh and
that too without giving any positive proof in support of his view

2 Mahmud had started on 26th of Muharram 861 /24th Dec. 1456 A D.

And had conquered the fort on 1st % Ihijja Jdl A H /20th Oct 1457 A D
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However, in connection with events following the conquest of

Mandalgarh, he says Rana Kumbha did not take any measure

of protection
1 because he felt the country as too difficult for

the enemy attacks to be effective. Of course such a statement

only betrays ignorance on the part of Shihab Hakim.

The year 861 AH/1456-57 A.D. was really a critical year for

Maharana Kumbha. No doubt Rana Kumbha was a great

ruler and warrior but in order to properly appreciate his achieve

ments we must also examine the problems that beset him.

Besides the two powerful Muslim kingdoms of Gujarat and

Malwa, the petty Rajput chiefs, either his neighbours or his feuda

tories, were a constant source of trouble to him. The ruler of

Sirohi was seeking the help of Gujarati Sultan Qutb-ud-dm to

recover Abu which had been conquered by Rana Kumbha 2

The Hadas of Bundi, from whom Rana Kumbha had taken

away Mandalgarh and who had accepted the suzerainty of

Mabmud Khalji of Malwa, were bitter enemies of the Rana.

The disputed succession at Nagaur between Shams Khan, son of

Firuz Khan, and Mujahid Khan, brother of Firuz Khan, had

involved Rana Kumbha in Nagaur. 3 Though he had initial

success when Shams Khan was installed in Nagaur with his

help, it soon led to complication. Shams Khan had refused

to fulfil the agreements which he had undertaken in return for

the help of the Rana, and when Rana used force, Shams Khan

left for Gujarat and brought Sultan Qutb-ud-dm against the

Rana

We gather from Mir'at-i-Sikandan** that Sultan Qutb-ud-dm

was attacking Mewar from 860 AH/1456 AD. for reinstating

Shams Khan in Nagaur and in 861 A H./1456-57 AD. Qutb-ud-ctm

attacked Kumbha when Mahmud Khalji also invaded and reach

ed Mandsor. Thus we find Rana Kumbha involved against

Gujarat and Malwa m 861 A H./1456-57 A D. But that was not

all. The Rathor menace to Rana Kumbha also reached its peak

during this period. The Rathor ascendancy in Chittor had

reached its zenith with the murder of Raghavadeva by Ran Mai

Rathor. But the Rathor domination could not endure and soon

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahrnudshahi, fol 2JIa

2 Mir'at-i-Stkandari, p 83, TA III, pp. 130 & 132, Ojha, Sirohi Rajya

ka Itihas, pp 197 et seq, Vir Vinod, I, p 332

3 Mir'at-i-Sikandan, pp. ?2 & 83 See also Bqylej, p 148 and fn

4 Mir*at-i-itonda,ri, p 84.
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Raghavdeva's blood was avenged by the murder of Ran Mai.

Jodha, son of Ran Mai, who was in Chittor at the time of his

father's murder escaped* with his life and started a career of

roving from place to place in Rajputana, burning with a desire

to avenge his father's death and reconquer Mandor which was his

ancestral home. Jodha, thus became an avowed enemy of Rana

Kumbha If Khem Karan, the younger brother of Rana Kumbha,

was causing damage to Chittor by helping the ruler of Malwa m

his raids on Chittor, Jodha was causing no less damage to Chittor

by his repeated attacks on its various ihanas and occupying gra

dually bits of the territory and thereby building up his power

and consolidating his belongings

The power of Jodha gradually increased so much that m 1510

v s /1453 A D /857 A H ,
he finally succeeded in occupying Mandor

*

Victory at Mandor was soon followed by occupation of Sojat,'

which took place sometime in 1511 vs/1454 AD/858 AH.

Jodha remained at Sojat for about two years
* During this

period Jodha became so powerful that he not only captured

Bhairunde, a frontier thana of Rana Kumbha towards Ajmer,

but also made an attack on Chittor itself e It was after these

incidents that Jodha made a grand preparation and marched to

wards Chittor which according to the above noted dates should

1 Vir Vinod, I, p 322 Kaviraj Shyamaldas mentions that a 'dom' ixi

the service ofRan Mai gave the signal to Jodha from the walls of tht. fortress

m the following verse,

Khyat, I, p 28, mentions that Jodha's life too was m dangei and Ran Mai

had instructed him not to come into the fort even if called and to remain in

the 'taleti' or foot of the fort

2
Ojha, Rajputana ka Ittkas, IV, p 239, Reu, Marwar ka Itihas, I, p 87

In this conquest of Mandor, two sons of Chunda, Kuntal and Sua, werfr

killed Mandor was conquered by Jodha after fighting, and not that hfr

succeeded in occupying it with the connivance of Kumbha
*

Tod, II, p I*

4
Dayaldash Khyat, op cit Ojha, IV, part I, p 239, m. 3

* Reu, Marwar ka Itihas, I, p 90 Reu says, according to Khyat, Jcdha
attacked Chittor during night, burnt the gate of the fort, plundered the

villages of Mewar and raided the country upto Pichhola Talab, and while

returning took Seth Padma Chand of Mewar as captive

Reu says that the Seth paid ransom on reaching Khairwa for his release,

and the construction of the fort of Jodhpur was started with this money,
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have taken place sometime towards the end of 1456 A.D. or the

beginning of 1457 A.D. Rana Kumbha too had moved and
had come upto Narlai. Jodha had collected his force at Pali

and from there he moved to Nadol. 1

Looking at the dates we can easily find that it was during
this period when Rana Kumbha was engaged against Jodha2

that Mahmud Khalji attacked and conquered Mandalgarh. Thus
it was not the weakness of Kumbha, but the attack of Qutb-ud-

din, the Nagore tangle and finally the attack of Jodha that

prevented Kumbha from taking effective measures against
Mahmud Khalji.

Rana Kumbha's resistance to Gujarat and Malwa also throws

interesting side-lights on the contemporary Rajput mind. While
Mahmud of Malwa and Qutb-ud-dm of Gujarat could resolve

their differences and conclude a treaty against Mewar, the Raj

puts could never resolve their differences which existed among
them because of their false notions of injured prestige, with the

result that they kept on fighting with each other, thereby weaken

ing their own resources and losing constantly the flower of their

youth, and ultimately depending on the mercy of the enemy.

Strangely enough, to them, submission to Muslim Sultans

never amounted to loss of prestige but submission to another

Rajput chief was something like extreme degradation. No
wonder they remained weak and an easy prey to powerful

neighbours.

MORE ACTIVITIES OF MAHMUD KHALJI AGAINST MEWAR

After Mahmud was satisfied with arrangements of Mandal

garh, he started from there on 15th of Muharram* 862 AH/
3rd Dec. 1457 A.D. and marched towards Chittor Instead of

1 Reu, Marwar ka Itihas, p. 90. Reu mentions that Jodha had about

twenty thousand Rathor youths and because so many horses could not be

procured many of them had come in bullock carts

2 Ibid , pp 90-91 Reu mentions that, finding that Jodha's warriors

had come in bullock carts they (Mewar Warriors) concluded that the Rathors

had come for a decisive battle Sankhla Napa advised Rana Kumbha that

it was advisable to conclude a tieaty with Jodha, because Jodha was deter

mined to avenge his father's death and also because war with the Sultan

of Malwa was going on Rana Kumbha accepted the suggestion and after

negotiations, a treaty was concluded It was after this treaty that Jodha's.
coronation took place in 1515 V S

/1458 A.D

See also Khyat, I, pp 30-32

8 Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 210b
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moving with the entire army, he divided it into parties One

party he sent under Shahzada Ghiyath Shah towards Kelwara

and Delwara, 1 another party under Taj Khan was sent to

wilayat Chhappan
2 and Sultan Mahmud himself moved and

pitched his tents at Khaljipur towards Mandsaur When Taj

Khan was in wilayat Chhappan, information came about an

uprising in Bundi. Sultan Mahmud ordered Taj Khan to march

immediately to Bundi as he considered that suppression of

Bundi rebellion was more important and needed top priority.

A'zam Humaym Fidan Khan was also sent to reinforce Taj

Khan Mahmud instructed that the muqaddam of Bundi should

be punished in such a way that none would dare raise head

in future s

Taj Khan and Fidan Khan suppressed the Bundi rebellion and

returned to the royal camp Ghiyath Shah also returned after

causing some damage to the country of Kelwara and Delwara

and joined the Sultan at Khaljipur. After the entire army had

assembled at Khaljipur the Sultan returned to Shadiabad* where

he lavishly distributed rewards to all

In 863 A H./1458-59 A D Mahmud made another attack on the

territory of Kumbha and sent Ghiyath Shah and Fidan Khan

towards Kelwara and Delwara. They made a general survey
6

of the situation and returned to the king, who had pitched his

tent at Ahar. They also informed the king about the strength

of the fort. On hearing of the strength and beauty of Kumbhner

fort, Mahmud became desirous of visiting the fort personally.
6

But as Mahmud was marching into enemy's territory away from

bis own kingdom, he took full precaution for the safety of his

own base, and left behind Sher Khan with a strong army at Ahar

' ! Mtfathir-t-Mahmudshaht, fol, 310b.
2 The territory South of the Banas and the Befach inns, has iapid

descent and is broken up into numerous narrow valleys-

Sec Rajpulana GaZttteer, Affewdr Residency, II-A, p 6

3 Mtfatfnr-i-Mahmwlshahi, fol, 21] b 4 Ibid *> Ibid,foL 212b-

Shihab Hakim says, they completely destroyed everything in the territory

and returned to the king with a very big booty.

This movement of Ghiyath Shah and Fidan Khan towards the territory

ofKelwara and Delwara and their return to the tent of Sultan Mahmud and

also informing him about the beauty and strength of the fort, indicates that

they were sent on a reconnoitring mission

Zafar-ul-ujalih,p 203j TA III,p 94,1 , Ftnshta II, p 497.
6
Ma'athtr-t-Mahmudihaht, fol 21 3a
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10 guard: the base as well as his rear Mahmud marched in full

formation with Ghiyath Shah in the Mamma and Fidan Khan in

the Maisra- with the Qalb (centre) under his personal command
While marching, he found a temple on his route and burnt il ta

injure the feelings of Rana Kumbha l

He then proceeded towards Kumbhner On reaching the

vicinity of Kumbhner he climbed on the top of one of the hills

nearby to survey the fort of Kumbhner, and also to find out the

ways and means of conquering it 3 But the strength of the-

fort impressed him so much that he was convinced of its

invincibility and turned towards Chhappan. From Chhappan
Mahrnud Khalji turned towards Dungarpur, and pitched his

tents on the bank of a big reservoir * The people of the

locality offered some resistance to Mahmud, but Sain Das, the

ruler of Dungarpur, submitted to Mahmud and paid two lakh

tonkas, twenty-one horses and other presents as khidmati^

The Sultan then returned to Shadiabad reaching there by the

end of Rabi
(

I 863 AH /Feb. 1459 AD
After concluding treaty with the Bahmani kingdom, Mahmud

made -another attempt on the territory of Rana Kumbha. On'

12th Jornada I 871 A H./20th December 1466 A D he moved

to Ujjam.
5 From Ujjam he marched to Ujan fort and captured

it. He then marched forward and pitched his tents by the

bank of the river Mahendn
While he w'as on the bank of the Mahendn, he received infor

mation that Sultan Mahmud Gujarati had left his boundary to-

help the son of Rai Sain Das of Dungarpur and was pitching

his tent a few stages away from the camp of Mahmud. 6 Mahmud
sent an envoy to Mahmud Begada who, on receiving the envoy,

1

returned to Champaner The son of Rai Sain Das then came to'

the Camp of Mahmud, and he marched towards Dungarpur with-

the son Rai Sain Das again sent two lakhs of tonkas with a-

J
Ma-athir-i-Mahifutdshafii, f&l 213b

2
Ibid\fol, 2Ha, Zqfar-ul-watik, p. 203

3 Afa'attor-i-Mahmutbhaht,fol 214b; TA,lll,p 341, Fmtfita, II p 497
4

Ma'athir-i-Afahmudshaht, fol 216a, Finshta, II, p 497

Shihab Hakim says that Sain Das while paying the khidmati mentioned

that though Kumbha was generous yet he was accepting Mahmud as his

master.
5 Md'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 286b
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hundred horses and begged for mercy,i but Mahmud did not

accept it and demanded that Sain Das should send his horse

named Som Nath to which he was rehgiously attached. Sain

Das considered the horse 'Som Nath' as most valuable of all the

possessions he had Sain Das, finding that no alternative was

possible, sent the horse 4o Mahmud Khalji and begged for

mercy.
2 Mahmud then proceeded towards Chhappan and

after plundering it moved towards Kumbhner. On the way

he heard that Rana Kumbha was in the fort of Jawar. Leaving

his heavy tent equipage behind, he proceeded with a selected

army towards Jawar3 with Ghiyath Shah on the right and

Taj Khan on the left. Keeping a distance of one mile between

these three divisions he proceeded against Kumbha.4 Accord

ing to Shihab Hakim, Kumbha left Jawar, for Kumbhner,

and Mahmud plundered and destroyed a temple in Jawar, and

then proceeded towards Kumbhner and reached there on 9th

Sha'ban* Mahmud made an attempt to besiege the fort but the

fort being situated in a difficult region, siege was not possible.

He waited there for about a month and then on 7th Ramazan,

he despatched his heavy baggage towards his capital, and on

the llth, himself marched towards Chittor.6 Rana Kumbha,

finding that Mahmud was returning and the army was divided,

came out of the fort of Kumbhner and attacked him. Though

Kumbha inflicted some damage on the Malwa army, Mahmud

succeeded in repulsing him and advanced towards Chittor. But

finding that conquest of Chittor would take a long time and his

army was already exhausted, he returned to Mandu. 7 This was

the last attempt of Mahmud Khalji against Kumbha,

Though Mahmud announced while returning that he would

again come towards Chittor the next year, but after his return,

his attention was devoted to internal conditions and he could

not come towards Mewar any more.

Thus we find that Mahmud Khalji and Rana Kumbha remained

enemies throughout then- life. Mahmud Khalji practically

devoted his whole life to fighting against the power of Mewar

1 Ma'afhir-i-Makmudshaki, fol 288a.

2
Ibid., fol. 288b.

3 Jawar tad lead and zinc mines, discovered in the end of the XTV

Century,
4
Ibid., fols 288b, 289a 5 Ibtd , fot. 289b.

6
Ibtd., fol. 292b. 7 Ibid ,

fol. 293b.
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and much of the energy of Mewar was spent in resisting the

growing power of Malwa. No doubt Mahmud had some

success as he conquered such places as Mandsor, Mandal-

garh and Amjer, but he could not humble the power of

Mewar. In fact the contest between these two states was left

by both these rulers, Rana Kumbha and Mahmud Khalji, as a

legacy to their successors. The contest thus continued practi

cally throughout the period of the existence of Malwa as an

independent state



Chapter Vill

INTERNAL POLICY OF MAHMUD KHALJI I

Mahmud's policy of toleration His policy towards

the Rajput chiefs MahniwTs care for Cultivation,

Trade and Commerce Welfare activities of Mahmud

Khalji His carefor their health and education Law
and Order, Justice Policy m suppressing rebellion

Regitlarisatwn of the Calendar Mahmud's attitude

towards Mashaikh and Ulama Reception of Envoys

Building activity of Mahmud Death of Sultan

Mahmud Character and Personality

THE military operations of Mahmud Khalji as discussed in the

previous pages may lead one to think that Mahmud devoted

all his time to waging wars against his neighbours and remained

indifferent to the fate of the people of his own kingdom No
doubt Finshta says that Mahmud's life was spent in the battle

field and the tent was his home, 1 but from his activities inside

Malwa we find that he was equally concerned with internal

improvement.

Mahmud was a pious and religious Musalman and observed

the religious code in his personal life, but he was not a bigoted

orthodox Musalman, as one of the modern writers would have

us believe. 2 No doubt the contemporary historian Shihab

Hakim followed by Nizam-ud-Dm, Finshta and later historians

have mentioned demolition of temples by Mahmud, but all such

demolitions as mentioned by them refer to temples situated not

in Malwa, but in the lands of such rulers whose territories he

invaded. In the case of these demolitions his motive was more
to terrorise the people of those regions and to impress upon their

minds the inability of their rulers to defend their religion, than
to satisfy his iconoclastic zeal. Had it been a regular practice
of Mahmud, these Muslim historians certainly would not have
concealed it; on the contrary they would have described them
with added colour for the glorification of Islam Writing about

1
Firtshta, II, p 503

2 The Delhi Sultanate, (Vidya Bhawan), p 181. A K. Majumdar writes,
"But he was a bigot and not only loved to destroy the images and temples of
the Hindus, but also outraged their religious sentiments in all possible way

"
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the reign of Mahmud Khalji, Finshta 1
says that in his rejgn the

Hindus and the Muslims lived peacefully and maintained friendly

relations with each other 2 That Mahmud followed a policy

of perfect toleration is also borne out by the presence of Jam

Kalpsutra which was transcribed in Mandu under the royal patron

age.
3 The Jam Kalpsutra is a religious book and for a Muslim

Sultan to have encouraged its transcription with illustrations under

his own patronage and possibly for his own use certainly

indicates that Mahmud was open-minded, and was capable of

reading and understanding the text. A bigoted Musalman would

have taken pains to destroy it, much less its promotion. We
have yet another example of Sultan Mahmud's toleration found

m an inscription dated v.s 1516 on a Jain temple in Bawangaja 4

The inscription clearly mentions the name of Sultan Mahmud
as the sovereign in whose reign the repair to the temple was done 6

Mahmud's policy of toleration was not confined to social and

cultural matters. In his administrative machinery too he

allowed the Hindus to occupy such positions for which they

were found efficient We find a number of Hindu names

associated with his administrative affairs.''

1
Finshta, II, pp 302, .103

S
o^JL* C/jJaL* >Uj 4J v_jJ^ <j! J^ J
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V,p 334
3 Marg, XII, No 3 (Piamod Chandra Notes on Mandu Kalpsutra)
4

Imperial Gazetteer ofJndia, VII, p 93

'"Five miles from the town (Barwani) is Bawangaja (52 yards) hill, a place

of considerable sanctity among the Jams Its name is derived from the

populai idea of the heights of the gigantic figuie of the Jain teachei Gamates-

wara, cut in the face of the lull about the three-quarters of the way up the

slope, On the summit is a small temple constructed from the remains of an

older building which contains two inscriptions dated 1166 and 1459 "

Jain Shilalekha Sangraha* III, p 490, gives the name of the place as

Bawaganj
6 JASB XVIII, pp 95)-53

}
No 3, Jam Shtlalekha tangraha, III,

pp 490-91

fl Ma'athtr-i-Mahnmdshahi, fol. 102b
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In his dealings with the petty Rajput chiefs, he followed a

policy which was dictated by political need and not coloured

by religious zeal. In the early years of his reign when he

marched into Sarguja
1 and thence towards Raipur2 his primary

aim was to secure elephants from these territories. He, therefore,

did not oust the chiefs of these places, but simply accepted their

submission and agreed to their payment of tribute. Similarly

the Rai of Bairagarh
3 was allowed to continue m his territory.

As a farsighted statesman Mahmud realised the difficulties of

holding these territories directly under his own control, which

would only increase the burden of constantly subjugating local

aspirations The policy proved a great success and he con

tinued to receive elephants and tributes from these chiefs till the

end of his life In such places where he found that replacement

would bring greater loyalty he did not hesitate to take the bold

step to remove the ruler. Such a policy is best illustrated in the

case of Rai Sanda of Kotah who had accepted the suzerainty of

Mahmud but secretly was on the side of Rana Kumbha. When
Mahmud marched to Kotah, Rai Sanda4 came forward with

tribute of one lakh and twenty thousand tonkas and offered

it to Mahmud. But Mahmud found in Bhonk, the younger

brother of Rai Sanda, a more loyal substitute, who not only had

been in his company, but had also requested Mahmud to remove

Sanda and to give the place to him. Mahmud's consideration

therefore was based on the ground that Bhonk being dependent
on him would be more loyal. Mahmud, therefore, after con

sulting his officers removed Sanda and gave Kotah to Bhonk6

along with the tribute of one lakh and twenty thousand tankas

that had been paid by Sanda. In his dealings with these petty

chiefs, Mahmud always acted generously, and if he extracted

tribute from them, he also bestowed presents and even gave
material aid lavishly

To justify his claim of overlordship Mahmud always protected

these chiefs from the aggression of powerful neighbouring rulers.

1
Ma'aihir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 106a 2 Ibid , fol 106b

3
Ibid., fols 256b, 261a

A village in the Bairagarh pargana of Melghat taluka inhabited chiefly

by Kokurs. It is 50 miles distant from Chikalda via Semhadoh and 18 milct

from Dharni Distt Gazetteer, Amraott, p 368
4
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 163b.

5
Ibid., fol 164b
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In 848 A.H /1444-45 A D. Rai of Parhar, 1 whose territory was on

the Betwa and who was a feudatory of Mahmud appealed for

help against the aggression of Mahmud Sharqi of Jaunpur

Mahmud without any delay sent Malik Muzaffar to his assis

tance and thereby protected him from Jaunpur aggression.

Similarly in 858 A.H /1454 A D Rai Bhanu2 the ruler of Baglana

appealed to Mahmud against the aggression of Miran Mubarak

'Shah Faruqi of Khandesh. The territory of Baglana was situated

between the Gujarat kingdom and Bahmim kingdom but Rai

Bhanu had accepted the suzerainty of Malwa Sultan Mahmud
sent Iqbal Khan and Saif-ul-Mulk for his assistance3 but

finding them unable to cope with the situation he sent Prince

Ghiyath Shah 4 All these cases clearly prove that Mahmud
did not allow religion to interfere in his policy To give assis

tance to a Kafir against a Muslim was something that had been

wholly denounced by the Ulama, and yet we find Mahmud tune

and again giving assistance to his feudatory chiefs in particular

and others in general without any consideration for the religion

of the person against whom he was giving assistance

MAHMUD'S CARE FOR CULTIVATION

Mahmud recognised fully that the prosperity of his kingdom

would depend much upon the constant supply of grain and the

prosperity of the cultivators. Nothing could be more discourag

ing to a cultivator than to see the fruits of his labour spoilt. The

greatest danger to which the fields of the cultivators were ex

posed was the movement of the army which was quite frequent

during the reign of Mahmud Khalji. Mahmud, therefore, took

quite a good deal of precaution to see that the fields of the cultiva

tors were not destroyed. And "wherever his conquering

armies had to march through the cultivated lands of the ryat

and trampled down the crops under the feet of their horses,

1
Mafathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 151 b.

2 T.A III, p 337 has, Rai Babu; &far-ul-walih, p 201 has, Rat Manu,

R UTKB. II, p 153, fn 3 suggests, Rai Bhanu which seetns to be more correct

3
Zafar-ul-wahht p 201, TA III, p. 336, Nizam-ud-Dm says that

Mahmud sent Iqbal Khan and Yusuf Khan in advance of himself Muba

rak Khan came with a large aimy to oppose, but fled after a massacre

Sultan Mahmud returned to Shadiabad, after raiding some villages and

towns in the territory of Asir

*
Zafar-til-wahh, p. 201; T.A III, p 337, Nizam-ud-Dm seems to be

sKghtly confused in his narrative
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Mahmud appointed trustworthy amms and honest mutafahis

to measure all such damage carefully and pay compensation

from the treasury for the amount of crop so damaged "* His

torians have showered unqualified praises on Sher Shah for the

protection that he ga\e to the cultivators from the possible

damage to the crop from army mo\ement But here in Malwa,.

we find a Sultan who almost a century earlier than Sher Shah

instituted rules and took measures for the prosperity of his

cultivators whom he considered as the backbone of his state,

That Mahmud considered agricultural produce as the real

wealth of a country is also borne out by the policy that he adopted

when invading the territories of any neighbouring kingdom
On many occasions we find that after he entered the enemy

territory he gave orders to his army to destroy everything m the

fields so completely that even fodder for the cattle was not left *

The idea behind such destruction was to render the enemy

helpless against him and also to drive home into the minds of

the ryat the incompetence of their own rulers, who could not

protect them It was something like breaking the morale of

an enem> country

Mahmud's attention was not confined to agriculture alone.

He fully recognised the importance of trade and commerce.

The emissaries of the Khalifa of Egypt and the embassy of Abu
Said Mirza are clear indications that Malwa had an establish

ed reputation outside India The cause of sending Prince

Ghiyath Shah towards Surat was the information received by
Sultan Mahmud that a number of traders who were coming
towards Malwa had been plundered by the muqaddams living on

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudskahi, fol 134a

_S

^

(__ j \^K j.jj

J

<jT j ^U-j ^Lc" *.~ ^A (S^S'ti j L^.1 17

2
Ibid, fob 128b, 130a
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the route of Surat. 1 The instructions to Prince Ghiyath Shah
were to chastise these miscreants and to teach them a lesson so-

that in future they might not trouble the traders and travellers.

Such a measure certainly was a source of encouragement to the

merchant community.

WELFARE ACTIVITIES OF MAHMUD KHALJI

Mahmud's conception of government was based on the wel

fare of the people. The contemporary historian Shihab Hakim

says that consideration of the welfare of the people was a trust

given to the king by God, for if he does good to the people
he will answer -well on the day of judgment.

2 The welfare

begins with the care of health, because "no progress is possible
without strength of the body." 3 Keeping such a view in his

mind, Mahmud established a hospital* (Shifakhand) in Shadia-

bad Mandu in 846 A H /1442-43 A D \\hich was to be run

entirely at State expense The establishment of the hospital

and Sultan's patronage at once attracted physicians (Tabibs}

to Shadiabad. 5 All these physicians were paid by the Sultan

and were attached to the hospital. The hospital was provided

with arrangements for the treatment of diseases and also for

the stay of the patients during the period of convalescence and

for all this the patient had to pay nothing The hospital

was also provided with a section for the treatment of the insane. 7

A spacious Hammam with good arrangement for nature-cure-

was also provided for the cure of many diseases.8

A medical laboratory (Darukhana) was also attached to this.

hospital foi preparation and storage of medicines The Sultan.

) fol I7bb 3 /i^ 3
fols 153b 154a

3
Ibid, fol 183b

i^v>J j**^* (Jta (_
C-JI (^ uUJ

*'
Ibid, fol 154b

i^^ 61-kl yaJ J Cilj.J

(J,-* <J'jj'

- JuU1

'

^ >

5 Ibid , fol. 15Sa 8 Ibid ,
fol 156a

7 TA HI, p 329, Firishta, ll t pp 400-91.

Shihab Hakim is silent about the treatment of the insane

* Afa }

athir-i-Mafimudshahi> fol 155b
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-deputed a large number of persons who could identify the herbs

which were used in the Hindu Ayurvedic system
1 and Yunani

Tibb system for collection of the herbs from different parts of the

country. Very soon a large quantity of herbs was stored in the

Darukhana, which could meet all possible requirements.
2

Overall charge of this big establishment of the hospital and the

laboratory was given to Mahk-itl-Hukama Qidwat-ul-Atibba

Maulana Fazalullah3 who was also the personal physician

of the Sultan. To meet the expenses of the Shifakhana and

Darukhana a few big villages were assigned in waqf to the

hospital
4

While Mahmud cared for the physical fitness of his subjects,

he did not overlook their mental development. Though Mahmud
did not institute any new system of education, he certainly

encouraged by state patronage the promotion of learning. He
founded a college

6 (Madrasd) in Shadiabad with a grand

building in which residential arrangements for students and

teachers were provided. The teachers and students were pro
vided with food and other necessities free of charge.

6 The
educational activity was not confined to the capital alone

Mahmud built colleges in his territories and encouraged

1
Ma'athir-i-Afahmudshahi, fol 155a.

2
Ibtd.,Ms I55a,l55b

Shihab Hakim figuratively speaks of the Store as

"* *~* \ \

3 Ibid
, fol 155b

* Ibid

5
Ibid, fol HOaj TA III, p 326- Ftnshta, 11, p 488

Ma'athir-t'Afahmudshaht, fol HOa

*5 JJ \ <Ui. 1 .5 i A^IM -L* Ui U* l**J j
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eduction so much that Malwa soon acquired a reputation for learn

ing and became an object of envy of Shiraz and Samarkand. 1

At Shadiabad on the other side of the Madrasa Mahmud
constructed a Khanqah which was to serve as a residential and

resting place for the travellers and Fuqra and Masakm Here-

too the provisions and requirements were provided from the

chanty fund of the Sultan.2

Mahmud Khalji paid a good deal of attention to maintenance-

of law and order in his kingdom. To prevent theft and robbery

taking place he had made adequate arrangements but in spite

of his safety measures if ever a robbery or theft took place in

his kingdom, he immediately made good the loss and recovered

the amount from the village where the crime was committed. 3-

Thus we find that Mahmud Khalji believed in fixing responsibi

lity on the local population, and understood that villagers knew

the miscreants and if the responsibility was placed on the entire

village, the villagers would put pressure on the habitual criminals,

to desist from crime or alternately hand over such persons to

the government. The system worked so well that as Firishta

writes, theft and robbery became almost unknown in his kingdom.

The highways of Malwa suffered from another danger. These

roads at many places passed through regions \vhere wild animals

lived in abundance. The tigers and leopards were habitual way-

layers and Mahmud issued orders to all his officers that they

should make efforts to kill these beasts and also imposed a

penalty that after issue of the orders if ever a tiger or a leopard

was found in the jurisdiction of any officer, he would be awarded

capital punishment. The result of the ordinance was that during

his reign and for a long time after his reign, the roads became

safe.*

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

As a farsighted monarch Mahmud valued the support of the

nobles and followed a calculated policy to gain their confidence.

He carefully avoided taking such actions as would impress upon

the minds of the people that he was a despot. He wanted to

justify fully the idea that a ruler was necessary to maintain law

and justice and that he was essential for the continuation of social

1
Firishta, II, p 480

2 Mdathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 110

8 Fwshta, II, p. 603.
* /**.
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ordei. 1 Such a view of Mahmud's policy is best illustrated m
the punishment of Nizam-ul-Mulk Sher Malik, the muntajib and

his sons. Sher Malik had been one of the recipients of Mahmud's

constant favours and had been given the important post of

muntajib in the army, but during Mahmud's war with Gujarat

against Sultan Qutb-ud-dm, he connived with the Gujaratis

He not only informed them about the weak spots m the Malwa

camp, but deliberately misdirected, the soldiers and even

announced that the Sultan was killed. Nizam-ul-Mulk Sher

Malik was also secretly hatching an ambition to proclaim him

self Sultan 2 Sultan Mahmud had been constantly receiving

information about his treacherous acts, and any monarch would

have given immediate orders for his execution. But Sultan

Mahmud followed a different course. He prepared the charges

in the form of a mahzar which he placed before the Qazis> the

Ulama and the nobles so that they may judge Sher Malik, his

sons, and his other accomplices
3

Shihab Hakim clearly mentions that Mahmud wished the

case to be placed before the laWs of the Shara so that the sen

tence would not be considered arbitrary.
4 In the mahzar the

Sultan asked for thtfatwa against the crimes committed by Sher

Malik and his sons, the charges being that they tried to revolt

against their king, attempted to bring harm to the kingdom

and that there was need that such disturbance (fitna) should not

raise its head. The procedure of mahzar was that the accused

had the chance of defending himself. In this particular case,

Sher Malik finding that the evidence against him was overwhelm

ing, and realising that his case was lost, accepted his guilt and

publicly confessed that he and his sons committed the crimes that

had been alleged against them, because "they wanted to pull

down the tree of government
"5 The Ulama and other nobles

unanimously gave the verdict that he and his sons had forfeited

their lives They were then executed. The case clearly indicates

that for a medieval monarch such a course was not at all neces

sary, but Mahmud did not want people in any way to feel that

their king was high-handed

But Mahmud was never hesitant in awarding punishment
whenever it was required. We find MauJana Fazlullah Tabib,

1
Ma'athir-i-MahmudshahrJol 154a 2

fbid., fol. I79a.

3
Ibtd.,fo\ 179b * Ibid 5

rbtd, fol 180a.
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the personal physician of the Sultan, was punished
1 for some

wrong done by him Though we do not know the exact nature

of crime committed by the Mattlana, because Shihab Hakim
mentions the punishment but says nothing about the crime,

and other historians are absolutely silent on this point However,

the punishment was not severe and he seems to have been

restored to favour, because he is again found attending upon
the Sultan towards the end of his life.

In the subjugation of rebellions, Mahmud never hesitated to

take drastic steps where rebellious spirit could not be pacified by

any other means Thus we find that when Mahmud failed to

win the loyalty of the muqaddam of Bundi who persisted in

raising the standard of rebellion time and again, he ordered

Taj Khan and Prince Fidan Khan, in 862 AH/1457-58 AD
to crush the rebellion of the muqaddam of Bundi in such

a way that it may serve an example for others so that none may
dare raise their head in future 2 However, towards the end

of his reign Maqbul Khan (Malik Nekbakht) the governor of

Mahmudabad Kherla raised the standard of rebellion The cause

of his rebellion is not mentioned but from the narrative3 it

seems that he was of an ambitious nature, and thought that as

the king was old and had been lately keeping indifferent health,

he could easily become independent and carve out a small

kingdom of his own. He won over Rai Bhanuji, \l\s.Raizada of

Kherla,* by giving him some elephants and at the same time

seeking help from the ruler of the Bahmani kingdom Sultan

Mahmud received the news of this revolt m Muharram 872

A.H /Aug 1467 A D and immediately sent Taj Khan and Ahmad

1 Ma'athu-i-Afahmiidihalu, fol 2GtU
2 /W.,fol 211b, TA III, p 340

Nizam-ud-Din says 'for the conquest of Bundi
'

But Bundi had been

subjugated earlier, hence here it means the it-conquest after the rebellion

3 Ma'athir-i-Matimudshahi, fol. 29 7b
*

Ibid, fol 29 7b, TA III, p 346, Ftnshta, II, p 301, ^afar-at-walth,

p 206

With slight variations then nairatne is practically the same as given by

Shihab Hakim

C.HI III, p 359 "Mahmud III of the Deccan had broken the treaty

of 1466 by tampering with the loyalty of Maqbul Khan, Mahmud's governor

of Kheila, who transferred his allegiance to the southern kingdom and

surrendered the' fortress to the son of the raja whom Mahmud had

imprisoned
"
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Khan 1 to proceed to Mabmudabad to quell the rebellion. He-

personally came out of Shadiabad and pitched his tents in Nalcha

on 8th Rabi'- II/6th Nov. 1467 A D. and kept himself ready to-

march if it was needed. When he received the news of

the success of Taj Khan and Ahmad Khan m recovering

the fortand the city of Mahmudabad Kherla, and also heard of the

escape of Raizada Bhanuji among the Bhils where he was given

shelter, Mahmud sent Mahkul-Umara Malik Da'ud to threaten

the tnbes.3 it had the desired effect; the tribesmen handed

over Raizada Bhanuji to Taj Khan.

The last disturbance which Mahmud was called upon to quell

took place in Khichiwara in 873 A H./1468-69 A.D. In spite of

bad health, when he received the petition from Ghazi Khaa

about his inability to cope with the situation, Mahmud imme

diately started for Khichiwara.4 There in the heart of the country

he erected another fortress and named it Jalalabad.5

REGULARISATION OF THE CALENDAR

Mahmud had noted that there were certain defects in main

taining the accounts and that the assets and liabilities of the

State were not properly taken into consideration. On 17th

of Safar 871 A.H./28th September 1466 A.D Mahmud sum

moned his ministers and departmental heads and asked them ta

report on the working of their departments. The officers

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 298a has Khan-i-A'zam Taj Khan and

Khan-i-A'zam Ahmad Khan, CHI, III, p 359 calls, Taj Khan and Ahmad

Khan as sons of Sultan Mahmud Zafar-ul-walih, p 206 says, Taj Khan-

son of Mahmud Khalji marched to Mahmudpur on receiving the news-

of the revolt of the Amil of Mahmudpur
On fol 182a, Shihab Hakim has mentioned the names of the four sons

of Mahmud as Ghiyath-ud-duniya-wa-din Muhammad, Masnad-i-'Ah A'zant

Humayun Fidan Khan, Fateh Khan and Firuz Khan

Taj Khan ard Ahmad Khan could not have been the titles of any of the-

sons, because had it been so Shihab Hakim would have given indications

2 Ma'aihiT-t-Mahmudshahi, fol 298b; TA III, p 347 has, 20th Rabi' II

872 AH
3 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol, 301 a; T A III, p 347.

4 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 304a. 6
Ibid,, fol. 305a,

G
Ibid, fol 276b

UU pb Ojljj jlj.p oljl^ 6^
(Continued on next page)
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reported that the receipts in the revenue department were made

according to the Solar calendar and the payments in the various

offices were made according to the Lunar calendar. 1 The

Lunar calendar being shorter than the Solar calendar by ten

days and fifty-three tas,
2 Mahmud found that the State pay

ments were in excess of about eleven days per year over its

receipts. To remove this difference it was necessary that both

receipts and payments were made on the basis of the same

calendar Mahmud had both the alternatives before him, le,

he could apply the Solar calendar for payments also as it was for

the receipts, or adopt the Lunar calendar for receipts, the pay
ments being already made according to the Lunar calendar.

In the case of the Solar calendar the advantage was that the

State payment would be reduced, but reduction of payments

would not be looked upon favourably by the State employees;

it may also lead to such ideas that the State has become

weaker financially. In the Lunar calendar the advantage was

that no reduction would be made in the payments whereas the

receipts would be stepped up. Practically of course the impact

was the same, but psychologically it made a lot of difference.

Besides, the Lunar calendar had a certain religious sanctity
3

behind it, and was sure to receive a welcome by the Ulama and

the religious-minded people. Sultan Mahmud therefore gave

{Continuedfrom pre-page)

i J

276b
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2 Ibid ,
fol 276b

3 Ibid ,
fol 277a
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orders that from then onwards (i.e , after 17th Sajai 871 AH/
28-9-1466 AD) all receipts and payments be made according

to the Lunar calendar. While ordering the substitution of the

Lunar calendar for the Solar, Mahmud was conscious that

at the day of its institution, a difference of eleven months five

days and twenty-four tas had already accrued and the

financial department might demand its payment which certainly

would cause both inconvenience and discontentment Mahmud,

therefore, gave orders that the arrears thus arrived were to be

condoned, and that the accounts onwards only were to be

calculated on the basis of the Lunar year Whatever the motives

of Mahmud for the introduction of Lunar calendar might have

been, it certainly was a retrograde step

To lessen the burden of the amirs who held ranks in the State

and also to regularise their military service to the State he issued

fresh orders. According to the existing system, amus of rank

from 1,000 to 2,000 had to supply two horses. According to

Shihab Hakim, amus with ranks 1,000, 1,250, 1,500 and 2,000

had to furnish 2 horses and those with a rank of 3,000 had to

supply 3 horses. Of the two horses supplied by amirs of below

2 thousand rank, one was in the nature of extra aid or a favour,

for which Shihab Hakim uses the term Yandah l

Mahmud revised the scale of service, and according to the new

order the Yandah of the rank of 1,000 was exempted z e
,
instead

of 2 horses they would supply only one horse fit for battle, and

those with a rank of 2,000 were also to supply one horse but of

superior quality Shihab Hakim uses the terms Asp Kan and

Asp Jaiyid to denote the difference m the quality of the horses,

the former being a battle horse and the latter a horse of superior

breed Rank holders from 2,500 to 3,000 were to supply 2 horses

of which one was to be Asp Kan and the other as to be Asp

1 Ma'atkir-i-Mahmudshalit fol 277a

j (

(j b
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Jaiyld.
1 In the lower cadre, ranks upto 400 were given total

-exemption, and 500 to 900 one horse was to be supplied
2 In

the higher cadre, Shihab Hakim mentions that rank holders of

20,000 were to supply 20 Asp Jaiyid
3 In the case of those who

were m the personal service of Mahmud as Silahadaran-i-Khas,

he made a flat rate of supplying two horses of the quality of

Asp Kari for all those holding ranks from two thousand to six

thousand.4

MAHMUD'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS MASHIKH AND ULAMA

Mahmud came in contact with the Sufi saints when he was

yet of tender age,
5 and seems to have developed a regard for

them As a ruler he recognised their importance m the State.

Apart from being scholars, the Sufi saints wielded considerable

influence over the Muslim population and enjoyed popularity

among the masses Mahmud, therefore, took care not to dis

please them, though he never allowed them a free hand m politics.

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 277a
2 Ibid

,
fol 277b

lff J

of j jjju, jj.1 eXjji^r k?u
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,
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,
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5 Gulzar-i-Abrar, Chaman III, Tazkira Shaikhul Islam,

It is narrated that Shaikhul Mam, Khalifa of Afl/i Raju Q.attal while going

on ffaj visited Mandu during the reign of Hoshang Shah, when Mahmud

was a young boy Mahmud attended on the Shaikh The Shaikh placed

four consecutive morsels in the mouth of Mahmud and blessed him with the

kingdom of Malwa which was to remain for three generations in his family

after him.
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Unlike Gujarat, we do not find Sufis playing any important role

in Malwa. Mahmud followed a policy of keeping them well-

provided by lavishly bestowing upon them futuli (donations)

and always showing regard to them. Whenever any Sufi of im

portance came to Malwa he fully utilised his services in settling

his dispute with neighbouring Muslim states,
1 and even did

not hesitate to enlist the support of those living in other states

to take up his cause. It has already been pointed out how

Mahmud had secured the support of Shaikh Kamal of Gujarat

by giving him lavish futuh with a promise to give much more

if he succeeded m his Gujarat venture. 2 While marching for

the conquest of Gagraun, it was not for nothing that Mahmud

maintained an open table inviting Juqra, maslmkh and Ulama

to join him at his tabled Bemg conscious of the hazardous

task before him, he wanted to enlist the sympathies of the

community of lashkar-i-dua.

Mahmud had earlier in his life become a mwid of Shaikh

Qazi Ishaq,
4 but when m 871 A.H./1466-67 A.D. Shaikh Nurul

Haq came he did not hesita'e to become his mund too. Shaikh

Nurul Haq brought a Khirqa of Kumail ibn Ziad frcm Shaikh

Akhi 'Aziz of Silstla Kumaiha with permission to make him a

Khalifa. Shaikh Nurul Haq took the bait from him and ini

tiated him in the secrets of the Silsila* Shaikh Nurul Haq was

a great scholar; Mahmud, therefore, entrusted to him the office

of Sadr and the supervision of education and also set up under

his care a school for the study of Hadith* Similarly we find

that towards the end of 871 A H./1467 A.D. (Friday 20 Zilhi/Jaf

23-7-1467) when Maulana Imad-ud-dm wal Miltat Mahmud

Siddiqi, who was a brother of Shaikh Nurul Haq, brought the

Khirqa of Shaikh Najbuddin Kubra from Saiyid Muhammad

Nur Bakhsh, Mahmud showed all respect to him, and personally

1 Shaikh Chain Ladah in Jaunpur case and Shaikh Da'ud in Bahmani cae.

2 See Chapter V.

Mahmud's deal with Shaikh Kamal not only reflects his tact in handling

the Sufis but also the morals of contemporary Sufi saints Mahmud who is

credited with perfect understanding of human nature could not have been

blind to their weaknesses.

3 Mc?athv-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 133b. * Shahm-i-Malwa, p. 83.

< Ma'atfnr+Mahmudshahi, Ibis. 23] a, 283b According to Shihab Hakira,

Kumail, ibn Ziad had been a direct disciple of the fourth Khalifa Hazart

'Ah {Loc Cit fol 232a).

Ibid ,
fol. 278b.
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marched to receive him. In his honour, Mahmud held a grand

reception and lavishly distributed presents to all those attending
the function. 1

THE COMING OF THE ENVOYS

Mahmud's reputation as a great ruler must have spread far and

wide, so much so that the Abbaside Caliphate of Egypt thought it

worthwhile to enlist him among his lieutenants. Mahmud knew
it very well that accepting a khilat from the Khalifa would in

no way compromise his position as a ruler; on the contrary, it

would add to his prestige m the eyes of contemporary Muslim
world. The envoys of the Egyptian Khalifa Al Mustan-

jid Billah Yusuf ibn Muhammad (Abbasi) came to Sultan

Mahmud sometime in the latter half of Jamada I, 870 A.H/Jan.
1466 A.D. when he was halting at Khalifatabad. 2 The envoy had

brought from the Khalifa a copy of Quran, a ring, a sword,

and a black khilat (robe of investiture) with a flag having the signs

of the Khalifa (Alam) along with a letter or mandate bearing the

date 8th Sha'ban 8693 A H./5-4-1465 A D. Sultan Mahmud accepted
the gifts of the Khalifa with due honour and gave in return to

the envoy 'tashnfaf, horses with jewelled saddles and bridles,

decorated tents and a big amount of gold and silver.

Mahmud's fame for bounty and lavish distribution of wealth

had travelled into far-off lands, and attracted fortune-seekers to

come to him. One such was Saiyid 'AH Saif-ud-din who

brought some relics of the Prophet among which was a hair

of the Prophet, Saiyid 'Ali Saif-ud-din came when the Sultan

was engaged in war with Mewar, and seems to have contacted

Shaikh Nurul Haq, because Shihab Hakim says that the Sultan

saw these relics through Shaikh Nurul Haq in Jamada II and

being pleased, gave Saiyid 'Ah Saif-ud-dm a big amount of cash

and other presents.
4

AMBASSATX)R fcROM ABU SAID MIRZA
1

Sultan Mahmud's fame attracted the notice of Abu Said

Mirza, grandson of Timur, the ruler of Khorasan, who sent in

872 A.H/1467-68 A.D, Khwaja Jamal-ud-dm Astjabadi5 as his

1
Ma'athtr-i-Mahmudshafu, fols. 296a, 296b, 297a; T A. Ill, p. 346, Firishta,

II, p 500
2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 261b; T,A. Ill, p. 344.

^

,

3 Ma'atfiin-Mahmudshohi, fol 264a,
* Ibid

,
fol. 279a.

*
Ibid., fol. 302a; TA. Ill, p. 347, Firishta, II, p. 601.
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ambassador to the court of the Sultan of Malvwi Klrwaja

Jamal-ud-dm came on 6th Kajab 872 AH/31-1-1468 AD when

Mahmud \\fls halting at Sarangpur, and delivered the presents

and gifts of the ruler of Khorasan to the rulei of Malwa. To

Mahmud this must haie been a very happy occasion because a

foreign potentate had recognised his position and had extended

to him a hand of friendship
1 Sultan Mahmud not only

honoured Khwaja Jamal-ud-dm Astrabadi, but also while per

mitting him to return with his felicitation, he sent various

things as presents foi Abu Said Mirza through Shaikhzada
e
Ala-nd-dm as his own ambassador who was to accompany the

Khwaja Shihab Hakim has given a formidable list of com

modities which were sent by Sultan Mahmud as piesent The

list2 includes such items as a book of wisdom, a feu sti ings

of bright pearls, a few utensils including a cup of Yakut, a spoon

of Lal-i-Rummtmi (Ruby), a plate of Aqiq (a red stone), a dish of

Firo&r, a basin of Billaui (Alabaster), a tray of Billow, some

\ aneties of silk pieces of extremely fine quality of cotton cloth, a

good quantity of incense such as amber and musk etc , a few ele

phants of which one could dance accoiding to the tune and

could play on Mcm/na* some Indian horses, a few slaves, a fe\v

talking and singing birds such as Tun and Sai

BAHLOL LODI SEEKS THE HELP OF MAHMUD KHALJ1

After the departure of the Khorasan embassy, Sultan Mahmud
received yet another diplomatic mission, this time sent by the

Sultan of Dehli Being hard-pressed by Sultan Hussam Shah

Sharqi, Sultan Bahlol turned towards Malwa for help. He sent

a diplomatic mission consisting of Shaikhzada Muhammad
Farmuh and Rcrizada Kapur Chand, son of Roi Kirat Singh of

Gwahor to seek aid from Mahmud Khalji The mission

reached the vicinity of Chanden on 8th Shfrban 872 A H /3rd

March 1468 A.D 3 and after an interview delivered the message

of Sultan Bahlol complaining about the higli-handedness of

1 Abu Said Mirza was the grandfather of Babur, hence Abul Fazal say*

that it "greatly redounded to his gloiy" Vide, Am, 11, (Sarkar) p. 230

8 Ma'atMr-i-Mahmudshahi, fols 302b-303b

3
/<6uf,fol 307a Shihab Hakim has mentioned the arrival of the dip

lomatic mission in the incidents of 872 AH It could not be 873 A H. as

suggested 'by Nizam-ud-Din. because the narrative of Shihab Hakim ends

with the year 872 A H,
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Sultan Hussam Shah of Jaunpur, who \\as ever intent upon
extending his hand beyond his own territories" Sultan Mahmud
sympathetically heard their complaint and assured them of his

help He also ga\e presents to them and granted them leave

to return Mahmud then moved towards Fathabad on 22nd

Shaban 1 872 \H/17th March 1468 A n While Mahmud \\as

still at Fathabad, conducting expeditions into Amoda, Sultan

Bahlol, in pursuance of the assurance given to Shmkhzada
Farmuh and Kapm Chand by Mahmud. sent Qutb Khan and

son of Dungar Singh, to finalise a treaty and to bung aid from

Mahmud The ambassadors came on 6th Shm\ \\al- AH/
9th May, 1468 A D Sultan Mahmud \velcomed them and gave
to each one of them khilat etc with 50 thousand tankas in cash

They requested Mahmud to send an army for their help to get

relief from Hussam Shah and they also had a confidential talk

with Sultan Mahmud to which the Sultan gave a patient hearing.

They also conveyed the terms offered by Sultan Bahlol that

whenever Mahmud would march on any expedition or annually,

Sultan Bahlol would furnish him a contingent of six thousand

horses and also that when Sultan Mahmud would return from

Dehli, Sultan Bahlol, in return for his aid, would hand over

Bayana with its territories to him
"

However it seems that Sultan Mahmud was not willing to get

himself entangled with Jauupur and, therefore, while he received

the Dehli em oys with all courtesy and also bestowed presents on

1
Ma'athir-i'Mahmudshaht, fol 307b

2 Ibid
,
fol, 309a

3/W,fol 309b.

cj6 O'^^x-* ji j 'j"<* jij
1*

u*~~
a "^ u- cH** j-*> j

ObT^iJb Objj A5" off jA _ ^5" ilJLtl
<5jljjfc' jljfb J

Bayana had eaiher accepted the suzerainty of Sultan Mahmud but lately

Ahmad Khan Julwani of Bayana had shifted his allegiance to Hussain Shah

Sharqi. Bahlol had been trying to establish his authority over Bayana and

thus Bayana had become a bone of contention between the three povversv

BahloPs offer of Bayana seems to imply that he would withdraw hw
jn favour of Mahmud,
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them and made promises for help, abstained from actually

giving any material aid. Sultan Mahmud then left Fathabad

and returned to Shadiabad reachingthere on \9thZiqa'd
l 872 A.H /

10th June 1468 A D

BUILDING ACTIVITY OF MAHMUD KHALJI

Mahmud was not a miserly king, he lavishly distributed

wealth in the shape of presents and khilats to his officers on all

possible occasions. With equal open-handedness he spent wealth

in erecting buildings in various parts of his kingdom To a

modern critic, it may appear as a huge waste of tax-payers'

money, but in medieval age it provided a sort of state employ

ment to thousands of stone-cutters, masons and others engaged

in allied trade of building art. The building activity also had the
,

advantage of keeping alive the local traditions and enriching

it by fresh experience and external contact 2

Early in his reign Mahmud undertook the completion of the

mausoleum of Hoshang Shah 3 as well as the Jama Masjid in

Mandu. In 845 A.H /1441-42 A D. he constructed the Madrasa

at Mandu adjacent to the Jama Masjid* After about a year

or so he laid a beautiful garden with a dome and a palace at

Nalcha 5 At Dipalpur Mahmud constructed a Hauz (water

reservoir) and a pavilion with a dome in the centre of the Hauz. 6

After the conquest of Gagraun he laid the foundation of a new

city in the vicinity and named it Mustafabad. 7 Mahmud
then constructed a palace called Imarat-i-Zarin Kaushik* at

Shadiabad

Mahmud then gave orders for the construction of a

1
Ma'athtr-i-Mahmdshahi, fol. 309b. Shihab Hakim clearly says that Sultan

Mahmud returned to Shadiabad on 19th Ziqcfd Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta

munition the incident in 873 A H. and say that Sultan Mahmud died on his

way back, which is contrary to the statement of Shihab Hakim. S.hihab

Hakim's history conies to an end with the year 872 A H., hence Bahlol's

mission came in 872 A.H. and that Sultan Mahmud died after one year of

this incident.

2
According to Shihab Hakim Mahmud had invited many architects

from different places.
*

Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshahi,fol 98a, TA III, p. 321; Ftnshta, II, p.. 486.
*

Ma'athir-i-'Mahmudshahi, fol 108b.
s Ibid

, fol. 1Mb, Finshta, II, p 487 J

"
6

Afa'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 116a.
7 /W,fol 138b

'

-

8
Ibid, fols. LtOa-b.
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mausoleum for 'All Sher 1 atDhar in 856 A.H /1452 A D. At Ujjam
he constructed Imarat-i-Nur? At Fathabad near Chanden
Mahmud built a Kaushik (palace) seven storeys high.

3 At
Mandu he built Dariis Shifa * Mahmud built two more forts,

the Azizabad5 and the Jalalabad

Most of the buildings of Mahmud had been hastily constructed

with the result that very few have survived. Besides, Nalcha,

Dipalpur, Dhar, Ujjain and Mandu had been important centres

after Mahmud and not unlikely his buildings were altered to

meet the tastes of new monarchs which might have weakened
them and also changed their shape so as to be associated with the

names of the renovators

DEATH OF SULTAN MAHMUD

In 873 A.H {1469 A.D , Mahmud had to march into Khichi-

wara again to subjugate the Khichi Chauhan chiefs. Mahmud
had gone there in the previous year too, but the territories bad

not been properly subjugated This proved to be the last expedi
tion of Mahmud. He had been for last three years in very bad

health and in spite of his illness he often moved out in palki with

his physician attending upon him. The heat and strain of these

marches had greatly impaired his health. While returning from

this expedition he fell seriously ill and died on 19th Ziqa'd 873

A.H./31st May 1469 A.D at the age of sixty-eight years.
7

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fols 141b, 14^a 'Ah Sher was the father of

Malik Mughith and grandfather of Sultan Mahmud
2 Ibid

,
fol 142b & Ibid

,
fol 148b.

* Ibid
,
fols 153b, 154a 5 Ibid ,

fol 253a, Ibid, fol. 305a.

7 Ftnshta, II, p 502 Firishta says, Mahmud ruled for thirty-four years;

T.A III, p. 349 Nizam-ud-Dm also says that Mahmud ruled for thirty-four

years Mahmud ascended the throne on 29th Shawwal 839 A H,, therefore

with a reign of 34 years he should have died in 873 A H, Zqfar-ul-walih,

p 208 gives the date of his death as 21 Ziqa'd 873 A H / 2nd June 1469

A D Nizam-ud-Dm and Fmshta mention the date of his death as 19th

Zqctd 873 Firishta has given a chronogram which has not been given by

Nizam-ud-Din Fmshta's chronogram on p 503 runs as

b JJU. t^JLf, lj jl
.U. OlkL* Ctjji* oUj jlj

The chronogram
" C

~"t f however yields 874 and not 873

Bnggs, IV, p. 233 Bnggs says, Mahmud died on 19th geekad AH
873 at the age of sixty-eight and has given the following chronogram which

yields 873 ,

(Continued on next page)
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CHARACTbK A!sD PERSONALITY OF MAHMUD

Mahmud was the greatest of all the Sultans of Malwa. By his

hard work he strengthened the kingdom of Malwa and extended

it on all sides Mahmud was polite, brave, just and learned.

He valued learning above all things
J His leisure hours were

de\oted to hearing the readings from the histories and memoirs

of the courts of different kings.
2 He had acquired intimate

knowledge of human nature, a subject to which he de\oted much

attention.

Mahmud was endowed with a cool tempei and in spite oi heavy

administrate e duties and responsibilities he never lost his tem

per
l He was kind-hearted and generous and his bounty was

such that none returned empty-handed from his door.4

Mahmud was just and under him all people lived in safety and

comfort By his strong administration he kept his subjects free

(Continuedfrom pie-page t

JRBB R.A ,9 XIX, p 169 Campbell writes, m 1469 A 1) after a

icign of thirty-four years of untiring eneigy and activity Mahmud died

Wright, II, p 242. "In 873 A H /146
f
) A D Mahmud died in h>s way

back from an expedition against Kactwaia m the sixty-eighth >car of

his age'*

19th Qqa'd 873 comes to 31st May 1469 A D accoidmg to "Tuqmm'" .

1 Fuishta, II, p 503, Mcfathir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 3I2b

.I b j rtJi *.-i\*j ^53. tcjA jlJ Li. JiL iJi.*.ft> ^iaJ j ^

_ Vu> *J (J-^ I -*

2 Bng&> IV, p. 234.

3
Ma'athir-i-Mahyiudshahi, fol, 313a

(^L j

j ^j Ly^f^f- ai^jj,j XLJ
fj^j

J ^
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from the hands of the oppressors.
1 "In kingship he was like

Jamshid, m justice like Naushirwan and in generosity like

Hatim."2

Mahmud was a good nder and a brave soldier and his whole

life was practically spent m the battlefield, there was hardly a

year when Mahmud was not engaged m fighting By his hard

work and diplomacy Mahmud not only carried Malwa to the

peak of hei glory but actually paved the way for peace and plenty

which characterised the reign of his son and successor Gluyath

Shah. If Mahmud had usurped^
5 the throne from the Ghunes,.

he fully justified his usurpation by his administration of the

country and certainly proved the maxim that the "crown belongs,

to him who deserves it
"

1 Ma'athir-i-Afahmudshahi, fol

aij.T jl

jl f

3 . Ui I J

j 4.JI ^ ^SCpeX^,^ jl

L>U

3 /hV
,
fol 313a.

3 Abul Fazal says,
'

Upon such a wretch, m us -wondrous vicissitudes

thus did fortune smile and the awe he inspired secured him the tranquil

possession of power" Vide, Am., CSarkarl II p. 230



Chapter IX

REIGN OF GHIYATH SHAH
(A Period of Peace and Plenty)

Accession of Ghiyath Shah Declaration of his

policy Relations with Mewar Relations with

Oiampaner and Sultan Mahmud Begada Bahlol

LodCs raid on Alhanpur Effects of Ghiyath Shahs

policy on Malwa Factional trouble Contest be

tween Nasir Shah and Shujat KJian Circumstances

leading to the abdication of Ghiyath Sliah Death of

Ghiyath Shah Character and Personality of Ghiyath

Shah, his fondness for women, his religious leanings,

his bounty.

PJUNCE MUHAMMAD 1 the eldest son of Sultan Mahmud ascended

the throne of Malwa on 22nd Ziqa'd 873 A H.2/3rd June, 1469

A.D after the death of his father with the title of Ghiyath Shah3

which had been given to him by his father Ghiyath Shah

ascended the throne as a mature person with varied experience

and training received by him under the fostering care of his

father. He was rarely absent from the battles that were fought by
his father and was always given the command of the right-

wing (maimand) of the army. It is not that he had always

fought under the direction of Sultan Mahmud, but was often

given independent charge of an expedition sent either to conquer
or to subjugate or to render assistance to any of the feudatory
chiefs facing trouble because of aggression of a neighbouring

king* Thus when he ascended the throne he had already

established his reputation as a soldier and as a general Sultan

Mahmud had also taken care to give him training in the work
of administration, and when personally absent from the capital,

he used to entrust the administrative duties to him

1
Mctathir-i-Makmudshahi, fol. 132a; J^afar-ul-walth, p 212

2
Duff, Tht Chronology ofIndia, p 202, has erroneously given 1475 A D as

the year of his accession; Zafar-ul-walik, p 208, has 22nd q<i

l

d
8 His full title as found from his coins is Al-Wathiq bi-l-Maliki-l-Multaji

Abul Path Ghiyath Shah Al-Khalji, Vide, Wright, II, p. 250,
4
Vide, Chapters V & VI In his coronation speech he said, "I have

spent 34 years at stirrups of my father in labours and expedition". >
f
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Ghiyath Shah, seems to have been inclined to enjoy the fruits

of the various treaties, concluded by his father with the neigh

bouring kingdoms, and on his accession, after the completion of
the coronation ceremony, he declared the general policy that he
wanted to follow. As a military commander under his father he
had seen the maximum possibilities of territorial expansion. He
had also realised that more conquest would in no way help in

the material progress of the State. He, therefore, declared on his

accession that instead of making efforts for further conquest he
would endeavour to guard and protect the territories that he had
inherited from his father To him it was better to keep his terri

tories in peace and quiet than to strike his hand on those of
others In short Ghiyath Shah's policy was one of consoli

dation and he, therefore, refrained from aggressive wars His
real motive behind such a policy was that he and his subjects

and the country should enjoy peace and prosperity so that all

may lead a happy life. 1

The portion of the speech as noted by Nizam-ud-Dm, and his

subsequent account of the reign which was practically taken

verbatim by Finshta, had led scholars to conclude that he was
an ease-loving indolent and pleasure seeker who would not take

the battlefield personally. Majumdar holds that at the begin

ning of his reign he entrusted the management of the State to his

son, Nasiruddin, and devoted all his time to the enjoyment of the

pleasures of life and management of his harem."2- Wolseley Haig

practically says the same thing that "Ghiyasuddm found his own
chief amusement in the administration of his haran, which it was

his fancy to organise as a kingdom in miniature complete in itself 3"

Yazdani, a prominent scholar on Malwa, is also of the opinion

that on taking up the reins of Government, he declared that he

would yield up the sword to his son and pass his life in peaceful

pursuits
4 No doubt Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta at the opening

of their account of Ghiyath Shah mention that he gave up the

reins of government to his eldest son Nasir 'Abdul Qadir at his

accession, but a careful reading of their entire text would reveal

1 T A. Ill, p. 350
2 Majumdar, AK,The Sultanate of Delhi, Loc. Ctt

, p. 181

S CHI.Vol III.p 3f>2.

4 Yazdani, Mandu the City ofJoy, p 20 : Yazdani has drawn his conclusion

on the basis of Bnggs, IV, p. 236 and Memoirs of Jahangir (Rogers and

Bevendge) Vol II, p. 366.
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that at many places they have contradicted thier own statement.

This contradiction indicates that Ghiyath Shah had only asso

ciated Nasir Shah with himself in the work of administration

and while the routine work was to be carried out by the son,

the direction of the policy he retained in his own hands.

The author of the Tankh-i-Nasir Shahi^ clearly says that

Sultan Ghiyath Shah after having ruled for full twenty years,

thought of ruling from behind the screen 2 Thus it is clear from

this statement that though Ghiyath Shah had associated his

eldest son 'Abdul Qadir Nasir Shah in the work of administra

tion and management of the State, just as he himself had been

associated during the reign of his father, he did look after the

affairs of the State personally. Even after his withdrawal from

active participation m the work of administration, after twenty

years of rule, he used to come out for brief periods
5 to give

public audience, and had given instructions that he should be

informed of everything that happened in his kingdom, and solved

on many occasions the problems of the State Nizam-ud-Dm

says,
4 "If m any affair of the country, there was doubt among

the wazirs they used to write a statement of the facts and send it

to the palace, and he wrote a fitting reply and sent it to them "

Thus in reality Ghiyath Shah endeavoured to consolidate and

increase the material prosperity of Malwa, and no doubt Malwa

under Ghiyath Shah reached the zenith of its cultural develop

ment, which is always associated with peace and plenty
r< The

1 Tankh-i-Nasir Shahi which was composed m the reign of Nasu Shah,

though full of bombast and unnecessary praise of Nasir Shah, throws some

light here and there Ms No, OR 1803, Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in

British Museum, Rieu, Vol III, p 10*0. 2 OR 1803, fol 4a.

*Finshta, II, p 507 * TA III, p 352, Finshta, II, p 507

6 Ernest Barnes ' "It was during the reign of this prince that Mandu

justified its name of Shadiabad" Vide, JR B B R A S XXI, p. 364,

Campbell "The king's spirit of peace steeped the land, which like its ruler

after thirty years of fighting yearned for rest For fourteen years neither

inward malcontent nor foreign foe broke the calm "
Vide, JR-B B R.A.S

XIX, p 171
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cultural achievements of his reign had so much influenced the

minds of the people that when Nizam-ud-Dm and Finshta wrote

their histories, stones associated with Ghiyath Shah were more

popular than a few military activities in which his kingdom was

involved A monarch whose name gets associated with stories

depicting piety, righteousness, justice and benefaction certainly

could not have been a licentious person devoting all his time to

the pleasures of senses

The political and inter-states complications in which Ghiyath

Shah was involved, are very few and widely separated during his

long rule

RELATIONS WITH \1EWAR

The first state with which Ghiyath Shah had to measure his

strength was Mewar The two great rival rulers of Malwa and

Mewar, Mahmud Khalji and Rana Kumbha, had left the

arena of politics piactically together
* In Mewar, Rana Udai

Singh, the eldest son of Rana Kumbha ascended the throne

after murdering his father, but he was not pardoned by the

people for this heinous crime and has come down to posterity

as Hatiaio (patricide) Finding disaffection at home Rana

Udai Singh tried to conciliate all such petty Rajput Chiefs who
had been crushed by Rana Kumbha. He also conciliated Rawal

Khem Karan, the younger brother and an inveterate enemy of

Rana Kumbha, by allowing him to occupy Ban Sadn 2 But

Rai Mai, the younger brother of Udai Singh, soon organised

an opposition and all such loyal Rajputs who had not reconciled

themselves to the crime of Rana Udai Singh joined him A con

tested battle was fought at Darimpur m 1530 v,s /AD. 1473

where Khem Karan was killed3 and Rana Udai Singh was

driven out of Chittor Udai Singh then took shelter in Sojat

where he married the daughter of Kunwar Bagha Rathor At

Sojat, Udai Singh's two elder sons Surajmal and Sahasmal also

joined him, but Udai Singh could get no strong support and soon

came to Malwa with his family seeking shelter and help from

Sultan Ghiyath Shah* Thus we find Malwa again offering

shelter to a disaffected Mewar prince

1 Rana Kumbha was murdered in 1525 V S /A D 1468 Mahmud Khalji

died in 873 A H /A D 1469.

2 Ojha, History of Pratabgarh State, pp 31-52

3 Ojha, Udaipur Rajyaka Itihas, I, p 325, History of Pratabgarh State, p 52

* Vir Vmod, I, p 338.
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Sultan Ghiyath Shah had declared that he would not make any

attempt at further territorial expansion, but would preserve the

territories acquired by his father He was also fully aware

that his father had practically devoted his entire life to safe

guarding the frontiers of Malwa and had captured the forts of

Mandalgarh and Mandsaur, which the Mewar ruler would not

hesitate to take back But m case he succeeded in reinstating

the deposed ruler of Mewar, a friendship with Mewar could be

established and the territories of Malwa would become safe.

He, therefore, agreed to render assistance to Rana Udai Singh,,

and in return Rana Udai Singh agreed to give his daughter in

marriage to him l The proposed matrimonial alliance was
aimed at establishing friendly relations between the two States.

But the destiny had it otherwise. Rana Udai Singh was struck

with lightning, when he was returning to his camp,
2 after

completing the negotiations, and thus the entire plan fell

through. Surajmal and Sahasmal, however, remained in the

Malwa court and continued to press the Sultan to help them in

recovering their patnmonj . Sultan Ghiyath Shah finally agreed
to assist them and with his forces marched on Chittor 3

Though Mewar at this time had become weak because of

internal dissension and confusion following the murder of Rana
Kumbha and contest between his two sons Uda and Rai Mai,
Ghiyath Shah did not succeed in ousting Rai Mai, rather, as

pointed out by Shyamaldas on the basis of Rai Mai Rasa, the
Malwa Sultan was defeated and driven away from Chittor.4

Though the Persian historians do not mention this defeat,
but their absolute silence on the entire issue may be because
to them it was an incident of no consequence as it brought

1 Though Persian historians have not mentioned anything about it, but
Kavraj Shyamaldas in Vir Vtnod, I, p 338, clearly says so, Tod narrates the
same event but says Sultan ofDehh instead of Malwa : "He humbled him
self before the king of Dehh, offering him a daughter in marriage to obtain
his sanction to his authority, but heaven manifested its vengeance to pi event
this additional iniquity, and preserve the house of Bappa Rawul from dis
honour He had scarcely quitted the divan (dewan-khaneh) , on taking
leave of the king, when a flash of lightning struck the Hatiaro to the earth,
whence he never arose" Vide, Tod, I, p 233
2 Vir Vinod, I, p 338, also Ojha, History o/Pratabgarh State, p, 55
3 Vir Vinocf, I, p 338.
4

Ibid*, I, p. 339, on p 338 Shyamaldas says, Ghiyath Shah made several

attempts on the fort but was defeated by Rai Mai and fled to Mandu.
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no glory to the Sultan. This defeat indicates that military
strength of Malwa, if it had not actually deteriorated, was
certainly on the wane Besides Surajmal, son of Khern
Karan who had succeeded his father and was holding Sadn and
had been pacified by Rana Rai Mai by allowing him to continue
in possession of Sadn, rendered assistance to Mewar forces,

1

and may be that he was trying to redeem the deed of his father,
whose enmity and insinuations had been one of the prominent
causes of Mahmud Khalji's attacks on Mewar

Rajasthan historians2 mention that Sultan Ghiyath Shah, to

retrieve this defeat, sent a large force under Zafar Khan to ravage
Mewar, though he himself remained at Mandu But it is not
clear whether Zafar Khan had been commissioned for such an

undertaking, or he on his own initiative started ravaging the
eastern portions of Mewar. According to Kaviraj Shyamaldas,
Hada Chachakdeo the jagirdar of Begu reported to the Rana
that Zafar Khan had destroyed the countryside and had appointed
his thanadars m Kotah, Bhamsrod and Sopar.

3 Zafar Khan's
attack on Bhamsrod might have led Sarangdeva Ajjawat to whom
it had been granted in jagfr* by the Rana, to join his forces

against Zafar Khan Rana Rai Mai immediately summoned all

his chiefs5 and attacked Zafar Khan near Mandalgarh6 and
drove him back to Malwa. Ojha further says that Rai Mai,
after this victory over Zafar Khan, marched into Malwa and in

1
Tod, I, p. 234, has also narrated the invasion of Ghiyath Shah on. Chittor,

but as pointed out by Ojha, has confused Surajmal Khemkarnot and Sarangdeo
Ajjawat with Surajmal and Sahasmal the sons of Rana Udai Singh, and thus

erroneously says that the sons of Rana Udai Singh, pardoned by Rana Rai
Mai rendered assistance against the Malwi invasion under Ghiyath Shah,
Ojha, History of Pratabgarh State, p. 56 fn 1

2 Vir Vtnod, I, p 339, Ojha, III, pt III, p 56 and I, pt I, p. 329
3 Vir Vtnod, I, p 339 The inclusion of Kotah creates a doubt that the

compiler of Rai Mai Rasa in his enthusiasm to glorify Rai Mai did not care
about the correctness of the names of places Kotah was outside Mewar
4

Ojha, III, pt III, p 55 fn. 2; Vtr Vtnod, I, p 347

5 The list of Sardars who accompanied Rai Mai is given in Rat Mai Rasa
and had been included in Vir Vinod, I, p 341

6 Vtr Vtnod, I, pp 339, 421-22, quotes the msciipuon on southern door
of Ekalmgaja of 1545 V S On the basis of this inscription Ojha has conclu
ded that the Mewar-Malwa engagement must hsve taken place between
1546 V S /AD 1489 and 1530 V S /A D. 1473
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the battle of Khairabad completely vanquished the Muslim

forces.1

Though the statements of these historians cannot be totally

set aside, one thing is certain, that Ghiyath Shah did not lose

any territory even if he was defeated Mandalgarh still remained

with Malwa Besides, the existence of Ghiyathpur in Pratab-

garh State also indicates the extent of his territory in that direc

tion Ghiyathpur was the centre of the later Deoha (or Deogarh)

pargana. The place named after Ghiyath Shah and situated in

the Kanthal territory indicates that it must have once served as

a frontier post or a buttress against Mewar Deoha is in the east

of Ghiyathpur and was founded by Bika about AD. 1561,

who is considered as the founder of the Pratabgarh State.
2 So

it is obvious that Ghiyathpur was an important place during

the ascendancy of Malwa. If Deoha was founded earlier by

Rawat Surajmal as stressed by Ojha, it only indicates that

after his disagreement with Prithviraj, he had to leave Sadri and

again came back to Malwa territory and was allowed some

place m the Kanthal, not far from Ghiyathpur where he set up

his residential town Deoha in remembrance of the blessings

of Chanm DevL The establishment of Rawat Surajmal in the

Kanthal with his residence in Deolia and the frontier Malwi

thana at Ghiyathpur solved for Ghiyath Shah the problem of

guarding that side against Mewar

RELATIONS WITH CHAMPANER AND SULTAN MAHMUD BEGADA

In 887 A.H.3
/A.D 1482-3 Gujarat suffered from famine because

of the unusual drought, and many people perished. The Guja-

rati officers m Baroda territory under Malik Sida Khassa* Khel-i-

Suhant carried out a plundering raid into the territories of

1 Ojha has based his statement on the Rai Mai Rasa included in Vtr Vtnod,

I, p,34l But this Rasa was written in praise of RaiMal and is full of fantastic

exaggeration and even goes to the extent of saying that Kumvar Prithviraj

with a handful of soldiers captured Ghiyath Shah, who was brought to

Chittor and kept for some time as a prisoner Rajputana Gazetteer, Mewat

Residenty, II-A, p. 18, practically repeats the same story.

2
Rajputana Gazetteer, Mewar Residency, II-A, p 222; Ojha, III, pi III, p. 17

3 Fvishta, II, p 396; Zqfar-ul-walik, p. 27; Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 134;

Bayl, p 207, TA HI, p 158 has 880 A H. But Nazam-ud-Dm in the

Malwa section of his history refers to the conjunction of the stars causing

trouble in most of the countries in 887 A H and the arrival of the envoys

of the Rat of Champaner seeking Malwa aid against the attack of

Mahmud Begada in 889 A.H *
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 134.
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Champaner country in search of supplies. Such a raid could

have no justification except that the Rai of Champaner had never

completely submitted to the authority of the Gujarati Sultan.

Therefore, Champaner was considered as a place which could be

plundered without any scruple The Persian historians have

tried to give a colouring to the incident and mention that the

Rai of Champaner attacked Malik Sida and in the battle Malik

Sida and a number of his men were killed. Rai Patai
1
carried

away two elephants besides all the goods and equipment in the

camp, all of which belonged to the stables of the Gujarati Sultan.

But from the same sources we learn that it was Malik Sida who
first violated the peace of Champaner thereby provoking the

Chief to take action

The action of Jai Singh Rai Patai of Champaner was taken by

Mahmud Begada as a challenge to his authority and he invaded

Champaner to punish him. However, it is clear that it was only

a pretext,
2 because we find Mahmud Begada determined to

extirpate Champaner which seems to have been a fairly power
ful state Mahmud Begada had made his first move in 876 A.H./

A.D 1471-72. Nizam-ud-Dms says "it was reported to the Sultan

that Jai Singh, son of Gangadas, Raja of Champaner, having

become proud by the help and patronage of Sultan Ghiyath

Shah of Malwa, had allowed the rebels of Baroda and Dabohi,

a passage through his territory, and had the disposition of raising

a rebellion The Sultan marched from Mustafabad and advanced

to punish him.'* Mahmud Begada, however, could not come to

Champaner in that year because he was informed of a disturbance

of the Zamindars* of Cutch and had to go there immediately.

After some times Mahmud Begada made another attack on

1 Rai Patai or Patai Rawal is only a contraction for Pavapati Rawal i e

Rawal, Lord of Pava Pavagad was the name of the fortress of Champaner.

District Gazetteer, Bombay Presidency, III, (Kaira and Panch Mahal), p 186,

Indian Antiquary, LXIII, p. 2.

2
Gotnmissanat, p. 193, "This incident was seized upon by Mahmud as a*

pretext for invasion of Ghampaner"
3 T.A III,pp 148-149, (Tr) p 257. 4

Ibid, 111, v 149.

5 The year seems to be 884, as after this incident the narrative of A.H.

885 is given in Mir '

at*i-Sikandan

The name Ghampaner is said to have come from Champa, according to

one account a Varna, and according to another a Kunbi, who founded the

city during the reign of Van Raj of Anhilvada (748-806) Champa is also

called a Bhil
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Champaner. While he personally remained at Saonli near the

bank of the river Mahey, he sent forces to cause destruction in

the territory of Champaner In nature it was a sort of punitive

expedition. Sikandar has clearly mentioned that Mahmud

was constantly engaged in thinking about the conquest of

Champaner
l

The truth was that Mahmud Begada was not prepared to tolet-

ate the continued existence of the small and yet powerful Rajput

principality of Champaner, because, though it owed a formal

allegiance to the Gujarati Sultan, it always sought the help of

Malwa when in distress. Besides, this help from Malwa had

made the Rajputs of Champaner bold enough to defy Gujarat

officers and they had even given shelter to Gujarati rebels.

The incident of 887 A H /A.D. 1482 in which Malik Sida was.

killed and royal elephants and horses were captured, was con

sidered by Mahmud Begacia as sufficient cause to settle the issue

of Champaner once for all. The traditional belief in amassed

wealth in the fort of Champaner further added appetite for con

quest. Mahmud Begada started on 1st of Zilhyja* 877 A.H/llth

Jan. 1483 A.D. from Ahmedabad and by successive marches reached

Baroda and pitched his tents there. Rawal Jai Singh3 mentioned

by Nizam-ud-Din and Sikandar as Rai Patai took alarm and

immediately sent his envoys with a message of peace and sub

mission. But Mahmud Begada declined all negotiations and

insisted settlement only by sword and dagger.*

1 Mir'at-i-Szkandan, p. 133

JL. *> of J^jo

jl Ul - ^Jjl

For bardic version of Mahmud Begada's concern of Champaner see, Gazetteer

of Bombay Presidency, III, p 186

2 Mir'at-i-Sikandan, pp 134-35, Zafar-ul-walih, p 27.

8 The names of the Chauhan chiefs of Champaner, recorded in an

inscription found at Nahani Umarvan near Halol, are .

Raja Shn Ramdev, Shn Changdev, Shri Chachingdev, Shri Sonamdev,
Shn Palhansingh, Shn Jitkaran, Shri Kempu Raval, Shri Viradhaval, Shri

Savaraj, Shri Raghavadev, Shri Trunbak Bhup, Shri Ganga Rajeshvar and
Shn Jayasingh Dev. Vide, District Gazetteer, Bombay Presidency, III, (Kaira
-and Panchmahal), pp 304, 305

*
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p. 135 (Cotitinued on next page)
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The envoys returned disappointed and informed Rai Patai

about the determination of the Sultan. Rai Jai Singh thereupon
betook himself to his mountain fortress and resolved to defend

it to the last

Though Sikandar does not mention it Nizam-ud-Din says that

Mahmud Begada sent in advance Taj Khan and 'Azd-uI-Mulk,

Bahrain Khan and Ikhtiyar Khan
1
to besiege the fort. Mahmud

Begada also advanced and passing Champaner encamped in

the village of Karnai on the Malwa road, and appointed Saiyid

Badi Alangdar, to guard the road and bring provisions. Rawal

Jai Singh seems to have offered severe resistance, because we find

the siege lasting for bout two years; besides, in spite of Sultan's

precautions, the Rajputs fell upon the convoys bringing pro
visions under the escort of Saiyid Badi Alangdar, and earned

away the entire provisions, much to the chagrin of the Gujarati

Sultan. But Mahmud Begada continued the siege. He caused

elaborate trenches and covered ways to be constructed which

were gradually extended up to the base of the fortress.

Rawal Jai Singh
2 made another overture for peace and

offered heavy compensation in gold and provisions, but this offer

too like the previous one was rejected

Rawal Jai Singh finding that no peace was possible with

Mahmud Begada tried the same method to procure succour

from Malwa which had been adopted by Rawal Gangadas.

He sent his most intelligent and trusted minister, Sewa Rai,3

(Continuedfrom pre-page}

.iLiiJ Jj.J> "^f-j-^ f^JijX jU*Zwl j! t^lATj J:^. yt>

*ULo je.Jw J j~L+ j I j*C- JbcJI L^J U O^- *J ^J-^^J

1 TA III, p 159

2 According to bardic stories, Rawal Jai Singh had been cursed by the

goddess Kali and hence his destruction was inevitable The story runs that

once in the time of Navaratn festival Jai Singh, the Patai Raval, went to see

the women of his capital dance and sing Among the women was one of

great beauty, and the chief, overcome by the sight of her, caught hold of her

robe But she, for it was goddess Kali, turning in anger cursed, telling him

that his kingdom would soon pass away. Vide, Gazetteer of Bombay Presidency,

III, (Kaira and Panchmahal), p 186

3 Mir'at-i-Sikandart, p. 135, Zqfar-ul-walih, p 28; Finshta, II, p 508, T A.

Ill, p, 159
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to Sultan Ghiyath Shah seeking his help with a message that

''When in the former times Sultan Muhammad, son of Sultan

Ahmad, besieged Champaner, Sultan Mahmud Shah came to-

help and assist the slaves, and released us from the siege, and now
Sultan Mahmud Gujarati has come and is again besieging Cham

paner. If you, considering our ancient relations of servitude to

you, would advance to release us, it would be the cause of an

increase of your protection and bravery A sum of one lakh

of tonkas for every stage of march would be remitted to your
officers as a contribution towards your expenses."

1

Sultan Ghiyath Shah on receiving this message accepted the

terms and immediately marched out and encamped at Nalcha.2

It was at Nalcha, that before proceeding further he summoned
the 'Ulama and asked for a fatwa But before we take up the

purport of the fatwa we may well examine the reasons that led

Ghiyath Shah to seek the fatwa Nizam-ud-Dm has not made
this point clear. In the Malwa section he says that Ghiyath Shah

following his arrival at Nalcha, summoned the learned men and

Qazis of liis majhs, and in the Gujarat section he says that

Mahmud Begada on receiving the news of Ghiyath Shah's

advance, himself moved to Dohad where he received informa

tion that Ghiyath Shah had summoned the 'Ulama and the Qazis
and had returned after their fatwa. But Sikandar is very clear.

According to him, Sultan Mahmud Begada on receiving the news

1 T A III, (TO p 351, 7>vf, pp 100 and S.lfi, Aft>'at-i-Stbindan r

p 135;

Sikandar says

j .L-j

j+3 I iXij
C*.*v*f, *,XJLjj.fti

Aj <*Xj

Mir'at-i-Sikandan does not give the entire text, but mentions one lakh tankas

for every stage of march which has also been mentioned by Nizam-ud-Dm in

the Gujarat section of his Tabaqat afar~ul-wahhf p 28, does not mention
the amount but simply says that he sought the help of Ghiyath Shah and
fixed the payment of a stipulated sum for every halt, Fmshta, II, p SOS;
Commissariat, p. 194, has "one lakh of silver tankas for everyday march",
Rauzat-ut-Tahmn, fol 326b Tahir Muhammad mentions of a rosary
(Tasbih) of pearls among the presents sent to Ghiyath Shah

2
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 135, Zqfar-itl-wahh, p 28,, T4 III, p Ifil* and

p 3563 Fmshta, II, p 508
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that Sultan Ghiyath Shah had come out to Nalcha and was

organising his forces there, Immediately by rapid marches arrived

at Dohad which is situated on the borders of Mandu and

Gujarat, leaving the siege of the fort of Champaner in the hands

of a few nobles He further says that Sultan Ghiyath Shah

pondering over the ultimate result retraced his steps on a pre
tence to the effect that the great 'Ulamaand distinguished Qazn
who had been summoned had opined that way

l

Thus we find that Sultan Ghiyath Shah after accepting the

terms had started from Mandu, but while at Nalcha when he

received information that Sultan Mahmud Begada had moved
towards Dohad, he became apprehensive of the situation

Sikandar clearly states that it was the consideration of the ulti

mate result that led him to think Ghiyath Shah had already

seen the might of Mahmud Begada, because twice during the

reign of his father, it was Mahmud Begada's intervention that

had prevented Mahmud Khalji from getting the fruits of his

labour in the Deccan He was not confident that he would be

able to score a success against Mahmud Begada particularly

when m the previous reigns, in every battle the Gujaratis had

gained the upper hand. But as he had moved out and it was

not befitting for him to return without reason,
2 he summoned

1 Afu'at-t-Sikandan} p 130

jJLa.
<*.Lj*i_^} oSji jj~!

>
!_^J UJ J |*UiC (llt *J

Commissariat, p 194 "The Malwa ruler accepted the terms and marched

out with has army as far as Nalcha Mahmud Begada, leaving the conduct

of the siege to his officers, proceeded with his tioops to the MaHva frontier,

but on arriving at Dohad, he was informed that Ghiasuddm had abandoned

his design on being approached bv the Qazts and other learned men of his

court for going to help an infidel
"

2
%afar-ul-walih, p 28 Haji-ud-Dabir has made the point very clear

He says, -when Ghiyath Shah received information of Mahmud Begada's

movement towards Dohad, he called the 'Ulama and told them that he was

afraid, because if Mahmud occupies Champaner and becomes free from it

he would proceed towards the boundary of the kingdom of Malwa

Haji-ud-Dabir subsequently says, after the verdict \vas given b> the 'Ulama,

Ghiyath Shah under the cover (or shelter) of this verdict returned to his

capital
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the 'Ulama and the Qazis and asked for thefatwa The text oi

the fatwa no doubts portrays great religious fervour that a

Muslim Sultan had invaded the territory of Kafir, could he or

could he not go to the succour of a Hindu against a Muslim.

Of course the fatwa was given against rendering assistance to a

Kafirj as it was against the Shar
1

.

That such a pronouncement was merely to satisfy the Sultan

is obvious. We have already noted that in the previous reign,

Mahmud Khalji had asked for a similar fatwa under identical

conditions and the verdict given was that rendering of assistance

was lawful Then the political condition and military strength
of Mahmud Khalji was strong and it was what the Sultan wanted
But in the present case when Sultan wated to avoid an encounter

with Mahmud Begada, because Gujarat had a superior military

force, the fatwa was altered Thus it was not out of any reli

gious consideration but out of purely political consideration,
that the fatwa was sought and received. In those days, religion
was taken into consideration in politics, but the role it played
was that of a hand-maiden who would be too willing to do what
the master wanted It is, therefore, erroneous to conclude that

there was any religious solidarity among the Muslim rulers of

medieval India (in the fifteenth century)

Though Ghiyath Shah by his pusillanimity saved himself

from defeat, politically he committed a blunder Hoshang
Shah and Mahmud Shah both had realised the importance of
these petty Rajput States remaining within the territory of

Gujarat. These states were ever willing to assert their indepen
dence and thus Were a thorn in the body-politic of the rival

country. Besides, Champaner had greater importance for

Malwa. It was not only a buffer, but a strong Rajput princi

pality with good resources, and though politically subordinate
to Gujarat, it was friendly towards Malwa. Champaner
also stood as a barrier against Gujarati encroachments into
Malwa Mahmud Begada had realised this importance and
had, therefore, made his determination to wipe it off once for
all. By refusing aid to Champaner, Ghiyath Shah allowed the
demolition of this barrier which seriously exposed the south
eastern frontier of his kingdom to the Gujarat menace. The
religious sentiments of a few 'Ulama and Qazis might have been
satisfied, but at the cost of their own kingdom, and for which
their children had to pay within fifty years when Malwa lost
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her independence for which Dilwar Khan, Hoshang Shah, and

Mahmud Khalji had spared no pains Mahmud Begada not

only conquered Champaner but made it his capital and named
it as Muhammadabad 1

Its status was raised as it became a

mint town with mint epithet of Shahr-i-Mukarram and

remained the second political capital for the next fifty years.
2

BAHLOL LODI'S RAID ON ALHANPUR

Sultan Bahlol Lodi of Dehli had been struggling against the

declining power of the Sharqi rulers of Jaunpur, and at one

stage being hard-pressed by the Sharqis had sought help from

Mahmud Khalji of Malwa, but before he could receive help,

Mahmud Khalji had died After the death of Mahmud
Khalji, while Ghiyath Shah followed a peace policy, Bahlol

Lodi had been slowly increasing his power, and towards the

end of his career, i e sometimes in 893 A H /A D 1488 he invaded

the territories of Bayana, Hmdaun, Kalpi and finally raided

Alhanpur, which was an outpost of Ranthambhor. Finshta

says that conjunction of the planets Saturn and Jupiter etc in

889 AH /AD 1484 was followed by disturbances amongst
which was the destruction of Palampur near Ranthambhor.

While the year of invasion has not been mentioned by Nizam-ud-

Din, Finshta3 gives the year as 889 A H /A D 1484 Nizam-ud-Dm

has mentioned the event in connection with the habits of Ghiyath

Shah,4 but in the section dealing with the Dehli Sultans, he has

mentioned it almost towards the closing years of Bahlol Lodi's

reign.s While describing the incident in the section of

Malwa history he says, that when Bahlol Lodi invaded the

territory and was causing destruction, the officers could not

inform the Sultan as he was almost inaccessible, which means

that the invasion took place after Ghiyath Shah had withdrawn

himself from public appearance The author of Tankh-i-Nasir-

1 JR BBRAS XXI, p 292, "Coins of Gujarat Sultanate" by P Taylor

Taylor writes "Discussion on this point, however, is practically foreclosed

by the evidence of the beautiful com No, 34 on plate III the margin ofwhich

reads not Mahmudabad but very clearly Muhammadabad C/r/Ghampaner
"

2
Commissariat, p 197 Delighted with the climate of Champaner,

Mahmud tiansformed this ancient Hindu city into a Muslim capital, renamed

it Muhammadabad and gave it the honorific mint epithet of Shahr-i-Mukarram

or the Illustratious town, Zqfar-ul-wahh, p 31

3
Finshta, II, p 507

4 TA III, p 352, (Ti),p 546 fn 2
5

Ibid, I, p 313.
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shahi informs us that after completing twenty years of rule the-

Sultan decided to rule from behind the curtain and he took to

secluded life
* His accession took place m 873 AH, therefore

in 893 A.H. he took tip this position. Therefore, from this

it seems that the invasion should have taken place towaids the

end of 893 A H or beginning of 894 A H This date is also corro

borated by Ni'matullah
2 who says that Bahlol marched to

Alhanpur after settling Jaunpur on Barbak Shah and Kalpi on

A'zam Hamayun son of Shahzada Khwaja Bayazid, and thea

subduing the local chief of Dholpur
So far as the invasion itself is concerned, we have no more

details available than that Bahlol Lodi invaded Alhanpur and

caused great damage to the territory According to Nizam-ud-

Din and Finshta, when Sultan Bahlol Lodi invaded the territory

of Alhanpur and caused great damage by destroying the

countryside, in spite of the fact that Sultan Ghiyath Shah had

given instructions to inform him of the happenings what might
take place m his kingdom, no one dared to inform him of this,

damage that was being caused to the territory of Alhanpur,
From this two inferences emerge; one, that the Sultan was not

negligent of the happenings of his state, and second, that the

officers of the state had become hopelessly incompetent and did

not dare inform the Sultan about their incompetence. How
ever, Ghiyath Shah must be given credit for his knowledge
about the situation and the ability of the generals, because, finally

when the wazirs decided to inform him, and the message was
sent to him through Hasan, ** the Sultan immediately sent orders-

to Sher Khan bin Muzaffar Khan, the governor of Chanden,.
to march against Bahlol with the armies of Bhilsa and Sarangpur.
Sher Khan after collecting the troops proceeded towards Bayana
and Sultan Bahlol immediately retraced his steps towards Dehlu

Though the Afghan historians do not mention it, but Nizam-ud-
Din clearly says that Sher Khan pursued him and advanced to

wards Dehli, which may be interpreted as a few stages towards
Dehli. Sultan Bahlol concluded peace with him, and gave

presents, upon which Sher Khan returned and rebuilt Alhanpur*
and returned to Chanderi Wolseley Haig says, "So averse

1 OR 1803 3 fol 4a 2 Afa{h~an-i-Afgham (Roy), pp 47, 48
s

Finshta, II, p 507
4 TA III,p 352 Finshta, II, p 508
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was he from war that when Bahlol Lodi raided Palampur, near

Ranthambhor, he would not take the field himself, but ordered

Sher Khan governor of Chanderi, to obtain satisfaction from

the invader." Bami Prasad is of the opinion that Ghiyath Shah

did not take the field in person because of laziness and inertia.

But if we take into consideration the ease with which Sher Khan
drove away Bahlol Lodi, it would be at once clear that the nature-

of the attack was not a serious one, and Sultan on such occasions

%
would prefer to send one of his generals rather than taking the-

field in person. It is also not unlikely that Bahlol Lodi had

observed the indifference of Ghiyath Shah, when he had occu

pied the territories of Kalpi and Bayana, which had been depen
dent buffer states of Malwa, he thought of cutting off a slice

from the territories of the Malwa kingdom. But when he

found that the Sultan was not prepared to suffer the loss, he

hurriedly withdrew

THE EFFECTS OF THE POLICY OF GHIYATH SHAH ON MALWA

Whatever justification we may put forward for the conduct of

the Sultan, the effect of the policy pursued by Ghiyath Shah

proved certainly detrimental to the interests of Malwa Sultan

Hoshang had laid down the foundation of a policy of creating

buffer states, internally autonomous, but dependent on Malwa.

The policy of Hoshang was further intensified and developed

by Mahmud Khalji Mahmud Khalji had preserved Kalpi,

Bayana, Hindaun and Champaner, all as strong satellites of

Malwa, and had thus encircled Malwa with barriers But

Ghiyath Shah reversed the policy of Mahmud Khalji. In his-

enthusiasm to maintain peace with neighbouring kingdoms, he

allowed Kalpi and Bayana to be occupied by Bahlol and Champa
ner to be annexed to Gujarat Thus he quietly allowed the-

Gujarat territory to extend upto the frontiers of Malwa, and

similarly the Dehli kingdom to consolidate and become power

ful Thus he paved the way for the decline of the kingdom-

That the kingdom survived for two generations was only

because of the spirit "Malwa for the Malwis" that had been

cultivated by Mahmud Khalji

FACTIONAL TROUBLES DURING THE REIGN OF GHIYATH SHAH

The bad effects of Sultan Ghiyath Shah's negligence of adminis

trative duties, and of entrusting the work into the hands of

Nasir Shah were visible towards the end of his reign His two-
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sons, 'Abdul Qadir and Shuja'at Khan though real brothers
1

became rivals for the throne. The author of Tankh-i-Nasirshahi,

in his attempt to please Nasir Shah has so much distorted the

events and covered them with his pompous Persian that we

hardly get any information, but from Nizam-ud-Dm who has

been closely followed by Finshta, we learn that trouble started

when Shuja'at Khan, who had the title of Sultan 'Ala-ud-dm,

started machinations against Nasir Shah 2
Shuja'at Khan's mam

strength was in the support of Ram Khurshid, who controlled

the entire harem establishment and thus had an ascendancy

-over the old officers appointed by Ghiyath Shah Nasir Shah,

finding this position, started replacing the old officers with his

own men. Short-tempered and hasty as he was, he did not

-consider the eventualities. The result of this was that when he

appointed the eunuchs, Shaikh Habib and Xhwaja Suhail over

the Khalsa lands which were previously looked after by Yakan

Khan, Amman and Munja Baqqal* it provided the necessary

pretext for complaint to the old Sultan. These officers com

plained to Ram Khurshid who" seized the opportunity and asked

Shuja'at Khan to inform the old Sultan at an opportune moment

Shuja'at Khan misrepresented the facts and informed the Sultan

that Malik Mahmud Kotwal and Seva Das Baqqal had become

partisans of Nasir Shah and were organising rebellion and that

they have seized certain mamas which were parts of his jagir

Ghiyath Shah seems to have lost his power of judgment,

because while on the one hand he had entrusted the work of

administration to Nasir Shah, on the other hand, he did not

hesitate to give orders without consulting Nasir Shah On this

occasion he gave orders for the execution of Malik Mahmud

1 T A III, p 357, Haft Gttlshan, for 129a,

jl ji j* 45" jlkL. olj-,j

2 T A. Ill, p 358 says, Shuja'at Khan represented to Sultan Ghiyath
Shah that Nasir intended treachery to which the old Sultan did not pay much
attention, OR 1803, fol 9a, does not mention the name of Shuja'at Khan,
but simply says that some Kafirs and low caste people were trying to instigate
the Sultan agamst Nasir Shah, Firishta, II, p 508,

3 TA III, p 869, Finthte, II, p 510
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Kotnal and Seva Das without even enquiring from them about
their conduct and ordered the destruction of their houses and
families

The execution of these officers so much annoyed Nasir Shah
that he withdrew from state business,

1 and did not for some

days attend on the Sultan The withdrawal of Nasir Shah and
his absence gave further opportunity to Shuja'at Khan and
Rani Khurshid who in connivance with Yakan Khan and Munja
Baqqal reported to the Sultan the absence of Nasir Shah and
took up the direction of government into their own hands The
old Sultan acquiesced to this arrangement but as he was not sure

of the intentions of Nasir Shah, and because some disinterested

persons had informed him about the motives of Shuja'at Khan
and Rani Khurshid in misrepresenting the conduct of Nasir

Shah, he did not give any orders for Nasir Shah and waited to

see the course of events

While the Sultan was still waiting and watching the course of

events, the partisans of Nasir Shah acted hastily Shaikh

Habibullah and Khwaja Suhail considered Munja as the chief

brain and at the first opportunity killed him 2 The murder of

an officer, the news of which was conveyed to him by Rani

Khurshid infuriated the Sultan The Sultan despatched Yakan
Khan with a number of men to seize the murderers and bring

them from the house of Nasir Shah where they had taken refuge.
8

Shaikh Habibullah and Khwqja Suhail, however, got information

of the Sultan's orders, and they left the house of Nasir Shah

before the arrival of Yakan Khan While going away they went

on saying, "We are going to the house of the Qazi, whoever

wishes to make any complaint about the murder of Munja

Baqqal, let him appear there." Yakan Khan on his arrival at

the house of Nasir Shah sent a message to which Nasir Shah

replied "Shaikh Habibullah and Khwaja Suhail did not kill

T- TA III, p 359, Firnhta, II, p 510
2 0721803, fol 9a, says that Nasir Shah ordered the execution of Munja,

f"

jjo jl ^jj j 7 j

8
Fmshta, II, p, 510
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Munja Baqqal under my orders and I do not know where they

have gone
" Yakan Khan did not accept this reply and in spite

of the orders of Sultan that they were on no account to forego

any of the minutiae of respect and honour towards Nasir Shah,

kept the harem of Nasir Shah under guard for three days.
1

Howe\er when the Sultan learnt that the murderers had

-escaped he thought it useless to cause further harassment to

Nasir Shah, and sent Mushir-ul-Mulk and Manahi Khan with a

message to Nasir Shah 2 The text of the message as given by

Nizam-ud-Dm indicates that the Sultan wanted to pacify his son,

and also that the feelings between the father and the son had

become strained 3

Though the tone of the message was quite conciliatory, but

for Nasir Shah there was ample reason for taking caution, as the

possibility of his being imprisoned by the Sultan could not be

altogether ignored.* Nasir Shah, however, took the chance

and met his father and was restored to his former position

But soon after Nasir Shah started zealously looking after the

affairs of the kingdom, Rani Khurshid started her machinations

Taking advantage of the construction of a palace by Nasir Shah

in the vicinity of Ghiyath Shahi palace, Ram Khurshid represented

to the Sultan that Nasir Shah was building the palace in the

vicinity only to act treacherously It seems that Ghiyath Shah

had not altogether forgiven his son, or that the old man was

fast losing his judgment and could not' act with prudence It

may also mean that while the Sultan had entrusted the work

of administration, he expected that his permission would be taken

for undertaking any new project or alteration of policy or

appointment of officers The old Sultan gave orders to Ghalib

Khan, the Kotwal, to completely destroy the new construction.

This act completely exasperated Nasir Shah and he left Shadia-

bad with his adherents on the night of 7th Ramazan 905 A H /

April 1500 A.D. for Dhar 5

1 TA.III,p 360.

2 OR 1803, fol lOb It does not mention Manahi Khan
3 T.A III, (Tr) p 556; "Ifmy son's heart has not been aggrieved and

the dust ofpain has not clouded the seat of his mind he should as in former

days, come to me, for I have no more strength to endure the pam of

separation and estrangement
"

4
FirtsAta, II, p 511, clearly says so, but Nizam-ud-Din only says he had

Hundred reasons to be cautious
'

(Continued on next page)
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The departure of Nasir Shah without permission was equi

valent to declaration of rebellion So far as Nasir Shah was

concerned, he had ample justification for taking such a course

We have already noticed that the Sultan's conduct during this

period was sadly wanting in consistency, besides, the affairs

were mostly conducted by the manipulations of Ram Khurshid

That Ram Khurshid wanted to place Shuja'at Khan on the throne

is obvious, though the Sultan favoured Nasir Shah and had

.already declared him to be his successor. Thus the destruction

of the buildings in 905 AH/1499-1500 AD. marks a turning

point m the attitude of Nasir Shah. He was convinced that

no good could result from staying in Shadiabad and that the

old Sultan, while losing his balance of mind, was absolutely

under the control of Ram Khurshid and her partisans

After his departure while he was on his way to Dhan, Shaikh

Habibullah and Kh\\aja Suhail joined him, and his party daily

began to increase.
1 Rani Khurshid and Shuja'at Khan des

patched a foice in pursuit of Nasir Shah without informing the

Sultan.2 But the Sultan wanted to pacify Nasir Shah and sent

Tatar Khan to conciliate him and to bring him back

Tatar Khan left his men in the village of Bakan Kalu and

went in company of Malik Fazlullah the Mir Shikar, for negotia

tions with Nasir Shah Nasir Shah on receiving the message

of his father wrote a reply and handed it over to Tatar Khan.3

This attempt of Ghiyath Shah to conciliate his son failed, be

cause Nasir Shah would not compromise with the existing order

in Shadiabad and wanted a full control and complete change 4

{Continuedfrom pre-pagt]

5 OR 1803, fols. 11 b-12a, mentions that, Nasir Shah finding that irreli

gious people had ascendancy over the Sultan, decided to move out lest delay

should bring catastrophe which might get beyond control Finshta

places the incident in 905 AH /149)-1500 AD
1 T.A III, p 361,firuAte, II, p 511, OR 1803, fol U a, docs, not men

tion the name of the persons who joined him

Dhari is different from Dhar as it is said to have been situated in the midst

of jungle
2 T A III, p 361, Firishta, II, p ."511; OR 1803, fol 13b only says

that forces pursued Nasir Shah
3 TA. Ill, p 361, Nizam-ud-Dm does not give the text of the letter, but

Tarikh-i-Nastrshahi mentions die contents of the letter of Ghiyath Shah and

the reply ofNasir Shah
4 OR 1803, fols. 14b & 15a From the letter it appears that while Ghiyath

Shah was full of affection, Nasir Shah was arrogant
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Tatar Khan, finding that nothing was possible and at the same
time not willing to take up arms against Nasir Shah, retired to

Barah 1

The army which had been sent from Shadiabad against Nasir

Shah was hesitant to take action, because they were afraid of Nasir

Shah's wrath when he would became Sultan, and at the same time

they were afraid of returning to Mandu for fear of punishment
by Rani Khurshid 2 The inactivity of the army gave time to

Nasir Shah who moved to Tahnah where Malik Mehta and
Malik Haibat, two Ghiyath Shahi amirs, joined him and thus

further increased his strength He then moved to Rajwiyah
where Maulana 'Imad-ud-dm Afzal Khan with a body of local

zammdars came and joined his camp ^

A feeble attack of the forces sent by Ram Khurshid and

Shuja'at Khan was easily repulsed by Malik Mallu, one of the
followers of Nasir Shah * The defeated forces returned to

Mandu The prestige of Nasir Shah was so much increased

that at Aujud, where he had moved on 16th Shawwal
905 A.H/15-5-1500 AD, Mubarak Khan and Himmat Khan
came and joined him and as he reached Sundarsi, Rustam Khan,
the governor of Sarangpur, presented himself with some
elephants and other property as tribute Thus with increased

power he finally came to Ujjam where amns, faujdars and
thanadars began to come and wait upon him.5

The increasing power of Nasir Shah alarmed Ram Khurshid
and Shuja'at Khan who now reported to the Sultan that as the
amirs and thanadars of the country were joining Nasir Shah,
he would very soon attack and besiege Shadiabad Ghiyath
Shah again opened negotiations but this time sent two divines,
Shaikh Auhya and Shaikh Burhan-ud-din with his message
To reconcile Nasir Shah, he reminded him that the reins of
government had already been given to him long ago, and that
if he disbanded the mob that had collected round him and

1 T,A, III, p 361, also Tr p 657 fn 4

2
Ibid , III, p 362 The author of Tankh-i-tfasirshafn assigns the cause

of inactivity of the army to their fear of Nasir Shah He says, "the army
Which had been sent from Shadiabad though it was strong enough yet dared
not approach the prince's army and encamped at a distance of one kos

"

3 Ibid , III, p 362 has Ajaiyah, but in (Tr) III, p 558 it is Raiawiyah
Ftnshta, II, p. 511 has Ahadiyah

'

* OR 1803, fol 15b 5 jfc, fol lg
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came to him, the affairs of the empire would be again entrusted

to him. He could then if he so liked give the territory of Ran-
thambhor to Shuja'at Khan who was like his son l But Nasir

Shah did not reply, on the contrary, he moved his camp from

Ujjam to Dipalpur and then to Dhar. 2

From the side of Ram Khurshid and Shuja'at Khan, two

attempts were made by Yakan Elian3 to repulse Nasir Shah
but both of them failed. Yakan Khan on the second occasion

was so much scared by the opposition of Khwaja Suhail, Malik

Mahta, Malik Haibat and Mian Jiw that he retraced his steps

without fighting Nasir Shah moved further and on 22nd

Zilhijj'a 905*/19-7-1500 A D. occupied Nalcha Rani Khurshid

and Shuja'at Khan attempted to dislodge Nasir Shah by

sending Ghiyath Shah to Nalcha The presence of the old

Sultan might have won over the disaffected nobles and thus

reduced the strength of Nasir Shah. Ghiyath Shah at this time

seems hardly to have been in his proper senses, because he

allowed himself to be shifted as desired by the Ram However,
after his litter had been carried some distance he ordered it to

be taken back to his palace After the failure of this measure,

Ram Khurshid realised that the siege of the fort was imminent

and she directed Shuja'at Khan to repair the fortifications and

arrange its defence by posting commanders on various bastions.

Nasir Shah also moved and besieged the fort. Ghiyath Shah made
his last effort to settle the dispute and sent Qazi Mushirul Mulk
to arrange for peace. But Mushirul Mulk, finding that Nasir Shah

did not give a favourable reply, and being afraid to face Rani

Khurshid, preferred to stay where he was.6

As the siege prolonged a strong feeling developed inside the

fort that the office of Sultan be given to Nasir Shah and deser

tions started The first to escape out of the fort were Muwafiq
Khan and Malik Fazlullah Mir Shikar who were at once wel

comed by Nasir Shah. Discovering disaffection, Rani Khurshid

and Shuja'at Khan started replacing officers. But in their anxiety,

they committed blunders by sentencing Muhafiz Khan and

Surajmal to death. This alarmed the old amirs and they started

1 TA III, p 363, Finshta, II, p 512

2 OR 1803, fols 19a, 19b, Finshta, II, p 512 says in gtqa'd of 905 A H he

marched from Ujjain towards Dhar
3 TA. Ill, p 364, Finshta, II, p 512

4 Utrf
6 Fmshta,W t p. 513, TA IIJ, p. 365
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secretly negotiating with Nasir Shah. In the meantime, pro

visions inside the fort fell short and there were no means of

procuring them from outside.

Nasir Shah now started making attempts to storm the fort.

Thus on 18th Safar 906 AH/13-9-1500 A D he made his first

attempt and though he succeeded in entering the fort along with

Dilawar Khan Jungju, but had to return before the opposition

of Shaja'at Khan. 1 In the meantime he received reinforcements

by the arrival of the sons of Sher Khan of Chanden who came

with one thousand horsemen and eleven elephants Titles of

Muzaffar Khan and As'd Khan were conferred on the sons

of Sher Khan by Nasir Shah What valour failed to achieve,

treachery accomplished for Nasir Shah The garrison of the

Malpur or Balpur gate, secretly negotiated with Nasir Shah

and agreed to open the gates to his forces. Thus when Shaikh

Habibullah, Muwafiq Khan and Khwaja Suhail and others

reached the Malpur gate on the night of 24th Rabi 1 U 906 AH 2
/

17-11-1500 AD, Zabardast Khan the keeper of the silahkhana

of the fort slew the keeper of the Malpur gate and allowed them

to enter the fort

Shuja'at Khan was unable to drive them out of the fort and

took shelter in the harem of Ghiyath Shah Shaikh Habibullah

sent his ring according to previous arrangement to Nasir Shah

as a signal of success and then Nasir Shah finally entered the

fort The amirs inside the fort hastily collected and offered their

allegiance to Nasir Shah Shuja'at Khan and Ram Khurshid

were imprisoned.
3 Sultan Ghiyath Shah seems to have been

afflicted for all that happened He left his palace, and took up
his residence in the Sarasati Palace.

Thus the struggle that had started finally resulted in the victory

of Nasir Shah. Ghiyath Shah virtually became a prisoner,

because Nasir Shah immediately summoned his second son,

Shihabuddin and gave him the Safa Bagh as his residence which

was situated near the palace of Sultan Ghiyath Shah, 4 ostensibly

wrth the intention, of keeping a watch over the activities of the

palace Nasir Shah ascended the throne on Friday, the 27th

1 T A III, p 366, Firishta, II, p. 513, has 17th Safar, 906 A H
2

Firishta, II, p. tf!3; TA III, p. 367, According to OR 1803, fol 28b,

he entered the fort on 23rd Rabi
f
II

3
Ftrishto, II, pp. 409, 614. *

* T.A III,p 368
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Rabi' II 906 AH V20-11-1500 AD, and as a mark of his acces

sion, the Khutba was read in his name and pearls and other

jewels which were showered over the umbrella, were distributed.

Sultan Ghiyath Shah abdicated on 13th Jumada II/4-1-1501 A D.

When he met his son, he embraced him and gave him the cap

of State and the robe of woven hair of Saiyid Nur Bakhsh which

he used to wear on the day of public audience and along with

royal crown, handed over the keys of the treasury and bade

him adieu with felicitations and congratulations
2

DEATH OF GHIYATH SHAH

Sultan Ghiyath Shah had not to lead this ignominious life

of a virtual impnsoner for long According to Nizam-ud-Dm3

Ghiyath Shah had been suffering from dysentry during his

imprisonment and it was due to that disease that
t
he died on

9th Ramazan 906 AH/29-3-1501 A D Firishta,* however, does

not give any date but simply says that after a few days of

his imprisonment Sultan Ghiyath Shah died The author of

Tankh-i-Nasirshahi also does not give any date except that

Ohiyath Shah died in 906 A H. at the age of 80 years and after

having ruled for 34 years.
5 Both Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta

mention that it was rumoured that Nasir Shah had administered

poison to his father Firishta however rejects this story, and

says that a patricide could not have ruled the number of years

that Nasir Shah did

If we examine the incidents before the death of Ghiyath Shah,

we find that the probability of the rumour is remote. Nasir

Shah had moved out of Shadiabad on 9th Sfa'ban 906 AH/
28-2-1501 AD to subjugate the rebellion of Sher Khan and other

nobles. While he was encamped at Dhar he received the news

1 TA. Ill, p 367, Firishta,!! p 514

2 TA III, p 368, OR 1803, fols 34a, 34b, Ftnshta, II, p S14;

TA III, P 367 * Fmshta, II, P 509 5 OR IS03, fol 42b.
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of his father's death Thus it is evident that he personally

could not have administered poison to his father as was later

believed by Jahangir
1
Ghiyath Shah died a natural death

CHARACTER AND PERSONALITY OF GfflYATH SHAH

By nature Ghiyath Shah was a man of mild disposition and

from his father he had inherited artistic tastes. His reign and

his personality have been painted m such a varied colour and

so many stories have been associated with his name that it

requires a good deal of patience m piecmg them together before

one can properly understand his character and personality

fflS FONDNESS FOR WOMEN

We find that Ghiyath Shah was specially fond of women

and rilled his seraglio with beautiful slave girls and daughters

of Rajas and Zamindars. Nizam-ud-Dm says, altogether

sixteen thousand slave girls were collected in his harem 2 In

fact his quest for beauty was so great that in spite of so many
beauties from different lands, he felt that none came up to the

ideal standard of beauty 3 But when he found that his

servants were causing anxiety to the parents by kidnapping their

1
Jahangir has simply recorded the gossip that he found in ciiculation

when he visited Mandu According to him, "It is well known that that wretch

(Nasir-ud-din) advanced himself by the murder of his own father, Ghiyath-

ud-din, who was in his eightieth year Twice he gave him poison, and he

twice expelled it by means of a ^ahr-mvhra he had on his arm The third

time he mixed poison in a cup ofsharbat and gave it to his father with his own

hand, saying he must drink it As his father understood what efforts he was

making in this matter, he loosened the S^akr-muhra from his arm and threw

it before him, and then turning his face m humility and supplication towards

the throne of the Creator, who requires no supplication, said 'O Lord, my
age has arrived at eighty years, and I have passed this time in prosperity and

happiness such as has been attained to by no king Now as this is my last

time, I hope that Thou wilt not seize Nasir for my murder, and that reckon

ing my death as a thing decreed Thou wilt not avenge it' After he had

spoken these words, he drank off diat poisoned cup of Skarbat at a gulp and
delivered his soul to the Creator "

Vide, Tuzuk-i-Jahangm, (Rogers and

Bevendge), pp S65-6&.
2 TA III,p 351. The figures seem to be an exaggeration
8 A story is related that one of his courtiers, pretending that he had

purchased her brought to him a maiden of ideal beauty, atid her parents not

knowing came and complained to the Sultan. Though they gladly resigned

her, the Sultan grieved much over his unconscioui wrong. Besides paying
compensation, he mourned long and ordered that no more inmates should
be brought to his palace Firishta, II, pp 506, 507
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daughters and presenting them to the royal Iwrem, he discontinu

ed his quest and gave orders to that effect. These sla\e-grrls

were not left idle in the seraglio They were trained m different

arts and professions according to their aptitude and talent,

and employed according to their proficiency Some of the

slave-girls were taught the art of singing and dancing and playing

on the instruments. Education was also imparted to them

and some were employed in reading and recitation Some of

the slave-girls were taught the art of wrestling, and quite a large

number of them were employed as personal body guards of

the Sultan. Abyssinian slave-girls, five hundred m number,

dressed in male attire and equipped with swords and shields

formed one band called the 'Hubtwash Band* Five hundred

Turki slave-girls in Turkish male dress formed the ''Mughal

Band' and were armed with bows and arrows He had a thousand

of Hafizahs among his slave-girls For his intellectual com

panionship, he trained five hundred slave-girls who excelled in

the keenness of their intelligence in various kinds of learning.

One of these girls had to be present at his meals every day. To

have greater knowledge and control over the administrative

affairs of the state, he set up an office in his seraglio where he

appointed a selected number of slave-girls to check up the affairs

of the state. This supervision extended to the fields of receipts

and expenditure accounts of the country and the supervision

of the various Karkhanas.
1 Thus we find that his seraglio

consisted of officers of court, courtiers, teachers, musicians,

dancers, prayer-readers, embroiderers, soldiers and followers

of all crafts and callings

Law and order in this huge establishment was maintained

by Ghiyath Shah himself. By his impartial behaviour, he saved

his harem from the ranklmgs of jealousy. He treated all of

them with such equality that each one of them had every day

two silver tankas and two mans of gram,
2 and m equalising

this allowance he acted with the greater meticulousness, so

that Ram Khurshid who was the highest of the members of the

seraglio and had great love for him, and great authority in all

affairs, also had two mans of gram by lawful weight and two

1 T A III, pp 350-51, Fmshta, II, p 504.

2 To stress his equal treatment such stones are nairated that mice

parrots, pegions and; such other inmates also received the same amount
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tankas
l For supplying provisions and other articles of luxury

Ghryath Shah had established a market in the harem so that

whatever went to the market of the city for sale was also sold

there.

RELIGIOUS LEANINGS OF GHIYATH SHAH

With so many women in his harem Ghiyath Shah was not

given to the pleasure of the senses. He was deeply religious

and, according to his instructions, whenever he changed his

raiments, the 'HafizahJ blew on the new dress reciting lines

of the Koran He was very particular about offering the daily

five prayers, and if at any of the hours of prayer he was asleep,

according to his orders, he was sprinkled with water and even

dragged out of his bed. If he was engaged m any festive function

and did not rise on receiving one or two intimations, his slave-

girls caught his hand and lifted him up. His other instruction

was that whenever he was in company and having some conversa

tion, two slave-girls were to hold a sheet of white cloth just to

remind him of the shroud * Thus he seems to have been

following the life of a sufi and endeavoured to remain completely

detached from pleasure though surrounded by it His life was

something like that of a lotus or a swan which lives in water

without being affected l>y it Besides, Ghiyath Shah had

extreme aversion for liquor and stimulants and he is said never

to have touched them *

1 TA III, p 351, (Tr) p 545, Finshta, II, p R05 Fmshta makes a

plight alteration, that this "equality was maintained among all of them except

in the case of Sardars and Mansabfars
" But as the aim of the Sultan seems

to have been to treat all with equality, Nizam-ud-Dm's version seems to be

more correct because he has stressed his statement by saying that even Ram

Khurshid was given the same amount, Briggs, IV, p 237 Briggs has

altered the statement of Firishta into "two seefis of grain and two tankas

of copper
"

2 TA III, p 353, (Tr)p 548 "To keep himself constantly reminded

of the destructibility of this world and the ultimate end oflife, he had ordered

to those who used to remain round him that when he was engaged in plea-

mre or was engaged in talking with worldly people they should bring

a piece of cloth to which he had given the name of 'shroud' in his pre

sence "
Firishta II, p. 506

9 However, his way of life affected adversely the life of his son Nasir

Shah, who seems to have developed the notion that happiness consists in

mere sensual enjoyment,* and unlike his father he was addicted to liqour.
* A story is related that one day they had made an electuary for him,

(Continued on next page}
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Like his father, Sultan Ghiyath Shah too was extremely

generous in distributing wealth to his subjects and maintained

an unlimited charity
l In distributing wealth in the name

of religion, he even overlooked the possibilities of deception.

People, however, started taking advantage of the Sultan's

religious sentiments and did not hesitate to deceive him Even

his trusted friends at times misused his religious sentiments But

it is evident that he was not a fool He always knew the truth

but would not deprive any one from receiving his bounty
2

and at the same time he never wanted to hurt the feelings of

( Continuedfrom fire-page]

and had spent a lakh of tonkas on it Ghiyath Shah, before taking the

medicine, ordered that they should tell him the names of the ingredients and

it then appeared that there were three hundred and odd drugs in one diram,

of which one was nutmeg The Sultan declared his inability to use it and

ordered it to be destroyed When it was suggested that it should be given

to someone else the Sultan replied "Alas ! that I should preset ibe for another

what I do not consider right for myself" It is also said that he caused one of

his horses to be let loose into forest, because he feared that the beast was

cured of its disease by administration of some medicine which contained

liquor T A III, p 353, Firishta, II, p 505, Haft Gulshan, fol. 127a

1 It is related that he had instructed that \vhenever he offered thanks

to God they should give fifty tankas to deserving men by way of thanks-offer

ing Another story is that he had ordered that to each person young or old

to whom he might speak outside they should give one thousand tankas in

shape ofreward Outside the audience hall wheat was regularly weighed

and distributed to the faqirs T A. Ill, pp 351-52, Ftnshtt, II, p 505.

2 This point is illustrated from the two stones that are related about

him One story is that a man brought to the Sultan a hoof ofan ass claiming

that it was the hoof of the ass of Jesus The Sultan ordered the man to be

paid 50 thousand tankas Three others who brought three more hoofs by

turn sold each of them to the Sultan for a similar sum A fifth man also

brought one hoof and the Sutan ordered for payment ofa similar sum to him

also One of the attendants, however, remarked, "Perhaps the ass ofJesus

had five legs" The Sultan immediately replied that perhaps the fifth

was right and any of the pievious ones might have brought a wrong hoof

Vide, Finshta, II, p 507, Haft Gulshan, lol 128a.

This certainly indicates that he knew from the beginning that there was

hardly any truth in any of the hoofs

The other story is that one of the friends of Shaikh Muhammad Nu'man

came to him from Dehh hearing the news of Ghiyath Shah's bounty He

wanted help from the Sultan for the marriage of his daughter Shaikh Nu'man

introduced the man with a handful of wheat, picked up from the store of

grain which was being weighed and distributed to the poor, saying that the

man had memorised the Koran and had finished the Koran on each grain

(Continued en nextpagt)
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any one by openly declaring that he knew the truth However,

his policy had a bad effect on the administration. It led to

corruption and encouraged the officers to improve their

resources at the cost of the state

(Continuedfrom pre-ftage)

of wheat The Sultan said that he would receive it in. the mosque, because
"If he is not fit for it (King's vu>it) his present is pricelsss". The Sultan then
received the grain m his lap asking the man to pour it from the pulpit The
Spltaii then favoured him with a variety of gifts. T A. Ill, pp 351-54;
Ftrishta, II, p 603; Mushtaqi (RUTKB II, pp. 132-33)



Chapter X

'ABD-UL MUZAFFAR NASIR SHAH
(A Period of Stagnation)

Rebellion of Sher Khan Relations with Gujarat
Trouble m Khichiwara Relations with Mewar
Relations with Khandesh Rebellion of Shazada Shiha-

buddm Nomination of Mahmud Shah as successor

Nasir Shah's last advice to Mahmud Shah Death

of Nasir Shah Estimate of his Character and

Achievements

'ABD-UL QADIR the eldest son of Ghiyath Shah ascended

the throne of Malwa during the life-time of his father It was
an usurpation which was only given legal shape by Ghiyath
Shah who abdicated m his favour, though abdication took

place after he had proclaimed himself ruler, by causing the

khutba to be read m his name Though we do not know the

year of his birth, but from the statement that he was born during
the reign of Mahmud Khalji,

1 we can safely conclude that

he was fairly advanced m years when he ascended the throne

A child of many rejoicings and hopes of greatness as foretold

by the astrologers,
2 'Abd-ul Qadir proved to be the cause of

great affliction m the last days of Ghiyath Shah Though he

had been given the necessary training, it seems that the doting

affection of his father had spoilt him. Contrary to the habit

of his father, he was addicted to wine and unlike his father he

was rash and short-tempered
Nasir Shah had ascended the throne as the result of a

rebellion; and over the blood of his younger brother Shuja'at

Khan and his children. 3 The dust of rebellion that he had

raised to ascend the throne did not subside with his accession

No doubt his rival party was crushed but a number of Ghiyath
"Shahi nobles and some of his erstwhile companions raised the

standard of rebellion, and his first concern with his accession,

therefore, became the suppression of these rebellions.

Though the cause of these rebellions has not been mentioned

1 TA III, P 358
2

Ftrtshta, II, p 509; T.A III, p 358 *
Finshta, II, p SOB
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either by Nizam-ud-Dm or by Finshta, but an analysis of the

events mentioned by them throws sufficient light on the causes.

According to Nizam-ud-Dm, Nasir Shah immediately on his

accession put to death Yakan Khan, Amman, Muhafiz Khan

Jadid, and Mufarrah Habshi and other men who had been

hostile to him, and some men were kept m imprisonment
1

The merciless execution of Shuja'at Khan and his children,

followed by the execution of the officers of the Ghiyath Shahi

regime, must have alarmed the remaining officers and all such

persons who had either remained loyal to the old Sultan or had

earned out the orders of the court during the ascendancy of Ram

Khurshid and Shuja'at Khan, became doubtful of their safety

The confinement of the old Sultan in his palace must have

further increased their alarm As a result of this alarm the

officers began to think of leaving Shadiabad so that they could

be away from the new Sultan

Among such amirs who were alarmed by the behavioui and

attitude of Nasir Shah, Sher Khan was the most powerful

The author of Tankh-i-Nasirshahi
z

says that the original name

of Sher Khan was Mu'm 'All and the title of Sher Khan had been

conferred upon hun for his bravery and he had been given the

charge of Chanden which had also been in the charge of his

forefathers. The sons of Sher Khan had rendered help to Nasir

Shah in capturing the fort of Mandu, but after the formal acces

sion of Nasir Shah, misunderstanding arose between the two

and Sher Khan became scared for his own safety.
3

1 T.A III, p 368
2 OR 1803, fol 35b

An inscription in the Katti Ghati clearly bears evidence that Chanderi

had been under the charge of the family of Sher Khan The inscription

sets fordi that the lofty gate of Gumti and Keroli, near the tank, were erect

ed byJuman (Jiman) Khan, son of Sher Khan, by the order of Sultan-us-

Salattn Ghiyath Shah on the 14th Jumodo. II 900 A H /1494-95 A D
The inscription is in both Peisian and Nagiri Script Archaeological Survey

of India Report (Cunningham), II, p 406, J A S B II, p 548
8 OR 1803, fol 36a, says, people instigated Sher Khan that by staying in

the court he might come to grief

jr*jL*j
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Nasir Shah was apprehensive of the strength of Sher Khan
and to reduce his power ordered that all the elephants which
were kept under Sher Khan for the protection of the frontier

should be restored to the Royal Pil Khana, and for this purpose
Mubarak Khan (Jathanyah) and Habibullah were deputed

1

Such a move on the part of the new Sultan must have been

the real cause of misunderstanding and alarm

Sher Khan, realising that Nasir Shah held most of the country
whereas he could expect more support m his own province,

started for Chanden. When Nasir Shah came to know of this

move of Sher Khan, he asked Mubarak Khan and 'Alam Khan

(Habibullah)
2
to persuade Sher Khan to give up his plans and

also to reassure him 3 But the mistrust was further aggravated,
because some people had, m the meantime, informed Sher Khan
that Mubarak Khan was persuading Nasir Shah to assign to

him the iqta's of Sher Khan which were on the boundaries of

Jathra.4 Sher Khan, therefore, did not pay any heed to the

words of Mubarak Khan, rather he attempted to imprison
both of them5 but 'Alam Khan managed to escape and imme

diately informed the Sultan of the situation.

In the meantime Muqbil Khan, the governor of Mandsaur,
also left Mandu without permission for his own province.

Sultan Nasir Shah entrusted the task of seizing Muqbil Khan
to Suhail, 6 Suhail marched against Muqbil Khan, but reach

ing near him learnt that he had already collected a large

force and that many Sardars had also joined him, and he found

himself not strong enough to overcome him Meanwhile his

followers reminded him that if he failed in the task entrusted

to him he would be severely punished by the Sultan Suhail,.

therefore, turned and joined Sher Khan, who had by then

reached Ujjam 7 'Ali Khan and some other men who had

1 0/21 803, fols 36b&37a
2 T A III, p 371 'Alam Khan was the title of Habibullah

3 T.A III,p 369, Fmshta, II, p 515

4 OR 1803, fol 38a 5 T.A III, p. 369

6 Tankh-i-Nasirshahi (OR 1803), fol. 3Sb, TA II, p. 368 Mahabat

Khan as mentioned by Nizam-ud-Dm may be identified with Suhail 01

Tankh-i-Nasirshahi, the author of which generally mentions the names and

not the titles

7 OR 1803, fol. 38b, TA III, p 369, Ftnshto, II, p 515; Nizam-ud-

Dm and Fmshta do not mention the place where Mahabat Khan joined

Sher Khan
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been supporters of the previous regime also left the fort and

joined Slier Khan :

Sultan Nasir Shah, finding that his officers were unable to

subjugate the rebellious nobles, and it is quite likely that he

started doubting their integrity, decided to take the field m person

and to crush them once for all

Nasir Shah entrusted the administrative duties in Shadiabad

to his son Shihab-ud-dm and himself moved out on 9th Sha'ban

906 A.H/2821501AD. and took up his residence m the Jahan-

numa palace m Nalcha.2 Sher Khan who was m Ujjam

decided to give battle to Nasir Shah and for this purpose he

returned to Dipalpur and started plundering and ravaging

the town and countryside
3 When Nasir Shah received the

news of Sher Khan's activities in the vicinity of Dipalpur, he

also moved his camp to Dhar. While he was at Dhar, Nasir

Shah received the news of his father's death.* Nasir Shah

observed the mourning for three days and on the fourth day

proceeded against Sher Khan Nasir Shah divided his army

and placing the advance "Qarawal" of the army under Khan-

i-A'zam Mallu Khan, ordered him to march ahead of himself

in pursuit of Sher Khan 5 Sher Khan could not face Mallu

Khan and marched straight to Chanden but as a precautionary

measure he destroyed all the towns that lay on his route so

that the pursuing army might find it difficult to procure provisions

and other supplies When Sher Khan left Dipalpur, Malik

"Am-ud-din and Malik Salar separated themselves from his camp
and joined the forces of Mallu Khan 7 Sher Khan had to fight

1 'Ah Khan was the title given to Malik Piyara by Ram Khurshid and

Shuja'at Khan when desertion had started in Shadiabad during the siege of

Nasir Shah, Thus 'Ah Khan was a trusted servant of the old regime whose

loyalty could be doubted by Nasir Shah OR J803, fol 39b

2 TA. Ill, p 363; Ftnshta* II, p 515, OR 1803, fol 41a mentions

the date but does not speak of administrative duties being entrusted to

Shihab-ud-din,

3 T A III, p 369, Nizam-ud-Dm says that Sher Khan returned at the

instigation of Mahabat Khan, and also says that he plundered the town of

Hindiah OR 1803, fol. 43a Tankk-i-Nasirshahi does not mention the

instigation of Mahabat Khan, and says that Sher Khan plundered Dipalpur
4 T A, III, p. 369, Finshta, II, p. 515, OR 1803, fol 42a,

6
Ibtd , fol 43b. 6 Ibid

,
fol 46a

7
0fll803, fol 44b, T.A III, p. 370 says 'Ain-ul Mulk and some other

Sardars separated from him and joined the camp of Nasir Shah
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a battle near Sarangpur where he was defeated. 1 Sher Khan

then fled to Chanden, but there too he could not feel himself

safe and, therefore, escaped to the country of Erachh and

Bhander. 2 Nasir Shah on his way to Chanden found that

the muqaddam of Mankawali was also rebellious, so he halted

at Mankawah3 and suppressed the rebellion with seventy. He-

then proceeded to Chanden and occupied it. Though it was

a severe summer4 Sultan remained there According to the

author of Tankh-i-Nasirshahi, Saiyid Jamal-ud-dm Ishaq who

was a prominent divine of the place tried to mediate and patch

up the differences between Nasir Shah and Sher Khan. He

recalled to Nasir Shah the past services of Sher Khan and

recommended that he should be pardoned, and to Sher Khan he

wrote a letter asking him to return and to seek the pardon

of the Sultan. 5 But this attempt of Sai>id Jamal failed

because, as the same authonty informs, Sher Khan did not rely

to this letter and remained where he was When the rainy

season set m, the Shaikhazadas of Chanden wrote to Sher

Khan that most of the soldiers and amirs of Nasir Shah had

returned to their jagirs and that if he would attack the local

people would also join him and it would not be difficult for

him to reoccupy Chanden even if he failed to seize the person

of the Sultan 6 This message was certainly meant to entrap

Sher Khan and therefore, must have been contrived with the

connivance of the Sultan. The fact that Tankh-i-Nasirshahi

is absolutely silent on this point indicates that the court historian

did not dare mention it as it would belittle the achievement of

the Sultan.

Sher Khan, on receiving this information, immediately marched

to within six karoh of Chanden As Sultan Nasir Shah had

expected it he had appointed Iqbal Khan and Mallu Khan,

1 This battle near Sarangpur is not mentioned m Tankh-i-Nasirshahi

2 TA III, p 370 Tankh-i-Nasirshahi does not mention the names of

the places but simply says that Sher Khan left Ghanden That Sher Khan

escaped to Erachh and Bhander and Nasir Shah could not pursue him in

dicates that these places were outside his territory, Fmshta, II, p 515

has only Erachh
3 OR 1803, fol 61b 4

Ibid,, fol 50a

5 Ibid , fol 53b This attempt of Saiyid Jamal has riot been mentioned by

Nizam-ud-Din and Finshta

fl T,A. Ill, p. 370, Finshta, II, p 515 Tartih-i-Nanrshahi docs not mention

,tilhough on fol 56a it mentions the arrival of the rainy season.
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with a well-equipped army consisting of four thousand soldiers,

'mas? elephants and two lakh of tankas in cash to defray their

expenses, to meet Sher Khan Sher Khan relying upon
the information of Shaikhzadas came forward to meet them,

but found them ready in battle array and had to give them

battle A contested battle was fought m which Sher Khan was

fatally wounded by an arrow and Sikandar Khan was killed
l

Mahabat Khan ( K/iwaja Suhail ) placed wounded Sher

Khan in a box and placing it on an elephant fled from the

battlefield. Iqbal Khan pursued him for some distance, then

returned and informed the Sultan Nasir Shah immediately

started, while in the meantime Sher Khan died and Mahabat

Khan buried him and fled towards the boundaries of the

kingdom. Nasir Shah, however, exhumed the dead body and sent

it to Chanden and ordered it to be suspended from the gallows
2

For Chanden he made fresh arrangements and appointed

Bihjat Khan as the governor of the place
ft With the death

of Sher Khan the rebellious elements that were collecting round

him melted away and it now only remained for Nasir Shah to

punish such persons as were suspected of having sympathy
with Sher Khan Of such persons the name of Shaikh Habib-

ullah who had been given the title of 'Alam Khan by Nasir Shah
has been mentioned4 by Nizam-ud-Dm and Finshta who,
it is said, had the intention of acting treacherously and was

waiting for an opportunity. Sultan Nasir Shah halted at

1 T A III, p 370, Finshta, II, p .115,

Tankh-i-Nasirshahi says, Shei Khan was killed by an anow of the Sultan,

though on fol 57a, it mentions that on Shei Khan's icturn to fight, Iqbal
Khan, was sent against him The manuscript abruptly ends at this stage
On fol 55b he says, Sikandar Khan was a brother of Sher Khan

2
Ftrishto, II, p 516

3 T A III, p 371, Finshta, II, p, 11G, Archaeological Suivey of India

Report, II, p, 406

Cunningham makes the following remark . "Sher Khan rebelled on the

death of Ghiyath Shah in A D 1500 and was apparently succeeded by his

son, as Finshta states that the Government was conferred on Himat Khan,
which I presume to be same name as Jiman Khan as the two might easJy
be mistaken when written in Persian Character "

However I find in the text of Fnishta the name written as Bihjat It is

also difficult to accept that Nasir Shah would entrust the government of

Chanden to the man, whose fathei was not only punished hut whose dead
body was exposed at Chanden

4 TA III, p 371; Firuhta, II, p 516
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'Adilpur
1 and there he gave orders for the imprisonment of

'Alam Khan and sent him to Shadiabad m advance of himself.

RELATIONS WITH GUJARAT

Sultan Nasir Shah, after quelling these rebellions, returned

to Shadiabad on 10th Sha'ban 907 AH /1 8-2- 1502 AD After

returning to Shadiabad, Nasir Shah spent some time in the peace

ful pursuits of life He seems to have maintained good relations

with Mahmud Begada of Gujarat. Sikandar2
says that "in

A.H 906 when Sultan received information that Sultan Nasir-

ud-dm son of Sultan Ghryath-ud-dm had ascended the

throne of the Sultanate after murdering his father, he thought

of invading Mandu But as Sultan Nasir Shah submitted

humbly he did not invade
" Nizam-ud-Dm also mentions it,

but adds that a petition expressive of his humility and submis

sion along with subsidy came from Nasir-ud-dm The Sultan

(Mahmud Begada) having taken pity on his humility and

distress, gave up the intentions of marching there 3

From the above-mentioned statement of Sikandar and Nizam-

ud-Dm it is clear that Nasir Shah had appeased Mahmud

Begada so as to avoid any possible aggression from Gujarat.

The terms "submission and subsidy", do not actually imply an

acceptance of suzerainty of Gujarat over Malwa. It is worth

noting at this stage that Mahmud Begada though aggressive

and militant had always avoided invasion of Malwa He had

gone twice to the help of the Bahmani Sultan Nizam-ud-din

Ahmad Shah against Mahmud Khalji I but even then he had

marched into the Deccan, though his amirs had advised him

to march into Malwa 4 Again on the accession of Ghiyath

Shah when the amirs advised him to invade Malwa, he had

coolly rejected their advice on the ground that it was not permit

ted by law. 5 Similarly on this occasion too he announced his

intention, but did not actually invade Such a course of action

can possibly have two explanations. The first explanation

can be found m the treaty that had been concluded between

Gujarat and Malwa in 1452 AD. by Mahmud Khaljil and

Qutb-ud-dm whereby the spheres of activity of the two kingdoms

1 Fmshta, II, p 516, Bnggs IV, p 242, TA III, p 371, has Sadulpur.

2
Mvr'at-irSikandan,p 147

3 TA III, p 185.

4
Burhan-i-Ma'athtr., p 1 01

6
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 120, Ma'athtr-t-Rahmi, II, p HO
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had been defined and both had found to their advantage that

it had saved them considerable amount of material resources

from being unnecessarily wasted The second explanation

can be that he had known the results of life-long hostility that

had existed between Ahmad Shah and Hoshang Shah which

had resulted in nothing except giving opportunity to turbulent

elements m both the kingdoms to raise their heads and create

disturbance in the hope of getting help from the rival Sultan

Even when Mahmud Khalji invaded and Gujarat was threatened

from internal disaffection, the results achieved had been nothing

though Mahmud Khalji was defeated Thus in the prolonged

struggle, though the pride of Malwa was always humbled,

Gujarat had gamed nothing As a far-sighted and wise ruler

he took lesson and appreciated the wisdom of Mahmud Khalji

in concluding the treaty with Gujarat and wanted to honour

the treaty

TROUBLE IN KHICHIWARA

In the year 908 A H /1 502-3 A D trouble started m Khichiwara.

The Khichi Chauhans had been subdued by Mahmud

Khalji I after the conquest of Gagraun, but they had not been

completely crushed The troubles that had enveloped the

Khalji kingdom due to the rebellion of Nasir Shah and, after

his accession, the rebellion of Sher Khan, gave the Rajputs of

Khichiwara an opportunity to assert their independence But

Nasir Shah was not the person to tolerate such an attitude of

these Rajput chiefs. He had already proved his determination

by doggedly pursuing Sher Khan till he had succeeded in com

pletely liquidating his faction On receiving the news of this

disturbance m Khichiwara, he moved to Nalcha on 22nd Ziqa'd
908 A.H/19-5-1503 AD to lead an expedition into that territory.

When he reached the town Agrah,
1 he found the climate

of the place pleasant and fixed his camp there. From Agrah
he sent his forces m different directions to subdue the Rajput
chiefs of Khichiwara. He stayed there for quite some tune

* TA III, p 372; Ftrtshta II, p 516, JR BB HAS XIX, p. 173,

Campbell indentifies Agrah with the village of Akbarpur on the south

bank of Narbada about fifteen miles from Mandu, which is wrong, because

Nasir Shah had gone north into Khichiwara and it is from this place Agrah
that he subdued the chiefs of the locality

The place is not Akburpoor as mentioned by Pnggs, Vol IV, p. 243,
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till the subjugation of the region and during the course of his

stay, erected a grand palace.
1
Though the reason for such

construction is given as the pleasant climate, but it is not un

likely that he thought of constructing a palace for his residence

so that he might occasionally come and stay there and keep
the locality subdued. After subjugating the Rajputs of the

locality, he returned to Shadiabad Mandu

NASIR SHAH'S RELATIONS WITH MEWAR

In 909 AH/A.D. 1503-4, Sultan Nasir Shah led an expedition

into Mewar and invaded Chittor 2 Nizam-ud-Din and Finshta

say that when he arrived m the heart of the country, the Rana
and all his zammdars sent tribute to Nasir Shah and Bhawam

Das,3 son of Shivadas, one of the relatives of Rana Rai Mai,

offered his daughter as tribute to the Sultan The Sultan gave

her the title of Ram Chitton, and bestowing many favours on

Bhawani Das returned towards Shadiabad. However, before

accepting this version of the Muslim historians, it would be better

if we examine the circumstances of the reign of Rana Rai Mai.

The last nine years of the rule of Rana Rai Mai ie from 1500

A.D to 1509 AD were the period of troubles and internal civil

war between Pnthiviraj, Jaimal and Sanga, the three more

powerful sons of Rai Mai The State was considerably weakened

because of their mutual quarrels. It is quite likely that during

this period some of the dissatisfied chiefs might have sought

the help of Nasir Shah. But in 1503-4 Prithviraj the eldest son

of Rai Mai was living and was looking after the affairs of the

State. He was an able and powerful prince and it is difficult to

believe that Nasir Shah could have defeated him The position

seems to be that Nasir Shah could not prove effective in Mewar

1 TA. Ill, p 372, Ftnshla, II, p 516
^ Finshta II, p. 516 Finshta calls the place Jaipur
3 TA III, p 372, Finshta, II, p 610

j .1 ,
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but as quite a number of the princes of the various branches of

the house of Bappa Rawal had been defeated and ousted by

Prithviraj, they had sought shelter m Malwa, and Bhawam Das,

who migHt have been one of them, gave his daughter to Nasir

Shah who to conceal his ineffective venture, made much of it

by giving the name of Ram Chitton to this maiden sent to his

harem

RELATIONS WITH KHANDESH

In the same year he received information,
1 that Nizam-ul-

M&Dakhni was invading the territory of Asir and Burhanpur

where Da'ud Khan had succeeded 'Adil Khan (September 28,

1501 A D ) The Faruqi dynasty of Khandesh had kept friendly

relations'smce the time of Raja AIi Faruqi with the rulers of

Malwa. Nasir Khan Faruqi had tried to strengthen himself

by marrying his daughter to the Bahmani crown prince 'Ala-ud-

din but his younger brother Malik Iftikhar had taken shelter

in Gujarat. In Gujarat the descendants of Malik Iftikhar had

.prospered and had married into the family of the Gujarati ruling

house. A branch of the same house living in Gujarat under

the patronage of the Gujarati ruler was a constant danger to

the ruler of Burhanpur and, therefore, they had always kept

them'selves as allies of the Malwa rulers
2 The weak policy

of Gfcryath Shah had led <Adil Khan II to accept 'Alam Khan,

a descendant of Malik Iftikhar and grandson of Mahmud Begada,

as his successor m preference to his brother Da'ud Khan. Thus

he had pacified Mahmud Begada, but in 1501 A D when Mahmud

wa busy elsewhere Da'ud had ascended the throne at Burhanpur.

But Da'ud Khan was very soon involved with Nizam Shah

Dakhni as a result of which he was attacked by Nizam Shah.

Finding himself helpless and not daring to seek the help of

Mahmud Begada as the latter had sponsored the cause of 'Alam

Khan, he sought help from Malwa. Nasir Shah sent Iqbal

1
Finshta, II, p. SIThas Ahmad Nazam Shah 3ahn

2 'Cwtnissanat, p 205 Commissariat is however of the opinion that

"The Faruqi rulers of Khandesh whose headquarters were first at Thalner

and later at Burhanpur, had always regarded the king of Gujarat &s 'thfeir

natural,protector and had paid him tribute, they had also invariably married

princesses of the Royal house of Gujarat
" This statement is true 'for

the, younger branch is Iftikhar, the younger brother of Nasir Khan

^ who had migrated to Gujarat and his descendants lived there.
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Khan and Khwaja Jahan1 with a strong force for the help
of Da'ud Khan On the approach of Malwi forces, Nizam
Shah withdrew into his territory. Da'ud Khan, in return of

this help, caused the khutba m Khandesh to be read m the

name of Nasir Shah. The real cause for reading of the khutba,

however, is not to be sought in the assistance, but in the candida

ture of 'Alam Khan backed by Gujarat Da'ud Khan in reality

by reading the khutba m the name of Nasir Shah theoretically

proclaimed himself as being under the protection of Malwa,
so that Malwa may consider it an obligation to protect him,

and Mahmud Begada may be deterred from invading his,territory

for fear of unnecessarily getting involved with Malwa, So far

as this policy was concerned, it served well, for Da'ud Shah

remained as ruler of Khandesh till his death on August 28,

1508 AD,2

REBELLION OF SHAHZADA SHIHABUDD1N

Sultan 1 Nasir Shah had rebelled against his father and had

deposed him, but he could not forget the incident as a result

of which he always suspected his own sons.3 He had, by his

cruel nature, antagonised quite a large number of amirs who
found in Shihabuddm a ready instrument to be used against

the Sultan Shihabuddm raised the standard of revolt in 916

AH /AD 1510-11 which, according to both Nizam-ud-Din and

Finshta, was an outcome of the instigation by the amirs 4 Shihab

uddm had been proclaimed by Nasir Shah as his heir-apparent

1
Finshta, II, p 517, T A. Ill, p 372

2 On the death of Da'ud in 1508 AD Mahmud invaded Khandesh to

place his own grandson on the throne There were two parties in Khandesh

at this time, one of which supported the claims of a candidate put forward

by Ahmad Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar The display of force by Sultan

Mahmud Begada broke up the other party and the king of Gujarat held a

court at Thalner and installed his candidate on the throne of Khandesh

with the title of 'Adil Khan III The new ruler cemented his alliance with

Gujarat by marrying a daughter of Shahzada Khalil Khan (Muzafiar Shah

II) Commtssanat, pp 205, 206
3

Firlshta, II, p 517

jJLJ
I
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and had been given the title of Sultan, but just as he had revolted

against Ghiyath Shah, Shihabuddin too revolted against his

father. Shihabuddin left the fort of Mandu and came to Nalcha

where some of the amirs of frontier districts joined the rebellious

pnnce which indicates that dissatisfaction was more in the

distant places and also that the Sultan had lesser hold on these

distant parts of the kingdom, whereas the central regions were

more loyal to him

Shihabuddin moved out of Nalcha and took up his seat in

Dhar. When Nasir Shah learnt of this revolt, he immediately

moved out of Mandu and came to Nalcha, and from there he

advanced towards Dhar. Nasir Shah had realised the seriousness

of this revolt and, before leaving Mandu, had sought the blessings

of Shaikh Hussam Ajmen who enjoyed great respect of the

people and had been staying in Mandu. The Shaikh blessed

him with victory
l Whatever truth may be behind this blessing,

it certainly indicates that he had tried to win the people on his

side over whom these medieval religious divines exercised

great influence. At Dhar, Shihabuddin was defeated and he

fled towards Chanden He might have been taken over by
the Nasir Shahi forces, but filial affection prevented the Sultan

from pursuing him further.
2 He might have also thought

of pacifying the prince and hence did not want to drive him to

extremes, Shihabuddin, who by now realised his weakness,

thought of invoking the help of Sultan Sikandar who had been

for some time besieging Narwar He left Chanderi and moved
towards Narwar and took shelter in the town of Sipn. Nasir

Shah did not want his son to go into the camp of the Dehh
Sultan and, therefore, to conciliate him, sent some of the wise

men to give him proper counsel and to bring him back. But
Shihabuddin could not be assured of his father's pardon
He not only gave evasive replies but demanded some tenitory
for himself. According to Nizam-ud-Dm, Shihabuddin replied
that "At present his shame and self-abasement prevent his

acquiring the good fortune of waiting on youv majesty. If a

small part out of the many portions of the empire be bestowed
on this slave, he would after a few days honour himself by
rendering homage s From the message we find that Shihabuddin

1 Shahan'i-Malwa, p 110

2 Fmshta II, i.517,TA III, p 373 fi T A, III fTr), p. 571
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suggested a partition of the kingdom, which could not be accepted

by the Sultan. However, Nasir Shah did not pursue him further

and preferred to return Shihabuddin on his part appealed
to Sikandar Lodi from Sipn. According to Ni'amatullah,

1

"Shihabuddin, son of Sultan Nasiruddm, king of Malwa, having
been disaffected towards his father, desired to meet Sultan

Sikandar and started from Chanden for Narwar When he

arrived near the town of Sipn, Sultan Sikandar sent him a

horse and a royal 'khila? saying that if he delivered Chanderi

into the hands of his officers, he would offer him such a liberal

assistance as would place him beyond the reach of Sultan

Nasiruddm's violence Certain impediments unexpectedly arose

for which the prince could not leave Malwa. The tune being

unpropitious for the surrender of Chanden, the Sultan went

back to his station."

APPOINTMENT OF MAHMUD AS HIS SUCCESSOR

When Nasir Shah found that Shihabuddm was not prepared
to be reconciled and submit to him, he called his third son

A'zam Humayun who was posted at Ranthambhor Nasir Shah

then left Chanderi and moved to the town of Sipn,
2 and there

held a full 'darbar' and proclaimed A'zam Humayun as his

successor and gave him the title of Sultan Mahmud Shah. 3

At this time Shihabuddm must have crossed over to the territory

of Lodi kingdom and, therefore, nothing is mentioned of him.

While Nasir Shah was still in the vicinity of Sipri in the village

of Behishtpur he fell seriously ill Nasir Shah by his policy

of nominating his successor in preference to his elder sons

created a problem There was already a large number of dissatis

fied nobles, and Shihabuddm who had been declared heir-

apparent on the accession of Nasir Shah and who had been

entrusted to look after the palace of Ghryath Shah a position

that he had enjoyed till his revolt, was certainly not going to

accept this change without a challenge Besides, during his

1 Makhzan-i-Afgham (Roy), p 88, First Afghan Empire, p 144, Pandey

says, "he waited on Sikandar in 1509, while the latter was encamped on

the banks of the Sipn Sikandar received him well and promised to use

his good offices for bringing about a reconciliation between the father and

the son But he demanded surrender of Chanden as its pace The prince

did not agree to it and went back to his headquarters
"

2 T A III, p 373, Ftrishta, II, p 517 has Behishtpur
3

Firishta, says Mahmud was his third son
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tenure as heir-apparent he must have raised a number of" persons

through his favour. Thus Nasir Shah created a problem and

left the field open for civil war

NASIR SHAH'S LAST ADVICE TO MAHMUD SHAH

According to Nizam-ud-Dm,
1 when Nasir Shah found that

his condition was not satisfactory and he had no hope to live

long, he summoned Mahmud Shah and important amirs and

great men and m their presence gave some advice to Mahmud
Shah. "As the great and holy God has selected this excellent

son (of mine) from the entire people of the world, and has en

trusted the bridle of the affairs of all people to his grasp of power,

it behoves him, that he should not place his foot out of the

high-road of worship of, and submission of God, and should

not become subject to lust and sensuality, and should write

the text of 'love to the people of God' on the leaf of his mind

and the page of his heart He should also not withhold the

favour ofGod from the people, as it has not been ofthe oppiessed
He should not in his public audiences give way to hesitation

and weariness, and should not close the path of approach of

the oppressed to him, and should propeily listen to their words

He should not also, m administering justice and equity, allow

any difference between the weak and the strong and the high

and the low; so that he may not become ashamed on the day of

the judgment He should also treat with honour and respect

all Saiyids who are the fruits of the garden of the Prophetship

and of the emissary of God; and should make the high society

Of the learned, who are the heirs of the Prophet, green and

fruitful by the benevolence of the clouds of his rewards He
should also consider it right and proper to refrain from the

society of stupid and foolish men, who are satisfied with the

hush of words, and are ignorant and unmindful of the purity
and greatness of saints. He should also lay the foundation

of houses of piety and goodness which are the effects of one's

1 T A III, pp 374, 375, (Tr.) 5 pp 572, 573

The translator says in fh 4 "considering the latter's (Nasir Shah's) disposi

tion, and his condition at the tone it is not likely that he could make such a

sensible and eloquent address
"

However I am of the opinion that Nizam-ud-Dm, a judicious and balanced

writer, would not have mentioned it had he not come across it in some of the

sources utilised by him, though it is quite likely that the words used by him
mi^ht not exactly be the words used by Nasir Shah
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good fortune, m all parts of dominions. In short he should

devote all his energy m carrying out the wishes of God, and in

administration of the affairs of the state always take counsel."

This advice of Nasir Shah is very interesting as it throws

light on the duties of a monarch and prescribes the "should"

and "should not" for a king. It is not unlikely that such a

conduct of life had been prescribed by Sultan Mahmud I, the

grandfather of Nasir Shah, and he, finding that his time has

expired, wanted to emphasise them to his son so that symptoms
of weakness that were visible m the state could be checked by
him. It is also not very unlikely that being conscious of his own

shortcomings, he wanted his son not to commit them. It was

something like a warning to his son Among the things that a

king should do, we find Nasir Shah laying stress on love for the

subjects, administration of justice without distinction, respect

and association of the learned and religious men, extension of

benevolence and charity to the entire kingdom, accessibility to

all and administration according to the counsel of the learned

A king should not become subject to lust and sensuality, should

not oppress his subjects and should never hesitate from

appearing for public audience, and should not allow himself

to be dominated by stupid and foolish persons i e. flatterers

Thus m brief we find Nasir Shah only reiterating the duties of

a monarch which had been often repeated earlier
-1

DEATH OF NASIR SHAH

According to Nizam-ud-Din and Fmshta2
,
Nasir Shah, while

returning from Behishtpur (in the vicinity of Sipn) where he

was already taken seriously ill, started taking baths m cold water

m spite of the cold weather. This aggravated his disease causing

his death3 while he was still far away from the capital Shadiabad.

Jahangir, however, in his Tuzuk gives an entirely different version.

"It is well known," writes Jahangir "that in a state of drunkenness

he once threw himself into one of the basins at Kahyadaha,

which was very deep. Some of the attendants in the harem

1 A somewhat similar advice was given to Hoshang Shah by Ashraf

Jahangir Samnam
3 The versions of Nizam-ud-Din and Firishta fairly agree with each

other, except for the insertion of the last advice of Nasir Shah by Nizam-

ud-Din which is not to be found in Firishta

3
Fmshta, II, p 517
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exerted themselves and caught his hair in their hands and

drew him out of the water After he had come to his senses they

told him that this thing had happened When he had heard

they pulled him out by the hair of his head, he ordered the

hands of the attendants to be cut off Another timewhen an

affair of this kind took place, no one had the boldness to pull

him out and he was drowned." 1

The cause of death as mentioned by Jahangir is hardly

convincing Firstly, because we find that Nasir Shah was

already taken ill while at Behishtpur and was only taking a cold

bath, secondly, in the medieval ages, the execution of a few

slaves or attendants by a king was hardly ever noticed, and
even a wretched monarch was protected, thirdly, Nizam-iid-Dm

clearly says that when the Sultan came to know that his end
was near, he advised his son, and then after repentance deposited
his life into the custody of the 'Al-Mighty' Death by drowning
is an accident and certainly a person never knows when he is

going to meet an accident. Jahangir, in fact, seems to be extremely

prejudiced
2
against Nasir Shah, and in his aversion, has painted

his death as a retribution for his execution of innocent attendants

whose only fault was that they saved his life The narrative of

Jahangir reads like fiction. Besides, the variations in the details

of his narrative and that of Nizam-ud-Dm and Finshta clearly

indicate that he never tried to enquire into the realities, and
wrote whatever impressions he had formed from hearsay.

Firishta says that Nasir Shah ruled for eleven years four months
and three days.3 He ascended the throne on 27th Rabi' II 906

1
TiKuk-i-Jahangm, (Rogers and Bevefidge), p 367

2 The prejudice of Jahangir is clearly reflected jn his memoirs where
he writes, "It is reported that when Sher Khan, the Afghan, in the time of
his rule, came to the tomb of Nastr-ud-din, he, m spite of his brutish nature,
on account of Nasir-ud-din's shameful conduct, ordered the head of the
tomb to be beaten with sticks Also when I went to his tomb I gave it several

tacks, and ordered the servants in attendance on me to kick the tomb Not
satisfied with this, I ordered the tomb to be broken open and his impure re
mains to be thrown into the fire Then it occurred to me that since fire is

Light, it was a pity for the Light of Allah to be polluted with burning his

filthy body, also, lest there should be any diminution of torture for him in

another state from being thus burnt, I ordered them to throw his crumbled
bones, together with his decayed limbs, into the Narbada "

3
Finshta, II, p 518 According to Nizam-ud-Din, he ruled 11 years, 4

months and 23 days, TA III, p 375; Bnggs, IV, p 244, has 11 years
and 4 months.
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A.H/ 20-11-1500 AD. and therefore according to the statement

of Finshta he should have died m the first week of Ramazan 916
AH /Dec 1510 AD. The death of the Sultan was a signal for

his three sons to start the contest for the throne Though he
had nominated Mahmud to succeed, but Shihabuddm put forth

his claim on the ground that he had been nominated successor

of the Sultan earlier. Thus a few months following the death

of Nasir Shah were the days of trouble for Malwa.

AN ESTIMATE OF NASIR SHAH'S CHARACTER AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Born during the peak of Mahmud's glory, Nasir Shah had
received all the care of a prince, but the affections showered1 on
him by his grandfather and father had only spoiled him He
became stubborn and rigid with the result he was more dreaded

than loved by his people. He was cruel by nature and showed
no compassion for his own brother nor even for his nephews,
whom he mercilessly executed on his accession

2
It was his

fits of wrath and cruel nature that antagonised many of his

nobles. He had no confidence in his sons The sorrow and

affliction that he had caused to his father m his old age weighed

heavily on his heart and the fear of retribution constantly haunted

Ins mind

By nature he was ease-loving and a pleasure-seeker, but his

addiction to wine and drugs had produced serious effects on his

constitution. So much heat was produced m his body that he

passed his spare time in water. 3 These weaknesses in his character

were so pronounced that even his court historian could not but

hint at them 4

1 Mahmud Shah and Ghiyath Shah in their great joy arranged festive

entertainments which lasted for one month. Feasts were held where

ordinary 'raiyats' and learned men and deserving persons of the state were

lavishly fed The astrologers also reported that he was born m an aus

picious moment. On the seventh day after his birth he was given the name
of 'Abd-ul Qadir, T'A III, p 358 However it is strange that Shihab Hakim
has not given any such account of rejoicings on the birth of 'Abd-ul Qadir

^
2 He did not hesitate to fleece completely Ram Khurshid of all the wealth

that had been given to her by Ghiyath Shah The Rani, keeping in view the

probable harsh treatment of Nasir Shah, handed over everything without

any show of resistance T A III, p 357
3

Tuzuk-i-Jahangm, (R & B), p 367. Jahangir writes, "During his life

time he always passed his days m the water in consequence of the heat that

had acquired a mastery over his temperament
" T A. Ill, p 374

4 OR 1803, fol. 53a (Continued on next page)
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The punishment that he meted out to his female attendants,

for no fault of theirs except that they saved his life,
1
indicates

that he was base and degraded. But the killing of these female

attendants with his own hand2
indicates that he was also a

sadist

(Continuedfrom pre-page]
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1 It is stated that once in a state of drunkenness while he was lying on the-

sides of Kaliyadok tank in Ujjain, he rolled and fell into the water The

water was deep, but four of his female attendants exerted and managed to

pull him out and changed his clothes Later when he came to his senses they

narrated the incident But as he would not believe it they produced his wet

clothes, Instead of icwaiding them as they had expected he flew into a

rage. T A. Ill, p 37 1
, Firishta, II, p 516

2
According to Nizam-ud-Din Nasir Shah oidered all the four of them

to be executed, but Firishta says that he flew into a rage, drew his sword, and

cut down the poor and helpless slave-girls Jahangir also narrates the

incident but says he ordered the hands of the attendants to be cut off



Chapter XI

MAHMUD KHALJI H
(End of Khalji Rule)

Accession of Mahmud Khalji II Domination of
the nobles Expulsion of Mahmud from Shadiabad

and accession of Sahib Khan Appeal ance of Medun
Rai Restoration of Mahmud Ascendancy of Medim
Rai Mahmud conspires foi the assassination of
Medim Rai Open hostility of Rajputs Attitude

of Muzaffai II of Gujarat towards Mahva Siege

and conquest of Mandu Restoration of Mahmud
II Effects of the activities of Muzajfai II and

Rana Sanga Bahadur Shah occupies Maha Esti

mate of Mahmud II

AFTER the death of Nasir Shah, according to his nomination,

his third son1 Mahmud Shah ascended the throne of Malwa
But the accession of Mahmud Shah was immediately chal

lenged by his eldest brothei Shihabuddm who was moving
around the borders of Malwa and seeking help from Sikandar

Lodi Encouraged by the news of the death of Sultan, he

(Shihabuddm) decided to return to Shadiabad and occupy the

throne of Malwa, which he considered belonged to him, by

virtue of his being the eldest and also because he had been

nominated successor earlier. The coronation of Mahmud had

taken place m the village of Behishtpur, which according to

Nizam-ud-Dm2 took place on 3rd Safar 917 AH /2nd May
1511 AD While Mahmud was still at Behishtpur, Shihabuddm

had already started his march towards Shadiabad But his

passage was barred at Nalcha by Muhafiz Khan Khwajah Sara

and Khawas Khan While Shihabuddm started negotiations,

Mahmud, on receiving information of Shihabuddin's march

towards Mandu, also marched towards the same direction by

successive stages While Mahmud was still on his way, Shihab

uddm, finding that Muhafiz Khan and Khawas Khan could

not be purchased and that Mahmud was also marching in the

1 Finshta, II, p 517

2 TA III, p 375
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same direction, left the place and moved towards Khandesh 3

and Mahmud peacefully entered Nalcha2 and took up his resi

dence in Kaushak-i-Jahan-numa on 2nd Rabi' I 917 AH./

30-5-1511. From Nalcha Mahmud moved to Shadiabad on 6th

Rabi
1

1 which had been selected by astrologers to be auspicious

and ascended formally on the throne of Malwa i e his formal

coronation3 took place on 6th Rabi' I 917 A H /3rd June 1511 A D

Mahmud ascended the throne of Malwa, which was full of

troubles and required a monarch of strong will, firm deter

mination and capacity of putting sustained labour But

Mahmud lacked all these qualities, with the result that very soon

the kingdom became a cockpit of the rival parties Of course

he started well, by sending Jawash Khan along with a detach

ment of force and eleven elephants to crush Shihabuddm,

and (perhaps) acting on the advice of his father, reinstated

Basant Rai in the office of Wizarat^ This appointment of

Basant Rai, however, was not looked upon favourably by the

other section of nobles who were aspirants for the same post.

Among the Muslim nobles in the court we find two parties,
6

one consisted of Iqbal Khan, Mukhtas Khan, Sadr Khan and

Afzal Khan and their adherents and the other party was formed

by Muhafiz Khan, Khawas Khan and Jawash Khan. With

Shihabuddm moving about and Sahib Khan m prison in

Shadiabad, Mahmud could not feel secure and depended upon
the support of these groups. But he followed a weak policy

and instead of using them for his benefit, he played into their

hands

Iqbal Khan and Mukhtas Khan were the first to start trouble.

They could not tolerate Basant Rai as they wanted the control

of administration in their own hands Nizam-ud-Din blames

Basant Rai and says "owing to his great pride and ignorance

he did not maintain the usual relation towards the army and did

not leave out any minutiae of meanness and mischief-making,

and having adopted a harshness of behaviour, did not show

1
Firishta, II, p 518, gqfar-ul-ivalih, p. 212.

ZTA ni, p 376.
3 Tbtd

4 T.A III, p 377 says, Basant Rai held the post of Wtzarat in the reign

of Nasir Shah, Finshta, II, p 518.
5 Though the two parties are not specifically mentioned but the part played

by them clearly indicates that they formed two different group*
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proper respect towards the amirs and sardars" 1
Wolseley

Haig says that Muslim nobles resented his holding the high
office of minister 2 But till then the question of Hindu and

Muslim had not appeared on the soil of Malwa. Finshta's rea

soning that amirs became hostile to him lest he should become

too powerful, seems to be nearer the truth.s Basant Rai found

misappropriation and misuse of funds and started dealing with

them sternly Besides the phrase "daqa'iq kifayat" used by
Nizam-ud-Dm4 indicates that he worked to introduce economy
or thrift in the administration Such a measure would mean
loss to the officers and enhancement of prestige and power of

Basant Rai Iqbal Khan and Mukhtas Khan with their asso

ciates waited for an opportunity and on 7th Rabi
1

II 917 A.H /

4-7-1511 AD murdered Basant Rai in the audience hall

Naqd-ul-Mulk
5 who was a colleague of Basant Rai fled to the

harem of the Sultan for the safety of his life The murder of

the Wazir in the audience hall m the beginning of the reign

certainly indicated that matters were not particularly happy.

Iqbal Khan and Mukhtas Khan then decided to cover up their

heinous deed by pretending to be the well-wishers of the Sultan

To them, securing the person of Naqd-ul-Mulk was necessary or

else they would be exposed to his vengeance. They would have

killed him before the Sultan could have known of it but because

he had taken shelter in the hai em of the Sultan, they had to send

a petition to the Sultan The text of the petition as given by
Nizam-ud-Dm is very interesting, as it is more or less an

expression of resentment by these amirs at the action of the

Sultan The text of the petition reads, "Nothing has been done,

and nothing will be done by these loyal slaves, except m the

way of a sincere desire for Your Majesty's well-being, and it

must be clear to your illuminating wisdom, that as the affairs

(of the kingdom) have not been well arranged, the act of leav

ing the threads of the administration in the grasp of people who

are strangers to us in creed and religion, is (likely to be) the cause

1 TA. Ill (Tr), p 577 2 CH7 III, p 365

3 Finshta, II, p 518 * TA HI, p 377

5
According to Bnhat Pausalik Pattavah, Nakadal Malik/Naqd-vl-Muik

was the tide given to Sangram Singh Soni by Malwa Sultan. According to

Buddhi Sagar, Sangram Singh Soni had been a treasurer (Bhandank] during the

mgn of Mahmud Khalji I and had accompanied him to DauJatabad In

1463 A.D.
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of disorder in the conduct of government It has probably been

submitted to Your Majesty by some of your well-wishers, what

kind of treatment Basant Rai meted out to the amirs and to

your other loyal adherents. His sole object was, that your old

servants might become heart-broken, and they and their retainers

might be dispersed This was in fact disloyalty on his part, and

we your loyal servants, in a body, removed him out of the way

Naqd-ul-Mulk is also following in his footsteps If it be your

noble order, the world might be purified of the contamination of

his existence"
1

Mahmud found that he was at the mercy of these men. He

could not judge who were really loyal to him. Basant Rai too

does not seem to have any solid backing behind him except that

of Naqd-uI'Mulk, who too was not strong enough either to resist

these nobles or to give a powerful support to the Sultan Under

these conditions he decided to oblige Iqbal Khan and Mukhtas

Khan by sending Naqd-ul-Mulk to them with an order that his

life and property be spared Though Sultan Mahmud complied

With the request of these two amirs, but the domination of these

nobles created rancour in his mind 2 The amus also seem to

have agreed not to displease the Sultan to the extreme, and

banished Naqd-ul-Mulk instead of taking his life.

Sultan Mahmud displayed extreme weakness m conducting this

case and exposed the weakness of his character. Muhafiz Khan

and Khawas Khan, the leaders of the other group of amirs,

immediately decided to take advantage of this weakness of his

character, They were jealous of the power acquired by Iqbal

Khan and Mukhtas and started working upon the mind of the

Sultan who was already finding the domination too irksome

Muhafiz Khan was extremely clever3 and well-acquainted with

the weakness in the character of the Sultan He therefore repre

sented to him in private that Iqbal Khan and Mukhtas Khan

wanted to raise to the throne4 his brother i.e. Sahib Khan
1 T.A III (Tr), pp. 577-78.

2 TA III, p 378, (Tr) p 578. Nizam-ud-Din says, "Sultan Mahmud
was aggrieved at these proceedings of the armrs, and at their domination : nd

the purity of his heart was changed to resentment
"

a Nizam-ud-Din clearly says that his disposition was made of malice

and wickedness and that he longed for the Wlzarai, Vide, T,A, III, p. 378.

4 T, A. Ill, p. 378, Firishia, II, p. 518 mentions that Muhafiz Khan
at this stage insolently suggested the execution of Salub Khan.

;
->,

( Continued on next page}
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The Sultan became suspicious about these two nobles and once

at least he showed some reason and, instead of punishing them
at once, he set about making enquiries and investigations

In this affair again we find the sound principles which had
been adopted by Mahmud Khalji I were thrown to the winds

by this weak-minded, incompetent ruler of Malwa. Mahmud
Khalji I always held enquiries m open court and gave orders

after the guilt had been established Mahmud II, while giving

order to his men had not calculated that the administration was

in the hands of those two persons and, therefore, they must have

sufficient people to keep them informed of the happenings,

and it is also quite likely that they had kept a close watch over

the Sultan Thus the instructions of the Sultan were conveyed
to them After they had ascertained the truth of what had been

conveyed to them, they retired to their respective houses to pre

pare themselves for the eventualities that might befall them

Muhafiz Khan informed the Sultan that they had gone to their

houses to collect their retainers and raise Shahzada Sahib Khan
to the throne, and suggested that he should immediately proceed

to their houses and seize them, before they had collected their

men According to the advice of Muhafiz Khan, Sultan Mahmud
marched towards their houses.

Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan receiving the news of Sultan's

approach, left the fort with a hundred horsemen and foot-

soldiers by the Qadipur gate on the night of 24th Rabi'II A.H, 1

/21-7-1511 AD. Thus came the fall of the party that had

destroyed Basant Rai Wazir and Naqd-ul-Mulk. The Sultan on

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

But the narrative of Nizam-ud-Din is more correct, because Muhafiz Khan

was not yet controlling the affairs which were in the hands of Iqbal Khan

and Mukhtas Khan He came to power after these two amirs fled from

Mandu
1 T A III, p 379, (Tr), III, p 579, Fmshta, II, p 520. Firishta holds

that Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan rebelled after the ascendancy of

Muhafiz Khan and raising of Sahib Khan to the throne by Muhafiz Khan

Firishta obviously is wrong, because Muhafiz Khan came into prominence

after their fall, Bnggs, IV, p 250 Briggs, contrary to the statements of

both Nizam-ud-Din and Firishta, mentions that Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal

rebelled after the ascendancy of Medim Rai on whose instigation the Sultan

ordered the execution of these two amirs Briggs' mistake is also obvious,

because Medini Rai comes-into picture later, v/hen Mukhtas Khan and

Iqbal were already with Hoshang bin Shihabuddm
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the next day, appointed Muhafiz Khan as Wazir and conferred

on him the title of Kh\vaja-i-Jahan , he also conferred the titles

of Majlis-i-Kanm onAfzal Khan and of Dastur Khan on Jawash

Khan. Mahmud then ordered Afzal Khan and Dastur Khan

to proceed against the fugitives, Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan,

This, however, was not the end of the trouble Mukhtas Khan

and Iqbal Khan had gone to Sarabah near the Narbada, from

where they had sent Nusrat Khan son of Iqbal Khan, in advance

towards Asir, to bring Sultan Shihabuddm 1
Sultan Shihabuddin

was over-joyed with the message of Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal

and immediately on the next day started from the region of

Bijagarh and Kharkun then known as Mumtaz However,

because of over-exertion and heat he fell ill and died on 3rd

of Jumada I 917 A.H./29-7-1511 AD.

The death of Shihabuddm would have removed one of the

rivals, but Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan were determined to

come back to power, they had not yet lost all hope Nusrat

Khan brought the corpse with mourning to Sarabah from where

the dead body was sent to Shadiabad Sultan Mahmud Shah

also observed the mournings on the death of his elder brother

whose body was consigned to the grave with all honour Mahmud
Shah then despatched Nizam Khan to reinforce Dastur Khan,
who had been sent earlier in pursuit of Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal

Khan These amirs m the meantime had raised the son of

Shihabuddm as Sultan and had given him the title of Sultan

Hoshang II Nizam Khan after joining Dastur Khan attacked

Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan who had with them the pretender

Hoshang II and completely defeated them Hoshang along with

his supporters fled and took shelter in the hills of Bahar Baba

Hajl
z

Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan were convinced by then that

they were playing a losing game and thought of regaining the

favour of Sultan Mahmud by exposing Muhafiz Khan Accord

ing to this decision they sent a petition to the Sultan The text

1 T,A. Ill, p 379, Finshta, II, p 520 Finshta mentions that Iqbal
Khan and Mukhtas Khan personally went to Asir where they held the Chatra

over the head of Shihabuddin and on his death they raided an adopted son of

Shihabuddin with the title of Hoshang. However Nizam-ud-Dm's account

seems to be more consistent and balanced.

2 T.A III, p. 380, Ftrishta, II, p. 520 Finshta does not mention th*

name of the plate but simply says that they fled to the hill?.
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of the petition as given by Nizam-ud-Dm runs as follows, "Noth

ing has ever been done by these old hertditcry slaves except

rendering loyal service to your Majesty, Lid Mi.hi.lz Khan,

owing to his envy and ill-will, havirg spcktn iLtaesttd and

malicious words, has turned your noble heart against >cur eld

bervants. They hope that the truth about the disloyalty and
wickedness of Muhafiz Khan and oi his acts will be revealed

to your just mind. They also believe that some of your other

loyal servants will, in their disinterestedness, attest m private

to the truth of these words
" l

The petition marks the end of the first group of nobles. But

it led to fresh trouble Sultan Mahmud enquired from his

servants about the truth of the contents of this petition, and

some of them not only confirmed the statement but even

informed the Sultan that Muhafiz Khan's chief motive in making
the insinuation against these nobles was not only to get the

wizarat, but also to raise to the throne Sahib Khan, and himself

act as the sole dictator of the realm 2 Sultan Mahmud
again displayed lack of tact m handling the situation. Instead

of keeping his intentions secret, he gave orders for the arrest of

Muhafiz Khan when he should come to the court. In issuing

the order Mahmud completely overlooked that Muhafiz Khan
was already the wazir and as such he was controlling affairs

and would certainly get knowledge of his orders before he

appeared m the court and, therefore, would be well-prepared

for it. The result of such a hasty action was that Muhafiz

Khan heard of it and next day he came fully prepared with his

retainers Sultan Mahmud summoned him to his private

chamber, and there Muhafiz Khan gave such harsh replies that

Mahmud lost his patience and came out of the chamber with

his personal body guards, and retired to his palace
q

EXPULSION OF MAHMUD AND ACCESSION OF SAHIB KHAN

On Mahmud's retirement to his palace Muhafiz Khan collected

his men and bringing out Shahzi.da Sahib Khan from the prison,

1 TA III (Tr), pp
2 Ibid

, III, p 381.

3 T A III, p 381, gives 18th Jumada 1/13-8-1511 AD as the date of

the incident, Fmshta, II, p 519 Finshta gives a slightly different version.

According to him Mahmud lost his temper and struck Muhafiz Khan with

his sword. Muhafiz Khan left the court with streaks of blood coming out

from his head and collected his men and then marched towards the court.
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raised him as the leader of the uprising. With a royal prince

as leader Muhafiz expected to have a bigger following Muhafiz

Khan then besieged the palace of Mahmud Mahmud found

himself m great difficulty, his forces were nothing as compared

to tnose of Muhafiz Khan and Shahzada Sahib Khan How

ever, before Muhafiz Khan could seize his person, Mahmud

managed to escape from the fort at midnight and marched

towards Ujjain
a When Mahmud escaped from the fort, Muhafiz

Khan raised Shahzada Sahib Khan to the throne and gave him

the title of Sultan Muhammad 2

Thus on the 19th Jumada I, Malwa had two Sultans, Sultan

Mahmud who was moving towards Ujjam and Sultan Muham

mad who was occupying Shadiabad, the capital. With two

brothers claiming the crown of Malwa, it must have created

a lot of confusion among the amirs as to whom to recognise

and whom to refuse allegiance. Their difficulty was all the

greater because one was occupying the capital while the other

had been in occupation for some time, with a better legal claim

for the title as he had not only been nominated by the late king

Nasir Shah, but his formal coronation had also taken place.

In case they sided with the one and the other was victorious

in the struggle, they would be doomed Under such circum

stances only such amirs who had declared affiliation and mostly

belonging to the centre participated

Sultan Mahmud's cause slightly improved by the arrival of

Dastur Khan, Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal Khan, but still his

numerical strength was not adequate to attack the capital

where, in the meantime, Sahib Khan (Sultan Muhammad)

had taken fresh engagements and promises on oath from Sadr

Khan and Afzal Khan and was preparing to attack Sultan

Mahmud. On 25th of Jumadcf Sahib Khan marched out,

leaving the capital m charge of Mu'addab Khan and set up his

eamp in Nalcha.

At Nalcha, Sahib Khan in agreement with Sadr Khan gave

1 T A III, p 382, Zqfar-ul-walih, p 212, says Mahmud went to

Sarangpur

2 Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 174, Zqfar-ul-waliJi, pp. 97 & 212, Wnght, II, p

243; Fmshta, II, p. 619 Fmshta does not mention the regnal title of Sahib

Khan, T A III, p 382. Nizam-ud-Din mentions his title as Mahmud

3 T.A III, p 3&2 has, 5th Jumada, which obviously is wrong because

Sahib Khan had come to power in Shadiabad on the 18th Jumada I,
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orders for the payment of one-third of the salary of the soldiers

in advance from the treasury, so that they would be ready for

the march to Ujjain Obviously Shahzada Sahib Khan took

such a measure to secure the support of the army, because the

distribution would convince the soldiers that he was m possession

of the treasury of the State. Sultan Mahrnud felt he had not the

necessary strength to meet Sahib Khan and moved from Ujjain

to Dipalpur where a number of amirs deserted him and left for

Shadiabad Though Nizam-ud-Dm says that the cause of this

disaffection was that these amirs had their families in Mandu,

but in reality, these amirs must have felt that Mahmud's was

the lost cause Any way this incident clearly indicates the un

reliable character of the Muslim amirs of Malwa, who were

more selfish than loyal

The desertion of the amirs further weakened the position of

Mahmud and, instead of facing Sahib Khan, he moved to

Chanden and sent a letter in advance of himself to Bihjat Khan,

the governor of Chanden, seeking his help As pointed out

earlier Bihjat Khan of Chanden belonged to that group of

officers who preferred to remain neutra] which is amply borne

out by the reply, he gave to the Sultan
1 His reply that he

was obedient to him who had control over Shadiabad rendered

Mahmud absolutely helpless and he halted at Behishtpur At

Behishtpur he held a counsel and decided to wait and watch the

course of events, taking shelter in Ranthambhor, though a

section of nobles were of the opinion that he should seek the

help of Sikandar Lodi Sultan Mahmud was well-acquainted

with the intentions of Sikandar Lodi and his reply that it was

not proper for him to seek help and support of his equals was

only a form of rejection of the opinion, because we find Mahmud

later going to Sultan Muzaffar of Gujarat seeking help from

him Thus Sultan Mahmud at Behishtpur, found himself a

forsaken Sultan of Malwa Practically all the important Muslim

i T A ill, p. 382,

Firishta, II, p 520 According to Fmshta, Bihjat Khan was afraid of

Medmi Rai, and therefore made excuses and saying that because of laiuy

season he would not be able to come
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amirs had betrayed him on one occasion or another and it

was very clear that they could not be trusted

MEDINI RAI AND RESTORATION OF MAHMUD

When forsaken by most of the amirs, Mahmud's hope was

revived by the arrival of Rai Cnand Purbia1
better known

in history by his title Medini Rai, who came from his thana

and joined his camp Medini Rai must have realised that the

trend of politics m Malwa was undergoing a change and that

a few self-seeking amirs were trying to establish their authority

m Malwa by raising a puppet Sultan and arousing communal

feelings which had started with the murder of Basant Rai He

must have noticed that the policy which had been shaped by

Hoshang Shah and nurtured and developed by Mahmud Khalji

I was undergoing a change by the ascendancy of a few

worthless amirs and this was bound to ruin Malwa Whatever

the motives of Medini Rai might have been, it is definite that

his arrival at once changed the outLok of Mahmud's camp

which otherwise looked dismal. Bihjat Khan of Chanden was

the first to recognise the altered position and sent his son

Shirzah Khan to attend Sultan Mahmud 2

Shahzada Sahib Khan also marched towards Chanden and

pitched his tents at Shahrai. Now it was the turn of the

camp of Sahib Khan to be deserted. Afzal Khan who had

been an associate of Muhafiz Khan Khwaja-i-Jahan fiorn the

beginning, now changed sides and with a little more than

half of the army left his camp m the night and came to

the camp of Sultan Mahmud. The act of Afzal Khan no

doubt strengthened the position of Sultan Mahmud but it clearly

revealed the mdependable character of the amirs Shahzada

Sahib Khan and Muhafiz Khan now finding that they hardly

had the strength to fight Mahmud, burnt their tents and hastily

retreated to Nusratabad and reached there on the fourth day

of the retreat. With the turn of tide Mahmud found himself

in an advantageous position and marched towards Shadiabad.

The party of Hoshang the pretender was also by now liquidated

and he along with the few amirs who were still with him sought

1
Zqfar-ul-walih, p 213 has, suspicion and doubt for his friends, having

entered the mind of Mahmud, he joined Rai Chand Purbia, whom he appoint

ed as his Wazir and honoured him wrth the tide of Medini Rai

2 T. A. (Tr), III, p. 584 and fn 1.
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pardon and surrendered themselves to Sultan Mahmud at

Sirsiah. Sahib Khan in the msantime had managed to muster

enough soldiers to oppose Mihmud In the battle that was

fought between Mahmud and Sahib Khan, Medmi Rai 1 and

his soldiers displayed exceptional courage and completely routed

Sahib Khan who fbd and took shelter in the fort, and set up
the defence of the fort in order.

Sultan Mahmud, however, before starting the siege of the

capital tried peaceful means of settlement and offered to bestow

on his brother any place that he selected for himself and also

to allow him to carry away as much wealth as he could carry

provided he agreed to evacuate the fort But Sahib Khan,
who was determined not to take anything less than the crown,

refused the offer The siege of the fort was then started, and

the fort of Shadiabad was finally conquered on 16th of Shawwal

6th January, 1512. But Shahzada Sahib Khan and Muhafiz

Khan taking a quantity of precious jewels, escaped from the

lort by the gate of seven hundred steps and fled towards Baroda.

Sultan MuzafFar II, who had ascended the throne just a few

months earlier,
2 welcomed Shihzada Sahib Khan and for his

residence allotted him quarters in Champaner Muhammadabad
and fixed some stipend He also promised to mediate and

settle the dispute between brothers by dividing Malwa into

two parts. The departure of Shahzada Sahib Khan from

Malwa left the country to Mahmud who now started consoli

dating his position. As his success was entirely due to the sup

port and efforts of Medmi Rai, he placed his reliance upon him

and appointed him Wazir.

REAPPEARANCE OF SAHIB KHAN AND THE AFFAIRS OF GRANDER!

Sahib Khan and Khwaja-i-Juhan stayed in Guj'arat during the

rams but Sahib Khan lost his patience waiting in Gujarat He

even complained to Sultan MuzafFar Shah that his interest was

not progressing at all.3 But he was soon involved in a nasty

1 T A III, p 384; Zafar-ul-walih, p 213, Fmshta, II, p 531

2 Muzaffar II ascended throne in Ramazan 917 AH./ Nov-Dec ,
1511

AD Vtir'at-t-Stkandan, p 173; Zqfar-ul-walih, p 197, T A III, p 173,

Fmshto, II, p 405, Commissariat, p. 271 has, "Pnnce Khahl Khan in his 37th

vear ascended the throne of Gujarat on November 24, 1511 A D under the

title Muzaffar II
"

3 T. A III, p. 174, Fmshta, II, p 406.
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affair with the Iranian ambassador1
Yadgar Beg Surkh Kulah

which even displeased his patron Muzaffar Shah and Sahib

Khan left Gujarat without taking leave of the Sultan Sahib

Khan, along with Muhafiz Khan Khwaja-i-Jahan returned to

Malwa but instead of moving towards the capital he moved
towards the Malwa-Khandesh border, obviously with the inten

tion of collecting his supporters and also to enlist the support
of the rulers of that region. Sahib Khan pitched his tents in

the village of Lorgaon (Purkanu) which marked the boundary
of Khandesh 2 The village was within the jurisdiction of

Khandwa3 and Malik Lodha, the governor, did not want to

displease Sultan Mahmud. He marched against Sahib Khan
ajttd drove him out of his jurisdiction Sahib Khan, thus driven

out, fled to Gawil in Beiar The ruler of Gawil who was on

friendly terms with Sultan Mahmud and was not willing to pick
an unnecessary quarrel with him, refused to give Sahib Khan
any assistance, but granted him an asylum and arranged for

his personal expenses.

The presence of Sahib Khan in the vicinity of Malwa, gave
fresh opportunity to some of the dissatisfied amirs who had

joined Mahmud with the hope of getting power and privileges
The elevation of Medini Rai not only shattered their hopes, but

1 The affaii between Sahib Khan and Yadgar Beg, has been vanously
recorded According to Nizam-ud-Dm and Firishta, a quarrel took place
between the servants of the two, and ended in a fight and looting of
the house of Yadgar Beg Vide, TA III, pp 175, 385, Firishta, II, p, 406
Sikandar assigns the cause of the quarrel to some misunderstanding in

the business transactions between the Shahzada and the Iranian ambassador
whom Sikandar calls Mirza Ibrahim The house of the Iranian ambassador
was plundered because on one night, he forcibly detained Shahzada Sahib
Khan in the Serai where he was staying and where one night, the Shahzada
"had gone to pay a visit to one of his old servants Mifat-'i-Sikandar^ pp, 175-76
Nizam-ud-Din's statement that a report spread among the Gujarati soldiers
that the Turkmans had seized Sahib Khan, and the latter being ashamed at
such report, left without taking leave of Sultan Mazaffar, clearly suggests
that theie was some cause of shame Haji-ud-Dabir, however, is more
frank in his narrative According to him, the cause of the quarrel was due
to the Iiaman's unnatural appreciation of Sahib Khan's beauty and the
cause of his being ashamed was wide publicity to it Zafar-ul-walih, p.
98; Commissariat, p 287, quotes from the Commentaries of the Great Afonso
Dalbvquerque, IV, p 84, which corroborates the statement of Haji-ud-Dabir2 T, A III, p, 385, (Tr) III, p, 586 fo 3.

3 T.A III, p 385 Kanduha of the text obviously stands fci Khandwa
which was on the borders of Malwa and Khandesh
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the efficiency that was introduced into the administration, con

vinced them of the futility of their court intrigues. It was soon

discovered by Medmi Rai that Afzal Khan and Iqbal Khan
had started secret negotiations with Sahib Khan at Gawil.

1

Medmi Rai immediately reported the matter to the Sultan who

gave orders that when they appear m the court they should be

slam According to the orders Afzal Khan and Iqbal Khan

were slain when they went to the court. Nizam-ud-Din charges

Medmi Rai with the motives of personal aggrandisement m
making false allegation against these two nobles But as pointed

out earlier, these amirs were deft in changing sides and displayed

utter lack of integrity There is hardly anything to be said m their

defence. It may also be pointed out that for the first time the

instructions of the Sultan did not leak out which, we can safely

conclude, was an outcome of Medmi Rai's efficient management.
The death of Afzal Khan and Iqbal Khan alarmed quite a number

of the nobles The cause of their alarm was not so much the

ascendancy of Medmi Rai on grounds of religion, but because

they were now convinced that the administration was in stronger

hands and that they would not be able to advance then- own

interests at the cost of the general good of the people of Malwa.2

REBELLION OF SIKANDAR KHAN

Sikandar Khan, the governor of Satwas, left the capital with

out permission, and raising the standard of rebellion occupied

territory extending from Khandwah to Shahabad. He drove

out the revenue officers of the Khalsa lands On 5th Jwnada II

918 A H./18-8-1512 A.D , Sultan Mahmud moved out of Shadia-

bad to suppress this rebellion 3 From Nalcha he summoned

1 T A III, p 386, (Tr) p 587 Nizam-ud-Djn says, "Medmi Rai

wanted to become all-powerful, and wanted to remove the amirs of Ghiyath

Shah and Nasii Shah out of the way, and m pursuance of this wicked purpose

he began to speak ill of the amirs, and in private he slandered everyone, nil one

day he submitted (to the Sultan), that Afzal Khan and Iqbal Khan had sent

letteis to Shahzada Sahib Khan, and wanted to re-awaken the disturbances

which had been put to sleep.'"

2 The statement of Nizam-ud-Dm that "seeing this audacity and violence

of Medini Rai, SikandarKhan of Satwas and Fath Jang Khan Sherwam fled

and went to their jagirs" is to be read with caution It only means that they

were afraid of the strength which the government had now acquiied with

Medini Rai as wazir
3 T A. Ill, p 386 That the Gonds joined Sikandar Khan indicates that

the territories occupied by him were in the direction of Gondwana
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Bihjat Khan of Chanden, but the latter made excuses on grounds

of the approaching rainy season Mahmud was not willing to

take action against Bihjat Khan and therefore, ordered Mansur

Khan1
to proceed against Sikandar Khan. But Mansur Khan

on reaching the border of the territories occupied by Sikandar

Khan, received information that the Gonds had also joined

Sikandar Khan, and therefore became hesitant to attack him.

He asked for reinforcement from the Sultan Medmi Rai got

scent of the intentions of Minsur Khan and warned him of

the dire consequences of his failure. Though reinforcements

were sent under Sanjar Khan, Mansur Khan was afraid2 of

Medmi Rai and joined Sikandar Khan Thus we find that the

Muslim amirs again betrayed the Sultan who had, therefore,

to depend more on Medmi Rai and his Rajput soldiers. Mahmud
then moved to Dhar and from there proceeded to Ujjam, but

from Dipalpur he deputed Medmi Rai with a large force and

fifty elephants to pat down the rebellion of Sikandar Khan.

Medini Rai acted quickly He reached Satwas and started

devastating the country of Sikandar Khan with the result that

the latter was reduced to great difficulties and, finding that his

resistance would be of no avail agamst this determined attack^

started negotiations for peace He came to Medini Rai through

the intervention of Habib Khan. Medini Rai not only accepted

his submission but also took hirti to Ujjain and obtained pardon
for his actions from the Sultan. Sultan Mahmud restored

Sikandar Khan to his former position and jagir Thus we find

that the charge against Msdini Rai that he wanted to

destroy old amirs is wrong It was on Medmi Rai's recommen

dation that Sikandar Khan was restored to his former position.

Had Medini Rai's intentions been different he could have

easily destroyed Sikandar Khan.

* Mansur Khan was the Muqta of Bhilsa.

2 T. A III, p. 387, Finshta, II, p. 521. Cause of Mansur Khan's

joining was that he felt exposed fc* certain dealings and not a iffusal

of reinforcements, because from the same source we learn that icinforce-

ments were sent under Saniar Khan who also joined Sikandar Khan.

Accoiding to Nizam-ud-Dm, Mansur Khan and Sanjar Khan joined Bihjat

Khan, but it seems to be a mistake because we find Mansur Khan later

in Bhilsa and causing trouble to Mahmud while he was moving to Chanderi.

Thus, in all probability, he had joined Sikandar Khan and when the latter

was pardoned and reinstated, Mansur Khan was also pardoned and reinstated.
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THE AFFAIRS OF CHANDERI

Though Mahmud had overlooked the conduct of Bihjat

Khan but he was determined to chastise him After Medmi Rai

iiad succeeded in suppressing the rebellion of Sikandar Khan,
Mahmud moved from Ujjain to Agar where he received infor

mation of an uprising in the capital which had been successfully

-suppressed by the daroga of the capital The Sultan conveyed
his appreciation for the work of the daroga and himself

moved to the hill of Bahar Baba Haji in the direction of Chanderi

Instead of immediately attacking Bihjat Khan, Mahmud
thought of conciliating him and for that purpose he sent a

letter through Bhairodas promising favours to Bihjat Khan.

But Bihjat Khan in the meantime had already sent his men to

bring Sahib Khan from Gawil and had also sent a letter to

Sultan Sikandar Lodi complaining against Mahmud's favour

to the Rajputs, and asking military help from him, in return

of issuing the coins in the name of Sikandar Lodi and also

reading the khutba in his name in Chanderi.

Bhairodas returned and informed the Sultan about these

proceedings of Bihjat Khan whereupon Mahmud decided to

attack Chanderi immediately, and despatched Mukhtas Khan
with a large army in advance towards Chanderi Sultan Mahmud's
march towards Chanden, however, was checked by the informa

tion that Sultan Muzaffar II had marched into Malwa and

was moving at leisure in the vicinity of Dhar and Nalcha, and

his army was causing great distress to the people.
1 Mahmud

therefore remained in his tents in the hills of Bahar Baba Haji

as he could not immediately decide as to the direction in which

he should proceed. But before he could decide, the relieving

news came of Muzaffar's return to Gujarat. Mahmud, however,

was not destined to have a peaceful time Before he could start

for Chanden, news came that Sikandar Khan had again revolted

and had forcefully occupied a number ofKhalsa villages. Mahmud
sent orders to Malik Lodha the governor of Khandwah to

proceed against Sikandar Khan Malik Lodha, after some

initial success, was assassinated and Sikandar Khan's rebellion

remained unsubdued

Sultan Mahmud kept the rebellion of Sikandar Khan in

abeyance, and gave top priority to the Chanderi affair. Mahmud

1 T A III, pp 388-89, Mir'at-Sikandan, p 179, Zafar-ul-walih, p 100
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was in a hurry to attack Bihjat Khan because on the Chanden

front forces were gathering and Mahmud wanted to crush

Bihjat Khan before the forces had actually collected Mahmud,

therefore, moved to Sajanpur village and started collecting

troops But before Mahmud could collect enough troops, a

reinforcement from Sultan Sikandar Lodi under Said Khan

Lodi and 'Imad-ul-Mulk arrived and pitched its tents at a distance

of five karoh from Chanden where Sahib Khan from Gawil

had already arrived and whom Bihjat Khan had accepted as

Sultan The combination of these forces unnerved Sultan

Mahmud, and he started thinking of withdrawing He summon

ed his amirs and took from them oaths of loyalty and support

to him But in spite of their oaths Sadr Khan and Mukhtas

Khan deserted the camp and left for Chanden Mahmud sent

a body of men m pursuit and himself encamped at Sironj But

when Mahmud was passing through Bhilsa on 1st of Safar

919 AH. / 8-4-1513 AD, Mansur Khan, the muqti of Bhilsa,

plundered the rear of his camp and the Sultan losing his patience,

gave orders for the plunder and pillage of the town which was

carried out mercilessly by his men

Sahib Khan, finding that Mahmud was hesitant in attacking

Chanden, took the initiative and deputed Malik Mahmud to

attack Sarangpur But Malik Mahmud failed in his attempt

on Sarangpur and he was not only defeated by Jhujar Khan,

the governor of Sarangpur but was so hotly pursued that Malik

Mahmud retreated to Chanden without a single halt The

delay m actual engagement with Sultan Mahmud now created

suspicion in the minds of Said Khan Lodi and 'Imad-ul-Mulk

who now demanded fulfilment of the terms of agreement from

Bihjat Khan But failing to get a proper reply, they returned

towards Dehli and moved from the village of Shahrai where they

had pitched their tents to a place fourteen karoh further back.

When Sikandar Lodi was informed of these happenings and

the attitude of Bihjat Khan he ordered Said Khan and

'Imad-ul-Mulk to return within the territories of the Dehh

kingdom
1

According to Finshta, the real cause of Sultan

* First Afghan Empire in India, pp 146, 147, A.B. Pandey however maintains

that "The presence of these troops impressed Sultan Mahmud so much that

he agreed to assign Raisen, Bhilsa and Dhamom to Prince Muhammad and
to offer a free pardon to his confederates This reconciliation enabled Bihjat

(Continued on next page)
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Sikandra Lodi's withdrawal of his forces was that forty thousand

Rajputs had assembled under Sultan Mahmud which was too

great a force against his men, and he made Bihjat Khan's evasive

replies only a pretext because the khutba was being read in

Sikandar Lodi's name in Chanden. 1

The withdrawal of the Dehli forces considerably weakened the

position of Bihjat Khan and Shahzada Sahib Khan. Shahzada

Sahib Khan was tired of waiting at Chanden and finding that

the possibilities of attacking Mahmud and settling the issue

were remote, he sent Khwaja-i-Jahan Muhafiz Khan2
with a

large force to attack Shadiabad and capture the capital. Sultan

Mahmud on receiving the news immediately deputed Habib Khan,
Fakhr-ul-Mulk and Hem Karan with many Rajput amirs to

proceed against Muhafiz Khan. They overtook Muhafiz Khan
at Nalcha on 16th Robi* II/21-6-1513 A D and m the battle

Muhafiz Khan was killed The head of Muhafiz was carried by
them The death of Muhafiz removed the chief supporter of

Sahib Khan who could not trust others, and, in grief, he refused

to meet other khans in his camp Sahib Khan had placed his

confidence in Muhafiz Khan and was suspicious of Bihjat

Khan, with the result that during this period when Sahib

Khan was despondent, Bihjat Khan also felt that gradually

Mahmud was becoming strong whereas his side was getting

weaker and, therefore, thought of negotiating for a com

promise and seeking pardon for his offences Sahib Khan
also was convinced that he had practically no chance against

Mahmud and, therefore, agreed to the proposition of Bihjat

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

Khan to go back on his word and to repudiate the compact with Sultart

Sikandar Lodi Sikandar had to -withdraw his troops temporarily but when

Buhjat Khan and Muhammad quarrelled among themselves and the latter

fled to the camp of Sikandar he sent Shaikh Jamal, Saeed Khan Lodi, Khizr

Khan and Rai Ugrasen Kachhwaha who occupied the territory and assumed

powers of government on behalf of Muhammad Bihjat had no alternative

but to submit to this arrangement Thus the authority of the Sultan was

firmly established over Ghanden " The narrative of Nizam-ud-Din in Dehh
Sultanate section is confusing which had formed the basis of Dr Pandey'a

conclusion Finshta is more clear in the Malwa section, vide Fmshta, IIr

p 522, Zqfar-ul-wahh, p 213 1
Finshta, II, p 522.

2 TA III, p 391, has Khwajah Jahan and Muhafiz Khan But Khwajak

Jahan was the title of Muhafiz Khan, Finshta, II, p 523 does not mention.

Hem Karan.
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Khan. Shaikh Aulia was sent to Sultan's camp to negotiate
for pardon for the offences of these amirs, and for granting
some place to Shahzada Sahib Khan for his maintenance. Sultan

Mahmud on his part had always been ready to accommodate
Sahib Khan who on a previous occasion had spurned the offer

of a compromise Now that the matter was opened from the

side of Sahib Khan, he immediately accepted it Considering
it an act of supernatural mercy, Mahmud granted the fort

of Raisen and villages of Bhilsa and Dhamom to Sahib

Khan and for his immediate expenses sent ten lakh tonkas and

twelve elephants
* He also sent a farman promising favour

to Bihjat Khan and his other associates But Sahib Khan was

not destined'to enjoy a peaceful life Bihjat Khan whose inten

tions were not above suspicion from the very beginning, now

kept the cash with himself, but sent the farman to Sahib Khan
for occupying Raisen, Bhilsa and Dhamom. A rumour was

also circulated that Bihjat Khan intended to seize the Shahzada

on the morning of Id-ul-fitr and for that purpose he had made all

necessary preparations Sahib Khan lost his courage and con

sidering that he had been betrayed by all his supporters, fled

from Malwa on the night of 9th Ramazan/8-1 1-1513 AD and

went to the army of Sikandar Lodi on the other side of the border

of Malwa
From the account of Nizam-ud-Din and Firishta about the

reign of Sikandar Lodi, it appears that Sahib Khan again re

turned to Chanden accompanied by the Dehh contingent under

Said Khan Lodi, Khizr Khan, Ugrasen and Shaikh Jamal and

occupied Chanderi, where Sahib Khan was made a Sultan in

name only. The ascendancy of Dehli group disappointed Bihjat

Khan who came to the camp of the Sultan Sultan Mahmud
then with Medini Rai attacked and defeating the Demi forces,

drove them out and occupied Chanderi The victory gained by
Mahmud was due to the unusual valour of Medini Rai and
his men.2 Mahmud entered Chanderi on 19th Shawwal 920

A.H. /7-12-1514 AD and granted a general pardon and to fur

ther satisfy them distributed robes and rewards After making
necessary arrangements and being satisfied with the settlement

of Chanderi, Mahmud returned to Shadiabad

1 T A III, p. 392; Firishta, II, p 523
2 T. A III, p 393, Zafar-ul-wahh p. 213.
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ASCENDANCY OF MEDINI RAI

The success of Sultan Mahmud was due to the support of
Medini Rai and the bravery and loyalty of his men, he, there

fore, started relying more and more upon Medini Rai with the

result that Medini Rai became very powerful. The behaviour
of the Muslim amirs from the time of his accession had convinced
the Sultan of then: unreliable nature and he became suspicious
about them and started punishing them 1

Sultan Mahmud
dismissed quite a large number of government officials and as

the vacancies thus created were mostly filled m by the adherents
of Medini Rai, it became a cause of wailing and condemnation
for the Muslim historians

2 Nizam-ud-Dm goes even to the

length of saying, that so many amirs, sardars and public servants

left Shadiabad that the fort which was once the home of learning
and contained men of wisdom and Shaikhs, became a residence

for the kqfirs.z

The political condition of Malwa had convinced Medmi
Rai that to exercise authority one must have a large number
of supporters and also that the Sultan should be well-guarded
from the news-mongers as well as from the influence of those
who were against his authority. With this end in view, Medmi
Rai started a policy of replacing the old officers by his own
men who being his creatures remained loyal to him, and at

the same time, he started surrounding the Sultan with his own

1 T. A. Ill, p 393. According to Nizam-ud-Din the suspicion was due to
the wicked instigation of Medini Rai, but we have already noted the

treachery of the amirs before the ascendancy of Medini Rai Besides, the
fall of the Muslim amirs was more due to their own division and quarrel than
because of Medini Rai The case of Sikandar Khan clearly indicates that
Medini Rai was not in favour of complete removal of the Muslim amirs

2 T A III, p 393 According to Nizam-ud-Dm, "Mahmud placed the
mark of dismissal in the forehead of the old officers who had formed a
faithful band, and had been entrusted for years, under the governments
of Ghiyath Shah and Nasir Shah, with all matters of revenue, and
appointed the helpers and confederates of Medini Rai in their places

"

Nizam-ud-Din speaks of Ghiyath Shahi and Nasir Shahi officers of the
revenue department, but a large number of such Ghiyath Shahi officers had
been removed by Nasir Shah and Nasir Shahi officers were removed by
Mukhtas Khan and Iqbal KSan The cases of Basant Rai and Naqdul Mulk
are obvious illustrations Muhafiz Khan, m turn, had also removed some
It had become almost a common practice that whoever came in power wanted
to keep as many of his own men in office as was possible

3 TA III, p. 393.
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men. His aim was that men round the Sultan should be such

as would inform him of everything, and therefore, he gave the

posts of 'darban' and 'pilban' to his adherents *Ali Khan,

one of the old amirs and governor of the city of Shadiabad, did

not like this altered position and taking advantage of the Sultan's

absence along with his Rajput servants, took possession of the

fort. When the Sultan returned the fort was attacked and 'All

Khan was forced to evacuate but he was pursued, seized and

executed
l This act of rashness on the part of 'All Khan in

which a large number of citizens were also involved alienated the

feelings of the Sultan and made Medim Rai more alert. The

result of the act of 'Ah Khan was that the Sultan was left

with only about two hundred Muslims as his personal atten

dants. By this process the domination of these Rajputs, who

had mostly come from the east and were called the Purabiya,

was complete Their attitude towards conventional Hindu mode

of life was different, inasmuch as that they took Muslim

women into their household
2 In Malwa from the time of

Ghiyath Shah it had become a common practice for the nobles

and the rich to maintain big seraglios and dancing troups

(akharas) of then- own Now that the Rajputs came not as com

petitors but as supplanters and Muslim nobles found them

selves no longer capable of maintaining these means of pleasure,

they became jealous of the Rajputs But instead of raising their

voice to demand their previous position, they gave a religious

colouring to the entire issue Weak and degraded as they were,

they expected that by making it a religious issue, they would

secure help from neighbouring Muslim rulers who were

watching over Malwa like vultures.

Sultan Mahmud however began to feel the presence of these

Rajputs in the capital, who soon became arrogant and at times

even neglected to show proper respect to the Sultan They

even started stretching their hands towards the harem of the

Sultan 3 Such behaviour of the Rajput nobles s,o much an

noyed Sultan Mahmud that he decided to get rid of Medini

Rai and his men. According to this decision, one day he sent

a vessel filled with pan (betel) made <jpto biras which was a

1
Finshta, II, pp 523-24, Zafar-ul-walih, p 214 Haji-ud-Dabir says, 'All

Khan was killed m the battle

2 T A III, p 393, Fvrishta, II, p 523

3
qfar-ul-walih, p 214
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symbol of farewell also, through Araish Khan along with

a message that he had permission to leave the service and also to

leave the kingdom
1 The Rajputs when they heard of this

message of the Sultan, said, "We forty thousand horsemen have

upto this day performed loyal and devoted service, and have

never committed any fault and have done praiseworthy service

We do not know what fault has been committed by us." Medim

Rai sent a polite reply to the Sultan and thus the messenger

came a number of times, but Medim Rai behaved with extreme

politeness. The politeness and humility displayed by Medim Rai

annoyed the Rajputs who were haughty They were so much dis

pleased with Medim Rai that they decided to remove Sultan

Mahmud and raise the son of Medim Rai to the throne
2 When

Medim Rai came to know of it he immediately summoned the

Rajputs and frankly told them of their foolish decision and

reminded them that though for the present they were enjoying

all the power and the administration was in their hands, but

if in their rashness they caused some injury to the Sultan,

Muzafiar Shah Gujarati would immediately come and they

would lose everything He reminded them that it was in their

interest that they should respect and protect Sultan Mahmud

during whose reign they were enjoying both peace and position

Medim Rai then hurriedly rode to the palace of the Sultan and

politely submitted an oath, on his religion that if any of his men

had crossed the limits he would gladly inflict capital punishment

on the miscreant. The Sultan was pacified. After some time

he again became conscious that he was merely a puppet sovereign

But Medim Rai and his Rajputs again came and represented to

the Sultan that, "It is not concealed from your world-adoring

wisdom, that from us who are your slaves, nothing but loyalty

and service has been shown. By the grace of God we slew with

great torment Muhafiz Khan, who was a great enemy of the

Sultan Although man is steeped from head to foot with sins

and offences, still no offence has been committed by us, which

might throw dust over, and cause pain to Your Majesty's graci-

cious mind; and even supposing that owing to human frailty

a harsh deed should have been perpetrated by us, we hope that,

with your innate generosity and natural inclination to forgive,

1
Zafar-ul-wahh, p 214, TA III, p 394

2 T,A III, p 394; Fmshta, 11, p 624, Zqfar-ul-walth, p. 214
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you will grant us pardon for it, and after this, nothing will be
done by us, that would be contrary to your wishes and

pleasure
"-1

Sulian Mahnmd was not willing to quarrel with the Rajputs
as he was conscious of their power and his own weakness But

he did not want his authority to be disregarded. He, therefore,,

imposed three conditions on the Rajputs, first the reinstatement

of old Mussalman officers, secondly, non-interference of Medmi
Rai's men in state affairs and thirdly, they were not to keep
Muslim women in their households Medmi Rai who was very
wise and was loyal to Sultan Mahmud agreed to abide by the

command of the Sultan But Salibahan who was assistant to

Medmi Rai continued to behave as in the past and did not

comply with the orders of the Sultan 2

ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE MEDINI RAI

Finding that in spite of his orders matters did not alter,

Sultan Mahmud decided to remove Medmi Rai and Salibahan

who were the leaders of the Purabiya Rajputs. However, such

an action of the Sultan not only reflects his incompetence but

also his utter lack of far-sightedness. His old machinery had
ceased to function, he had been betrayed by all the Muslim

amirs by turn, and it was because of the loyal support of Medmi
Rai that he was ruling If Medmi Rai was exercising undue

authority it was only because of his own incompetence, but

to think of the assassination of such a loyal and competent ser

vant was certainly inviting his own doom And from this time

we may mark the beginning of the downfall of the House of

the Khaljis as well as that of the kingdom of Malwa
Sultan Mahmud in consultation with some of his favourite

adherents decided that Medmi Rai and Salibahan should be

slain when they return with him from hunting and get permis
sion to return to their respective houses. According to the scheme

some men. who were chosen for the purpose, were concealed

and the Sultan along with Medim Rai and Salibahan went for

hunting. After returning from hunting, Sultan Mahmud went to

his private chamber accompanied by Medmi Rai and Salibahan

from where he gave them permission to retire. According
to the pre-arranged plan they were attacked by the persons

1 TA III (Tr), p 598.
2

Zafar-ul-walih, p 214.
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deputed by the Sultan. Salibahan was killed
1 on the spot but

Medim Rai escaped m a wounded condition and reached his

house.

OPEN HOSTILITY OF THE RAJPUTS

When Medim Rai was earned home in a wounded state, the

Rajputs got mfunated and under the leadership of Medini

Rai's son they attacked the Royal palace, but in spite of the

odds being against Sultan Mahmud, he bravely defended his

position and in the fight the Rajputs were defeated and Medini

Rai's son was killed
2 The Rajputs then collected at the resi

dence of Medini Rai carrying the dead body of Rai Rayan the

son of Medini Rai with them Though Medini Rai was wounded

and his son was killed, still he reprimanded the Rajputs for their

action. He told them, "Mahmud Shah is my benefactor, if his

men wounded me by his order, what business is it of yours?"3

He also scolded them that in spite of his repeated warnings

against meddling with Mahmud Shah they had attacked the

Sultan with the result that it cost him the life of his son ; now

they should depart and leave him to his own fate He also

reminded them of the danger from Gujarat Thus we find that

Medmi Rai even after wrong had been done to him, remained

loyal to the Sultan He sent a petition to the Sultan saying,

"As during my whole life I have never done anything but wish

for your welfare, and act faithfully to my salt, I have earned

my life in safety from the wounds If in reality, the affairs of

the kingdom can be better regulated by my being put to death,

I have no objection even to that."4 Medmi Rai also assured

the Sultan not to be suspicious of him because of the son, who

had only suffered the consequence of his own deeds

Sultan Mahmud felt that now that Medini Rai has escaped

death and the Rajputs, though infuriated, had been kept m
control by him, it was best to pacify Medmi Rai He also felt

convinced that Medmi PII was loyal to him. Taking all these

1 TA III, p 395, Fmskta, II, p 324 afar-ul-walih, pp. 214, 215

Haji-ud-Dabir does not say that Salibahan was killed on the spot Ac

cording to him, Medini Rai was wounded with aiiow but did not lose

his life In wounded condition he was taken to his house and same was

the case with Salibahan his waztr

2
Zafar-ul-walih, p. 215

3 TA III, p 396, (Trj, p 600 Finshta, II, p 523

*TA (Tr), p 600
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things into consideration, he decided to heal up the injured

feelings of Medmi Rai by bestowing favours on him. Thus

when Medini Rai asked the favour of Sultan's permission to

bring with him five hundred armed Rajputs for his personal

consolation, Sultan granted his request
l But when Medmi

Rai started coming and performing his duties and paying his

attendance upon the Sultan always guarded by five hundred

armed Rajputs, Sultan Mahmud became apprehensive of

Medini Rai and began to suspect that some day Medini Rai

would definitely take revenge and, therefore, he always talked

with Medini Rai tactfully and with politeness.
2 The incubus

however began to weigh heavily m the mind of Sultan Mahmud.
He gradually became afraid of Medmi Rai, and now that the

latter was always accompanied by a personal guard of five

hundred armed men, the Sultan was conscious of the futility of

another attempt on the life of Medmi Rai. He, therefore, decided

to seek the help of Sultan Muzaffar II of Gujarat for ousting

Medini Rai. However, it may be pointed out here that what

ever doubts existed in the mind of Mahmud Khalji, were his own
creations Medini Rai remained loyal to Mahmud and as a

statesman he never wanted that Malwa should be exposed to

Gujarat. From an account of Haji-ud-dabir we find that even

after the departure of Mahmud from Shadiabad towards the

court of Muzaffar of Gujarat, Medini Rai did not neglect the

state business, or show any disregard to the Royal Harem.

Every day, on reaching the Durbar, he used to send his regards

to the ladies of the Royal Harem, and enquired from them

their needs and requirements, and whatever they got during
the presence of Mahmud Khalji was continued during his

absence without the slightest change 3 He even requested the

ladies of the Harem to write to Mahmud to return to Malwa
and to consider him as the same old loyal servant.4

ATTITUDE OF SUTAN MUZAFFAR SHAH II TOWARDS MALWA

The attitude of Muzaffar Shah II towards Malwa is clear from
the beginning of his reign That he wanted to establish Gujarat's

hegemony over Malwa is clearly reflected in the way he treated

Prince Sahib Khan. Though Sahib Khan was a rebel against
the legal sovereign of Malwa, he not only offered him asylum

1
Zqfar-ul-walth, p. 216 2 fad

3
Ibid, p. 109 4 /W.,p 110
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but promised to mediate on his behalf and divide the kingdom
1

between the two brothers, Sahib Khan and Mahmud. He had

decided to act as a mediator not by negotiations but by use of

force and for that purpose he had given orders to the thanadar

of Dohad to strengthen himself and also to find out from the

people of Malwa on the other side of his border their likes and

dislikes
2 He had also ordered the Bakhshi of the kingdom

of Gujarat to inform the soldiers to get ready for a march into

Malwa 3 Muzaffar II with all these preparations would have

certainly marched into Malwa after the rainy season was over,

just when Malwa was suffering from disaffection, dissension

and treachery But the sudden departure of Sahib Khan from

Gujarat removed the casus belli and MuzafTar had to defer his

plans

Muzaffar Shah II however was determined to establish his

authority over Malwa4 and he got his opportunity in 919

AH /AD 1513-14 when Mahmud was engaged in Chanden and

facing the coalition of Bihjat Khan, Sikandar Lodi and Sahib

Khan The argument that MuzafTar Shah wanted to destroy

the ascendancy of the Kafirs (Rajputs) is unfounded, because

the Rajputs' ascendancy was not m existence then. Medini

Rai was only assisting Mahmud to establish his authority. The

real motive of Muzaffar Shah is also reflected by the precautions

taken by him in this march. On reaching Dohad, he had ordered

for the construction of a fort. Further, when he halted in the

difficult region of Deola for three days, he appointed Safdar

Khan as thanadar of the place so that no tiouble may be caused

in the route 5 The apprehension of trouble arose because this

1
qfar-iil-walih, p 213, Firishta, II, p. 406, Mtr'at-i-Sikatidan, p 175

2
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 175, TA III, p, 176. 3

Ahr'at-i-Sikandan, p 173

4 TA III, p 175. Nizam-ud-Dm clearly says-

j| J-^C f^J-J jSU3~* Ou2^-* ^p (J*
4^ OjJU j~?Z^ (j_^-

-
t-Jij 6j&>

2 jXj ( t^3jl -^ Ij

Mtr'at-i-Sikandan, p 175 Sikandar, however, says :

C-J JJ

jlk.L*o jt*^
5 Mir' at-i-Sikandan, p 179, T.A III, p 176 Nizam-ud-Dm says that

he ordered Qaisar Khan to take possession of Mauza Deola which was in

the possession of the men of Mahmud Khal]i
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region of Deola .belonged to Malwa. The absence of Sultan

Mahmud gave him a free hand and he moved towards

Dhardgarh He sent Qawam-ul-Mulk and Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk m
advance of him to assure the people that no harm would be

done to them. On reaching Dhar Sultan Muzaffar visited the

'Ahu Khcaia
1

of Dhar, and paid his homage at the tombs of

'Abdullah Shah Changal and Kamal-ud-dm Malwi At Dhar

he had given leave to Nizam-ul-Mulk so that he might hunt in

the neighbourhood of Dilawara Nizam-ul-Mulk reached

Nalcha where a skirmish with the Purbiya Rajputs took place

in which a number of them were killed. The attack of the

Rajputs took the Sultan unaware and he reprimanded Nizam-ul-

Mulk for his actions, and clearly said that his intention was

only to see the country and return.
1

After this incident he

hurriedly returned to Guiarat.

Muzaffar announced that his aim in visiting Malwa on thib

occasion, was only to drive out Medini Rai and other kafirs

and restore peace between the two brothers and it was not his

intention to take away the kingdom of Malwa from Sultan

Mahmud.2
However, this pious pronouncement of Muzaffar

Shah suffered from a certain inconsistency Firstly, Medini

Rai and his Purbiya Rajputs were not yet enjoying an enviable

position. Secondly, if his intentions were not to use coercion,

where was the need of so much military preparation Thirdly,
there could be no justification for his entrance into the territory

of another king particularly when the king was absent and he
was not coming as a guest. That he had a big army is clear

from the fact that after leaving his army behind he could visit

Dhar with a force of twelve thousand besides one hundred and

fifty elephants If his visit to Dhar was simply a pleasure trip,

why did he take this force with him Thus taking all the pos
sible evidences into consideration, the real motive of Sultan

Muzaffar seems to have been to occupy the capital during the

absence of the Sultan and then dictate his own terms. But
when he found the capital well protected he realised that

occupation would not be possible without fighting and a

prolonged siege Under these conditions he thought it best

to return to his kingdom

1 T.A III,pp 178& 389
2
Mtr'el-i'Sikandan, p 179, TA III, p 177
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The settlement of the Chanderi affair firmly established

Mahmud in Malwa where the Rajputs under Medim Rai be

came powerful and MuzafFar Shah had to again wait for another

opportunity. Muzaffar Shah got his opportunity in 923 AH/
1517 AD. when Sultan Mahmud left Mandu and went to

Gujarat to seek his help m ousting the Rajputs from Malwa.

Mahmud's seeking shelter in Gujarat and seeking the aid of

Muzaffar Shah gave him the best opportunity that he ever could

expect. His march on Malwa would be for a righteous cause of

restoring its rightful king who would under the burden of

obligation, become a protege of Gujarat. Therefore, when he

received the news that Sultan Mahmud had come towards

Gujarat as a fugitive^ he was pleased and offered thanks to God.

MUZAFFAR SHAH II AND RESTORATION OF MAHMUD KHALJI

Sultan Mahmud had left Malwa m a very poor state,

accompanied by one of his queens Rani Kanakar and Kishna 1

Medmi Rai seems to have kept a number of Rajputs to wait

upon the Sultan as his personal body-guards, but who in reality

kept a close watch over Mahmud's activities Mahmud, there

fore, had to take the precaution of getting these body-guards

tired and exhausted by making them run about during the day
while engaged in hunting, so that he could escepe in the night

unnoticed After leaving Mandu, Sultan Mahmud accom

panied by Rani Kanakar and with the guidance of Kishna,

reached Bhakor2 after half of the night and one full day.

When the news of Sultan Mahmud's arrival at Bhakor was

received by Qaisar Khan the Muqta of Dohad, he immediately

welcomed the fugitive Sultan and provided him all the neces

sary articles of comfort 3 Qaisar Khan then sent a messenger

on a fast moving camel to Sultan MuzafFar informing him of

1
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p. 182 According to Sikandar, of the persons who

attended upon the Sultan, Kishna was one Though resident of Malwa he

was more attached to Mahmud T A. Ill, p 396 Nizam-ud-Din says that

the Sultan connived with the 'Amir Akhur' and requested him to keep three

horses ready for the escape Thus it seems that Kishna, who was also a

Rajput, held the post of 'Amir Akhur' and left Mandu with Sultan Mahmud
as his guide

2
Mir'at-i-Stkandari, p. 183, fn. 3, gives 10 karoh as the distance between

Bhakor and Dohad

3 T.A. Ill, p 397.
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the arrival of Sultan Mahmud x Muzaffar Shah was pleased

and sent presents for Sultan Mahmud, along with an encourag

ing letter informing him that very soon he would be meeting

him Muzaffar Shah then started from Muhammadabad

(Champaner) on Thursday 4th Ziqa'd 923 AH.2
/18th Nov 1517

AD and after covering three stages halted at Godhra on

Thursday llth Ziqefd From Godhra he sent Shahzada Sikandar

Khan back to Muhammadabad, and taking Shahzadas Latif

Khan and Bahadur Khan with him marched towards Muzaffara-

bad, and on Saturday the 27th Ziqctd pitched his tents at Bhakor

village At Bhakor, Muzaffar Shah waited for a few days on

receiving the news of Sultan Sikandar Lodi's death and observed

the condolence formalities. From Bhakor he started on the llth

Zilhijja and halting during the night m village Dhamgaon

(Dantigaon), he reached Deola3 on the 14th Zilhijja 923 A H./

28th Dec. 1517 AD. and pitched his tents there. On the 15th

Zilhijja he gave a reception to Sultan Mahmud,* and after

consoling him and giving him assurance he gave him many

presents.
5 Sultan Muzaffar aftei this ordered that one month's

pay should be given to the soldiers.

The author of Tartkh-i-Muzaffarshahi mentions that while

Sultan Muzaffar Shah was at this halt there arrived in the

Diwan-i-Wizarat some relatives of Medmi Rai, who had

been sent by him and through whom he communicated his

profession of loyalty, his real purpose being to secure infor

mation of the disposition of the army. 6 It is obvious from the

above narrative that Medmi Rai made an attempt to appease

Sultan Muzaffar Shah so as to avoid an invasion of Malwa,

which he was certain would be ruinous to the state. Yet as

a far-sighted statesman he wanted to find out the strength

of the Gujarati army so as to enable him to make necessary

arrangements* for defence in case no alternative was left.

1 According to the author of Tankh-i-Muzqffarshahi, the news of Sultan

Mahmud's arrival was received by Muzaffar Shah when he had already

started towards Malwa on receiving the news of Medini Rai's ascendancy,

and was halting at qasba Fathabad also known as Hatol Add 26279, fols

7a-9a.

2
Mtr'at-i-Sikandan, p 184, also fn. 2, Add 262,79, fol, 8a

3 Add 26279, fol 14a, Mir'al-i-Sikandan, p. 185, fn. 3

*Add 26279, fol. 14a Ibid , fol 16a Ibid., fols. 17b, 18a
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His effort was to persuade Mahrmid Khalji to return to Malwa.
and not to bring foreign aid into the country. But Mahmud
Khalji was blind to the ultimate consequences He failed to

realise that by taking Gujarat's aid he was lowering his position
as an independent Sultan of Malwa Besides, in his determina

tion to remove Medim Rai he completely ignored the possi

bility of the Rajputs of Malwa seeking the aid of Rana Sanga
of Chittor as their last resort So far as Muzaffar Shah was

concerned, he certainly would not have liked Mahmud Khalji

to escape after coming to him and deprive him of the

opportunity of establishing Gujarat's hegemony over Malwa.1

The messengers of Medim Rai were therefore dismissed by him
and on 18th Zilhijja

2
/1st Jan. 1518 A.D. Sultan Muzaffar started

towards Dhar.

SIEGE AND CONQUEST OF SHADIABAD MANDU

When Medim Rai received the information through his men
that Sultan Muzaffar Shah and Sultan Mahmud Shah were

marching towards Dhar and that his offer of peace and

compromise and submission had been rejected, he started

preparations for the defence of the capital He left the fort of

Shadiabad under the command of Rai Pithora assisted by Bhim

Karan, Shadi Khan, Buddhan (Badan) and Ugra Sen, and

himself accompanied by Silahdi and two thousand Rajput horse

men proceeded to Dhar. From Dhar Medim Rai left for the

court of Rana Sanga for seeking his help As a precautionary

measure, Medmi Rai took the elephants of Sultan Mahmud
with him 3

Muzaffar Shah pitched his tents near the fort of Mandu and

on 23rd Zilhijjal6th Jan. 1518 A.D. started the siege.
4 Qaisar

1 Muzaffar Shah's view is reflected in the narrative of Tankh-i-Muzqffar-

skahi, where the author says

ij*\
<i ^5j_^kk j

He wanted to see whether Mahmud Khalji obeyed him after being away
and free from him Vide, Add 26279, fol. 17b

2 Add 26279, fol 18b, Mir'at-i-Sdandari, p 185, fn 4

3 TA III, p 180, Mir'at-i-Sikandari, p 185; Add 26279, fol I9a.

4 Add. 2G279, fols 20a, 20b
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Khan was placed in charge of the Dehli gate and 'Imad-uI-Mulk

was given the charge of the other gate When the siege was

started, Medmi Rai sent a message to the inmates of the fort

to hold on by means of talks of peace or negotiations or by any
means for about a month, when he would come with the forces

of Rana Sanga.
1 The message of Medmi Rai greatly en

couraged the besieged and Rai Pithora sent a few of his relatives

with presents to Qaisar Khan and Khudawand Khan Wazir

on 25th ZiJhtjja/Hth January and requested them that if a period

of one month be granted to them, they would be able to evacuate

the fort along with the families and children
2 and to facilitate

the evacuation the Sultan should withdraw his forces one stage

from the fort Qaisar Khan laid the presents before Sultan

Muzaffar who granted their request.3 The inmates of the fort

then started the show of evacuation, but secretly informed

Medmi Rai that a month's time had been granted to them

At the end of the allotted time, Muzaffar Shah found that the

fort had not been evacuated; besides, while he received rein

forcements from Adil Khan of Khandesh who was his nephew,
he also received information that Medmi Rai with Rana Sanga
had arrived at Ujjam The news of the arrival of Rana Sanga

greatly changed the situation because an attack from Rana

Sanga would sandwich him between the invading Rajput forces

and the forces inside the fort of Mandu He, therefore, sent

Adil Khan and Qawcim-ul-Mulk to prevent the further advance

of Ranga Sanga, and vigorously pressed the siege anew so as

to reduce the fort before the battle with Rana Sanga took place 4

He redistributed the batteries and posted Qaisar Khan on Dehli

gate side, Sultan Mahmud on Shahpur gate side and 'Imad-ul-

Mulk towards Chanden side 5 The siege was started on Sun

day the 25th Muhairam 924 A H./6th Feb. 1518 A.D. and the

1
Mir'at-i-S&andan, p. 186

*Add 26279, fol 22a, Mir*al-i-Sdandari, p. 186 and fn 3

3 TA III, p. 181. Nizam-ud-Dm sa.ys i "Although Sultan" Muzaffar knew
that these people -were merely temporizing and were waiting for reinforcements,
still as the sons and other relations of Sultan Mahmud were in the fort, he
had no other alternative, except to agree to their prayer, and he went and
took up a position three koroh further back "

4 T. A III, p 181

5 Add 26279, fol. 27a,
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fort was conquered on Saturday the 2nd Safar 924 A H 3

/13th

Feb. 1518 A.D. The Rajputs, according to their practice,

performed Jauhai , Sultan Muzaffar, after entering the fort,

gave orders for a general massacre in which the number of

persons killed has been estimated by Sikandar2
at nineteen

thousand and by the author of Tankh-i-Muzaffarshahfi at

forty thousand Rajputs amongst which fifty-seven were sardars,

The list of the important persons who fell fighting has been given

by the author of Tankh-i-Muzqffarshahi* and includes the

following names Pithora, Udi Karan, Kahan Deo, Horal Deo,
Jamar Deo, Sangam Deo, Ujanat Deo, Ghazi Khan, Shadi

Khan," Ratan Chand, Manak Chand, Bahadur Khan, Daulat

Khan, Yak Lakhi, Akhi Chand, Kirat Chand, Dungar Si,

Shadi Khan, Kaku, Bikram Sen, Malkhan, Rai Jangju, Pathan

Pila, Jit Singh, Path Khan, Sons of Sher Khan, Sons of Jagar

Sen, Kakah and Pahan

After the general massacre was stopped and peace was

restored, the arrested persons were brought before the Sultan,

some of whom were executed and others were let off The

Sultan also ordered that all persons arrested should be

presented for identification, and amongst them one son, two

daughters and a wife of Medmi Rai were also identified It was

also learnt that Hem Karan, the son of Mediiu Rai, and Badan

(Buddhan) had been taken out of the fort m injured condition.

Badan died later but Hem Karan survived 5 Sultan Muzaffar

then broke his camp which had been pitched in the vicinity of

1 Add 26279, fol 28a, Mir1

at-i-Sikandan, p, 187, fn. 1

TA III, p 181, however gives the date as 14th Safar 924 A.D. /25th Feb

1518 AH which seems to be wrong, because the author of Tarikh-i-Muzqffar-

shchi states that the siege was restarted on 25th Mvharram and after a siege

of six days the fort was conquered The year of the conquest of Mandu is

given in a chronogram composed on the occasion of its conquest.

T/J
Vide, Add 26279, fol 51b, MiSat-i-Sikandan, p 187, fa 3

2
Ibid, p 187, TA III p 182, also gives nineteen thousand

3 Add 26279, fol 35a
* Ibid , fol. Sob The list of the persons who weie killed clearly indicate?

that the resistance offered from the fort of Shadiabad was not of the

Hindus alone

5 Add 26279, fol 39b
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Hoshang Shahi mosque and on 5th Safar/I6th Feb came out of

the fort of Shadiabad and took up his residence in Nalcha

on the 7th Sajar Before leaving Shadiabad, Muzaffar had

restored Mahmud Khalji to the throne of Malwa 1 Behind

the apparent generosity of Muzaffar Shah, however, was his

own concern over the presence of Rana Sanga and of Medmi

Rai in Malwa He did not consider it wise to occupy the fort

and be besieged in his own turn by the forces of Rana Sanga and

the Rajputs of Malwa coupled with such Malwi elements as

were opposed to the Gujaratis He had after reaching Nalcha

actually started towards Ujjam to meet Rana Sanga, but on reach

ing Dhar he received information that Adil Khan and the amirs

had not yet gone beyond Dipalpur, when Rana Sanga hearing

of the fall of the fort of Shadiabad had left Ujjain taking Medmi

Rai and Silahdi with him, and had already retraced his steps

twenty-seven karoh 2 Muzaffar Shah gave up the idea of

pursuing Rana Sanga, and halting at Dhar, recalled Adil Khan

from Dipalpur.

While Muzaffar Shah was halting at Dhar, Sultan Mahmud

invited him to visit Shadiabad and to stay with him for a few

days as his guest. Sultan Mahmud had sent the invitation

through his son,
3 along with the belt and sword of Sultan

1 Sikandar gives the cause of Muzaffar's hasty return from Shadiabad

due to the suggestion of some of his nobles who told him not to icturn such a

rich and vast country like Malwa which was bigger than Gujarat, after it

had been conquered The Sultan felt that if he stayed longer he might be

tempted to possess the kingdom and therefore, hastily came out Vide,

Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 188 Tankh-i-Muzqffarshahi, (Add 26279), fol 38b

says, though the country according to Shara' was his by conquest he returned

it to Mahmud
2 7*. A III, pp 182 & 400. Nizam-ud-Dm says, that one of the notables had

fled from Mandu in wounded condition and reaching the camp ofRana Sanga

narrated the ferocity of the massacre by Sultan Muzaffar m such a way that the

Rana was frightened and fled towards Chittor and that Rajput died immediately

after he had finished his narration, Add 26279, fols, 89b, 40a, also give the

same story and mention the name of the person as Badan , Mir'at-i-Sikandan,

p 192 Sikandar gives the stoiy as given in Tankh-i-Muzaffarshahi (Add

27279), Vir Vmod, I, p 357 Kaoiraj Shyamal Das says, that Rana Sanga
returned because the persons for whose aid he had gone were already dead.

3
According to Mifat-i-Sikandan, p 189, and TA III, p 182, Sultan

Mahmud personally went to invite, and do not mention the presents, but

according to another reading of Mir'at-t-Sikandan as given m fn 2, p 189 and

Tar'kk-i-Muzqffarshahi (Add. 26279), fol 43a, Mahmud sent his son along

with the presents
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Qutb-ud-dm- which had come into the possession of Sultan

Mahmud Khalji I in the battle of Kapar Bhanj and some
horses of good breed. Muzaffar Shah accepted the invitation

and after bestowing honours and presents permitted him to

return On 15th of Safar
l

j26-2-l5l8 MuzafFar Shah went

to Shadiabad, leaving behind his camp in Dhar. Mahmud

Khalji gave him a befitting reception. The city of Shadiabad

and the royal palace were decorated m such a manner as to

draw admiration from all spectators Sultan Mahmud per

sonally attended upon Muzaffar Shah and after dinner was

over, he placed presents of all kinds before Sultan Muzaffar

and the Shahzadas. In his attempt to please Sultan Muzafiar,

he even presented a large number of inmates of his harem, who

appeared m the hall all m pleasant dresses and carrying trays

full of gold and jewel. Sultan MuzafFar, however, seems to

have been alarmed with so much show of humility and was

afraid of the consequences that a night of debauchery might

bring for him. He, therefore, asked Mahmud to order the

ladies of the liarem to retire immediately which Mahmud readily

complied with 2 Muzafiar Shah took his leave on the next

day in the afternoon Laden with rich presents consisting of

Turkish horses, huge elephants, various kinds of cloth and

dresses and sufficient quantity of precious stones, he marched to

wards his own camp. Mahmud also accompanied him upto Deola,

from where Sultan MuzafTar gave him permission to return 3

Thus we find that in the ^^e^dealings with Mahmud Khalji,

Muzaffar Shah displayed great Magnanimity, but he never for

a moment overlooked precaution. His aim of reducing Mahmud
to the position of a suppliant was fulfilled. Keeping of Asaf

Khan with a few amirs in command of the Gujarati army,

apparently for the protection of Mahmud, was m reality equiv

alent to posting guards round Mahmud Mahmud, though he

remained Sultan of Malwa, virtually became a dependent of the

Gujarati Sultan.

1 Add 26279, fol. 45b, Mur'at-i-Sikandan, p 190, fh. 1, gives two dates

15th & llth Safar, T A. Ill, p. 182, says Muzafiar Shah was accompanied

by Shahzadas Sikandar Khan and Latif Khan and Adil Khan the ruler of Asir

Nizam-ud-Dm seems to have overlooked that Shahzada Sikandar Khan was

sent back to Muhammadabad and Shahzadas Latif Khan and Bahadur Khan

had accompanied Muzaffar Shah
2 Mir'at-i-Stktmdan, pp 190, 191; ZafaT-ul-walih, p. 109

3 Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 192, ^afar-ul-wahh, p 110.
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AFTER-EFFECTS OF MUZAFFAR SHAH'S DEPARTURE

The immediate effect of the expulsion of the Rajputs from the

capital and the occupation of Malwa by Muzaffar Shah was

that the Rajputs spread to different parts of the kingdom. Nor

thern and Eastern Malwa had a majority of Rajputs and they

had loyally served the rulers of Malwa till the behaviour meted

out to them by Mahmud Therefore, immediately after the

departure of MuzafFar Shah, they started asserting their inde

pendence m such centres as were strong-holds of the Rajputs

Among such centres, Gagraun was the first to assert indepen

dence After leaving Mandu, Medini Rai had been actively

moving through northern Malwa, rallying the Rajputs and

keeping touch with Rana Sanga. He had kept his family in

the fort of Gagraun and placed it under the command of his

son Hem Karan who had escaped from Mandu. 1 Sultan

Mahmud was afraid of the revenge of the Rajputs and thought

that before Medmi Rai succeeded m consolidating his position,

he should attack and occupy Gagraun where Medini Rai had

set up his headquarters He consulted Asif Khan and in

agreement with him attacked Gagraun. When Medmi Rai

heard of this attack of Mahmud, he immediately appealed to

Rana Sanga and returned with a strong Rajput force for the

relief of Gagraun. When Mahmud came to know that Rana

Sanga was advancing with a strong force he raised the siege and

proceeded against the invading Rajput forces Mahmud, how

ever, committed a blunder by covering a long distance in a short

time with the consequence that he came very near the Rajput

camp and halted at a distance of only seven karoh Rana

Sanga learning about the arrival of Mahmud, summoned his

chiefs and decided upon an immediate attack, before Mahmud
could get time to set his army in order. The attack of the Raj

puts was so severe that Mahmud's army was completely routed.

The battle was a decisive one and Mahmud lost thirty-two

amirs, and Asaf Khan Gujarati paid the price for his advice

with his life and lives of five hundred of his companions,
2

Mahmud Khalji, however, displayed personal bravery and

1 T A III, p 401, M^at-i-Sikandan, p. 193; Zafar-ul-walih, p 107.

2 Nizam-ud-Dm in the Malwa section says that Asaf Khan was killed, but

m Gujarat section savs, the son of Asaf Khan was killed. Vide, T 4 III, pp.
183 and 402
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courage. He kept fighting till he was wounded and thrown off his

horse. He was immediately captured but Rana Sanga showed

all marks of respect to him both for his being a brave soldier

and a king. Mahmud Khalji was taken to Chittor
1 where his

wounds were attended by the physicians and he soon recovered

his health Rana Sanga realised that permanent occupation
of Malwa would not be very effective whereas Mahmud restored

to Mahva, laden with obligations, would solve the problem
of the Malwa front and leave him free in other directions

The measures taken by Rana Sanga at the time of restoring

Mahmud Khalji clearly indicate that he was not blind to the

political realities. From Mahmud he took the jewelled crown

of Hoshang Shah and kept his son in his own court as surety

for his friendly attitude. 2 If Muzaffar Shah had made

Mahmud his dependent Rana Sanga did no less. Mahmud
now not only owed a debt of gratitude for his life and throne3

to Rana Sanga but also found that he was rendered powerless

against the Rajputs of northern Malwa who had strong support

in the ruler of Chittor.

When Sultan Muzaffar Shah came to know of the position of

Mahmud in relation to Rana Sanga, he realised that unless some

steps were taken Gujarat influence would soon be on wane in

1
Mur'at-i-Sikandan, p 193, Sikandar says, Mahmud was taken to Chittor

in a^oZ/ti, qfar-ul-walih, p. 110,, Haji-ud-dabir says that Mahmud was sent

in a palkt towards the capital where a surgeon attended his wounds, and

then Rana Sanga sent him towards Mandu, T. A. Ill, p. 403 Nizam-ud-Din

does not clearly say that Mahmud was taken to Chittor He gives an

impression that Mahmud was attended upon somewhere near the place

where the battle was fought, and from where, after his recovery he was

sent to Mandu, with a Rajput escort and Rana Sanga himself returned to

Chittor, Vir Vtnod, I, pp 357, 358, Kaoiraj Shyamal Das also accepts that

Mahmud was taken to Chittor, and also mentions that in the Darbar held

to celebrate the victory, Rana Sanga gave the village of Dhokha to

Mahpa Jaitawat who was one of his (Shyamal Das's) ancestors, Ras Mala,

I, p. 366

Vir Vinod, I, p 357. Forbes only says that Mahmud was defeated and

taken prisoner

2 MtSal-i-Sikandan, p 193, T. A III, p 403, Firishta, II, p. 528 According

to Firishta it was the crown of Hoshang Shah

3 Nizam-ud-Din says, Rana Sanga's generosity was greater than Muzafiar

Shah because Muzaflar had only helped a person who had come- to his shelter

but Rana Sanga having captured an enemy m battle, gavehim back his kingdom

parallel of which cannot be found in History
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Malwa. He, therefore, sent a large force and a soothing letter

apparently to reinforce Sultan Mahmud but m reality to retain

Gujarat's hold over Malwa. 1 But Sultan Mahmud was a rest

less person. Brave and courageous as he was, he never liked

to remain under the domination of any one Therefore, soon

after he felt himself secure on the throne of Malwa, he politely

requested Muzaflfar Shah to withdraw the Gujarati forces 2

Muzaffar seems to have fully understood the temperament of

Mahmud Shah and complied with his request by withdrawing
the Gujarati forces from Malwa

EFFECTS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF MUZAFFAR SHAH II AND RANA SANGA

As a result of Muzaffar Shah's invasion of Mandu a large

number of Rajputs were killed which considerably reduced the

military strength of Malwa We have already noticed that in the

defence of Mandu not only Rajputs but also a number of Muslim

amirs lost their lives, and the general massacre following the

capture of the fort had inflicted such an mjuiy as could not be

healed up quickly The amirs lost their confidence m Mahmud
So far as the Rajputs were concerned, they had found an asylum
in Malwa under Hoshang Shah, a policy which had not only
been continued by Mahmud Khalji, but he had extended it so

much as to earn the title of helper 'of the kafirs*
3 The policy

was continued by Ghiyath Shah and Nasir Shah, and Mahmud
should have been grateful to the Rajputs but for whose

assistance he might have lost his crown earlier Instead, when
he called in MuzarTar Shah just because he could not tolerate

to be dominated by anyone, he destroyed the very prop on which

his own
CjCQWn

had depended. The Rajputs could no more
^favours by supporting him Mahmud's captivity

ia tiff fltaiuls of Rana Sanga, and his subsequent recovery of

the throne through the mercy of the latter, gave a fresh impetus
as well as a new direction for the Rajputs to look to. Mahmud's

position became precarious, dependent as he was upon outside

military aid Under these conditions Malwa easily became a

sphere of influence of both Mewar and Gujarat, the former

in northern Malwa and the latter m western Malwa.
But when Mahmud requested for the withdrawal of even

this foreign military aid he actually set m the piocess of

1
Mir'at-i-Sikandari,p, 193; Zafar-ul-wa!ih, p 110

2 TA III, p. 403 3
Riyaz-nl-Insha, pp. 1J4, 268
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dismemberment of the Malwa kingdom Immediately after the

withdrawal of the Gujarati forces, Mahmud's weakness became
evident. The side of Mandsaur passed to Rana Sanga, and
the hold of Malwa from Harauti and Khichiwara was gone,
Chanderi was occupied by Medini Rai; Silahdi Purbiya brought
the country from the boundary of Sarangpur as far as Bhilsa

and Raisen1 under his control and became independent,
and in the south-east Sikandar Khan became independent in

the territory of Satwas,
2 Thus only a fragment of the

large kingdom, carved out by Mahmud Khalji I, was left to

Mahmud Khalji II by the end of the year 925 A.H /1 519 A D.

In 926 A.H/1519-20 A.D. Mahmud, however, made an attempt
to reassert his authority and marched towards Bhilsa, Silahdi

also came out with his forces and the two armies met m the

neighbourhood of Sarangpur. Though Mahmud's army was
routed but his personal valour gained for him the day. Silahdi

could not push the rout into a victory Silahdi's men engaged
themselves in plundering the camp of Mahmud and neglected

their guard Sultan at this time collected whatever force he

could get, and made a personal charge, with the result that

Silahdi had to make a hasty retreat. Mahmud then pushed

upto Sarangpur and occupied it along with twenty-four elephants.

Thus Sarangpur was recovered, but Silahdi retained Bhilsa and

Raisen.3

Sultan Mahmud afterwards ruled peacefully, but the political

atmosphere of northern India became so much disturbed from

932 A H./l525-26 A D. that Mahmud could not keep himself

free from its disturbing effects. Sultan Muzaffar's death4

on 22nd Jumada II, 932 AH./Apnl 5, 1526 AD. -just when
Babur was busy for the final contest at Pampat with the Afghan

power of Dehh opened a period of party factions and contest

1 "The town and the famous old fort of Raisen are situated at 23.20'N

and 77 47 'E, 22 miles from Bhopal The fort stands on an outlier of sandstone

rock 1,980 feet above sea level, the town lying at its foot The name is most

probably a corruption of Rajavasmi, but might possibly be, as one local

tradition has it, from the name of its founder Rai Sing
"

Vide, Luard, Central

India Stale Gazetteer, Vol. Ill, (Bhopal State) p 112 In the fn. Luard mentions

"The Rajasayan mentioned in the Paramara land grant of v S 1200 may be

this place see IA XIX, 352,"
2 T A. Ill, 403, Finshta, II, p 528 3

Fmshta, II, p 528
4 Mir'at-i-Sikandan^ p 239; Zafar-ut-wahh, p 130, gives 2nd Jwnada II,

932 A H., Commissanatt p 281 , 5th April, 1526
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foi power among the nobles of Gujarat Muzaffar Shah was

succeeded by his son Sikandar Khan who had been nominated

as successor by the ailing Sultan The nomination had

embittered Bahadur Khan, who had left Gujaiat and was then

with Ibrahim Lodi Sikandar Khan's rule lasted for only a

few weeks and on 14th Slufban 932 AH I
j26th May 1526 AD

he was assassinated by 'Imad-ul-Mulk The assassination of

Sultan Sikandar marked the beginning of a distuibed state of

affairs in Gujarat Sultanate which could not enjoy peace

any more 2
During these disturbances Bahadur Khan, on

receiving the news of his father's death, returned towards

Gujarat and received the information of Sikandar Shah's murder,

while halting at Chittor Bahadur Khan then entered Gujarat
and after some initial opposition finally ascended the throne of

Gujarat on 26th Ramazan 932 AH/6-7-1526 AD But his

accession did not establish his full authority at once The

nobles who were against him started looking for aid from the

neighbouring kingdoms They even looked towards Babur

for help, who had by then established himself after his victory

at Panipat
4

MAHMUD KHALJI OFFENDS BAHADUR SHAH

While Bahadur Shah was busy m subjugating and pacifying

malefactors and discontented elements Sultan Mahmud Khalji II

could not keep himself aloof from Gujarat affairs Thus

when Shahzada Chand Khan, brother of Bahadur Shah, came

to Mandu seeking protection, Sultan Mahmud gave him shelter

and asylum Chand Khan had separated from Bahadur Khan

1
MiSat-i-Sikandan, p 24=3, T A III, p 198 has 19lh Sha'ban

% Mur 1

at-i~Sikandan, p 241

3 Bahadur Shah's first coronation took place in Naharwala .Fatan on
26th Ramazan, 932 AH His formal coronation took place on the day of

'Id-t-Ramazan$32h'H m Ahmedabad and on 14th ^ga'if932AH he ascended

the throne of Gujaiat in Champaner which was then capital of Gujarat

Mir'at'i-Sikandan, pp. 258, 259, 263, Commissariat, pp 315-17, coronation

at Patan on 6th July 1526 Held darbar in Ahmedabad on 'Id-ul-Fttr. On
August 14, 1526 second coronation ceremony at Champanei

4 'Imad-ul-Mulk had sent one petition to Babur seeking his help and
another to Nizarn-ul-Mulk Dakhm, just when Taj Khan had decided to mvite

Bahadur Shah Vide, T A III, p 200, Firishta, II, pp 420-21.

This invitation was sent before the accession of Bahadur Shah, after h>

accession, Razi-ul-Mulk had personally gone to Babur to invite him
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and had remained at Chittor,
1

but the defeat of Rana Sanga
at Khanwa reduced Chittor to a power of no consequence;
hence Chand Khan came to Mandu. Razi-ul-Mulk, an old
noble of Muzaffar Shah who had gone to Babur to negotiate
for replacing Bahadur Khan with Chand Khan, came to Mandu
to consult Chand Khan and then returned to Agra. When
Bahadur Shah heard about the activities of Razi-ul-Mulk he
sent a letter to Mahmud Khalji protesting against the activities

of Razi-ul-Mulk from Mandu. But Bahadur soon learnt that

Razi-ul-Mulk had again visited Chand Khan in Mandu and
had returned to Agra. Bahadur Shah was thus offended and
decided to chastise Mahmud Khalji.

2

No doubt Mahmud owed his crown to Muzaffar Shah II

and possibly because of the gratitude could not refuse asylum
to Shahzada Chand Khan, but it was a blunder on his part
to allow Mandu to become a centre of intrigues against

Bahadur Shah, the ruling Sultan of Gujarat But Mahmud,
though personally brave, was devoid of practical wisdom He
might have felt that with the death of MuzafTar Shah II, Rana

Sanga and Medini Rai, he was the most important Sultan and

could easily play the role of a king-maker, for which, however,
he was least competent. Truly speaking, the exit of MuzafFar

Shah, Rana Sanga and Medim Rai should have been a cause

of all the more caution and calculation. These three persons

had, besides their political ambition, shown extreme balance

and understanding, and with their departure, a state of political

chaos was created, which Mahmud certainly was not capable

enough to control Mahmud had already antagonised the amirs

of Malwa, and from them he could hardly expect anything better

than apathy. Under these conditions, when he instead of keeping
Bahadur Shah, the new ruler of Gujarat, friendly towards him,

provoked him, he only put the last nail to his own coffin.

BAHADUR SHAH'S OCCUPATION OF MALWA

The news of the second visit of Razi-ul-Mulk so much enraged

Bahadur Shah that he kept absolutely silent, and seems to have

1 Vir Vmod, I, p 362 Chand Khan and Ibrahim had entered the

service of Rana Sanga earlier They met Bahadur Khan on his return from

Dehli. Chand Khan stayed in Chittor with Rana Sanga, while Ibrahim

accompanied Bahadur Khan to Gujarat

2 T A. Ill, p. 405, Firuhta, II, p. 529.
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determined to remove Mahmud Shah about whom, it is doubt

ful that he had a very high opinion But he wanted to catch

Mahmud unawares Pretending that he was moving only

to punish some of the refractory subjects, Bahadur Shah pushed

upto the border of Malwa l At this time Ratan Sen, the

successor of Rana Sanga, whose territories had been invaded

by Mahmud earlier, also marched towards Malwa. Mahmud
was alarmed and distressed when he heard that these two rulers

were simultaneously moving towards Malwa. Mahmud now

thought of enlisting the support of Silahdi and Mu'm Khan

ibn Sikandar Khan of Satwas, who were the most powerful

chiefs of Malwa. He summoned both of them for help, and

when they came, he tried to please them by granting some

parganas to Silahdi, and by conferring the title of Masnad-i-Ah

along with a red pavilion on Mu'm Khan. But Mahmud's

attempt was rather late. These amirs no longer trusted him

Mu'm Khan, after accepting the rewards, left Sultan Mahmud,
and went to the camp of Bahadur Shah who was then halting

at Sanbal village, and there complained against Mahmud
Mahmud now tried to appease Bahadur Shah and sent Darya

Khan as his envoy to wait on Sultan Bahadur Shah with the

message that, "The rights of nurture of your dynasty are

incumbent on me, and as the distance between us has become

less, I wish to appear m your presence and offer my congratula

tions on your accession."
2 The envoy also conveyed to Bahadur

Shah that Mahmud Shah was hesitant to come personally,

because he was abashed and ashamed for having given asylum
to Chand Khan. Bahadur Shah, however, assured him that

he had overlooked the affair of Chand Khan and would not

demand from Mahmud the person of Chand Khan 8 After

granting leave to the envoy, Bahadur Shah moved upto the

banks of the river Karkhi.4 Silahdi also in the meantime

left Mahmud and came to Bahadur Shah where Ratan Sen of

Chittor also arrived After granting leave to Ratan Sen,

1 Mir 'at-i-Sikandari, p 274 Bahadur Shah came to Mehrasa in Bagad
2 T A III (Tr), p 611 3

Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 276

4
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 275, has "Ghat Karjhi". Commissariat, p. 325 places

it before the coming of the envoy of Mahmud Khalji and says, "About the

end of January 1531 Bahadur marched against the Malwa ruler and passed
the Karji Ghat where Rana Ratan Singh and Silahdi were admitted to an

interview,"
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Bahadur Shah pushed further and waited for the arrival of

Mahmud Shah at Sambla * Sultan Mahmud, however,

seems to have realised that the intentions of Bahadur Shah

were different from what he displayed, and decided not to visit

his camp Therefore, instead of moving towards the camp
cf Bahadur Shah, Mahmud marched out from Ujjain towards

Satwas with the pretext of chastising the servants of Sikandar

Khan, but most probably to collect forces from that side. But

as ill-luck would have it, he fell from his horse while hunting,

and fractured his right arm, and he had no other alternative

but to return to Mandu At Mandu, Mahmud Shah started

setting up the defences and at the same time sent Darya Khan
to Bahadur Shah informing him of his misfortune and inability

under the condition to come personally.
2

Bahadur Shah, however, on this occasion gave expression of

his feelings and told Darya Khan, "As he has broken his pro

mise several times, if he does not come I shall go myself" 3

He also told Darya Khan to return to his master and ask him

to attend at once After the departure of Darya Khan, Bahadur

Shah marched further into the interior and arrived at Dipalpur,

where he received the information that Mahmud Shah was

intending to abdicate in favour of his eldest son, 2nd conferring

on him the title of Ghiyath-ud-dm, he was intending to move

to some secluded place At Dip?lpur, Bahadur Shah received

some Mahmudshahi amirs who informed him that Mahmud
Shah would not come voluntarily Bahadur Shsh then moved

to Sudpur, where Shiraz-ul-Mulk, after leaving Mandu, joined

him Bahadur Shah finally arrived at Nplchs, from where he

started the siege of the fort. Muh?mmad Shah Asm was posted

at the Shahpur gate, Ulugh Khan at Bhilpur, and Purbiya

contigent at Pahalwama side and he set up his headquarters

at Muhammadpur for personally conducting the siege
*

When Mahmud was besieged in the fort of Mandu, m the

beginning he showed great energy in arranging fonts defence, and

1
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 276

2 T A III, p 215, Mv'at-i-Sdandan, p 276 Sikandar does not mention

the name of Darya Khan
3 T A III (Tr), p 352
4 T A III (Tr), p 353, Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 277, says, the siege started

on 20th Rajab /9th March, Commissariat, p 325, says, Bahadur Shah reached

the foot of the hill capital on about March 9, 1531 A.D
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though he had only three thousand men with him, he distributed

them on the various bastions, and himself personally supervised

throughout the night, taking rest at intervals in the Ghiyath-

shahi College Mahmud, however, soon discovered that there

was treachery and hostility in his camp and that some persons

had secretly connived with Bahadur Shah. On this discovery

Mahmud lost all hope and realising that his end was near he

retired to his palace
l

Bahadur Shah succeeded in entering the fort on the morning
of 9th Sha'ban 937 A.H.

2
/ March 28, 1531 A.D Though Mahmud

came out with a body of soldiers, he found the futility of his

opposition and retired to his harem to kill the ladies so that

they may not fall into the hands of the enemy. But before he

could do so, his palace was surrounded by Bahadur Shah's

men, Bahadur Shah had sent a message of protection and safety

to Mahmud and the inmates of his harem, though he had

ordered a general massacre and imprisonment of persons inside

the fort, which lasted for one watch 3 Bahadur Shah summoned
Mahmud from his seat m the Lai Mahal and accordingly

Mahmud went to meet him. with seven of his amns Bahadur

Shah received him cordially, but very soon showed his dis

pleasure at the tone of Mahmud's talk. He gave permission
to the amirs to retire but put Mahmud and seven of his amirs

under arrest and placed them under the charge of Asaf Khan
with a guard of hundred soldiers.

On 10th Sha'ban, Bahadur Shah gave permission to the seven

amirs who had accompanied Mahmud to retire, and on Friday,

the 12th of Sha'ban/M&ich 31, 1531 A D , he caused the Khutba*

to be read in his own name, which was equivalent to the

announcement that Bahadur Shah was the ruler of Malwa or

that Malwa had been annexed to Gujarat Mahmud and his

seven sons were put in chains and on Saturday, they were sent

to the fort of Champaner as prisoners under the charge of Asaf
Khan and Iqbal Khan. But Mahmud was not destined to live

peacefully even in prison While Asaf Khan and Iqbal Khan

1
Fmshta, II, p 530.

2 T A III, p 217, Finshta, II, p 530, Zqfar-ul-walih, p 196, Mir'at-i-

Sifandan, p 277 and fh 6 Mahmud's attempt to slay his wife and children

has been mentioned by Nizam-ud-Din alone
3

Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 278
4 T A III, p 408, Fmshta, II, p 531, Zqfar-ul-walih, p. 196,
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were on their way to Champaner, they were attacked by Rai

Singh of Malhiabad1 on the night of Shab-i-barat on 14th

Sha'ban 937 A H /2nd April 1531 A.D. Mahmud taking advantage
of the confusion cut the chains off his feet, but before he could

do anything more, the guards took alarm and fearing the

punishment that they would receive from their master in case

Mahmud escaped, they killed Mahmud along with his sons

Thus with the reading of the Khutba in the name of Bahadur

Shah came the end of the independent kingdom of Malwa
founded by 'Amid Shah and Hoshang Shah and nurtured by
Mahmud Khalji I, and with the death of Mahmud and his

sons came the end of the Khalji dynasty of Malwa.

ESTIMATE OF MAHMUD KHALJI II

Mahmud was personally brave and courageous and in all

the battles that were fought he distinguished himself by the

display of his personal valour All the contemporary and

later historians are unanimous in their appreciation of Mahmud's

courage. But his courage often led him to foolhardiness. He was

also extremely self-willed but he lacked the capacity of under

standing which is absolutely essential to successfully conclude

any undertaking. He was completely devoid of the qualities

of a monarch He allowed himself time and again to be used

as a puppet by ambitious amirs The murder of Rai Shiv Das

who was his wazir and had occupied that post m the reign of his

father, in the very beginning of his reign exposed his weakness

to the amirs The ether amirs took advantage of this and used

him against their enemies and rivals. Instead of taking a bold

and strong attitude, Mahmud was always conniving with the

amirs for the murder of those who started dominating over him,

a method which soon destroyed the confidence of the amirs

in their Sultan But the worst aspect of Mahmud's character is

revealed in his dealings with Medini Rai, when he allowed him

self to be made a party for the assassination of Medini Rai, who

had served him with loyalty and devotion As a monarch,

1 T A III, pp 408-9, Finshta, II, p 531 Finshta says, Kobs and Bhils

had attacked, Mir*at-i-Sikandan, p 278, has Udaisingh Raja of Pal, Commissariat,

p 326. "When the party arrived at Dohad it was attacked by a force of

some two thousand Bhils and Kohs under the Raja of Pol, piobably with the

object of rescuing the ruler of Malwa Pol is a small state in the north-east

frontiers of Mahikantha Agency adjoining Mewar in Rajputana The country

is thoroughly hilly and wild
"
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if he did not approve of his actions, lie could have asserted

himself by issuing his own orders, but he seems to have cared

more for his 'shikar' and his 'harem' and hardly knew anything
about the problems of his kingdom His act of leaving Mandu
and going to Gujarat was most unbecoming of a monarch, which

ultimately led to massacre in the fort of Mandu which had

enjoyed continued prosperity for more than a century. No
wonder, he carried with him to his grave, the glory and grandeur
of Malwa, and left the country in the pangs of death which

lasted for about thirty years from which it was relieved by its

final absorption into the Mughal Empire.



Chapter XII

DEATH PANGS OF THE STATE OF MALWA

Occupation of Malwa by Bahadur Shah The Mughal
occupation of Malwa End of Mughal occupation of
Malwa Malwa regains Independence Invasion of
Sher Shah Conquest of Raisen Malwa under the

Afghans The governorship of Shuja'wal Khan Baz

Bahadur Attack on Gondwana and defeat Malwa
under Baz Bahadur Mughal invasion of Malwa and its

conquest Conduct of Adham Khan and Pir Muhammad
Baz Bahadur re-occupies Malwa Re-appearance of

the Mughals Final incorporation of Malwa as a

Mughal Suba

WITH the death of Sultan Mahmud Khalji II m 937 A H./1531

A D. came not only the end of the Khalji dynasty but also the

end of the independent kingdom of Malwa. Henceforth for a

period of a little more than three decades, her history became

a long painful story of struggle for re-estabhshment of her

independence on the one side and the total domination by

Imperial power of Dehli on the other till the final conquest of

Malwa by Akbar in 1562 A.D closed the issue. With her

incorporation as a Suba of the Mughal Empire, peace was

again restored

OCCUPATION OF MALWA BY BAHADUR SHAH

With the reading of the Khutba in the name of Bahadur Shah

on 12th Sha'ban 937 AH /March 31, 1531, Gujarat rule was

established over Malwa But Bahadur Shah was conscious

that immediate replacement of Malwa amirs by Gujarati amirs

would create extreme discontent under which it would become

difficult to keep the kingdom under control. Besides, he had

received substantial help from quite a number of amirs of Malwa,

who were quite powerful and exercised considerable influence

in their own localities, and such amirs had to be kept satisfied

till he became strong enough to crush them To add to his

difficulties, the kingdom of Khandesh had also to be protected

from the aggressions of Nizam Shah who had very recently

established himself in Ahmadnagar Under these conditions
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he allowed Silahdi Purbiya to retain Ujjain, Sarangpur, Bhilsa

and Raisen, and also confirmed Mu'm Khan in his territory of

Satwas

Bahadur Shah, immediately after making these arrangements,

proceeded to Burhanpur in Khandesh so as to force Burhan

Nizam Shah1 to comply with the terms of the treaty that he

had concluded earlier Burhan Nizam Shah readily complied
and joined his service. Bahadur's intention in this settlement

with Burhan Nizam Shah was, according to Finshta,
2
to enlist

the support of the new ruler against any possible aggression of

the Mughals. After being satisfied with the South, Bahadur

Shah again returned to Malwa, this tune, with a view to reduce

the power of Silahdi. With Sarangpur, Ujjam, Bhilsa and

Raisen, Silahdi certainly was very powerful; and after the death

of Medim Rai and fall of Chanden, he had become the leader

of the Purbiya Rajputs, who were still m sufficient numbers

in Malwa. According to Nizam-ud-Din3 "it became known
that Silahdi Purbiya was not inclined to come and wait on the

Sultan, for the reason, that he had in the time of Sultan Mahmud
Khalji taken some Musalman women, and in fact even some of

the members of Sultan Nasir-ud-dm's harem into his own house

and had kept them there." The cause of attack on Silhadi as

given by Nizam-ud-Dm, however, at best was only a pretext
4

The intention of Bahadur Shah to reduce Silahdi is clearly indi

cated by the precautions taken by him before proceeding against

Silahdi. Bahadur Shah sent back Maqbul Khan to Champaner
to look after the fort and from there called Ikhtiyar Khan with

artillery, troops and treasure. Ikhtiyar Khan came with a

large army and joined Bahadur Shah when he was staying at

Dhar. Bahadur Shah took further precaution not to make
public his intentions, On 20th Rabi' II, 938 A H./lst Dec. 1531,

he proclaimed that he was returning to Gujarat, but returned to

Mandu for making the necessary arrangements The fort of

Mandu, he left under the command of Ikhtiyar Khan and

1
Burhan-i-Maathir, pp 275, 277 , Mzr'at-i-Sdandan, p 279.

2
Finshta, II, p 432

3 T A III, p 217, (Tr), p 355
4

Commissariat, p 327 Commissariat opines, "Bahadur Shah must need
consider his conquest of Malwa incomplete so long Silahdi, the powerful Rajput
fief, holder of Raisen, Ujjain and Bhilsa, continued his semi-independent sway
in eastern districts of Malwa "
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encamped himself at Nalcha1 on 25th Jumada 1, 938 A.H./4-1-1532.

Bhupat, the son of Silahdi, learnt the real intention of Bahadur

Shah and to appease the Sultan, offered to go to his father and

to send him to the Sultan.
2 Bahadur Shah permitted him

to go to Ujjain, but as a precautionary measure, he also marched

towards Ujjain and encamped at Dhar. After leaving his main

army at Dhar, Bahadur Shah moved about on a hunting

excursion in the regions of Dipalpur, Banharia and Sadulpur 3

Silahdi on learning matters from Bhupat came to Dhar, but

Amir Nasir, to gam the favour of the Sultan informed him that

he had persuaded Silahdi to come, by giving him false hope of

getting Kambyat and a kror of cash; but Silahdi had no

intention of remaining loyal to Bahadur Shah, and if he was

permitted to return he would get absolutely out of hand. The

Sultan immediately returned to Dhar and after a consultation

with the amirs, he took Silahdi along with him into the fort

of Dhar where he was immediately put under arrest. His Rajput

companion wanted to kill Silahdi to escape imprisonment but

when reprimanded, he killed himself.* In this act of main

taining his presence of mind, Silahdi certainly was playing a

very clever game. He was a veteran in politics and knew very

well the consequences of rashness. His other consideration

might also have been that he had left his camp behind and if he

politely complied with all the wishes of the Sultan, his camp

might be spared However, immediately after Silahdi's arrest

his camp was plundered, a large number of his followers were

killed and his elephants, horses and equipage were taken in the

royal treasury. So far as the conduct of Bahadur Shah is con

cerned, it is full of treachery. It was Bahadur Shah who was

treacherous and deceitful in his conduct and not Silahdi.5

1
Firishta, II, p 432, T. A III, p 218

2T A III(Tr),p 356

SFira/zta, II, p 432, T. A HI, p. 218, Mir'at-i-Sdandart, p. 282

4
Finshta, II, p 433, T A III, p 219

5 Persian, historians have laid great stress on Silahdi's keeping Muslim women

in his harem as the chief cause of Bahadur Shah's resentment Taking into

consideration that Muslim Sultans and amirs took as many Hindu women in

their harem as they could, it is surprising that they should resent when a

reverse process started It can only indicate that keeping women of the other

faith was considered by the contemporary society as a matter of social prestige

Thus when Hindus kept Muslim women it was considered as a matter of

disgrace for the Muslims and hence their resentment
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After the arrest of Silahdi, Bahadur Shah sent 'Imad-ul-Mulk

to attack Bhupat at Ujjain, and leaving Khudawand Khan to

accompany his camp to bring it after him, himself advanced to

Ujjam, closely foliowing 'Imad-ul-Mulk,
1

Ujjam was easily

occupied, because Bhupat on receiving the news of Silahdi's

arrest immediately left for Chittor to get help from the new
Rana Bikramajit Chittor under Ratan Singh, the immediate

successor of Rana Sanga, had maintained friendly relations

with Gujarat and Ratan Singh had never offended Bahadur
Shah. But Bikramajit who was not on friendly terms2 with

Ratan Singh, was likely to help Bhupat against Bahadur Shah
Bahadur Shah, after occupying Ujjam, placed it under the charge
of Darya Khan. Darya Khan was an old amir of Malwa,
and as noted earlier, had been sent by Mahmud Khalji II as

envoy to Bahadur Shah to negotiate, but had secretly informed

him about the actual position. Now for his betrayal of the

cause of Malwa he was rewarded with the government of Ujjam
From Ujjam, Bahadur Shah proceeded towards Sarangpur,

which also had been evacuated by the Purbiya Rajputs After

occupying Sarangpur he bestowed it upon Mallu Khan^
son of Mallu Khan who was also an old amir of Malwa At

Sarangpur, Bahadur Shah confirmed Habib Khan in the govern
ment of Ashta. Ashta also seems to have been occupied by
Purbiyas, because we find that Habib Khan had to slay a large
number of them before occupying it Bahadur Shah was now
free to concentrate on the two mam strongholds of the Rajputs,
i.e Bhilsa and Raisen Of these two places, the fort of Raisen
was the headquarters of Silahdi, and had been very strongly
fortified. After the departure of Bhupat towards Chittor and
Silahdi's arrest, Lakshman Sen, the brother of Silahdi, had further

exerted himself to strengthen the fortification of Raisen *

Bahadur first arrived at Bhilsa and easily occupied it and waited
there for three days for the erection of a mosque and other

1
Mir'ai-i'Sikandari, p. 282

2 Vir Vuwd, II, p 7 In 1531 A D Ratan Singh was killed in his attempt
to kill Surajmal Hada the maternal uncle of Bikramajit Bikramajit and his

younger brother Udai Singh had been assigned a jagir by Rana Sanga during
his life-tone, and Surajmal Hada, the maternal uncle, had been appointed
as their guardian This was the cause of Ratan Singh's displeasure In
fray, however, both Ratan Singh and Surajmal were killed

3
Fvnshta, II, p 433; Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p. 283

4
Firtshta, II, p 433
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buildings for pious purposes. This pious and religious conduct

on the part of Bahadur Shah was not without purpose. He was
conscious of the impending difficulty that he was about to face

in Raisen and wanted to impress upon his own men that he was

conducting ajitwd so that they in then: religious zeal would well-

endure the hardships.

SIEGE AND CONQUEST OF RAISEN

Bahadur Shah started from Bhilsa on 17th Jumada n, 938

A.H V26-1-1532 A,D. and proceeded towards Raisen. He had come

fully prepared and had not met any serious opposition anywhere
so far. His gunner Rumi Khan was with his artillery On
18th Jumada n/27th January, he pitched his tents on the bank
of the reservoir of Raisen. The Rajputs who wanted to prevent
Bahadur Shah from coming near the fort, immediately on his

arrival, made a charge in two bodies, but they were repulsed

by the sheer numerical superiority of the Gujarati forces which

started arriving in quick waves. The Rajputs were forced

to take shelter in the fort. Bahadur Shah recalled his soldiers,

as he wanted to start the siege next day He was interested first

in allowing Rumi Khan to occupy some vantage point from

where he would easily bombard the fort. According to the

plans on the next day Bahadur Shah commenced the siege, by

distributing batteries and surounded the fort from all sides.

He also ordered construction of covered passages through

which Rumi Khan and his artillery reached a place from where

Rumi Khan could use his guns with advantage. Rumi Khan

ultimately succeeded in bringing down one of the bastions and

also a portion of the fortification walls
2

Silahdi, finding that

the fall of the fort of Raisen was only a matter of time, offered

to embrace Islam and to hand over the fort himself.3 Sultan

Bahadur welcomed the voluntary offer of Sdahdi and personally

converted him to his faith and also sent food from his own

kitchen to Silahdi It may be pointed out here that if the aim

of Bahadur Shah had been only to spread Islam, he would have

spared Raisen after the conversion of Silahdi and would have

reinstated him in it. But his real motive was not to keep the

Malwis in possession of any strong position from where they

could at any time defy Gujarat authority The fort of Raisen

1
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 283

2 Ibid 3 Ibd
, P 284.
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was strong and, therefore, its demolition was necessary for

establishing his authority, whether Silahdi was a Hindu or a

Muslim was of secondary consideration and was a matter of

pure academic interest to Bahadur Shah.

After his conversion, Silahdi volunteered to go and persuade

his brother to surrender the fort The Sultan himself personally

accompanied him upto the foot of the fort. Lakshman however

asked Silahdi in private to take some time, so as to enable Bhupat

who was coming with Rana Bikramajit with a force of forty

thousand to arrive. Silahdi then returned and informed the Sultan

that the fort would be evacuated next day, but at the stipulated

time again came and told Bahadur Shah that if he is permitted,

he would go and find out what was happening. The Sultan

allowed him to go but under escort. Silahdi told the defenders

to be careful because the Sultan would soon attack,
1

Silahdi

then returned to the camp of the Sultan. That very night,

Lakshman 'sent two thousand soldiers under the command

of a son of Silahdi to bring Bhupat and the Rana as soon as

possible. But he was intercepted by Gujarati forces
2 Bahudur

Shah suspected Silahdi's hand in this and immediately put him

under arrest, and sent him to the fort of Mandu under the custody

of Burhtm-ul-Mulk s Bahadur Shah then sent Muhammad Khan

of Khandesh and
'

Imad-ul-Mulk to check Bhupat and Rana

Bikramajit. Muhammad Khan and 'Imad-ul-Mulk proceeded

by the route of Sarisa and at Kahrar met Puran Mai, another

son of Silahdi An indecisive battle was fought, but the two

generals became doubtful of success and immediately informed

1 T A III (Tr), p 361 According to Nizam-ud-Din, he said, "Oh

ye careless Rajputs
' take note of the Sultan He would immediately come

out of the battery, and put you all to death
"

His object was that they should

immediately rebuild the bastions

2 T. A III, p 222 According to fyhr'at-i-Sikdndan, p 284, a younger
son of Silahdi made an attack on the camp of the Sultan in Barsiah with two

thousand horses, but was defeated and the son fled to Bhupat
Nizam-ud-Din seems to be more correct because there was no sense of making

an attack on Bahadur Shah who had definitely a larger force According to

Nizam-ud-Din this son was killed and his head was circulated in the camp of

Bahadur Shah and Silahdi became unconscious when he heard about it But

according to Sikandar, though he escaped and joined his brother Bhupat,

rumour spread that the head of Silahadi's son was also there among the

severed heads of the Rajputs

3
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 285, T A III, p. 222
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Bahadur Shah of it. Bahadur Shah also realised that the

situation was becoming serious, so he left Ikhtiyar Khan and

others to look after the siege and personally marched towards

Kahrar in such a haste that he covered the entire distance of

seventy karoh m about twenty-four hours. The Rana tried

to mediate on behalf of Silahdi, but the offer of the Rana

was rejected. This half-hearted help of Rana Bikramajit

served no purpose. It did not go beyond giving some en

couragement to the Purbiya Rajputs m their resistance in the

earlier stages of the siege, without yielding any result; but, on

the other hand, it provided a ground for Bahadur Shah to attack

Chittor.
1 Bahadur Shah's position was further strengthened

by the arrival of Ulugh Khan from Gujarat with thirty-six

thousand horsemen, elephants and the Gujarat artillery.
2

The arrival of fresh forces disheartened the Rana as well

as Bhupat and they hastily retraced their steps to Chittor Bahadur

Shah was greatly annoyed with the Rana for his part but decided

first to complete the destruction of Raisen. He, therefore,

returned from Kahrar to conduct the siege of Raisen, Lakshman,

finding that no help would come from Chittor, realised that

resistance would not be possible for long He, therefore, sent

a representative by the end of the month of Ramazan that if

the Sultan could summon Silahdi to his presence and would

forgive their offences and give them assurance of their safety,

he would evacuate the fort and surrender it to the Sultan

According to Nizam-ud-Din, Bahadur Shah accepted this offer

because he realised that in case he refused the Rajputs would

perform Jauhar and the Muslim women in the fort would

also be killed. 3 But the real cause was something else. The

siege had already lasted for about four months and he had been

absent from his own kingdom of Gujarat for a long time, yet

the fall of Raisen was not quite in sight. It seems, therefore,

that he now wanted to end the siege as early as possible.

Taking into consideration all these things, he summoned

1 T A III, P 224

2 Mir'at-i-Sdandari, p. 285 3 T A III (Tr), p 365 "The Sultan, after

much consideration, reminded himself that his object in undertaking the

expedition was to free the Musalman women from the disgrace of 'ICvfr'.
If

their (t e Lakshman's and Silahdi's) prayer is not acceded tp, it is likely,

that there should a Jauhar, and those helpless women would all be killed

Considering all this he granted Lakshman's prayer
"
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Silahdi from Mandu, and Burhan-ul-Mulk arnved in great

hurry with Silahdi. After the arrival of Silahdi, Lakshman also

came to wait on the Sultan and obtained from him a fat-man grant

ing safety to Silahdi. Lakshman then started the evacuation of

the fort under a guard of Gujarat! soldiers In the evacuation,

the families of other Rajputs were taken out, but his own family,

the family of Silahdi, the families of principal Rajputs and also

the family of Taj Khan remained m the fort Lakshman again

represented that Rani Durgawati, the mother of Bhupat, wished

that Silahdi should personally come and take them out of the

fort as it would protect them from the taunts of being taken out

by strangers. Bahadur Shah failed to understand the real

motive and allowed Silahdi to re-enter the fort of course under

the escort of Malik *Ali Sher. However, once Silahdi was inside

the fort, a hasty meeting was held and all agreed that tfeey would

not surrender the fort without fighting. That Bahadur Shatrfc.

attack was considered as a foreign aggression and not a Muslim

sovereign conducting a holy war against the infidels is clear from

the active participation of Taj Khan According to Nizam-ud-Dm
,

Ram Durgawati and Lakshman and Taj Khan said, "Although
the Sultan would show us favour and kindness, still for many
generations this country has been in our possession, in reality

if not in name, like an empire; and now fate has ordained that

we should all be (again) together. The right way of bravery
is this, that we should perform Jauhar of our women and

children, and should ourselves fight and be slain, and there

should be no further longing left in our hearts
'
>:l In spite

of Malik 'All Sher's counsel, the Jauhar was performed in which

Rani Durgawati, her daughter-in-law along with seven hundred

beautiful women, including Muslim women were devoured by
the flames Silahdi, Taj Khan and Lakshman with about hundred

soldiers
2

sallied out of the fort and attacked the Dakhani

infantry which had gone near the fort. The remaining Gujarati
forces hurriedly galloped up to the fort. Silahdi, Taj Khan
and Lakshman along with their soldiers fought a desperate and
stiff battle and ultimately got killed m the battle-field 3 Thus
Raisen was finally captured, either by the end of Ramazan or

1 T A, (Tr), p 636

2
Firishta, II, p 437.

S
Mv'at-i-Sdandan, p. 287,
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beginning of Shawwal 938 AH 1
/ May, 1532 A.D,, after a long

struggle

After the conquest of Raisen, Bahadur Shah granted the fort

of Raisen along with the territory of Bhilsa to 'Alam Khan2

Jighat of Kalpi who had come to Bahadur Shah about this time

as a fugitive. He also distributed the territory about Islamabad

and Hoshangabad mjagfr to Gujarati amirs thereby dispossessing

the old Malwi zamindars of the region, and to another Gujarati

amir Alap Khan he granted the fort and regions about Kanur.s

Bahadur Shah thus finally established Gujarat rule over Malwa.

But by his policy of ousting the Malwis from their possessions,

he antagonised them and created a dissatisfied element which

would easily play into the hands of any person willing to over

throw Bahadur Shah.

THE MUGHAL OCCUPATION OF MALWA

After Bahadur Shah was free from Raisen he turned his

attention towards Rana Bikramajit of Chittor. He wanted to

chastise him for marching into Malwa with Bhupat for the

assistance of Silahdi. Bahadur Shah began with the conquest

of such forts as were subsidiary aids to Chittor. Thus Ran-

thambhor was captured by Rumi Khan, Muhammad Shah of

Khandesh occupied Gagraun, and Bahadur Shah followed them

at leisure. He finally started the siege of Chittor in February

1533 A D and Rumi Khan again brought m his guns and caused

such heavy damage that Rani Karnawati sued for peace and

offered to withdraw all claims from such territories of Malwa

which had come into the possession of Mewar, and long with

the offer she also sent the jewelled crown and belt of Mahmud

Khalji IT along with ten elephants, one hundred horses and

1
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 287. According to Sikandar the Jauhar was performed

in the end of the month of Ramazan 9C8 A H /f-th May 1532 A D , Commisscpict

p 228 Commissariat also puts the Jcu.har on May d, 1 532

2
Mir'at-i-Stiandan, p 288, Firuhta, II, p. 437; T A III, p 32f, It is

said that (Alam Khan was granted the forts of Raisen and Chanden

along with Bhilsa as jagir But Ghanden had been conquered by Babur and

had remained with the Mughals How could then Bahadur Shah grant

Chanden to 'Alam Khan ? It seems to be an empty title and may imply

that Bahadur Shah gave him the right to recover Charderi frcm the

Mughals

289,
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some cash..
1 Bahadur Shah readily accepted the offer and retired.

The main reason of Bahadur Shah's retirement was the move

ment of Humayun, who had come upto Gwalior on receipt

of the news of Bahadur's Shah's attack on Chittor and had been

closely watching the developments at Chittor. But he sudden

withdrawal2 of Humayun from Gwalior to Agra encouraged

Bahadur Shah and he concluded his movement by conquest

of Ajmer and Nagore. But Bahadur Shah at this stage was not

willing to pick up hostilities with the Mughals, becasuse the

impression of the superiority of the Mughal forces seen by him

at Panipat still lingered in his mmd. 3 He even wanted to

establish friendly relations with Humayun and in June 1534

A.D. sent a congratulatory letter to the Mughal Emperor when

the latter laid the foundation of the city of Dmpanah m Dehli.

Humayun also reciprocated by professing amity and goodwill
4

and permitted Bahadur Shah to retain all his late conquests.

CHANGED POLICY OF AND HOSTILITY WITH HUMAYUN

Bahadur Shah, while maintaining a friendly policy with

Humayun was always welcoming rebels of the Mughal empire,

and thus incurring the displeasure of Humayun. But the

peaceful policy of Humayun convinced him of the opinion

expressed by Tatar Khan that Babur's veterans had degenerated

into ease-loving dandies and, therefore, were no match to

Bahadur Shah's invincible Emboldened troops.
5 by the

1 Vir Vtnod, II, p. 28 According to Vir Vinod, Bahadur Shah returned

on the 13th Krishna of Chaitra 1589 VS /27th Sha'ban 939 AH /23ld

March 1533 AD
2 The reason of Humayun's sudden withdrawal was the news of serious

\llness of his mother at Agra.
8

Ztfar'Ul-walih, p 229, Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-t- Gujarat, p. 5

oL** j1 - >l d-Xjp J>*- <-xif- ^ *J *_Uaj j^>lf

_ O-tw-O (J^C-iA-a* (Jl

4
Zqfat-id-walih, p. 227, Akbarnama, 1, p 289

& Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-t-Gujarat, p 5.

(Continued on next pagt)
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flattery of these Afghan refugees, Bahadur Shah started taking

steps leading to complete rupture of good relations. He granted

asylum to Muhammad Zaman Mirza,
1 the Mughal rebel and

at the same time permitted Tatar Khan to launch an invasion

against Agra. He gave him heavy sums2
for collecting

forces from Ranthambhor which was also to serve as his base.

Humayun, however, had received reports of Tatar Khan's

movements while at Kanar in Kalpi, and postponing his

campaigns against Afghans, he hurried towards Agra, having

already sent orders to Askan and Hindal to march against any

aggression Tatar Khan m the meantime hsd attacked and

occupied Bayana, but the amval of Askari and Hindal from

Dehh forced him to retreat to Mandrail Hindal occupied

Bayana and proceeded against Tatar Khan With the pros

pects of a battle, the Afghan army melted away3 leaving Tatar

Khan with only three thousand soldiers to face Hindsl Tatar

Khan, however, preferred to fight to the last instead of leading

a life of obscurity and disgrace.* He was slain with three

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

^j
1 JU.J jLj j* ji -oJJlc (o*y. JJ^ J

<..
-

1 Acxirding to Abu Turab, Bahadur Shah welcomed Muhamm?d Zaman

Mirza and gave him rich presents and cash because he expected that beirg

discontented with Humayun he would entice Mughal soldiers to fnter into

his service Humayun also suspected such a move on the part of Muheirmad

Zaman Mirza and therefore he wanted that Bahadur Shah should eithei

send him back to Mughal custody or expel him from Gujarat

Akbar Nama, I, p 289 "Muhammad Zaman Mirza did not

recognize the kindness with which he had been treated, but got out of prison

by presenting a forged order He then fled to Gujarat to Sultan Bahadur

Shah "

2 T A III.p 227,Firwtoo,II ) p 438, Abu Turab Wall, Tartkh-i-Gujarat,

p 12.

3 Mir'at-t-Sikandan, p 305, Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-i-Gtjarat^-p 12,

Akbar Nama, I, p 298, Abul Fazl says, "when the victorious army

drew near the opposing forces, fear fell on the latter and there were

desertions, so that it gradually decreased and in brief space dwindled

down to 3,OCO horses
"

* Akbar JVama, I, p 299, "As Tatar Khan had obtained his army

by great importunity and had "spent vast sums of money on it, he

neither could make up his mind to retire, nor could he make head in war

At last he washed his hands of life, and came to an engagement at Mandrail."

Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-i-Gujaratt p 13; Mtr'at-i-Sikandan, p 3CC
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hundred of his soldiers m the battle that ensued with the Mughals

Humayun, however, did not make the incident a casus belli

for his attack on Bahadur Shah. Correspondence, however,

had been in progress m which Humayun was persistently asking

Bahadur Shah at least to drive out Muhammad Zaman Mirza

if he was not willing to hand overthe fugitive after having granted

him shelter. The tone of Bahadur Shah m the course of this

correspondence changed m the reply to the fourth letter which

was not only extremely rude but also a challenge to Humayun
Sikandar 1

puts the blame of this tone and the element of challenge

on Mulla Muhammad Lan, the scnble, who had earlier served

Humayun and bore some grudge against him But it is quite

possible that whatever he had written was with the consent of

the Sultan, because we find that gradually Bahadur Shah was

becoming bolder and worried less about Humayun,

During the course of the correspondence, Humayun,

however, was not idle, he had already moved to Gwahor when

he heard about Bahadur Shah's second attack on Chittor which

was launched m November 1534 While the siege was going

on, Humayun moved into Malwa2 and reached Sarangpur

by January 1535 A.D Humayun's march into Malwa caused

some anxiety to Bahadur Shah, but he was assured by Sadr

Khan3 one of the prominent amirs of Gujarat, that Humayun
being a Musalman would not attack him while he was engaged
in war against a non-Muslim. Of course, Sadr Khan's calcula

tions proved correct and Bahadur Shah could ultimately conquer
the fort of Chittor on 8th March 1535 AD* However,

1
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 304, Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i- Gujarat, pp 8, 12,

Akbar Nama, pp 29*), 29ft, for the correspondence between Bahadui Shah
and Humayun

2 Humayun firbt moved towaids Raisen, the people of the fort came forwaid

and submitted to him "In fact as the object in view was the conquest of

Gujarat, the army did not delay here, but marched on towards Malwa ',

finally encamped at Sarangpur Vide, Akbar Nama, I, p 400, Humayun Nama,
G-ilBadaa Bsgurn, pp 129, 131 According to Gul Badan Begum, "It was
on the 14th of the Rajab 941 A H that he (Humayun) quite decided to

go himself to Gujarat
"

3 Akbar Mama (Tr.), I, p 301, Abu Turab Wall,, Tankh-i-Gujarat, p 13
4 Akbar Nama (Tr ), I, p 301, 3rd Ramazan 941 /8th March 1535, Vir Vmcd,

II, p 31, Chaitra Skukla 5, 1592 yS Ramazan 4, 94], March Sth, 1535.

Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i-Gujarat, p 13, says Chittoi was conquered
on 3rd Ramazan 942
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Bahadur Shah's absence from Malwa gave Humayim freedom

to move about in Malwa. Humayun leisurely reached Ujjain

by February 1535 A D. Movements of Humayun in Malwa gave

the Purbiya Rajputs a fresh opportunity to rise against Bahadur

Shah, and they unhesitatingly co-operated with Humayun
Bahadur Shah conquered Chittor on March 8, 1535 AD /3rd

Ramazan 951 AH. and after abandoning the city to plunder

for three days Bahadur Shah proclaimed protection of life and

property. He then ordered the repair of the damaged fortifi

cations, the mounting of the guns on the bastions and the

collection of sufficient provision for one year. The fort was

placed under the command of Nassan Khan who was already

commandant of the fort of Ranthambhor. Bahadur Shah,

by this arrangement, made a double mistake. The denial of

the fort of Cmttor to Rumi Khan wounded the feelings of this

foreign adventurer who now decided to betray him1
; besides,

the guns would not be so effective when handled by Gujaratis

who were not well-acquainted with their use. Secondly, by

repairing and strengthening the fort Bahadur Shah was only

helping the Rajputs who, during the disturbances after Bahadur's

defeat at the hands of Humayun, succeeded m recovering the fort

and thus got a strengthened and fortified place for themselves

Bahadur Shah soon learnt that Humayun had come to

Mandsor, where Bahadur Shah also arrived and two armies

pitched therr tents. Bahadur Shah, however relying on the advice

of Rumi Khan,
2 caused a ditch to be dug round the camp

and entrenched himself, and to his dismay, soon discovered that

he had by following this policy allowed himself to be bf sieged

by the Mughals Humayun was also able to encircle Bahadur

Shah's camp and soon cut off his supplies, causing great distress

to the Gujaratis
3

. Bahadur Shah realising that he would not

1 Mir'at-i-Sikandari, p. 307; Zqfar-ul-Wahh, p 239

2 Mir'al-i-Sdandan, p 307, Akbar Jfama (Tr), I, p 301. According
^

to

Abul Fazl, while Humayun was still at Ujjam he received information

that Bahadur Shah was coming to meet him, so he also advanced and the

two armies encamped at Mandsor on the opposite banks of a lake The

advance guard of the Mughals under Bachaka Bahadur and the advance

guard of the Gujaratis under Saryid 'Ah Khan and Mirza Muqim fought

an engagement m which the Gujaratis were defeated Bahadur Shah was

therefore disheartened and he sought advice.

3 Mir'at-t-Sikandan, p. 308, Akbar Nama (Tr )} I, p 303; Abu Turab

Wah, Tarikk-i-Gujarat, p 14.
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be able to hold his position long, decided to escape from the

camp Two of the amirs, Saiyid 'Ah Khan and Khurasan Khan,

had betrayed him in the very beginning of the engagement and

now he also came to know of the betrayal of Rumi Khan. 1

Accordingly, one night
2 he left his camp with five of his trusted

amirs including Mallu Khan and Muhammad Shah of Khandesh

and fled towards Mandu 3 Next morning, Humayun occupied

the camp of Bahadur Shah 4

CONQUEST OF MANDU BY HUMAYUM

After the departure of Bahadur Shah from Mandsor, the two

Gujarati generals Sadr Khan and 'Imad-ul-Mulk collected the

Gujarati forces numbering fifteen to twenty thousand soldiers,

and marched straight to Mandu. 5 Though Humayun followed

them he refrained at first from attacking the Gujarati forces.

Sadr Khan and 'Imad-ul-Mulk reached Mandu by May 1535 A.D.

followed by Humayun who halted at Nalcha. Bahadur Shah

slipped inside the fort unnoticed later about 19th of May. 6 At

Nalcha Humayun was further strengthened by the arrival of

Yadgar Nasir Mirza, Hindu Beg and Qasim Hussain Sultan.

1
Aftr'at-i-StkatuIan, p COS

2 Akbar Nama (Tr ), I, p, 303. He left on the night of 21st Shawwal/

25th April, 1535 ,VD.

3 Bahadur Shah first moved to north towards Agra and then turned to

take the road to Mandu reaching there by 14th giqa'd (May 17, 1535 AD)
Vide, Akbar JVavza, I (Tr ), p. 304, Sikandar gives two dates of Bahadur

Shah's departure from his camp at Mandsor: (i) 20th Ramazan and (u) 22nd

Shawwal9-il AH, Vide, Mir'afa-Stkandari, p 309, Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i-

Gujarat, p 15, says, he left with five persons to the direction ofAgia
* Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-i-Gujarat, pp, 1, 2, desciibes royal enclosure

of Bahadur as having a circumference of one mile, whenever he was on the

March. The tent cloth consisted of velvet, silk and brocade, the ropes of silken

cords and the pegs of gold and silver. No wonder Humayun exclaimed,

"why would it not be so, he is the lord of both land and sea
"

According
to Sikandar, Dehh Sultan Sikandar Lodi used to say, "Dehh relies on its

wheat and millets for icvenue while Gujarat counts upon its corals and

pearls" Vide, Mii'at-i-Stkandan, pp 309, 310

5 Abu Turab Wall, Tart&h-i-Gujarat, p 15 does not give the number ofsoldiers.

Akbar Jfama I (Tr ), p 303 Abul Fazl says, Sadr Khan and 'Imad-ul-Mulk

Khasakhail took, witb 20,000 horses, the direct road to Mandu while

Humayun halted at Nalcha

6 Akbar Homo,, I, p, 304 fn. 4, "Rumi Khan deserted the hostile

army and entered his Majesty's service and received a robe of honour "
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Though Humayun besieged the fort he realised the difficulty
of complete siege of a fort so well protected by nature both by
its vastness and its great height. Bahadur Shah also found that

being completely cut off from his own country / e,, Gujarat,
the least he could expect was a prolonged siege. But Bahadur
Shah seems to have lost his confidence in his own men, because
the fort of Mandu had successfully stood the siege of Ahmad
Shah m the past during the reigns of Hoshang Shah and Mahmud
Khalji I. Thus when Humayun gave a hint for some under

standing, Bahadur Shah readily came forward. Humayun
sent Saiyid Amir and Bairam Khan 1

to Bahadur Shah with
a proposal that Gujarat should remain with Bahadur Shah,
and rest of his territories including Malwa should be surrendered

to Humayun. After the initial talks it was decided that both the

monarchs should send their representatives to discuss the

details who would meet midway between Mandu and Nalcha.

Maulana Muhammad Pir 'All (Farghali) was sent as represen
tative of Humayun and Sadr Khan came on behalf of Bahadur
Shah. Sadr Khan2 was permitted to take two Mauhis with him
It was finally agreed that Bahadur Shah was to retain Gujarat
and Chittor 3 The acceptance of these terms by Bahadur
Shah proved a great blunder on his part, because Humayun
seems to have decided not to observe these terms After the

conclusion of the agreement Bahadur Shah became compla
cent and even announced to his soldiers that hostilities would

end at day-break. But for Bahadur Shah, the unexpected hap

pened, because towards the end of the night, the Mughals forced

their way into the fort. Malm Khan hastily came forward and

informed Bahadur Shah Bahadur Shah collected a few officers

among whom Bhupat,4 Silahdi's son, was also present and made
a desperate attack but soon realised that it was all over, and with

1 Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i-Gujatat, p, 16

2 Abu Turab Wall Tankh-i-Gujarat, pp 1C, 17 The two Maulvis werr

Shah Qutb-ud-dm Sukrullah and Shah Kamal-ud-din Fathullah, father and

uncle of Abu Turab Wall, hence the authenticity of his statement

3 Akbar Nama, (Tr ) I, p 304, Tarikh-i-Gujarat, p 17.

It was decided that Bahadur was to evacuate Mandu by the Lowani (Lawati)

gate in the west and Humayun would enter by the Dehh gate in the north.

* According to Sikandar, Bhupat at the instigation of Rurni Khan opened

the gate and kept himself aloof which permitted the Mughals to enter the

fort Mir'at-i-Sikandari, p 311 Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i-Gujarat, p 18,

however, does, not attribute any treachery to Bhupat
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the arrival of Humayuo the Mughals were the master of the

situation. Bahadur Shah then retreated to Songarh, the citadel

of the fort of Mandu, but realising that resistance was out of

the question, he made discretion the better part of valour. He

let himself, some of his horses and five or six of his followers

down from the steep rampart of Songarh by means of ropes,

and took the road to Gujarat.
1 After the departure of Baha

dur Shah, Sadr Khan continued the resistance at the Dehk

gate and when he was dislodged he retreated to Songarh where

soon after 'Alam Khan also joined him. The resistance offered

by the garrison of Mandu so much enraged Humayun that he

gave orders for a massacre in the fort, which continued for three

days,
2 The credit of appeasing Humayun and pacifying his

wrath goes to Manjhu, the musician of Gujarat, who success

fully moved the softer elements in Humayun who thereupon

gave the signal by putting on the green dress 3 The immediate

effect of terrorising the garrison, however, was that Humayun's

authority was established in the fort and Sadr Khan, 'Alam

Khan and Jam Firuz surrendered to Humayun Though the

life of 'Alam Khan was spared he was hamstrung and disabled

for life. Sadr Khan and Jam Firuz were pardoned, but were

kept under surveillance; they too gave their word of honour

not to leave the Mughal* Camp. Thus by the middle of 1535

A.D. Humayun was in full possession of Mandu But as Bahadur

Shah had taken shelter in Champaner, Huniayun followed him

there and as he entered the city Bahadur Shah fled to Cambay.

Soon after Humayun too marched to Cambay via Ahmedabad *

But by now Bahadur Shah was so much reduced that he realised

1 Akbaf Jfama, (Tr.), I, p 305 Abul Fazl says, "An Uzbek named Bun

who had become a servant of Qasun Hussain Khan, recognised the Sultan

and informed the Khan. But the latter owing to his length of service with

Bahadur Shah, treated what he heard as unheard and so Bahadur Shah

earned off half-a-life into safety, and was joined by 1,500 men by the time

he reachad Champaner." Abu Turab Wall, Tankh-i-Gujarat, p IS

2 Mbar Jfama (Tr ) I, p. SOP. 3
Mir'at-i-Stkandan, p 312

4 Sadr Khan was an honest, brave and God-fearing soldier. He Icept

his word, and during the attack on Mughal Camp at Cambay attempts were

made to release him, but he refused to leave the Mughal camp The guards,

however, became apprehensive and put to death both Sadr Khan and Jam
JFiruz Humayun was greatly aggrieved when he received this news and

inflicted capital punishment on the murderers

5
Humayun Nama, Gul Badan Begum, p, 132.
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the futility of offering resistance. He, therefore, after destroying

the fleet of 100 warships, escaped to the island of Dm, where

subsequently he signed a treaty with Nuno da Cunha on

October 25th, 1535 A.D by which it was agreed that in return

for Bassein, the Portuguese would help him on land and sea

against tbe Mughals and Rumi Khan l

END OF MUGHAL OCCrPA-TIO'T OF MALWA

Humayun returned from Cambay to Champaner on 29th

Zilhijja 941 A.H/lst July 1535 AD. and concentrated on the

capture of the fort of Champaner which had been kept in a

state of siege during the period The fort was conquered on

Friday 6th Safar 942 AH.2
/August 6, 1535 AD. Thus m the

course of a campaign lasting a few months,3 Humayun had

succeeded m acquiring Malwa and Central Gujarat. Humajun
then occupied Ahmedabad,,4 and made it the headquarters of

the province which was placed under the vice-royalty of Mirza

Askari with Hindu Beg as his adviser. Humayun also posted
5

Yadgar Nasir Mirza in Patan, Qasim Husam Khan m Broach,

Surat and Navasari, Dost Beg Ishaq in Baroda and Cambay
and Tardi Beg in Champaner After the settlement of Gujarat

Humayun turned towards Malwa, where, taking advantage of

his absence, local elements had organised resistance against the

1 Danvers, The Portuguese in India, Vol I, pp 4Uti, 407 & 408 According to

Danvers "the presence of the Portuguese at Dm also prevented King Humavun

from attacking that place as he had intended to have done "

2 Akbar Jfama, p 138, has first week ofSafar 942, Tr, I, p 312, Bevendgr

in fn. 2 says, "The text has Mali, but unless we read Mah the 'abjad'

seems to be incorrect being 9-42 instead of 943 "
Beveridge, howe\ er, is wrong,

the incident took place in 942 A.H and not 943 AH Badayum, I,

p 455 has 9th Safar 942. Tctrikh-i-Gujarat, p 24 Friday of 1st -week of Safar

942 falls on Gth and not on 9th hence Cth Safar seems to be more correct

3 Humayun had reached Sarangpur some tune m Januaiy 1533 A.D

4 Humayun had to face resistance at Ahmedabad, \\here Mnza Askari

would have been repulsed by 'Imad-ul-Mulk, had not the situation been saved

by the timely ainval of Yadgar Nasir Mirza, Hindu Beg and Qasim Husam

Khan
5 According to Humayun Mama, p 192, "Ahmedabad he bestowed on

Mirza Askari, Bahruch on Qasim Husain Sultan and Patan on Yadgar

Nasir Mirza " Abu Turab Wall, Tankfi-i-Gujaiat, pp 28, 29
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Mughals. Mallu Khan of Mandu, Mu fm Sikandar Khan of

Satwas and Mihtar Zambur of Handia had combined their

resources and attacked Ujjam which was held for Humayun
by Darwesh 'All. When Humayun returned, Ujjam had

already been lost, the commandant having been killed, the

survivors had evacuated the place and were retreatmg towards

Humayun. Humayun's timely arrival, however, saved the

situation from becoming worse.
1
Humayun set up his head

quarters at Mandu and as a mark of his proposed indefinite

stay in Malwa, he summoned his seraglio from Agra.

Humayun's personal stay in Malwa, no doubt for the time

being resulted in the disappearance of the resistance of the

Malwis, but Humayun took no concrete measures for establish

ing an administration in the country. It seems that Humayun
became too engrossed with the scenic beauty of Mandu and could

not keep himself aloof from the contagion of opium
2 so com

mon with the Malwis. 3 However, Humayun was not destined

to enjoy the peace of Mandu for long. He soon learnt that

Mirza Askan having mismanaged the affairs of Gujarat had

disgraced himself Bahadur Shah's officers had practically rolled

them up Mirza Askan even gave vent to his feeling of

establishing an independent kingdom Such a condition had

encouraged Bahadur Shah to return from Diu and occupy
the territories evacuated by the Mughal officers Askan Mirza,

finding that a fight with Bahadur Shah was imminent, had tried

to secure treasure from Champaner which Tardi Beg refused to

give him, and finally finding that Tardi Beg was not favourably

disposed 4 towards him, he started for Agra leaving Gujarat to its

own fate Mirza Askari's march towards Agra compelled

Humayun also to move out of Malwa5 so as to forestall him,

1 Akbar Nama, I, p 142
2 Humayun Nama, p 131 To the complaints of Bega Begum about his

neglect of the Begums, Humayun asked for their indulgence for his being
an opium-eater

3 Foi common use of opium in Malwa, see Am-i-Akban, II, p 207,

Khulasat-ut-Twankk, p 53
4 Abu Turab Wall, Tartkk-i-Gujarat, p 31.

5
Hwnayan Nama, p 133, "Mirza Askan's people left Ahmedabad

and came to the Emperor They represented to him that Muza \skari

and Yadgar Nasir Mirza had conspired and wished to go to Agra
On hearing this, he himself was forced to go, he left the important affairs

(Continued on next page)
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lest Askari might not create disaffection in Agra too. Of course,

Humayun overtook Askari at Chittor where a reconciliation

took place between the brothers and they together proceeded to

Agra.

So far as Malwa was concerned, Humayun had practically

evacuated the kingdom He had left neither garrison nor

governor behind him. Thus after an occupation of about one

year, the Mughals evacuated the country and the e\ents were

allowed to take their own course

MALWA REGAINS INDEPENDENCE

Humayun's stay in Malwa proved nothing better than a

military occupation, and after his departure he left no adminis

trative organisation of Mughal governors except some Mughal
military officers who had been granted jagirs in Malwa. 1

Nevertheless, by his activities against Bahadur Shah, Humayun
considerably weakened Gujarat; and after his departure, Bahadur

Shah had to devote his time to re-organise his kingdom and at

the same tune keep an eye on the activities of the Portuguese.

Bahadur Shah, therefore, could not pay full attention to

Malwa However, Bahadur Shah maintained his nominal hold

by appointing Mallu Khan in Mandu2 and Muhammad
Miran Shah Asm to the over-all charge of Malwa, whom we
find in Ujjain in 943 AH/1536-37 AD. at the death of Baha
dur Shah.3 Though Mallu Khan was one of the Khanzadas

of the rulers of Malwa he had joined Bahadur Shah at the time

of his accession and had remained loyal to him. He had ren

dered valuable service to him both at Mandsor and during the

siege of Mandu by Humayun. During the Mughal invasion

and occupation, Bahadur Shah appointed Mallu Khan m
Malwa, and had kept Langar Khan, son of Mallu Khan, by his

side* probably as a surety for the conduct of Mallu Khan.

(Continuedfrom fre-page}

of Gujarat and turned away and went to Agra Here he spent as much as

a year,
' Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-i-Gujarat, p 32 says, Tardi Beg informed

Humayun that Askari Mirza and Hindu Beg and other Mirzas had left for

Agra to create trouble

1
Firishta, II, p 532 Finshta says, MalluKhan took the title of Qadir Shah

and occupied the country of Malwa from. Bhilsa to the river Narbada by
driving out the Ghagtai forces within a period of one year

2
Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 323

337
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INDEPENDENCE OF MALLU KHAN AS QADIR SHAH

The death of Bahadur Shah on 3rd Ramctzan 943 A.H V
13-2-1537 A D created a void in Gujaiat politics. The nobles in

Gujarat were not united and to make matters worse, Muham
mad Zaman Mirza just then returned from the Punjab and put

forth his claims for the crown of Gujarat.
2 The arrival and

movements of Muhammad Zaman Mirza, however, united the

Gujaratis for the tune being, and while they organised opposi

tion to the Mirza, they also sent an invitation to Muhammad
Miran Shah of Khandesh who was a nephew of Sultan Bahadur

Shah. As if to settle the issue at once, they caused the Khutba

to be read and coins struck m the name of Muhammad Shah

while he was absent from Gujarat. Though Muhammad Shah

at once started for Gujarat he died on his way, after about a

month and a half from the time of the reading of the Khutba 3

After the death of Muhammad Shah, the Gujarati nobles

brought Mahmud Khan son of Latif Khan from Burhanpur
and placed him on the throne of Gujarat on 10th Zilhijja 943

AH./20-5-1537 A.D As Ikhtiyar Khan Gujarati had been

instrumental in raising Mahmud Shah to the throne, he became

most powerful. But the ascendancy of Ikhtiyar Khan aroused

the jealousy of Darya Khan and 'Imad-ul-Mulk,* with the

result that Ikhtiyar Khan was put to death by their combined

effort.

After removing Ikhtiyar Khan, the two nobles divided power

1
Mir'at'i-Stkandan, p 322, T A III, p 234-, Fuishta,U,p 443

2 The activities of Muhammad Zaman Mirza are variously given by different

authorities According to Nizam-ud-Dm and Fuishta, Muhammad Zaman
Mirza posed before the ladies that he was greatly affected by the death of

Bahadur Shah, but decamped with 700 chests of gold and collected a force

of 13,000 horsemen Vide, T A III, p 235, Fvnshta, II, p 443 Sikandar

and Abu Turab Wall say that he tued to capture the thione of Gujarat
While Sikandar does not mention the IChutba, Abu Turab Wall says he caused

the Khutba to be read in his name in Dm Sikandar says that Muhammad
Zaman Mirza urged the ladies that they should adopt him as a son and

help him, but the ladies informed him that in Gujarat the ladies have nevei

interfered in politics, and the question of Sultan's successor is settled by
the ministers Vide, Mir'at-i-Sikandan, p 324, Tankh-i-Gujarat, p 3G

3 T A III, p 235

4 'Imad-ul-Mulk had driven Muhammad Zaman Mirza out of Gujarat
Vide, Abu Turab Wall, Tarikh-i-Gujarat, p 40
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between themselves.
1

'Imad-ul-Mulk was anxious to have his

supporters and for this purpose, he thought of securing the alle

giance of Mallu Khan, who after the departure of Muhsmmad

Miran Shah had slowly established himself as the most power

ful among the nobles in Malwa. 'Imad-ul-Mulk, during his

wizarat, sent on behalf of Sultan Mahmud Shah, 2 a canopy

with the title of Qadir Shah and the right of striking coins to

Mallu Khan Thus Mallu Khan became ruler of Malwa with

the title of Qadir Shah and struck coins and caused the Khuiba

to be read in his own name.

MALWA UNDER QADIR SHAH

Qadir Shah proved himself a successful ruler. He tried to

appease all the old amirs of Malwa and very soon restored peace

and order in the country. He tried to reconcile the Rajputs

and gained then: allegiance by allowing Bhupat and Puranmal,

the sons of Silahdi, to re-occupy the fort of Raisen. Bhupat and

Puranmal accepted the suzerainty of Qadir Shah and offered

their allegiance to him 3 The zamindais of the surrounding

country offered then: allegiance to him and sent tribute to him

every year.
4

Qadir Shah proved to be a prudent ruler, and he successfully

prevented Malwa from being drawn into the vortex of the dis

pute that was going on in Gujarat between
'

Imad-ul-Mulk and

Darya Khan. After the defeat of Mubarak Miran Shah of

Burhanpur, when 'Imad-ul-Mulk came as a fugitive to Mandu,5

Qadir Shah gave him shelter and thereby proved that he was

not ungrateful to his former benefactor. But when Darya Khan

1 T A III, p 236 According to Nizam-ud-Din,
'

'Imad-ul-Mulk became

Amir-ul-Umra, and Darya Khan became the wazir, Tarikh-i-Gujarat, p 41,

Mir'at-i-Sikandcoi, p 329.
'Imad-ul-Mulk was appointed as wazir by Mahmud

Shah II

2 Mir'at-i-Sikandaris p 337

3 Frnshta, II, p 532, Qanungo, Sher Shah, p 250 fa opines, "Nizam-

ud-Dm commits a mistake here Bhupat was killed in the battle of Kanwa

in 1527 A D Babur mentions him among the Hindu chiefs slam in that batde

It was Bhupat's minor son Piatap whom his uncle Puranmal brought with

him " Prof Qanungo is misled by the statement of Babur Bhupat was not

killed in the cattle of Kanwa, we find him defending Mandu against

Humayun on behalf of Bahadur Shah, which is mentioned by Sikandar as well

asAbuTurab Wall Vide s
Mtr'at-irStkandan, p 311, Tvtkh-i-Gujarat, p 18,

* T A. Ill, p. ^11

5 MSat-i-Sikandan, p 332, Abu Turab Wall, TankhrirGujarat, p 42
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demanded on behalf of Mahmud Shah the surrender of 'Imad-ul-

Mulk, he did not want to offend the Gujarati Sultan, but sent

him a very polite letter pleading for
l

Imad-ul-Mulk, thereby

he saved Malwa from an invasion of Mahmud Shah and Darya

Khan and at the same time protected
l

!mad-ul-Mulk from falling

into the clutches of Darya Khan

ATTITUDE OF SHER SHAH TOWARDS MALWA

While Qadir Shah was still busy in consolidating the kingdom
of Malwa and repairing the damages caused by the activities of

Bahadur Shah and Humayun, he had to face a new menace

from the north. Sher Khan after his victory at Chausa, had

enthroned himself in 946 AH 2
/1539-40 A.D., his coronation

having taken place in Bengal But Sher Shah could not con

sider himself the real master of Hindustan unless he drove

Humayun out of the country He therefore wanted to enlist

the support
3 of the chiefs of Malwa and Gujarat. In pursuance

of such a policy he sent 'Isa Khan in January 1540 A D with a

fartnan the purport of which according to Nizam-ud-Dm was that

"as the Mughals have come into the country of Bangala, I

pray that following the path of sincerity you should either your

self advance towards Agra, or sending an army create a distur

bance in the neighbourhood of that city so that the Mughals

might return from this country
"4 This farman of Sher Shah,

however, placed Qadir Shah in a predicament, because if he -acted

as desired in the, farman he would not only be involving himself

unnecessarily in the affairs of the Mughals, but would also be

accepting the over-lordship of Sher Shah. 5
Qadir Shah was

1
Mir'at-t-Stkandan, p 337

2 Tarikh-i-Da'udi, p 216, Qanungo, Sher Shah, p 208, gives the date as

beginning of December, 1539 AD
3
Qanungo, Sher Shah, p 209, Qanungo says, "The object of the mission

was to induce the rulers of these countries to create a diversion in favour

of Sher Shah by attacking the imperial territories about Agra, in coopera
tion with an Afghan army under his son Qutb Khan whom he had decided

to send to Malwa for that purpose
"

4 TA III (Tr), p 618, Tankh-i-Shershahi, (Elliot, IV, S G p 94)
5 In the 'farman' sent to equals the normal practice was to put the seal

at the back of the epistle, when addressed to an inferior the seal was at the top
and when addressed to a superior it was at the bottom Sher Shah had affixed

his seal at the top and thus Qadir Shah was perfectly justified in resenting it

Accoiding to Nizam-ud-Din, Qadir Shah said, "If he does not observe the

rule of courtesy it is not necessary that I should show honour to him "
Vide,

T.A III (Tr), p 618
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prepared for neither, and not only rejected the request of Sher

Shah but asserted his own position by sending an identical

farman in reply to Sher Shah.

While the reply of Qadir Shah was still on its way, Sher Shah

sent his son Qutb Khan to proceed to Malwa via Kalpi with

a view to combine with the forces of the place and thence to

attack Agra. Qutb Khan, however, came to know about the

hostile attitude of the Malwa ruler while he was in the vicinity

of Chanderi. He, therefore, turned from there towards Kalpi,

only to find himself opposed by the Mughal forces. Instead of

retracing his steps he offered battle and was killed. 2 To Sher

Shah the death of Qutb Khan appeared to be the result of the

hostile attitude of the Malwa ruler To add to this, when Sher

Shah received the reply of Qadir Shah he was convinced that

nothing short of military operations would establish his autho

rity over Malwa

Qadir Shah, however, in sending the reply with his seal at

the top had not correctly judged the personality of Sher Shah

He completely failed to realise that after Chausa the political

power of northern India had passed into the hands of Sher

Shah But Qadir Shah was not immediately disturbed and

passed about two more years a period which was spent by

Sher Shah in consolidating his position hi the north. Though

Shuja'at Khan was ordered to march upon Gwahor, Sher Shah's

orders were that he was to watch the movement of the chiefs

of Malwa but by no means to enter into hostility with them.

It was in the beginning of Mttharrcan 949 A.H. /April,
1542

A D. that Sher Shah started for Malwa, and after receiving the

keys of the fort of Gwalior from 'Abdul Qasim Beg, he reached

Gagraun where Puranmal of Raisen came with an escort of

6,000 Rajputs and waited upon him Sher Shah permitted him

to return to Raisen.s The obvious reason for Sher Shah

to conciliate Puranmal was, that while he was marching against

Qadir Shah he did not want the Rajputs of Malwa to combine

with him. As for Puranmal, he too failed to understand Sher

Shah's intentions and soon had to pay the price for it.

From Gagraun Sher Shah marched towards Sarangpur The

news of Sher Shah's approach at once unnerved Qadir Shah,

1 Abbas Sarwani, Tankh-i-Shershahi, (Elliot, IV, S G p 95)

2 Ibid
, p 96 Abbas says the battle took place at Chondha

3
Elliot, IV, p 392
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who acting upon the advice of Saif Khan came straight from

Ujjain and waited upon Sher Shah at Sarangpur.
1
Though

Sher Shah welcomed Qadir Shah and bestowed upon him a red

pavilion and an audience tent, a special bedstead, a sleeping

robe, and articles for his wardrobe, he gave hints to Shuja'at

Khan to keep special watch over Qadir Shah. Sher Shah then

moved to Ujjam. Malwa was thus subjugated by Sher Shah

without shedding blood. But Sher Shah's policy of transferring

Qadir Shah from Malwa to Bengal was not destined to succeed 2

Though late, but correctly did Qadir Shah read the character

of Sher Shah, for whom treachery was only a synonym for

diplomacy. Being apprehensive of the motives3 of Sher Shah,

Qadir Shah one mght escaped from the camp and fled towards

Gujarat. Shuja'at Khan was sent in pursuit of the fugitive with

a large army, but Qadir Shah managed to cross into Gujarat

and Shuja'at Khan had to return without success The depar

ture of Qadir Shah however sealed the fate of Mu'm Khan

Satwasi 4 Sher Shah ordered his immediate imprisonment

Sher Shah then made fresh administrative arrangements

and appointed Shuja'at Khan over Handia and Satwas and

Haji Khan and Junaid Khan over Mandu and Dhar Being

satisfied with these arrangements, Sher Shah turned north and

marched towards the fort of Ranthambhor. Thus for the second

tune Malwa lost its freedom and except for Raisen the rest of

Malwa was occupied by Afghan officers.

Qadir Shah and Nasir Khan made one more effort to regain

their lost territories, but instead of making a combined

i T.A ill, p 413
2 /Wjp 413, (Tr p 620) According to Nizam-ud-Dm, "One day

he was going from his residence to wait upon Sher Khan, when he saw, on

the way, that a number of Mughals of Gwahor were engaged in cutting earth

with then: spades, and working the earth in properly constructing the bastions

of the fort which, Sher Khan's officers always built round his camp Mallu

Khan considered in his mind, "If I accompany Sher Khan, he will of comse

order me to do similar earth work", and he determined on flight, and was

engaged in thinking how he should manage it
"

Elliot, IV, p 394
3 Qanungo, Sher Shah, p 258 Qanungo says, "His policy of removing

Mallu Khan from Mandu to Bengal does great credit to his statecraft Herein

he foreshadowed the wise and humane policy of Akbar towards dethroned

sovereigns
"

4 TA III, p 314, has Sikandar Khan. But Sikandar Khan had died

earlier and had been succeeded by his adopted son Mu'm Khan,
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effort they made independent attacks on Shuja'at Khan with the

result that both of them were defeated one after the other, and

Shuja'at Khan retained his hold over Malwa

AFGHAN OCCUPATION OF RAISEN

Sher Shah m the first instance had accepted the submission of

Puranmal and had allowed him to continue m Raisen But Sher

Shah knew that unless he took the fort of Raisen and crushed

the power of the Rajputs m eastern Malwa, his conquest of

Malwa would remain incomplete He, therefore, in the end of

949 A H 2/March 1543 A D , marched against Raisen.

Puranmal on his part seems to have realised, after his return

from Gagraun and the subsequent activities of Sher Shah in

Malwa, that it would not be long before he too would have to

face Sher Shah. Puranmal, therefore, had taken all possible mea

sures to strengthen the fortification of Raisen. Thus when Sher

Shah came and besieged Raisen he realised that conquest by

assault was a difficult task. The siege lasted for about four

months3 and several heavy cannons had to be cast and the fort

was bombarded from all sides Puranmal offered terms of peace

which were accepted by Sher Shah, but in the end when amnesty

had been granted to Puranmal and he had evacuated the fort,

the Afghan soldiers attacked him at dawn "The Rajputs

having been appraised of the situation, prepared for Jauhar

With fire and sword they destroyed their wives and children

Their minds thus relieved of all earthly concerns, they charged

the enemy with all the fury of despair and died fighting to a

man."* Sher Shah thus came in possession of the fort of Raisen,

but his conduct in allowing the massacre of Puranmal and the

l.The oiiginal name of Shuja'at Khan was Shaikh Isma'il and like

Sher Shah he was also a Sur Afghan Hejoined Sher Shah (then Farid Khan)

at Kanpur when Farid Khan was going to Agra in A D 1518, after his

lemoval fiom his father's jagvs In A,D. 1429, Shaikh Isma'il showed ex-

traordmaiy valour, and killed Qjitb Khan the commander of the Bengali

army of Nusrat Shah, which had inarched into Bihar, After the victor)

thus gained Sher Khan has bestowed on Shaikh Isma'il the title of Shuja'at

Khan Elliot, IV, p 321

2
Elliot, IV, pp. 397, 404, fn 1; Qanungo, Sher Shah, p 283, Badtywn,

I, 476
3 Qanungo, Sher Shah, p. 290.

4 Ibid ,p, 297 Qanungo has described the conquest of Raisen and last

Jauhar of Puranmal quite at length.
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Rajputs after they had been granted a safe passage can have no

justification whatsoever.
1

After conquest of Raisen when Sher Shah returned he made

Shuja'at Khan over-all in charge of Malwa. Shuja'at Khan
however had to face some opposition from Islam Shah Sur who
succeeded Sher Shah after his death from accident while cap

turing the fort of Kahnjar on 10th Rabi' I, 952 A.H./22-5-1545

A.D. The hostility of Islam Shah finally culminated m a tem

porary removal of Shuja'at Khan from the governorship of

Malwa. But Shuja'at Khan pioved his loyalty towards

the house of the Surs by withdrawing into Banswal. 2 'Isa

Khan was appointed governor of Malwa. Though Shuja'at

Khan had power and necessary force to attack 'Isa Khan, he

refrained from any act of violence. After some time Shuja'at

Khan was pardoned by Islam Shah on the recommendation

of Daulat Khan Ajiyala, who was an adopted son of Shuja'at

Khan and a favourite of Islam Shah. Shuja'at Khan was given

in jagir the territory of Sarangpur and Raisen

While Shuja'at Khan looked after his jagir of Sarangpur and

Raisen, Sur Empire was facing constant trouble caused by

the rebellion of the Afghan chiefs. The death of Islam Shah

(961 AJFI./A.D 1553-54) and accession of Mubanz Khan under

the title Muhammad Shah Adil or Adah proved a turning point

m the fortune of Shuja'at Khan. The new Sultan appointed him

governor of Malwa or as Nizam-ud-Dm says, "conferred the

entire country of Malwa permanently on him." 3
Shuja'at Khan

made fresh arrangements for the administration of Malwa

and placed Daulat Khan Ajiyala in Ujjain and its territories,

Malik Mustafa, his youngest son, in Raisen and Bhilsa, Miyan

Bayazid in Handia and Ashta and himself took up his seat

at Sarangpur 4 It may be pointed out here that with the

1
Qanungo, Sher Shah, p, 299 Qanungo writes, "However, no historian

will maintain that Sher Shah was incapable of treachery and perfidy which

are clearly brought to light in the case of Bibi Path Mahka and the capture
of Rohtas But the imputation of the same charge in the affair of Raisen is

not historically tiue Even if Sher Shah's acts weie one of barefaced treachery,

the historian, in all fairness and justice, can only say that he was not above

the morals of his age."
2 TA III, p 420, (Tr), p 627, has Banswala I think it is Bansva in the

west ofMalwa
3 TA III, (Tr), p 628 4

Finshta, II, p 537.
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occupation of Malwa by the Afghans, Shadiabad Mandu con

siderably lost its importance and Sarangpur became the seat of

government, Shuja'at Khan managed the government well

and Malwa witnessed some peace under him But the hard

life now began to tell on his health and he died m 962 A.H./

A.D. 1554-55 Shuja'at Khan had at the last stage become

independent
1 because with the return of Humayun he felt no

obligation towards the ruler of Dehli.

BAZ BAHADUR ASSUMES SOVEREIGNTY

The death of Shuja'at Khan was immediately followed by a

scramble for power among his sons. Miyan Bayazid proved

more energetic and ambitious He at once moved to Sarangpur

and took possession of all his father's property and retainers.

But Miyan Bayazid's rival was Daulat Khan Ajiyala, who

enjoyed a reputation for his close association with Islam Shah

and had also been a favourite of Shuja'at Khan. The Afghans

too wanted him to succeed Shuja'at Khan But these Afghans

were no match to the sharp brain of Bayazid, with the result

that they were soon brought to bay by the latter. Bayazid

started negotiations and through his mother pacified Daulat

Khan It was agreeds that Daulat Khan should be in posses

sion of the sarkars of Ujjam and Mandu and adjacent terri

tories, that Bayazid should have Sarangpur and the Khalsa

mahals of Shuja'at Khan along with his former jagir of Handia

and Koth Birah as well as Bhilwara and Malik Mustafa should

remain in possession of Raisen and Bhilsa along with its

adjacent mahals

The arrangement thus settled was a fair one and all seemed to

have been satisfied But the rivals of Bayazid had failed to per

ceive his real aim They became complacent and did not watch

the movements of Bayazid Khan Bayazid caught them un

awares He suddenly attacked Ujjam and killed Daulat Khan.

The severed head of Daulat Khan was sent to Sarangpur and

1
Haft Guhhan, fol 133b Ghulam Hadi savs

J>ji
**< J -Uak OoVj j ji p*

Fmshfa, II, P 537, Brtggs, IV, p 275; CHI. Ill, p. 371

2 T A III, p 421, Ftrishta, II, PP 537, 538
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was suspended from one of the gates The removal of Danlat

Khan made matter easy for Bayazid and he assumed royalty

and took the title of Baz Bahadur Shah.

Baz Bahadur then attacked Raisen, Malik Mustafa offered

a stiff resistance but was ultimately defeated and fled
1

away
from Malwa. Baz Bahadur appointed his own men m Raisen

From Raisen he proceeded to Kadrula which was inhabited by
a band of Afghans who had refused to recognise

2 the sover

eignty of Baz Bahadur After punishing these Afghans and

making fresh arrangements for Kadrula, Baz Bahadur returned

to Sarangpur. Baz Bahadur's military activity came to an end

with his attempt to establish his authority over Garha, which

was then under the able rule of Ram Durgawati Baz Bahadur

was badly defeated by the Gonds and though he escaped with

his life, most of his best generals were killed and his camp and

baggage fell into the hands of Ram Durgawati Either because

of the shame for being defeated by a woman 3 or because of

the heavy military loss Baz Bahadur gave lip further military

exploits, though he took care to repair the damages and losses

m his army

MALWA UNDER BAZ BAHADUR

With Baz Bahadur's discontinuation of military activity

Malwa witnessed comparative peace. Baz Bahadur started

devoting most of his time to music and cultivation of finer

tastes. His deep attachment to Rupmati, though gained a

notoriety, indeed produced an effect of far-reaching consequence,
and has almost taken a legendry shape quite popular in Malwa
In his devotion to cultural pursuits Baz Bahadur removed all

religious bias, and the process of cultural assimilation which

had started with the foundation of the independent kingdom
of Malwa reached its culmination under Baz Bahadur. While

assessing the contribution of Baz Bahadur to the culture of

Malwa, Archer writes, "We meet, in fact, a character in whom
the twin cultures of Malwa are entangled and whose great

romances, his passion for Rupmati is itself a blending of

Muslim and Hindu."*

1 Malik Mustafa later was appointed to accompany Raja Bu Bal and
Hakim Abul Fath in the Ymuf Zai expedition and was killed there Vidr,
TA III, p 420, fn. 3 2

Fmshta, II, p 538, T A III, p. 422.
8
Fmshta, II, p 538 < W G Archer, Central India Painting, p 4
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Politically viewed, Malwa, however, became a nonentity

With her monarch wholly engrossed in cultivating the finer

tastes, the oppressive hand of the jagndars and officers must

have fallen heavily on the common people for whom there

was no redress While Malwa was passing through such a

condition the attention of the Mughal Emperor Akbar was

drawn towards it

INCORPORATION OF MALWA AS A MUGHAL SUBAH

In the sixth year of his reign, when the Mughal rule \\as

firmly established in the northern territories, Akbar thought of

the conquest of the adjacent countries According to his wishes

on 24th Jumada II
3 968 A H /12th March 1561 A D , armies were

sent towards Malwa where Baz Bahadur still ruled, though his

sway was confined to a comparatively small territory. Akbar

could have no justification for this unprovoked war except that

Humayun had once conquered this territory and that it had

also formed a part of Sher Shah's empire. According to 'Abul

Fazl, however, the cause of conquest of Malwa was, Akbar's

desire to relieve the people from injustice and oppression of

Baz Bahadur. But we have seen Baz Bahadur had caused no

injustice nor perpetrated any oppression, while the sufferings

of the people, subsequent to the conquest, and during the regime

of Adham Khan and Pir Muhammad were beyond calculation

a fact which 'Abul Fazl himself has accepted The suggestion

of Mu'tamid Khan2
that Baz Bahadur who was an important

king did not submit to Akbar, indicates that the real cause

of Akbar's attack was simply a process of territorial

aggrandisement Though Baz Bahadur is said to have been

devoting his time to the pleasures of his harem at the cost

of state affairs, Akbar sent a formidable army against him

The Mughal army included such generals as Pir Muhammad

Khan, Abdullah Khan, Qiya Khan Kang, Shah Muhammad
Khan 'Qandhan, Adil Khan and his son, Sadiq Khan,

Habib Quh Khan, Haidar <Ali Khan, Muhammad Quli

Toqbai, Qiya Khan, Mirak Bahadur, Samanji Khan, Payanda

Muhammad Khan Moghal, Muhammad Khwaja Kushtigir,

1 Akbcu JVa/rt, II, p 210, date gum is March 10, 1561,

MJClMjf, pp lt>5, Ittti Mu'tamid Khan savs, the sixth year started from

23rd jKOTflrfoII, 968n
2 MJCttf 166
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Mihr 'All Silduz, Miran Arghun, Shah Fam and other heroes

The command of the army was given to Adham Khan * The

Mughal army marched into Malwa in regular formations with

Pir Muhammad and Adham in the centre, the right wing and the

left wing under the commands of 'Abdullah Khan and Qrya Khan

Kang respectively, while the vanguard was placed under Muham
mad Khan Qandhaii and Sadiq Khan 2 The Mughal army
marched to Sarangpur without facing any opposition When
Baz Bahadur, who resided at Sarangpur, received information of

the approach of the Mughals, he immediately came out of Sarang

pur and advancing three kos fiom the city, pitched his tents and

entrenched himself Baz Bahadur also arranged his army,,
3

with himself in the centre, on the right he placed Sahm Khan
Khasa Khel who was governor of Raisen and Chanden, and the

left he placed under the command of Adam Khan, his maternal

uncle; and the vanguard he placed under Taj Khan Khasa

Khel and Sufi 4 "The armies f&ced one another at the distance of

two or three kos, and the brave on both sides were continually

coming out and encountering
" 5 The Mughals soon started

preventing all supplies from reaching the camp of Baz Bahadur

A body of troops under the command of some officer would go

round the camp of the Malwis and intercept whatever would be

coming to them

One day Shah Muhammad, Muhammad Qandhan, Sadiq

Khan, Payanda Khan, Mughal Shah Fani, Mihr 'Ah Silduz,Samanji

Khan and Muhammad Khwaja Kushtigir, whose turn it was to

harass the Malwi forces, came very near the Malwi camp and were

involved in an engagement The news of this engagement imme

diately leached the Mughal camp and the entire army attacked

the Malwa forces. In spite of extreme bravery of Adham Khan,

by mid-day the Malwa forces were routed, and Baz Bahadur

hastily retreated towards Khandesh.

Baz Bahadur had left instructions to his palace guaids before

1 Aklar Nama, II, p 208; MKINJ, p 160
2 Akbar Mama, II, p 21 1.

3 The Lacfy of the Lotus, p 51, Crump writes, "Adham Khan came, and
he came like a storm of wind and ram There was no time to set the affans

of the kingdom in order noi to keep its frontiers inviolate from the assaults

of the enemy Bazid Khan, however, collected his following small though
it was, and diew up his army in battle array

"

* MKINJ, p 166, 5 Akbar Nma, II, p 212
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leaving for the battlefield, that it he \\as defeated they were to kill

all the female inmates of his harem.
1 When the news of his

defeat reached, the seivants, in compliance with the orders,

started killing the inmates, but before they could complete their

task the victorious Mughal army entered the city and took posses

sion of the palace "All his goods and chattels, his seraglio,

and his singing and dancing women, who were materials of his

pleasures and decorations of his life, fell into the hands of the

victors
"2 The attendant of Rupmati, finding that no escape

was possible inflicted some wounds on her but before she could

be killed she was rescued Adham Khan who had heard the

piaises of Baz Bahadur's collection of beauties,
3

hastily arrived

and took possession of the harem as well as the treasure, buried

or otherwise When Adham Khan wanted to possess Rupmati

and she found that she was helpless she saved her honour by taking

a cup of poison
4

1 In Mal\\a it had bi_come a icgukr piacticc for the Muslims \\lio had

adopted the Rajput practice ofJaidiar in this form. A j\' II, 213, MKIj\J,

p 167

2 A j\ II, p 213

<*
.'1 jV II, p 213 Abul Fazlsays, "Adham Khan came in all haste and

excitement to Sarangpui to seize the buiied and other trasuies, and the

seiaglio with its singers and dancers whose beauty and melody were cele

brated throughout the world, and whose lieai t-ra\ ishmg ehauns were

sung of in the streets and markets
"

* So in A N II, p 21i, but Mu'tamid Khan gives a bhghtly more

detailed account Acoidmg to him, Adham Khan wanted to possess

Rupmati in his hmem, but as she was severely wounded, she requested him

to send her to the house of Shaikh 'Umar, to be looked after by his family

Rupmati had gieat respect for Shaikh 'Umar But when she recovered, she

had no pretence to refuse Adham Khan She, therefoie, asked Adham Khan

to sent hei Camphor, Musk and Amber etc to decoiate herself Adharn

Khan sent these things in big quantity, out of which Rupmati took a handful

of champor and died Vide, MKINJ, p 167, Crump, Lady of the Lotus

p 53 Accoidmg to 'Umu, Rupmati fled from the capital in the guise

of a flowei-sellei Aftei tluee days Adham Khan discovered that Rupmati

had escaped He gave oideis to fifteen of his best cavalry to capture hei

and bung hei bck She was captured and brought back and was carefulv

guatded and placed under stuct watch. Crump writes, "As icgards the place

of Rupmati' s death thcie ii no need to doubt the veibion of the manuscript

that it took place at Mandu "
However, Crump in accepting 'Umari's

vcision ovei looked the fact that Adham Khan was at Saiangpur and

Mandu was given to Fir Muhammad, besides, Baz Bahadur was at

Sarangpur when Adham Khan attacked
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CONDUCT OF ADHAM KHAN AND PIR MUHAMMAD

Adham Khan had kept all the tieasures of Baz Bahadm with

himself, but in order to gratify the imperial officers he inaugurated

a gieat feast and made presents according to his own pleasure to

all the servants of the State who weie m his company m Malvvd

The right of distributing gifts etc
,
to the officers was a icyal preio-

gative, but the victoiy at Sarangpur and acquisition of so much
wealth and o\er all a full seiaglio completely disbalanced the

head of Adham Khan, and brought to the suiface his innate

beastly nature.
1

Foi the purpose of administration, Mal\\a

was divided into four divisions, i e,, Sarangpur, Mandu, Handia

and Mandsor Adlum Khan remained m Sarangpur, Pir Muham
mad was appointed at Mandu with which Ujjam was also attached

Handia was assigned to Qiya Khan, and Sadiq Khan was appointed
to look after Maudsor and its dependencies

2

Adham Khan, howevei, greatly offended Akbar, because he sent

to him only a few elephants with a report of victory whereas for

himself he kept "all the rare and exquisite articles and all the

buried treasures wliich weie the collection of ages, and rmwy of

the famous dancing girls, and beauties whose loveliness and grace
were biuited about, as well as many singers and musicians

"
8

The real picture of victory and the gains weie conveyed to Akbar

by Sadiq Khan who leturned to Agra* from Malwa On

receiving the mformation Akbar decided to march into Malwa,
but he kept his intentions secret, and started on llth Slia'betn

968 A.H/27th April 1561 AD,S attended by a band of special

attendants. Akbar made a rapid march and without halting at

Ranthainbhor, he reached the vicinity of Gagraun, which was

still held by the officers of Baz Bahadur 6 The commandant

1 A A II, p 214, AfKWJ, p H>7 Mu'tanud Khan s,a)s, "Adham
Khan completely overlooked the right of one fiom whom he had icceiv-

cd all this
"

2 A,W II, p 2I4
3 Mu'tamid Khan says, "when Pir Muhammad

found that his ad\ice had no effect on Adham Khan he tried to pacify
and reward Mughal officers and distributed the conqueied aiea to diffeient

officers Vide, MKIJVJ, p 167
3 Though 'AbulFazl says that Akbar felt the need of conection of Adham

Khan, who aftei victory of Malwa had became seditious, the ical cause
of offence seems to be Adham Khan's attempt to deprive Akbai of the beauties
and treasures acquired in Malwa

* A JV II, p 218
5
Ihd,p 218 e
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of Gagraun was conscious that after the fall of Sarangpur, with

Baz Bahadur moving as a fugitive, he would not be able to resist

the Mughals for long; so on the approach of Akbar, he voluntarily

came forward and after submission to the Mughal Emperor handed
over the keys of the fort For his conduct he was rewarded by
Akbar, but the fort \uis placed under a Mughal officer named
Khaidm Akbar did not stay at Gagraun, but continued his march
southwaidi> throughout the night and arrived on the borders of

Sarangpur early in the morning of 27th Sha'ban/13th May,
1

After Akbar's departure from Agra, Maham Anga had sent

a swift messenger, informing Adham Khan of Akbar's march,
but the courier could not reach in time Thus on 27th of Shc?bcm[
13th May, by a strange coincidence when Adham Khan started

from Scirangpur for the conquest of Gagraun, he suddenly came
acioss the Royal Camp coming towards Sarangpur and was taken

almost by surpnse
2 As Akbar continued his march, Adham

Khan also joined the Royal Camp, and the entire party entered

Sarangpur the same day. If Akbar had moved fast, covering the

distance from Agra to Sarangpur in sixteen days, Maham Anga
had moved faster still. On the next day, she arrived at Sarangpur
with the Royal ~anana On Maham Anga's warmng, Adham
Khan "produced befoie His Majesty whatever had coine into his

hands from Baz Bahadur's estate, whether movable 01 immovable
as well as all the wives, dancing girls and courtesans

"

After the acquisition of the wealth and seraglio of Baz Bahadur,
Akbar seems to have been pleased and did not prolong his stay in

Sarangpur for more than four days Akbar at this time seems to

have been frivolous, and if Adham Khan had been interested in

the ha] em of Baz Bahadur, Akbar was no less interested. When
on his return on the 2nd Ramazan, he learnt that two girls from the

harem had been secretly removed by Adham Khan, he immediately

ordered a halt after having traversed only one stage, and oidered a

search foi the missing gnls
3 The search party succeeded in re

covering the girls, but Maham Anga fearing further exposure of

hei son and also her connivance4 in it, caused the two girls to

be put to death Akbar overlooked this deed of Maham Anga
and resumed his march While leaving Malwa, Akbai confirmed

1 A JV //, p 218
2

Ibid, p 219,MA7jVJ, p W\
3 A JV II, p 221 4 Ibid
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all the officers in then possessions, Pir Muhammad Khan, Qiya

Khan, Habib 'All Khan and Adham Khan were all reposled to

their formei places
l

Thus we find it \vas a hasty march of Akbar and an equally

hasty return, he having remained in Sarangpur for only four days

So far as "regulating the matters" of Malwa are concerned, Akbar

took no steps. He did not even make an enquiry into the conduct

of his officers in Malwa No doubt he depnved Adliam Khan of

the accumulated wealth of Baz Bahadur, and cut down his i esoui ces

for creating trouble However, after his return to Agra, Akbai

soon recalled Adham Khan, and the chaige of Malwa was given

to Pir Muhammad 2

END OF PIR MUHAMMAD BAZ BAHADUR'S REOCCUPATION OF MALWA

For the people of Malwa, Pir Muhammad was almost like the

scourge of God The tortures inflicted, and the bloodshed caused 3

by him, made him extremely unpopular Pir Muhammad soon

learnt that Baz Bahadur had come to Awas4 and was collecting

troops He, therefore, immediately marched out, and defeating

Baz Bahadur drove him away But Baz Bahadur had local support
and he again succeeded in collecting a stiong force Pir Muham
mad 111 the meantime pushed further south and attacked Brjagaih
which was held by Ptimad Khan,5 an officer of Baz Bahadur. After

a stiff resistance the town and the fort capitulated Pir Muhammad
spent a few days ui rearranging the fort of Bijagaih and then

marched to Sultanpur and conquered it From Sultanpur, Pir

Muhammad proceeded towards Burhanpur against Miran Mubarak
Shah of Khandesh who was helping Baz Bahadur 6 Mughal
forces effectively pushed up to Burhanpur,

7 but Miran Mubarak

1.1 JV. II, p. 222 2
Ibid,p 235

* MKINJ, p, 177 Mu'tamid Khan mentions a story which reflects

the nature of Pir Muhammad Once Pir Muhammad went to the Jama
Masjid in Mandu where a great faqir lived He asked him about thr

result of his expedition to Byagarh and Kakrun The faqir asked for a copv
of the Quran and took out 'fal' which read "we have drowned Pharaoh and

you were looking at" j e you would be drowned, whereupon Pir Muhammad
got enraged and beat the faqir severely with a stick, Lady of the Lotus, p 52

* A JV. II, (Tr Bevendge), p 256, MKINJ, p 175
5 MKINJ, p '176

A N II, (Tr Bevendge), p 257
7 A N II, (Tr Bevendge), p 257, MKINJ, p 17G Both 'Abul Fazl and

Mu'tamid Khan say that Pir Muhammad ciossed the Naibada when

(Continued on ne^tpage]
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Shah 111 the meantime had left Burhanpui and had shut himself

up in the fort of Asir Pir Muhammad plundered the city of

Burhanpur, and thus crowned with success and laden \\ith booty
he started his return journey Pir Muhammad, however, soon

received information that Baz Bahadur had collected a force and

was following mm Pir Muhammad's camp was heavily laden

with booty, and, therefore, his companions advised him to avoid

a battle
1 and cross the Narbada, but Pn Muhammad decided

to give baitle As his troops were not properly managed he was

defeated After defeat, Pir Muhammad retreated towards the

Narbada, hotly pursued by Baz Bahadur, and in his haste he tried

to cross the Narbada at a place where the water was too deep

Incidentally his horse was entangled and gave a violent jerk which

threw him off his horse and he was drowned in the Narbada 2

Pir Muhammad's death caused great alarm in the Mughal camp,
but the army managed to return under the command of 'All Biloch 3

However, it completely broke down the morale of the Mughal
officers and they soon started evacuating these places, while Baz

Bahadur moved from place to place, rolling up the Mughal occupa
tion Thus very soon, Baz Bahadur once more recovered Malwa,
as Qrya Khan Kang, Shah Muhammad Qiltai, Habib 'All Khan
and other Mughal officers who had fiefs in Malwa, withdrew to

Agra*

FINAL ANNEXATION BY AKBAR

Baz Bahadur, no doubt succeeded in reoccupymg Malwa, but the

country had been so much ravished by the Mughals that it was not

possible for him to consolidate his position in a short time Akbar,

on the other hand, realised thai it was a great loss to Mughal

prestige and must be at once retrieved. He also realised that mere

occupation of a country which had enjoyed freedom for a century,

(Continued from pre-page)

matching towards Buihanpur I have failed to find out, as to how the

Naibada came in between Sultanpur and Buihanpur Both of the towns

aie situated well in the south of the Narbada
1 A JV II, p 238, MKINJ, p 176 Mu'tamid Khan savs "his officers

did not support him properly, theiefore, he was defeated
'*

" A JV II, p 2,j
(
) 'Abul Fazl says, "He was drowned and went to the

ocean of annihilation eithei as a retubution for the oppression which he

had committed in this expedition or his conduct in Tardi Beg Khan's

battle or for some othei deed
"

3 MKINJ, p 177
- * -4 JV II, p 257
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cjuld never be successful, unless competent officers who "possessed

excellent sense as well a abundant courage and perfect energy

together with judicial culm"
1 were appointed to take charge of

the affairs of Malwa

Akbar, therefore, eppomted 'Abdullah Klun2 Uzbcg, who had

been formerly m the country and was farmhai with its natuie, to

reconquer the country of Mahva But foi revenue administration

and proper settlement of the countiy he also sent Khwaj?

Mu'm-ud-Dm Ahmad Farkhundi along with 'Abdullah Khan

Khwaja Mu'in-ud-Dm Farkhundi had worked as one of the

Dm cms in the Diwan-i-Biyutat and had established his reputation

for ability and integrity Akbar's instructions to Khwaja Mu'm-

ud-Dm Farkhundi were to regulate the piovince, to enquire into

the position of the jagtrs and to define the Khalsa land While

'Abdullah Khan was to rule the country, Mu'in-ud-Dm. Ahmad

was to encourage the peasantry, the farmers and other inhabi

tants, both high and low He was also to remedy the absentee

ism which might ha\ e occurred due to the marching and ooimter-

maiching of troops, and with the assistance of othei officers who

were also appointed "he was to allot fiefs according to the rules

of etornal dominion
"

3

When Baz Bahadur heard of the fresh ai rival of the Mughals,

he lost Ins courage and evacuated Malwa But Mughal forces

followed him and forcing him to give battle completely routed him

With a large number of Malwi soldiers killed, Baz Bahadur fled to

Gondwana 4

'Abdullah Khan Uzbeg occupied Malwa and sel up his head

quarters at Mandu Mughal officers were sent to all the important

places, and according to the instructions of Akbar, Khwaja

Mu'in-ud-Drn Ahmad Farkhundi soon established peace in the

country Malwa was now incorporated as a subah in the Mughal

Empire Thus the independent kingdom of Malwa founded by

Ehlawai Khan Ghun in 804 A H./A D 1401-2 finally came to an

1 A M II, p 2 j'l
* Ibid

, II, p 200

3 Ibid

* Baz Bahadur did not stay in Gondwana, but escaped to Rana Udai

Singh of Chittor He then left foi Gujaiat, but finding no safe asylum any

where, he ultimately submitted to Akbar, who confcncd on him a mansab

of 1000, which was latei mci eased to 2000 fAbul Fazl's inclusion of the

name of Baz Bahadur amongst the musicians of Akhai's couit indicates that

he had gained roval favour as a musician
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end m 969 A.H.VA D 1562 As a pro\mce of Mughal Empire,

Malwa once more prospered though her existence \\ith separate

identity -was gone

1 A JV, II, p 201 'Abul Fazl mentions the final incorporation of

Malwa m the events of the 7th regnal \ ear, reckoned officially as beginning

on March II, 1562



Chaptei XIII

ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS

The system copied ft om the Dehh Admuristi ative system

The monw ch Succession Impoi tcmt officers Ad
ministrative divisions Iqtadaj i system Administrative

policy, toleiant to all jehgionn

THE kingdom of Malwa was an outcome of the political dis

integration of the Sultanate of Dehh and as such the Sultans of

Malwa looked to the system of the parent empire as their model

Such a conclusion truly speaking is based on the fact that the

contemporary historians of Malwa often mention the designation

of officers which are the same as those found in the administrative

system of the Sultanate of Dehh Besides, Malwa had been a

province of Dehh for about a century and pnor to that the system
ofthe Paramars had already crumbled down when it was conquered

by 'Ala-ud-Dm Khalji Thus hardly anything of the past was
left when Dilawar Khan founded the Kingdom and for the

administrative organisation he looked towards the system of

Dehh.

The information though scanty throws sufficient hints to form
an idea of the structure and certain salient features of administra

tion Like its parent body, the Muslim kingdom of Malwa too

was monarchical in structure with the sultan as the head and final

authorny in all matters. The sultans of Malwa were autocratic

rulers and though they often sought advice but there was no

provision to make this advice binding upon them. We have
before us the case of Hoshang Shah's seeking advice from his

nobles on the occasion of Muzaffar Shah's invasion and yet

acting contrary to the advice given by them 1
Similarly we find

Malimud Khalji I summoning his nobles for their counsel on all

important occasions though we cannot definitely state the extent
to which his decisions were governed by these advices The nobles
and advisers, however, became very poweiful when they found
the Sultan weak Towards the end of the reign of Ghiyath Shah,

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 31 a
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the nobles played an important role m the struggle between

Shuja'at Khan and Nasir Shah During the reign of Mahmud II

the nobles became so powerful that the Sultan was forced to

leave his capital.

THE SULTAN AND HIS CONDUCT

Almost at the very start of the kingdom of Malwa
} Hoshang

Shah sought the advice of Saryid Ashraf Jahangir Samnam on the

principles of government The advice of the saint is to be found

in a collection of letters known as Afaktubat-i-A&hrafi Though
the advice contains almost the same old often repeated dictums

yet it may not be out of place to mention them here as they directly

refer to Malwa.

The entire advice may be summarised as follows :

"When you become lord (king) act honestly to please God :>o

that He may favour you with many blessings Justice is the only

proper means of offering your thanks to God for His great

blessings
"

"Amir (king) should lead the airny at its head He must shun

wine and luxury. He must complete the day's work without

leaving it for the morrow "

"In important works he must consult good, honest and learned

men."

"Consultation may appear as the divulgence of a secret, but in

reality it is the right method of keeping a secret In consultation

he must listen to all without at once expressing approval of any

of the opinions. He should move m such a way that each one of

them may feel that he has acted upon his advice
"

"Nothing can be more destructive for the king than the follow

ing four things : (1) Indulgence in sensuality, (2) Loss of one's

own moral character, (3) Persistent and severe punishment,

(4) Terronzation of the subjects
"

"The Amir (king) mubt get up one Pas (3 hours) before sunrise,

and after offering his prayers he should meet the 'Ulama, but he

should carefully avoid irreligious
( Ulama (

(

Ulama-i-Mitdahind)

He should then allow plain speaking truthful darveshes to meet

him and should listen to them But all this woik he must finish

before sunrise and allow them leave He should then meet his.

wazirs and other officeis who have important works of the state

and attend to them He should then allow the common subject

to approach him and should do justice to them
"
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"The Amir (king) should appoint only learned and trustworthy

persons, who should also be popular."

"Whate\er I could remember at this moment I have written to

you and hope that it would be useful for the present as well as for

the future kings to come }il

This advice was something like a guide for the conduct of the

personal life of the monarch Powerful sultans like Hoshaiig

Shah and Mahmud Klialji I tried to live upto it They endeavoui ed

throughout their lives to maintain equity and justice and spared

no pams to look after the administration of the country Ghiyath
Shah left much of the work to be done by his ministers Nasir

Shah and Mahmud Khalji II depended too much upon their minis

ters, the former because of his drunkenness and the latter because

of his incapacity. That the advice had not been completely for

gotten can be found fiom the advice of Nasir Shah to his son

before his death We find Nasir Shah advising that the monarch
must have love for Ins subjects, should administer justice without

distinction, should respect and associate with the learned and icli-

gious men, extend benevolence and charity to the entire kingdom,
be accessible to all and rule according to the counsel of the learned

Nasir Shah also advised that a king should not become subject
to lust and sensuality, should not oppress his subjects and should

never hesitate from appearing for public audience and should not

allow himself to be dominated by stupid and foolish persons

THE COURT

The state business was transacted by the sultan m a number of

sessions or courts, of which the public audience or 'Bar-i-Am' was
the most important Bar-i-Am was open to the public and was
one of the means by which the sultan kept contact with his subjects
It was in the Bar-i-Am or Majlis-i-Am that the sultan made impor
tant declarations The nomination of a successor was announced
in the Bar-i-Am. z

Reception of the foreign envoys also took

place m this court Sultan Mahmud I received the envoys of

Jaunpur and Gujarat after his return from Dehh m the general

public audience or Bar-i-Am 3 The bulk of the state business was

Maktubat-i-Ashrafi, fols 75a-82a

Sultan Hoshang to announc

-i-Am Vide, T.A II, p 483

8
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol.

3 Sultan Hoshang to announce Ghazm Khan as his Successoi summoned
Bar-i-Am Vide, T.A II, p 483
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transacted by the sultan in another court, the Majlis-i-Khas The

sultan's private audience or meeting was called Mchfil-i-Um.
1

SUCCESSION

In Malwa the practice of nomination of the successor was given

a fair tnal and it seems that the people had accepted it as a settled

convention The sticcession of Muhammad Ghun, Ghiyath

Shah, Nasir Shah and Mahmud Khalji IT were all according to

the nomination made by the sultans during their lifetime While

the first three of the names mentioned \\ere eldest sons, the last

was not Nasir Shah had earlier nominated his eldest son as his

successoi and had bestowed upon him the title of Sultan Shihabud-

din. But when the prince revolted against his father, Nasir Shah

rescinded his orders and announced his third son, Mahmud, as

his successor After the death of Nasir Shah, Shihabuddm tiled

his utmost, but the officers of the state upheld the last nomination

and Shihabuddm could not even enter the capital. Thus we find

that principle of nomination had a stronger hold over the principle

of primogeniture

MINISTERS AND OFFICERS OF THE STATE

The bulk of state business was placed under the direct super

vision of the Wazu and the 'Aiiz-i-Mttmahk. While the former

looked after the finances of the state and exercised general super

vision ihe latter looked after the oigamsation and management of

the army. The religious affairs of the state were entrusted to the

care of the Shaikh-ul-Islum and the judicialy was with the Qazi

But the sultan was the highest authority over all of them

The personal staff of the sultan included such officers as Hajib,

Dabir, Dtnvatdar, Amir Akhur, Mir Shikar etc. These officers

looked after the majlis, protected his person, helped him m his

hunt and assisted him in his correspondence Besides the personal

staff the sultans of Malwa maintained a big Harem establishment

which had a separate staff

In Malwa there existed a system of gradation of the officers on

the basis of ranks held by them Shihab Hakim in the course of

his narrative of the introduction of lunar calendar mentions ranks

ranging from 500 to 20,000 That these ranks were a regular

gradation is also clear from his account, wherein he mentions their

supplying one horse to 20 horses, i e the ranks were associated

1 Ma'athir-i-Afahmudshahi, fol 117a
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with certain conditions of service
l

Though the information is

not enough to warrant any definite conclusions for the present, it

may be suggested that with further research, a prototype of

mansabdan system which was later adopted by Sher Shah may
be traced in Malwa

EXTENT OF THE KINGDOM AND ITS SUB-DIVISIONS

The kingdom of Malwa at its zenith, under Mahrnud Khalji,

held sway over a vast territory, and included such regions as

Bay<ma, Kalpi, Chanden, Sarguja, Raipur, Ratanpur, Bairagarh,

Ehchpur, the Northern Spurs of the Satpura Range and in the

west as far as Dohad, Banswara, Kanthal (Deola and Pratapgarh)
and Mandsor. But it would be erroneous to assert that the sultan

exercised direct control over these terniones Large portions out

of this were semi-independent states acknowledging nominal

suzerainty of the sultan of Malwa They simply paid the annual

tribute, otherwise they were free to manage their own states. In

return for the tribute the sultan of Malwa protected them from the

aggression of their neighbours The regions of Ajmer, Bayana,

Kalpi, Sarguja, Raipur, Ratanpur, Bairagarh and Baglana belonged
to this category

The remaining territory was divided into provinces and frontier

outposts. The responsibility of the person in chaige of a frontier

outpost was to look after the neighbouring regions Rantham-

bhor, Mandsor, Gagraun, Chanden and Kherla come under this

category The major administrative divisions of the remaining

territory were Ujjam, S?rangpur, Bhilsa and Hoshangabad
Shadiabad Mandu, Dhar and Nalcha formed the centre and was
under the sultan himself

MILITARY ORGANISATION

The organisation of the army was placed under the general

supervision of the
f
Anz-i-Mumalik But when the army was on an

expedition or was specially summoned for any occasion <* separate
'Ariz was appointed only for that occasion 2 Besides the army
which was directly under the command of the sultan and which

1
See, supra Chute) VIII3 Details under

"
Regulansation of Calendar"

2 Sultan Mahmud while resting at Nalcha received information of Nizam -

ul-Mulk Turk's invasion of Kherla He immediately ordered 'Anz-l-Miimaltk
to summon all the soldiers and after muster to put them on purpose, and he

appointed Taj Khan as
eAnz for this army which was to be on move Vide,

Ma'athir-i'Mahmudshah, fol 259a.
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certainly was recruited at the centre, the various governors also had

armies under their control. The army of the governors, in all

likelihood, was recruited by them and therefore named after the

places which were the headquarters of the governois. We find

Shihab Hakim mentioning the army of Sarangpur and the army of

Chanderi In some cases the sultan himselfseems to have gone to

certain regions to recruit soldiers. Whenever the sultan went out

on any campaign or expedition the governors who were summoned

came with their army to the assistance of the sultan.

The army comprised infantry, cavalry and an elephant corps.

The Malwa Sultans had collected quite a large number of elephants,

and Sultan Mahmud I had made regular arrangements for the

constant supply of elephants with the rulers of Sarguj? and Raiput

and seems to have arranged for his own catch also. The impor

tance of elephants can be had from the picture drawn by Barbosa.

"They build wooden castles", writes Barbosa, "on the elephants'

backs which will hold three or four men armed with bows, arrows,

arquebuses and other weapons. From these castles they fight

against their enemies and the aforesaid elephants are so well

trained to this that when they enter into battle they strike

both horses and warriors
' 5l

The army when on the march was divided into Qalb, Junah,

Yazak and Saqa, and Maimna and Maisra 2 Maimna and Maisra

were right and the left wings Qalb was the centre Junah

was the front of the centre, Yazak was the advance guard and

Saqa the rear guard. During the battle array there used to be

another officer called Mwtajib whose function was to convey to

the various wings the orders of the sultan.
8
Regarding weapons

besides the usual ones, the following siege engines deserve special

mention Atish-i-Naft (a catapult for throwing fire), Sang Manjaniq

(a catapult for thiowing stones), GalulahKaman Ra'd, Tir-i-Takhsha

and Kaman Charkh 4

STATE INCOME

The information regarding the staie income is so scanty that it

is well nigh impossible to say anything precisely about the financial

1 Book of Duarte Barbosa, I, p 118

2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshabi, fol. 171b 3
Ibid, fols 174a, 175a.

4 Ibid ,fol 208a Ghdulah Kaman Ra'd, Tir-i-Takhsha and Kaman Charkh

are all varieties of catapults with different degree of strength for throwing

the missiles
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organisation of the state. However from Mtfathir-i-Mahmud-

shahi, and Tatikh-i-Nasushahi it seems that the greater part of the

kingdom was granted m Iqta's to the officers who were left to

make their own arrangement A certain part of the kingdom was

kept by the sultan and was known as the ffltalsa land In the

Khalsa land the revenue administration was directly under ihe

Central Government and revenue officers were appointed by the

sultan Though we have no means of ascertaining, the Govern

ment's share of the produce or the method of assessment etc ,

but from the measures taken by Mahmud Khalji we can be sure

of one thing that revenue was paid by the cultivators through the

revenue officers of the state The revenue was paid at the

harvest time We find Shihab Hakim mentioning that on Sultan

Mahmud's enquiry, the officers of Diwan-i-Wizarat informed

him that the receipts in the revenue department weie made

according to the Solar calendar
1

Besides l?nd revenue the sultan derived considerable income

from the tribute paid by the petty chiefs and Khidmati (presents)

paid by the officers and chiefs when they visited the sultan

The occasional raids into the neighbouring kingdoms also helped

m enriching the coffers of the sultan However after the death

of Mahmud Khalji I the last mentioned source must have ceased

to bring m any income, because his successors could not pursue

his policy

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY

The sultans of Malwa followed a calculated administrative

policy to keep all sections of their subjects well satisfied. They
followed a policy of religious toleration to an extent which was

not known to the contemporary neighbouring kingdoms. In

then administrative machineiy they freely appointed Hindus

in various posts of impoitance. In the struggle between Nasir

Shah and Shuja'at Khan during the lifetime of Ghiyath Shah

we find Shiv Das siding with Nasir Shah while Munja sided with

Shuja'at Khan and both occupied posts of importance. At

the accession of Mahmud II we find Basant Rai being reinstated

in the office of Wizarat where he had worked during the reign

of Nasir Shah During the jeign of Mahmud II, Sahvahan and

Medmi Rai became the most important officers of the State, and

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 276b.
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because of the authority they exercised, they soon became

objects of envy to other Muslim amirs of the state. Even in

this party struggle for power, m spite of the religious colouring

given by the Muslim historians, communal feeling did not pre
vail As already pointed out quite a number of Muslim amirs

also fell in the defence ofShadiabad against the attack ofMuzaffar

Shah II. Had there been any communal feeling, these Muslim
officers would not have sided with the Rajput defenders of the

fort. In the case of Mahmud IPs escape from Mandu we find

that he sought and received help from Kishna, a Hindu, had

Mahmud IT been a persecutor of the Hindus, a Hindu would

have certainly betrayed him much less give him help.

We have already seen that Malwa had become a refuge for all

dissatisfied Rajput princes of Mewar where they not only lived

peacefully, but subsequently founded smaller states of then*

own Even in the Jauhar perfoimed by Silahdi, we find Taj

Khan siding with Silahdi and participating in the Jauhar.

Beside, during the entire period covered by the present study

we do not find persecution of the Hindus mentioned even by
such Muslim historian for whom Medim Rai, Salivahan, Silahdi

and Puran Mai keeping Muslim women in their harem was a

matter of great disgrace to Islam. The truth is that the rulers of

Malwa by their tolerant administrative policy had removed

much of the religious distinction and had paved the way for

a common life both for the Hindus and the Muslims.



Chapter XIV

ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Agricultural Produce Forest Products -Mines and

Quarries Gold and Silver works Pottery and Glaze

Minor Industries Textile Industiy Brocade

Economic Prosperity Condition of the Peasantry

IT is a matter of great disappointment that Persian historians,

who have recorded with great care the political and military

events of the rulers of Malwa, hardly say anything about the

life of the people or about the social and economic conditions

of their tunes However, a redeeming feature of these Persian

historians is that while describing the court ceremonials or

marriage festives they describe the grandeur displayed by the

monaichs and m that connection mention many thongs from

which one can deduce various aspects of economic life The
remarks of Ibn Battuta when compared with the remarks of

Abul Fazl indicate that the pattern of production of the region

had practically undergone no change and that Malwa enjoyed
for many centuries the fruits of her fertile soil, natural resources

and skill in various handicrafts displaced by her intelligent

and industrious population
l

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE

Nature has provided Malwa wnh a rich and fertile soil,

plenty of rainfall and a temperate climate which with a reason

able amount of human effort is capable of yielding plenty of

agricultural produce. Ibn Battuta2 testifies that the region about

Dhar produced abundant grain, specially wheat Writing about

agricultural produce Abul Fazl says, "both the harvests are

excellent and specially wheat, poppy, sugar-cane, mangoes,
melons and grapes." Regarding grapes he says, at Hasilpur and
at Dhar the vine bears twice in the year 3 Besides wheat,

1
Sujan Rai Bhandari in Kfuilasat ut Tawankh and Chatarman m Chahar

Gulshan have given a description of Malwa winch is almost identical with
the description of Abul Fazl which indicates that practically no change had
taken place in Malwa

2
Rehla, p 167

3 Am II
3 pp. 207, 208 "Hasalpur a large village and headquarters

of a thana in the Mhow pargana situated on the Chambal river in 20,29'N
and 75.4PE "

Vide, Luard, Indore State Gazetteer, Vol II, p 278
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Malwa also produced paddy, gram, peas, jawarce, bajree,

moong, urad, linseed and ft/.
1 The soil of Malwa called Mar

or Kali by local people and black cotton soil by Europeans,2

specially favours the production of cotton, which certainly Vfss

an important item of produce during the period under review

Garlic, turmeric and ginger3 were produced m abundance.

Indigo though in comparatively small quantity was also pio-

duced m Malwa, besides, Mormdo Citnfolia^ the root of which

yields excellent red dye was produced in fairly good quantity

and was used in the textile industry of Malwa, the surplus, we

may presume, being sold to Gujarat textile manufacturers.

Malwa produced an excellent quality of betel leaves, 5 which

according to Ibn Battuta was sent to Dehh The abundance

of betel leaf in Malwa had made it a commodity of general

consumption and it had become almost an institution in social

life Mahmud distributed pan at the condolence meeting on

the death of Sultan Muhammad Gujarati. Pan was distnbutd

to the guests during the marriage as a mark of welcome.

Mahmud II sent pan to Medini Rai as a symbol for him to

depart

Regarding the excellence of Malwa mangoes Jahangir has

mentioned that "though mangoes are produced in many parts,

but there are few places the mangoes of which can rival those

of Malwa, in richness of flavour, in sweetness, m freedom from

fibre and in size."6 About the excellent quality and luxuriant

growth of melons in Dhar we can have some idea ncm the story

narrated by Ibn Battuta. Accoiding to the story Shaikh Ibrahim

built a Khanqah and distributed food etc
,
to travellers of all

kind and poor people and still saved 13 lakh tonkas from the

cultivation of melons and presented the amount to Sultan

1 Malcolm, A Memoir of Central India.

2
Imperial Gazetteer, Vol XVII, p 100

* Ni'matnamaJi, (Ms) The recipes in this work aie full of these spices

Indore State Gazetteer, Vol II, p 94 Luard supplies the following infoimation .

"Many spices are grown, ajwan, rat, dhama and ginger are the commonest "

The list includes the following . Sato, or Bar (Sugar-cane), Sonph (Dilseed),

Mitha mm (Curry leaf), Mircht (Chillies), Dhania (Coriander seed), Ajwan, Jva

(Cumin), Haldi (Turmeric), Bart Sonph (Fennel), Pan (Betel leaf), Kali Mmh

(Pepper), Rai (Mustard), Adrakh or Sonth (Ginger)

4 Malcolm, A Memoir of Central India

5
Rehla, p 167, Am II, p 208

6
Tuzak-i-Jahangin, p 377
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Muhammad Tughlaq.
1 Of the other varieties of fruits and

trees Khirm, Mahua, Banyan, Pipal, Teak and Tamarind must

be mentioned. In Mandu there is another specie of fruit-

bearing tree called Khurasan Imh or baobab (Adansonia digi-

tata). It has huge swollen trunk and leafless branches from

which the fruits hung like pendant gourds It is believed to

have been introduced into Mandu from Africa during the reign

of Mahmud Khalji 1 2 This tree is noticed by Abul Fazl who

has mentioned it as tamarind. "Here the tamarind grows",

says Abul Fazl, "as large as a cocoanut and its kernel is

extremely white
"3 "The tree is in full leaf only during the rams,

the pods ripening about March, the juice is used by the natives

as a febrifuge and a basis for sharbet."

FOREST PRODUCTS

Malwa had plenty of forests which provided ample wood

both for fuel and for construction of buildings. The teak of

Malwa even upto the present day is used for furnituie mabng
The forests yielded to the kingdom of Malwa quite a number

of products Honey definitely was a fresh product and yielded

quite a good quantity of wax which was used for various pur

poses. Wax candles were u&ed for the purpose of illumination

and it was considered as an article of luxury forming an article

for the consumption of rich and royal courts 4 Wax was also

used hi preparing artificial trees for the purpose of decoration

on special occasions. We find mention of artificial trees made

of wax, silk and wire for general decoration5 during the

marriage festive of Prince Ghiyath Shah and again on the occa

sion of reception given to Muzaffar Shah II of Gujarat by

Mahmud Khalji II.

1 Rehla, p 167

2 Yazdam, Mandu, p 2, Jr B B R A S
, p 355, Ernest Barnes opmrs,

"It abounds m Nalcha and Mandu and except an occasional specimen it is

not to be found in any othc-r part of Malwa, and is exotic in India. The

Adansonia digitata i , the Baobab tree of Senegal is known in Malwa as

Khorasam Imh It seems probable that the tree was introduced into Malwa

from Abyssinia duung the reign of Mahmud Khalji, when Mandu was at

its zenith and close trade relations with that country existed
"

8 Am II, p 208.

4 Ma'athir-i-Mahrmtdshahi, fol 124b The illuminations m the marriage

of Ghiyath Shah were of wax candles as well as lamps
6 Ibid , fol 124b, Tunkh-i-Muzaffarskaht, (MS. Add. 26279), fol 45a
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The forests of Malwa abound m wild life, which not only
provided ample scope for hunt, but also provided through their

hides commodities of considerable value. Among the hides

Sambar skin wa-s specially used for military accoutrement

It provided something like a coat for the soldiers, Sambar skm
was also exported to neighbouring states. Some parts of the

forests of Malwa were inhabited by elephants Mahmud
Khalji I had made arrangements for regular elephant hunts in

these forests Shihab Hakim mentions that on one occasion 29

elephants were received fiom the (DamgaK) hunting place of

the Sultan L Abul Fazl2 has also pointed out elephants and

horses in the sarkar of Byagarh

MINES AND QUARRIES

The hilly regions of Malwa abound in stones of various kinds

and of different hues Marble of varying tints from white to

pink was available in some of the ranges Yellow marble was
also available. Thus stone and marble quarries were a regular

field of employment and activity These stones were mostly
used for Royal buildings

The kingdom of Malwa at its zenith included such territories

which had mines of precious stones Tracts of Panna and the

terntones of Raipur, Raianpur3 and Bairagarh,
4 all contained

mines of diamond. The mines of couise were directly under

the control of the rulers of these territories, but as they had

accepted the suzerainty of the Sultan of Malwa, they paid their

tributes partly in these precious stones and thereby considerably

enriched the t,tate of Malwa. Among the other gems and pre

cious stones, we come across, Yakut-t-Hiramane (red), Firoza

1 Ma?athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 118a

2 Aw.Il,p 216

3 Mo?athir-i-Makmudshaki}
fol. 106. Shihab Hakim speaks of diamond

mines of Raipur and Ratanpui.
4 Ibid

,
fol 257a; Am II, p 238; Tavermei, Travels in India, Vol II,

p 34, fn. 1 The translator has observed, "Tavermer failed to note the

diamond mines of Panna in Bundelkhand Sambalpui on the Mahanadi

and Wairagarh Bairagarh of the Am-i-Akban which weie almost certainly

open then
" Amu: Khusrau also mentions the diamond mines of Bairagarh

Vide, Khazain-ul-Futuh, p 60. Bauragarh in ancient times was known as

"Wairagaram and Vajrakar because of Vajra or Diamond mine In a

Tamil work Shilppadigaram (composed 110-140 A D ) the place is mentioned

as Wairagaram. Vide, Hiralal, Madhya Pradesh ka Itihas, p 59
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Zamurrud (green)
l The abundance of precious stones led to

the production of such costly items as trays of Yakut and cups

of firoza* That these were the specialities of Malwa can be

ascertained from the presents sent by Mahmud Khalji I to Abu
Said Mirza Among the articles sent as present there was a cup
of Yaqut, a spoon of ruby, a plate of aqiq, a dish offitoza and a

basin of alabaster 3

GOLD AND SILVER WORKS

Ornaments formed the principal item in the dress of women
from ancient tunes Precious stones and gold generally formed

the basic material for making ornaments In Malwa too the

art of goldsmith was fairly developed. In the paintings of

Ni'matnamah we find women dressed in male attire but at the

same time wearing ornaments. The ear rings, tops and bangles

are clearly visible Among the ornaments specially mentioned

we find Jhuna and Jhumartah Mahmudshahi^ as ornaments

given as presents to the women of the amus during the marriage
of Ghiyath Shah Utensils of gold and silver were used by the

sultans and their omits and the richer class of the people. Gold

incense-burners and silver flower-pots (Nargisdans)
5 were a

regular part of the court life and the household establishment

of the sultan and the richer class

We find mention of gold leaf in which betel leaves were

folded (Biras) and served to the guests 6 Thus making of gold
foils must have engaged quite a large number of persons and

was something like a cottage industry in Malwa Drawing of

fine gold wire to be used in brocade work and Kamkhwab was

another branch of the gold industry.

POTTERY AND GLAZE

In Malwa, particularly at Mandu the glazed pottery industry
had achieved a very high standard and was produced in a fairly

large quantity. Blue and yellow painted glazed tiles are dis

tributed throughout the buildings of Mandu. "So much of this

is even now traceable," writes Percy Brown, "that it is evident

there was very flourishing industry in glazed earthenware at

Mandu during the fifteenth century, and the fine colour the

1
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 120b

2
Ibid., fol 123a 8

Ibid, fol 302b
4 Ibid

,
fol. 124a 5 Ibid , fol 120b.

6
7tfi?,fol 123b, Tankh-i-Muzaffarshahi, (MS Add 26279) fol. 49a.
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potters were able to produce show that they were adepts at their

trade They possessed the secret formula, now apparently lost,

for the preparation of a turquoise blue which for brilliancy has

never been surpassed, and the probability is that these craftsmen

brought it with them from Multan which again had derived it m
the first instance from Persia "-1

MINOR INDUSTRIES

Among the minor industries, fire works deserve special men
tion. Display of fire-works, even today occupies a prominent

place m festivities In Malwa during the period under review

it had reached such perfection that Shihab Hakim could not fail

to notice it, Shihab Hakim has stated ''that the fire-work makers

had sent Mars like arrows over the sky and like Jupiter and

Venus had spread thousands and thousands of stars so beauti

ful that even Mercury could not find its secret. They fired so

beautiful Cliarkhis which even the revolving sky could not

make Out of the Charkhis beautiful flowers of different colours

emerged out. From the fire-works they made shapes of ele

phants, giraffes, lions and camels, all of fire, and yet so realistic

that no one could distinguish them from natural animals, much
to the surprise of the greatest cntics." 2

TEXTILE INDUSTRY

In Malwa the textile industry was also fairly developed.

Though it is not possible to locate the centres of textile mdusry,

but from the description of presents distributed by Sultan

Mahmud Khalji I on various occasions it is clear that Malwa

had a flourishing textile industry and produced enough of this

commodity to meet the royal requirements Shihab Hakim

mentions that from the records of the State store-keeper he learnt

that twelve thousand men and women were presented with

noble robes etc. (tashrifaf) on the occasion of ihe marriage of

prince Ghiyath Shah 3 The quantity certainly indicates that

there must have been establishments where these commodities

were produced.

BROCADE

Brocade work (zardozi) was most common in Malwa. Brocade

1 Brown, Indian Architecture (Islamic Period), p 63.

2 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 125a

3
Ibid, fol 124b
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was used for a variety of commodities Dress1 (Qaba) made of

brocade studded with gems was used by the sultan and his amirs

It constituted the principal item among the presents distributed

by Mahmud Khalji on the occasions of victory, marriage,

arrival of ambassadors from different courts and on all such

Important occasions. It was considered an item of highest

honour bestowed on anyone The cap (Kulah) and belt (Kamaf)

were made of brocade 2 The Jhuh* of elephants made of

brocade, were used for the elephants on special occasions

Brocade {Zardozi} was used both for dress and for canopies

(Chatra). The pavilions and the canopies, embroidered with

gold and studded with previous stones were cosily commodities

They required laiger investments and were for royal use, and as

such in all likelihood they were manufactured m state Kar-

khanas. Shihab Hakim mentions that on the occasion of the

marriage of Ghiyath Shah, twenty-one gold embroidered

canopies (Chatra) were set up for the nobles, while the Chaira

over the sultan was decorated with gold and was studded with

precious stones *

Of the varieties of silk cloth we find mention5 of Atlas i e.,

plain silk cloth without any work; Atlas Malun i e , coloured silk

cloth and Kimkhab i e
,
cloth made of fine gold wire and silk

Mu'lam work i.e , making of designs was also prevalent in

Malwa.

While silk texule was progressing m Malwa, the cotton textile

did not lag behind. Shihab Hakim has mentioned Mitsawar

i e., printed work and Sariki among the high class cotton cloth 6

He has alsc mentioned another variety of cotton cloth as Jama-i-

Hindi,"* which he describes as full of designs and drawings all

woven In the thread and the cloth so fine and delicate that if

folded it could be held within finger-tips, but when unfolded

it could cover a good space.
8 Abul Fazl has mentioned

fine cloth called Aman and Khasah being produced at Hasilpur

in the sarkar of Mandu and white muslm of the kind called

Mahmudi being produced at Sironj

1 Maathir-i-Mahnudshahi, fol 124a. 2 Ibid , fols 124a
3 303a.

3 Ibid , fol 125b. * Ifad , fol. 120b
5

Ibid., fol 124a 6
Ibid.

7 This cloth seems to be something like the Jamdani work of Tanda in

Fyzabad District
8

Ma'atfnr-i-Mahmtidshahi, fol 303a

Am II, pp. 213 and 217.
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Malwa enjoyed a fan state of economic prosperity and there

is ample evidence to indicate abundance of gram in the country.

While going to the relief of Shahar Nau, Sultan Mahmud Khalji I

ordered that every soldier should carry a donkey-load of grain

to be distributed to the people of Shahar Nau,1 During the

siege of Shadiabad Mandu by Ahmad Shah Gujarau, while

the Gujarati camp began to suffer frcm scarcity of grain,

Mahmud ordered so much grain to be released from loyal

granaries that grain inside the city of Shadiabad became cheaper
2

and created such a condition that Gujarati camp began to suffer

from disaffection. It was a regular practice of Ghiyath Shah

to distribute in alms grain to the needy Besides, the stories

that 2 seers of grain per day was fixed even for the small annuals

and birds also indicate that grain wan available in plenty. While

we find that during the year 1482-83 A D Gujarat suffered from

famine there is no mention of any such famine in Malwa.

General economic piospenty is also indicated by the existence

oi well-built residential buildings in many towns of Malwa

Regarding Chanden, Babur observed,
3 "All the houses m

Chanden, whether high or low are built of stone, those of the

chiefs being laboriously carved; those of the lower class also

of stone but are not carved They are covered in with stone-

slabs instead of earthen tiles
" Ibn Battuta also observed the

prosperous conditions of Chanden and speaks of it as a big

city with thronged market places
4

CATTLE AS MAIN PROPERTY OF CULTIVATORS

Cattle in Malwa was considered as the most valuable property

by the cultivators, so much so that there developed in Malwa

many sayings about the qualities of the cattle The importance

of cattle in the lives of the cultivators of Malwa was noticed

very early by Luard 6 The information supplied by him is a

veiy interesting one and therefore it is being quoted here in

full

"Malwa with its certain rainfall, wide grass-covered plains

and ample water supply and Nimar with the Narbada river

1 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshaht, fol 97 a,
2 TAIII,p 316

3 Babur Nama, II, p 597 *
Rehla, p 166

5 Luard, Central India State Gazetteer, Vol II (Indore State), pp. 98-99,
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and numerous tributaries have always been important centres

of cattle bleeding
"

"Most cultivators are well versed in the good points of

cattle; these are, generally speaking, a soft smooth coat, slender

tail, broad forehead, broad and big jaw bones, the body set

firmly and squarely on the hoofs, which should be erect and not

slanting and light in colour; the eye-lashes, the eye-membranes

and the hair immediately surrounding the eye-socket and the

muzzle should be black There should not be any loose skin

on the sheath and the dewlap must not hang too loosely. Bul

locks with a long sheath and big dewlap are said to be easily

tired." These points, good and bad, are embodied in numerous

local sayings of which a few are given below :

Kali Kachhyo, bengan Khuro jy dhars

fatal puchho Songo, mongo hjo uro

A wife tells her husband on his way to market, "If you come

across a bullock whose testes and the part between the thighs

are black (Kali Kachhyd), whose hoofs are black and shaped

like a brinjal fruit {bengan Khura) take him at once whether

he be cheap 01 dear."

Hat ware Jajo Kanth

Bhurya ka Mat dekhojo dant.

A wife says to her husband, "Husband, go to the market but

do not trouble even to examine the teeth (to know his age) of

a piebald bullock
"

Smga Kon Sir Bhamrala

Mat hjo Kanth tu Kala

A wife says to hei husband "Do not bring a bullock which

has got white spots like cowris in his horns, or one whose fore

head has a bhawra (hairs in a spiral) or whose colour is black
"

The common belief is that lighting strikes a black bullock

Sanki hjo Satalya

Mat hjo Patalya.

"Husband, it is better to buy even a sanki (whose forehead

is characterised by hairs in a spiral) or satalya (one which has

seven teeth, both sanki and satalya being ominous signs), but

do not buy a bullock which is naturally weak and thm."

Sama Singo dangaro pachhal puni nor

Wakar Kubho adami tane mata age mar
*'A bullock with horns pointing to the front or a woman with
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too big hips or a fat man whose sides bulge out like those of a

goat, are useless and should be sacrificed before the goddess."

CONDITION OF THE PEASANTRY

The general condition ofthe peasantry in Malwa was* definitely

one of the prosperity Though we do not find direct evidence,
but the result of a calculated policy followed by the sultans of

Malwa created an atmosphere conducive to agricultural pros

perity Mahumd Khalji I was very particular m giving instruc

tion to his aimy not to cause any damage to the crop whenever
the army was on the move, but m case the crop could not be

prevented from damage he ordered the ministry to calculate the

loss and make payment to the cultivators. The sultans of

Malwa recruited their army net from outside but from Malwa
and in the distribution of iqta

l
s and jagin> Mahmud Khalji I

was very particular not to increase the demand from the holdeis

when their jagirs prospered and yielded more than for what it

was given According to Mushtaqi, Mahmud told his son

Ghiyath Shah, "I raid Chittor twice or thrice in a year,

and march as many as seventy kos in a day, the soldiers remain

with me, and each has 2 or 3 horses with him. During the

expedition neither do they separate from me noi do they feel

tired They keep their things in order If they are not allowed

to keep such jagirs they would not remain with me. What can

a sultan do without any army." Mahmud also warned Ghiyath
Shah to be alert and careful about such persons who might advise

him to reduce the jagirs of the soldiers, when the income of such

jagirs increased.1 The soldiers who were local people, some of

them must have come out of the families of the cultivators too,

and therefore such a policy must have been a source of great

encouragement to the cultivators.

From the time of Sultan Hoshang Shah Malwa was following

an aggressive foreign policy and except for the invasions of

Ahmad Shah, Malwi forces were always fighting battles in the

territories of other states, with the result that Malwa was saved

from the marching of the enemy forces and battles fought on

her soil. The cultivators and their fields therefore remained

undisturbed and they peacefully conducted their agricultural

activities. The battles that were fought on the lands of other

1
Waqiat-i-Mushtaqi, (RUTKB II, p. 146).
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states only added to the material wealth of the people, because
the soldiers that returned were always having something taken

from the country of the enemy.



Chapter XV

CULTURAL ASPECTS

MALWA had a rich tradition of pageantry, literary and artistic

culture right from the times of the Gupta monarchs, when

Kalidas flourished in Ujjam to the times of Raja Bhoja who was

as much interested m creative arts as he was in warfare. The

traditions of music, song and colour had taken such a deep root

m the hearts of the people of Malwa that they tock delight m
them without being conscious of it. But the cultural traditions

set up by the great Hindu rulers of ancient and medieval Malwa

seem to have been eclipsed for some time after its conquest by

'Ala-ud-din Khalji. However, with the foundation of the inde

pendent kingdom of Malwa the Muslim sultans too were so

much influenced by the rich cultural traditions of the country

that they became part and parcel of Malwa both in their spirit

and in their action. We have already studied their policies and

practices in defending and expanding Malwa and in glorifying

it as a great kingdom It now remains to examine the extent

to which they lived upto the cultural traditions of Malwa, and

their contributions to the culture so as to leave them as legacies

to posterity. The cultural aspects of the independent kingdom

of Malwa, for convenience of study, therefore, have been

divided into following sections, Literature, Painting, Architecture

and Music.

A. LITERARY ACTIVITY IN MALWA

Literary activity in Malwa continued unhampeied under the

Muslim rulers. The new rulers, though they professed a different

faith, took active interest in the cultural development of the

kingdom, and rather than neglect its cultural traditions ihey

enriched it by their liberal patronage. In the field of literature,

though Persian remained the official language and natuiaUy

received greater attention, the local Hindi and Sanskrit were by

no means treated with indifference.

HINDI AND SANSKRIT

Sultan Mahmud was well-read and had a good command

over Hindi. He sent to Abu Said Mirza, besides other presents,

a poem composed in Hindi1 which was valued by the latter

1
Ftrishta,!!,? 501.
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above everything Mahmud's patromzation of Sanskrit litera

ture finds evidence in a Jam Kalpasutra which was transcribed

under the patronage of Mahrmid Khalji and was inscribed to the

Sultan in 1439 AD as the colophone shows.1

During the reign of Mahmud Khalji I, Sangram Singh Soni

composed Buddhi Sagar. It is a bock on morals and was

completed by the amhor in v s 1520/A D 1463 at Pratisthan-

pura (Paithan) where the author had accompanied the Malwa

Sultan on his Deccan campaigns.
2

Though we do not possess specific evidence for the reign of

Ghiyath Shah regarding Hindi or Sanskrit, but from a reading

of the Ni'matncnnah which contains a large number of local

words we may safely conclude that the local dialect had infil

trated into Persian to a considerable extent. However the con

tinuance of patronage of Hindi and Sanskrit is borne out by the

fact that during the reign of Ghiyath Shah, Punjaraja wrote a

commentry on Saraswata, a Sanskrit grammar, in Mandu.
In the Prashasti of the bookPunjaraja claims to be a minister and

mentions his case as Srimal. This Punjaraja has been mentioned

by the Persian historians as Munja Baqqal, incharge of the

Khalsa lands who was assassinated during the rebellion of Nasir

Shah. Another Jam Scholai, Shrutakirti of Mandava Garh

(Mandu) composed in Prakrit Apabhransa Prameshti Prakash

Saramv.s 1550/A.D 1493 and Hanvansha Purana in v.s. 1552/

AD 1495.

The reign of Nasir Shah bears unmistakable testimony of royal

patronage to Hindi and Sanskrit which stimulated the produc
tion of an increasing number of Hindi and Sanskrit works.

During his rein Ishwar Sun wrote Lahtang Chantra at Dasapur

(Mandsaur) and in the Prashasti the name of Nasir Shah has

been mentioned with enough affection to indicate that the Sultan

was not averse to the promotion of this language. In the

Prashasti we find the following lines. 8

1
Regarding Mandu Kalpasutra the following observation from Marg,

Vol XII, No 3, p 51 may be cited "With regard to the date of the

Mandu Kalpasutra no doubts can be entertained as the colophon clearly states

that it (Kala-pustakam tdatn) was prepared in V S. 1496, A D 1439 at the

fort of Mandu (Samvat 1496 varshe Sri Mandapagadh durge) in the reign of

Padshah Sri Mahammud or Mahmud Shah Khalji
"

2 Buddhi Sagar, Prashasti, Verse, 46.

3 The Vtkram, Vol III, No. 2, 1959, p. 54.
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The book contains aU the elements of Nav Ras and is a beautiful

piece of poetry.
1

During the reign of Nasir Shah, Vishnupurana was copied at a

village called Jagisa in Rajpur which has been identified by

Katie2 as Khen-Rejpur, a small state in Malwa The^appear-
ance of then^me of Nasir Shah in the colophone (& iTR^

*nffa^TT3ir) and the date Salvahan year 1431 ie, about

A.D. 1509 clearly indicates that it was copied during the reign

of Nasn Shah. "Although it does not convey any fresh

substantial detail regarding the Sultan", writes Katre, "it

possibly does not fail to warrant the conclusion that he

w?s held in high esteem by contemporary Sanskrit scholais.

His relation with contemporary Sanskrit scholars appear to be

quite cordial and friendly. Had it not been the case, our scribe

would possibly have avoided any reference to the Sultan."3

During his reign, a book on Chemistry entitled "Nasirsahi

Kankaligranth" was written. According to Gode* "the work

under reference is written in Hindi and may, therefore, have been

written by Nasir Shah himself or by any person in his employ

between AD 1500 and AD. 1510 which is the period of Nasir

Shah's reign." The language is mostly Hindi with a mixture of

Sanskrit, , containing mostly quotations from Sanskrit books

written earlier and among those quoted, are Bhaskar (*n^T),

Rasapradip (^spCtT) and Bhawaprakash (TOSpprsr) Dr. Sharma 5

has pointed out that, it contains methods for the purification

of mercury and other metals and, according to him, it was

written by some courtiers at the court of Nasir Shah. Some

lines of the book are quite interesting as they depict the language

which prevailed during the period.

"$fr ^tw 1 1

1 The Vikram, Vol III, No- 2, 1959, p 55.

2 Mew Indian Antiquary, Vol. Ill, 1940-41, p 192, a Ibid.

* Annals o/ Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol XII, (1930-31), pp

2S9-291. P K Code, Date of Kankah Granth attributed to 'Naswshah'

5
Descriptive Catalogue of the Government Collection, Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute, Vol. XVI, Pt. I, pp. 50-51 .
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1

What was the fate of Hindi after Nasir Shah, we cannot

definitely state. But the ascendancy of the Rajputs during the

reign of Mahmud Khalji II must have contributed to the popu
larity of the local Hindi language. During his reign Nemi

Dutt, 1 a resident of Ashanagar (Ashta?), composed Shripal

Chantra, Sadarshan Charitra and Nemmath Puran m vs. 1585/

AD. 1528

Hindi also gamed popularity during the reign of Baz Bahadur,
when Rupmati and Baz Bahadur both composed poetry in

Hindi. Rupmati herself used to composed poetry in Hindi2

and left behind her a tradition which remained in vogue
and were sung by musicians of Malwa, the sytle being picked

up by the bards for their own composition. "Such bards",

writes Mr Crump, "however, ordinarily imitate a model, and

Rupmati, as tradition states, may in fact have left one
" 3 As

is well known Baz Bahadur was intensely devoted to music and

poetry His knowledge of poetry included Hindi poetry and

when he himself wrote poems, he 'used to pour out his heart

in Hindi poems descriptive of his love'4 and in the Hindi verses

which he composed he often inserted the name of Rupmati.5

1 Prashasti Sangraha, Digambar Jam Atishaya Kshetia, Shu
2 An idea of the compositions of Rupmati may be had fiom the following

lines noted by Luaid

A few lines fiom one may be given

Aurdhanjorta hai, n mere

To dhan pyare kepnta punji

Anekajatan kar rakho man men tu partit taro dcka hun

Tnyi^ka na lage drishta Apne kar rakhogi kunji :

Dm dm barhe sawayo, Durhi ghatan eko gwji,
Bag. Bahadur ki sneh up^r Nichha char karungiji aur dhan

Friend ! let otliers boast their treasure, Mine's a stock ofpure love's pleasure

Safely cared foi every part, 'Neath that tiusty lock my heart

Safe from other women's peeping, for the key's in my own keeping
Day by day it grows a little, Never loses e'en a little

But through life will ever go with Baz Bahadur weal or woe

Vide, Luard, Dhar and Mandu, pp. 22, 23
8 L M Crump, The Lady ofthe Lotus, p 32.
4 Akbar Nama II, (Tr) p. 213
5
TA.III, (Ti) p 631.
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PERSIAN

As already mentioned Persian was the court language of

Malwa during the period under review and as such all state papers
and documents were written in Persian It became therefore

necessary for all serving in the various departments to learn

Persian and which in its turn must have given sufficient impetus
for the spread of the language. With the decline of Dehli

following the invasion of Timur, the capitals of the various

provincial kingdoms became the refuge of scholars. Of these

centres, one was Shadiabad Mandu. The patronage that was

extended by Hoshang Shah immediately attracted 'Ulaina and

Mashaikh who were repositories of Persian learning, to come in

large numbers and settle in the capital of Malwa Mahmud
Khalji established colleges in his kingdom, and granted stipends

and kept them occupied with imparting and receiving knowledge
and learning. In short the country of Malwa in the period of his

rule became "an object of envy to Shiraz and Samarqand".
1

Persian literature found for its expression historical writings

and in this branch we have positive evidence of at least two

books. The first is Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi which was written

during the reign of Mahmud Shah I and represents chaste

Persian prose inter-mixed with copious Arabic phrases and

quotations. That Mahmud Shah I was interested in historical

writings is borne out by Shihab Hakim, the author of Mcfathir-i-

Mahmudshalu when he says that many scholars prior to him

had been entrusted with the task of writing history, but Mahmud
Shah I was not satisfied with their works 2 The second his

torical writing belongs to the reign of Nasir Shah and is entitled

Tankh-i-Nasirshshi? The language, however, indicates that

the author of this book was not a scholar.

During the reign of Ghiyath Shah quite a number of -Persian

books were written in Malwa. Shaikh 'Abdullah Shattan who

had migrated to India and had finally come to Malwa during

the reign of Ghiyath Shah set up his headquarters at Shadiabad

Mandu He wrote Lataif-i-Ghaibiah dealing with abstract

philosophy and dedicated it to Sultan Ghiyath Shah 4 Maulana

'Ahm-ud-dm Sharif wrote notes on Fusus-ul-Hikam

1 TA. Ill, (Tr) p. 498, Fmshta, II, p 480.

2 Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshahi, fols Cb, ICa

3 Rieu, Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts vn, British Museum, Vol III, p. 968

4
Shahan-i-Malwa, p 93 5 Ibid

, p 94
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Though we do not come across positive evidence yet when

Mahmud Shah I estabbshed Daml Hadith, literature dealing

with Tradition {Hadith) must have been transcribed for the use

of the students and teachers of this college To this college

came two prominent disciples of 'Abdul Rahman al-Sakhawi

(d. 886 A H /A.D 1481) and introduced the al-Sakhawi school of

Tradition One of them was Abul Path bin Razi al-Makki who
learnt Hadith from al-Sakhawi at al-Hijaz in 870 A H /A D 1465

Shortly after he left for Mandu where he stayed for about

thirteen years Then he returned to Makka and died there in

886 AH /AD 1481. The other disciple of al-Sakhawi was

Ahmad bin Sahh whose father, a native of Makka, had migrated

to India Though Ahmad was born in India he was brought

up and educated at Makka A Hafiz of the Quran he read

Hadith literature with al-Sakhawi To secure a living Ahmad
came to Mandu during the later days of Ghiyath Shah. Of the

products of the Daml Hadith of Mandu., the names of Shaikh-ul-

Muhaddithm Sa'dullah al-Mandawi and Maulcma 'Alim-ud-dm

al-Mandawi have been preserved for us l

That translation of Sanskrit works into Persian was also

encouraged in Malwa may be safely deduced from the reference

of the translation of Sanskrit work Sahhotra into Persian during

the reign of Ghiyath Shah The treatise deals in veterinary

science and mentions the various breeds of horses, their blemishes,

their desease and cure, diet and food etc 2 Among the secular

writings, we find that Muhammad^ bin Dau'd Alwi 'Shadiabadi'

wrote commentaries on the Diwan of Persian poet Anwari

at the command of Nasir Shah to whose court he had been

admitted for his scholarship He also wrote a commentary
on the Dtwan of Khaqam, The reign of Nasir Shah also wit

nessed the production of Ni'matnamah, a book which contains a

large number of recipes for preparing varieties of dishes. These

examples clearly indicate that the scope of Persian writings was
not confined to mere copying of religious books

B. PAINTING
The conquest of Malwa during the reign of 'Ala-ud-dm Khalji

1 Muhammad Ishaq, India's Contribution to the Study of Hadith Literature,

pp 91,92,110
2 Rieii II, p. 481, Add 14057,
3 Rieu. II, p 556, 07? 362; Ethe, II, Col 261
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had produced a lull m the cultural activity, which lasted till the

land once again recovered her individual political identity under

Dilawar Khan Ghun No doubt, the art of Malwa did not

spontaneously arise the moment Dilawar Khan declared himself

independent The energies of the State were devoted to more

pressing needs of preservation and consolidation, and the only
art that could claim the attention of Dilawar Khan and his son

Hoshang Shah "were those which tended to outward display

of sovereignty rather than intimate private enjoyment."
1

During the period of lull, in western India as well as central

and eastern India, a style was developed by the Jams to illus

trate their Kalpasutras This style seems to have remained

uuprogressive which, in itself, was moribund and static.
2 But

the social and political stability of Malwa under the able rule of

Hoshang Shah and Mahmud Khalji give it a fresh impetus and

revived its vitality As early as 1439 A D
,
a Kalpasutra was

painted m Mandu under the patronage of Mahmud Khalji.

THE STYLE OF MANDU KALPASUTRA

The text of the Mandu Kalpasutra is written m gold against

a crimson ground, the page itself being divided into two halves

by a vertical band containing floral motifs, of which the

right-half generally contains the paintings Though extensive

foreign influence is not displayed in Mandu Kalpasutra, the

drawings of horses with arched neck and small head clearly

indicate the indebtedness to Persian traditions, but "the exten

sive use of blue and gold believed to be the result of Persian

contact is not found in these illustrations
" 3 The figures,

from an iconographical point of view, are similar to the western

Indian Jam manuscripts inasmuch as the other eye m the pro

file figures are shown detached, but in general style they are dif

ferent from the stereotyped patterns, and show careful draughts

manship and elegant finish. The type of work evinced m Mandu

Kalpasutra, according to Pramod Chandra, was confined to the

richer classes who could afford the services of superior artists 4

Though it is not definite whether the Mandu Kalpasutra started

a new school at Mandu, but having been produced at the capital

under royal patronage it seems to have exercised considerable

1
Marg, XII, No 3, p 44

2 W G Archer, Painting in India, p 8

3
Marg, XII, No 3, p, 51 4 Ibid
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influence towards the growth of a new style of Malwa. Many
of its features can be discerned in a later manuscript painted

at the same place under the patronage of the son and grandson

of Mahmud Khalji. Of course the common features underwent

modifications because of the process of assimilation with freshly

arrived ideals of the Persian Turkman style of Shiraz1 and the

changed theme of the paintings

The idioms of Mmdu Kzlpasutra repeated later m Ni'matnamah

can be summarised as .

(0 The pavilion design.

() The sitting posture of royal persons

(111) The drawing of breasts in two circles each cutting across

the other.

(iv) The technique of depicting animals (cows and bulls),

(v) A slightly exaggerated rendering of the chest.

Sultan Mahmud Khalji I seems to have a sustained desire

for promoting the art of painting and it is quite likely that m his

reception of Jamal-ud-dm Astrabadi in 1467 A D
, the envoy of

Abu Said Mirza of Herat, he intended to invite artists from

Herat which was an important centre of art. However the

extent of success of the Malwa Sultan m this direction is doubt

ful because he died m 1469 A.D and illustrations of this period
are yet to be discovered Whatever position actual painting may
have acquired, one thing is clear, that Mahmud Khalji by his

policy of toleration of the Hindus had created an atmosphere of

friendly relations between the Hindus and Muslims who main
tained friendly relations with each other, and thereby created

conditions for the blending of Muslim (Persian) and Indian

(Jain) styles of painting. The results of this cross-fertilization is

found m Ni'matnamah a

Ghiyath Shah, the son and successor of Mahmud Khalji,
started a rule of peace and prosperity and as he encouraged all

arts, it may be deduced that the art of painting was not neglected.

Besides, if the stories of the collection of women from all parts,

1 Turkman style of Shiraz denves its name from Turkman dynasties of

Qpra Qiiyunlu. (black sheep), and Aq Quyunlu (white sheep) tubes who held
their sway over Shiraz area from the fourteen fifties It is distinct from the
Herat style because of its simplicity of idioms and lack of i efinement m execu
tion.

2 H Ethe, Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts, India Office Library MS No
149 Ritab-i-Ni'matnama-i-Nasirshahi
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even Irom Turkey arid Abyssinia, are believed, \ve may safel>

assume that along with these 'human' merchandise some paint

ings, if not actually painters, might have also infiltrated into

Malwa
The Ni'matnumah Manuscript of India Office Library con

tains a portion of the Ni'matnamah of Ghiyath Shah1 and also

Ni'matnumah of Nasir Shah and the entire work can be assigned

to the first decade of the 16th century, at the latest. The paintings

m this manuscript display heavy influence of the Turkman
School of painting of Shiraz This influence might be due to the

infiltration of some artists or paintings of Shiraz School during
the reign of Ghiyath Shah, or as suggested by Richard Ettin-

ghausen, might be due to the "disastrous defeat of the white

sheep Turkmans by Isma'il m 1502 A.D which might have

brought a refugee artist into India whose style was then instru

mental m the creation of Ni'matnamah" 2 During the reign

of Nasir Shah another manuscript, Bostan of Sadi was also

written and illustrated in Mandu, not in the Shiraz School but

m the Herat School, by one Haji Mahmud as the painter and

Shahsuwar as the scribe.3

The Herat School of painting as evinced in the Mandu Bostan

of Sadi, failed to exercise any marked influence on Mandu paint

ing except "that one idiom that of a rectangular band filled

with floral scroll became a permanent feature in Malwa paint

ing."* Even this idiom m later Malwa painting, according to

Richard Ettinghausen, became a decorative featurewith no specific

meaning or function, because, though originally they represented

carpets spread indoors, they now began to be used even m out

door scenes. Contrary to the Herat School, the Turkman paint

ings of Shiraz were simpler in qualities and had only a few oft-

repeated chtches which made them easier for the artist brought

up in Jam traditions, to adopt,^ a factor which to a certain

measure explains the domination of Shiraz style in the paintings

of Ni'matnamah in particular and of Malwa m general.

Paintings m Nfmatnamah certainly mark the birth of a new

1 Robeit Skelton, Matg, XII, No. 3, pp. 45, 46

2 Morg, XII, No 3, p 42

3 W.G Archer, Centrd Indian Paining, p. 3,J G tide of the National Museum,

Delhi, 1056, p. 31 No .', Marg, XII, No 3, p 11

4 W G. Archer, Central Indian Painting, p 3

5 Robert Skelton, Marg, XII, No 3, p 10
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style which may conveniently be designated as Malwa paint

ing It is an outcome of cross-fertilization of the idioms found

in the Mandu Kalpasutra of the Jam type and Turkman style

of Shiraz Regarding the artists who painted the Nfmatnamah,

Archer believes that "we do not know whether they were

Persian artists living m India" or Indian artists trained in the

Turkman Shirazi technique
1 The two different artists, who

painted the Ni'matnamah, have for the purpose convenience been

designated by Robert Skelton as artists A and B Of these two

artists, according to Robert Skelton, artist A was probably

recruited from some such artist family well-versed in Jam Kalpa

sutra style but subjected to Shiraz discipline, and artist B may

also have received training from a Persian master for although

on the whole artist B follows artist A, he habitually settles for

certain Turkman conventions that differ from those of artist A.

COMMON IDIOMS FOUND IN MANDU KALPASUTRA AND NI'MATNAMAH

Some of the common points in the Mandu Kalpasutra and

Ni'matnamah which in themselves are very interesting, also

clearly illustrate the assimilation of elements of the indigenous

and Shiraz School. Besides the common points already noted

earlier we may here specially mention the rendering of female

figures in Ni'matnamah While the facial types has been derived

from Mandu Kalpasutra, the pronounced angularity has been

discarded In the treatment of the eyes, the curved eye lashes

and wide open eyes have been retained m Ni'matnamah, but the

protrudingly
detached second eye has been given up The

square-shaped heads, staring eyes, curving haunches and

sharply jutting skirts are surely idioms derived from the

indigenous western Indian painting. "Although many women

appear as men in Persian dress, others are frankly Indian both

in costume and physique." "Many poses of the girl attendants

leveal an Indian delight in sumptuous form quite opposed

to that of the boy-loving Persians."s other elements such as

vegetation, clustering herbage, formalized leaves, profuse gran

deur, and clouds with their snake-like rims, according to Archer

are basically derived from the Turkman Shirazi style of Persian

painting Nevertheless the artist of Ni'matnamah display greater

1 W G Archer, Indian Painting, p 9, Central Indian Painting, p. f>

3 Marg, XII, No 3, p 48.

3 W G. Archer, Central Indian Painting, p. 3; Indian Painting, p. 19
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resourcefulness in using their observations, which is easily dis

cernible in the painting of not only women form but also such

trees as of mangoes which abound m Mandu. It clearly indi

cates that they need not have always relied upon Persian models

in their drawings.
1

Malwa painting entered yet another phase during the period

1536 AD. and 1561 AD. when Malwa once agair regained her

independence It is during this period that out of the Maiwa
tradition its greatest and most powerful style emerged The illus

trations to the Sanskrit love poem the Chaurapanchasika? a

version of an Awadhi romance the Laurchanda? and a Ragmi

painting are the sole survivors of this style. In these paintings

the square-shaped heads, large eyes, jutting veils and red back

grounds can be trace to Mandu Kalpasutra of Jam type, and

just as the idioms of Mandu Kalpasutra are discernible in

Ni'matnamah, the idioms developed m Ni'matnamah are obvious

in these paintings. The women's jewellery, the arrow-like chev

rons on eaves and pillars and the formalised trees are taken from

Ni'matnamah, while the band of floral scroll-work marking the

Laur Chanda are derived from the Mandu Boston of Sadi.4

The theme of these paintings representing romantic passion

mark a clear departure from Jam tradition of scripture stories

and Persian manuscript of Ni'matnamah. For the reason this

change in the theme and general character of these paintings it

is best to quote Archer "The new style", writes Archer, "was

nothing if not passionate Ladies were shown with provoking

veils, sharply jutting noses, great romantic eyes and proudly cut

physiques, while red backgrounds were used to symbolize their

passionate desires There is a new air of the lithe vigour and

majestic assurance. So revolutionary an achievement can only

have been attained at the instance of a patron himself devoted

to romantic love and in Baz Bahadur, Pathan prince and sub

sequent ruler of Malwa, we have a person exactly fitted for this

role."5

THE LEGACY OF MALWA PAINTING

The Malwa style was so full of life that it survived against

1 Robert Skelton, Marg, XII, No. 3, p. 47

2 Central Indian Painting, p 4 3 Ibid

4
Ibid,, p. 4, Basil Gray, Rajput Painting, London, 1948, p. 3

5 Ibid
, p 4
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the more powerful rival m the Mughal painting Though the

kingdom of Malwa was gone, its territories absorbed in the

Mughal empire, but the traditions of Malwa painting continued

to live in different centres, even when the political glory of Malwa

had become a matter of memory

The influence of Malwa style is found in a group of pictures

produced in Ahmadnagar to illustrate the* love-poetry, where

the profile of the women and the cut of their dresses are closely

similar to those of the Ni'matnamah and indicate that it had

become an idiom of Malwa painting and had spread to other

centres
1

Similarly the basic stimulus underlying the Ragmi

paintings of Jaunpur of about A D. 1580, is once again the style

of Malwa.3 The origin of the series of Ragmi paintings produced

at Chawand near Udaipur (about 1605 AD.) can be easiy dis

cerned m Malwa, for its ways of rendering women, trees and

vegetation are the outcome of the idoms first developed m the

Malwa Ni'matnamah.* From Udaipur the style spread in about

1670 to the neighbouring Rajput state of Bundi where it resulted

in further glamorous interpretations of romance 4

Thus we find that the kingdom of Malwa left an enduring

legacy to the culture and civilization of India, the importance of

which can best be put m the words ofW G Archer that "despite

its varying dynasties, Malwa evoked some of the most vital

developments in Indian art. Its early introduction of Persian

styles supplied the standard Jain manner with invigorating idioms,

its influence in tins respect far pre-dating that of the Mughals

Its parallel strands of painting imbued 'musical love-poetry'

with glowing ardour. Above all, its supreme glory, the style

associated with Baz Bahadur, represented the most adult

expression in Indian painting of sophisticated romance It was

painting of this kind which laid the foundations of Rajput

painting in Mewar and produced the virile compositions which

exhilarate Indian minds today."&

1 W G Archer, Indian Painting, p 10 The dates of these paintings aie

placed between A D 1360 and AD 15SO. 2 Ibid

3 W. G Archer, Indian Painting, p 10. According to Archer these illustra

tions uere executed by a Mu'lim artist

4 Plate VIIj Indian Painting, W G Archer We can also find yet anothei

example of MaUva style in another painting of Rastk Priya (1034 A D.) Vide,

Marg, Vol IV, fig IS facing p 15.

5 W G Ai cher, Central Indian Painting, p 24, \
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Besides miniature painting, we find Mahmud Khalji I encourag

ing mural painting also. Shihab Hakim, the contemporary

historian says, Mahmud caused the walls and roofs of his palace

to be painted
1 m a beautiful fashion. Unfortunately we have

no specimens yet discovered which could throw more light on

the nature of these mural paintings.

C. ARCHITECTURE
The purpose of the present discussion is not to trace the

history of architecture in Malwa Here we are more concerned

with the cultural synthesis of the traditions of Malwa with the

traditions brought by the Muslims who occupied Malwa and

declared their independence founding thereby the independent

Sultanate of Malwa. The scope of the discussion is therefore

limited to the study of the salient features of the architecture as

it was developed in Malwa.

Before the establishment of an independent Sultanate in the

region, Malwa already had rich traditions in the art of building.

The tradition had come down from the period of the Guptas

and had been fully nurtured by the Paramars. The craftsmen

of Malwa, therefore, not only remembered by rote the formulas

codified in the Silpa Shastras, but by active engagement, genera

tion after generation, in building temples, had become well-versed

m the art of construction with its incidental crafts of stone

carving, carpentry and the mixing of the mortars. "The general

impress of the Gupta and the early medieval styles of temple

building, that is to say, massiveness as a characteristic of

architecture, was well understood by them. Also, they were

adepts in the heroic engineering skill of placing stone upon stone

upto terrific heights reached by the Sikharas. And they knew

how to integrate a building with decorative aspects in an organic

manner."2

With the establishment of the independent Sultanate of

Malwa the country witnessed once more restoration of peace

and order. While the energies of Dilawar Khan and Hoshang

Shah were directed towards nourishing the fortunes of an

infant state, they could not altogether neglect the outward

display of sovereignty. Therefore, for this purpose they started

construction of buildings which would display their grandeur

1 Mcfthir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 14Pb.

2 Marg, XII, No 3, p 8
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and at the same time afford opportunities to local people to

work.

There can be no denying of the fact that Muslim Monuments

of Malwa, when casually viewed, resemble in many of their

forms, decorative motifs and structural practices with the Dehh

Imperial style of the Tughlaqs and the Lodis.'
1 But when

critically examined, they bear evidence of the process of fusion of

the local traditions and the ideas brought from Dehh which have

lent to them a distinctive character of their own. Malwa archi

tecture is a product of the soil. 2 "Here some of the loveliest

buildings of Indian architecture were erected, bequeathing to

posterity many examples of the well-known truth about the

absorption by the Indian people of the most of the alien

impulses physically and mentally
" 3

The development of the Malwa style of architecture took

place at Dhar and Mandu, and the scattered rums of buildings

at other places are more or less repetition of the Mandu

experiences The first phase of this development constitutes the

period when only mosques were built at Dhar and Mandu out

of the material available from the rums of temples and construct

ed mostly by local architects, well-acquainted with their tradi

tions but not yet fully initiated in the practices of Dehh. In the

first phase, therefore, we may include the Kamal Maula Masjid4

(A.D 1395) and the Lat Masjid (A.D. 1405)5 at Dhar and

Dilawar Khan's Masjids (A D 1405) and the mosque of Malik

1
Marshall, G.HJ Vol. Ill, p (317, Brown, Indian Architecture (Islamic

Period), p. 62, Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, pp 540-44.

2 S. Saraswati, The Delhi Sultanate (Vidya Bhawan), p. 702, writes,

"It would be wrong, however, to describe the Muslim monuments of Malwa
as slavish imitations of Delhi The elements and features borrowed from the

different phases of the Imperial style were skilfully integrated into balanced

and unified compositions, noble and distinctive in their appearance
"

3
Morg, XII, No 3, p 9

* About this mosque Barnes writes, "An inscription has been exhumed
from the small graveyard in this enclosure It is dated 795 A H /1 395 A D
t e prior to the assumption of sovereignty by Dilawar Khan, and states that

in that year in the reign of Mahmud Shah son of Firuz Tughlaq the small

and ancient mosque at Dhar which had fallen into rums through the

ravages of time were repaired in a beautiful fashion by Khan Falik Dilawar

Khan." Vide, Jr. B.B.RAS XXI, 1900-02, p. 349, fa 1.

5 C HI III, p 618, Brown, p. 60; Fergusson, p 247

6 Tazdam, pp 74, 75, C H,I III, p 618, Broun, p. 60.
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Mughith
1
(A.D. 1452) at Mandu In the Lai Masjid which con

tains a large number of pillars, no attempt has been made to

conceal their Hindu origin or form. But it is wrong to assume

that they were collected after demolishing temples by Dilawar

Khan The reason is simple Malwa was conquered by 'Ala-ud-

dm Khalji in A.D 1305 Muhammad Tughlaq constructed the

fort at Dhar, it was in Dhar that *Aziz Himmar brought severe

punishment upon the Amiran-i-Sadah For some time portions

of Malwa were included in the Bahmini Kingdom. Thus we
find that Malwa was under Muslim rule for about a century

prior to A D 1405 and the demobtion would have taken place

in the earlier stages. Certainly the earlier Muslim governors

would not leave temples intact in the hope that a century later

Dilawar Khan would establish an independent kingdom of

Malwa and pull down the temples for his need.

The attempt at integration can be noticed even at this early

stage where, in between the pdlars, pointed arches have been

constructed No doubt the Hindu and the Muslim influence

could be merely juxtaposed in Dilawar Khan's Masjid, but the

effect is not altogether displeasing. "Because of their lightness,

these arch-shapes seem to spring from the pillars with an aerial

grace and lend to the hall
1 a subtle and refined appearance."

2

With the shifting of the capital from Dhar to Mandu under

Hoshang Shah, the architectural development of Malwa entered

into the second phase The buildings of the second phase clearly

indicate a complete fusion and assimilation of the Hindu and

the Muslim influences. With Mandu as capital the builders

were provided with a natural beauty which they could ut lise

if they so desired in the composition of their buildings "The

sylvan glades, the sudden visions of mountain and rock with

changing colours, under the suns and imoons, gav the whole

landscape the magical aspect of a fairy and." 3 In such a fairy

land the aesthetic sense was bound to develop, and the aesthetics

1 razJam,pp 82-86, CHI. Ill, p. 620, Broiim, pp 60-61, Luard, Dha

and Mandu, p 23 Luard makes the following observation, "It bears

an inscription on the east gate which states that it was erected on Friday,

4th Rajab 835 or 7th March 1432 A D by Masnad-i-'Ah Mughithuddm-\\ a

ud dumya Ulugh A'zarn Humayun, the khan of seven climes and nine

regions ( e whole world)."
2 Saraswati, Delhi Sultanate, p 703

3 Morg, XII, No 3, p. U
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of the buildings are marked in their construction where they

stand in perfect harmony with the nature. The architects of

Mandu certainly deserve admiration for the selection of sites

and full utilisation of such natural beauty as sheet of water or

green surroundings to serve as background for their buildings

The first building to be constructed in the second phase was

the Jama Masjid, the construction of which was started by

Hoshang Shah and was completed in the reign of Mahmud

Khalji I in 858 A H / 1454 AD 1 The mosque stands on a

plinth 15 ft high
2 and is approached from the eastern facade

through an entrance hall which stands projected from the mam

building with a plinth of equal height, with a further pi ejection

of wide nights of steps The eastern side of the plinth contains

the arched chambers built for the visitors and for the staff of

the mosque The conception of the ground plan is really

remarkable That the high plinth and projected flight of steps

were an outcome of the influence of the Chandela temples is a

possibility which cannot be ruled out altogether

The eastern facade is somewhat grim, with a few bands of

carved masonry and two borders of ornamental archesone

above the drip-stones and the other just at the top as relieving

features. The grimness was further softened by use of coloured

tiles set in the top ornamental arches. The eastern door of the

entrance hall was provided with marble jambs and lintel with

beautiful carvings along its sides. "Above the doorway is the

outline of an arch executed in relief, and higher up is an arched

oriel of very fine proportions There are beautiful rosettes in

the spandrels, and although the ornamentation has been done

sparingly, it exhibits excellent taste."s The entrance hall from

within is sober and yet beautiful The sense of robustness has

been achieved by means of a dome and beautiful jail screen which

permits enough of subdued light to enliven the interior The

door on the western side of the hall leading into arched verandah

1 Mandu, the City of Joy, pp 50, 61; Luard, Dhor and Mandu, p 24;

Ma'athir-i-Mahmudthaht, fol 98a For inscription see Epigraphia Indo-

Moslemica, 1909-10, pp 22-23.

2 The details of measurements and construction have been carefully

avoided in the piesent discussion, as they are available in that excellent mono

graph on Mandu by G Yazdani The present discussion is confined to salient

features alone

3 Yazdani, Mandu, the City of Joy, pp, 52, 53.
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of the mosque is in trabeate style with an arch built above it,

the head being filled with fine tracery.

The mosque itself consists of a liwan, a square courtyard and

the sanctuary. From the courtyard the liwan and the sanctuary

present a panaromic view of arches and domes. This arched

colonnade is three aisles deep in the northern and southern sides

and two aisles deep in the eastern side, while on the western side

it is five aisles deep.
1 The difference in aisles in the western

and eastern side contribute to the formation of a square court

yard, the sides of which measures 162 ft. Through the judicious

use of pillars and arches, the architect solved the problem of

strength without sacrificing the element of grace The third

line of arches of the prayer hall is double, and similarly the third,

seventh, tenth and fourteenth lines of that colonnade running east

to west 2
By this ingenuity, a double row of arches was secured

to provide ample support for the three large domes surmounted

over the prayer hall At the corners where these double line of

arches meet, the pillars supporting them occur in clusters of four

and indeed look picturesque. The entire roof structure was

devised by constructing small cylindrical cupolas over the spaces

formed by the arches over the pillars, which run all round the

courtyard At each extremity of the prayer hall below the large

side domes, is an upper apartment supported by nine rather

dwarfish columns The western wall of the prayer hall is pro

vided with seventeen mtches of which the central one is larger

and deeper and constitutes the Mihrab. The salient feature of

these mtches worth noting is carvings of Hindu design
3 worked

out in polished black stone jambs. The Mimbar (pulpit) is

eleven steps high and has domed canopy of white marble sup

ported on four arches. The barackets and the balustrades of the

Mimber are executed in marked Hindu style as obtained in the

Hindu temples of ninth and tenth centuries. The total effect

of this combination is that of richness in simplicity. Though

the building does not contain much ornamentation, the

element of grace and dignity has been achieved by means

of balance and measured movement with perfect punctuation

obtained through judicious use of "the constituent elements of

1 Yazdam, Lot Cit,p 53, Saraswati, Loc Cit,p 704, Brown, Loc C-t ,

p 65
2
Yazdani, Loc Gil , p. 53

65.
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graceful lines, curves and planes."
1 "The whole building

achieves a certain uniqueness by the judicious disposition of

the Hindu convexes and Muslim concaves, and the general effect

of the shadows of the arcades is to suggest prolonged silences,

where the accent of the prayers might be heard like echoes,

deep and musical, lulling the worshippers into the sense of the

divine, almost as in the Garbhagnha" z

The next building started by Hoshang Shah and finished by
Mahmud Khalji3 is the tomb of Hoshang Shah. Hoshang
Shah conceived the mausoleum in his own life-time and super

vised its construction to some stages The building is the first

construction of tomb where the lay-out of an enclosure to

balance with the mam structure was conceived and executed.

The tomb stands in the centre of a square enclosure,* adjacent

to the western wall of Jama Masjid, having two pavements

running along the wall on the northern and the southern sides

and faced with red sandstone. In the middle of the court on

a raised square marble platform with sides measuring 100 ft.

with a height of 6 ft. 6 inches from the ground, stands the mam
structure of the tomb. The ascent to this platform and main

entrance into the tomb is from south, and on this platform

leaving a clear space of 14 ft all-round spring the walls of the

tomb. The conception of the tomb of Hoshang Shah marks a

new departure, for it was the first great tomb in India made wholly
of white marble.s The wall of the building suffers nowhere from

monotony, because the surface of the wall rising 31 ft. 6 inches

from the plinth is diversified first by a stylobate (2-1 /2ft. high) and

higher up by horizontal bands of masonry and by a chhajja with

pleasantly curved brackets and above the chhajja by a neat band

of ornamental miniature arches carved in relief 6 The entrance

to the tomb chamber is through a door on the southern side

The door itself is remarkable in its grace achieved through

right proportion and balanced on either side by perforated
screens of geometric design. Along the sides and on the top is

a beautiful band of half-opened lotus. Above the door is an

ornamental parapet and below that blue enamel stars set in

1 Saraswati, Loc. Cit
, p 704. 2 Marg, XII, No. 3, p. 15.

8 M.a" athvr-i-Mahmudshahi, fol lOOa

*The enclosure measures 227 ft 3 inches in length and 219 ft 6 inches

ui breadth

III, p. 020 Yazdam, Loc. Cit., p. 46.
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the masonry To permit sufficient light into the interior, per
forated screens are provided in the three remaining side walls

on the north, east and west. The northern screened windows

wonderfully balance with the southern openings The interior

of the hall at once attracts notice by its solemn calm The archi

tect achieved grace by judicious use of technique, constructing

high arches at four corners and higher up squmches, then the

base of the dome and finally the dome. The rim of the dome
is decorated with several bands of mouldings one of which is

composed of ornamental arches with a background of blue

lapis-lazuh enamel Thus the sum total of'the effect created by
the building is one of respect and not a feeling of depression,
but an exhilaration of grandeur in death

The western extremity of the enclosure also deserves special

notice On this side a colonnade, three aisles deep, runs from

north end to south end with a narrow rectangular hall at the

back and a smaller hall at each end. The pillars of the colonnade

which near the base are four-sided pass through an eight-sided

and sixteen-sided belt into a round upper shaft. The round shaft

ends in a square under capital, each face of which is filled by a

group of leafage in outline the same as the favourite Hindu

Singh Mukh or horned-head. Over the entwined leafy horns

of this moulding, stone brackets support heavy stone beams,

all Hindu in form. 1 These pillars are not spoils of temples as

it was once supposed by Fergusson, but specially made for the

purpose
The mausoleum of Hoshang Shah with a perfect assimilation

of Hindu and Muslim forms stands as a synthesis of the two

cultures The existence of the colonnade entirely in Hindu style

reflects the spirit of the monarch, for whom there was no dis

tinction between his Hindu and Muslim subjects Tne mauso

leum not only very soon became a place of pilgrimage where urs

was annually held, but also as a piece of architecture it enjoyed

such a high reputation that four of the architects of Shah Jahan

visited the mausoleum of Hoshang Shah As a mark of their

reverence to the master-builders of the place, they carved out

an inscription on the right jamb of the door. 2

1 JrB B,R A S XIX, p 1<>5, Fergusson, Indian Architectuif, p 343, Yazdarn,

Loc Cit
, pp 49, 50; Luard, Dhar and Mandu, p 25

2
Epigraphia, Indo-Moslmica, 1909-10, p 23 The mscuption hah been

(Continued on ntxl page)
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Mahmud Khalji built quite a number of buildings but unfor

tunately none exists in a state of preservation so as to enable a

full appraisement of his buildings The buildings of Mahmud

Khalji have a collective name known as the Madrasah or the

Asharfi Mahal It contains the madrasah, the tomb and the

victory tower The material used is red sandstone, and the whole

style suggests a refinement brought m by the Khalji Sultan

The mausoleum of Mahmud is in greater rum though it once

had a large dome and a great hall executed in white marble and

tastefully embellished with carved door-ways, windows and

cornices and decorations in mosaics of choice stones, and

freizes of blue and yellow glaze
l Mahmud had invited a large

number of architects from different parts
2 and it seems that

these builders could not combine their technique of building

with the result that the buildings soon crumbled down

The tower of victory which had seven3
storeys, is left with

only one storey rising 32 feet above ground with a circumference

of 150 ft at the base It was built m red sandstone with four

balconies projecting over a marble string course with inlay work

of marble of various colours, which marked the beginning of

each storey

Two other buildings associated with the second or the classi

cal phase are for residential purpose and are, therefore, located

elsewhere in the residential quarters of the plateau away from

the religious group of buildings They are the Hmdola Mahal
and the Jahaz Mahal. Hmdola Mahal or the audience hall is

associated with the name of Hoshang Shah, though it is not cer

tain whether it was completed in his life-time or later during the

reign of Mahmud Khalji The T shaped plan of the building

or the pattern of single cruciform is interesting in itself The

battered sloping thick walls remind one of Tughlaq buildings

(Continuedfrom pre-page)

translated by Yazdam thus "On the Oth of Rabi'I, 1070 n (14

December, 1639 AD), the humble votary Lutfu'Jlab, son of Master

(Ustad) Ahmad, Architect of Shahjahan, Khwajahjadu Rai, Mastei Sheo

Ram and Master Hamid, came to show our reverence and \viote these fe\\

words by way of record "
Vide, Yazdam, Loc Git

, p 48, fn 1

1
Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1903-4, p 34

2
Ma'athir-i-Malimudshaht, fols. 108b-110a

8 Ibid
,
fol. 108b, Ftrishta, II, p. 488 According to Fimhta, the foun

dation was laid in the end of %ilhtjja 846 AH. /April, 1443 A,D , Brown,
Loc. Ctt.fp CO; Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1903-4, pp. 37-39
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but with their mchnation of buttresses at an angle of 77 degree
it seems that the intention was to create the illusion of the entire

structure swaying. Regarding the roof of Hindola Mahal,
Cresweli has opined that in view of the tremendous abutment

it seems that it was roofed by a series of barrel-vaults resting

on the transverse arches l The building undoubtedly is massive,

but the elegant windows with projected balcony over grace
ful brackets, and the beautiful sweep of the interior illuminated

by means of windows above the side openings filled with fine

tracery, produce a charm of its own and betrays nowhere lack

of fine taste, though it represents the Malwa mode in its most

decidedly stern and resolutely stable aspect -

The Jahaz Mahal3
represents the climax of the classical

period when the style began to tend towards "lightly elegant

and fanciful mode." The Jahaz Mahal is a long double-storeyed

building and stretches for about 360 feet along the side of Kapui
Talao and Munj Talao The selection of the site itself is won
derful as it adds to the aroma of the building and speaks well

for the builders about their artistic taste both in execution and

in composition In character, Jahaz Mahal is lively and enter

taining and its surfaces are gay with friezes of brightly coloured

glaze.* In construction of the components and the accessories,

the architect had taken into full account the surroundings in

which he was setting his building The interior arrangement

consisting of pillared compartments, cool corridors and sumptu
ous bathing halls, clearly indicate that while purpose was the

governing factor the element of beauty was not sacrificed; rather,

on the contrary, by a judicious use of these very elements, he

succeeded in creating a sense of comfort and pleasure. The

architect has also used plaster as a softer material for the purpose

of finish The exterior is well-balanced, with arcaded front,

broad eaves and wide parapet displaying a repeating pattern

1 Indian Antiquary, 1918, p. 16 (
>

2 Brown, Loc Ct/.,p. 67

3 Ibid
, Brown suggests that the building was in all likelihood built by

Mahmud Khalji; Yazdani Loc Cit
, p 63. Yazdam, however, opines,

"The exact date of the construction of the palace is not kno\vn, but

the joyous spirit pervading the general style of the building is very

characteristic of the reign of Ghryath-ud-dm and it is not unhkelv

that he built this delightful abode for his large harem
"

* Brown, Loc Cit
, p 68
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of tiles "On the roof are various open pavilions, airy kiosks,

and overhanging balconies all of an imaginative nature, the

whole of which reflected in the still waters of the lake present a

picture of no ordinary beauty."
1 Here in Jahaz Mahal the

Hindu form and the Muslim form, if there is anything like that,

have been so perfectly assimilated that we do not find any trace

even of effort to harmonise and to blend them They are all one

homogeneous whole announcing to the world, there is nothing

like Hindu or like Muslim, it is all Maiwi

Out of the refinements achieved m the classical phase there

developed as a logical step the third phase which pievailed

towards the end of the fifteenth and first half of the sixteenth

centuries. The established kingdom gave the rulers enough

leisure to indulge m long drawn orgies of aesthetic enjoyment

Under these conditions the buildings made took "the form

of summer houses, palaces and pavilions, the ground floor of

which usually consisted of a series of compartments grouped

around a central courtyard graced with pools and fountains,

while above were arcaded loggias roofed with fluted domes,

the surface everywhere gorgeous with painted tiles."
2 The

buildings of this period are all expressive of highly emotional

life of the time, but as pieces of architecture they hardly

contribute any thing fresh and at best may only be enumerated.

First in order comes the so called Baz Bahadur's palace which

actually was constructed by Sultan Nasir Shah,
3 and the large

number of water basins and baths are quite m conformity with

the description of his character. The next is Rupmati's pavilion

which is located on the southern spur of the Mandu plateau

and commanding the view of the Nimar plain which begins

1ZOO feet below from the base of Mandu hill. This was, in the

first instance, built to serve as a watch tower, and later got

1 Brown, Loc Ctt , p 67, p ft8. 2 Ibid,

3 A Persian inscription is carved on the first gatew ay of the palace

stating that the palace was built by Nasu Shah m 914 AH Yazdam,
Loc, Cit

, p. 93. Yazdam wutes, "Here, above the arch of th<* entiance,

a Persian inscription is carved, setting forth the fact that the palace was

built by Nasir-ud-dm m 914 H (A.D 1508) Baz Bahadui evidently

took a fancy to the palace on account of its close proximity to the Riwa Kvmd.

which must have been a place of frequent pilgrimage for his lady-love, the

sweet Rupmati. Also, during his residence he probably made considerable

extensions therein, so, despite the inscription, it will not be an error to asso

ciate the building with Baz Bahadur's name "
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associated with the name of Rupmati Other buildings of this

phase are the Nilkantha Palace, Chistikhan's Palace, Gada
Shah's Shop and Gada Shah's House.

The sum total of the Malwa style of architecture can best be

summarised in the words of Professor Saraswati. "The lofty

plinth and the stately flights of ascending steps", writes Saras

wati, "give a notable dignity and substance to these buildings,

while the arcaded facades show a judicious distribution of solids

and voids In the use of sandstone of a lovely red shade, freel>

picked up by marble and other kinds of tinted stones, and the

embellishment by encaustic tiles to enliven the whole, the Mandu
builders evinced a rare sense of colour, which takes a prominent

part in the architectural scheme and forms an inseparable

constituent in agreement with the pageantry of colour that

meets the eye all around
" l

The Malwa style as developed in Mandu during the classical

period is found in the Kushak Mahal, a seven-storeyed building

built by Mahmud Khalji in A.H. 848/A.D 1445 at Fathabad on

the suburb of Chanderi, in which architectural treatment shows

the Malwa style at its most vigorous stage Similarly the Jama

Masjid at Chanden also followed the Malwa tradition as

evinced in Jama Masjid of Mandu. These buildings at Chanden

clearly indicate that Malwa style as developed in Mandu was

not confined to Shadiabad alone, but was passing its experiences

to the length and breadth of Malwa, which a more detailec

survey of the various ruins at different places would establish

with a greater amount of certainty.

The pres'ent discussion, however, may be closed \vith the

following remark of Havell. "The difference in point of style

between Malwa architecture and the contemporary Muhammadan

styles in Gujarat and Jaunpur is that at Mandu and other

places in Malwa the builders began to obtain the heights they

wanted inside the mosques by Doming the piers and columns

with pointed arches, instead of by placing one column on the

top of another, or by building two stones, as Hindus would

have done We may agree with Fergusson m appreciating the

effect of simple grandeur and expression of power which they

obtained m this way, without denying to Indian builders the

ciedit which is their due" 2

1 Sarawatu Loc Cit
, p 709.

2 E B Havell, Indian Archtteclurt, pp. <io, 6(>
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D. MUSIC IN MALWA
Music had a very prominent place m the social and the court

life from ancient times, Vakpati Munja and Bhoja, the rulers

of the Paramara Dynasty, were great musicians and liberally

patronised music Though we do not precisely know the exact

position that music occupied m the lives of the Muslim gover

nors of Malwa but we can easily surmise that being not

altogether devoid of the senses for its appreciation, they could

not but be influenced by the contagion of music with which

the land was surcharged Besides, the group dance, group music,

solo performance accompanied by musical instruments was a

regular feature of the court life of the Sultans of Dehli Even

an orthodox sultan like Firuz Shah Tughlaq did not discourage

music; on the contrary, we learn .from Afif1 that on the <Id day
Firuz Shah used to listen to the performances of various musi

cians, both male and female, and also witnessed the performances

of the dancers The governors who used to copy the sultan's

court, therefore must not have overlooked this aspect particu

larly when it also afforded the best expression of sensuality

We have no reason to believe that with the establishment of an

independent kingdom, while other aspects of court ceremonials

received due recognition, music was left out On the contrary

Jashan must have improved over the conditions prevalent during
the regime of the governors Though we have no direct evidence

to indicate the extent to which music flourished in Malwa during
the reign of Dilawar Khan and Hoshang Shah, but from, an

account of the reign of Mahmud Khalji we may safely infer that

the art had continued in the land

Shihab Hakim,2 the court historian of Mahmud Khalji T

while describing the marriage ceremony, says, "The singers

and musicians came with their sweet and melodious voice; smart

singers with Bajar and Fani and with Daf and Chang gave a

rhythm and constant resonant melody all in tune. By the Barbat

they produced a note which fully accompanied the Chang, the

voice of the singers and the musical accompaniment was so sweet
that it brought back life to the dead

"
Shihab Hakim's list of

musical instruments includes the following : Daf, Chang, Bajar,

Fani, Barbat, Rubab, Nai, 'Ud, Arghemun

363
2
Ma'atlw-i-Mahmudthahi, fol 122b
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Regarding the art of dancing we may point out that the pre

dominantly Indian style of dancing had been prevalent m India

and the dancing girls were commonly called Patws. The dances

were performed both solo and in groups 1

Ghiyath Shah with his huge harem establishment paid special

attention to the promotion of music. He collected musicians

from all directions and also made arrangements that taking

the aptitude into consideration the inmates of his harem should

be taught the art of dancing and singing, or playing on the flute.2

This training must have served as a great fillip to the art of

music It not only encouraged new aspirants but also provided
means to the masters of the art That music continued unabated

during the reign of Nasir Shah can best be found from some of

the paintings contained in the Ni'matnatnah Nasirshahi where

we find the sultan listening to musicians playing on string

instruments and accompanied by others for beating the time.8

Mahmud Khalji II also had a large number of dancers and

musicians m his harem, and by that time keeping of musicians

and dancing girls had become a set pattern of the life of a courtier.

Medini Rai, Sahvahan, Silahdi and Puran Mai all are credited

with maintaining large harems which included trained musicians

and dancing girls.

This tradition of maintaining large establishment of cour

tesans for whom music was an essential qualification reached its

culmination in the time of Baz Bahadur Baz Bahadur had a

genuine craving for music. It was rather unfortunate that for a

man of his taste and temperament he had to look after adminis

tration Baz Bahadur's achievements as a musician (Sangitkar)

can be judged from an assessment of Abul Fazl While Abul Fazl

has condemned Baz Bahadur as a ruler or as a man who refused

to humbly lay down his arms before the Mughal forces,

he is full of praise for him as a musician In the list of musi

cians of the court of Akbar, Abul Fazl has mentioned 36 names,

but he had noted with regard only the names of Tan Sen and

Baz Bahadur For Tan Sen he says, "A singer like him has not

been in India for last thousand years", and for Baz Bahadur he

says, "A singer without rival "*

That for Baz Bahadur music was a passion, a yearning of

1 Md1

aihr-i-Mahmudsh*hi, fol. 123a 2 T A. Ill, p 3^0

3 Mmalnamah, fol 186a 4
Am., I iTr), pp 681-2
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heart is clearly borne out from an account of 'Umri. Accord

ing to 'Umri, "He (BazBahdur) passed his days in the company

of singers and musicians, and from the north and the south and

the east and the west collected he them, both men and women,

singers and chanters and players upon all instruments, on the

bin and the rabab on the nai and the sctmai on the sarangi

and the tambura
"

l

It is really very disappointing that we do not know of any

treatise on music written in Malwa during the period of its exis

tence as an Independent kingdom, which certainly would have

thrown more light on the mode of music practised in Malwa.

The name of Rupmati also deserves special mention, who,

according to 'Umri, was herself a poet and an expert in the art,

won great benefit also fiom the master of the art of music 2

Mr Crump opines that "Rupmati is still remembered as poetess

and musician, and is credited with the invention of the Bhup

Kalyan Ragmi> a subordinate mode of Hindu music
"
3

If we pay any credit to local traditions we may accept that

Baz Bahadur introduced a new mode of Khyal which was called

Baz Klictm Khyal and which was prevalent m Malwa till lecent

times.

Thus we find that of all the achievements, it is the achievement

m the field of music that proved most enduring and has come

down to us as a legacy of Malwa culture.

1 Crump, Lady of t/i Lottit, p 7 Crump, fn 11, p. MJ "Bin an

i istrument sometimes with, five sometimes with six, main wncs stretched

over two guards which give a peculiar resonctnt note, Rabab, a strmgeci

instrument played with a plcclium, Act is the flute, Sarnai is Pathai.

stringed instrument, Tanbura also a stnnged instrument
"

2
Ibid, p 47.

3 Ibid, p. 90, fn GJr



Chaptei XVI

CONCLUSIONS

THE account contained in the preceding pages is a stud}

mainly of the Political History of Medieval Malwa under the

rule of Muslim Sultans, with a brief review of the cultural and

economic aspects of the kingdom The kingdom passed through

three distinct phases, i e. the formative period, the stable period

and the period of decay.

The period of Ghun rule was truly speaking the formative

period Dilawar Khan Ghun established the kingdom and laid

down certain principles (not codified, of course) to serve as the

basis for it. Instead of driving out the petty Rajput chiefs, he

allowed them to continue in a condition so as to feel happy
about the establishment of a separate kingdom He also encour

aged fresh Rajput emigrants to come into Malwa and settle

in such territories as had become deserted. His successor,

Hoshang Shah, kept up the spirit of Dilawar Khan so far as the

Rajputs were concerned Hoshang Shah, however, had to meet

the Gujarat aggression in the very first year of his accession.

Thus the state of Malwa in its infancy was made to realise the

importance of keeping a vigilant watch over her neighbours,

and also to find out ways and means of keeping them involved

within their own territories This became the guiding princi

ple of the foreign policy of the successful rulers of Malwa.

Thus we find Hoshang Shah ever intent upon giving assistance

to such feudatory chiefs of Gujarat as had any reason to be dis

satisfied with their own suzerain. To increase the material

resources of the state as well as to improve her military power,

ioshang Shah adopted a two-fold policy. He started reduc

ing the Hindu chiefs of the east whose territories were rich in

material wealth and were also the principal source of elephant

supply.

To achieve a well-protected boundary Hoshang Shah con

sidered it essential to establish his authority over Mandsaur and

Gagraun, both of which he turned into strong buttresses against

the growing Rajput power of Mewar. Hoshang Shah's relations

with Kalpi and Khandesh were governed by his desire to use

.hem as barriers against any possible aggrandisement by the king

doms of Jaunpur and the Deccan The granting of shelter and
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giving ajagir to Chonda, the elder brother of Rana Mokul of

Chittor, was indeed a masterstroke of strategy by Hoshang Shah

With the coming of Mahmud Khalji on the throne, Malwa

reached the zenith of her political power and entered into the

phase which may be called the stable period Under his rule

Malwa acquired a prominent place amongst the kingdoms of

India By his constant struggle against Rana Kumbha, he did

not give a free hand to the ruler of Mewar to augment his strength

to the extent so as to become dangerous for the neighbouring

kingdoms. His attitude towards the ruler of Champaner was a

great balancing factor in maintaining stable relations with Guja

rat By rendering timely assistance to the ruler of Champaner
he saved this strong but small Rajput principality from annihi

lation and thus preserved a buffer between Malwa and Gujarat

on the side from where direct attack was easiest His assistance

to Nasir bin 'Abdul Qadir of Kalpi, Yusuf Khan of Hmdaun and

Muhammad Khan of Bayana and finally the occupation of Ajmer,

not only created strong dependencies of Malwa but also enhanced

his prestige so much that Bahlol Lodi felt no qualms of conscience

to seek his assistance against Hussain Shah Sharqi. The occu

pation of Mandalgarh gave Malwa the possession of a strong

position from where she could easily check Mewar from, ex

tending in the east With a strong military outpost at Ranthara-

bhor, Malwa established a complete mastery over Harauti

By concluding treaties with the rulers of Gujarat, Jaunpur

and Deccan Mahmud established the principle of resolving

political differences by means of negotiations instead of settling

them by means of arms The prestige of Mahmud aud along
with it that of Malwa reached such heights that Malwa received

emissaries from Abu Said Mirza of Herat and the Khalifa of

Egypt

Malwa under Ghiyath Shah remained peaceful and enjoyed the

fruits of the hard labour as well as political far-sightedness of

Mahmud I A period of peace no doubt made the people in

dolent but it led to increased cultural activities Thus what it

lost in the field of politics it gained in the field of culture How
ever, the peace policy without proper political outlook soon

led to the absorption of smaller border states by the more
ambitious rulers and shattered the faith that smaller border states

had m their dependence on Malwa for protection Thus, on the
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one hand, Malwa became exposed on all borders and, on the

other, the petty chiefs became indifferent towards Malwa

The reign of Nasir Shah saw deterioration m the internal

condition of Malwa The storm that he had raised towards the

closing years of his father's reign, he could not suppress after

his accession. Malwa began to suffer from party factionalism

which he ultimately left as a legacy to his son. In his external

policy, however, by avoiding all possible clashes, he saved

Malwa from foreign invasion

With the accession of Mahmud II Malwa entered into the

third phase, i e the period of decay. Mahmud II was not only
a weak ruler but was also devoid of all wisdom. He at once

allowed himself to become a puppet in the hands of self-seeking

and incompetent courtiers. However, he was saved from coming
to early griefby the Rajputs who had come and settled into Malwa

during the previous reigns. These Rajputs proved their loyalty

and rose to the occasion. Their leader, Medmi Rai, succeeded

m strengthening the administration and suppressing the male

factors. But Mahmud' s foolishness in bringing the Gujarat

ruler in aid for the destruction of the Rajputs, who were the real

prop of the State, was the greatest blunder that a ruler could

have committed Mahmud II was so blind to the political out

look that he completely failed to perceive that right from the

foundation of the Malwa kingdom, Gujarat was ever intent to

swallow this region Muzaffar II's occupation of Mandu and

then returning it to Mahmud II throws some light on the politi

cal condition of which Muzaffar II was fully conscious. He realis

ed that conquest of Malwa was one thing but annexation of the

region was different. Annexation would at once lead to general

resistance both by the Rajputs and the Muslim Amirs. The

Rajput uprisings m its turn would give enough cause to Rana

Sanga for interfering in the affairs of Malwa which might ulti

mately lead to war with Mewar for which Muzaffar Shah was

certainly not prepared.

Muzaffar II's activities in Malwa, however, antagonised the

Rajputs, who started setting up their own independent strong

holds. Mahmud II's venture against Rana Sanga proved even

more disastrous He was defeated, captured and imprisoned

Like Muzaffar Shah, Rana Sanga too was not blind to the poli

tical condition that prevailed in Malwa Rana Sanga was also
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conscious that annexation of Maiwa would create hostility

with Gujarat and involve him in that corner which, m its turn,

would prevent him from his more ambitious designs on Dehli

He, therefore, set Mahmud II at liberty but at the same time

reduced Malwa and also created enough Rajput pockets m the

region who naturally looked to him rather than to Mahmud.

Thus we find Gagraun, Chanden, Raisen, Mandsaur and

Ranthambhor all turned into Rajput strong-holds These Rajput

pockets of Malwa subsequently became so important that a

ruler like Sher Shah considered it of utmost importance to

reduce them lest they should offer a vantage point to the

MughaJs to return through that door

Mahmud II, however, failed to leahse the precarious condi

tion in which he existed His attempt to meddle m Gujarat

politics not only brought him to grief but it also brought

disaster to Malwa That Malwa managed to survive for another

thirt) years was because of two factois Firstly, during this

peuod there was no power strong enough to consolidate the

fragments into a well-knit empire. Secondly, a century and

a quarter of independence had created elements m the region who

were enthused with the ideas of political liberty, but hopelessl}

incapable of consolidating themselves into a power of some

consequence

Thus, politically viewed, the kingdom of Malwa, occupying the

most centrally situated position among the kingdoms of India

during the fifteenth century, played quite an important role in

the inter-state relations During the period when the kingdoms
of Dehli, Jaunpur, Deccan, Gujarat and Mewar were consoli

dating their positions and expanding themselves with aspirations

for occupying premier position, Malwa served as the balanctng

factor. By her military activities she became a cause of anxiety

for all None of these kingdoms could freely launch on then

process of territorial aggrandisement, and thus none of them

could become so powerful as to occupy the imperial position

The cultural history of Malwa is extremely interesting as it

fully reveals the genius of the people From the time of her

foundation the rulers of Malwa followed a policy of toleration

towards the Hindus Destruction of temples or desecration of

the places of worship of the Hindus was a thing unknown in

Malwa The result of thts policy of toleration was that the
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Hindus and the Muslims learned to live in peace with each other

which m its turn provided them with maximum opportunity of

mutual give and take Thus, in the social life of Malwa, a cul

tural synthesis took place which led the people to thmk of life

in a light which we may call the 'Malwa Way' of life. The mutual

influence of the two communities is quite noticeable in some as

pects of their social life. The Rajputs of Malwa did not suffer

from the social prejudices of the caste-ridden Hinduism. In

their harems which they copied from the Muslims, they kept

openly Muslim women without their caste or religion being

polluted by undesirable touch of a mlechha. In spite of the

religious colouring given by writers like Nizam-ud-Dm and others

following him, that the Muslims resented keeping of Muslim

women by the Rajputs in their harems, we find the Rajputs keep

ing Muslim women in their harems upto the end of the kingdom

of Malwa. In all probability the expressions of resentment are

those of the historians rather than of the contemporary Mus
lims of Malwa The Muslims on their part had adopted some

of the Rajput practices freely They unhesitatingly brushed their

shoulders with the Rajputs in times of national emergency with no

feelings of religious bitterness. Thus, in the defence of Mandu

against Muzaffar Shah, quite a number of Muslims achieved

martyrdom side by side with the Hindus Again in the defence

of Raisen against Bahadur Shah we find Taj Khan siding with

Lakshman and Silahdi We also find Taj Khan's preference for

Jaiihar over the ignominious surrender to Bahadur Shah who was

a foreigner

The practice of Jauhar, though barbarous m itself, had so

much influenced the Muslims in Malwa that we find Mahmud II,

finding that the fall of Mandu was almost in sight, wanted to

perform Jauhar by slaying all his women and children and then

fighting to the last. Baz Bahadur, too, had given similar instruc

tions though during the process, the arrival of Pk Muhammad

and Adham Khan prevented its completion. The adoption ofthe

Jauhar by the Muslims of Malwa indicates that they had imbibed

the same values of honour which prevailed among the Rajputs-

We may condemn Jauhar on ethical grounds, but in an age

when women were considered as mere objects of pleasure and

were possessed without any qualms of conscience by the victor,

it certainly prevented them from becoming objects of lust and

to lead a life of dumb suffering. That the Muslims m Malwa
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developed the sense of honour for their women is a clear evi

dence of the fact that the two communities had come closer in

their thought
In the fields of architecture, painting and music the synthesis

is so great that differences are almost imperceptible The genius

of Malwa culture, truly speaking lies in her ability to produce

this synthesis In painting, no doubt, the technique of the

Turkoman style of Shiraz is dominating throughout, but in its

spirit it is typically Indian Unlike boy-loving Persians, the

Mandu painters took delight in painting female forms with

sumptuous curves which is typically an Indian mode Similarly

in the use of colour they showed a marked preference for red

tones instead of blue

In architecture, the corbel, lintel, pillar, bracket and capital

normally associated with Hindu buildings have been so

harmoniously blended with the arch and the dome that the

distinction has almost disappeared The epigraphical evidences

clearly indicate that in the construction of mosques, Hindu

architects and masons were employed who, "on their part, erected

buildings with their own knowledge to suit the needs of their

masters The excellence of their achievement can be gauged

by the fact that four of the architects of Shahjahan came from

Agra to Mandu to show their reverence to the master builders of

the place

In the field of dance and music the synthesis was perfect

While we find Persian musical instruments being mentioned,
the rhythm and tune was Indian The Ragas and the Ragims
were used as medium of expression. In dancing we find the

dancers keeping time with their feet instead of keeping it with

their hand which was Persian mode. In fact Malwa became
the homeland of music in Northern India and musicians like

Baz Bahadur and Rupmati were only her finished products

fS^Thus, culturally viewed, the kingdom of Malwa helped m
reviving and revitalising the rich cultural traditions of Malwa
Here evolved a culture in which there was nothing like Hindu
or Muslim but simply an integrated Malwa culture
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THE SOURCES

THE object of the present study is to reconstruct the history

of Malwa as an independent kingdom after the breakdown

of the Sultanat of Dehh and prior to its incorporation into

the Mughal Empire The present study is based entirely on

the original sources some of which have not been utilised to the

fullest extent so far. From all information available we find

that only two histories were written in Malwa during the period

of her existence as an independent kingdom, and one has to draw

upon the histories written in the neighbouring kingdoms with

whom Malwa had close relations It becomes therefore necessary

to assess the value of the sources on the basis of which one may
reconstruct the history of Medieval Malwa The present dis

cussion, therefore, includes not only the assessment of important

contemporary works but also a re-assessment of the well known

chronicles of near-contemporary' and later period in the light

of the history of Malwa.

HISTORIES WRITTEN IN MALWA

Mi'ATHiR-l-MAHMUDSHAHl is a contemporary history of

Sultan Mahmud Khalji I who ruled in Malwa from A H. 839/A D.

1436 to A H 873/A.D. 1469 The title of the book is clearly men

tioned by its author as Ma?athir-i-Mahmvdshahi
l m the text,

though the title page of the Bodleian manuscript (Elliot 237)

is missing That 'All bin Mahmud al-Kirmanl known as Shihab

Hakim is the author of this work is found in the body of the

work2 where he has clearly mentioned his full name and title

Regarding the early life, education and the place of his birth

we have hardly any information3 and whatever little we know

of him, we learn from his own narrative However, from his

title al-Kirmani we may deduce that he or his ancestors belonged

to Kirman Shihab TJakim says that he lived in Jaunpur before

coming to Malwa, where he seems to have acquired some reputa

tion as a scholar, because we learn from him that Sultan Mahmud

Khalji I invited him to his court and had also extended his

patronage to him.*

1
Ma'athir-t-Mahmudshaht, fol Ila 2 /6u/,fol5a

3 Ibid , fol. 253b * Ibid
,
fol 253b.
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"When the king lawmaker like Kaikhusrau and Jamshed,

possessing grandeur like Alexander and Darms out of

benevolence and protection of the poor, issued orders

containing encouragement and purporting to strengthen

the laws of kindness and mercy, he promised this servant

of the Royal patronage out of his excessive kindness
"

That Shihab Ilakim was considered useful by the ruler of

Jaunpur can be deduced from his own statement that he could

not leave Jaunpur in response to the invitation of the Malwi
Sultan because of the ruler of Jaunpur

'

However, Shihab

Hakim succeeded in leaving Jaunpur some time either towards

the end of A H 869/A D 1465 or beginning of A H 870/A D 1465.

and came first of all to Ranthambhor, where he met Shahzada

Fidan Khan. From Ranthambhor he came to Shadiabad, but

on learning that the Sultan was then encamsed at Azizabad he

proceeded towards it It was at Azizabads m A.H 870/A.D
1465-66 that Shihab Hakim had his first opportunity of meeting
Sultan Mahmud Khalji Sultan Mahmud received him well

and allowed him to attend his court, but some scholars who
were jealous of his abilities created suspicion in the mind of the

Sultan against him with the result that Sultan Mahmud became
indifferent towards him At one place Shihab Hakim says

"The fire ofjealousy was kindled in some of the prominent

persons of the court and the foundations of friendship
and the basis of love did not remain intact. The exposi
tion of various unhappened vices changed the path of

kindness and the course of benevolence of the king, and

sprinkled dust on the path of endless kindness and places
of excessive bounty of the king

" s

After settling the affairs of Bairagarh when Sultan Mahnrnd
returned from Azizabad to Shadiabad, Shihab Hakim also

returned to the capital along with the royal camp At Shadiabad
he seems to have made acquaintances and friends and it was
at the residence of Shaikh 'Ala-ud-dawla wa-din Muhammad
that he met Shahzada Muhammad known as Ghiyath Shah and
got an opportunity to read out some of his writings to the prince
Ghiyath Shah was very much impressed by him and being
satisfied with his scholarship recommended his case to the Sultan

1 Ibid
,
fols fta, 254b 2

jj,id
,
fol Ba

3 Ibid
,
fol 7b
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a ong with some passages from his compositions
l
Ghijath Shah

also made efforts to remove the doubts and suspicions from

the mind of the Sultan which had been created b> others.-

Shihab Hakim was fairly advanced in years, being about

eighty-nine years of age when he first came to the court of Sultan

Mahmud Khalji as he himself says that m A H. 872/A D. 1467-

68, the year when he completed his work he uas ninety one years

of age 3

"My age reached ninety-one years and the bodilv constitu

tion became totally disturbed."

That at such an advanced age he undertook the arduous

journey of coming to Ranthambhor and then to Shadiabad and

from there to Azizabad and then back again to Shadiabad indi

cates that Shihab Hakim, m spite of age, was m excellent health

and must have been mentally very alert because of which Sultan

Mahmud entrusted to him the task of compiling the history of

his reign

WHEN WAS MA'ATHIR-I-MAmWDSHAHI WRITTEN

According to Shihab Hakim Ma'athir-j-Mahmudshahi was an

outcome of Sultan MaHmud Khalji's desire to compile a history-

of his reign for which purpose the task was entrusted to him by
Sultan Mahmud himself 4

Sachau and Ethe have erroneously concluded that the book

was written "after the king's death at the command of his son

and successor, Sultan Ghiyath-al-duniyahwa-aldm Muhammad'
It seems that the cataloguers read fols 6b to 7b of the manuscript

without going through the entire text and were misled by the

adjectives used for Ghiyath Shah which are identical with those

used for Sultan Mahmud
While the error of Sachau and Ethe is understandable, theirs

being only an attempt to locate the manuscript it is a matter of

great surprise that m a recent work5 which claims to have

consulted the three known Mss. of this work belonging to (i)

University Library Tubingen (n) Bodleian Library, Oxford

and (m) The Library of King's college, Cambridge it is main

tained that "the author of whose antecedents much is not known,

1 Ibid , fol. 6b z Ibid
,
fol, 314a 3 Ibid

,
fol f*b

4
Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts Bodleian Library, Oxford, b\ Sachau

and Ethe, No 270 (Elliott 237) columns 143-54

5 The History and Culture of the Indian People, Vol VI, p 752
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v,as a court chronicler of the Khalji monarch and wrote the

biography shortly after his patron's death at the command
of the latter"s successor. Sultan Ghrvas-ud-dm Khalji' How

ever, a full reading of the text yields a conclusion quite contrary

to the views expressed by these scholars, and may be summarised

as follows

(/} We find that it \\as Sultan Mahinud himself and not

Ghiyath Shah \\ho entrusted the work of writing the

historv of his reign to Shihab Hakim l

() Throughout the work Sultan Mahmud Khalji has been

addressed as a living kmg.-

(m) The work was completed in one year s time

(jv) Towards the end of the book Shihab Hakim wishes

Noah's age for Sultan Mahmud which implies that he

was living.
3

(v) After completion of the book, Sluhab Hakim talks of

presenting the book to Sultan Mahmud.*

(u) From internal evidence we find that the narrative of

events ends in the year 872 A H. and that it says nothing
about the death of Sultan Mahmud Khalji I, \\hich,

if the book had been written during the reign of Ghiyath

Shah, certainly v\ould have been mentioned, if not also

a summary or assessment of the achievements of Mahmud
Khalji Since the manuscript is complete towards the

end there is no ground for believing that some such

statements have been lost 5

(-HJ) Besides all these arguments, Shihab Bfeklm has made the

issue absolutely clear without leaving scope for any
doubt by giving the date ofthe completion of the work
in a chronogram s

la the chronogram
- 't-V'.i the letters yield 872 accoi-

dmg to "Abjad" calculation, which also explains no incidents

after A.H. 872 being narrated m the text.

1
Ma'atlur-t-Afahmudshaht, fols 29a, 276b 2 Ibid

,
fol 31) a

* That the book vyas started during Mahmxid Shah's reign is amply borne

out by other details of the book
8 Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi. fol. 315a
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Thus taking all the evidence together we find that the book
was written during the lifetime of Sultan Mahmud Khalji I

and not after his death in the reign of his son and successor

Sultan Ghiyath Shah The book was completed m \ H 872/1467-
68 A D. and Sultan Mahmud Khalji died m A H 873/A. D 1469

SOURCE M/VTERKL OF MfATHlR-I-ALtHMUDSHlHI

Shihab Hakim says, Mahmud Khalji himself ordered the

collection of all such papers which were to be used for compiling
the history of his reign

l

'

Diffeienl folios, which were written previously and were
'

lying with \anous persons, were all collected"

The missing portions of events from these papers were compiled
afresh on the evidence of such persons who had been present

durgm those events

"Whatever Has left, was enquned from those people who
were present at the time of their happening and who had

witnessed the state of affairs with their own eyes
"

After collection, all these narratives were put into order and then

placed befoie the Sultan for his inspection and final correction 2

"Story by story and event by event, after correcting moie

than once, were presented to the king who was pleased

to study them. What convinced his fragrant mind, and no

doubts were left about their authenticity, veracity and

freedom from blemish, were indicated to be written
"

The Sultan on inspection did make final corrections wherever

he found ambiguity or contradiction and for these corrections

he consulted trustworthy persons
3 Thus M(fathir-i-Mahmud

thahi had for its source material, all necessary state-papers and

documents, and it is m a way an official history of the reign of

Mahmud Shah Khalji. As all the necessary material was pro

vided by the Sultan, Shihab Hakim does not claim for himself

the authorship of the book; on the contrary, he speaks of himself

only as the compiler.* Ma'atkii -i-Mahmudshahi, therefore, is the

most contemporary history of the reign of Mahmud Khalji

and though the author was not an eye-witness to most of the

events nanated in his work, the material upon which he has

ol, 10b.

l 10b.

*
/</., fol.l Ob
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drawn was certainly authentic and bore the testimony of the

Sultan himself

SHIHAB HAKIM'S APPROACH TO HISIORA

True history, according to Shthab Hakim, should be a conect

and faithful narrative of the events Of course, history foi Shihab

Hakim was not meant for ordinary men, it was like a guide

book for the kings who could learn many lessons from the results

of the past The stories of generosity, justice, good administra

tion and conquests of various countries of the past kings tell how

these virtues bring their reward It also tells what catasti opines-

fall as a result of misdeeds, mal-admmistiation, cruelty and

foolish acts These narratives pre-warn the readers i e the mlers

about the results of their actions The wise, therefore, get

warned and are thereby prevented from taking wrong steps
1

SOME DEFECTS

Although Shihab Hakim, professed that history should be

correct and faithful narrative of events, yet we find him at man>

places overlooking the failures of Mahmud Khalji in some of his

military campaigns. Besides he is not free from his peisonal

prejudices and seems to have had an embittered feeling towards

the scholars of Malwa. In his entire narrative he does not supply

us with the names of scholars and their achievements except

mentioning the name of Shaikh "Ala-ud-daula at whose re

commendation he met prince Ghiyath Shah. He also seems to

have been weak at numerals and had carefully avoided giving

figures of the army and similarly measurements of buildings

and thus instead of being definite he remains contented at many
places with mere pompous display of language over which he

certainly displays a rare command.

VALUE AS A SOURCE MATERIAL

Whatever defects Shihab Hakim may have, his woik Mtfatlw-i-

Mahniudshdhi undoubtedly is a mine of information which is

not only important foi the history of Malwa but also helpful

in understanding the contemporary atmosphere both social

and political While describing the events leading to a clash

with the Bahmam kingdom, he has included a petition which

was sent by the nobles of the Deccan against the atrocities of

1 Ibid . fols 9 a 9b
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Humgyun Shah Bahmam. Among the various complaints,
Shihab Hakim mentions that Humayun Shah had destroyed
some Brahmans and some Hindu widows1 which clearly indi

cates that such a conduct on the part of a Sultan was considered

unlawful even though the sufferers were Hindus. The extensive

account of the marriage of Prince Ghiyath Shah is full of such

information that helps in forming a picture of economic condi

tions of the time The work is extremely rare and no one up-
till-now has used it to the fullest extent.

TARIKH-I-NASIR SHAHI

The British Museum manuscript NO OR 1803 also called

Tcinkh-i-N(isiishahi m the subscription by the copyist is a

history of the last years of the reign of Ghiyath Shah and the

opening year of the reign of Nasir Shah It is believed to have

been written during the reign of Nasjr Shah by some courtier

who very often addresses the Sultan as Sahib-i-Qiran.

Tankh-i-Nasirsheihi contains only a few facts and very few

dates The author very often repeats the same narrative and that

too practically in the same words At many places he unnecessari

ly describes the quality of the sword and spear of Nasir Shah

without materially adding to the information The author

unhesitatingly describes the qualities found in Nasir Shah and

compares them with some of the qualities found in the prophet
2

He even compares the depaiture of Nasir Shah from Shadiabad

Mandu With the Hijrat of the Prophet from Mecca to Yathnb

(Medma).3
The book closes with the death of Sher Khan of Chanden

and the re-establishment of Nasir Shah's authority over the

place, However with all its defects Tdi ikh-i-Na'rsh&Iii supplies

some valuable information on certain points For example,

it clearly states that Ghiyath Shah relinquished the reins of

administration aftei having ruled foi twenty years

Baini Prashad is of the opinion that this was the book which

was used by Nizam-ud Din Ahmad m compiling his Tabgdt-i-

Akban.i That Baini Prashad is not far from the truth is borne

out by a very close similarity in the narrative of Nizam-ud-Dm

Ahmad and the Tarlkh-i-Nasiishahl,

1
Ibid., ioh 215 b- 21 7 a

2 OR
, 1803, fol, 1 -!a.

3 Ibid
,
fol 12b

* T A. Ill, (Tr.) Pirface, p. XXX
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CON.TEMPOH \R\ PERSIAN AND ARABIC \\ORKS

TARIKH-I-MUHAMMWl
Muhammad Bihamad Klum, the author of Taiikh-i-

Muhammadlws the son of Muhammad Bihamad Khan who was

granted the iqtcT of Eiachh by Junaid Khan bin Firuz Khan
bin Tajuddm Turk Muhammad Bihamad Khan had spent

his earlier days under the protection of Fnuz Khan bin Tajiiddwi

Turk and thus was one of the partisans in the party politics of

Dehh following the death of Firuz Shah Tughlaq Bihamad
Khan and his son Bihamad Kham later played an impoitant

part m the kingdom of Kalpi Muhammad Bihamad KhanT

vyas therefore contemporary with the events from the use of
Nasir-ud-dln Muhammad bin Firuz Tughlaq to the incidents

connected with the history of Kalpi and much of the nanative

for this period is fiom his personal experience.

Tankh-i-MuhammadI covers a very long penod as it traces

the history from the time of the Prophet Muhammad down to

A.H 842/A r>. 1438-39. The incidents connected with the successors

of Firuz Shah Tughlaq and those pertaining to the kingdom of

Kalpi have been narrated at length Thus it is extremely valuable

m understanding the piocess of the disintegration of the Sultanat

of Dehh leading to the foundation of the kingdom of Malvvd 1

For the earlier career of Dilawar Khan and his activity in Dehh
as a partisan of Prince Muhammad, Tankh-i-Muhommadi is

almost the only source Similarly in finding out the relation

of Malwa with Kalpi and Jaunpur upto A.H 842/A, D. 1438-39
it is extremely useful and thiows valuable light without which
a proper analysis would have become extremely difficult if not

impossible.

The references in the present work are fiom the Rotogiaph
copy of MS, OR 137,

TABAQAT-I-AKBARl

Khawaja Nizam ud-Dm Ahmad and his. work Talwqat-i-
Akbarl is well known and hardly needs any introduction. Though
the successful career of Nizam-ud~Din suddenly came to a close

by his untimely death at the age of 45 on 23rd Setfar 1003 A,H./
Nov. 7, 1594 A.D

,
he had already achieved distinction us an

administrator and at his death held the office of Mir JBakhshl.

Sometimes about 996/1587-88 he had been appointed to look
after the Khaha lands in the provinces of Ajmer, Gujarat and
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Mahva Thus we find that he had had the oppoitunit} of ac

quiring first hand knowledge of the land and people of Malwa
Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad was a straight forward writer and his

narratives are a cut and dried analysis of facts, a quality that

all the more enhances the value of his work In writing

Tabaqdt-t-Akbari, Nizam-ud-Din had utilised quite a large num
ber of works which had been written prior to him and his list

includes besides Akbar Nama, twenty-eight other works About

Tcibagat-i-Akbaii Di Baim Prashad writes, "It was the first

comprehensive woik which dealt with the histoiy of India to

the exclusion of the other Asiatic countries, and in which the

histories of different provinces were dealt in a strict historical

sequence It must also be remembered that the author was

primarily a coiut official, an administrator and a soldiet not a

waqiat-navis or a coiut historian Historical work was with him

a labour of love and being an officei with other moie pressing

duties, this was carried out by him with the help of his protege^

under very unsettled conditions of life His woik also must

not be judged by the modem standaids
"

The value of Tdbjqat-i-Akbari as a source book foi the history

of Malwa rests mainly on two grounds Firstly, it is the earliest

attempt by a person with historical discipline to write the history

of medieval Malwa, secondly, much of the source material used

by Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad is not available

A close comparison of yubaqat-i-Akbail and Mifathir-i-

MahiriRdshahi of Shihab Hakim leads me to conclude that he

used this work for construcmg the history of Malwa during the

reigns of Hoshang Shah, Muhammad Ghun and Mahmud Khaljl I

and one of the Mahmudshahis refeired by Nizam-ud-Dm

might be m icality Ma'athit-i-MahnTidshahi

r<UUKH-l-FIRISfin OR

Tarlkh'i-Ftnshta is the popular title of the book written by

Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah Astrabadi generally known as

Firishtd Tarikh'i-Finfhta has received maximum attention

from all modern writers and it is a matter of common knowledge

thai European writers had extensively drawn upon this work

Firishta completed his woik in A n 1015/A D 1606-7 and dedn

cated it to Ibrahim Adil Shah

For a history of Malwa, Firishta s woik has a special value

Writing from the Deccan he had easier access to information,
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particularly relating to Malwa and Deccan relations, which was

not available to writers of the north Though Fmshta has

borrowed extensively from Nizam-ud-DIn, he used some other

sources too He has also extensively quoted from Tdnkh-i-Alfi

Finshtl follows a method of presenting his own view and then

supplementing it with the views of others Thus he at once

supplies d good deal of information, though in a scattered form

No doubt Finshta had collected and utilised a vast amount

of souice material which none of the historians of medieval

India utilised

The method of writing the history of the provincial kingdoms

separately as followed by Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad and Finshta

has one great advantage, m as much as one may compare the

narratives of the same incident in the respective sections of the

two kingdoms and deduce one's own conclusions Both of them

do not seem to have collated their statements made in. the dif

ferent sections, or they deliberately left them as they were, thereby

presenting the respective views of the different kingdoms

In the present study, the lithographed edition from Bombay
has been chiefly followed though Nawal Kishore, Lucknow,

Text has also been compared

By Shaikh Sikandar bin Muhammad 'mf Manjlui bin Akbar

Mtr'at-i-Sikandan is a history of the Muslim kings of Gujaiat

from Zafar Khan (later Muzaffar Shah I) to the death of Sultan

Muzaffar Til in 1591-92 The author Sikandar served under

Mirza vAzrz Koka d unrig the Mughal campaigns against

Muzaffar TIT Sikandar composed his Mir' at while in the sei-

vice of Empeior Jahangir and completed it in 1611 A,p., but it

has been suggested
1
that he subsequently prepared a revised

edition incorporating additional matter and touching up the

language

Sikandar used many sources for wilting the Mu'tit and has

given the title of books whenever he quotes from them as autho

rities. This, in itself, enhances the value of the woik. S.C.

Misra and M.L Rahman, the editors of Mifat-i-Siktindarl

published by the University of Baroda, have made an excellent

study of the Afu'at in their scholarly Introduction to it. Hcie

1
Mtr'at-i-Sikandan, Introduction, p, 10.
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I lake the liberty of quoting from then assessment of the

Mir'at

Regarding the language and value of Mu'dt the editors say
"On the whole Sikandafs way of writing was ornate but cer

tainly not tiresome. He eschews the string of laudatory epi

thets which make court annalist like the authors of Mahmfid-

shahl SindMuzajfafshahi insufferable at places nor does he have

their involved, convoluted style which makes it incumbent on the

reader to "extract" meaning from their verbiage He is generally

simple and even in his flighty moments which are not many,
within meaningful limits

" l "So far as political histoiy, there

fore, is concerned, the Mu*at certainly does not gain by

comparison with the meticulous, factual Mughal histories like

the Tabaqatt and the Gulshun But when it comes to storeis,

anecdotes, sidelights on the histoiy of this period, biographi

cal vignettes, the Mil 'at is a class by itself." 2

Though Nizam-ud-Dm and Sikandar practically used the

same sources, their approach to history has made the two works

Tctbaqat-i-Akban and Mifat-i-Sikanda>l different, Though it

is pnmai ily a histoiy of Gujaiat but it is of considerable help

for a histoiy of Malwa too This is more so because Malwa

and Gujaiat were closely connected with each other from the

time of their foundation upto the end Besides, for a brief

period Malwa had become a part of Gujaiat under Bahadur

Shah On the whole MnTit-i-Sikandaii is one of the most

valuable sources for the history of Malwa

ZAFAR-UL-WALIH m MUZ^FFAR WA-ALIH

By Abdallah Muhammad bin Omar al-Makki, al-Asafi, Ulugh-

khani

The author of Zafai-ul-wdlih was born in Mekka about AD
1540, He came to India along with his father and settled at

Ahmadabad in A.D. 1555 In 1559 he enteied the seivice of his

first master Muhammad Ulugh Khan the Abyssinian, a prominent

noble and geneial in Gujaiat Tn 1560 he rendered valu

able assistance to his master in a battle near Baioda for which

he was granted two villages by his master. In 1573 when Akbar

occupied Gujaiat, the author's father was appointed by the
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Emperor as administrator of the \\aqf dedicated to Mekka arm

Medina and oui authoi was entiusted \\ith the duty of canying

the money to its destination and theie distributing it After

his father's death in 1575 he entered the service of Saif-ul-

Mulk, but after his mother's death in 1595 he entered the

service of Fulad Khan, a nobJe of Khandesh, who died in

1605

"The original draft was piobably completed in 1605 A D which

is the latest date mentioned but as many of the slips contain

quotations from the Wii'at-i-Sikandri, which appeared m 1611

A D
,
we may presume that oui authoi was still at \voik on his

manuscript at that date
'

Hajji-ud-Dabu pumanly \uote a histor) ol Gujaiat but

made some digiessions from the main nairative, one of such

digression happens to be a narrative of the Sultans of Mahva

Being extremely impartial in his narrative we get a tan pictuie

of the activities of the Mahva Sultans At many plages he sup

plies valuable mfonnation and thus m more than one wav sup

plements the information given by Nizain-ud-Dm Ahmad and

Finshta His narrative of the icle of Medmi Rui is veiy valu

able and mfoimative Though Hajji-ud-Dabu has not men

tioned McCathu-i'Muhmiuhhahi, but his narrative ol the activi

ties of Sultan Mahmud I m the legions of Khandwa, Saiguja,

Raipur and Rattanpui between the years A,H 844 and 845/

1440-42 AD. is so much in conformity with the narrative ol

Shihab Hakim that one may safely deduce Mu athi?-i-Mahmud

shah* as one of the souices used by him Zdfyt -ul-wttlih there

fore is a very useful book of source mateual for the luster)

of Malwa

TARIKH-I-MUZAFP.UtiHAHf (B,M. Ms, Add. 26279)

Though the title claims it to be a hibtoiy of Muzafiai Shah,

it deals only with Muzaffar Shah II's siege and conquest of

Mandu undertaken at the request of Mahmud IT of Malwa
who was tired of Rajput domination at his court.

The style of Muzaffai shaft , no doubt is ornate, fioiid and

verbose, but with all its defects it is still valuable. The writer

seems to have accompanied Mu?affar Shah IT to Malwa and has

1 As given by E Denibon Ross in Intiodiu turn pp, vh, viii to Vol I oi

gafa-ut-walih, Hjjji-ud-Pabir was the name givui to him by his first master,

Ulugh Khan
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Empeior as adimnkstiatoi oi the uaqf dedicated to Mekku and

Medina and oui authoi was enti Listed \Mth the duty of canying
the money to its destination and theie distributing it After

his father's death in 1575 he entered the seivice of Saif-ul-

Mulk, but aftei hib mothet's death in 1595 he enteied the

service of Fulad Khan, a noble of Khandesh, who died in

1605

"The original diaft was piobably completed m 1605 A n which

is the latest date mentioned but as many of the slips contain

quotations from the A/// 'at-i'Sikanth'I, which appealed in 1611

A D ,
we may presume that oui authoi was still at woik on his

manuscript at that date

Hajji-ud-Dabu piimanly \\iote a histoiy of Gujaiai but

made some digressions from the mam nairative, one of such

digression happens to be a nairative ot the Sultans of Mah\a

Being extremely impartial in his nairalive we get a tan pictuie

of the activities of the Mal\\a Sultans At many plages he sup

plies valuable information and thus in more than one way sup

plements the mfoimation given by Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad and
Finshta His nanative of the io)c of Medim RTu is \eiy valu

able and mfoimative Though Hajji-ud-Dabn has not men

tioned Ma'athu-i'Mtihnfiuhhahl, but his nanative oi the activi

ties of Sultan Mahmud I in the legions ot Khandwa, Saiguja,

Raipur and Rattanpm between the years A.H. 844 and 845/
1440-42 AD. is so much in conformity with the narrative of

Shihab Hakim that one may safely deduce Mu uthit-i-Ma}\mild

shdli1 as one of the souices used by him. Ztfar-iil-wttlth there

fore is a veiy useful book of souice mateiial for the history
of Malwa.

TARIKH-I-MU&\Fl'AR!iH.lH!. (B.M. Ms Add, 26279)

Though the title claims it to be a histoiy of Mu/aftar Shah,
it deals only with Muzaffai Shah ITs siege and conquest of

Mandu undei taken at the request of Mahmud II of Malwa
who was tired of Rajput domination at his court.

The style of Muzaffarshlitii, no doubt is ornate, florid and

verbose, but with all its defects it is still valuable, The writer

seems to have accompanied Murafiur Shah II to Malwa and has

1 As given by K DniKon Kuss in Imiocliu lion jjjj. \u, viii to Yol I of

gqfai-ul-walih. HaJn-uel-Dabit was t heuamrghtn to linn Jiy liis lust master,
Khan,
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recorded the events, dates and names of persons with great care

Tarikh-i~Miizaffarshahi forms the mam source for construct

ing the history of the eventful year when Sultan Mahmud H
brought foreign forces against his own country It is only on
the basis of the Mazaffarshahi that one can find an answer to the

religious issue woven into the ascendency of Medmi Rat and

thereby form a coirect perspective

TARIKH-I-GUJARAT of Mir Abu Turab Wah
Abu Turab Wall belonged to a family of Saiyids of Shiraz

His father, Shah Qutbuddin Shukrullah was a man of consider

able importance in Gujarat and his grandfather known as Saiyid
Shah Mir had migiated to Gujarat during the reign of Sultan

Qutbuddin and ultimately settled in Champanei during the

reign of Mahmud Beagda,

Shah Qutbuddin Shukiuliah and Shah Kamaluddin, the

father and uncle of Mir Abu Turab Wall had accompanied
Sidr Khan m the final stage of treaty negotiations between

Bahadur Shah and Humayun when the latter besieged Mandu,
and thus had acquired first hand information about the activi

ties of Humayun in Malwa and Gujarat Mir Abu-Turab Wah
also lose into piommence during the subsequent period

Tankh-i-Gujarat is extremely valuable and mfoimative for

the history of Malwa during the period of Humayun's activity

and occupation of Malwa At many places it serves as a

f ^he nariaiives given by others

Saiyid 'All bm e
A&ulta,h Tafci !>*>&> the autfeoi of Swhan-i-

Ma'athtr completed his work in A H 1000/AD, 1592 and dedicated

his work to Burhan Ntzam Shah of Abmadpagar He traced

the history of the Bahmanis durmg the Btdar aud the Gujbarga

period and the Nizanish&tus of Ahmadnagar Later he added

some more matter and brought the tiistoiy upto A ( H, 1QQ4/

AD 1596

Though Saiyid Alt *Taba Taba at many ptapes uses has ima

gination without caring to examine prop&rly his statements,

yet his Work, Bnrtian-i-Md'fithir contains much information dot

to be found elsewtiere Thus Burhan-t-Ma 'dthir supplements

the information of Firishta at many places In tracmg the

relations of Malwa and the Bahmam Kingdom Jhtihdi-t'

i& of great help.
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RIVAZ-UL-INSHA

Riyaz-ul-Insha is a collection of letters of Khawja 'Imad-ud-

Dm Mahmud Gawan These letters aie either those which

were written by Mahmud Gawan at his own initiative 01 those

written by him at the instance of the Sultan. The letteis include

the correspondence that took place between the Deccan and

Malwa and Deccan and Gujarat duung the reign of Mahmud

Khalji These letters are very mfoimative and me useful in

tiacmg the relations of Mahmud Khalji I and the Deccan

A more comprehensive list of Persian and Aiabic sources has

been included in the Bibliography instead of giving their details

in the present discussion

HINDI AND SANSKRIT WORKS

Malwa had such close relations with Rajputana that no

proper study of Malwa is possible without looking into the

history of the Rajputs. It becomes all the more necessaiy be

cause the Muslim hislonans have completely overlooked the

migration of princes from Mewar to Malwa, which on many

occasions led to military activity of the Sultans. No doubt

Rajputana abounds in Khyats written by the bards, but the

chief motive of the Khvat composers being simply to glorify

the deeds of their rulers, they often weave m stories and so

much exaggerate small incidents that reality is driven faithest

away from truth However, some of the KhyQts which were

produced later by scholars and administrate! s arc more of the

nature of historical writings than the older Khyats, In this

category we may mention the Khy&t of Muhnot Nainsi of

Jodhpur.

ACHALDAS KHICH1 Rl VACHAMfCA

Achaldas Khlchl rl V(jchantk&,
1
written by Charan Sivadis

is the most contemporary work. The Vtichctiilka mainly deals

with the defence of the fort of Gagraun by Achaldas Khichi

and its final conquest by Hoshang Shah. Charan Sivadus was a

court poet of Achaldas Khlch! and had left the fort befoic its

final conquest The Vachctnikft has also given the date of the

"'conquest of ttoe fort, The details of the expedition as given in

the F#<;/w*//5 are not available elsewhere.

1 AthaUfa^fti&i ri ^ttsHa^d has feeew published recently by 'Sadul

Ra.jasUT.ani
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VIR VINOD

Kaviraj Shyamaldasji wiote this history of Mewar
between 1879 and 1884 A.D and thus it is almost a modern

compilation But Kaviraj Shyamaldas had the advantage of

writing histoiy after Tod had completed the Annals, and thus

he could examine the mass of information supplied by Tod
For compiling Vit Vmod a sum of one lakh of rupees was put
at the disposal of Shyamaldas by the state of Mewar, who estab

lished the office of Itihas-kaiyalaya, appointed for his assistance

competent scholars in Sanskrit, English, Arabic and Persian etc

and set about making a magnificent collection of inscriptions,

coppei -plates, coins, historical works in Sanskrit, Persian,

Arabic and English etc , besides old pattahs, panvanas, firmans,

mshdns and official correspondence Though Shyamaldasji
wrote Vu Vinod as a task entrusted to him by the state, he

never over looked the historical truth in the interest of the

state so much so that in 1913 A D the Udaipur Darbar sealed

up the printed copies of Vu Vmod and forbade its circulation

even within the state.

Vit Vmod is a veritable mine of information as it is an out

come of masterly research. For tracing the relations of Malwa
with Rajputana there is hardly any source better than it

JAIN SOURCES

Jains in Malwa also wrote a number of books, and a syste

matic and thorough search for these works may prove very

helpful But the material available at present is still very

megre to add substantially to the information contained else

where However of these Jam works mention may be made of

Sakal Tirtha-stotia of Siddhasena Surl, Tirthamafaof Saubhagya

Vijaya, Suknt Sdgar of Ratnamandan Gam, Mandapachal

Chaitya-paripati of Khem Raj, Kavya Manohar of Maheshwar
Kavl, Buddhi Sagar of Sangram Singh Som and VnhadPausahka
Pattavah While these sources do not help us in the field of

political history, they do throw enough light to understand the

religious and administrative policy of the Sultans of Malwa,
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WAS MAHMUD KHALJI I IMPRISONED IN CHITTQR
BY MAHARANA KUMBHA

HISTORIANS of Rajputana maintain that on Mahmud's refusal

to hand over Ekka and Mahpa, Rana Kumbha with his matcinal

uncle Rana Ran Mai of Mandor invader Malwa Mahmud

Khalji was first defeated at Sarangpur and then he was beseiged

in Mandu. Mahmud Khalji could not hold his position long

and capitulated, whereupon he was imprisoned and taken as

captive to Chittor. After being imprisoned for six months he

was released by Rana Kumbha without realising any tribute
l

While the tale of MahmucTs captivity has been dilated upon by

the historians of Rajputana, we do not find the incident men

tioned even indirectly by the Muslim historians. It becomes

therefore necessary to discover, whcthci the Muslim histouans

have suppressed a fact or the Rajputana historians have been

misled by some bardic recitation

According to Kavnaj Shyamal Das this battle of Saiangpm
was fought m v,s 1496-/A.D, 1439 Ojha, howevei, i ejects

this date and assigns v s, 14943
/A.D. 1437 as the date of this battle

of Sarangpur According to Ojha, Ran Mai who was then

looking after the affairs of Chittor was present in the battle.

Ran Mai was killed in v,s,1495, and Mahmud Khalji had

ascended the throne in v,s. 1493/A.D. 1436, therefore this battle

must have been fought between these two dates* Le , sometimes

m v.S. 1494/A.D. 1437,

Tod's veision of the event is extremely confused and defec

tive. Tod says, "In the midst of his (Kumbha's) prosperity

these two states (Malwa and Guajarat) formed a league against

him, and in v.s. 1496/A.D.J440, both kings, at the head of

powerful armies, invaded Mewar, Koombho (Kumbha) met

them on the plains of Malwa bordering on his own state, and

at the head of one hundred thousand horse and foot and four

teen hundred elephants, gave them an entire defeat, carrying

captive to Cheetore (Chittor) Mahmud, the Ghilji sovereign of

Mahva. Abul Fazil relates this victory, and dilates on

1 Vir Vinott, I, p, 320. 3/^ I} p , 31 y.

3
Ojha, Ufapur Rajyaka Itiheu, I, p. 698, *

Ibid,, I, p, 008, fn, 2,
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Koombho's greatness of soul in setting his enemy at liberty not

only without ransom but with gifts
"*

The league of the two states as mentioned by Tod did not

take place in 1440 A D , but much later m 1451 A D during the

reign of Qutbuddm. Regarding Abul FazPs2
praise of Kumbha's

conduct we find him praising Rana Sanga and not Rana Kumbha
Sarda in his monograph on Maharana Kumbha has accepted

the version as found in Vir Vmod without caring to examine it

thoroughly Sards says, "As Mahpa Panwai was given shelter

by the Sultan of Mandu, a demand for his person was made

by the Maharana Sultan Mahmud, however, declined to

surrender the refugee, pleading that it was against all notion of

dignity and sovereignty to do so The Mahaiana thereupon

prepared for hostilities and left Chittoi to attack Mandu
The Sultan advanced with a powerful army to meet the Maha
rana." 3

"Mahmud Khalji now asked Chonda to lead the Mandu

anny against Ran Mai, the commander of Mewar forces and

take icvenge for the murder of Raghavadeva. The patriotic

Chonda replied that he would gladly have led the army against

Ran Mai's Rathods but that it was against his dharma to take

up aims against the Maharana Rather than stay at Mandu
he retired to his Jagirs

" 4

"The two armies met in A.D. 1437 neai Sarangpur After a

severe engagement the Sultan's army was utterly routed. The

Sultan fled and shut himself up in the fort of Mandu, Kumbha
stormed and took the fort. Ran Mai captured Sultan Mahmud

Khal|i The Maharana leturned to Chittor bringing the

Sultan captive with him " 5

'To commemorate this great victory, the Maharana built the

great Jaya Stttmbha m the fortress of Chittor, which still adorns

that far-famed strong-hold
"

"Mahmud Khalji remained a prisoner in Chittor for

a. period of six months, after which he was liberated without

ransom by the magnanimous Maharana Kumbha." 6

Sarda is so much obsessed with the idea of Mahmud Khalji's

imprisonment that he takes it for granted that Mahmud's

1
'lad, 1, p. 231. 2 Am. II (Ti. Jariett and Sarkar), p 230

8 Sarda, Maharana Kumbha, p 49. * Ibid
, p 50.

5
Ibid.) p. 51; Archaeological Survey Reports, XXIII, p. 112,

8
Sarda, Maharana, Kumbha, p. 62.
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subsequent attacks on Mewar were simply to wipe out this dis

grace and to avenge his defeat Sarda says, "In A D 1443

Maharana Kumbha had to go to Ha-avati to punish some re

bels, Finding Mewar unpiotected, Sultan Mahmud Khalji

of Mandu, who had been smarting under the shame of having

been kept a prisoner in Chittor by Mahaiana Kumbha, and

burning with a desire to take revenge and wipe off his disgrace

of A D 1437, invaded Mewar ' 5l

At another place Sarda says "Altogether live attempts were

made by the Sultan (Mahmud Khalji) to wipe out his disgrace

of A D 1437 but every time he was defeated by the Maharana "2

This story of Mahmud Khalji's imprisonment had found so

much currency in Mewar that Erskine3 while compiling the

Gazetted of Rajputana unhesitatingly included it in his narrative

of the historical events

According to these versions Mahmud Khalji was defeated

and imprisoned some times between AD. 1437 and A.D. 1439

To examine the validity of this statment we may examine the

activities of Mahmud Khalji during this period

Mahmud's accession took place
i on 29th Shawwul 839/14th

May, 1436 AD It was followed by a conspiracy for his life in

July-August 1436/840 A.H/> After the failure of the conspiracy

Mahmud, on the advice of his father A'zarn Humayun gave some

jctgirs to some of the prominent conspirators who represented

the previous regime of the Ghuris The distribution of jctgirs,

however, did not quell the opposition at once, The new incum

bents soon raised the standard of rebellion m their respective

jagirs. Amongst these rebels there was also Shahzada Ahmad
Khan son of Sultan Hoshang Shah. A'zam Humayun who was

sent to quell these rebellions is found near Bhilsa on 17th

Ramazan 840 fl

/25-3-1437. While this process of subjugation
\vas going on, Ahmad Shah Gujarati took up the cause of

Shahzada Mas'ud Khan son of Sultan Muhammad Ghuri, and

invaded Malwa7 m Rajctb, 841/Jan. 1438. For a few months

1
Ibid,> p 85. *

Ibid., p. 93,
3

Rajputatuia Gazetteer, II-A, Mewar Residency, p. 17. Eislunc writes,

"He (Kumbha) defeated Mahimid Khalji of Malwa, kept him prisoner
at Chitor for six months and } in commemoration of this and other victoi ies,

erected the triumphal pillar (Jai Stambha) at the place last mentioned,"
4
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, fol 270 b,

5 Ibid
,
fol, OOa 6 ibid

>
fol. 08a. 7 JHd.

t
fol. 78b.
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he lemamed engaged in besieging the fort, and after fighting

some indecisive skirmishes he shifted his camp to Ujjam
Mahmud Khalji had also come out of Shadiabad Mandu and

had moved towards Sarangpur, from where he marched against

'Umar Khan, another son of Hoshang Shah who had brought
some aid from the Rana of Chittor, in the direction of Bhilsa.

During this encounter 'Umar Khan was killed and very soon

Sultan Ahmad Shah also returned to Gujarat
1 m 842/1438-39,

promising Mas'ud Khan to come again next year. After the

departure of Ahmad Shah Gujarati, Mahmud Khalji had gone
for the final subjugation of Chanden and remained there

engaged for quite some time m reducing the fort After the

final subjugation of Chanden, Mahmud had gone towards

Gwahor for the relief of Shahar Nau (Narwar) m response to

the appeal of Bahar Khan the Muqta' of the place We are

informed by the contemporary historian that Shahar Nau and

its vicinities were being ravaged by Dungar Sen of Gwahor and

Kumbha of Chittor.
2 Mahmud's attack on Gwahor had at

once diverted the attention of Dungar Sen who immediately

returned towards his own capital Mahmud avoiding all

possible encounter with Dungar Sen arrived at Shahar Nau from

where he returned to Shadiabad and started completion of the

mausoleum of Hoshang Shah.

From a record of these events we find that Mahmud was present

m Malwa during the years 1437, 1438, 1439 and 1440 i.e., the

period when it is claimed that he had been imprisoned in Chittor

During this period he was engaged in subjugation of rebellion

as well as facing the invasion of Sultan Ahmad Shah Gujarati

Mahmud had ascended the throne by removing the successors

of the house of the Ghuns and therefore earlier years of his reign

were devoted to liquidating the opposition of the supporters of

the Ghuns and also those who were jealous of his rise. Shahzada

Mas'ud Khan had taken shelter in Gujarat and Ahmad Shah had

promised to restore him to the throne of Malwa. Even if we

place Mahmud's imprisonment after the death of Shahzadas

Ahmad Khan and 'Umar Khan, Shahzada Mas'ud Khan was

still living of and Ahmad Shah Gujarati was certainly not the

person to miss such an opportunity offered by the absence of

1
Ibid., fol. 77a.

2 Ibid
,
fol. 93b,
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Mahmud Khalji and that too in disgrace as a prisoner in the

hands of the Rajputs at Chittor.

For an usurper, because Mahmud had no other claim than

usurpation, to be absent and to be imprisoned in another king
dom in the very beginning of his reign would have led the legiti

mists to set up a new king at once But we do not find anything
of the kind happening m Malwa dmmg these years.

Thus taking all the evidence into consideration we find that

Mahmud was neither imprisoned by Rana Kumbha nor was

he defeated during the years mentioned In fact during this

period Mahmud Khalji avoided all possible encounter with the

Rajputs. It is also significant that none of the contemporary

Rajput epigraphs mention the imprisonment of Mahmud Khalji
at the hands of Rana Kumbha The prevalence of such a story
m Rajputana may have been due to the mistake of the bards

who might have confused the imprisonment ofMahmud KhaljiII
m the hands of Rana Sanga with the name of Mahmud Khalji I,

the two names being identical such a mistake is not very unlikely

Thus the claim that Mahmud Khalji was imprisoned by Rana
Kumbha lacks foundation



APPENDIX C

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DAM OF BHOJ TAL BY
HOSHANG SHAH

FROM the account of the contemporary historian Shihab Hakim1

we find that when Sultan Hoshang was returning from Kalpi
he received petitions, from the Muslim inhabitants of the region

of Bhilsa, that the local chiefs living in the region and around

Hauz Blum often plundered them and gave them no lespite to

carry on peacefully the pui suits of cultivation The above

statement indicates that the hilly legion and the area of the lake

made by the embankment and the adjoining lands weie not yet

subjugated by Hoshang Shah, and the chief of legion, i.e ,
the

foot of the Jatba hills,
2 as mentioned by Shihab Hakim, might

have been a descendant of some governor of the Parmars of

Malwa who was having his independent sway Tt was, there

fore, natural for Hoshang Shah to think of reducing this area

and the petition only gave him a cause to take action

This i egion had once formed an important part of the King
dom of Bhoja Parmara Regarding the construction of the lake

Cunningham3 has observed that "Raja Bhoja was always bent

upon accomplishing some good work and the Brahmins pres

cribed the erection of an embankment which should arrest nine

rivers and ninety-nine rivulets,
4
probably with a view of pro

viding irrigation for a tract of country lower down the river,

A place was chosen where two of the main branches of the

mfant Betwa unite in order to pass through a narrow gorge about

18 miles south-east of Bhopal 5 A natural wall of hills enclosed

the whole area except two gaps in width 100 yds and 500 yds

respectively These were closed by gigantic dams made of earth

faced on both sides with enormous blocks of sand stone, many

being 4 ft long by 3 ft broad and 2-1/2 ft thick set without

mortar The smaller dam is calculated to have been 44 ft high

and 300 ft thick at the base the large dam 24 ft high with a

flat top of 1 00 ft broad 6 Close to Bhojpur and east of the great

1 Ma'athir-i-Maknudbhahi, fol 41 b

2 Ibid fol, 43 b, see also TA and Pimhla 3 J A SB XVI, p 740

* Figures 9 and 90 aie used iust to suggest that it was not the last good

work intended to be do which needs one more to complete.

5 J A. S B XVI, p,740 Bhopal Gazetteer, p 94
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dam was a waste weir cut out of the solid rock of one of the

lower hills.1 Cunningham observes that the lake would appear

to have been sixteen or seventeen miles in length and about seven,

or eight miles in breadth, but after all the care and labour which

had been expended, it was found that one stream was still wanting

to complete the full number and Bhopal, the minister of the

King, suggested the embankment of a ravine at a spot on which

the city called after him now stands.2 The entire work from its

conception to its execution indicates the high standard of engi

neering skill achieved m India during the medieval ages

The lake or Thai or ffauz thus formed enclosed a low range

of hillocks which form:d a sort of island and can be still dis

tinguished by the name Deep given to the village situated on

the spot. The southern most point of this lake lay just south

of Kahakhen town which stands in what was formerly the bed

of the lake, and its northern most at Dumkhera village near

Bhopal city
3

. Regarding the size and extent of this lake the

contemporary historian also says that its length and breadth

were such that one bank was not visible from the other and its

depth was unfathomable* Thus the statement of Shihab

Hakim that the turbulent tribes took shelter in the reservoir

of Bhrai, indicates that island or Deep afforded an ideal shelter

to the refractory chiefs. Hoshang Shah must have felt that

without proper preparation it would not be possible for him

to take any effective
1

steps arid therefore instead of taking action

immediately he returned to Shadiabad Mandu.

Sultan Hoshang left Mandu in the beginning of A.D 1434

for' BOUZ Bhim with the intention of chastising these refractory

chiefs. According to Shihab Hakim, Hoshang Shah destroyed

the embankment of the rservoir and punished the people
s

From the account it is clear that Hoshang Shah felt it necessary

to 'drain out the water before he could succeed m destroying

the stronghold of the chiefs, and therefore ordered for the

destruction of the lesser but the higher dam

1 Indian Antiquary, XVII, p 348; JA S B, XVI, p 739, XVII, p. 88f>

2 J A.S.B XVI, p. 740.

Bkopal Gazetteer, p 94

* Ma'athir-t-Makmudshahi, fol 43b; TA III, p. 300

6 MefathiT'i-Mahmudshahi, fol. 43b.

fl Indian Antiquary, XVII p. 360; J.A SB (New Series) XVI, 470, Bhopai

Gazetteer, p 94.
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Regarding the motive of Hoshang Shah in destroying the

dam, Luard says that intentionally or in a fit of destructive

passion Hoshang Shah added an enormous area of the highest

fertility to his possession
l Cunningham observes that

Hoshang Shah lamented the loss of so much good land and

ordered the embankment across the Betwa to be destroyed.
2

Kmcaid holds the same view and says that the lesser but higher

band was broken by Hoshang Shah for the purpose of utilizing

the bed of the lake, and though tradition relates that he never

personally benefited by this act, the fact of the present fertility

of the valley still growing the best wheat in the country proves

his practical statesmanship, however much we may regret the

loss of water-storage of such rare size and beauty for India.3

The Persian historians, however, say that Hoshang Shah des

troyed the dam because he felt that without destroying the dam

and inundating the water he would not be able to destroy the

turbulent chiefs of the region

Hoshang Shah's motives certainly could not have been his

desire to reclaim the fertile land lying under water nor his action

a deliberate step of statesmanship. The expedition was under

taken almost towards the end of his reign, and this vast sheet

of water could not have been inundated in a brief period, and

the tradition of the Gonds that "it took an army of them three

months to cut through the dam and that the lake took three

years to empty while its bed was not habitable for thirty years

afterwards"4 may be accepted as nearer the truth. However,

it can be said to the credit of Hoshang Shah that he inadver

tently bequeathed the most fertile tract of land which produces

m abundance the best wheat.

1 Bhopal Gazetteer, p. 94,

2 J.A.S.B. XVI (1847), p. 740

3 Indian Antiquary, XVII, p. 360.

* Bhopal Gazetteer, p. 94; Ma'athir-i-Mahmiidshahi, fol. 43b Hoshang Shah

upervised the destruction of half of the dam and then leaving behind a

contingent of men to complete the task, himselfmoved m the direction of the

hills to chastise the chiefs.



APPENDIX D

JAINS TN MEDIEVAL MALWA

THOUGH the term Jain would apply to anyone who is a follower

of Jainsim, by some curious coincidence a majoi section of the

Vaishya becamefolloweis of Jainism and mostly remained engag
ed in trade and commeice As a business community the Jams

flourished from ancient times Being associated with non

violence and non-injury to living cieatuies on the one hand

and their unending financial lesources on the othei, the Jams

were considered as useful by the monarchs The inlets en

couraged them to set up then kothis m then kingdoms and ex

tended protection to them The Jam merchants m retui n, helped
the rulers with cash whenevei it was needed Besides their

financial assets, the reputation of the Jains for honesty often

prompted the monarchs to appoint them as tieasiueis Thus

handling of cash both at peisonal and state level became asso

ciated with them

The establishment of Turkish uilc m Northern India did not

much alter their position That they continued to advance

money to the sultans and in return received Iionouts, is amply
borne out by the various instances mentioned m the Jam books.
In some of the verses of the Kdvya Manolwi', composed in the

fifteenth century, it is mentioned that Sahanpal was prominent
during the reign of Mmz-ud-Din, He gave financial help to

Jalal-ud-Dm and his son was honoured by the Tughlaq ruler. 1

In the Piashastl of one of the illuminated Kalpasutras^ composed
m 1555 v s /A.D. 1498, we find mention of one Siha, again belong
ing to the Vahkata gotra of Shrimal group of the Vaishyas, who

1
Kavya Manohai, pp 2tf, 20

'

II 1 o
1 1

ft ^TRfrfcr *ft ?rr*T Tfos

*rsr%
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became famous for his chanties and was appointed as Tankawk

(mcharge of mint) b;y Ghiyath-ud-Dm Tughlaq
1

The last quarter of the fourteenth century witnessed the dis

integration and decay of the Dehh Sultanate, and the resultant

confusion and disordei proved detrimental to the interest of the

trading community Thus the creation of the Provincial king
doms was welcomed by them and they soon began to migrate

and settle in the capitals and other trading centies of these newly
founded kingdoms The establishment of the independent king
dom of Malwa by Dilawar Khan Ghun also attracted the Jam
merchants to come to Malwa The new Sultan also felt the

need of financial help for economic prosperity of his kingdom
and encouraged the Jams to come and settle in his kingdom
With the accession of Hoshang Shah and re-establishment of

his authority after release from Gujaiat captivity, the policy

of encouraging the Jams in Malwa seems to have leceived parti

cular attention of the sultan The revenues of the state could

be realised only after the harvest or when they were due, whereas

the sultan requued leady cash earlier Sultan Hoshang seems

to have recognised in the Jam financieis a souice for supply

of cash and the Jams also found in the state a sound place for

investment Thus the extension of the royal patronage towards

the Jams led to their activity in Malwa To restore confidence

of the Jams, Hoshang Shah honoured them by associating them

with his government The Jams had a leputation for their

honesty m handling cash Hoshang Shah appointed Nardeva

Soni as his Bhandai ika* (treasurei) and associated him in his

council Nardeva had become famous for his charities, as his

son Sangram Singh Soni mentions that, his charities knew no

bounds and all returned to their places after receiving full satis

faction fiom Nardeva :i

1
Jownal of the Madhya Pradesh Itihat Panshad, IV, 87

^ i

ir n
"

Buddhi Sagai ,
Piasha-ti

f^
8 Ibid.

srsr
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Mandan, another Jam of the Shnmal caste, became well

known in the reign of Hoshang Shah. Mandan was a successful

businessman and earned a good deal of wealth through his busi

ness. While he extended his charities and lavishly donated

for the establishment of Jam monastnes, he neither neglected

his business nor failed to assist Sultan Hoshang Shah with his

financial aids Sultan Hoshang Shah also in return honoured

him. 1

Mahmud Khalji I continued the policy of extending patronage
to the Jams, and during his leign the religious activities of the

Jams took greater impetus. Mandu became one of the centres

of rich Jam merchants who lavishly subscribed for the transcrip

tion of Jam Kalpasuttas Many Jain temples also seem to have

been constructed during this period. It is, of course, difficult

to say definitely if this patronage to the Jams was purely motivated

by the desire of the sultan to get financial help from the Jams and

to encourage trade and commerce or it was an outcome of the

policy of religious toleration extended by the sultan towards his

subjects The outcome, of these rich merchants setting up
their business houses in the capital of the kingdom, was certainly
a flourishing state of trade and commerce of the kingdom.
During the reign of Mahmud Khalji we find Sangram Singh

son of Nardeva Som, occupying the same position that his father

had enjoyed during the reign of Hoshang Shah. That Sangram
Singh enjoyed the confidence of Sultan Mahmud is borne out
from the Prashasti of Buddhi S3gar. z Saugram Singh accompanied
Mahmud Khalji in his Deccan campaigns and completed his

Buddhi Sagar at Pratisthanpura (Paithan) on the Godavari8

1 Kavya Afanohctr, pp. 1, 2.

ift snro: tfsflrffrftTCR;: *T^rnrsfa
'Htfirgqtffafel>M mi <qMW Rf . I

2 Buddhi Sagar, Pi-ashsti

sffag n
3 Ibid.

*

(Continued on tuxt page)
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where he seems to have gone for a holy dip in A.D. 1463. Sangram

Singh, on his part, to retain the favour of the sultan did not

fail to praise him in his composition
l

In one of the copies of the KalpasutrcP which was transcribed

in Mandu in 1555 V.S./A.D 1498, we find mention of another

Jain family flourishing in the capital during the reign of Mahmud

Khalji I. In this family Jasvlr became quite prominent He
visited many of the places of Jam pilgrimage and distributed

chanty everywhere He set up fifty-two Sanghpatu, and was

himself honoured with the title of Sangheshwam? Jasvlr

was also associated with the government He held an important

post m the principality {Jagir) of Shahzada Ghiyath Shah 4

It seems that the Jafh merchants had unchecked access in all

the kingdoms where they used to go either for trade or for pil

grimage, and it is not unlikely that they used to bring infor

mation about the internal condition prevailing in the kingdoms

they visited and supplied them to their rulers. We find that m
1511 v S./A D 1454 Jasvir visited Mewar and also the court of

{Continuedfrom pte-page)

TTrrteq* sfrfacnrr ii sffarra^sr :

rr^rc*n
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1 ibid.

2
Journal of the Madhya Pradesh Itihas Panshad, IV, p 92.

Ibtd , p.

Ibtd,, p. 80
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Rana Kumbha where he was honoiued by the Rana ] It

may be mentioned here that these were the years of trouble for

Rana Kumbha while Mahmud Khalji was constantly pressing

for the conquest of Mandalgaih Fiom A D 1454 to A o 1457,

Rana Kumbha remained engaged with the Rathois and

Mahmud Khal]i conquered Mandalgarh Jasvn, having his

business set up m Mandu, visiting the court of Rana Kumbha

with whom the Mandu SuUan had no cordial lelations, and

subsequent successful attack on Mandalgarh by Mahmud Khalji

following the return of Jasvn, aie all cucumstances which create

strong suspicion that Jasvu might have supplied the infoimation

of Rana Kumbha's tioubles with the Rathors

Ghiyath Shah not only continued the policy of his father but

seems to have encouraged them still moie. That the lams were

happy and prosperous in his reign is borne out from the piaises*

that have been lavished on Mandu- in the Ptuxhasti of

the JKalpasutra tiansciibed in A D 1498 The Jains had become

more closely associated with the administration and received

various titles from Sultan Ghiyath Shah Punjaiaj (Mun)a

Baqqal) was made Wazu- of the Klmlm lands and was given, the

title of Mafa}-iti~Miilk'<
} a title which Punjar<"i] has menlioed

1 Ibid
, p 89

2 Ibid
3 p SB.

TT
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in the Piashasti of the commentary that he wrote on Saia$\\ata

Vyakaiaua Sangiam Singh Som, whom we find enjoyin?

confidence in the reign of Mahmud Khalji I, received the title

of Naqd-uI-MiiIk
l from Ghiyath Shah

Towards the latei part of the reign of Ghiyath Shah, it seems

that these pi eminent Jams had started medhng m politics and

also that theie existed some kind of rivalry among the Jams

Thus we find Siva Das Baqqal siding with Shahzada Nasir Shah

while Munja Baqqal (Punjaiaj) siding with the paitisans of

Shahzada Shuja'at Khan and Ram Khurshid Of course m this

contest both of them lost their lives The former being executed

by the order of the Sultan and the latter being assassinated by the

partisans of Nasir Shah The accession of Nasir Shah, however,

does not seem to have altered the position of the Jams who
continued to enjoy the loyal favour Sangram Singh Som

(Naqd'itl-Mulk) letamed his position thioughout his reign

With the accession of Mahmud Khalji II the political atmos

phere m the capital as well as m the kingdom considerably

changed and the Jams also giadually lost thiei position The

Muslim nobles did not like the influence exercised by this sec

tion, and as Finshta says, the amtis being apprehensive that thev

might not become too poweiful assassinated Basant Rai and pro-

cuied ordei fiom the new Sultan for the expulsion of Nand-iil-

Mulk (Sangram Singh Som) With the exit of Sangram Singh

Som the influence of the Jams in the court also declined The

Jams on their-part also lost mteiest in the kingdom of Malwa as

they found the political condition not conducive to their tiade

and the state no more a safe place either foi investment 01 for

stay

Besides their mteiest in tiade and commerce and accumula

tion of wealth, the Jams were very much devoted to then icli-

gion, They patronised the Jain places of pilgi image and lavish

ly donated for the construction of Jam temples and establish

ment of Jam monastnes Then spirit of charity, led them to

render financial assistance to the people in distress, particularly

Valtavah
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in times of scarcity. Thus, we find Jasdhlr son of Jasvir helping
1

the distressed people of Malwa by distributing their require

ments m 1542 v.s /A.D 1485

As a result of the policy of the Malwa Sultans of pationismg
the Jams and granting them full religious freedom, the rich

Jam merchants very soon set up Jinalays (temples) in many
places of which special mention may be made of Mandu, Dhar,

Ujjain, Ashta (Asa Nagar), Hoshangabad and Mandsaur

(Dasur). The extent to which the Jams enjoyed religious freedom

can be imagined from a poetical composition, Mandap&chal

Chaitya Panpdti consisting of twenty-three verses, which was

written about 1550 v.s./A.D. 1493 by Khemraj. The work men
tions that there were twenty-two temples containing about five

hundred and sixty two Jam images. The same work mentions

that the temple ofNemmath at Hoshangabad contained twenty-
four images

2

1
Journal of the Madhya Pradesh Itihas Panshad, IV, p. 01

1
Journal of the Madhya Pradesh Ilihas Parishad, II, pp
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IMPORTANT
70/5 H (Sun 17th November 1893 to Wedncs: Oth November IMS A D.)
1

'

t)inbg"die rtlgti'tJf-hlfthrmid 'S'hah .... Dilawar Klmn,, who
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again lenewed the whole oi Malwa, rebuilt them Ins in ihc

Tomb of Karaal Maula, Dliar, p 16, 1909-10, ZH
795 H v'iun 17th November 1392 to Wednes- 6th No\unbei U93 \ D

;

-The eniperoi Muhammad Shah, son of Fuoz Shah, during

Spveieignty of tins King (by) Dilauai Khan, who is

i distinguished noble of the Couit, this mosque \\as built

Ins m a mosque at Chanden, Gwalior State, p If>, 1923-6 RSS
^07 H RAJAB H (Satur 17th January 1405 AD) Amid Shah Baud

Ghon, the slave made this Jarm Masjid m the cit> of Dliar

m Mandu Garh Ins m the Lat Masjid, Dbar, p 13 1909-10,
ZH

tfO? n (Thuis 10th July 1404 to Sun 28th June 14<r> A D
) Amid Shah

David Ghoi . Dilawar Khan disciple of Xasir Dm Mahmud
built Jami Masjid m the city of Dhar Ins in the Lat

Masjid, Dhar, p 12, 1909-10, ZH
*U7 H (Thms 10th July 1404 to Sun 28th June 1405 v u

,.
The

peon the Patwan and the not of the village should know
him lo be tax-collectoi of the city of Shadiabad Twenty bigas

of land , digging up a \vcll and planting a gaiden m it , the

piogmy and descendants of Gopal Baias (This) has been built

Ins m Badr Shah, Mandu, Dhai, p, 2k, IDO'i-lO, ZH
MIHJfl (Mun 29th June 1405 to Thuis 17thjune 140<> \D) Nasiru'd-

Din Dila\\ai Khan built this Jarm Masjid in the foit of Mandu
was completed Ins in a mosque at Mandu Dhai p 21, 190<J-

10, ZII

SOU H (Fn 18th June 140ft to Tues 5th June 1407 \,D ) Dilawai

Khan constructed m the city of Shadiabad a gate, an equal to

winch no one could find in Daulatabad Ins on th< Taiapur

Gate, Mandu, Dhai, p lit 1909-10, ZH
*U 4 H. JUMADM 25 (Mon, 14th Septembei 1411 \.D )

-- Ihe building

of (his foit . (was undertaken) . during the administration

of Dilawar Khan (under the duection of) Junaid, son of Zaul

Adnan Ins on the Dehh Darwaza, Chanden Foi t, Gwahoi

State, p 17, 1 0215-11, RSS
K33 H. SAFAR (Sun. 30th Octobei lo Sun 27th November J42 1

) A D
)

Dining the reign of Hoshang Shall , about the time that the

Viceroy of this province was Nasn'd-Daulah Umai, the son of

Husain, built this struciurc Ins found m Chanden, p 22,

1926-6, RSS.

S3fl H SHAWWAL End (21 to 29) (Satui 21st to Sun, 29th June 1432

V D
) Fuday, 4th (Rajah) in 835 ind six months from

llijra, the days of the month having been counted accoiding to

the Arabic system that this mosque was founded was built

by Masnadi-Ah Mughithu'd-Dm wa'cl-Dun>a Ulugh Azam

Humayun the Khan end of Shawwal . completed May
Mahmud Shah be ever adorned , * Ins, on the Mosque of

Humayun Khan m Mandu, Dhar, p 21, 1909-10, ZH.

S40 H Zl'LQA'DA 25 (Satur June H37 A.D.)
-

Mujahid Khan,

son of Shama Khan Ghazi after the tumult of Mukul,
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the accursed, conquered and captured the towns of Dmdwana,
Sambhai and Naiaina and built afiesh foils and mosques, at the

request of the nobles and chiefs built this tank on the site of royal

fields styled in Mustafasai , Ins in a tank at Nataina, Jaipur

State, p 1<>, 1923-4, GY ,

S3] H (Sun J9th Maich 1447 to Wedncs . 6th Match 1448 A D ) During
the icign of . Shah Mahmud of Khalji dynasty built it like a

Rouza Ins in Nalcha, Mandu, Dhai, p 29, 1909-10, ZH
85S H (Tues ; 1st January to Sat 21st Decembti 1454 A D

) The founder

of this mosque the King Hoshang Ghon . The King said

to Mahmud Khalji complete the Jami Masjid He finished

this building according to the patting advice . . Ins in the Jami

Masjid m Mandu, Dhai, pp 22-3, 1909-10, ZH
859 H (Sun . 22nd December 1464 to Wednes . I Oth Dtcembu, 14,35 A D

)

Shaikh Abdu'llah Shah Changal This dome over this grave
This lion man came to this old temple with a

large foicc, he bioke the images . tuined temple into mosque
When Rai Bhoj saw this embiaccd lilani with the family .

Now this tomb has been pilgrunage-place . The Khalji

King Mahmud Shah . built afiesh this old sttuclure From
the Hyia it was 859 that its dale was wutten a new ,. Ins

on the Tomb of Abdu'llah Shah Changal, Dhar; pp, 3-5 1909-10,

GY.
862 H MUHARRAM 1 (Satui : 19th November 1457 A,U,) This grand

mosque was built dming the reign of . Mahmud Shah Khalji , .

by , Maliku'sh-Sharq Saifu'l Mulk Khujandi . . Ins, in a mosque
on the Lohangi Hill at Bhilsa, p, 8, 1929-30} MHQ.,

866 H. (Tues : 6th October 1461 to Satur ; 26th September H62 A D.)

This is a Garden of Paradise of . Q_utb Karnal . . during his

reign , Mahmud Shah Khalji Established them anew in , , 861

, ,1ns on the Tomb of Kamal Maula, Dhar' pp, 14-fi, 1909-10,

ZH and p 9, 1911-2, GY.
889 H SIDDHI, SAM. 1540 Phalgun Vadya fi Wednesday (18th

February J484 A.D
) (Persian) ~Son of Mahmud Shah Sultan..

Khan Sher Khan, the fief holder , , province of Chanderi, the

jizya, the hunter's tax, the police tax . Bhonrasa (and its) suburbs

, baqqil (the grocer) the grocers and artisans from the current

year onward,

(Hindi) : (In the reign of) Maharajadhiraja Shri Sultan Ghiyath
Shah lord of Charxderi province . Bhorji'asa town , . Ins. on

the roain gate of the Fort of Bkmra&fc, Gw^orj State; pp, 24-6,

1937-8; RSS,

892 H (Thurs: 28th December I486 to Sun : Jftth December 14H7 A,D,)
On the date of the victory , . year 892 , in the reign of , , Mahraud
Shah, the son of Muhammad Shah, the son of Humayun Shah,
the son of Ahmad Shah, the son of Muhammad Shah, the ruler,
the JBahamamd , , , , Ins. on the Mahakah Gate, Namala Fort

near Gawil, Berar; p 13, 1907-8; TWH,
893 H, RAJAB 8 (Wednes 18th June 1488 A.D.)~~This is the rating
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place of Maliku'sh-Sharq, Maliku'-T-Tujjar Rahmatu'llah Died

on the 8th of Rajab}
893 Ins on a grave-stone m the Gumbaz

ka Maqbara Bhilsa, p 9, 1929-30, RSS
010H (Fn. 15th June 1504 to Tues 3rd June 1505 AD) Built by

Shaikh Idiak Ins in the Tal Masjid, Mandu, Dhar, p 24,

1909-10, ZH
014 H (Tues : 2nd May 1508 to Fri 20th April 1509 A D

) During the

time of Nasiruddm the Sultan . and Khaqan Ins, in

Baz Bahadur ka Mahal, Mandu, Dhar, p 24, 1909-10, ZH.
Undated In the name of God the best of names During the reign of

World-wide glory like Sulaiman, the exalted monarch of the

age and a crowned king What a king who is brightert han the

Sun and the Moon, the lord of the Universe, Hoshang Shah. A hero

of Chanderi, elephant-like in body, and like a lion by whom other

lions have been over-awed This well has been constructed in

the time of the chosen and peerless Amir Nasir, a chief of the East

by Jaika son of Biku majmuadar Ins. in the inner masonery

of Tapa Baoh in Chanderi, p 43, 1939-40

Note Page No. and year refer to Epigrapkia Indo-Moslemica.

GY = Dr G Yazdam, MHQ, = Muhammad Hamid Quiaishi;

RSS = Ram Singh Saksena, TWH Major T W Haig; ZH =
Khan Bahadur Zafar Hasan

IMPORTANT INSCRIPTIONS (HIIfDI AND SANSKRIT)

s 146 (?) Kadwaha (Guna) Sati memoiial Lines 8 Scupt,

Nagri Lan Hindi Mentions of Ahir Sati in the king

dom of Dilawar Khan ARGA VS J975 No 115

S 140 (>) Kadwaha (Guna) Sati memorial in Garhi Lines 7

Script, Nagri Lan Hindi. Mentions of sati of Rawal

Kushal's wife in the kingdom of Dila\\ ar Khan, ARGA.
V.S 1980 No 11.

t> 1470/1419 A.l), Gudai (Shivpun or Sipri) Sati memorial Lines II

Scnpt. Nagri, Lan. Hindi. Mentions of a Sati in village

Gudai in Distt of Chanderi during the i ule of Qadu
Khan ARGA, V.S 1080, No 27.

S I4H1 /1
42-1 A,D Saka 1346=1424 AD Lahtpur, Found m the ruins of

old Deogarh tort Script, Nagri Lan Sansknt

Mentions of the dedication of two images of

Padmanandi and Damansant by Hoh, a Jam priest

in the reign of Shah Alambhak of Mandappura JASB

LII,pp 67-80

S, HS5/I42S A,D, Nadcn (Guna) Sati memorial Lines 7 Script, Nagri,

Lan. Sansknt Mentions of a Sati of a 'Lohar
1

black

smith woman m village Gular in the reign of Shah

Mim. Gives also Saka 1350. ARGA V S 1981 No. 24.

<5 H85/1428 A.J) Gudar, (Shivpuri or Sipri) Sati memorial Lines JO

Script, Nagri. Lan. Hindi. Refers to Chanderi and

Hoshang Shah of Mandu as Ruler ARGA V.b. 1086,

No. 26.
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Kaduaha (Guna) Inscription in tlic Gailu Lino

S, Sciipt Nagii Lan Hindi Mentions of tin reign

of Sultan Mahmud Khalji ARGA V S i US4 No 52

Kadxvaha (Guna) Inset iption m the Grain Lines

H Scupt Nagn Lan Hindi Mentions of I!K icigr

of Sulun Mahmud Khalji ARGA VS 1984 I\u 13

MancKaia Simple mscupUon Lines S Scupt Nagn

Lan Hindi Mentions of an oath fm Hindus mid Mus

lims ARGA \ J 1974 No 10

Ujjain Pillar Inscription Lines 10 Scupi, Nagn

Lan Hindi Mentions of Sultan Mahmud of Mnh\.i

(Hoi uitdligible) ARGA V.S IU02 No Cfi.

Snkaua (Guna) Sati Memorial Lines 10 Scui,l, Na^ir
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ARGA 19S4 oi SU
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of Glmath Shall. ARGA, VS. 1075 No. 73.

Bhaurasa (Bbilsa). Pillar Inscription. Lines 2K, Script

Nagn and Naskh. Lan. Hindi, Arabic and Persian
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being set up by Ratana the son of a Sati in the reign

of Rajadhnaj Ghivathuddm of Mandu, at Nasirabatf

f As Budhi-Chanderi was named) ARGA VS 1981 No 3

S 114.1, 1 ISX \ D Udaipur (Bhilsa) Inscription on Wall Lines 5 Script,

Nagn Lan Hindi Mentions ofGhiyath Shah of Mandu,
Malwa Udaipui, and Shei Khan of Chandm Cons

truction rtf a mosque (mentions Shfi Khan as Snbah)

ARGA \ s 1984 No 24

S 1343/148S A u. Udaipui (Bhilsa) Inscription on the wall of a moque
neat Mori Gate Lines, 5 Script, Nagri Lan Hindi
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Shah %vas ruling at Mandapgarh, and Sher Khan
was go\einor of Chandcii, and Abdus Sara was Gumashta

r>j Udaipui Mentions thr names of some masons

rSutuulhan) (
?

) son of Satalu, Mahaui, Punamu,
Dilhana Naismgh and Chhitamma ARGA VS
IM^ftNo 4

s 1,147 /I UtO \ l> Chanderi (Guna; Inscnptiun on Slab Lines IT Scnpl,

Nagn Lan Sanskrit (Corrupt) Mention 1
: of thr

consiuirtion of gate and putting tht name bv Chimar*

Khan, \RGA VS 1971 No S8

S IfjiM/H'iS A U Rakhrtia (Gxma) A tablet abo\e footpnuis in lock

ncai bitf Jam sculptutt. Lines 5 Script, Nagn Lan

Samknt Mentions of coiihtruction of Padachwha (foot-

prmisj j the reign of Sultan Ghivath Shah ARGA
V.S 1981 No 28,

S I'm,") M4'jk t. O Mandsaui Lines Scupt, Nagri Lan Hindi Men
tions of Mukabil (Muqbilt Khan and an oath, ARGA
VS I<)74 No >

s 1555/1498 A I) Mandsaui Garh {Mandsaui ) Inscription on wall Lines

') Script, Nagii Lan, Hindi (Not intelligible) Men

tions of Mukabil (Muqbil) Khan ARG^v VS 1970

No '2d

S inn I /1/504 A.li Miana (Guna). Sati memorial Lines 10 Scupt, Nagn
Lan Sanskrit mixed with Local Hindi Mentions of

a Sati in the Chaudhan Family (Dynasty) and of the

mgn of Sultan Nasn Shah. ARGA V S 1975,

5. IfiO'J/lfiJS A 1) Bijau (Shivapun) Sati memorial Lines 10. Script,

Nagu Lan, Sanskrit mixed with Hindi Mentions of

a Sati in the mgn of Mahmucl Nas Shahi, ARGA V.S

1075 No. 96

S, 1577/1020 A.U. Naden (Guna) Inscription on a Slab Lines 20. Script,
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Nagri Lau Sanskrit (Coirupt). Meaning not clear

Mentions of the leign of Mahmud Shah Klialji Also

Saka 1442

MM: ARGA - Annual Report of the Archaeological Depaitmcn*
of Gwahor State

JASB - Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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s,S-')2 '14, 'Ifi-lUl ,)S1 \aich\a 423

Muhafi/ Khan 2(>7 '2(>S 270--I, Xaia;i-, Bu>um H8. 1 1U

27(1 277, 2S3 287 Naihar Das, 1 1 1

Muh.immtd Beg, S7 \aisingh Dio Rai oi Kim la, >'),,

Muhammad bin DA ud \l\\i 372 40 4^ 41 4f
, ,50, :>(>, 5 .vi 112,

Muhammad F irmub, 21 4, '2 1 ."> 1 5*1

Muhammad Khan of Bavma 181, Xasn Khan Fauiqi of Khandi sh 22,

1S2 I S3 37, 38, ,-)8, 1'), (2
3 158, 2oS

Muhammad Mnan Shah N.MII 32 l

l, X'asn Khan-i-Jahan uf Kalpi "i4,

330,331 ^
1-1 137-4J, 145, J4l>, 372 173,

Muhammad Nur Bakhah, 21 2 3')4

Muhammad Shah Ghun (Ghazni Nasir Shall Abul Miuafiai, Sultan

Khan), !)1, '15, 103. 130, 3131 of Malwa, 221, 222, 233-40, 237,

\Iubammad Shah Gujaiau, Ki3, 1U4, 2,59-63,207,302.348 350, 351,

121-24, 126, 134, 230, 3a7 3.">4, 3(>8-72, 37,"), 388, 3')1 302,

Muhammad Shah Lankan, 160, MM, 40i5, 427

1 05,172 Nasii-ud-dm, anccstoi nf Malimud

Muhammad Shah Saiyid Sultan, 11"), Shah Khalji, 87

117 NasiatKhan, 97,98, ()'J

Muhammad Shah Tughlaq (Sultan Nasiullali Dabu, 72, 73, S2 '15

Nasu-ud-din), 8, '), 10, 11 12, Nassan Khan, 323

14,23, fi'i Nemz Dutt, 370

Muhammad Tughlaq, l>, 7, S 358, Nizam Khan, 7'l 272

,iXl Nizam Shah Bahmam, 114, 157, 1 ">8

Muhaiunud Zamui Mir/,a, 321, 322, Nizam-ul-Mulk (Shir Malik), (munta-

330 Jib), 206

Vlu'm Khan Satvvasi, 306, 312, 32S, Nuno da Cunha, 327

; 5 34 NurulHaq, 212.213

Mu'm-ud-din Chi-.li, !*, !"' Nusiat Khan Gujaiau, 2 (

), 30
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Nusrat Khan Mahvi, 152

Nusrat Khan, son of Iqbal Khan,

272

PALHAN SINGH, 50, 176, 177

Panchoh Khemsi, 184

Parvez Sultani, 157

Pir Khan, 163

Pir Muhammad, 3IW, 3Kl, 342-4"),

397, death of-397

Pnthviraj, 226, 257, 258

Punjaiaja, -see Munja
Puran Mai, 316, 331. 333, 33,") Vi.l,

391

QADARKHANofGujaiat, 12')

Qadir Shah of Kalpi, 54

QaiserKhan (Dawatdar), 10"2

Qaiser Khan (Muqta of Dohad), 2M3,

206

Qahj Khan, 8ti

Qasim Hussam Khan, .i27

Qasim Hussain Sultan, 324

Qasim Sam, 102

Qazi Khan, 163

Qiwam Khan, 152

Qutb Khan, 215, 333

Qutub Shaibam, 82, 95

Qutb-ud-din, Sultan of Gujarat, as.

Punce, 123, 129; as Sultan, 124,

128, 130, 131, 134, 135, 147, 191,

193,206

RAGHAVADEVA, 169, 191, 192

,
Rai Bhanuji of Kherla, 207, 2Q8

Rai Mai, ruler of Chittor, 223, 224,

225, 257

Rai Pithora (Malwi) 296, 290

Rai Raghu, 102

Rai Sanda of Kotah, 200

Rai Suagh of Malahiabad, 800

Rai Siv Das, 309

Rao Ran Mall Rathor, 162, 186,

169, 171, 172, 184, 191,415

RastI Khan, 13

Ratan Sen (also Ratan Singh) of

Chittor, 306, 314

Rurru Khan, 315, 319, 323, 324, 827

Rupmati 33S Ul 370 ;!HS 88^

302

Rustam Khan '2 HI

SADR KHAN, _>OK. ^74, !>H2, SUiJ,

J24, 325, 326

Sahasmal, 223, 2J4

Sahib Khan (Shaluada), 2(8, 270,

271, 273-78, 282-4, ilflO, 1QJ

Saif Khan, 334

Saif-ud-dm, 19$'

Saif-ul-Mulk, 201

Samdas of Dungar pin ,
1 ',"), lift

Saiyid Ah Khan, 324

Saiyid Badi Alangdai, 22}i

Saiyid Khan, 117

Sahbahan (also Sahvahan), L'ss, JK(i,

354, 355, 3 f)l

Salmi Shah, governor of Multari, 18-1

Samai Singh, 50

Sanga (Sangram Singh) Ratui oJ

Chittor, 257, 21)5, 290, 2<)8, 300,

301, 301!, 305, 314, 3fi

Sdngiam Singh Soni (Naqd-ul-Mulk),

269, 270, 271, 368, 423, 424, 427

Sarangdeva Ajjawat, 225

Seva Das Baqqal, 23ft, 237

Sewa Rai, 229

ShadiKhan, 2m
Shahsuwai, 375

Shaikhan (qazi of Bidar;, 165, KK<

Shaikh Akhi Aziz, 212

Sheikh Baba Shah Alam, J M I

Shaikh Burhan-ud-din, 240

Shaikh Da'ud, 156

Shaikh Hussam Ajmeri, 20(1, 1M1

Sheikh Malik, 75

Shaikh Wajih-ud-din, 108

Shams Khan, 191

Shci Khan bin Muzaffwr Khari, Ufj4,

235,

Sher Khan of CVmnderi, !">-, IfiO,

Sher Shah (Sur), 20S, iWS-ao, ;I3U, 3fif

Shihab-ud-dm (son of Nasir Shah),

259, 260, 265, 267, 268, 272, 3ftl

Shiv Das, 354

Shrutakirti, 868
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Shuja'at Khan (son of Ghi)ath Shah),

236, 237, 239, 240, 348, 354

Shuja'at Khan (Afghan), 333-37

Siha (Jam merchant), 422

Sikandar Khan, 148, 149, 130, 154

Sikandai Khan Sat\\asi, 27 (
), 280,

281, 303

Sikandar Lodi (sultan of Dehh),
260, 201, 267, 275, 282, 284, 201,
294

Silahdi, 2'IT)., 303 30t>, 312, 314-19,

331,355, 397

Suaj-ul-Mulk, 159, 160, 161

Siv Das, RaiRayan, 163, 257

Someshwai I (Chalukva), 5

Sufi Khan Bhanden, 102

Sulaunan (of Chanden), 106, 107,
108

Sumeij Rai of Etewa, 52

Siuajmal Rawat, 223-6

TAJ KHAN, Khan-i-A'zam, 75,

94, 97, 104, I0f>, 133, 134, 152,

160, 162, 175, 179, J85, 1<I4, 106,

207, 208, 229

Taj Khan of Raisin, 318, 340, 355,

3M7

Tauh Beg, 327, 328

Tatai Khan (son ol Muzaflai Shah),

16, 17,20
Talai Khan, 239, 240, 320, 321

Teja Ptuohit, 178

Timui, 1, 17,52,55, 371

Tughan Shah Khatn, UJ S

Tughlaq Shah bin Fath Khan, 10, 11

Tulak Khan, 86, S7

UDAI SINGH RANA, son of

Kumbha. 223, 224

Ugra Sen, 295

Umar Khan, son of Hoshang Shah, b7,

82, 84, MO, 103, 104, 105, 170, 417

Uthmanjalal 73,75
Uthman Khan, son of Hoshang Shah

67, 68
(,<), 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 84,

MO, Ml

VIKRAMADITYA,
"

Vishaldtva Baghela, 6

WAFAKHAN, 163, 164

YADGAR BEG, 278

Yaclgar Nasn Mirza, 324, 327

Yakan Khan, 236, 237, 238

Yaqan Khan, 152

YusufBudha (Sufi saint), 6b

Yusuf Khan Hindaum, 116, 182,

183

Yusuf Khan Malwi, 152

ZAFAR KHAN (Latei Muzaflai

Shah), 13, 16-20, 23, 25, 26

Zafai Khan Minjumla, 75

Zafar Khan (officer of Ghivath Shah),
225

Zam-ud-dm Shaikh, 1 57

Zia-ud-dm Biyabam, 164,165
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ABU, 191

Agra, 181, 182, 320, 321, 328 333,

342, 343

Ahar 194

Ahmadabad, 124. 134,135,228

Ahmadnagar, 311, 378

Ajmer, 2,10,135

Alhanpur,170,l83,233,234

Amartu, 114

Ashanagar (Ashta, Ashtanagar), 107,

314, 336, 370

Asir, 38, 50, 152, 248, 258, 272
^

Azizabad, 217

BAGAD, 2, 3, 4, 5

Baghelkhand, 52

Baglana, 2, 201

BairagarM59,352,359

Bakankalu, 239

Balapur, 162

Balasinor, 121

Balkonda, 150

Ban.dh.un (Rewa), 2

Bandugarh, 112, 113

Banhana, 313

Bankher, 133

Baqauli, 167

Ban Sadri, 171,223,225,226,

Baroda, 127, 226, 227, 228, 276

Bassem, 327

Bayana, 51,181,182,1*7, 215, 233,

234,235,321,352

Behistitpur, 261, 263, 264, 267,

,
275

Berar, 55, 59, 156, 158, 164, 165,

167

Bhairundi, 129

Bhainsrod, 225

Bhaigrur, 54

Bhakor, 293,294

Bh,ander, 141

Bharoch (Bahroj, Broach), 6, 35-6,

126-7, 327

Bhilsa, 65, 99, 100, 282, 284, 303,

312, 314-5, 319, 336, 419

Bhoj Tal, 55

Bhopal, 70, 419

Bidar, 58,153-3,101,165,166

Bijagarh, 272, 344, 3.59

Bir, 155, 156

Bundi,4, 12,187,194,378

Burhanpur, 258, "U2, 330, 344, 343

CAMBAY, 326, 327

Ghampaner, 37, 121-3, 134, JOB,

226-33, 235, 294, 308-9, 312, 326-8,

named Muhammaclabad, 233

Ghanderi, 2, 54, 63, 65, 97-9, ICO, ) 03-

4, 106-9, 110, 112,128,141, 143,

214,217, 234, 260-1, 27C-6, 281.2,

284, 293, 312, 352-3, 363, 396,

Jama Masjid of-389

Chattisgaih, 4

Chausa, 332, 333

Chawand, 378

Chhappan, 183, 194-0

Cluttor, 108-70, 172-5, 181, 183, l!Jl,

193, 106, 199, 223, 257, 301, 304,

305,415,416

DARIMPUR, 223

Dasur see Mandsor

Daulatabad, 7, 8, 155-8, 162

Delwara, 194

Dcola, 291,292

DewarKonda, 160

Dhar, 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 15, 1C, 18, 32,

36, 37, 38, 50, 133, 180, 217, 238,

260, 292, 295, 312, 313, 334, 350,

380,381

Dhan (a sub-division of Dhar), 1)39

Dholpur, 234

Didwana, 19

Dilawara, 292

Dipalpur, (Malwa), 216, 217, 307,

313

Diu, 327, 328

Dohad, 62, 122-3, 230, 231, 291 , 293,

352

Dungarpur, 3, 4, 196

Durgapur, 50

Dwawamudra, 8
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ELICHPUR, 55-6, 151, 157-9, 162-4 Jawar, 196

167,352 Jhalawar, 36, 3-

Erachh, 52, i3, 141, 142 143, 144 Julwarah, 19

Etawa, 52 Junagadh, 37

FATHABAD, 143, 156, 214, 215,

217

Firozabad, 10, 153

Firuzpur, Shiq, 51
,
52

GAGRAUN, 48, 49, 50, (53, 76, 121,

141, 175, 177, 178, 212, 216,

319, 333, 335, 342-3, 396

Garha (Mandla), 2,338

Gawil, 55

Ghati Bowah, 125

Ghiyathpur, 226

Girnar,166

Godhra, 123, 294

Gondwana, 4, 5, 55, 98, 158, 167

Gulbarga, 166

Gwahor, 51, 110, 320, 322, 324,

333

HANDIA, 328, 334, 336, 337, 342

Haiauu, 2, 4, 5,48, 49, 70, 115, 135,

140, HI, 109, 170, 177-9, 183,

187

Hasilpur, 3S6,,362
, ,

,

Herat, 374, 375
'

,

Hmdaun, 116, 182, 187, 233, 235

Hmdwanah, 19

Hoshangabad, 6, 70, 06-8, 100, 140,

319,352

IDAR, 19, 37

Islamabad, 96-7, 99,100, 310

JAJNAGAR, 39, 42, 45, 46, 47

Jalalabad (in KMdmvara), 208

Janakpur, 100

Jatahara, 136, 145

Jatba, 70

Jaunpur, 1, 5, SI, 52, 53, 54, 63,

65-6, 119, 136-7, 139, 141, 143,

145, 173, 179, 201, 215, 233-4,

350, 378

KABUL, 86, 87

Kadrula, 338

Kahrar, 316, 317

Kalam or Kullum, 55, 159

Kaliadah, near Ujjain, 38

Kahnjar, 336

Kahyadaha, 263

Kalpi, 5, 51-5, 63, 68, 136-42,

144-6, 161-2, 172-3*, 176, 179,

233-5, 231, 333, 352

Kalyam, 156

Kambyat, 313

Kampila, 8

Kanar, 321

Kanbal, 104

Kanthal,2, 170, 175, 226, 352

Kaparbanj, 127, 12S

Karauh, 181

Kaulas, 151

Kelwara, 194

Keswal, 112

Khairabad, battle of, 226

Khajawa., 54

Khahfatabad, 213

Khaljipur, 194

Khandwa, 111,116

Khajidesh, 3, 5, 35, 38, 55, 56, 57,

58, 63, 66, 111, 152, 157, 158,

258-9, 268

Kharkun,272

Kheri-Rajpur, 369

Rherla, Mahmudabad, 4, 5, 39, 40,

43-7, 68-9, 60, 63, 147, 14&, 158,

159, 160, 161-5, 167, 207, 20&,

named Mahumudabad, 159; also

called Ajhra

Khirki.111

Khora,lll,113

KUwara,173

Kotah, 4, 121
3 187, 200, 226

Kumbhalgarh (Kombhalnur) 173-4,

194-6

Kutch, 36, 37
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LALITPUR, 63

Lahoie, 87

MACHHINDARPUR, 173, 17

Maheshwai, 33, 40

Maheskai, 153

Mahoba, 52, Ub-8, 114, 145

Main as, 3S

Mahur, 44, 35-6, 148, 14U

Makhdumpur, 127

Mandalgarh, 141, 178-!), Ih,V7, I'M).

3, 197, 224-6

Mandhala, ,"50

Mandor, 11)2

Mandiail, 321

Mandsoi (Mandsaui, Dasuij, (>1,

175, 183-5, 194, 107, 22-1, 323-4,

329, 342, 352, 396 (also Dasapui,

368)

Mandu, Shadubad, also MancU\-

gaih, 15, <), N-, If), 32-4, 3S, 311,

40, 1-1, 43, 45, 47, 48, 50, 5,1, CO,

62, ft,", 70, 7C-7, SO, 100, 114

117-9, 124, 120, 121, 183,

135, 140, 143, 146, Ififi, 158, ICO,

170, 173, 175, 185-B, l!)4, 199

216-7, 223, 225, 231, 2U), 257,

260,263 267-8, 272, 27!), 285, 310,

312, 316, 32-1-fi, 328-0, 334,

337, 342, 346, 352, 355, 35H, 360,

362-3, 368, 371
',}, 375, 377, 380-1!,

389

Mardanpui ,54

Mustafabad, 217, 227

NADOL, 193

Nadot, 37

Nagaur (Nagore), 135, 191, 1 03, 320

Nalcha, 38, 66, ICO, 166, 208, 21G-7,
^ 230-!, 260, 2G7-K, 274, 270, 283,

298, 313, 324-5, 352

Nandarbar, 2, 58, 126, Ifi8

Narlai, 193

Narwar, 2, 260-1

Navasati, 327

Pali, 193

Panipat, 203

QUNDUZ- BAGHLAN, T

RADPUR, 161!

Raipui, I, 5, IK, 3,-JJ, 3f>')

Raison, 284, 303, 312, 314-5, 817-9,

311,,*34-H,3%

Rajpui, 3b'l

Rant i, 13-'

Ranthamblun, 1, IJI, 17'), 187,

233, 23S, 2(>1, 27fi, 31!), 321, 323,

334, 342, 35 2

Ratanpui,4, I I 1, 352, 35<)

SADULPUR, 313

Samarqand, H7, 205, 371

Saiangput, II, 2, 43, 05, 103, 101,

105, 107, 12S, 142, 173, 2M, 234,

240, 303, 312, 314, 322, 333, 33 [,

RU, 337, 'MK, 340, 342, 343, 34 t

Saiguia, 4, 5, 112-5, 170, '200, 352,

353

SalWds, 312, 328,334

Shna/, 205, 371,371, 375, 37<'

Suolu, 1H1

Sultanpui, 5H, I ,".(>, 1.1H, 31 1

Suicil, 131, 13J, I '{3, 201', 2113, 327

TALUN1M, KW
r

l'halnoi,37

Tughlaqabad, 117

LIDAIPUR, 37S

Ujjain, 5, 8H, 40, no

70, 104, 141, | lift,

274, 27fi, 2HO, 311',

,

f

}L>3, 328, 3H 337, 34
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clearly m>' '"'te the role of the piovincial

kingdoms in the development of industry

and commerce. The four appendices

analyse some controversial topics The

appendix on "The Jams m Malwa"

examines their place in the political

and economic life of medieval India

The one on "The Sources" makes

for the first time a correct assessment

of Md'athir-i-Mahmudshahi, the con

temporary Persian official history written

in Malwa and brings out that the

work was completed in AD 1468.

Thus, it is a comprehensive history

of the Kingdom of Malwa and fills

in one of the long felt gaps in the

study of the Provincial Kingdoms and

their role in Medieval Indian History

The work is substantially the thesis

approved for the Ph.D degree of the

Delhi University.
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